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Preface 

One studying the motion of fluids relative to particulate systems is soon 

impressed by the dichotomy which exists between books covering theoretical 

and practical aspects. Classical hydrodynamics is largely concerned with 

perfect fluids which unfortunately exert no forces on the particles past which 

they move. Practical approaches to subjects like fluidization, sedimentation, 

and flow through porous media abound in much useful but uncorrelated 

empirical information. The present book represents an attempt to bridge 

this gap by providing at least the beginnings of a rational approach to fluid
particle dynamics, based on first principles. 

From the pedagogic viewpoint it seems worthwhile to show that the 

Navier-Stokes equations, which form the basis of all systematic texts, can be 

employed for useful practical applications beyond the elementary problems 

of laminar flow in pipes and Stokes law for the motion of a single particle. 

Although a suspension may often be viewed as a continuum for practical 

purposes, it really consists of a discrete collection of particles immersed in an 

essentially continuous fluid. Consideration of the actual detailed boundary

value problems posed by this viewpoint may serve to call attention to the 

limitation of idealizations which apply to the overall transport properties of 

a mixture of fluid and solid particles. 

It is hoped that the research worker in this and related fields will be 

stimulated by noting that not only does the hydrodynamic viewpoint lead to 
a clearer correlation of much existing work, but that, at every turn, there 

exists a host of new problems awaiting solution. Among those which seem 

especially intriguing are the effect of variation in particle size and arrange

ment on the dynamic behavior of particulate systems, and the possibilities of 

extending the present treatments to higher Reynolds numbers. Engineers may 

be interested in the availability of fluid dynamic models which can serve as 

the framework for more extended investigations involving other transport 

processes, coupled perhaps with chemical reactions. 



Preface 

The treatment developed here is based almost entirely on the linearized 

form of the equations of motion which results from omitting the inertial 

terms from the Navier-Stokes equations, giving the so-called creeping motion 

or Stokes equations. This is tantamount to assuming that the particle Reynolds 

numbers are very small. Many systems which involve bulk flow relative to 

external boundaries at high Reynolds numbers are still characterized by low 

Reynolds numbers as regards the movement of particles relative to fluid. 

Also, inertial effects are less important for systems consisting of a number of 

particles in a bounded fluid medium than they are for the motion of a single 

particle in an unbounded fluid. 

The subject matter is largely confined to a development of the macro

scopic properties of fluid-particle systems from first principles. General 

hydrodynamic and mathematical concepts are not treated in detail beyond 

what is required for further development. Most of the experimental data 

reported are confined to critical experiments aimed at demonstrating the 

applicability of the theoretical results to actual physical systems. Following 

the first few introductory chapters, subsequent material is organized on the 

basis of the class of boundary-value problems involved, similar to the ap

proach used by C. W. Oseen in his classical "Hydrodynamik." Starting with 

the motion of a single particle in an unbounded medium, the problem of 

the motion of several particles interacting with each other, of particles moving 

in the presence of bounding walls and finally of combinations of these factors 

are considered successively. Final chapters deal with the movement of fluids 
relative to particulate assemblages and with the viscosity of suspensions of 

particles. The latter treatment is more provisional and includes comparison 

of theory with empirical equations and data. 

Much of the material presented is based on original investigations of the 

authors and their students, especially Jack Famularo. We were also fortunate 

in having the advice of o. H. Faxen, who provided us with many early papers 

by himself and C. W. Oseen, and who also carefully read the entire manu

script. S. Wakiya was also kind enough to review the manuscript and to 

provide additional useful suggestions. Support in the form of grants and 

fellowships from the Petroleum Research Fund of the American Chemical 

Society, The National Science Foundation, The Institute of Paper Chemistry, 

The Pulp and Paper Research Institute of Canada, and The Texas Company 
is gratefully acknowledged. The Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences 

of New York University graciously provided considerable computer time. 

The authors are convinced that the foundation of a scientifically sound 

development of the fluid dynamics of particulate media at low Reynolds 

numbers is now available, which should serve as a sound basis for future 

investigations. They hope that this book will serve to illustrate the versatility 

of this field of study. 

JOHN HAPPEL 

HOWARD BRENNER 



SYMBOLS 

The following is a list of the most frequently occurring sym

bols used in the book. Symbols not defined here are defined 

at their first place of use. A few of these symbols are oc

casionally used in other contexts. 

a 

A 

b 

B 

Sphere radius 

Cross-sectional area 

Distance to cylinder axis 

Center of buoyancy 

c Particle dimension 

Cn Drag coefficient 

C ; (C); C ij Coupling dyadic; matrix; tensor 

Cjk Coupling dyadic in multiparticle system 

d Diameter 

D/ Dt Material (convected) time derivative 

(eh e2, e,l) == e j Triad of right-handed 
orthonormal eigenvectors 

£ Total energy dissipation rate 

£2 Stokes stream function operator 

fk«(J, <1» Surface spherical harmonic 

F Force 

F, F j Vector force 

(fF) Force matrix 

g Local acceleration of gravity vector 

(h], h." kj) c" hj Metrical coefficients 

Yf", I" . .f;, Gegenbauer functions 

i =,..j-=1 Unit imaginary number 

(i], i 2 , i;l) ecCe i j Unit vectors 

i, j, k, or i.e, i y , iz Cartesian unit vectors 

/", K" Modified Bessel functions 

I Dyadic idemfactor 

k Wall-effect constant; Kozeny constant 

k Wall-effect dyadic 

K Translational resistance coefficient for 
isotropic particle; Darcy permeability 
constant 

K Average translational resistance 
coefficient 

K], K 2 , K.l Eigenvalues of translation dyadic 

(.]f') Resistance matrix 

K; (K) ; Kij Translation resistance dyadic; 
matrix; tensor 

Kjk Translation dyadic in multiparticle 

I 

m 

system 

Length; distance to boundary; distance 
between particles 

Hydraulic radius 

m f ; mp Mass of displaced fluid; mass of 
particle 

"'1 Center of mass 

on Distance ,measured normal to surface 

n Unit normal vector 

Nile Reynolds number 

o Arbitrary point fixed in particle 

P Local pressure 

PI/ Solid spherical harmonic 

PI/(cosf)); P::'(cosf}) Legendre function; 

associated Legendre function 

!1P or!1p Pressure drop 

P Intrinsic vector "pressure" field 

!1P Vector pressure drop 

[ijJ Intrinsic triadic "stress" field 

(ql> q2' q3) = qj Curvilinear coordinates 

Q Volumetric 'flow rate or volume 

(r, f), <1» Spherical polar coordinates 

r Position vector 

r() Position vector relative to origin at 0 

rop Vector from 0 to P 

R Center of reaction 

R. Radius of circular cylinder 

R Position vector 

RR Vector defined in Eq. (5-7.14) 

os Distance measured along a surface 

s Unit tangent vector in intrinsic coordi-
nates 

S Surface area 

S p Particle surface 

dS Directed element of surface area 

t Time 

t Unit tangent vector 



T Absolute temperature or torque com
ponent 

T, T, Vector torque 

u, v, W Component velocities in cartesian 

coordinates 

(u l , uh u3) = Uj Components of vector u 

U Local fluid velocity 

U Particle speed or superficial fluid velocity 

Uo Settling velocity of a single particle, or 
centerline velocity 

U MF Mean fluid velocity 

UOl' Centerline velocity of fluid 

UTS Terminal settling velocity of sphere 

('11) Velocity matrix 

U, UI Particle velocity vector 

Urn ; Urn Superficial velocity vector; speed 

(VI' V 2• Va) = Vj Components of vector v 

V Local fluid velocity vector 

v~ Local fluid velocity vector at infinity 

V Volume or velocity 

V rn Mean velocity of flow 

V Intrinsic dyadic "velocity" field 

W Rate of doing work 

x, y, z Cartesian coordinates 

(XI' x 2, Xa) Xj Cartesian coordinates 

Xn «(), cf», Yn(IJ, cf», ZII(IJ, cf» Surface 
spherical harmonics 

z' Complex variable 

f3 Slip coefficient 

Ojk Kronecker delta 

oCr - rn) Dirac delta function 

A, Atj Rate of strain dyadic. tensor 

f Small deformation parameter or frac-
tional void volume 

fjkl Permutation symbol 

IE Alternating isotropic triadic 

, Vorticity vector 

/C Bulk viscosity 

/-L (Shear) viscosity 

/-Lr Relative viscosity 

/-Lsp Specific viscosity 

[/-L] Intrinsic viscosity 

v Kinematic viscosity 

II, IIij Pressure (stress) dyadic, tensor 

lIn Stress vector 

p, p f Fluid density 

PP' p' Mean particle density 

Ap Density difference 

(p, cf>, z) Circular cylindrical coordinates 

II Internal-external viscosity ratio 

T Volume 

cf> Fractional volume of solids 

cf>~ Dimensionless translation dyadic in un· 
bounded fluid 

cI> Local energy dissipation rate 

cI>n, cf>,. Solid spherical harmonic 

X,. Solid spherical harmonic 

"'" Stream function 

CU, w Angular velocity vector, speed 

o Angular velocity vector 

0; (0); n'j Rotational resistance dyadic; 
matrix; tensor 

Ojk Rotational resistance dyadic in multi
particle system 

w Radial cylindrical coordinate 

V Nabla operator 

V2 Laplace operator 

Transposition operator 

-1 Reciprocal dyadic 

Dot product 

Double-dot product 

X Cross product 

X Double-cross product 
X 



To our wives and parents 

" ... e tutto il frutto ricolto del girar di queste 

spere. " 

Dante Alighiere 



Introduction 1 

1-1 Definition and Purpose 

The behavior of systems involving the motion of aggregates of small par

ticles relative to fluids in which they are immersed covers a wide range of 

phenomena of interest to both scientists and engineers. Broadly speaking 

we may assign these processes to several classes. Particles may move to

gether in bulk through a fluid, as in sedimentation. In turn, the particles may 

remain more or less stationary as in a packed bed. The relative particle-fluid 

motions may be more complex, as in fluidized systems. Finally, the phe

nomenon of suspension viscosity or resistance to shear is encountered when 

solid particles move relative to each other owing to shearing motion of 

the suspending fluid, as contrasted with situations where the fluid moves 

relative to the entire particle system. Many processes involving these types 

of motion are found in nature and technology. It is the basic purpose of 

this book to develop an understanding of such behavior of multiparticle 

systems, starting with the dynamics of single particles. 

One might suppose that all the basic problems and important applica

tions had been solved long ago. For it is fashionable for much of present-day 

science to probe the behavior of objects of extremely small size by means 

of cyclotrons or those of much larger size by radio telescopes. Only recently, 

however, have we begun to establish a satisfactory synthesis of the basic 

principles of slow viscous flow. Before proceeding to other matters of general 

interest, it is desirable to form an idea of the size range of objects with which 
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we shall be concerned. The term particle is a loose one, but for convenience 

we shall assume that any solid object less than 10 cm in diameter (2.54 cm 

= 1 in.) falls into this category. Particles may vary downward from this 

size until molecular dimensions are reached, the lower limit of size of interest 

to us here being that in which the fluid surrounding our particles can be 

regarded as continuous. This will vary depending on the system being stud

ied, but interesting results within the purview of the present treatment are 

obtained down to sizes of 10- 7 cm (10 Angstrom units). This range of size 

may be visualized by noting that the diameter of Earth is about 12 x 108 

cm (8000 miles). Thus, Earth is just about as many times as big as the largest 

particle we shall consider, as this particle in turn is larger than the largest 

organic molecules. Figure 1-1.1 gives an idea of the different types of 

materials which may be encountered. Note that the scale is plotted 

logarithmically. 

Diameter 
(em) 

109 

108 

107 

106 

105 

104 

103 

102 

Earth 

101 Baseball 

lOa 

10-1 

Limit of 10-2 

visibility - 10-3 

1 micron, p 10-4 

(1/25,OOOin.)-

10-5 

10-6 

10-7 

1 angstrom __ 10-8 

Unit, A 
10-9 

Bead catalyst } Sieve 
Sand 

Fluid cracking catalyst 
Cloud droplets } 

Microscopic 

Paint pigment 

Tobacco smoke } 

Plant viruses Colloidal 

Organic molecules 

Hydrogen atom 

Fllur. 1-1.1. Scale of sizes of various objects. 

Size 
range 

of 
"particles .. 



1-1 Definition and Purpose 3 

In order to construct tractable mathematical models of the flow systems 

involving particles, it is necessary to resort to a number of simplifications. 

In this book it is assumed that the flow is laminar and, further, that it is 

sufficiently "slow" that inertial effects need not be considered in arriving 

at a solution of the equations of motion which describe the passage of fluid 

relative to particles in these systems. This simplification is justified, since 

many multiparticle systems do involve sufficiently slow motions for this 

assumption to be valid. Often, systems of interest will consist of very small 
particles, and even when the particles move rapidly with respect to container 

walls, they will move slowly with respect to fluid passing through them or 

with respect to each other. The systems which we shall treat are those which 

exhibit "strongly viscous" behavior, to use an expression coined by Shapir040 • 

Their behavior is governed by the so-called creeping motion or Stokes 
equations. 

A dimensionless criterion which determines the relative importance of 

inertial and viscous effects is the Reynolds number: 

R ld b fluid density x speed x size 
eyno s num er = viscosity 

Situations in which the Reynolds number is small are called slow viscous 

flows, because viscous forces arising from shearing motions of the fluid 

predominate over inertial forces associated with acceleration or deceleration 

of fluid particles. But the Reynolds number may be small for reasons other 

than the slowness of the motion or the high viscosity of the fluid. Thus flight 
of an object through rarefied air high above Earth's surface may represent 

a very viscous flow even though the air through which the object passes has 

a very low viscosity, because its density is correspondingly much lower. 

Of course, in this case, the dimensions of the object must be large compared 

with the mean-free path of the air molecules. Otherwise the continuum 
hypothesis is invalid. A speck of dust or a mist settling slowly through nor

mal air, if sufficiently small, may represent a more viscous situation than 

a steel ball falling in molasses. In many practical situations involving sedi

mentation and fluidization, the Reynolds number (based on particle diam

eter) will be less than about 5. These phenomena are then amenable to 

treatment by the creeping motion equations. 

Complications often arise because of the complex geometry encountered 

in assemblages composed of particles of arbitrary shape. Though the basic 
differential equations of motion may be well understood, it is still very diffi

cult to arrive at exact or even approximate solutions in all but the simplest 

cases. Essentially, two techniques have been employed for handling bound

ary value problems involving a number of particles, namely, the method of 

reflections and the unit cell technique. In the method of reflections the 

boundary conditions are satisfied successively on each of the separate bound-
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ing surfaces involved, including the container walls confining the suspension 

when the fluid-particle system is bounded in extent. If the system is sufficient

ly dilute, that is, the number of particles per unit volume is small, rapid 

convergence is possible. This technique is thus especially adapted to deter

mining the interaction effects among a few particles or between single 

particles and container walls. The unit cell technique, on the other hand, 

involves the concept that an assemblage can be divided into a number of 

identical cells, one particle (usually a sphere) occupying each cell. The 

boundary value problem is thus reduced to consideration of a single particle 

and its bounding envelope. This technique applies strictly only to periodic 

arrays. It can, however, also be applied in some stochastic sense to random 

particle arrays. The cell model is of greatest applicability in concentrated 

assemblages, where the effect of container walls can be neglected. 

The cell technique may be employed to show schematically, and in a 

highly idealized form, the nature of the flow pattern involved in the basic 

types of motion just discussed. Various investigators have employed different 

shapes of cells, but the assumption of a spherical shape both for each par

ticle and for a fictitious envelope of fluid surrounding it is of great conven

ience. The spherical form is of interest mathematically because it enables 

a surface to be described in terms of a single parameter. It is also of unusual 

Figure 1·1.2. Sedimentation. The solid 
sphere at the center of the envelope 
moves downward. 

Uniform flow 

Figure 1·1.3. Permeability. The solid 
sphere is stationary. The undisturbed 
field entering the fluid envelope is 
a uniform flow. 



1-1 Definition and Purpose 

practical interest because many 

particles approximate the spherical 

form. For illustration, we describe 

briefly the fluid patterns associated 

with the assumption of a concentric 

spherical cell model. 

Figures 1-l.2-4 schematically 

illustrate the spherical "free sur

face" 23 cell model for the cases of 

sedimentation, flow through porous 

media, and suspension viscosity. In 

the case of sedimentation a number 

of particles are assumed to be 

settling with equal velocity under 

the influence of gravity through a 

fluid. Attention is focused on one 

particle, which is surrounded by the 

dotted line which constitutes the 

fluid envelope surrounding it. The 

radius of this fluid envelope is estab

lished by assuming that the cell 

contains the same volumetric pro

portion of solid to fluid as exists in 

~ Shearing flow 

Flgur. 1-1.4. Viscosity. The solid 

sphere rotates. The undisturbed pat

tern entering the fluid envelope is a 
shearing field. 

5 

the entire assemblage. Naturally, the hypothetical envelopes or cells 

surrounding each particle in an actual assemblage will be distorted, and some 

"leakage" of fluid from one cell to another will occur, but it is assumed that 

on the average a spherical cell may be employed, owing to the random ar

rangement. The entire disturbance due to each particle is thus confined within 

the cell of fluid with which the particle is associated. The outside surface, 

represented by the dotted line, is frictionless (that is, the tangential stresses 

are zero), so that fluid is free to pass over the surface, as if the cell were a 

raindrop freely suspended in the atmosphere. Instantaneous streamlines 

representing the path of flow of fluid within this envelope are shown 

schematically. They depict a circulatory type of motion. The direction and 

magnitude of motion at the surface of the fluid envelope is such that, if a 

similar fluid envelope surrounding another sphere approached the one 

depicted at the point where they touched, it would be found that the motion 

would be equal in magnitude and direction for the two spheres. Thus no 

friction is supposed to occur between adjacent fluid envelopes. 

From the fluid velocity pattern shown in Fig. 1-l.2 it is possible to 

compute the drag force exerted by the fluid on the particle contained in the 

cell. As the particles come closer together the fluid surrounding each particle 

will be confined to a smaller envelope and resistance to its motion will in-
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crease. In the case of sedimentation, this means that, when a constant gra

vitational force acts on a particle, as concentration increases, the cells and 

the particles within them settle at a slower rate than in a system which was 

sufficiently dilute that the particles did not influence each other. 

In exactly the same proportion as the settling velocity of an assemblage 

of given porosity decreases, resistance to flow of a fluid through a fluidized 

or packed bed of equal porosity increases. Figure 1-1.3 shows an ideal

ized fluid velocity pattern for flow through a stationary cell. Knowledge 

of this field enables one to estimate, with considerable precision, the pressure 

drop resulti~g from passage of fluid through a dense bed of particles. 

Figure 1-1.4 depicts the flow pattern which results when an otherwise 

uniform shearing field is disturbed by the presence of particles. The flow 

pattern shown permits us to calculate the energy dissipated by fluid friction 

in the envelope surrounding the particle. A spherical particle carried along 
by a shearing field will rotate to accommodate itself to the fluid motion as 

shown. The rate of energy dissipation in the cell occupied by the particle 

may be compared with that experienced by the undisturbed fluid when 

sheared at the same rate in the absence of the particle. This comparison 

provides a reliable estimate of the relative viscosity of a suspension of par
ticles in fairly concentrated systems. 

It should be emphasized that although cell models of this type apparently 

give a satisfactory approximation of the actual average flow pattern close 

to the particles in a real physical system, they cannot be expected to be valid 

for points close to the imaginary cell boundaries. Thus, such models will 

not predict effects such as convective transfer of fluid from one cell to others. 

For this purpose an approximate solution of the boundary value problem 

involved, using a technique like the reflection procedure, leads to more 

satisfactory results. 

In addition to the significant simplification arising from the linearization 
of the equations of motion, and from further simplification of the geometry 

involved, it is necessary in many cases to make other additional assumptions 

in order to bring the analysis to fruition. These include such items as the 

assumption of uniformly sized particles, neglect of Brownian motion of 

the particles, and except for gravity, the absence of extraneous forces, such 

as electrostatic or interfacial forces. Good agreement of theoretical results 

with available experimental data is usually found in situations where these 

assumptions are warranted. 

This book begins with a discussion of the basic equations of motion and 
their limitations. The behavior of single particles is then considered. Sub

sequently, the effect of hydrodynamic interactions among individual par

ticles and between particles and walls is examined. Finally, these effects 

are superposed to treat the behavior of particle assemblages. The basic 

principles seem clearly established. They serve to illustrate the versatility 
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of the creeping motion equations for handling problems where the viscous 

effects in particulate motion are dominant. 

The treatment in the following chapters is largely mathematical. 

Experimental data are studied mostly in order to verify that the solutions 

obtained apply to real physical situations. In all cases treated, however, 

emphasis is on the hydrodynamic factors involved. 

Familiarity with basic vector calculus is assumed. To a lesser extent, 

some knowledge of tensor and polyadic analysis is also required. Those 

not familiar with these topics and with the other aspects of engineering 

mathematics involved, should consult standard treatises. Bird, Stewart, 

and Lightfoot5 provide a good introduction to the field of transport phe

nomena. A brief exposition of the vector and polyadic concepts useful in 

studying the theory of diffusion, fluid dynamics, and related topics is given 

in Drew'sl3 handbook. Special mention should also be made of Gibbs' 

text* on vector and polyadic analysis. Aris1 has published a useful text 

which devotes special attention to the application of vectors and tensors 

to problems in fluid mechanics. 

At the end of this book, Appendix A provides a useful tabulation of the 

properties of several important curvilinear coordinate systems. Appendix 

B briefly summarizes the vector and tensor notation employed in this book. 

The following chapter contains references to ,a number of texts in the 

general field of hydrodynamics. Closest to the present treatment in objective 

is the first section of the classic treatise by Oseen 35 , which considers, among 

other things, situations involving the slow motion of particles in the presence 

of bounding walls. t 

As for flow through assemblages of particles, numerous references are 

cited in Chapter 8. Scheidegger's41 monograph on the physics of flow 

through porous media offers a good survey of both English and foreign 

research papers and texts, covering fundamental subjects and especially 

systems where the particulate medium is not dispersed. 

*J. W. Gibbs, and E. B. Wilson, Vector Analysis, Dover reprint (New York: Dover, 

1960). 

tOther books devoted exclusively or almost exclusively to low Reynolds number flows 

are H. Villat, Lerons sur les Fluides Visquex (Paris: Gauthier-Villars, 1943); W. E., 

Langlois, Slow Viscous Flow (New York: Macmillan, 1964); O. A. Ladyzhenskaya, The 

Mathematical Theory of Viscous Incompressible Flow (New York: 'Gordon and Breach, 

1964). In addition to these books, the following chapters in other books contain extensive 

summaries of various facets of low Reynolds number flows: I-Dee Chang in "Handbook 

of Engineering Mechanics" (W. Flugge, ed.). New York: McGraw Hill, 1962; C. R. 

IIIin~worth in "Laminary Boundary Layers" (L. Rosenhead, ed.). London: Oxford, 

1963; R. Berker in "Encyclopedia of Physics: Fluid Dynamics II" (S. Flugge and C. 

Truesdell, eds.) Vol. 82. Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1963; p, A. Lagerstrom in "Theory of 

Laminar Flows" (F. K. Moore, ed.). Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1964; 

H. Brenner in "Advances in Chemical Engineering" Vol. 6 (T. B. Drew, J. W. Hoopes, 

Jr., and T. Vermeulen, eds.), New York: Academic Press, 1966. 
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The remainder of the present chapter is devoted to subjects of general 

interest in the study of particulate matter; namely, a brief historical review 

of how the subject has developed and an outline of the various applications 

in science and technology which supply motivation for research in this area. 

1-2 Historical Review 

The general history of experimental hydraulics and of theoretical hydrody

namics is interestingly treated by Rouse and Ince39 • The treatises by Basset4 

and Dryden, Murnaghan, and Bateman 14 also include numerous references 

to the work of early investigators, especially with regard to laminar flows. 

Although practical hydraulics had its origins in antiquity, scientific attention 

to flow relative to particulate media began scarcely one hundred years ago. 

We do not intend to repeat the names, or summarize the work of all who 

have contributed to this field, but simply to call attention to those scientists 

and engineers who have been especially identified with fluid flow relative 

to particles and porous systems. Thus, we shall not enter into detail regard

ing the work of such leaders as Navier (1785-1836) who, together with 

Stokes, is credited with the formulation of the equations of motion used 

in hydrodynamics; Poiseuille (1799-1869), whose careful experiments on 

laminar flow established the law which bears his name; Lord Rayleigh (1842-

1919), who investigated many phases of hydrodynamics, including energy 

dissipation; and Boussinesq (1842-1929), who made comprehensive 

mathematical treatments of laminar flow in pipes and channels. References 

to pertinent investigations of early contributors not discussed here do appear 

at appropriate sections of later chapters. 

Studies of flow through porous media first engaged the attention of 

several engineers of the famous Corps des Ponts et Chaussees during the 

second half of the nineteenth century. Henry P. G. Darcy (1803-1858), 

a native of Dijon, after being educated in Paris, returned to the city of his 

birth where he became director of public works. There his major accom

plishment was the design and execution of a municipal water supply system. 

This system not only functioned admirably, but also gave rise to a series of 

researches which he conducted on the flow of water through sand bed filters. 

He published the results of these studies along with much other information 

on the development of water supply systems in 1856 12 • (See Fig. 1-2.1.) 

The law which Darcy discovered, namely, that the rate of flow is propor

tional to pressure drop through a bed of fine particles, bears his name. It is 

widely employed for investigating the behavior of all types of water flow 

through porous media, such as underground flow to wells, flo'w in soils 

being irrigated, and the permeability of dam foundations. In addition, the 

flow of oil in underground substructures has been found to follow Darcy's 
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Figur. 1-2.1. Cover of Darcy's book 
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law, and a unit of permeability designated as the darcy is quite generally 

used in the oil industry today, Literally hundreds of studies have been devot

ed to experimental determination of the Darcy permeability for different 
types of porous media. Darcy's health had been failing for some time when 

he published his treatise. He died in 1858 while engaged on a project involv-
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ing the movement of running water in open canals. This work was later 

completed by his capable pupil and colleague, Bazin. 

Another member of the Corps, Arsene J. E. J. Dupuit, continued Darcy's 

studies on flow through porous media, and published his researches in a 

second edition 15 of a book on the transportation and distribution of water. 

In that edition, Dupuit made the first comments on the capacity of a stream 

to transport sedimentary particles in suspension. Other successors in the 

Corps carried forward studies in transport of sediment by rivers. 

The first study of geometrical arrangements of spheres was made in 

189942 by Slichter, who was especially interested in the flow of water through 

soil. He was led to a study of sphere arrangements in order to reduce the 

hydraulics of a complex soil to an idealized system. He also made the first 

attempt to derive a porosity function for beds of uniform spheres, by making 

the simplifying assumption that the average cross-sectional area for flow 

would be triangular. By applying the equivalent of Poiseuille's law for flow 

through a tube of triangular cross section, he obtained an appropriate per

meability equation. Slichter's basic formula was proved inadequate because 

his generalized model was oversimplified. Nevertheless, his treatment pro

vided the starting point of many subsequent studies. 

One of the most fruitful ideas leading to the type of permeability equa

tions currently employed for predicting resistance to flow through porous 

media was the utilization of the empirical hydraulic radius concept6 by 

Blake (1922), an American chemical engineer. It had been found earlier that 

resistance to flow through passages of various noncircular conduits could 

be brought into agreement with that for circular pipes by employing the 

hydraulic radius to characterize the respective cross sections. This quantity 

is defined by the expression, 

cross-sectional area normal to flow 
Hydra ul i c radi us = ---=-::.-::.=c..::...:...:..:..:c-=-=-:-::=--~:.:=-;:.::..::-=-c=-=---..:..::....--=-=:..-'..:

wetted perimeter 

An equivalent form is 

volume filled with liquid 
Hydraulic radius = wetted surface 

Blake was apparently the first to realize that a packed bed might be regarded 

as a single pipe with a very complicated cross section, and that the inter

stitial volume could be divided by the wetted packing area to obtain a 

hydraulic radius. Kozeny (1927)26 extended this treatment. Subsequently, 

Carman (1937)8 suggested modifications which resulted in a semiempirical 

equation, now widely used to correlate data for flow through packed beds, 

see Eq. (8-5.10). 

During the same period that the initial experimental studies were being 

conducted on flow through porous media, attention was first devoted to 
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the theoretical aspects of flow in particulate systems. The earliest study on 

resistance of a solid body moving relative to a fluid, in which viscosity was 

taken into account, was published by Sir George G. Stokes (1819-1903). 

Born in Skreen, Ireland, Stokes received his education at Cambridge. He 

became a professor and remained in Cambridge the remainder of his life, 

making many important contributions to theoretical physics. His early 

interests centered around the subject of hydrodynamics, which was then 

rather neglected in the general researches being undertaken. His early papers, 

mostly in theoretical hydrodynamics, appeared in the Cambridge Philo

sophical Transactions. Of greatest interest to us is the paper in which he 

linearized the general equations of motion of a viscous incompressible fluid 

and thus obtained a time-dependent form of the creeping motion equations. 
He applied these linearized equations to estimate the frictional damping 

of the motion of a spherical pendulum bob due to air resistance (1851)41. 

As the frequency of oscillation of the pendulum approaches zero, it moves 

with essentially constant velocity through the air. The resistance to fall 

of such a body of spherical shape was developed in this paper, and the rela

tionship he discovered is known as Stokes' law, see Eq. (2-6.3.) It has been 

found to apply to the sedimentation of all manner of small particles which 
are moving slowly. The derivation he presented is an elegant one mathe

matically and appears in many text books on hydrodynamics. It applies 

in the situation where the particles are far enough apart so that the motion 
of each one of them is not affected by the motion of its neighbors. Stokes 

made many other important contributions to the Cambridge school of 

mathematical physics before his death at the age of eighty-four. 

Lamb's3o classic treatise on hydrodynamics which first appeared in 1879, 

and subsequently passed through six editions, contains much historical 

and technical information on the development of solutions of the creeping 

motion equations, though it is devoted mainly to potential flows. Worth 

special mention also is the solution of the steady translation of an ellipsoid 
parallel to a principal axis in a viscous. fluid by Oberbeck (1876)34. 

As for the influence of bounding surfaces on the motion of a single body, 
H. A. Lorentz (1896)31, following the method developed by Stokes (1845)46, 

determined the motion of a sphere in the presence of a plane wall. The tech

nique used involves "reflection" of the original motion produced by the 

body from the surface of the wall and back again to the body. Soon after, 
R. Ladenburg (1907)29 exploited the same technique to determine the effect 

of a cylindrical tube on the axial motion of a centrally positioned sphere. 

The same method was employed by the Polish mathematician M. von 

Smoluchowski to determine the effects of hydrodynamic interaction be

tween two spheres moving in a viscous fluid (1911)43. Shortly afterwards, he 

again employed the "method of reflections" to study the sedimentation of 
an assemblage of spheres (1912)44. E. Cunningham (1910)10 considered the 
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sedimentation of a cloud of particles in a closed vessel, employing a cell 

model. His estimate of the decrease in terminal settling velocity due to par

ticle interaction was based on the approximate supposition that each particle 

moves, on the average, as if it were contained in a rigid spherical envelope, 

of radius equal to half the distance to its nearest neighbors. 

These basic methods are still of considerable utility. For use of the meth

od of reflections see Chapters 6 and 7; various cell models for sedimentation 

problems are developed in Section 8-4. 

Many of the early contributions to low Reynolds number hydrodynamics 

are summarized in the book by the Swedish physicist, Carl W. Oseen (1927)35. 

Of special interest are the contributions of Hilding Faxen, his coworker, 

whose early papers are discussed by Oseen. Later researches of Faxen are 

mentioned in various chapters of the present book. Faxen's work has been 

of signal importance in advancing the theory of particulate systems. 

The problem of finding the disturbance caused by the presence of a par

ticle suspended in an otherwise uniform shearing flow was undertaken 

somewhat later than that for uniform motion. It is interesting that this 

problem was first solved as the doctoral dissertation of Albert Einstein 

(1879-1955). Einstein was born in Germany, but studied physics at the 

Zurich Polytechnic Institute. When he obtained his doctorate in 1.905, he 

had become a Swiss subject. His thesis was concerned, among other things, 

with a new method for determining the size of molecules of chemical sub
stances. In order to accomplish this, he developed a theory for the resistance 

to shear of a suspension of small spherical particles immersed in a continu

ous fluid, as a model for large molecules in solution. He showed theoreti

cally that the apparent increase in viscosity of the suspending liquid could 

be related to the volumetric concentration of solid particles (or solute mole
cules) by a simple proportionality constant (1906, 1911)16. The Einstein 

law for suspension viscosity has been used since as the basis for almost all 

theories of the behavior of suspensions in shearing fields of flow. (See Section 

9-6 for a discussion of his findings on the size of the sugar molecule.) Like 

Stokes' law, Einstein's applies to the case where the suspended particles 

are far enough apart on the average that their motion is not influenced by 

mutual interaction of the disturbances produced by individual particles. 

As is well known, Einstein's interests soon turned to relativity and quantum 

theory. He spent the last years of his life in the United States, of which 

he became a citizen. 

Einstein's viscosity theory for suspensions of spherical particles and 
Jeffery's25 extension of it to particles of ellipsoidal shape were further 

extended in several directions in a series of papers by Guth and his coworkers 

at the University of Vienna in 1936. Guth21 has given a brief account of 

these studies. Especially interesting is Guth and Simha's paper22 which 
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considers wall effects and interaction between particles on the apparent 

viscosity of suspensions. 

Developments during the last thirty years have been more varied and, 

in common with other branches of science, have become more numerous. 

Many of these developments were motivated either by other scientific or 

technological problems or because they found application in applied fields. 

It is believed that these advances are of interest not only to those interested 

in engineering applications, but also, hopefully, to the research worker, 

who may find in these advances sources of ideas from apparently unrelated 

disciplines. 

1-3 Application in Science and Technology 

The impact of the science of small particles in many directions has been 

well documented by DallaValle l1 , whose book Micromeritics covers many 

aspects of particle technology other than those of a purely hydrodynamic 

nature. It includes such topics as the geometry of packing of particles, size 

measurement, sieving and grading, as well as electrical, optical, sonic, and 

surface properties of particles. In the survey which follows, we ~onsider 
mostly those applications which relate in some way to the basic hydrody

namic theme of this book. We consider engineering applications first, in 
keeping with the idea that hydrodynamics may be approached as an engin

eering science in its own right, rather than as merely furnishing peripheral 

information to the physical sciences. 

Chemical engineering 

Perhaps the most obvious application of particle dynamics occurs in 
situations where mutual interaction of particles can be neglected, so that 

the fundamentals of single particle motion apply. Dust and mist collection 

from dilute suspensions of finely divided solids, and from liquids in gases, 

furnish simple practical examples of such idealizations36• One common 

application is in the elimination of atmospheric pollution, as in the cleaning 

of ventilating air or in the reduction of industrial health hazards, such as 

toxic fumes from chemical operations. The recovery of valuable by-products 

from the dusts leaving dryers and smelters represents another important 

application. Finally, many industrial operations involve the production 

of a powdered product which must be separated from the gas or liquid in 

which it is suspended, as, for example, the spray drying of milk and soap 

and the manufacture of zinc oxide and carbon black. Often, very fine par

ticles are involved, permitting the laws of slow viscous flow for bodies falling 

in infinite media to be applied. 
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Gravitational and centrifugal sedimentation of dense suspensions of 

fine particles, in the form of slurries in liquids, constitutes a closely allied 

application, which arises in many industries. Concentrating and thickening 

devices are usually still designed on a fairly empirical basis. But it seems 

reasonable to suppose that their design can be made more rational as we 

acquire further knowledge of the laws of slow viscous flow. 

In the more concentrated range, systems involving towers packed with 

special shapes or crushed solids have been widely used in chemical process

ing for many years. Such towers serve as contacting devices: to bring to

gether gases and liquids for the purpose of absorption or desorption; to 

contact liquids with liquids for extraction; and to transfer heat to or from 

gases, as in kilns and gas producers. In some of these processes a moving 

bed of solids is employed, as in a blast furnace. 

The past twenty-five years have seen numerous developments of fluid
particle operations in the· chemical process industries51, 28,37, stemming 

from the commercial exploitation of continuous fluids-solids processing 

in the catalytic cracking of petroleum to produce high octane-number gaso

line. An obvious development employed a moving bed in which a pelleted 

catalyst flowed downward through a reactor against an ascending stream of 

vapor. The spent catalyst was then subsequently conveyed either by elevator 

or pneumatically to a regenerator. These endeavors stimulated further 
developments in moving bed techniques 50. Among the more recent applica

tions of interest may be mentioned the moving bed oil-shale retort and the 

use of moving bed reactors for the production of uranium tetrafluoride. 

A more striking application followed further developmental work, in 

which the catalyst was not only conveyed pneumatically, but suspended by 

vapor in the reactor and regeneration chambers. This led to the fluidized-bed 

technique. In this contacting method, catalyst is used in powder form. Small 

particles suspended by the proper velocity of vapors passing through them 

behave much like true liquids and can be transported or contacted with 

vapors, as if they were homogeneous fluids. 

Figure 1-3.1 illustrates a modern fluid-solid catalytic cracking unit. 

In these processes, oil-feed vapors carry hot regenerated catalyst particles, 

varying from 20 to 180 microns, into a fluidized bed in the reactor. The 

gasified feed is cracked to produce gasoline. The cracked components pass 

to a separation system and the carbon-coated catalyst passes to the regen

erator, flowing by gravity, just as if it were a liquid. The regenerator bed 

is kept in a fluid condition by means of an air stream which burns off the 

deposit on the catalyst, and the hot regenerated catalyst is again ready for 

contact with oil vapors. In a modern unit of the type depicted, 5000 tons/hr 

of catalyst particles contact the oil fractions being cracked. This is a solid 

moving process comparable to a major mining operation, such as that con

ducted by the Kennecott Copper Co. in Utah (300,000 tons/day). Yet it is 
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Flgur. 1-3.1. A fluid bed 

catalytic cracking unit. 

(Courtesy of M. W. Kel

log Co.) 

handled by only a handful of men simply watching control instruments, 

since all the particles are transported as suspensions and maintained in the 

fluidized state in the reactor and combustion zones. 
Many other applications have followed the development of fluidization 

in the petroleum industry. Among the more interesting are metallurgical 

applications, such as the use of a fluidized iron ore bed to prepare iron by 

direct reduction with hydrogen, and the fluid-bed roasting of pyritic ores 

and limestone. The application of the fluid-bed technique to coal gasification 

in the production of water-gas appeared in the patent literature as early 

as 1922 as a development by Winkler. A number of plants were built using 

this process. It seems likely that this technique will find further wide 

industrial application. 
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The dynamics of particles suspended in fluidized beds is very complicat

edSl • It is too much, as yet, to expect theoretical relationships to predict their 

behavior in detail. As noted by Zenz and Othmer51, however, Reynolds 

numbers of particles encountered in catalytic cracking systems normally 

lie in the range NRe = 0.01-5.0. The equations for slow viscous flow ought 

therefore to provide a meaningful basis for interpretation. In this range, 

pressure drop relationships of the type developed later in this book (see 

Chapter 8) are in very good agreement with data obtained for the case of 

particulate fluidization, where smooth uniform expansion of the bed of 

particles occurs. This type of fluidization normally occurs only when the 

continuous fluid is a liquid. When gases are employed, aggregative fluidi

zation usually results. Here, nonuniform bed expansion accompanied by 

bubble formation occurs, making quantitative correlation difficult. This 

area presents a continuing challenge for both theoretical and experimental 

work. 

The flow properties of many plastic materials and paint products involve 

the hydrodynamics of shearing flows of suspensions, as do also the flow 

and aggregating properties of paper-making fibers 45 • 

Civil engineering 

There are many fluid-solids dynamical processes controlling man's 

environment, which consists, roughly speaking, of earth, water, and air. 

Earth is to a large extent composed of soil formed from sedimentary de

posits of minerals like sand and clay. Soil has many of the properties of 

packed beds, but is more complicated owing to variations in particle size 

and shape as well as to nonisotropic distribution in strata. 

The infiltration of water and oil through soil finds application in many 

fields, typical of which are petroleum engineering, soil mechanics, ground 

water hydrology, and sanitary engineering. Collins9 presents a unified treat

ment of flow through porous media, starting with the basic physical char

acteristics of porous materials and leading ultimately to a treatment of some 

of the more complex flow problems, among these being simultaneous laminar 

flow of miscible fluids and flow accompanied by a phase transition. 

More dilute systems, where the particles do not touch each other, occur 

in the case of silt which is carried by rivers. This silt may end by being dis

tributed over wide areas of ocean bottom or confined to the formation of 

deltas as in the case of the Mississippi and the Nile. Such silt deposits often 

impart important agricultural advantages, but may, on the other hand, 

present problems when they accumulate in reservoirs behind dams or in 

navigation channels. The basic hydrodynamic principles involved are much 

the same as those encountered in the problems of the process industries. 

A different category of problems is that involving dust, smoke, and 

mist 20 , where the particles are smaller and are suspended in air. Though 

the basic hydrodynamic laws are the same for aerosols and hydrosols, the 
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former have many special properties due to their very fine state of subdivi

sion. Many problems of industrial hygiene derive from contamination of 

the atmosphere by smoke, bacteria, and other pollutants. 

Mining engineering 

Knowledge of the behavior and characteristics of suspensions of small 

particles in liquids is important in the separation of minerals. After ores 

are crushed to prescribed sizes, various flotation and settling processes are 

often employed for separation. Indeed, the movement of particles through 

fluids plays a role in all mineral-dressing processes 19• 

Flow and seepage of water and solutions of minerals through permeable 

soil structures was important in early prehistory in forming deposits of 

water-soluble materials, and knowledge of such phenomena is important 

to the mining engineer. Control of the rheological properties of oil well 

drilling muds is important in petroleum production. 

Problems of mine ventilation and prevention of dust explosions from 

combustible materials, such as coal dust, depend upon a knowledge of the 

dynamics of dilute suspensions of particles in the atmosphere. 

Physical sciences 

The flow properties of many disperse systems (suspensions, emulsions, 

gels, liquid sprays, foams, and powders) are important in their scientific 

study and characterization24 , 17. Innumerable rheological investigations 

on suspensions of colloidal materials and macromolecules have been carried 

out with the objective of obtaining information as to the physicochemical 

nature of the particles themselves. Disperse systems, either as emulsions 

or dispersions, comprise a large group of materials of industrial importance 32 , 

including cement, plaster, paint, ink, and paper coatings. 

The falling-ball viscometer, which consists of a sphere falling in a circu

lar cylinder, represents one of the standard fundamental methods 18 for 

determination of fluid viscosity. The exact theory of this apparatus is a 

direct application of the appropriate particle-wall interaction dynamics. 

Biology 

Normal blood is a suspension of particulate matter (red cells, white cells, 

and platelets) in a continuous medium, the plasma. Of the particulate matter 

present in whole blood, the red cells dominate in volume, occupying on the 

average 40 volume per cent. A comprehensive review of the rheological 

properties of blood, blood plasma, and certain mucous fluids has been given 

by Merrill and Wells33 • A more detailed treatment is given in the symposium 

Flow Properties of Blood, edited by Copley and Stainsby.* The biologic 

functions of blood, plasma, and body fluids are shown to be intimately 

related to their rheological behavior, which appears far more complicated 

·A. L. Copley and G. Stainsby (eds.), Flow Properties of Blood (New York: Pergamon 

Press, 1960). 
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than man-engineered systems, exhibiting non-newtonian behavior when 

tested· in a special viscometer operating on whole blood samples before 

clotting occurred. Suspensions of red blood corpuscles in brine, however, 

appear to exhibit newtonian behavior up to higher concentrations (see Ta

ble 9-6.3). 

As Merrill and Wells point out, this is but one example of increasingly 

effective collaboration between engineers, physicians, and scientists on 

medically important problems. 

Earth sciences 

Soil permeability has already been discussed under engineering appli

cations. It also has an important bearing on various agricultural problems 

involving such matters as crop yield, soil accumulation, and vegetation as 

related to drainage of water supplied by natural and irrigation sources. 
Geologists and geographers have always been concerned with the 

formation of sediments and various types of rock formation produced by 

them. Twenhofel's49 treatise provides a source of basic information of many 

aspects of historical sedimentology. Sedimentologists have been much con

cerned in recent years with the role of turbidity currents. 

Such currents consist of suspensions of sediment, flowing along the 

inclined floor of a quiescent body of clear water, propelled by gravitational 

forces resulting from the greater density of the sedimentary suspension. 

Workers on recent marine sediments are convinced of the important role 

of turbidity currents in accounting for many topographical features of the 
continental shelves, such as submarine canyons. One of the largest of these 

canyons is that formed by the Hudson River. This canyon extends for more 

than 100 miles across the continental shelf, originating at the entrance to 

New York Harbor. Its topological structure probably presents an under

water panorama as impressive and spectacular as the familiar Palisades, 

a few miles up the river. Many geologists believe that these canyons were 
created by heavy mud flows during periods when the glacial epic lowered 

the ocean level by several hundred feet. It is generally believed that the fine 

earth sediments of particles on the continental shelf were churned by storm 

waves into suspensions which then flowed down the continental slopes at 

great velocities without mixing with the water above. It is clear that, though 

inertial and turbulent effects are involved, the slow motion and shear pro

perties of these suspensions will also be important21 • 

These turbidity currents display similarities to other natural phenomena. 

Thus, Kuenen likens the part played by the silt on the shelf to that of a ring

ing voice bringing down an avalanche which gains in force as it advances. 

Another interesting example is presented by the clouds which sometimes 
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emerge from volcanic lavas_ These are so heavily laden with ashes that they 

flow down the slopes of the mountain with great velocities7 _ Suspensions 

of volcanic ash in water can also move rapidly down mountain sides, thus 

behaving similarly to fluidized beds_ 

Quicksand provides a dramatic illustration of a fluidization process 

found in nature_ Here, finely divided particles of sand are suspended in the 

fluidized state by the passage of an underground spring of water through 

them_ The density of the suspension is not very much greater than water, 

but the suspended material vastly increases the viscosity of the water, making 

the resistance of the suspension to shear very high_ Hence the difficulty in 

swimming or other movement experienced by those trapped in such 
a deposit_ 

Another interesting form of fluid particle interaction in nature is the 

transportation of particles of solid by saltation-a series of leaps and bounds, 

alternating with impacts on the ground surface_ This type of action is respon

sible for the formation of snow drifts, sand dunes, and various forms 

of beach erosion. Bagnold3,2 has described and analyzed many problems 

related to the formation of ripples and sand ridges and the growth and 

movement of sand dunes. In the case of sand storms, particles are not lifted 
high in the air and carried over great distances, as normally supposed, but 

move in a relatively dense suspension with saltation. 

Meteorologists are concerned with more dilute suspensions, such as are 
involved in raindrop formation 38 and in the presence of fine particles in the 

atmosphere. Here, problems are encountered which involve the motion 

of different sizes of droplets and the possibilities of their agglomeration. 

Hydrodynamic forces play an important role in these phenomena. 

To summarize, there is a whole world of fine particles whose size ranges 

from those of small molecules to ordinary dust and sand visible with the 

naked eye. Protein molecules, viruses, synthetic polymers, colloidal particles, 

cosmic dust, soot, and fly ash particles from atomic tests are part of a do

main in which these materials have characteristic size, shape, and properties. 
Observation of the particles themselves48 by modern tools, such as the elec

tron microscope, is one phase of their study. Another is their mutual 

interaction and their movement in the presence of boundaries. In this area 

the study of hydrodynamics presents a remarkably unified understanding 

of much of their behavior. True, their hydrodynamic behavior often in

volves inertial and turbulent flow; other factors, such as particle collisions, 
electrical charges, and surface properties, may complicate matters further. 

A study of the effects produced by viscous forces, such as are exerted in 

slow flows, will, however, usually be advantageous and will very often 

account to a major extent for the phenomena observed. 
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The Behavior 

of Fluids 

Slow Motion 

2 

2-1 The Equations of Change for a Viscous Fluid 

In this book we are concerned exclusively with the equations of change for 
the isothermal flow of a homogeneous viscous fluid. These equations express 
the classical principles of conservation of mass and momentum and are given 
in detail in standard treatises48.39.6. For nonisothermal fluids and for in

homogeneous multicomponent fluid mixtures, additional equations are 

needed to take into account the principles of conservation of energy and the 
conservation of individual chemical species. Aris3 presents a careful develop

ment of the basic equations from a general viewpoint. 
The equation of continuity may be obtained by applying the law of 

conservation of mass to a small stationary volume element within a flowing 
fluid. In vector form it may be written as 

~ = - V.{pv) (2-1.1) at 
where p is the local density of the fluid, v is the local mass average fluid 
velocity, and a/at refers to the time rate of change at a fixed point in the 

23 



24 The Behavior of Fluids in Slow Motion 2 

fluid. The quantity V· (pv) is called the divergence of pv and is sometimes 

written as div pv. In turn, the vector pv is the mass flux density and its di

vergence is the net rate of mass efflux per unit volume. Thus, Eq. (2-1.1) 

states that the rate of increase of density in a differential volume element 

fixed in space is equal to the net rate of mass influx into the element divided 

by its volume. 

The continuity equation may sometimes be used to advantage by writing 

it in the alternative, but equivalent, form 

Dp = -pV.v 
Dt 

(2-1.2) 

in which the operator D/ Dt is the time derivative along a path following the 

fluid motion. The operator D/ Dt, called the substantial derivative, or Stokes 

operator, is defined as follows: 

D a 
-=-+v·V 
Dt at 

(2-1.3) 

The equation of continuity in the form Eq. (2-1.2) describes the rate of 

change of density as measured by an observer moving along with the fluid. 

All applications in this book are concerned with incompressible fluids, 

which have constant density; p is therefore constant and the equation of 

continuity reduces to 

V'v= 0 (2-1.4) 

We consider next the equation of linear momentum for a continuous 

fluid. This may be obtained by application of Newton's laws of motion to 

a differential volume of fluid. Newton's laws may be interpreted as stating 

that the external forces exerted by the surroundings on a stationary fluid 

element are equal to the time rate at which momentum is being created 

within the element. The external forces are two in number: (a) the surface or 

contact forces exerted by the fluid stresses acting over the surface of the 

element: (b) the volume or body forces, for example, gravity, exerted on the 

element. Now, the rate of creation of momentum in the volume is simply 

equal to the rate of accumulation or increase of momentum in the volume 

plus the net rate of efflux of momentum out of the volume element through 

its surface. Thus, we obtain 

a (pv) 
at + 

Rate of increase 
of momentum per 

unit volume 

V.(pvv) 

Rate of 
momentum loss by 
convection through 

the surface, per 
unit volume 

Rate of creation of 
momentum per unit volume 

V·II 

Stresses on 
the surface, 

per unit 

volume 

+ pF 

External body 
force on 

element, per 
unit volume 

External forces per 
unit volume 

(2-1.5) 
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The pressure or stress tensor II is a second-rank tensor (dyadic). It is 

defined according to the usual convention that if dS is a directed element of 

surface area, dS· II gives the contact force exerted by the fluid into which 

the vector dS is directed on the fluid on the opposite side of the surface 

element. For the structureless fluids* considered in this book, external 

angular momentum is conserved. In consequence of this, II is symmetric. 3 

Thus, of the nine components of II jk (j, k = I, 2, 3) only six are independent 

by virtue of the symmetry relation II jk = IIkj • 

In Eq. (2-1.5), F is the external body force per unit mass. Typically, it 

arises from the action of gravity. If g is the local acceleration of gravity 

vector, directed vertically downward, then F = g. 

Note that V· (pvv) and V· II are not simple divergences because of 

the tensorial nature of pvv and II. Eq. (2-1.5) may be rearranged, using the 

continuity equation, and the definition of the substantial derivative of a 

vector field, namely, 

Dv av - = -+v·Vv 
Dt at 

(2-1.6) 

where Vv may be taken as a dyadic. The equation of momentum is then 

obtained in the alternative form 

Dv 
P Dt 

Mass per unit 
volume times 
acceleration 

V·II + pF 

Stresses on 
element per 
unit volume 

Body forces on 
element per 
unit volume 

(2-1.7) 

In this form, the equation of momentum is referred to a small volume 
element moving with the fluid and accelerated by forces acting upon it. 

The vector velocity v appearing in these equations is the mass average 

local velocity. Since we are restricting ourselves to homogeneous fluids, 

where no relative diffusion of individual species occurs, it is unnecessary to 
distinguish this velocity from other possible velocities. Because of the par

ticular form we have adopted for Newton's laws of motion, however, it should 

be clearly remembered that v must be measured relative to an observer in 

an inertial reference frame. 

These equations are applicable to any continuous fluid medium. In 

order to use them, it is necessary to express the pressure tensor in terms of 

measurable pressures and velocities. The theory of newtonian fluids leads to 

the following relation: 

II = -pi + ,,(V.v)1 + 2f..L4 (2-1.8) 

·For "structured continua" the pressure tensor is no longer symmetric since external 
angular momentum may be converted into internal (intrinsic) angular momentum and 
vice versa. And it is only the total angular momentum which need be conserved. For a 
comprehensive discussion of this point see J. Dahler and L. E. Scriven, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
A275 (1963),504. 
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where p = the hydrostatic pressure the fluid would be supporting if it 

were at rest at its local density and temperature, T. 

I = the idemfactor (unit tensor 8jk). 

" = bulk or volume viscosity, sometimes written as A + (2f.1..f3). 

JL = shear viscosity. 

4 = rate of deformation tensor, defined in Eq. (2-1.12). 

The two phenomenological coefficients, " and JL, are intrinsic properties of 

the fluid-independent of its state of motion. In general they depend on 

p and T. 

The two terms in Eq. (2-1.8) which are multiplied by the idemfactor 

result in contributions to the normal stresses. For compressible fluids a 

distinction must be made between the so-called mean normal pressure, p, at 

a point and the pressure p which appears in this equation. The mean pressure 

p is defined as follows: 

p= -t II :.* 

= - t (II""" + IIIIII + II .. ) 
= p - ,,(V.v) 

(2-1.9) 

(2-1.10) 

(2-1.11) 

Thus the pressure, p, at any point in a fluid is .larger than the mean normal 

pressure by an additive term proportional to the local rate of expansion, 

V ·v. The proportionality constant is the bulk viscosity coefficient, which 

relates stress to volumetric deformation rate in the same way that shear 

viscosity relates stress to linear deformation rate. The bulk viscosity is 

important in the case of fluids subjected to rapidly varying forces such as 

those caused by ultrasonic vibrations. In the case of low density monatomic 

gases, " = O. Formulas for estimating" in the case of dilute polyatomic gas 

and dense gases are available28• For a further discussion see Aris3, and 

Landau and Lifshitz35• 

The remaining term in Eq. (2-1.8) is based on a linear relationship 

between the viscous portion of the pressure tensor and the rate of deformation 

(shear) tensor. This latter is defined as follows: 

(2-1.12) 

where (Vv)t = the transpose or conjugate of Vv, sometimes written (Vv)t 

or Vi: 
The newtonian hypothesis, Eq. (2-1.8), has been theoretically shown 13 

to be a complete first-order correction to the theory of perfect fluids in the 

limit where all gradients are small. Thus newtonian fluids should approximate 

the behavior of many real fluids in the limit of slow motions. 

·For the double dot product of two dyadics we follow Gibbs'l' notation, ab: eel 
= (a • c) (b • d). 
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Substitution of the resulting expression for II into Eq. (2-1.7) ultimately 

gives the following general equation of motion for a newtonian fluid: 

P ~; = -Vp + iLV2V + 1-iLV(V,V) 

+ 2(ViL)' Vv + (ViL) x (V x v) 

- HViL)(V ·v) + "V(V ·v) 

+ (V,,)(V·v) + pF 

(2-1.13) 

This equation, along with the equation of state p = p(p, T), the density 

dependence of shear viscosity iL = iL(P, T), the density dependence of bulk 

viscosity " = "(p, T), and the boundary and initial conditions, determines 

completely the pressure, density, and velocity components of a flowing 

isothermal fluid. 

The equation is also applicable to nonisothermal flow of a homogeneous 

fluid, but it is then also necessary to utilize the equation of energy, in ad

dition to boundary conditions involving temperature or heat flux, in order 

to determine the dependent variables. Viscosity and density will then be 

functions of temperature too. Eq. (2-1.13) is not usually used in its complete 

form, but rather is specialized for individual flow problems. 

Thus, " is often taken equal to zero. If this is done, substitution into 

Eq. (2-1.13) ofthe vector identity, 

V2v = V(V.v) - V x (V x v) (2-1.14) 

yields a general equation consistent with that given by Milne-Thomson. 39 

When gradients of temperature and pressure are small, terms in V J-L and 

V" may be omitted. If these terms and those containing" itself are omitted, 

we obtain a form frequently used for compressible fluids. 4s 

For constant p (incompressible fluids, V·v = 0) and constant J-L, Eq. 

(2-1.13) reduces to the one form of the Navier-Stokes equations, 

Dv (oV ) PDt=P ot+ v, Vv =-VP+J-LV2v + pF (2-1.15) 

first derived by Navier40 in 1827. 

In order to employ the equations of continuity and motion, they must be 

expressed in coordinate systems appropriate to the shape of the boundaries 

involved in specific problems. Appendix A outlines general rules for ac

complishing this. 

In particular, consider a system of Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z). Set 

v = iu + jv + kw and F = iX + j Y + kZ 

where (i, j, k) are unit vectors parallel to the respective coordinate axes. 

For incompressible fluids, the continuity equaticn and Navier-Stokes 

equations become, respectively, 
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(2-1.16a) 

and 

OU + U 0 U + v OU + w OU = _ J... 0 p + J:!: (02 U + 02 U + 02 U) + X 
01 OX oy oz p ox P ox2 oy2 OZ2 

ov + uov + vOv + wOv = _l. op + J:!: (02V + 02V + 02V) + y 
01 ox oy oz p oy P ox2 oy2 OZ2 

ow + U ow + v ow + w ow = _ J... 0 p + J:!: (02 W + 02 W + 02 W) + Z 
01 ox oy oz p oz P ox2 oy2 OZ2 

(2-1.16b) 

The components of the pressure tensor for a viscous incompressible fluid, 

corresponding to Eq. (2-1.8) with /C = 0 and V·y = 0, are, in Cartesian 

coordinates, 

OU 
II",,,, = -p + 2fL

ox 

ov 
IIw = - p + 2fL 0 y 

ow 
II •• = -p + 2fL OZ 

( OW OU) 
II.", = II"" = fL ox + OZ 

(2-1.17) 

When the density p is a constant, the terms V p and pF can be combined 

when F is expressible as the gradient of a potential. Thus, if the body force is 

due to gravity, F = -V gz, where Z is the vertical height of the point above 

any standard datum plane and g = I g I = constant. This assumes that vari

ations in the gravitational field with elevation are negligible over the vertical 

distances of interest. Equation (2-1.15) then becomes 

(2-1.18) 

Normally, this equation will be employed with p written in place of p + pgz. 

The pressure p appearing therein is then termed the dynamic or hydrody

namic pressure. The latter vanishes when the fluid is at rest. 

When fL = 0, Eq. (2-1.18) reduces to the well-known Euler equation for 

a frictionless or ideal fluid. In the case of irrotational motion, V x y = 0, 

one obtains the equations of potential flow. These form the basis for much 
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of classical hydrodynamic theory. Since steady potential streaming flows 

exert no forces on stationary solid bodies, the theory is useful mostly for 

predicting fluid flow patterns at a distance from boundaries. 

In the case of a viscous fluid in contact with a solid, the relative tangential 

velocity is experimentally observed to be zero (no-slip). In addition, of course, 

one must satisfy the kinematical condition that the normal velocity of the 

fluid be the same as that of the boundary. This latter condition holds whether 

the surface is fluid or solid, or whether the fluid is viscous or not. Thus, for 

the boundary at a stationary solid surface one has the vector boundary 

condition 

v=o (2-1.19) 

for the relative velocity. 

The assumption of no slippage is valid unless the mean free path of the 

molecules becomes large compared with the dimensions of the bounding 

surfaces. Supersonic aerodynamics and high vacuum flows through small 

capillaries require, in many cases, a molecular rather than continuum 

approachu . 

2-2 Mechanical Energy Dissipation in a Viscous Fluid 

If the directed element of surface area dS upon which a stress is acting 

moves with the fluid at a velocity v, the quantity 

v·II·dS (2-2.1) 

gives the instantaneous rate at which fluid on the side of the element into 

which dS is directed is doing work on the matter lying on the opposite side of 

the element, owing to the action of the stresses. The vector v·II may there

fore be regarded as a flux of mechanical energy. The rate unit time per unit 

volume at which energy is being supplied by the work done by the stresses 

on an element of volume (neglecting the effect of body forces) is thus 
V.(v.II). 

This work may be separated into three parts as follows: 

V.(v.II) - -pV.v + <l> + v.(V.II) (2-2.2) 

Work done by Work done on Work done on Work done in 
stresses per unit element by element in motion of the 

volume on an changing its overcoming in- element as a 
element of volume volume ternal friction whole 

The quantity <l> is the rate of mechanical energy dissipation. It expresses 

the local rate per unit time per unit volume at which mechanical energy is 

dissipated in deforming a fluid element against the opposing stresses. For 

a newtonian fluid, it is given by the following expression: 

(2-2.3) 
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The coefficients J.L and /C are nonnegative, whence it follows that ct> can never 

be negative. It is zero only when a = 0 and V·v = 0, corresponding to a 

rigid body motion. The second term in Eq. (2-2.3) vanishes for an incom

pressible fluid. 

The rate of mechanical energy dissipation in any fluid region V may be 

found by integration of the local dissipation rate over the fluid domain: 

E= Iv ct>dV 

iEis sometimes called the Rayleigh dissipation function 34 • 

2-3 Force and Couple Acting on a Body Moving in 

a Viscous Fluid 

(2-2.4) 

Consider some body immersed in the fluid, and let dS be a directed element of 

surface area normal to the body and pointing into the fluid surrounding the 

body. The resultant force, due to the stresses, exerted by the surrounding 

fluid on the body is 

F = f II·dS 
body 

(2-3.1) 

The pressure tensor II is obtained from Eq. (2-1.8). Thus, if the fluid is 

incompressible, and J.L is constant 

F = - f p dS + 2J.L fa. dS 
body body 

(2-3.2) 

Instead of summing the stresses over the surface of the body, an alternative 

procedure involves applying the theorem of momentum to an infinite mass 

of fluid surrounding the body2. 

The torque, if any, experienced by the body may be similarly obtained by 

summing the torques on the surface elements dS. Its value depends upon the 

choice of origin. Consider an arbitrary origin labeled 0, and let ro be the 

position vector of a point relative to an origin at O. Since the force on dS 

is II.dS, the moment of this force about 0 is ro x II·dS. Hence, the 

torque about 0 due to the stresses exerted by the surrounding fluid is 

To = fro x II· dS 
body 

(2-3.3) 

Since we shall be concerned with incompressible fluids, it is not necessary 

for us to concern ourselves explicitly with gravitational forces acting on the 

fluid. Thus, we shall interpret p as the hydrodynamic, rather than the total 

pressure. The former does not include the hydrostatic pressure. With this 

convention assigned to p, it is convenient to refer to the force F in Eq. (2-3.1) 

as the hydrodynamic force exerted by the fluid on the body. It vanishes for 
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a fluid at rest. Since, in reality, gravity always acts on the fluid, in order to 

obtain the total force exerted by the fluid on the body one must add to Eq. 

(2-3.1) the buoyant force on the body. In, accordance with Archimedes' law, 

this additional force is equal to the weight of fluid displaced by the body. 

If g is the acceleration of gravity vector, directed vertically downward, 

(assumed constant), and m, is the mass of displaced fluid, the buoyant 

force is 
(2-3.4) 

Similar additions must be made to the torque formula, for with this 

interpretation of the pressure, Eq. (2-3.3) gives only the hydrodynamic torque. 

One must, in general, add a buoyant torque to this in order to obtain the 

total torque exerted by the fluid stresses on the body. If fOB is a vector drawn 

from 0 to the center of buoyancy B of the body, then the buoyant torque 

about 0, which the fluid exerts on the body, is 

(TO)buoyant = -m,fOB x g (2-3.5) 

Westberg62 gives general formulas for the resultant forces and torques 

exerted by a viscous incompressible fluid in unsteady motion on a body which 

is not necessarily rigid. These formulas involve various transformations of 

Eqs. (2-3.2) and (2-3.3). 

2-4 Exact Solutions of the Equations of Motion 

for a Viscous Fluid 

Owing to the generally nonlinear nature of the Navier-Stokes equations, 

exact solutions are difficult to obtain. Only a very few are known, except for 

the relatively trivial cases where the nonlinear terms vanish identically, as 

in duct flows. Thus, it has not yet proved possible to carry out a complete 

investigation for the steady streaming flow of a viscous fluid around a body 

at large Reynolds numbers. The few available solutions are treated at length 

in standard texts on fluid mechanics52•56 and will only briefly be referred to 

here. It is worth noting that all the exact solutions known substantiate the 

assumptions of boundary layer theory, wliich is widely used for approximate 

or asymptotic solutions valid at large Reynolds numbers. 

Flow between nonparallel plates is a two-dimensional problem in which 

the streamlines are straight lines converging at the point of intersection of 

the plates. Convergent laminar streams between nonparallel plates are always 

free from separation, whereas divergent laminar streams will display sepa

ration of flow when the angle between the plates exceeds a limit depending 

on a properly defined Reynolds number. An exact solution is not known for 

the closely related problem of axisymmetric radial flow in a cone. The com

parable low Reynolds number flow in a cone is discussed in Section 4-24. 
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Laminar flow due to a rotating disk in a viscous fluid filling the semi

infinite space above it illustrates the role of centrifugal forces. Fluid near the 

plate is hurled away from the axis of rotation whereas fluid from more remote 

regions is drawn inward toward the center of the plate. 

The problem of t~o~dimensional flow against a plane wall was completely 

solved by Blasius and Hiemenz. The solution obtained is of interest because 

of its close relation to solutions of the boundary layer type for flows past 

a blunt body. 

Laminar circular motion of fluid confined between rotating concentric 

circular cylinders attracted the attention of early investigators. The flow of 

an incompressible fluid caused by the relative rotation of the two cylinders 

is known as Couette flow. Since the streamlines lie in circular paths, the 

fluid particles are being accelerated; hence, the inertial terms in the Navier

Stokes equations are non-zero. These nonlinear terms are, however, exactly 

balanced by a radial pressure gradient, making it a relatively simple matter 

to solve the resulting equations. In particular, if (r, <p, x) are cylindrical 

coordinates, the only non-zero velocity component is the tangential com

ponent, v.p, which will be a function only of the radial distance r. Thus, the 

continuity equation is automatically satisfied, whereas the Navier-Stokes 

equations reduce to the two total differential equations 

J... ~ (r dv.p) - '!!.1. = 0 (2-4.1 a) 
r dr dr r2 

and 
dp v~ 
_= pJ. 
dr r 

(2-4.1 b) 

which are to be solved for v.p(r) and per). If ri and ro denote the respective 

radii of the inner and outer cylinders, and Wi and w o, their angular velocities, 

the boundary conditions are then 

1)4> = Wiri at r = ri 

at r = ro 

Equation (2-4.la) has the general solution 

v.p = Clr + C2 

r 
(2-4.2) 

where C l and C2 are constants. The boundary conditions are satisfied by 

choosing 

(2-4.3) 
( ) 2 2 C - Wo - Wi r 0 r i 

2- r~-r~ 

With v.p now known, one may integrate Eq. (2-4.1 b) to obtain the pres

sure. If Pi denotes the constant pressure at the inner cylinder wall, we obtain 
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+ P [( 2 . 2)2 1 ( 2 2) P = PI (r. _ 17)2 WOrO - wlrt ~ r - r t 

- 2r~r.(wo - WI)(Wor. - w,rD In 2:.. (2-4.4) 
rl 

- rtr! (00 0 - Wj)2 (~ - ;2)] 
These results may be checked by observing that, when the two cylinders 

rotate in the same direction at the same rate, say 000 = WI = 00, these reduce to 

V. = wr and P = PI + tpw2(r2 - rD 

corresponding to a rigid body rotation. 

To obtain the couple on either cylinder, we note that the only non-zero 

tangential stress component is 

(2-4.5) 

The torque per unit length of cylinder is obtained by multiplying the fore

going by the area per unit length, 271:r. Division by r gives the moment M 

of the torque. Thus, for the magnitude of the moment per unit length on 

either cylinder, we obtain the Couette viscometer formula 

(2-4.6) 

2-5 Laminar Flow in Ducts 

Although the Navier-Stokes equations are in general nonlinear, there 

exist flows for which the nonlinear v· Vv terms vanish identically. Exact 

solutions of the resulting linear equations are then relatively easy to obtain, 

especially if the flow is steady. 
The steady motion of an incompressible viscous fluid, when the flow 

occurs in straight parallel lines, is of special interest in our work. Even when 

we are concerned predominantly with particulate systems, an external bound

ary surrounding the fluid always exists in real systems and influences the 

type of motion involved. Therefore, it is important to have available solutions 

for flow through pipes and other conduits of constant cross section. 

If we assume flow only in the x direction, the Navier-Stokes equations 

reduce to a single scalar equation, 

V2u = .1 dp (2-5.1) 
f.L dx 

where u, the velocity component in the x direction, is independent of x. The 

continuity equation is then automatically satisfied: dp/dx will be a constant 
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along the pipe length for steady state conditions and may be written - A pi /, 
where Ap > 0 is the pressure difference between the ends of the pipe and / 

is its length. End effects are neglected. 

For flow between two infinite parallel plates, spaced a distance h units 

apart, we take y as the distance from one of the plates. Equation (2-5.1) 

becomes 

(2-5.2) 

The boundary conditions are that u = 0 for y = 0 and y = h. Integration 

yields 

u = Ap y(h - y) 
2J.Lt 

(2-5.3) 

A flow with this parabolic distribution is known as a plane Poiseuille flow. 

The volumetric flow rate per unit width of gap in a lateral direction is obtained 

by integration, the result being 

_ h3 Ap 
Q - 12J..L/ 

In cases of circular symmetry, Eq. (2-5.1) assumes the form, 

1 d ( dU) Ap r dr r dr = - J..L/ 

Upon integration we obtain 

u = - Ap r2 + a In r + b 
4J..L/ 

(2-5.4) 

(2-5.5) 

(2-5.6) 

When the circular pipe is hollow, the constant a must be zero in order for the 

velocity at the tube center to remain finite. The constant b is obtained from 

the boundary condition, U = 0 at the pipe wall, r = r1• Hence, 

'A 
U = 4:/ (rr - r2) (2-5.7) 

The velocity distribution across the pipe is again parabolic, and known as 

Hagen-Poiseuille flow. The volumetric discharge is obtained by integrating 

the differential flow 27(ru dr passing through an annular element 27(r dr of 

cross-sectional area. Thus, 

fT' 7( r4 Ap Q = 27( ru dr = __ 1 -

o 8J..L/ 
(2-5.8) 

which is Poiseuille's law for laminar flow in a circular tube. 

If the pipe is not hollow, but possesses a centrally located core, we may 

still employ Eq. (2-5.6). The boundary conditions are now u = 0 at r1> the 

pipe radius, and r 2, the core radius. Thus, 

(2-5.9) 
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The discharge may be computed as previously, giving 

Q _ 7t: Ap [r4 _ r4 _ (r~ - rD2] 
- 8f-L/ 1 2 In (rdr2) 
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(2-5.10) 

Equation (2-5.1) may be applied to a cross section of any shape. The 

cross section may contain one or more 

cores of arbitrary cross section completely 

surrounded by fluid, as long as the entire 

cross section remains the same along the 

path of flow (Fig. 2-5.1). Since the right

hand side of Eq. (2-5.1) is constant, the 

entire expression can be transformed into 

an alternative form by the substitution: 

u = V + l.. dp (y2 + Z2) (2-5.11) 
4f-L dx 

The function V satisfies the two-dimen

sional form of Laplace's equation, 

Figur. 2-5.1. General cross sec
tion for laminar parallel flow. 

~ ~=O 
oy2 + OZ2 

The no-slip condition requires that 

V = Ap (y2 + Z2) 
4f-L/ 

on the stationary bounding surfaces Sl(y, z), Sly, z), etc. 

(2-5.12) 

(2-5.13) 

The solution of Laplace's equation in two dimensions can be effected by 

a variety of techniques. If the arbitrary cross section can be mapped onto a 

circle by an appropriate conformal transformation, the analysis is greatly 

simplified. Direct numerical solution using relaxation techniques is also 

applicable. It is also of interest that the solution of Laplace's equation in this 

form corresponds to several other physical problems, among which may be 

mentioned the rotation of an ideal fluid, the distortion of a prismatic beam, 

and the displacement of a thin membrane stretched over the cross section. 

The problem of flow through a circular pipe containing an eccentrically 

located circular coreH ,9 has been solved by a conformal transformation of 

Eqs. (2-5.12) and (2-5.13). The transformation employed is z' = M tan (s/2), 

where z' = y + iz, s = , + i1], M is a constant, and i = ..;=T. This yields 

- .~]J- ~=O 
~ + 01]2 

(2-5.14) 

which is to be solved for V(" 1]) so as to satisfy the boundary conditions 

V - Ap ( 2M2 cosh f3 _ M2) at the inner boundary 
- 4f-L/ cosh f3 + cos ~ 

(2-5.15) 

V - Ap ( 2M2 cosh a M2) at the outer boundary 
- 4JL/ cosh a + cos ~ -
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where a and fJ are the values of 1J at the outer and inner boundaries, respec

tively. A complicated expression is obtained for u and the volumetric dis

charge per second obtained by integration of the expression 

f " f13 1 dz' 12 
Q = 2 0 a U d~ d~ d1J (2-5.16) 

The final formula for discharge through a tube with pipe radius rio core 

radius r20 and distance b between the centers of pipe and core is given by the 

following expression: 

Q _ 7C Ap { 4 _ 4 _ (rl + r2 + b)(rl + r2 - b)(rl - r2 + b)(rl - r2 - b) 
- 8J..L/ r l r 2 (fJ - a) 

2 [ 2 r: ri r; rl J} 
- 4b r 2 + (d _ b2)2 + {(d - b2)2 - db 2}2 + ... 

a and fJ may be obtained as follows: 

where 

1 F+M. 
a=TlnF_M' 

fJ=~lnF-b+M 
2 F-b-M 

(2-5.17) 

(2-5.18) 

In the degenerate case b = 0, where the core is centrally located, the 

last term in Eq. (2-5.17) vanishes. Furthermore, 

fJ - a = ln~ 
r 2 

(2-5.19) 

whence we obtain 

Q _ 7C Ap [ 4 4 (r~ - rn 2 ] 

e - 8J..L/ r l - r 2 - In (rl/r2) 
(2-5.20) 

which is identical to Eq. (2-5.10). 

The significance of Eq. (2-5.17) is most conveniently examined by 

comparing the variation of Q/Qe, with b/(rl - r 2) where Qe is the discharge 

with the core centrally located. The results of a number of such calculations 

by Piercy, Hooper, and Winny47 are collected in Fig. 2-5.2. A parabolic 

approximation, 

(2-5.21) 

based on a conventional lubrication theory-type approximation, is also 

plotted for comparison. It is seen that this simple expression approximates 

the exact solution for values of r2/r l > 0.5. 

The problem of flow through a circular pipe with eccentric core has also 

been treated by Redberger and Charles so, who used a different conformal 

transformation. These authors reported numerical results which are not in 

exact agreement with those shown in Fig. 2-5.2. For example, Redberger and 
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Charles report Q/Qc = 2.25, for an eccentricity of unity and r,/r2 = 0.7, 

whereas Fig. 2-5.2 gives Q/ Qc = 2.4 for the same conditions. 

These studies confirm the general conclusion that a very great increase in 

flow due to eccentricity occurs in the case of narrow annuli. Engineers have 

long recognized the large increase in leakage which results when a nearly 

closed valve binds at one side. Another interesting observation, though 

hardly unexpected, is that a small core at maximum eccentricity scarcely 

affects the total resistance to flow. 

Steady flow through a long pipe of elliptic cross section containing a 

confocal elliptic core47 has also been treated by conformal transformation 

methods. When the cross-sectional area of the core exceeds one-third that 

of the pipe, the increase in pressure drop due to the core closely approximates 

that which would be observed in the case of a concentric circular core of the 
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same cross section. An interesting case occurs when the inner boundary 

contracts to an infinitesimally thin strip joining the foci. 

A number of other cross sections have been considered by Graetz1U and 

Greenhi1121 • The method of solution is based on Eqs. (2-5.12) and (2-5.13)./ 

For an elliptical cross section it is possible to express the result in an exact 

algebraic form. In the case of a rectangular cross section, transcendental 

functions are required. A second method involves setting up expressions 

which satisfy the differential equation (2-5.12) and then determining the cross 

sections which satisfy the boundary conditions, Eq. (2-5.13). As an example 

of this method it is possible to consider flow through tubes whose cross 

sections are triangular or quadrilateral with curved sides possessing rounded 

or pointed corners. 

For flow through a pipe of elliptical cross section of major and minor 

semiaxes a and b, the solution satisfying the condition u = 0 on the cir

cumference of the ellipse y2/a2 + z2/b2 = 1 is 

_ !l.pa2 b2 ( y2 Z2) 
U - 2ILI(a2 + b2) 1 - a2 - fi2 (2-5.22) 

This discharge is found to be 

(2-5.23) 

For a rectangular cross section with sides a and b in the directions of y 

and z, respectively, we have as a solution of the differential equation, 

u = _p!l.P y(y _ a) + ~ sin (m7l:Y) (Am cosh m7l:z + Bm sinh m7l:z) 
,t.1L' m=1 a a a 

(2-5.24) 

This equation satisfies the boundary condition u = 0 at y = 0 and y = a. 

The coefficients Am and Bm are determined in accordance with the boundary 

conditions u = 0 at z = 0 and z = b. The condition at z = 0 requires 

o = - !l.2 PI y(y - a) + ~ Am sin m 71: y 
IL _I a 

(2-5.25) 

which enables the coefficients Am to be evaluated by means of Fourier's 

formula 

Am = 2!l.P[ fa y(y - a) sin (m7l:Y) dy = a2 ~~[ (cos m71: - 1) (2-5.26) 
ILa 0 a ILm 71: 

The boundary condition at z = b = "la, say, requires that 

0= - !l.2 PI y(y - a) + ~ sin (m7l:Y) (Am cosh m"l71: + Bm sinh m"l7l:) 
JL m=1 a 

(2-5.27) 
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which gives 

B = _ Am (cosh m177l' - 1) 
m sinh m177l' 

By integration, we obtain for the discharge 

Q _ ~p b( 2 + b2) 8~p ~ 1 [ 4 t h (2n - 1 b) 
- 24/-1,/ a a - 7l'5f-L/ ~l (2n _ 1)5 a an ~ 7l' 

+ b4 tanh (ln2b 1 7l'a)] 

In the case of a square cross section of side a this reduces to 

Q _ ~pa4 [ _ 192 = 1 h (2n - 1 )] 
- 12f-L/ 1 --;rs n~l (2n _ 1)5 tan -2- 7l' 

or, upon summing the series, 

Q = 0.035144 ~pa4 

f-L/ 
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(2-5.28) 

(2-5:29) 

(2-5.30) 

(2-5.31) 

If we take Qo to be the discharge from a circular tube with the same cross

sectional area as a square duct, we find with the help of Eq. (2-5.8) that 

80 = 0.88327 (2-5.32) 

The reduced discharge is due to the sharp corners on the square duct. 

For an equilateral triangle with sides of length b, whose origin is at the 

center of the cross section, and with the y axis parallel to one of the sides, 
we have 

U = -vf3 ~p (z __ b_) (z + ,J3 y _ _ b ) (z _ -vf3 y _ _ b ) 
6f-Lbl 2-vf3 -vf3 ,J3 

The volumetric flow rate is given by 

Q =,J3 ~pb4 
320f-L/ 

(2-5.33) 

(2-5.34) 

This may be compared with that from a circular tube of equal cross-sectional 

area: 

80 = 0.72552 (2-5.35) 

The efflux rate from the equilateral triangular duct is thus substantially lower 

than from either a square or circular cross section of the same area. 

In a later chapter we shall consider the problem of the additional pressure 
drop created by placing a particle or a dilute system of particles in a duct 

of any shape. (See Sections 3-6 and 7-1.) 
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2-6 Simplifications of the Navier-Stokes Equations, 

Especially for Slow Motion 

2 

As we have remarked, the number of solutions of the complete Navier

Stokes equations are few. A still more serious difficulty arises because at 

sufficiently high velocities turbulent flow occurs. Dependent variables, such 

as velocity and pressure, are no longer unique functions of space and time 

coordinates, but must be described by stochastic laws. The occurrence of 

turbulence 26 is associated with inherent instability of the steady, laminar 

flow pattern. For flow to be completely stable, it is necessary that small 

disturbances to the prevailing flow, should they arise, decay with time. If 

these perturbations, which are ever-present in all real flows, tend to be am

plified with time, the flow tends to instability and turbulence normally re

sults. Although the time-dependent forms of the equations of continuity 

and motion presumably apply, their solution for the instantaneous velocities 

and pressures is not possible; rather, various approximation schemes must 

be invoked. 

Even with simplifications, the theoretical problem of stability of steady 

flow past bodies of finite dimensions has not been solved. But it seems certain 

that steady flow is stable for sufficiently small Reynolds numbers. Experi

mental data indicate that laminar flow is stable for sufficiently small Rey

nolds numbers. Experimental data also indicate that laminar flow is always 

stable in circular ducts up to NRe = dU pill = 2100, d being the diameter of 

the pipe and U the mean velocity. By carefully preventing perturbations at the 

inlet, however, laminar flows have been attained at much higher Reynolds 

numbers. In the case of streaming flow past objects immersed in a fluid, 

the critical Reynolds number ,!s much lower, especially for bodies which 

are not streamlined to prevent separation of flow. Critical values of the 

order of 10 to 100 have been reported; for example35, during flow across a 

cylinder, undamped nonsteady flow has been observed at NRe = dUpill = 

34, d being the diameter of the cylinder. The critical Reynolds number at 

which separation first occurs in flow around a sphere has been reported 

by Jenson 29 to be NRe = 17, based on a solution of the complete Navier

Stokes equations using relaxation methods. 

One common way of simplifying the Navier-Stokes equations at high 

Reynolds numbers is by complete or partial omission of the viscous terms, 

IlV2 V, in comparison to the inertial terms, pv· Vv. If the viscous terms are 

neglected completely, and irrotational motion assumed, one obtains the 

potential flow equations, which form the basis for much of classical hydro

dynamic theory39. This theory unfortunately furnishes no information on 

the drag experienced by bodies immersed in steady flows in unbounded 

media or on the resistance to flow of fluids through ducts. Because the 
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omission of viscous terms reduces the order of the equations of motion, 

from four to three, the solution cannot be made to satisfy the no-slip bound

ary condition at solid boundaries. For this reason, steady flows of this type 

are devoid of physical meaning, at least in the immediate proximity of solid 

boundaries, for even very large Reynolds numbers. 

In the limiting case of large Reynolds numbers, however, it is possible 

to subdivide the field of flow around a body into an external region, where 

the flow is usually irrotational, and a thin layer near the body, together 

with a wake behind it, where viscous effects are not negligible. In the outer 

region the flow may be expected approximately to satisfy the equations of 

ideal flow, whereas in the inner region viscous and inertial effects are of 

essentially equal importance, and some form of the full Navier-Stokes equa

tions must be employed. This latter region consists of a boundary layer 

immediately adjacent to the body, and a wake downstream from it. The 

concept of a boundary layer was introduced into fluid mechanics by Prandtl 

at the beginning of the present century and has proved to be very useful 

in dealing with problems in hydraulics and aerodynamics54 • Briefly, bound

ary layer theory involves simplification of the Navier-Stokes equations 

based on the small order of magnitude of certain terms near a solid surface, 

and the proper matching of the flow near the surface with the external flow. 

This theory has been employed in turbulent as well as laminar flow prob

lems, and a wide variety of solutions are available45 ,38. Unfortunately, the 

flow on the posterior of submerged objects, after the point of separation, 

is not amenable to boundary layer treatment. Thus, no exact theoretical 

evaluation of the drag on submerged objects has yet been possible at 

Reynolds numbers beyond those at which separation of flow occurs. 

Another method of simplification, which will be exploited in this book, 

involves modification or omission of the inertial terms, pv· Vv, compared 

with the viscous terms, fLV2V, in Eq. (2-1.15). Complete omission of the 

inertial terms results in the so-called creeping motion or Stokes equations. 

Thus, for the steady motion of an incompressible fluid, omission of inertia 

terms and absorption of any conservative extraneous volume forces into 

the pressure P reduces Eq. (2-1.15) to the following: 

V 2v = 1.- V P (2-6.1) 
fL 

which, together with the continuity equation, 

V'V=o (2-6.2) 

constitutes the creeping motion equations for this situation. Where appli

cable, neglect of the quadratic inertial terms constitutes a very substantial 

simplification, for the equations of motion are now linear. That is, if (VI> 

PI) and (V2' P2) each separately satisfies Eqs. (2-6.1)-(2-6.2), then so does 

(VI + V2, PI + P2)' Exact solutions are then feasible, even for relatively com-
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plex geometries, via classical superposition techniques applicable to linear 

partial differential equations. 

The creeping motion equations may generally be expected to apply for 

situations where pv· Vv is small compared with f-L V2 v at each point of the 

fluid. If, in a given flow problem, I and V are taken to represent a charac

teristic linear dimension and velocity, respectively, these expressions will 

be proportional to pV2/1 and f-LVjl2, respectively. The ratio of inertial to 

viscous forces is described in a global sense by the dimensionless parameter 

IV p/f-L, a characteristic Reynolds number. Thus, the smaller the Reynolds 

number, the better will be the approximate solution of the Navier-Stokes 

equations obtained by retaining only viscous terms. The exact Reynolds 

number above which the neglect of fluid inertia constitutes a poor approxi

mation depends, in the final analysis, on the accuracy required. The drag 

on a sphere of radius a moving steadily with velocity U through an un

bounded fluid is, by Stokes' law, which derives from the creeping motion 

equations, 

F= 67tf-LaU (2-6.3) 

At a Reynolds number NR• = aU p/f-L of 0.05, the drag predicted by Stokes' 

law is only 2 per cent less than the presumably more correct value obtained 

by Proudman and Pearson49 , based on a rigorous small Reynolds number 

expansion of the Navier-Stokes equations in which inertial effects are taken 

into account. Their result is given in Eq. (2-6.6). 

When more than a single characteristic dimension enters into a given 

problem, the Reynolds number may be significantly greater than unity 

without inertial effects being appreciable. For example, according to the 

experimental data of McNown, et al. 37 on the axial settling of a close-fitting 

sphere in a circular cylinder filled with viscous fluid, a sphere Reynolds 

number of 70 must be exceeded before inertial effects become sensible. 

Similarly, for flow through packed beds of spheres, sphere Reynolds num

bers of about 5 (based on superficial fluid velocity) must exist before ap

preciable deviations from linearity are observed in a plot of pressure drop 

versus superficial velocity22. Here, in addition to sphere radius, the average 

distance between particle centers serves as a second characteristic length 

dimension. Similar effects are noted for flow through dense assemblages 

of cylinders23. 

Equation (2-6.1) also provides a valid approximation of the Navier

Stokes equations for certain classes of unsteady motions, as we shall discuss 

in detail in Section 2-10. 

Phenomena arising from the inertia of the fluid are, of course, irrevo

cably lost in the creeping motion approximation. For example, according 

to the latter, two identical spheres settling parallel to their line-of-centers 

experience the same resistance when moving at the same velocity. Hence, 
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they should maintain a fixed distance between them as they fa1l 60 • At any 

non-zero Reynolds number, it can, however, be shown that the trailing sphere 

experiences a smaller resistance than the leading one, so that the former 

ultimately overtakes the latter24 • In a similar vein, a neutrally buoyant 

sphere being transported in a nonaxiallocation in a vertical circular cylinder 

through which a viscous fluid is flowing in Poiseuille flow will maintain 

a fixed position relative to the axis, according to the creeping motion equa

tions 7 • If, however, inertial terms are taken in account, a lateral force arises 

tending to move the sphere across the streamlines 53 • The smaller the 

Reynolds number, the smaller will be these inertial effects, all other things 

being equal. But since no actual flow can occur at a Reynolds number which 

is identically zero, inertial effects must exist to some extent in all real sys

tems. 

Effects which arise when the Reynolds number is small but not wholly 

negligible have been treated by techniques which attempt to approximate 

the inertial terms in the Navier-Stokes equations. The first effort in this 

direction is due to Whitehead63 who, in 1889, attempted to extend Stokes' 

original solution for a translating sphere to higher Reynolds numbers, using 

an apparently straightforward perturbation scheme. Whitehead proposed 

that Stokes' original solution of the creeping motion equations 

/-LV2Vo - Vpo = 0 

V-vo=O 

for streaming flow past a sphere, that is, satisfying the boundary conditions 

Vo = 0 at r = a Vo ~ U as r ~ 00 

be employed iteratively to approximate the inertial terms in the Navier

Stokes equations. Thus, in place of the Navier-Stokes equations, Whitehead 

utilized the relations 

/-L V2 VI - VPI = pVo-Vvo 

V-VI =0 

which he then attempted to solve for (VI> PI), subject to the boundary con

ditions: 

at r = a as r~ 00 

The field VI represents an improvement over Stokes' original solution, for 

it clearly takes account of the first-order effects of Reynolds number. 

Whitehead's scheme has the obvious advantage that one has now to solve 

only a linear, inhomogeneous equation, rather than a nonlinear equation. 

What is more, the perturbation scheme can, in principle, be extended in

definitely, by using pV I - VV I as the next approximation to the inertial terms, 

proceeding by an obvious iteration scheme to higher-order approximations. 

Unfortunately, as Whitehead himself discovered, there exists no solution 
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of the preceding equations for VI capable of satisfying the condition of 

uniform flow at infinity. What is more, the next approximation, say, V2, 

can be shown to become infinite at infinity. The inability to extend Stokes' 

solution by the iteration scheme just outlined is known as Whitehead's 

paradox. 

It remained for Oseen in 1910 to point out the origin of Whitehead's 

paradox and to suggest a scheme for its resolution. The details are set forth 

at great length in Oseen's book43 , along with a variety of applications. As 

pointed out by Oseen, Stokes' original solution of the creeping motion 

equations is of the form Vo = U + UaO(r-l) at large distances from the 

sphere. Thus, at great distances, V2vo = UaO(r- 3) and Yo· VVo = U 2aO(r-2). 

The ratio of inertial to viscous terms far from the sphere is therefore 

p\vo·Vvo\ = o (rUp) 
fL \ V2 VO \ fL 

which has the form of a local Reynolds number. Because of the appearance 

of the distance r in the foregoing, it is clear that Stokes' implicit assumption 

that the inertial terms are everywhere small compared with the viscous terms 

is inconsistent with the form of his velocity field. Accordingly, Stokes' velo

city field is not a uniformly valid approximation, but breaks down at dis

tances r from the sphere such that rU plfL = 0(1). For at such distances 

the local inertial and viscous terms are of the same order of magnitude, 

which is inconsistent with Stokes' complete neglect of inertia. Since Vo is 

not uniformly valid, it does not provide a correct estimate of the inertial 

terms at great distances, and thus cannot serve its proposed role as a first 

approximation to the inertial terms in Whitehead's iterative scheme. Thus 

did Oseen point out the source of Whitehead's paradox. 

In order to rectify the difficulty, Oseen went on to make the following 

additional observations. In the limit where the particle Reynolds number 

aU plfL --+ 0, Stokes' approximation becomes invalid only when ria --+ 00. 

But at such enormous distances, the local velocity V differs only impercep

tibly from a uniform stream of velocity U. Thus, Oseen was inspired to 

suggest that the inertial term pv· Vv could be uniformly approximated 

by the term pU. Vv. By such arguments, he proposed that uniformly valid 

solutions of the problem of steady streaming flow past a body at small par

ticle Reynolds numbers could be obtained by solving the linear equations: 

fL V2v - Vp = pU. Vv 

V·v=O 
(2-6.4) 

These are known as Oseen's equations. 

Oseen himself obtained an approximate solution of his equations for 

flow past a sphere, from which he obtained the drag formula 

F= 67l'fLaU[1 + iNRe + O(N~e)] (2-6.5) 
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where NRe = aU pill. In the limit as NRe - 0 this reduces to Stokes' formula. 

Resistance formulas comparable in structure to the foregoing have been 

obtained for a variety of other bodies, such as ellipsoids2, via approximate 

solution of the Oseen equations. Many of these results are summarized 

in Oseen's treatise43 • 

Much controversy has centered around the proper interpretation of the 

relationship between Oseen's differential equations and the Navier-Stokes 

equations. For though Oseen's term U· Vv seems a satisfactory approxi

mation to the true inertial term v· Vv at great distances from the body, 

it would appear to be a poor approximation in the neighborhood of the 

body where the boundary condition v = 0 requires that the true inertial 

term be small. In particular, it is not entirely clear from Oseen's analysis 

that the inertial correction factor, 3NRe/8, to the drag on the sphere is really 

correct; nor does Oseen's analysis furnish us with a systematic perturbation 

scheme for obtaining higher-order approximations to the solution of the 

Navier-Stokes equations. On the other hand, Oseen's analysis does place 

Stokes' law on a firm theoretical basis, as well as pointing out that the rela

tionship of the creeping motion equations to the Navier-Stokes equations 

at small particle Reynolds numbers is not quite so obvious as elementary 

dimensional arguments would otherwise make it appear. Oseen's arguments 

also provide the resolution of Stokes' paradox (Section 2-7), according 

to which no creeping flow solution exists to the problem of two-dimensional 

streaming flow perpendicular to the axis of a cylinder in an infinite medium. 

The unsatisfactory status of the Oseen equations, relative to inertial 

effects, persisted until the work of Lagerstrom, Cole, and especially Kaplun 

at the California Institute of Technology in the mid-1950's. Their ideas 

were brought to fruition and further extended by the work of Proud man 

and Pearson49 • Interestingly enough, the impetus for this work had its ori

gins in problems of laminar boundary layer theory at large Reynolds num

bers, where attempts to obtain higher-order corrections to Prandtl's theory, 

and thus extend it to lower Reynolds numbers, were stymied by a lack of 

clear comprehension of the status of Prandtl's equations relative to the 

complete Navier-Stokes equations. 

Proudman and Pearson49 point out that Oseen's solution should be 

interpreted as providing a uniformly valid zeroth approximation to the 

Navier-Stokes equations at small Reynolds numbers. As such it can be 

employed to justify Stokes' law, but cannot be directly employed to obtain 

a first-order correction to Stokes' law, of the type appearing in Eq. (2-6.5). 

If we denote the solution of Oseen's equation by (vo, Po), Proud man and 

Pearson point out that this field, rather than Stokes' field, when employed 

in a Whitehead-type perturbation scheme, ought to provide a satisfactory 

starting point for determining inertial effects at small Reynolds numbers. 

Owing to the complex structure of the Oseen equations, this promising 
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point of view seems not to have been followed up. Rather, Proudman and 

Pearson advocate an alternative perturbation scheme for solving the Navier

Stokes equations at low Reynolds numbers. This singular perturbation 

scheme, though conceptually more difficult than the combined Whitehead
Oseen scheme, is easier to carry out in practice. In it, one abandons the 

attempt to obtain perturbation fields which are uniformly valid throughout 

the fluid, and seeks instead to find separate solutions which are locally valid 

in the separate regions near to, and far from, the body. These "inner" and 

"outer" solutions are each uniquely determined by asymptotically matching 

them in their common domain of validity. 

The major result of their calculation is that the drag on a sphere at low 

Reynolds numbers is given by the expression 

F = 611:' /.wU[l + i NRe + -!o N~eln NRe + O(Nk)] (2-6.6) 

Owing to the complex nature of the underlying logic, it has not yet proved 

feasible to establish the range of validity of this asymptotic formula. The 

agreement with Oseen's formula, Eq. (2-6.5), in the O(NRe) approximation, 

is fortuitous. For, as has been indicated, Oseen's theory by itself does not 
suffice to derive a drag formula correct to terms beyond the zeroth order 

in the Reynolds number, that is, beyond Stokes' law. 

Jenson 29 reviews numerical methods for treating streaming flows past 

spheres and circular cylinders, in the Reynolds number range intermediate 

between creeping flows and boundary layer flows. He provides a detailed 
solution to the problem of streaming flow around spheres at intermediate 

Reynolds numbers utilizing relaxation methods. In this procedure, the 

Navier-Stokes and continuity equations are condensed into a single non

linear partial differential equation involving the stream function (Chapter 

4) as the independent variable, and containing the particle Reynolds number 

as a free parameter. This, in turn, is replaced by a finite difference equation 
which is then solved by a graphical numerical procedure. The space external 

to the sphere is represented by a lattice at whose nodes the stream function 

is computed by a trial-and-error scheme. Successive trials give better approxi

mations, depending on the fineness of the lattice mesh chosen. Such finite 

difference equations are also amenable to solution by digital computers. 

Although neither creeping flow nor boundary layer theory applies in the 

region considered, predictions of the drag from both theories fit smoothly 

into Jenson's calculated results, indicating a steady transition from Stokes 

flow to the comparable boundary layer type of flow as the Reynolds 

number increases. Figure 2-6.1 is a plot of the drag coefficient, CD = 
F/-~pU211:'a2, versus the sphere Reynolds number, NRed = 2aU pilL, based on 

Stokes' law (CD = 24INRed), Jenson's calculated results, and actual experi
mental data46• 
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In summary, it may be said that the creeping motion equations provide, 
in many cases, physically meaningful solutions of boundary-value problems 
involving flow at sufficiently low Reynolds numbers. 

2-7 Paradoxes in the Solution of the Creeping 

Motion Equations 

For two-dimensional streaming motion perpendicular to the axis of a cir
cular cylinder there exists no solution of the creeping motion equations 
vanishing on the cylinder that remains finite at infinity. This is, of course, 

in marked contrast to the comparable three-dimensional problem of flow 

past a sphere. This situation is sometimes referred to as Stokes' paradox. 
That such a paradox should arise for two-dimensional streaming flows is 
easily demonstrated by invoking simple dimensional arguments. Thus, for 
flow past a circular cylinder of radius a, one must deal not with a force on 
the body as in three-dimensional flows, but rather with a force per unit length 

on the body, say, F. Now in creeping flows, where the fluid density p is not 
a parameter, the only variables on which F can depend are IL, a, and U. 
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But the only dimensionless group that can be formed from these variables 

is F/J.LU. This requires that F/J.LU = constant. Such a relation is clearly 

impossible, for it indicates that the force per unit length is independent of 

the size of the cylinder. Were we to let a ---> 0, corresponding to no cylinder 

at all, the force would not vanish, as it must in reality. 

These arguments show the essential distinction which exists between 

two- and three-dimensional creeping flows. If a second surface is present, 

thereby introducing at least one additional characteristic length dimension, 

say, b, dimensional analysis yields F/J.LU = function (a/b), which is no longer 

necessarily in conflict with intuition. Alternatively, if the inertial terms are 

not negligible, so that p now enters as a parameter, we obtain F/J.LU = 

function (aU p/J.L). This relation no longer conflicts with physical plausibility, 

providing that the function vanishes when aU p/ J.L ---> 0. 

Lamb34 employed Oseen's equation to obtain a suitable first approxi

mation for the drag per unit length of cylinder, 

F = 47iJ.LU 
1/2 - ry - In (Uap/4J.L) 

(2-7.1) 

where ry . 0.577 is Euler's constant and a is the cylinder radius. Rigorous 

justification of this result is provided by the singular perturbation techniques 

of Proudman and Pearson49 • 

Krakowski and Charnes 33 have generalized Stokes' paradox to include 

any two-dimensional flow which is unbounded externally in all directions. 

They show that there exists no solution of the creeping motion equations, 

aside from the trivial one v = 0 everywhere, which is bounded in the region 

of flow. The boundary of the flow region is assumed to consist of any 

number of obstacles, which may be closed or open surfaces or even single 

points, on which the velocity vanishes. 

For two-dimensional regions which are only partly bounded at infinity 

the creeping motion equations may yield bounded solutions which at low 

Reynolds numbers are good approximations to the actual flows. Thus, 

Bairstow, et al. 5 and Faxen 18 successfully treated the flow perpendicular 

to the axis of a circular cylinder between two parallel walls on the basis 

of the creeping motion equations. Existence theorems are available for 

such regions 33 • 

When more than one surface is present in the fluid, it is necessary care

fully to consider the nature of the boundary in order to determine whether 

a physically meaningful result will be obtained by employing the creeping 

motion equations. Thus, Emersleben 15 obtained a theoretical solution for 

the one-dimensional problem of viscous flow parallel to the longitudinal 

axes of equal diameter cylinders in a square array extending indefinitely in 

the plane perpendicular to the axes. Similarly, Hasimot0 25 presented a theo

retical solution of the two-dimensional problem of flow perpendicular to 

the longitudinal axes of a square array of cylinders extending indefinitely in 
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the plane perpendicular to the cylinder axes. In a periodic array of this type, 

it is evidently not possible to consider the flow region as unbounded exter

nally. Tamada and Fujikawa61 investigated the two-dimensional flow past 

a single infinite row of parallel circular cylinders on the basis of Oseen's 

equations for the general case where the direction of streaming makes an 

arbitrary angle relative to the direction of the row. They showed that, for 

flow perpendicular to the row, the drag on each cylinder tended in theJimit 

of zero Reynolds number to the result obtained from the creeping motion 

equations. For flow parallel to the row of cylinders (but still perpendicular 

to the longitudinal axis of each cylinder in the row) a bounded creeping 

flow solution was not obtainable, as would be surmised from the result of 

Krakowski and Charnes. Thus any flow oblique to a plane grid of equal

sized parallel cylinders will not possess a creeping motion solution. It is 

possible, however, to obtain a satisfactory approximation based on the 

solution of Oseen's equations or, more precisely, by the use of singular 

perturbation techniques. 

Three-dimensional problems involving a number of objects may also 

lead to paradoxes similar to that of Stokes for the two-dimensional case. 

Thus, in the case of an unbounded infinite row or column of identical, equal

ly spaced spheres, the creeping motion equations appear to lead to an infinite 

sedimentation rate. In fact, for the general case of a swarm of 'an infinite 

number of particles unbounded at an infinite distance externally, Smolu

chowskj59 showed that no bounded solution exists for the field of flow. On 

the other hand, for flow relative to a periodic array of spheres extending 

indefinitely in all directions, or indefinitely in two directions perpendicular 

to the direction of flow, a solution of the creeping motion equations is pos

sible. Hasimot0 25 has considered cubic arrays and cylindrical grids of these 

types. 

2-8 Molecular Effects in Fluid Dynamics 

The Navier-Stokes equations are based on the assumption that the fluid 

may be treated as a continuum. Moreover, it is usually assumed that no 

slippage occurs at solid surfaces. Actually, these are idealizations of the 

transport processes occurring. It is convenient, in considering the limitations 

of the Navier-Stokes equations due to the failure of either of these assump

tions, to distinguish two different effects-namely, collisions between fluid 

molecules themselves and collisions with bounding surfaces. 

Chapman 12 has reviewed a number of aspects of gas transport theory 

in which suspended particles are involved. In the case of gases at sufficiently 

low pressure, or with sufficiently small particle or container dimensions, 

the mean free molecular path, I, may become large with respect to either 
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of these macroscopic lengths, d. Under these conditions the dimensionless 

Knudsen number K = lid becomes large, intermolecular collisions will be 

rare, and gas transport will depend to an increasing extent on collisions 

of molecules with the bounding surfaces. Refinements of theoretical con

tinuum treatments distinguish between specular elastic rebound, as from 

a wall with a perfectly smooth, rigid, elastic surface, and diffuse elastic re

flection, as from a surface made up of a collection of irregularly disposed, 

fixed, elastic molecules. In addition, the collisions with walls may be in

elastic; a molecule may enter some cavity in the surface and later emerge 

with an energy different from that on entering. The difference may have 

a random character, or it may be systematic, as when the wall, or the stratum 

of it to which the molecules penetrate, is hotter or cooler than the gas l2 . 

These considerations lead to the conception of an accommodation coefficient. 

Knudsen studied both flow in ducts 31 and relative to small suspended 

particles 32 under conditions where these molecular effects are of primary 

importance. We shall be especially concerned with situations where 

molecular effects result in only small deviations from continuum behavior. 

For Knudsen numbers of K = 0.01 or less, PoiseuiIIe's law, Eq. (2-5.8), 

applies. In the pressure region where the mean free path, though small, is 

not entirely negligible (0.01 < K < 0.1) it is still possible to employ the 

Navier-Stokes equation solution as given by Poiseuille's law, but a correction 

must be made to allow for "slippage" between the gas and the solid bound

ary30. No satisfactory theoretical treatment is available for the intermediate 

region, roughly placed at 0.1 < K < 10, though empirical relationships 

have been presented8 for flow in ducts. 

Epstein 16 developed a detailed theory of motion of small spheres relative 

to gases from the kinetic theory viewpoint. He considered both cases where 

a particle is small with respect to the mean free path of a gas molecule and 

those in which a spherical particle may be relatively large. The latter case, 

as in the problem of flow through ducts, corresponds to the situation where 

deviations from the creeping motion equations are sufficiently small to be 

treated by a first-order perturbation scheme. For this circumstance the 

drag on a sphere, based on a treatment of elastic collisions, both diffuse 

and specular, is given by [cf. Eq. (4-20.10)] 

F = 67tIlUa (I - %a) (2-8.1) 

where (3 is a coefficient of proportionality, designated as the "coefficient of 

sliding friction." The "slip coefficient" 111(3 has been determined experi

mentally and found to agree with the general kinetic theory formulation 

based on the assumption that there is only a small proportion of specular 

reflection. SchmiW5, in a paper which includes experimental data, recom

mends that the slip coefficient be calculated from the formula 
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(3 

where A = 1.3 - 1.4 and I the mean free path of a gas molecule. 
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(2-8.2) 

Some of the considerations applicable to gas flow through cylindrical 

tubes have been extended to the' case of flow through porous media, on the 

assumption that the latter may be regarded as bundles of capillary tubes. 

On this basis, the apparent permeability (flow rate per unit area per unit 

pressure difference) of a medium to gas flow is shown to be a linear function 

of the mean gas pressure. This kind of relationship has been observed ex

perimentally by a number of observers 1o,4. In the low pressure domain, 

however (mean pressure usually of the order of a few mm Hg) discrepancies 

have been noted. Hirsch 27 has reviewed some of these papers and presented 

new experimental data indicating a nonlinear dependence of permeability 

on pressure. In order to account for these effects it would seem necessary 

to develop a more elaborate model for wall interaction than that employed 

in the usual kinetic theory, which assumes that the walls are rigid. In actual 

fact, a solid surface is rapidly covered by a layer of adsorbed gas molecules 

which are capable of migrating along the surface. 

For liquid flow most of the available experimental data indicate that 

no slippage occurs, although a review which includes new data 56 indicates 

that, if a solid surface is chemically treated to make it non wettable by the 

flowing liquid, appreciable slipping may occur. In the case of non-newtonian 

liquids displaying a finite yield value, for example, Bingham bodies, slippage 

may also exist under flow conditions 51 _ 

2-9 Non-newtonian Flow 

Fortunately, most liquids which do not possess or form a threadlike or 

crystalline structure during flow follow the newtonian hypothesis I. In flow 

problems involving polymers and polymer solutions (amorphous, not cross 

linked), where non-newtonian effects may become important, the flow itself 

often occurs under conditions which permit the inertial terms to be neglected 

in the momentum equation, as is done in the derivation of the usual 

newtonian creeping motion equations_ 

Several authors, notably Ericksen and Rivlin l7 , Oldroyd 42 , Noll41, and 

Green and Rivlin20 , have introduced simple, theoretically sound, nonlinear 

models relating the stress tensor to the time rate of deformation in non

newtonian fluids. That of Ericksen and Rivlin has been applied to the creep

ing flow of non-newtonian fluids by Caswell and Schwarz I 1_ The latter solved 

the equations of motion for slow motion using the matching procedure 

suggested by Proudman and Pearson49 , but included appropriate non-new-
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toni an terms in both the "inner" and "outer" expansions. Their final expres

sion for drag experienced by a sphere in a streaming flow is 

(2-9.1) 

The coefficient <I> is a complicated expression involving non-newtonian 

parameters, which should be constants for any given fluid under isothermal 

conditions. Unfortunately, these cannot as yet be estimated from available 

experimental data. Leslie36 also investigated flow around a sphere in creeping 

motion using the Oldroyd42 model for non-newtonian behavior. He also 

obtained a non-newtonian term proportional to U3 • Both models in the limit 

of very slow shear rates display complete newtonian behavior, and Stokes' 

law is recovered. An experimental treatment of non-newtonian flow past a 

sphere by Slattery and Bird 57 relies on empirical models for correlation of 

data on aqueous solutions of carboxymethylcellulose. Much additional 

theoretical and experimental work remains before an exact approach to 

the flow of non-newtonian fluids in particulate systems will be possible. 

2-10 Unsteady Creeping Flows 

The Cauchy linear momentum equation (2-1.7) may be written as 

pa = V·II + pF 

where a = Dv = OV + v. Vv 
Dt ot 

is the acceleration of a fluid particle. As this relation is derived by applica

tion of Newton's laws of motion to a small fluid particle of mass om in the 

elementary form oFexternal = oma, it follows that a and v must be measured 

relative to an observer fixed in an inertial reference frame. Though it is not 

strictly necessary, it is usually convenient also to measure the velocity v 

appearing in the newtonian stress relation, Eqs. (2-1.8) and (2-1.12), and 

in the general continuity equation, Eq. (2-1.1), relative to this same refer

ence frame. 

For incompressible fluids in the presence of conservative body force 

fields, the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations thus become 

p (~; + v.vv) = -Vp + /LV2 V 

V·v = 0 

(2-1O.1a) 

(2-1O.1b) 

where p is the dynamic pressure and v is measured relative to an inertial 

frame. As has been argued for steady motion at small Reynolds numbers, 

these reduce to the creeping motion equations, 
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V·V= ° 
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(2-1O.2a) 

(2-1O.2b) 

We wish to show that these same relations may also be applied to a large 

number of unsteady low Reynolds number flows. 

Typically, consider the problem of the "slow" rotation of an ellipsoid 

about a principal axis at an angular velocity (f). Such a motion is clearly 

unsteady since ov/ot * O. In fact, it is obvious that the motion is periodic 

in the sense that the local fluid velocity and pressure at any fixed point in 

space vary periodically in time. Let I denote a characteristic particle dimen

sion and define the following dimensionless variables and parameters: 

t = wt = dimensionless time 

r = rll = dimensionless position vector 

y = vllw = dimensionless velocity 

p = (p - p=)lflw = dimensionless pressure 

NRe = 12 wpl fl = angular Reynolds number 

V= IV 

where p= is the constant pressure at infinity and w = 1 (f) I. Upon writing Eq. 

(2-10.1) in terms of these dimensionless variables, we obtain 

N ( oy + - "-) __ " -+ "2-Re------ V·Vv- vp vV 
ot 

(2-1O.3a) 

(2-1O.3b) 

Provided that these nondimensional variables remain finite as NRe --> 0, 

the preceding equations reduce to 

0= -Vp + V2y 

V·v =0 

(2-1O.4a) 

(2-1O.4b) 

That the dimensionless variables and derivatives thereof do indeed remain 

finite as the angular Reynolds number goes to zero may be verified a pos

teriori from the solution of Eq. (2-10.4). 

When written in ordinary dimensional form, Eq. (2-10.4) is formally 

identical to the creeping motion equations for steady flow. It is convenient 

in these circumstances to refer to Eq. (2-10.2) as the quasi-static or quasi

steady creeping motion or Stokes equations. The time variable is implicit 

in these equations. 

Other intrinsically nonsteady motions may be examined in a similar 

vein. In a fairly general case, one has both a translational speed Uo and 

frequency factor w to contend with. This situation arises, for example, in 

the case of a propeller-like particle settling in a gravitational field. Skew 

particles of this type normally attain a terminal mode of motion in which 

they simullaneously translate with velocity Uo and spin with angular velo-
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city 0). The pendulum-like motion of a sphere undergoing translatory 

harmonic oscillations at some frequency W is another example of unsteady 

motion where both these parameters arise; for the velocity of the sphere 

at any instant may be described by an equation of the form 

U = Uo cos (wt + a) 

where a is a constant. 

For these two parameter motions, we define the following dimensionless 

quantities: 

A ~ r 
t=wt, r=T' 

~ v 
V=-

Uo 

NU) _IUop 
Re------;;-, 

where the latter are, respectively, translational and rotational Reynolds 

numbers. Upon introducing these into Eq. (2-10.1), the Navier-Stokes 

and continuity equations adopt the nondimensional forms 

N (r) a v + N(t) ~ ;.,~ __ ;:, A + ;:'2~ 
ReN Re V' VV - vp V V 

V.V=O 

(2-1O.5a) 

(2-1O.5b) 

In linearizing these equations by letting the translational Reynolds number 

go to zero, two possible limiting situations arise, according as the rotational 

Reynolds number is or is not an independent variable. In gravitational 

settling of the propeller-like body, wand Uo are both dependent on the 

same physical variables and hence are not independent variables. In this 

case the rotational Reynolds number vanishes with the translational Rey

nolds number and Eq. (2-10.5) reduces to the quasi-static form of the creep

ing motion equations. On the other hand, in the forced longitudinal 

vibration problem, w can be varied independently of Uo. Here, the "vibra

tional" Reynolds number Nf{j = [2wp/Ji need not be small, even though 

the translational Reynolds number is. In dimensional form Eq. (2-10.5) 

then becomes 

OV 
p-=-VP+JiV 2v 

Of 

V·v=O 

(2-1O.6a) 

(2-10.6b) 

The quasi-static creeping motion equations and the foregoing form of 

the creeping motion equations differ significantly in that the local accelera

tion term, pov/ot, need not be small. Of course if f2wp/Ji is also small, the 

preceding form will be identical to the quasi-static equation!',. In any 

event, Eq. (2-ro.6) is a linear equation and can be solved by relatively 
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straightforward techniques. Laplace transform methods, which remove 

the time variable, are of great utility in solving the unsteady form of the 

creeping motion equations. 
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Some General Solutions 

and Theorems 

Pertaining 3 
to the Creeping 

Motion Equations 

3-1 Introduction 

In what follows, we shall restrict our discussion mainly to the steady, incom

pressible motion of fluids satisfying the creeping motion and continuity 

equations (2-6.1) and (2-6.2). We have already noted that certain one

dimensional flows (translation in a duct in straight parallel lines) can be 

reduced to the solution of Laplace's equation (2-5.12), and that solutions 

are available for a number of cases involving flow of this type. 

We should also mention the application of the creeping motion equations 

to the hydrodynamic theory of lubrication. Reynolds initiated the study25 

of the relative motion of two nearly parallel surfaces. His methods have 

58 
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since been applied to a variety of lubrication problems14• In addition to the 

neglect of inertia, it is assumed that the fluid motion essentially is unidi

rectional. These same simplifications have also been employed, for example, 

to investigate the axial motion of a sphere in a circular cylinder containing 

a viscous fluid, where the diameter of the cylinder only slightly exceeds that 

of the sphere8, and to the viscous flow of a fluid through a grating of parallel 

circular cylinders when the separation between them is small compared with 

their diameter17• Good agreement of experiment with theory is obtained in 

the former case. Many other similar applications have been made. 

In two-dimensional flows, the creeping motion equations do not give finite 

results for various types of unbounded media, as outlined in Section 2-7. 

In bounded systems, where a solution is obtainable, the flow pattern is the 

same in all planes, say xy planes. Thus, we may write 

v = iu(x, y) + jv(x, y) 

Since the vorticity vector is, in general, 

CI)=iVxv 

(3-1.1) 

(3-1.2) 

we find that, for two-dimensional flows, CI) lies perpendicular to the xy plane. 

If we write CI) = k6>, then the scalar vorticity is 

6> = l..(OV _ OU) 
2 ox oy 

(3-1.3) 

As the flow is incompressible, the creeping motion equations may be written 

in the form 

v p = -2J.LV x CI) (3-1.4) 

Thus, the equations relating pressure to vorticity are equivalent to the 

Cauchy-Riemann equations22 relating the real and imaginary parts of a com

plex variable: 

lop 06>. 
2J.LoX = - oy' 

(3-1.5) 

Two-dimensional incompressible creeping flows may therefore be represented 

by a suitable analytic function W(z) of the complex variable z = x + iy. 

The real part of W(z) is p/2J.L; its imaginary part is -6>. 

Incompressible two-dimensional flows may also be derived from a stream 

function, 'o/(x, y). The component velocities are related to the stream function 

by the expressions 

The continuity equation 

0'0/ = U" 
oy , 

0'0/= -v 
ox 

(3-1.6) 
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is automatically satisfied by any choice of't. In general, 't is related to the 

vorticity by the equation 

(3-1. 7) 

For creeping flows it is readily shown that 't satisfies the two-dimensional 

biharmonic equation 

(3-1.8) 

where V4't = V2(V2't). Use of a stream function greatly simplifies the 

solution of all two-dimensional problems. 

Flow at small, but nonzero Reynolds numbers may be treated by appro

priate perturbation techniques. Thus Dean 9 treats the two-dimensional 

shearing motion of an incompressible viscous fluid past a projection in a 

plane wall, the motion being one of uniform shear apart from the disturb

ance caused by the projection. The biharmonic equation (3-1.8) is solved for 

the stream function to obtain the zeroth order approximation in Reynolds 

number. A first order correction is then obtained by an appropriate iterative 

scheme based essentially on approximating the inertial terms by the zeroth 

order field. 

Three-dimensional solutions of the creeping motion equations are of the 

greatest value in problems involving particulate media. Since these problems 

usually involve multiple boundaries it is desirable to have fairly general 

solutions available, thereby permitting a number of simultaneous boundary 

conrl itions to be satisfied. The technique of most general applicability in 

obtaining such solutions is the classic method of separation of variables. 

The separability of the creeping motion equations has not been investigated 

in detail but three-dimensional problems in spherical and cylindrical co

ordinate systems can be handled effectively in this way. Useful solutions in 

the form of convenient series representations are thus obtained. Axisym

metric flow, or flow past a body of revolution parallel to the axis of 

revolution, represents a type of three-dimensional flow which can be charac

terized by a single scalar stream function, as in the case of two-dimensional 

motion. Separation is then possible in a wider variety of orthogonal coordi

nate systems, as discussed in Chapter 4. Another general method for dealing 

with solutions of the linearized equations of motion employs generalized 

Green's functions. Since the solutions obtained involve integrals, they are 

in many cases not as convenient as the series representations. Other more 

specialized methods involve the use of "mirror" images and variational 

techniques. In the following sections of this chapter, some of these methods 

will be detailed, with special reference to those of greatest utility for pro

blems of interest in this book. 

As is well known 22 , a well-posed hydrodynamic problem must state not 

only the differential equations to be solved but also the boundary con

ditions. In most cases the shape of the boundary must be specified. A 
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boundary is said to be closed if it completely surrounds the fluid involved. 

A "closed boundary" may go to infinity, but in that case boundary con

ditions must be specified at infinity. Thus the boundary is closed for a 

sphere settling axially in a fluid contained in a cylinder of infinite length, if 

the velocities are specified on the sphere and cylinder wall as well as at ± 00 

along the cylinder axis. A boundary is open if it goes to infinity and no boun

dary conditions are imposed on the fluid at infinity. The creeping motion 

equations belong to a class of partial differential equations known as elliptic 

equations. For these equations it is preferable to specify boundary value prob

lems involving closed boundaries. The boundary conditions usually em

ployed involve specifying either the value of the vector field itself at the 

boundary or values of the first derivatives of its components along or normal 

to the boundary_ 

Establishment of the necessary and sufficient conditions required for a 

solution of the creeping motion equations to be unique is a mathematical 

problem which has not been completely solved*. Considerable attention has 

been given to the most commonly encountered problem; namely, that of 

existence and uniqueness for the case of a closed boundary on which the 

velocity components are given assigned values_ Thus Lichtenstein20 and 

Odquist23 have demonstrated the existence of a solution for the gen~ral case 

of an incompressible, viscous fluid in a closed domain which consists of a 

finite number of particles of finite dimensions_ In the case of the creeping 

motion equations the solution is also unique, but at higher Reynolds numbers 

this is not the case. For example, Taylor's29 treatment of the flow between 

two concentric rotating cylinders shows that, when the Reynolds number 

exceeds a certain value with the inner cylinder rotating relative to the outer 

cylinder, an instability of flow results which leads to the appearance of 

another flow which itself is steady. With increasing Reynolds numbers, an 

unsteady flow of definite periodicity occurs. 

For boundary value problems involving derivatives of the vector com

ponents or combinations of prescribed velocities and derivatives at the 

boundaries it is not possible to generalize on the requisite conditions. Usually 

the physical nature of the problem itself will be intuitively useful in pre

scribing appropriate boundary conditions leading to a unique solution which 

exists. 

For multiple boundary problems, it is usually necessary either to develop 

general solutions for each boundary simultaneously and solve for the un

known functions appearing in them by means of an infinite series of simul

taneous linear equations, or alternatively, to satisfy the boundary conditions 

successively (method of reflections) on each internal boundary, together with 

*For a rather complete discussion of progress in this area see O. A. Ladyzhenskaya, 
The Mathematical Theory of Viscous Incompressible Flow (New York: Gordon and Breach, 
1963). 
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the common external boundary (if any), separately. The details of these 

methods will be discussed in connection with particular boundary value 

problems solved in later chapters of the book. The Lorentz reciprocal 

theorem, which is generally useful in multiple boundary value problems, 

will, however, be discussed in this chapter along with several applications. 

3.2 Spherical Coordinates 

Lamb19 outlines a general solution of the creeping motion equations in 

spherical coordinates. Upon taking the divergence of the vector equation 

(2-6.1) and utilizing Eq. (2-6.2), we find that the pressure field is harmonic, 

thus satisfying Laplace's equation 

V2p = 0 (3-2.1) 

This suggests expanding the pressure field in a series of solid spherical 

harmonics: 
~ 

p = ~ Pn (3-2.2) 
n= -00 

where Pn is a solid spherical harmonic of order n. This expansion forms the 

basis of Lamb's general solution 

v = n~~ [V X (rXn) + V<l>n 

~+~ 2 n ] 
+ 2/l(n + 1)(2n +3{ Vpn - /l(n + 1)(2n + 3{Pn 

(3-2.3) 

Xn and <l>n are each solid spherical harmonics, arising from the solution of 

the associated homogeneous equations, 

and 

V 2v' = 0 

V·v' = 0 

(3-2.4) 

(3-2.5) 

The solution of a boundary value problem is effected when these three 

harmonic functions are determined, for each n, from the prescribed boundary 

conditions. 

We shall outline a very general method for obtaining these harmonic 

functions when the velocity field is prescribed on a spherical surface. For 

cases in which the stress field, rather than the velocity field, is partly or 

wholly prescribed on the sphere, see the original paper* for details; that 

paper also gives details for applying Lamb's general solution to nonspherical 

bodies, particularly to slightly deformed spheres. 

For the radial component of velocity we have, from Eq. (3-2.3), 

*H. Brenner, Chern. Eng. Sci. 19 (1964), 519. 
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~ [O<l>n + n + 3 2 0 Pn 
Vr = n~= ar 2fL(n + 1)(2n + 3{ ar 

- fL(n + 1)(2n + 3{ Pn ] 

(3-2.6) 

Further simplification of this expression can be made by the aid of Euler's 

theorem for homogeneous polynomials, 

(3-2.7) 

where hn is any solid spherical harmonic of order n. Application of this 

relationship to Eq. (3-2.6) yields 

= [n n ] 
Vr = n!;= 2fL(2n + 3{ pn + ,<I>n (3-2.8) 

Differentiation of the foregoing with respect to r and again applying 

Euler's theorem gives 

OVT _ i; [ n(n + 1) + n(n - 1)<1> ] 
r or - n~-= 2fL(2n + 3{ Pn r n 

(3-2.9) 

In addition to these relationships one may also obtain from Eq. (3-2.3) 

the equation 

r· V x v = ~ n(n + l}xn (3-2.10) 
n=-oo 

previously given by Lamb. Thus, at the surface of a sphere of radius a we 

obtain 

= (na n) 
[vr]a = n!;= 2fL(2n + 3) [Pn]a + -a[<I>n]a (3-2.11) 

[ OVrJ = i; {n(n + I) a [ ] + n(n - I) [<I> ] } 
r or a n~-= 2fL(2n + 3) Pn a a n a 

(3-2.12) 

and [r· V x V]a = ~ n(n + I)[Xn]a (3-2.13) 
n=-oo 

where the subscript a denotes evaluation of the function at r = a. 

If V = V(e, ¢) denotes the value of the velocity field on the sphere 

surface, that is, 

then it may be shown that 

V = [v]a 

[Vr]a = ~. V 
r 

[rOVrJ =-rV·V 
or a 

[r. V x V]a = r· V x V 

(3-2.14) 

(3-2.15) 

(3-2.16) 

where V is the usual three-dimensional nabla operator. The second of 
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these three relationships depends upon the validity of the continuity equation 

Y' . v = 0 whereas the remaining two equations are true for an arbitrary 

vector function v. Because of the properties of solid spherical harmonics, 

we can write 

(3-2.17) 

with two similar identities for the functions Xn and cDn • These are equally 

true whether n is positive or negative. Introduction of these relations into 

Eqs. (3-2.11)-(3-2.13) gives 

= [ na ( a )n n (a)n ] r 
n];= 2JL(2n + 3) r Pn + a r cDn = r . v (3-2.18) 

~ [n(n + l)a (!!..-)n Pn + n(n - 1) (!!..-)n ct>nJ = -rY' . V 
n=-= 2JL(2n + 3) r a r 

(3-2.19) 

and n~= [n(n+ 1) (~ rXnJ = r· Y' X V (3-2.20) 

We shall now specialize these relationships to separate domains in

volving the regions interior and external to a sphere, respectively. 

Region interior to a sphere 

When the fluid occupies the interior of a sphere, the condition that the 

velocity remain finite at the origin limits us to positive harmonics; thus, 

we put 

Pn = cDn = Xn = 0, n<O (3-2.21) 

and retain only those terms for which n > 1. Now, it is well known that an 

arbitrary scalar function of the angular spherical coordinates (e, ¢) can be 

uniquely expanded in a series of surface spherical harmonics. This implies 

that there exist representations of the form 

r = 
-·V = ~ Xn 
r n=l 

(3-2.22) 

(3-2.23) 

= 
and r·Y' X V = ~ Zn (3-2.24) 

n=l 

from which the surface harmonics Xn(e, ¢), Yn(e, ¢), and Zn(e,1» can be 

determined from the prescribed surface velocity V. Considered in con

junction with Eqs. (3-2.18)-(3-2.20), these result in the relations 

~ [ na ( a )n + n ( a )n cD ] _ £ X 
n=l 2JL(2n + 3) r Pn a r n - n=l n 

(3-2.25) 

~ [n(n + l)a (!!..-)n Pn + n(n - 1) (!!..-)n ct>nJ = ~ Yn (3-2.26) 
n=l 2JL(2n + 3) r a r n=l 
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(3-2.27) 

Equating term-by-term under the summation sign, and solving the three 

resultant equations for the harmonic functions Pn, <Pn, and Xn, we obtain for 

n >0, 

(3-2.28) 

1 ( r )n <Pn = 2na a [(n + I)Xn - Yn] (3-2.29) 

1 ( r )n 
Xn = n(n + 1) a Zn 

(3-2.30) 

Since the functions Xm Ym and Zn are known in principle from the pre

scribed velocity field on the sphere surface, any boundary value problem 

interior to a sphere may therefore be considered solved in principle. 

Region exterior to a sphere 

For the situation in which the velocity is required to vanish at infinity, 

we are restricted to harmonic functions of negative order. The problem of 

a velocity field which does not vanish at infinity, but is there required to 

assume the value v= = v~(r, 0, cp), can always be reduced to the former case 

of zero velocity, provided that this prescribed field satisfies the creeping 

motion and continuity equations. 

As before, one can now employ a solution obtained by discarding all 

positive harmonics from Eq. (3-2.3) 

_ ~ [ (n - 2) 2 
V - v~ - L V x (rX-(n+l») + V<P_(n+l) - 2 (2 1{ V P-(n+l) 

n~l f..L n n-

(n + 1) ] + f..Ln(2n - I{P-(n+l) (3-2.31) 

Here n has been replaced by -(n + 1). By analogy to our previous 

nomenclature, let V ~ denote the field v ~ evaluated at the surface of the 

sphere of radius a; that is, 

(3-2.32) 

By employing the prescribed boundary conditions, we ultimately obtain the 

solution 

f..L(2n - I) 1 (a )n+1 
P-(n+1) = n + 1 a r [(n + 2)Xn + Yn] (3-2.33) 

1 ( a )n+l 
<P-(n+l) = 2(n + I)a r (nXn + Yn) (3-2.34) 

1 (a )n+l 
X-(n+l) = n(n + 1) r Zn (3-2.35) 
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The functions Xn, Yn, Zn are to be determined from Eqs. (3-2.22)-(3-2.24) 

by there replacing V by V - V =' 

Region between concentric spheres 

When the fluid is bounded between concentric spheres, there are no 

conditions to be satisfied at either the origin or at infinity; hence one may 

resort to harmonic functions of both positive and negative orders. As in the 

preceding, we can obtain surface harmonic expansions of the type corre

sponding to arbitrarily prescribed velocity fields on both surfaces. Simul

taneous solution of the six equations involved leads to determination of the 

harmonics which appear in the general solution, Eq. (3-2.3). 

Frictional force and torque on a sphere 

Once the boundary value problem for flow external to a sphere has been 

solved, it is possible to calculate the frictional force and torque (about the 

sphere center) experienced by a sphere in a given field. The stress vector 

acting across the surface of a sphere of radius r is easily shown to be l9 

II = _. II = --p + J.L - - - + - V(r.v) r r (8V v ) J.L 
T r r or r r 

(3-2.36) 

for an incompressible newtonian fluid. By means of Eqs. (3-2.2) and (3-2.3) 

this can ultimately be expressed in the form, 

lIT = J!:.. i [en - 1) V x (rXn) + 2(n - 1) V<I>n 
r n~-= 

(2n 2 + 4n + 3) n(n + 2) 2 

- J.L(n + 1)(2n + 3{Pn + J.L(n + 1)(2n + 3{ Vpn] 
(3-2.37) 

The frictional forceF exerted by the fluid on the sphere is obtained from 

Eq. (2-3.1) by integrating this stress around the sphere surface. In this case 

dS = r2 sin e de d¢ is an element of surface area on a sphere. This expression 

can be evaluated in a very general way by resorting to the following surface 

integral theorems: In these relations Hn is an arbitrary solid spherical 

harmonic function of positive or negative order. ' 

1
471'r2 Ho for n = 0 

Is Hn dS = 471'r2 H_I for n = -I 

o for all other n 

471'r4 V HI for n = 1 
3 

f 471'r 
,rHndS= -3-V(r3H_2) forn=-2 

o for all other n 

(3-2.38) 

(3-2.39) 
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I d {
41l'r2V HI for n = 1 

VHn S= 
• 0 for all other n 

(3-2.40) 

and f. V x (r Hn) dS = 0 for all n (3-2.41) 

Since F = I. IIT dS we eventually obtain the very simple result, 

(3-2.42) 

Note that this formula is not affected by the additional term v= in Eq. (3-2.31), 

since there is no contribution by the P-2 harmonic to the velocity field at 

points infinitely distant from the sphere. It is shown in the original paper* 

that this relation holds for nonspherical particles as well; that is, it gives the 

force on a particle of any shape. 

A formula, analogous to Eq. (3-2.42), can be obtained for the torque 

experienced by a spherical particle about its origin. The force acting on an 

elementary area of surface on the sphere is II, dS. The moment arm of this 

force is r. Hence, the torque on the sphere is 

To = I. r xUTdS 

Now, from Eq. (3-2.37) we obtain 

(3-2.43) 

r x IIT = 1£ 1'; [(n - 1)r2VXn - n(n - l)rXn - 2(n - l)V x (r<I>n) 
r n=-oo 

n(n + 2) 2 ( 

J.L(n + 1)(2n + 3)' V X rpn)] (3-2.44) 

Application of the integral theorems cited in Eqs. (3-2.38)-(3-2.41) ultimately 

yields 

(3-2.45) 

Again, it is shown in the original derivation * that this formula is not limited 

to spherical particles, but gives the torque (about the origin, r = 0) experi

enced by a particle of any shape. 

If one wishes only to calculate the hydrodynamic force and torque on 

a rigid spherical particle, and not the velocity field itself, it may be possible 

to do so by utilizing Faxen's laws l1 • According to these, if a sphere to which 

fluid adheres is immersed in an unbounded fluid in motion at infinity with 

velocity V=, and if the sphere center translates with velocity U while the 

sphere spins with angular velocity 0), then the force and torque on the sphere 

are 

(3-2.46) 

*Brenner, op. cit. 
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(3-2.47) 

where a is the sphere radius. The subscript 0 implies evaluation at the 

location of the sphere center. 

As a simple illustration, consider the problem of a rigid spherical particle 

moving axially without spinning in a circular cylindrical tube through which 

a viscous fluid is moving. We suppose that the cylinder radius is much larger 

than that of the sphere. The cylinder axis is taken to be the z = Z axis. 

The spherical particle moves with a constant velocity U = kV parallel to 

the axis, whereas the superficial flow of fluid occurs in the same direction 

with a mean velocity of Um = k Vm = k~ Vo. k is a unit vector in the z 
direction and Vo is the unperturbed velocity at the tube axis. The cylinder 

radius is Ro; the perpendicular distance from the longitudinal axis of the 

cylinder to a point in the fluid is R, and the sphere center is situated at a 

distance R = b from this axis. 

At large distances from the sphere the undisturbed flow is Poiseui1l

ian. Thus we set 

According to Poiseuille's law, the dynamic pressure is 

t t 8f..LVm 
p= = cons an - ~z 

o 

(3-2.48) 

(3-2.49) 

If (r, e, cp) refer to spherical coordinates having their origin at the center of 

the sphere, as shown in Fig. 7-3.1, it is easy to verify that 

R2 = r2 sin 2 e + b2 + 2br sin e cos cp (3-2.50) 

This makes 

- k U (1 r2. 2 e b2 2r b . e .L) v = - 0 - R~ sm - R2 - 7f2 sm cos <p 
o 0 0 

(3-2.51) 

Therefore, since V = k V, 

[ ( b2 ) a2 . 2ab . ] 
V - V = = k V - Vo 1 - R~ + Vo R~ sm2 e + Vo R~ sm e cos cp 

With the assistance of the transformation, 

we find that 

~ = i sin e cos cp + j sin (j sin cp + k cos e 
r 

~ . (V - V =) = [ V - Vo (1 - ~;) ] cos e + Vo ~; sin2 e cos e 

+ Vo 2;~ sin e cos e cos cp 
o 

(3-2.52) 

(3-2.53) 

(3-2.54) 
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In terms of Legendre polynomials and associated Legendre polynomials 

of the first kind defined, respectively, by the relations 

and 

we have 

and 

P ( ) _ 1 dn ( 2 _ l)n 
n fl - 2n n! d W fl 

pr;: (fl) = (1 - fl2)(l/2)m /;m Pn(fl) 

cos 8 = Pl(cos 8) 

sin2 8 cos 8 = -HPl(COS 8) - P3 (cos 8)] 

sin 8 cos 8 cos cp = {- cos cpPHcos 8) 

(3-2.55) 

(3-2.56) 

(3-2.57) 

(3-2.58) 

(3-2.59) 

If these relationships are introduced into Eq. (3-2.54), we obtain the 

surface harmonic expansion, 

where Xl = [u - Uo(1 - ~;) + ~ UO(;o rJpl(coS8) 

X2 = ~ Uo(;J (!J cos cpP!(cos 8) 

X3 = -fUo (;J 2
P3(COS 8) 

An entirely analogous treatment yields the expansion, 

-rV·(V - V=) = Yl + Y2 + Y3 

where 4 (ar YJ = 5 Uo Ro PI (cos 8) 

Y2 = ~ Uo(;J (;J cos cp PHcos 8) 

4 (ar Y3 = -5 Uo Ro P3(cos 8) 

and the expansion 

r· V x (V - V =) = Zl 

where Z1 = -2 Uo(;J (;J sin cpPl(cos 8) 

(3-2.60) 

(3-2.61) 

(3-2.62) 

(3-2.63) 

(3-2.64) 

(3-2.65) 

(3-2.66) 

(3-2.67) 

(3-2.68) 

(3-2.69) 

We may now use these values in Eqs. (3-2.33)-(3-2.35) to obtain the har

monic functions in the velocity field outside the sphere, in accordance with 

Eq. (3-2.31). This velocity field v satisfies the boundary conditions v = U at 

r = a and v ---> v= at infinity. The appropriate values of the solid spherical 

harmonics are as follows: 
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3 [ ( b2 
) 2 ( a )2J -2 p-2=2:J.La U- Uo 1- R~ +-rUo Ro r P\(cos8) (3-2.70) 

P-3 = 13°J.La2 Uo(;J(;Jr- 3 cos cpPHcos 8) (3-2.71) 

P-4 = - ; J.La 3 uo(;J ,-4 P3 (cos 8) (3-2.72) 

<1>-2 = ! a3 [ U - Uo (I - ~;) + ~ UO (;JJ r- 2 p\ (cos 8) (3-2.73) 

<1>-3= ja4Uo(;J(;Jr-3coscpPl(COS8) (3-2.74) 

<1>-4 = - ! as Uo(;J ,-4P3 (COS 8) 

and x- 2 = - a2 UO (;J (;J,- 2 sin cpPl( cos 8) 

For reference, we tabulate the values 

p\(cos 8) = cos 8 

Pl(cos 8) = sin 8 

PHcos 8) = 3 sin 8 cos 8 

P3 (cos 8) = H5 cos3 8 - 3 cos 8) 

In accordance with Eq. (3-2.31), the solution of the problem is 

v - k Uo (I - ~;) = V X (rX-2) 

+ v( <1>-2 + <1>-3 + <1>-4 + ~ r2P~2 - 310 r2 P~4) 

+ r (P-2 + ~P-3 + ~P-4) 
J.L 2 J.L 3 J.L 

and P - P= = P-2 + P-3 + P-4 

where P= is given in Eq. (3-2.49). 

(3-2.75) 

(3-2.76) 

(3-2.77) 

The hydrodynamic force on the sphere may be calculated from Eq. 

(3-2.42). For this purpose we take the value of P-2 given in Eq. (3-2.70) and 

note that 

V [rP\ (cos 8)] = Vz = k 

The force on the sphere is, therefore, 

F=-k67rJ.La[U-Uo(l- ~;)+ ;Uo(;JJ 

(3-2.78) 

(3-2.79) 

To calculate the torque we use Eq. (3-2.45), with the value of X--2 given by 

Eq. (3-2.76), together with the relationship 
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V[r sin cpPl(cos 0)] = Vy = j (3-2.80) 

Hence, the torque about the sphere center is 

(3-2.81) 

corresponding to a rotation of the sphere about an axis which is perpendicular 

to the line joining the origin of the sphere to the longitudinal axis of the 

cylinder and to the direction of flow. These results check those previously 

obtained by Simha26 • 

We may obtain the latter results directly by employing Faxen's equations 

(3-2.46) and (3-2.47). In the present instance, we have (J) = O. Furthermore, 

since the sphere center is located at the point R = b, we find from Eq. 

(3-2.48) that 

[V=]o=k2Um [l- (;YJ (3-2.82) 

[V2 V=]O = .l[Vp=]o = - k 8R~m 
f.L 0 

(3-2.83) 

(3-2.84) 

Upon setting Um = Uo/2 and substituting these results into Eqs. (3-2.46) 

and (3-2.47) we obtain results for the force and torque identical with Eqs. 

(3-2.79) and (3-2.81). 

It should be clearly understood that the expressions we have obtained for 

the hydrodynamic force and torque on a sphere in a circular cylinder are 

asymptotically correct only in the limit of small a/RD. Methods for obtaining 

higher approximations are discussed in Section 7-3. 

3.3 Cylindrical Coordinates 

In many practical situations involving flow past particles, the fluid is bounded 

externally by the walls of a long circular cylinder. In this section we develop 

a general three-dimensional solution of the creeping motion and continuity 

equations suitable for satisfying arbitrarily prescribed boundary conditions 

on the surface of an infinitely long circular cylinder. 

In terms of cylindrical coordinates (p, cp, z), the component velocities are 

given by 

(3-3.1) 

where ip, iq" and iz are unit vectors in the direction of each of the three co

ordinate axes. The creeping motion equations in these coordinates are then 
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V2v = 1.- Op 
Z J.L OZ 

V2V _!!L _ ~~ = 1.- Op 
P p2 p2 Ocp J.L 0 P 

V2V _~+~OVP=1.-1.-0p 
'" p2 p2 Ocp J.L P ocp 

where the Laplace operator has the form 

02 0 02 02 
V2 = Op2 + pop + p20cp2 + OZ2 

In addition, we must satisfy the continuity equation, 

oVp + !!.E.. + OV'" + oVz = 0 
op p pocp OZ 

(3-3.2) 

(3-3.3) 

(3-3.4) 

(3-3.5) 

(3-3.6) 

To the particular solution of these equations must be added the general 

solution of the homogeneous equations, 

V 2 v' = 0 

V·v' = 0 

Particular solution of the inhomogeneous equations 

(3-3.7) 

(3-3.8) 

The method of solution employed here is a generalization3 of that origi

nally developed by Ladenburg 18 for problems involving axisymmetric motion 

of a sphere in a cylinder. In that case, however, Haberman and Sayre later 

used the stream function to provide a more general and sophisticated method 

of approach. (References to their work are given in Chapter 7.) 

As in the case of spherical coordinates, we note that the pressure field 

satisfies Laplace's equation (3-2.1). Solutions of this equation which are 

useful for satisfying arbitrary conditions on the surface p = constant are 

of the form 

= cos f= I cos 
P = ~ . ncp 7Jn(A,)Kn (A,p) . (A,z)dA, 

n~_=Sln 0 n sin 
(3-3.9) 

where A, is an arbitrary parameter and 7Jn(A,) an arbitrary function, ultimately 

to be determined from the boundary conditions. The functions InCA,p) and 

Kn(A,P) are modified Bessel functions of order n of the first and second kinds, 

respectively. They satisfy the differential equation 

(3-3.10) 

with a similar expression for Kn(A,p). In this and subsequent equations in this 

section, the differentiations denoted by primes are with respect to p. In 

developing a suitable solution of the inhomogeneous equations, we shall 

first assume a very simple form of the pressure field. This restriction is later 

removed. As a particular solution we choose 
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(3-3.11) 

where An(A) is an arbitrary function of n and A. 

The Z component of the velocity field is assumed to possess a solution 

of the form 

Vz = Fn (A, p) cos n¢ cos AZ (3-3.12) 

Introduction of these expressions into Eq. (3-3.2) shows that Fn is a solution 

of the equation 

F~ + ! F~ - (A2 + ;:) Fn = An(A)A1n(AP) (3-3.13) 

As evidenced by Eq. (3-3.10), the homogeneous part of the foregoing 

equation is Bessel's modified equation. Since the general solution of the 

homogeneous equation is known, it is possible to effect the solution of the 

inhomogeneous equation (3-3.13) by the method of variation of parameters. 

This ultimately yields 

Fn(A, p) = Bn(A)In(AP) + An(A)pI~~p) (3-3.14) 

where we have rejected that part of the solution containing functions of the 

second kind. We now have 

(3-3.15) 

The element of arbitrariness in the function Bn(A) is eventually removed by 

simultaneously satisfying the continuity equation, wherein Bn(A) is expressed 

in terms of An(A). 

For the remaining velocity components, we assume solutions of the form 

Vp = Gn(A, p) cos n¢ sin AZ (3-3.16) 

and v~ = Hn(A, p) sin n¢ sin AZ (3-3.17) 

On the basis of Eqs. (3-3.3), (3-3.4), and (3-3.11), we then obtain the simul

taneous equations 

G~ + J...G~ - (A2 + n2 -t l)Gn - 2~ Hn = An(A)I~(Ap) 
p p p 

and 

H~ + J...H~ - (A2 + n2 -t l)Hn - 2~ Gn = _ An(A)nln(Ap) 
. p p p p 

Addition of these two equations yields 

(Gn + Hn)" + ! (Gn + Hn)' - [A2 + (n ;2 1)2J(Gn + Hn) 

= An(A)Hn+l(AP) 

where we have employed the recurrence relation 

(3-3.18) 

(3-3.19) 

(3-3.20) 
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(3-3.21) 

But this equation is of precisely the same form as Eq. (3-3.13) with n + 1 

written in place of n. This immediately leads to the solution 

(3-3.22) 

A second relation is obtained between Gn and Hn by subtracting Eq. (3-3.19) 

from Eq. (3-3.18); namely, 

(Gn - Hn)" + ! (Gn - Hn)' - ["A,2 + (n ;2 1)2J(Gn - Hn) 

= An(>")"A,In_tf>.,p) (3-3.23) 

where we have noted that 

I'n("A,p) + nln{"A,p) = A,[n_I{"A,p) 
p 

(3-3.24) 

Again, this is of the same form as Eq. (3-3.13) except that n - 1 now appears 

in place of n. The solution is thus 

Gn - Hn = Dn{"A,)In_I{"A,p) + An{"A,)pI~2~"A,P) 

Equations (3-3.22) and (3-3.25) combine to give 

Gn(>." p) = An{"A,) f"A, [I~+1{"A,p) + I~_I{"A,p)J 

and 

(3-3.25) 

(3-3.26) 

(3-3.27) 

The arbitrary functions Cn{"A,) and Dn{"A,) have been set equal to zero because 

similar solutions of the homogeneous equations (3-3.7) and (3-3.8) arise 

later, and their retention at this point would be redundant. 

Differentiation of the recurrence formulas, 

In+I{X) + In_I{X) = 2I~{X) 

and 1 (X) - 1 (X) = _ 2nln{X) 
n+1 n-I X 

eventually leads to alternate expressions for Gn and Hn. 

and 

Thus, we obtain, 

J"{"A,p) 
Gn{"A" p) = An{"A,) n2"A,2 

Hn(A"p) =An("A,)2~2[In~P) - I~("A,p)J 

(3-3.28) 

(3-3.29) 

The eXpreSi>lOnS for the p and cp components of the velocity field are, 
finally, 
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Vp = Ai~~) pI',;("Ap) cos ncp sin A.Z (3-3.30) 

and V~ = n ~~\~ [In ~p) - I~(A.p) ] sin ncp sin A.Z (3-3.31) 

These two relations in conjunction with the corresponding expressions 

for Vz and p, Eqs. (3-3.15) and (3-3.11), constitute a solution of Eqs. (3-3.2)

(3-3.4). It still remains to satisfy the equation of continuity, Upon introducing 

these expressions for the component velocities into the ~ontinuity equation 

(3-3.6), and performing the indicated operations, it is found that this equation 

is satisfied, provided that 

A2~~) [pI',;'(A.p) + 2I',;(A.p) _ A.2pI~(A.p) _ n2I~~A.p) + n2I~\A.p)J 

-Bn(A.)A.In(A.p) = 0 (3-3.32) 

Multiplication of Eq. (3-3.10) by p and subsequent differentiation with 

respect to p shows that the bracketed term in the preceding equation is 

simply equal to A.2In(A.p). Hence, the continuity equation is satisfied by 

choosing 

B (A.) = An (A.) 
n 2A.2 

Thus, the expression for V z takes the form 

Vz = A2~~)[In(A.P) + A.pI~(A.p)] cos ncp cos A.Z 

If we now define a harmonic function, II, by the relation 

II = A2~~) In(A.p) cos ncp sin A.Z 

it can be shown that 

and 

In vector notation, 

° (oIl) 
Vp = P op op 

° (loll) 
V~ = P op P ocp 

° (oIl) oIl 
Vz = P op Tz + Tz 

p = -2f..L 02Il 
OZ2 

v = p :p (VII) + iz ~~ 

(3-3.33) 

(3-3.34) 

(3-3.35) 

(3-3.36) 

(3-3.37) 

(3-3.38) 

(3-3.39) 

(3-3.40) 

Although this solution has been obtained by considering a special form for 

the pressure field, the solution given by Eqs. (3-3.39) and (3-3.40) is, in fact, 
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a simultaneous solution of the creeping motion and continuity equations for 

any harmonic function II, as can be readily verified; that is, for any II satis

fying Laplace's equation 

(3-3.41) 

Solution of the homogeneous equations 

At this point we turn our attention to the solution of the homogeneovs 

equations (3-3.7) and (3-3.8). As before, we assume that the equations may 

be solved by simple solutions of the form 

v~ = fnC)<.., p) cos ncp cos 'A.z 

v~ = gn('A., p) cos ncp sin 'A.z 

v~ = hn('A., p) sin ncp sin 'A.z 

(3-3.42) 

(3-3.43) 

(3-3.44) 

These are substantially identical in appearance to the forms used in the 

solution of the corresponding inhomogeneous equations. On this basis, if 

we put An('A.) = 0 in Eqs. (3-3.14), (3-3.22), and (3-3.25), we can immediately 

infer that the equations V2 Vi = 0 are solved by choosing 

and 

fn()<.., p) = bn()<..)In('A.p) 

gn('A., p) + hn('A., p) = cn('A.)In+j()<..P) 

gn('A., p) - hn('A., p) = dn('A.)In_j('A.p) 

(3-3.45) 

(3-3.46) 

(3-3.47) 

The latter equations can be solved simultaneously for gn and hn. Ifthi& is done, 

and arbitrary functions en('A.) andfn()<..) defined as follows, 

("\) = cn('A.) + dn('A.) 
en'" 2'A. (3-3.48) 

fn('A.) = cn('A.) ;, di'A.) (3-3.49) 

then, with the aid of the recurrence formulas noted in Eqs. (3-3.21) and 

(3-3.24), we find 

v~ = [en('A.)I~('A.p) - fi'A.)nln~P)J cos ncp sin)<..z (3-3.50) 

v~ = [fn('A.)I~('A.p) - en('A.)nln~'A.P)J sin ncp sin 'A.z (3-3.51) 

(3-3.52) 

Upon introducing these results into the continuity equation (3-3.8), expres

sed in cylindrical coordinates [cf. Eq. (3-3.6)], we find that satisfaction of 

this relationship requires that 

en('A.)[I~('A.p) + ! I~('A.p) - n2I~~'A.p)J - bi'A.)'A.ln('A.p) = 0 (3-3.53) 

the coefficient of fn('A.) being zero. Equation (3-3.10) shows that the mul-
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tiplier of en(A) in the preceding expression is equal to A2IiAp). Satisfaction 

of the continuity equation is thereby assured by choosing 

bn(A) = Aen(A) 

whence, in place of Eq. (3-3.52), we now write 

v~ = en(A) A In(AP) cos ncf> cos AZ 

If we define the harmonic functions 

'I' = en(A)IiAp) cos ncf> sin AZ 

and 0= -fn(A)In(AP) sin ncf> sin AZ 

the component velocities of Vi may then be written in the form 

, 0'1' 00 
Vp = op + pocf> 

, 0'1' 00 
V4J=- --

pocf> op 

and 
, 0'1' 

Vz =Tz 

(3-3.54) 

(3-3.55) 

(3-3.56) 

(3-3.57) 

(3-3.58) 

(3-3.59) 

These relationships can be expressed more concisely in vector notation, 

Vi = V'I' + V x (izO) (3-3.60) 

The latter constitutes a solution of the homogeneous equations (3-3.7) and 

(3-3.8). Here again, the final result is true for any harmonic functions, 

V2'1' = 0 (3-3.61) 

and V20 = 0 (3-3.62) 

Solution of boundary value problems involving circular cylinders 

A complete solution of the creeping motion and continuity equations is 

obtained by adding together the respective solutions of the inhomogeneous 

and homogeneous equations, whence 

and 

provided that 

v = V'I' + V x (izO) + P ;P (VII) + iz ~~ (3-3.63) 

02II 
p= -211-,.- OZ2 

V2{II, '1', O} = {O, 0, O} 

(3-3.64) 

(3-3.65) 

It remains now to show how to apply these results to the solution of 

boundary-value problems involving circular cylindrical surfaces. By way of 

illustration, we shall restrict ourselves to situations in which the fluid domain 

lies entirely within the interior of an infinitely long cylinder on whose surface 

the velocity field is required to assume arbitrarily prescribed values. Ex

tension of the method to other situations simply involves the use of alterna-
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tive solutions of Laplace's equation appropriate to the domain under 

consideration, for example, the region exterior to a cylinder in an otherwise 

unbounded medium, or the region bounded between two concentric cylin

ders. Note that no solution exists for two-dimensional streaming flow past 

a circular cylinder in an infinite medium. 

We assume that the harmonic functions II, '1', .0 can be expressed as the 

sum of a series of cylindrical harmonic functions of order n : 

n=-oo 

where 

(3-3.66) 

(3-3.67) 

The method of solution consists in the determination of lIn' '1' n, and .on, 

for each n, from the conditions prescribed at the boundary p = po = con

stant. 

Suitable solutions of Laplace's equation are of the form 

{lIn, '1' n, .on} = cos (ncp + {an> /3n, "In}) X 

X [{?tn(;\"), o/n(;\.,), wn{;\')}In(;\.,P) cos (;\.,z + {8;t, ~;t, S;t})d;\., (3-3.68) 

Thus, we are now required to establish the form taken by the functions 

?t n(;\.,) , o/n(;\.,), wn(;\"), ... , etc., from the boundary conditions, whereupon the 

problem is solved. This is done by introducing the relations given by Eq. 

(3-3.68) into Eq. (3-3.66). The resulting expressions, in turn, when substi

tuted into Eq. (3-3.63) yield, for the component velocities on the cylinder 

wall, expressions of the form 

(3-3.69) 

with analogous expressions for the remaining two velocity components at 

the wall. 

Here, 

and 

Un = function (an, /3n, "In) 

~n(;\.,) = function [?t n(;\.,), o/n(;\.,), wnC;\.,)] 

VI. = function (81., ~;t, S;t) 

(3-3.70) 

(3-3.71) 

(3-3.72) 

According to Fourier's theorem any reasonably well-behaved function of 

the coordinates (cp, z) admits of a development having exactly the form indi

cated by Eq. (3-3.69). Thus, if the prescribed velocity components on the 

cylinder wall are expanded in this form, the functions Un, ~n(;\.,)' VA ••• ,etc., 

are immediately known. With these values, the functions an, ?tnC;\.,), 81., ... , 

etc., can be determined via the simultaneous solution of equations such as 

(3-3.70)-(3-3.72). 

This method of solution has been successfully employed3 to study the 

behavior of a spherical particle in a circular cylindrical duct through which 

a viscous fluid is flowing. (Details are discussed in Section 7-3.) 
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3-4 Integral Representations 

For some aspects of hydrodynamic problems and for the proof of existence 

of solutions, it is desirable to have the solution represented in a closed 

form, even if it involves an integral form. The Green's function technique 

can be applied to such an approach, and forms the basis for Oseen's24 classic 

book on low Reynolds number hydrodynamics. In this section we shall 

briefly outline his approach and cite a few applications. 

Following Oseen, we employ Cartesian tensors. Unless the contrary is 

explicitly indicated, the Einstein summation convention will be utilized. 

Thus, the creeping motion and continuity equations (2-6.1) and (2-6.2), 

take the form 

(3-4.1) 

(3-4.2) 

where Xt. X 2, X3 denote a Cartesian coordinate system. Consider a domain B 

and let S be its bounding surface. Assume that the creeping motion equations 
have a regular solution in B. Designate by p(O) = (xIO), x~°l, x~O» any 

specified point in the interior of B at which we seek a solution of Eqs. 

(3-4.1) and (3-4.2). To obtain the field caused by a distributed source at a 

variable point P (xt. x 2 , x 3 ), we calculate the contribution of each elemen

tary point P at P<O) and add them all. The legitimacy of this procedure 

depends, of course, upon the linearity of the basic equations. In order to 

obtain a solution which depends on any two points P and P(O), we define 

a second-rank tensor tjk = tjk(P, P(O» as follows: 

_ ~ 2 _ 82+(r) 
tjk - ()jk V +(r) ~, r2 = (Xj - x/O»)2, r > 0 (3-4.3) 

UXPXk 

where +(r) is a function only of r, and Ojk is the Kronecker delta: 

{
I for j = k 

Ojk = 0 for j =I=- k 

By differentiating Eq. (3-4.3) we find that, for any choice of +, 
8tjk = 0 
8xj 

If we now assume that + satisfies the biharmonic equation 

82 82 82 8 8 V4,," = 0; V2 + + -
't' = 8x; 8x~ 8x~ = 8xl 8Xl 

and we set 

(3-4.4) 

(3-4.5) 

(3-4.6) 
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we then obtain 

J.L ,\,2 Ijk - ~Pk = 0 (3-4.7) 
uXj 

Thus for each k value (1, 2, or 3) the vector whose three components are 

Ilk> 12k, 13k and the scalar Pk constitute solutions of the creeping motion and 

continuity equations. 
Since '0/ depends only on r, the biharmonic equation (3-4.5) written in 

spherical coordinates becomes 

(3-4.8) 

Its general solution is '0/ = ar2 + br + c + (d/r) , where a, b, c, and dare 
constants. For reasons soon apparent, we arbitrarily choose 'o/(r) = r. This 

yields 

(3-4.9) 

(3-4.10) 

Surround P(O) with a sphere of radius r = e and choose e so small that 

this sphere lies entirely within S, the bounding surface. B(e) is the part of the 

domain of B which falls outside the sphere r = e. By a generalization of 

Green's formula 22 we have 

(3-4.11) 

where nj represents the component of the unit vector drawn outward and 

normal to the surface S. A proof of this relation is given in the Appendix to 

this chapter. The boundary surface now consists of two parts, S and the 

sphere r = e. We have, because the values rljk are of 0(1) throughout, 
including the point P<°l, and because the area of the sphere r = e is pro

portional to e2 : 

lim f tJk(J.L ~du - pn j ) dS = 0 
t-O T=t n 

(3-4.12) 

(3-4.13) 

By Taylor series expansion, 

(3-4.14) 

where U)O) = Uj(P(O) and where cf> denotes a function of P which is finite in 
the vicinity of P(O). Since 
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f d~ = 41t, 
T=. r 

we have 

If! L=. Uj (/L~ - hnj)dS = 81t/LUk(P(0» 

Finally, upon substitution into Eq. (3-4.11), we obtain 

Uk(P (0» = 8;/L L {tjk(/L ~ - pnj) - Uj (/L ~~k - hnj) } dS 

81 

(3-4.16) 

(3-4.17) 

If we can find tensors T jk and Pk> which inside a closed surface S can be 

represented in the form T jk = tjk + Tjk' Pk = Pk + 1tk, where Tjk' 1tk 
constitute a regular solution of the creeping motion equations inside S, then 

one can express the result given in Eq. (3-4.17) in terms of Tjk and P k' In 

particular if the tensor T jk is chosen so as to vanish when the point P lies on 

the boundary S, we then obtain 

(3-4.18) 

Thus, Tjk represents a Green's dyadic employed in a generalized surface 

Green's function 22 • 

In a similiar fashion, one can express the pressure in terms of the same 

functions which appear in Eq. (3-4.17) 

p(PIO» =_1 f {(/L5-pnJ)~(1-)-/LUj!!..~(1-)}dS (3-4.19) 
41t s dn OXj r dn oXJ r 

Oseen has extended solutions of this type to more complicated situations. 

For example, for the Oseen equation (2-6.4), including a body force exerted 

on each unit volume of fluid, we have 

(3-4.20a) 

and 

(3-4.20b) 

where U is the uniform stream velocity in the positive Xl direction, p is the 

fluid density, and XJ is the body force per unit volume. These equations 

have the fundamental solution 

Uk(PIO» = 8!/LL {tjk(/L~ - pnJ) - Uj(/L ~ - PknJ) 
(3-4.21) 

and 
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p(p<O» = 4~ f s {(/L: - pnj)o:j (+) - /LUj! o:j (+) 

- pUUJ [n, ..£.. (1..) - n ~ (1..)J} dS + L f x· ~ (1..) dV 
OXj r J OX, r 47t' B J OXj r 

(3-4.22) 

Here dV denotes an element of volume. The tensor tjk is defined by the 

relation 

as previously, but now 

2/L fPU (T-Z,'/2JJ. I - e- a 

1/1'=- da 
pU 0 a 

The tensor Pk is defined as 

(} 1 
Pk = -2/L OXk (r) 

(3-4.23) 

(3-4.24) 

(3-4.25) 

For most applications involving boundary conditions for spheres and 

cylinders, it is easier to use direct expansions in harmonic functions than to 

apply the foregoing integral relationships. In the case of bodies whose 

dimensions are small with respect to distances from each other and from 

boundaries, or symmetrical bodies in infinite media, it is possible to represent 

the disturbance caused by the body in terms of a point force. In such cases 

one can apply the integral relationships in a simplified form as discussed 

in the following paragraphs. 

Point force applications of Oseen technique 

The characteristic feature of the method employed here is that attention 

is directed to the motion of the fluid produced by the action of exterior 

forces applied to the individual elements of volume of the fluid. The method 

was developed extensively by Burgers1 and is outlined in the following discus

sion. 

Consider first the action of a single force of a given constant magnitude 

(independent of time) acting at a point P, which may be taken as the origin 

of a system of x, y, z coordinates. If we wish to use the Oseen equation 

approximation, we suppose that the fluid originally has a uniform velocity 

U directed parallel to the X axis and that it assumes this value at a sufficient 

distance from the point force. The force then produces a disturbance of this 

uniform motion by superposing upon it a field of motion with the com

ponents u, v, w. In the case of a force of sufficiently small intensity these 

components are given by the following expressions, obtained from Eq. 

(3-4.21) by omitting the terms relating to the boundary S and designating 

pXj by F j : 
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(3-4.26) 

(3-4.27) 

(3-4.28) 

Here Fx, Fy, Fz are the components of the applied force, and -0/ is given by 

Eq. (3-4.24). For small values of pUr//-L the function"'" can be approximated 

by 

(3-4.29) 

or, if we wish to consider the solution corresponding to the creeping motion 

equations, we may take [cf. Eq. (3-4.9)] 

-0/ = r (3-4.30) 

Since the form given by Eq. (3-4.30) corresponds to the creeping motion 

equations, the effect of the uniform original motion U and its direction are not 

taken into account. 

Thus, for example, if we take the case of a force acting in the direction of 

the x axis, we have Fy = Fz = 0, and the following expressions are obtained 

for u, v, w: 

F (1 X2) 
U = 87r~ r + f3 (3-4.31) 

Fx xy 
v=--

87r/-L r3 
(3-4.32) 

w = Fx xz (3-4.33) 
87r/-L r3 

Lamb 19 gives similar expressions for a point force in the creeping motion 

approximation. 

In the case where forces depend also on time, Oseen has developed 

appropriate equations for the unsteady state form of the creeping motion 

equations, 

/-LV2 Uj - 0 p - p ~ + px. = o· 
OXj ot J , 

(j = 1,2,3) (3-4.34) 

Making the same simplifications as before, Burgers obtained the fol

lowing approximations for a force applied at the origin of the coordinate 

system: 

- _1 It [ 2 - ~ - ~ - ~J U - 87r/-L 0 d-r Fx V -0/1 Fx OX2 Fy ox oy Fz ox OZ (3-4.35) 

(3-4.36) 
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- 1 ft [ 2 - ~- ~- ~J w- 87t /-L 0 d7' FzV VI Fx ox oz F1Ioyoz Fz OZ2 (3-4.37) 

In these formulas 7' is an auxiliary variable, denoting the time between 

t = 0 and the observed time t, whereas the function VI is defined by the 

integral: 

~ 
1 fT 1 - e-pa'/4/«t-T) 

VI = 2 - - da ----,~~-
7tp r 0 ,.,/t-7' 

(3-4.38) 

Here it is assumed that the force is applied at the instant t = 0 and that the 

fluid prior to that instant was everywhere at rest. 

If we simplify the situation still further to the case where Fx, F1I, and Fz 

are kept constant from the instant t = 0 onward, then the integration with 

respect to 7' operates only on the function V. In that case we may again 

use Eqs. (3-4.26)-(3-4.28) to describe the motion, provided that we now take 

f t ~ 1 fT ft 1 - e-pa'/4/«t-T) 
V= d7' V1=2 -- da d7' ,..; 

o ttp roo t - 7' 

(3-4.39) 

Burgers7 has shown how this integral can be evaluated for sufficiently large 

values of t by means of a series expansion. He gives the final result for V as 

( R R3 ) 
V=r 1-3~+24O~-··· (3-4.40) 

where R = ,.,/ pr2//-Lt. For large values of t (and therefore R ~ 0), the formula 

(3-4.30) is obtained, corresponding to the steady state form of the creeping 

motion equations. Thus, Eq. (3-4.40) may be employed to estimate the error 

involved in assuming steady state. 

Burgers7 also developed an expression for V for the case of very small 

values of t. In that case 

(3-4.41) 

Thus, it follows that at small values of t, the velocity components u, v, and 

w can be written as the derivatives of a potential cp, 

_ t (X y z\ 
cp - - 47tp Fx? + Fy ? + Fz?! (3-4.42) 

Consequently, under these conditions (t small; r large) we have an irrota

tional motion with an intensity increasing linearly with time. 

As a simple example of the application of these relationships we will 

show how Stokes' law, Eq. (2-6.3), may be derived, though of course their 

real value will be in more complicated situations where closed solutions are 

not possible. Consider a sphere with its center at the origin which is held in 

a flow with a constant velocity U along the x axis. A force must be exerted 

in the -x direction to keep it from moving. The resultant of the disturbance 

produced by holding the sphere stationary will influence the original motion, 
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and Burgers assumes that the form of this motion will not differ much from 

that produced by a point force acting at the origin. Thus, Fx , which is then 

negative, produces the velocity field given by Eqs. (3-4.31)-(3-4.33). If we 

wish to consider a sphere of arbitrary radius, a, as producing the force, we 

may require that the average value of the velocity (U + u, v, w) must vanish 

on the surface. Because of symmetry the mean values of v and w will auto

matically satisfy this condition. As regards u, we write 

Fz s: S:" (! + ~:) a 2 sin 8 d8 d<f> Fz 
u --- -

mean - 8n:f.L 4n:a2 - 6n:Jla 

The velocity vanishes provided that 

or 

U+~=O 
6n:f.La 

Fz = -6n:f.LaU 

3-5 Generalized Reciprocal Theorem 

(3-4.43) 

(3-4.44) 

(3-4.45) 

Useful general relationships regarding the resistance of particles and pFessure 

drops due to fluid moving with respect to particles can be developed from 

further amplification of the point force 'approach. These relationships can 

also be applied in special situations to obtain solutions of problems involving 

the creeping motion equations. 

Many of these developments stem from the work of Lorentz21 who proved 

the following relationship for the case of steady, incompressible creeping 

flows. Let (v', II') and (v", II") be the velocity and stress fields correspond

ing to any two motions of the same fluid which conform to Eqs. (2-6.1) 

and (2-6.2). Then it can be shown that 

SsdSoII'ov" = SsdSoII"ov l (3-5.1) 

where S is a closed surface bounding any fluid volume V; S may consist of 

a number of distinct surfaces separated from each other. 

Brenner4 has developed the same theorem in a more general form to 

include the presence of two different fluids, maintaining only the same ge

ometry of boundaries involved. We present his treatment. 

The basic momentum equation is given by Eq. (2-1.5). Thus if external 

forces, inertial, and unsteady state terms in the preceding are neglected, one 

obtains V 0 II = 0; or, expressed in terms of Cartesian tensors, 

oIItj = 0 (3-5.2) 
OXj 

where we have adopted the usual summation convention. 
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From Eqs. (2-1.8) and (2-1.12), one has for an incompressible fluid 

Illj = -'OljP + 2J.LA.lj 

where '01) is the Kronecker delta, and 

A. =.!.. (OVI + ~) 
I) 2 oXj OXI 

(3-5.3) 

is the rate of shear tensor for an incompressible fluid. Now consider two 

possible fluid motions, (v~, Ilij ) and (vi', Ili~). Upon writing Eq. (3-5.3) for 

the primed motion and multiplying the result by A.i~, we obtain 

(3-5.4) 

where, by writing J.L', we have allowed for the possibility that the primed and 

double-primed motions occur in two different fluids of unequal viscosities. 

But, for an incompressible fluid, 

Thus, 

(3-5.5) 

(3-5.6) 

Likewise, interchanging the primed and double-primed symbols in the 

foregoing, one obtains 

But 

It follows that 

or, in dyadic notation, 

Il;~ A.;j = 2J.L" A.ij A.fj 

A.ij A.i; = A.;j A.;j 

J.L" II' : A." = J.L'II" : A' 

where the double-dot nomenclature is that of Gibbs 10,12. 

Consider 

(3-5.7) 

(3-5.8) 

(3-5.9) 

(3-5.10) 

II, • A" - Il' A" - 1 Il' ovf' + 1 Il' OV'/ (3-5.11) 
• '-I. - IjUlj - '2 Ij OXj '2. Ij at; 

In consequence of the symmetry of the pressure tensor, Illj = Iljh the last 

term in the preceding can be written as 

':I" ':I" ':I" 

Il' ~ - Il' ~ - Il' (I VI (3 512) 
fj OXI - jl OXI - Ij OXj - • 

where the dummy summation indices i and j have been interchanged to 

obtain the last expression. Thus, 

II' . A" = Il' ovf' _ ..£....(Il' ") _ "oIl;j 
• Ij':l - ':I UVj VI ':I 

(lX j (lXj (lX j 

(3-5.13) 

The last term vanishes because of Eq. (3-5.2). Hence, reverting to dyadic 

notation and multiplying by J.L", one obtains 
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f..L"II' : a" = f..L"V. (II' .v") (3-5.14) 

An identical expression applies if the primed and double-primed super

scripts are interchanged. In accordance with Eq. (3-5.10) the expressions 

thus obtained are equal. Hence, 

f..L" V . (II' . v") = f..L' V . (II" . Vi) (3-5.15) 

If both sides of the foregoing are multiplied by an element offluid volume 

dV and integrated over an arbitrary fluid volume, V, the resultant volume 

integrals may be converted to surface integrals by application of Gauss' 

divergence theorem. In this way, one obtains 

f..L" f S dS·II'·v" = f..L' f s dS·II" ·v' (3-5.16) 

in which S is any closed surface drawn in the fluid. If f..L' = f..L", Eq. (3-5.1) 

results. 

A mirror image technique 

We discuss here problems involving objects in the vicinity of a plane 

wall. The problem of a sphere approaching a plane wall can be solved 

exactly by use of bipolar coordinates5• A somewhat simpler first approxi

mation to problems involving a single plane wall was developed by Lorentz 21 

as one of the applications of the reciprocal theorem. 

Assume that we have a solution (Vi, p') of the creeping motion and conti

nuity equations. A new solution is then given by the following formulas, as 

is easily verified: 
<::l , 2 <::l I 

u" = u' - 2x ~ + ~ 'll!.... 
ox f..L ox 

(3-5.17) 

<::l , 2 <::l , 

V" = -Vi -2x~ + ~r:..l!.... 
oy f..L oy 

(3-5.18) 

<::l , 2 <::l I 

Wi' = -w'-2x~+~r:..l!.... 
oz f..L oz 

(3-5.19) 

p" = p' + 2x Op' _ 4f..L au' (3-5.20) 
ox ox 

The solution given by Eqs. (3-5.17)-(3-5.20) satisfies the following bound

ary conditions on the yz plane (that is, at x = 0): 

u" = u', v" = -v', w" = -w' (3-5.21) 

The motion described by (v", p") corresponds exactly to a reflection from 

a solid wall of the motion u'. Thus at any point on the positive side of the 

wall the motion v" is the mirror image of the motion v' which would exist at 

a point an equal distance on the negative side of the wall if no wall were 

present. The field obtained by adding Vi and v" corresponds therefore to a 

motion with no slip at the plane x = O. 
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For example, we can take a sphere of radius a moving in the direction of 

the x axis with a velocity - V, whose midpoint is located at the coordinates 

(-I, 0, 0). For a point force, the field produced by this falling sphere 

moving perpendicularly toward the wall x = 0 is given by applying Eqs. 

(3-4.31)-(3-4.33), noting that r2 = (x + 1)2 + y2 + Z2. Hence, 

u' = _~aV{(x + 1)2 + .l} 
4 r3 r 

(3-5.22) 

Vi = _ ~aV(x + I)y 
4 r3 

(3-5.23) 

Wi = -~aV(x + I) z 
4 r3 

(3-5.24) 

pi = -~/.La V(x + I) + constant 
2 r3 

(3-5.25) 

Substitution of these values into Eqs. (3-5.17)-(3-5.20), gives, for the motion 

reflected from the wall, 

u" = -~aV {.l + x2 + 12 + 6lx(x + 1)2} 
4 r r3 r5 (3-5.26) 

"= _~ v{(x -/)y + 6lxy(x + I)} 
v 4 a r3 r5 (3-5.27) 

" = _ ~ V {(x - I)z + 6lxz(x + I)} 
w 4 a r3 r5 (3-5.28) 

Without investigating further the reflection of this motion from the sphere, 

one can obtain the resistance that this body experiences for small values of 

a/I. According to the preceding formulas, the component velocities at the 

location of the center of the sphere are 

u" = -i..!!.... V 
8 I ' 

v" = w" = 0 (3-5.29) 

Hence, the sphere has a velocity relative to the surrounding fluid equal 

to [1 + (9/8) a/I] V. Thus, the drag on the sphere is 

F = 6n:p,aV( 1 + ~ ~) (3-5.30) 

It can be shown in similar fashion that the resistance is increased for a 

sphere moving parallel to the wall by a factor of 1 + (9/16) a/I. As long 

as the creeping motion equations are applicable there is no force tending to 

move the sphere toward or away from the wall. 

3.6 Energy Dissipation 

Knowledge of the rate at which energy is dissipated in a moving fluid often 

furnishes useful results without requiring detailed solutions of the equations 
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of motionS. As a simple example we shall show how to obtain estimates of 
the pressure drop experienced in creeping flow through systems containing 

suspended particles. 
Consider a given unperturbed motion (v(O), p(O» which satisfies the 

creeping motion equations. The rate of mechanical energy dissipation per 

unit time in a volume Qo of fluid is, from Eq. (2-2.4), 

E(O) = f <1>(0) dQ 
Q, 

(3-6.1) 

<1>(0) is the local rate of energy dissipation per unit time per unit volume. 

Fbr the creeping motion equations, with no body forces involved., we have 
from Eq. (3-5.2) that V·II = O. Furthermore, for an incompressible fluid, 

V'v = O. Thus, from the mechanical energy balance, Eq. (2-2.2), we obtain 

<1>(0) = V.(y(O).II(O» 

Substituting this result into Eq. (3-6.1) and applying Gauss' divergence 

theorem, we obtain 

E(O) = f v(O).II(O)·dS (3-6.2) 
s, 

where So is a closed surface bounding the volume Qo. This states that the 
rate at which energy is being dissipated is equal to the rate at which the 

stresses acting over the surface are doing work. 
Now, suppose that a number of rigid particles of any shape are immersed 

in the flowing fluid, and let (v, p) denote the new state of motion. The surface 
of the ith particle is denoted by S, and its volume by Q,. The totality of all 
surfaces bounding the fluid is now So + l;, S, while the total volume 
occupied by fluid is Qo - l;, Q,. It is assumed that the new, disturbed 
motion satisfies exactly the same boundary conditions on So as does the 
original, undisturbed motion, that is, v = yeo) on So, and that (Y, p) satisfies 
the creeping motion equations. By application of the reciprocal theorem 
(3-5.1) to the surface So + l;, S, one can show thatS 

E* = f v.(II - II(O»·dS + l; f v·(II ~ II(O».dS (3-6.3) 
~ t ~ 

where E* is the additional rate at which dissipation is occurring as a result 
of the presence of suspended particles. That is, 

E= E* +E(O) (3-6.4) 

where E is the energy dissipation arising from the disturbed motion (v, p). 

As an example of the application of Eq. (3-6.3) consider an infinitely 
long cylindrical tube whose surface So consists of the vertical tube walls 

and, at either end of the cylinder, the horizontal planes z = ± 00 on which 
perturbing effects due to the presence of the particles in the cylinder are no 
longer felts. The particles are confined to a finite region within the duct. 
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The cylinder need not be circular in cross section. Thus, the boundary 

conditions for the perturbed and unperturbed flows are 

(a) v = VCO) = 0 on the container walls 

(b) v = VCO) at z = ± 00 

(c) V= 0 on each SI 

where, for simplicity of illustration, we have assumed that the particles are 

restrained from moving, as evidenced by the last boundary condition. 

For the first term in Eq. (3-6.3) we obtain from these boundary con

ditions8 

f v.(II-IICO).dS=Ap*AVm 
8, 

where A is the superficial cross-sectional area of the duct, V m is the superficial 

velocity of flow through the duct, and 

Ap* = Ap - ApCO) (3-6.5) 

is the additional pressure drop caused by the presence of the particles. Here, 

Ap and ApCO) refer to the actual pressure drops with and without the 

particles present, with fluid flowing at the same superficial velocity. 

For the second class of integrals in Eq. (3-6.3) the boundary conditions 

yield 

f v.(II - IICO).dS = 0 
8, 

since v = 0 on SI. Hence we have that 

E* = Ap*AVm (3-6.6) 

But it can also be shown8 for these circumstances that 

(3-6.7) 

where vln is the unperturbed velocity field evaluated at the center of the 

ith particle, and F j is the hydrodynamic force on the ith particle. Equating 

the latter two expressions yields 

(3-6.8) 

This result is valid when the particle dimensions are small with respect to 

that of the apparatus. 

Suppose, for illustrative purposes, that only one stationary spherical 

particle is present in a circular cylindrical tube of radius Ro through which 

viscous fluid flows. If the center of the sphere is located at a distance b from 

the cylinder axis, the unperturbed parabolic field evaluated at the center of 

the particle is 
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v\~{ = k2Vm (1 - ~~) 

where k is a unit vector in the flow direction. Also, from Stokes' law 

F, = 6:7rlLav\~1 

Thus, v\~l· F, = 24:7r lLa V.! (1 - ~;r 
These combine to give 

A * = 24JLaVm (1 _ ~)2 
P R~ R~ 
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(3-6.9) 

(3-6.10) 

(3-6.11) 

(3-6.12) 

for the additional pressure drop caused by the presence of the sphere. This 

result, which is valid only for small alRo, was obtained previously by a con

siderably more complicated analysis which required the detailed calculation 

of the field v with the cylinderS. As shown in the original derivationS, Eq. 

(3-6.8) may be applied to other situations involving moving particles. The 

same general treatment involving complete energy balances, allowing for 

rotational and dilational effects produced by small particles in a shearing 

field, can also be applied to the study of viscosity of dilute suspensions in 

creeping motion. These applications are discussed in Sections 9-1 and 9-2. 
It is also possible to use energy relationships directly, without solving 

the particular boundary value problem, by exploiting variational techniques. 

A brief account of this approach is given here, though it has not yet generally 

proved of great value in resolving significant problems encountered in flow 

through particulate systems. 

Variational principles for creeping motion 

A well-known theorem, due to Helmholtz15,19 may be stated as follows: 

The dissipation of energy in creeping flow is less than in any other incom

pressible, continuous motion consistent with the same boundary conditions. 

That is, if we consider the class of continuous vector fields v satisfying 

prescribed velocity boundary conditions on some closed surface S, and 

satisfying the auxiliary condition V· v = 0, then the particular member of 

this class which minimizes the functional E(v) defined by 

E = Iv cI> dV (3-6.13) 

(in which cI> = 21LA: A, where A = 1- [Vv + (Vv)t]) will be such that v 
satisfies, at each point of the fluid, the differential equation 

V 2v = l. V q (3-6.14) 
IL 

where q is some scalar function. Here V is the volume contained within S. 
This variational principle may be employed to determine the fluid motion 

in a given domain when the velocity is prescribed at all points of the bounding 
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surface, including those portions of the surface through which fluid is 

streaming in and out. In applying this principle, one would normally select 

a trial velocity distribution such that the equation of continuity and boundary 

conditions is satisfied. Then, of all the possible fluid motions satisfying 

these conditions, that motion which minimizes Eq. (3-6.13) will be the true 

steady state creeping motion. Bird! has given a similar variational principle 

for the steady laminar motion of incompressible non-newtonian fluids for the 

case where inertial terms may be neglected in the equations of motion. He 

has also called attention to other similar treatments2• Another generalization 

which refers to the slow movement of a viscous incompressible fluid at 

nonuniform temperature has been presented by Glansdorff, Prigogine, and 
Hays!3 . 

... The variational approach using the creeping motion equations has been 

applied to the theory of lubrication, where it is assumed that a bearing may 

be idealized to the two-dimensional problem of two nearly parallel surfaces 

sliding over each other with a film of lubricant between them. The non

homogeneous second-order partial differential equation basic to these 

treatments was originally derived by Reynolds 25 and solved approximately 

by him, as mentioned earlier. Several authors have reported numerical and 

analog solutions of the two-dimensional Reynolds equations and Hays!4 

has presented a general method using the variational approach. 

Christopherson and DowsonB developed an approximate theory to 

describe the behavior of a heavy ball passing slowly down a vertical tube 

having a diameter only slightly in excess of that of the ball, and filled with 

a viscous fluid. It is shown that, according to this theory, the equations of 

motion can be satisfied when the ball takes any degree of eccentricity in the 

tube and furthermore that any given eccentricity requires a particular 

velocity of rotation about a horizontal axis. It is found that the eccentricity 

ratio corresponding to the minimum dissipation of energy for a given 

velocity of descent (that is, to the maximum rate of fall for a given weight of 

ball) is about 0.98, and that this velocity is somewhat more than twice the 

velocity corresponding to zero eccentricity. Experiments were made in an 

attempt to establish whether the falling ball would in fact assume the position 

corresponding to minimum dissipation of energy. But exact verification was 

not possible. The principle one would like to prove is that if a region is se

lected in which one or more solid objects are moving and are free to take up 

a variety of positions and velocities (that is, velocities and boundaries not 

exactly specified as in the Helmholtz theorem), the position and velocity 

actually taken will be that corresponding to minimum dissipation. 

Based on an analogy between the field equations for an elastic solid in 

equilibrium and a viscous newtonian fluid in steady creeping flow, Hill and 

Power!6 derived a pair of extremum principles. Stewart2B discussed these 

complementary variational principles and applied them to the problem of 
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laminar flow in uniform ducts. These theorems bracket the energy dissipation 

in a given boundary value problem between upper and lower bounds corre

sponding to arbitrarily chosen admissible functions. The one function which 

affords an upper limit is given by Helmholtz's theorem. For the lower 

bound, stresses must be assumed which will result in a finite force and/or 

couple on the body in question. A number of applications are cited16, in

cluding the case of the translation of a sphere in an unbounded fluid, and it 

is shown by way of illustration that 

40 < ~ < 56 (3-6.15) 
7 - 7tllaU- 9 

for the force on a spherical particle of radius a. Thus F/7t{LOU:=::: 5.97 with 

a maximum error of 0.25 as compared with the actual value of 6 given by 

Stokes' law. Use of these principles, however, leads the authors to an ap

parently incorrect conclusion, namely that the drag on a body S tends to be 

increased by the presence of other bodies SI> ••• , Sn, which 'are either in 

fixed position or free to move without restraint. Smoluchowski27 showed, 

in fact, if the bodies move in an unbounded medium, that the reverse is true. 

In general it must be concluded that variational techniques, although 

interesting, have not yet reached the stage of development where they may be 

applied to significant three-dimensional problems, such as are involved in 

particulate systems. 

Appendix to Chapter 3 

In order to prove Eq. (3-4.11) we proceed as follows: According to Eqs. 

(3-4.1), (3-4.2), (3-4.4), and (3-4.7), we have that 

IlV 2 Uj - op = 0 
OXj 

OUj = 0 
OXj 

and IlV2t jk - oh = 0 
OXj 

~=O 
OXj 

By Green's second identity we have, for any functionsfand g, 

f (fV2g - gV2 f) dV = f (f dg - g df ) dS 
v s dn dn 

where S is a closed surface bounding the volume V. Now choose 

f=uj and g=tJk 

(3-A.l) 

(3-A.2) 

(3-A,3) 

(3-A.4) 

(3-A.5) 
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Substituting into the foregoing and utilizing Eqs. (3-A.l) and (3-A.3), we 

obtain 

(3-A.6) 

But 

op 0 ot k 0 
t}lC ax = ox (tjkP) - P 'if = "x (t)kP) j j j U j 

and 

By Gauss' divergence theorem, 

f ,,0 (UjPk) dV = f dSjUjh 
v uX j S 

and f ,,0 (tjkP) dV = f dSjtjkP 
v uX j S . 

Since dSj = nj dS, we find upon substituting these into Eq. (3-A.6) that 

Eq. (3-4.11) is indeed valid. 
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Axisymmetrical Flow 4 

4-1 Introduction 

The introduction of a stream function serves to unify the method of attack 

on all two-dimensional incompressible fluid motions. For those situations 

the solution of the equations of motion is reduced to the search for a single 

scalar function. Unfortunately, in the general case of three-dimensional 

motions this unified method of approach is denied us. Specific solutions of 

the equations of motion must be developed for each di!ferent boundary 

geometry. There exist, however, a number of classes of three-dimensional 

flows which can still be uniquely characterized by means of a single scalar 

function. Each of these involves a certain mode of symmetry in the flow 

pattern. 

The most important from the standpoint of flow in particulate systems 

is typified by streaming flow past a body of revolution, parallel to its sym

metry axis. Such motions are termed axisymmetric (or, sometimes, axially 
symmetric). They are characterized by the existence of a stream function. 

In this chapter we shall develop a number of exact solutions which are 

obtainable for this type of motion. 

4-2 Stream Function 

Let cp denote the azimuthal angle of a point lying in a plane perpendicular 
to that of the axis of revolution of the body. An axisymmetrical fluid motion 
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is then one for which: (a) the velocity is independent of this angle, that is, 

ov = 0 
ocp 

and (b) the azimuthal component of velocity is everywhere zero, 

i •. v = 0 

(4-2.1) 

(4-2.2) 

The fluid motion is therefore the same in every meridian plane, cp = con

stant. On the basis of Eq. (4-2.2), it follows that the streamlines lie in meridian 

planes. In conjunction with Eq. (4-2.1), this further implies that the stream 

surfaces are coaxial surfaces of revolution. 

Here and in the sequel, we shall consistently let the z axis coincide. with 

the axis of revolution of the body past or through which the fluid streams. 

Imagine a curve, a, lying in a meridian plane, which connects some point, 

R(m, z), in that plane with any point R.(O, z.) lying along the axis of sym

metry, as in Fig. 4-2.I(a). Upon rotation of this meridian curve through an 

angle 2n, the diaphragm-like surface, A, shown in Fig. 4-2.1(b), is generated. 

z 

R 

o 

(0) (b) 

FI8ure 4-2.1. Definition sketches for axisymmetric flow. 

We denote the instantaneous volumetric flow rate through this surface by 

Q and adopt the convention that its algebraic sign is positive when net flow 

through the surface is in the direction of the negative z axis. 

Now consider another meridian curve, b, connecting R with any other 

point, R~, lying on the axis of revolution. Rotation of this curve generates 

the surface B. For an incompressible fluid the equation of continuity is 

V·v = 0 (4-2.3) 

It is apparent that the instantaneous volumetric flow rate must be the same 

through both A and B, as there can be no accumulation or depletion of fluid 

within the volume, T, bounded externally by these surfaces. The value of 

Q, at any instant, is therefore uniquely determined by the position vector, R, 
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alone. In particular, it is independent of the choice of a meridian curve 

joining R to the axis. 

It is convenient to define a quantity called the stream junction, at the 

point R, by the relation 

(4-2.4) 

The foregoing considerations insure that the instantaneous value of '0/ is 

a unique scalar point function. According to its definition, '0/ = 0 along the 

axis of revolution. 
This quantity was first introduced into hydrodynamics by Stokes and is 

often referred to as Stokes' stream function or Stokes' current function. 

It is to be distinguished from the two-dimensional Lagrangian stream func

tion mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 3. Extended discussions of 

Stokes' stream function may be found in the works of Sampson32 , Kneale18 , 

and Yih3D • The existence of a stream function is predicated solely on certain 

hypotheses of symmetry and incompressibility. It is not surprising, therefore, 

that the stream function plays an important role in branches of hydro

dynamics other than those considered here. 

4-3 Relation Between Stream Function and 

Local Velocity 

The connection between the stream function at a point and the local fluid 

velocity can be established by application of the various definitions. Con

sider Fig. 4-3.1. The instantaneous volumetric flow rate through the surface 
..--... 

of revolution S, generated by rotation of the meridian curve RoR, is 

Q= f v·ndS= fR f27E vonwdcpjdRj (4-3.1) 
s R, ~=O 

where j dR j is an element of arc length in a meridian plane and n is a unit 

outer normal to the surface. Because the surface is one of revolution, n 

necessarily lies in a meridian plane. Integration with respect to cp, followed 

by subsequent application of the definition of the stream function, Eq. 

(4-2.4), gives 

'0/ = f: vonwjdRj . (4-3.2) 

Since the stream function vanishes along the symmetry axis we have, 

successively, 

(4-3.3) 

where t is a unit tangent vector to the meridian curve, in the sense indicated 
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in the sketch. Upon equating these 

alternative expressions for 'I/r, we obtain 

fR (v·ow - t,V'I/r)ldRI=O (4-3.4) 
Ro 

As R is arbitrary, this condition re

quires that the integrand vanish at 

every point; that is, 

o·vw - t· V'I/r = 0 (4-3.5) 

Now, the system of unit vectors (t, 0, 

i.p), in that order, forms a right-handed 

system; hence, 

t=nxi.p 

This leads to the relation 

(4-3.6) 

o.(vw - i.p X V'I/r) = 0 (4-3.7) 

But, at a given point of the fluid, the 

direction of 0 is arbitrary. Consequent

ly, the expression in parentheses must 

vanish, and thus 

v = .l i.p X V'I/r = Vcp X V'I/r (4-3.8) 
w 

z 

o 
(a) 

z 

t 
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ds = wd.p idRi 

n 

n 

or, alternatively, ----t--------w 
v= -v X (i.p :) = -v X ('l/rVcp) 

(4-3.9) 

The latter form shows clearly that 

the condition of incompressibility, 

(b) 

Figure 4-3.1. Unit vectors for axi

symmetric flows. 

V . v = 0, is automatically fulfilled, regardless of the choice of 'I/r; for the 

divergence operator annihilates the curl of any vector function. It is equally 

obvious that the symmetry conditions Eqs. (4-2.1) and (4-2.2) are satisfied, 

as the stream function is independent of the azimuthal angle. 

4-4 Stream Function in Various Coordinate Systems 

The components of velocity in any system of coordinates can be obtained, 

most readily from Eq. (4-3.8) by expressing the V-operator in that system 

of coordinates and performing the indicated operations. As particular ex

amples we have: 

(i) Cylindrical coordinates, 'I/r = 'I/r(w, z; t) 
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v = -.l~ 
z wow 

(ii) Spherical coordinates, '0/ = 'o/(r, 8; t) 

v = __ l_~. 
T r2 sin 8 08 ' 

Vo= _l_~ 
r sin 8 or 

(4-4.1) 

(4-4.2) 

More generally, if (ql> q2, </», in that order, constitute a right-handed system 

of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates of revolution (see Section A-14), 

_ h2 0·'· . _ hi 0·'· V I - -_::.:I:. V 2 __ ::.:I:. 

W Oq2' W oql 
(4-4.3) 

with w = w(ql> q2). 

The stream function enables us to transform velocity components rapidly 

from one system of coordinates to another. By the chain rule for partial 

differentiation 

~ = ~ oz + ~ ow (i = 1,2) 
oqt OZ oqt ow oqt 

so that, for example, from Eqs. (4-4.1) and (4-4.3) 

VI = h2 (Vz ~: - v .. ;;) ; h ( OZ OW) 
V 2 = I V .. oq] - V z oq] (4-4.4) 

Conversely, 

whence 
_ V2 oq] VI Oq2 

V ------
.. hi OZ h2 0z 

(4-4.5) 

the analogous expression for V z following in similar fashion. 

4-5 Intrinsic Coordinates 

It is sometimes useful to describe the velocities at the surface of a body of 

revolution in terms of a system of coordinates which are intrinsic to the sur

face itself. Specifically, denote by 0 the unit outer normal at a point on the 

surface of the body, and by s a unit tangent vector to a meridian curve on the 

surface, as in Fig. 4-5.1. On account of symmetry, these vectors necessarily 

lie in a meridian plane. The sense of s is to be such that the system of unit 

vectors (0, s, i.) are right-handed in that order. By the symbols 8n and 8s 
we shall mean elements of arc length in the directions in which nand s, re

spectively, are pointed. (The symbols Un and 81. for these quantities would 

be more consistent with the nomenclature outlined in Appendix A, but 

they are somewhat unwieldy.) 

We may regard the foregoing as a system of local orthogonal curvilinear 

coordinates by assigning them the following values: 
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Sql = Sn, Sq2 = Ss, Sqs = Scp 

i l = 0, i2 = 8, is = i4> (4-5.1) 

1 
hi = 1, h2 = 1, hs = -

w 

In particular, the nabla operator is of 

the form 

a a • 1 a 
v = 0 an + S as + 141 m ocp (4-5.2) 

so that 
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• 

1 0.1• 1 0.1• 
V = --~. v. = -~ (4-5.3) 

n w as' w an 
~o+-----------------~~W 

These give the normal and tangential 

velocities, respectively, at a point on 

the surface. 

'Ilure 4-5.1. Normal and tangen
tial unit vectors. 

No significance attaches to these coordinates at points removed from the 

surface of the body. We can, however, extend their meaning by applying 

them to any surface of revolution, coaxial with the z axis, bearing in mind 

their altered significance. In particular, if the surface is one of the instan

taneous stream surfaces of the flow, it follows at once that Vn = 0, whereas 

the absolute value of v. gives the speed along the instantaneous streamline 

passing through the point in question. 

For subsequent reference we tabulate here the following useful formulas 

relating to these coordinates: 

. ow oz . 
8'1., = as = an = 0'1. 

and (4-5.4) 

To prove the first set, we have that 

ow V . .. -- = s· w = 8'1 = 8 'I~ X I as ., ~. 

•. . V oz = S X 14>'1. = D·I. = D' Z = an 

(4-5.5) 

A proof of the second set follows along similar lines. 

In the solution of problems relating to a boundary of particular shape, 

it is often possible to choose an appropriate system of curvilinear coordinates 

of revolution such that the surface of the body is a member of the family of 

coordinate surfaces qN = constant. Orthogonal to these, in a meridian 

plane, are the curvilinear coordinate curves qs = constant. For example, in 

problems dealing with spherical boundaries it is natural to choose spherical 
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coordinates qN = r, qs = e. These are closely connected with the intrinsic 

coordinates of the previous paragraph through the relations 

on = ± olN = ± OqN, os = ± O/s = ± oqs (4-5.6) 
hN hs 

the algebraic signs being positive or negative according as the unit vectors 

iN and is coincide with, or are oppositely directed from, the corresponding 

unit vectors nand s, respectively. Thus, in the case of spherical coordinates, 

iT = nand ie = s, in which instance the signs are positive. [See Fig. 

A-15.1(b).] 

4-6 Properties of the Stream Function 

The instantaneous stream surfaces within a fluid in axisymmetrical motion 

are characterized by the values 't = constant, the streamlines being given 

by the intersection of these with the meridian planes. To prove this we have, 

for an arbitrary displacement in space, 

But, from Eq. (4-3.8) 

V'o/= -i.p x roY 

whence, d't = -i.p x UJv·dR = -i.pUJ·(v x dR) 

(4-6.1) 

(4-6.2) 

(4-6.3) 

This gives the change in the stream function for an arbitrary displacement, 

dR. If we now let dR refer to a displacement along a streamline or stream sur

face then, by definition, 

vxdR=O (4-6.4) 

as v is parallel to dR. Hence, 

d'o/=O (4-6.5) 

from which it follows that 't = constant along the streamlines and surfaces. 

It follows without difficulty from Eq. (4-3.8) that the speed along a 

streamline is given by 

1 
Ivl=-IV't1 

UJ 
(4-6.6) 

Alternatively, if on refers to a distance measured normal to a stream surface 

and n is a unit vector pointing in the direction in which on is measured, we 

have that 

V'o/=n qy 
on 

and thus an equivalent expression for the speed is 

IV1=.ljqyj 
UJ on 

(4-6.7) 

(4-6.8) 
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The stream function has been defined in such a way as to vanish every

where on the axis of revolution. This results in the assignment of absolute 

values to the stream function at each point of the fluid. Absolute values for 

this function are, however, without physical significance since only the 

derivatives of '0/ appear in the expressions for the velocity components. 

Thus, the stream function should be regarded as defined only to within an 

arbitrary additive constant. 

That a stream function exists for axisymmetrical motions depends 

entirely on the kinematical assumption of incompressibility. Thus, the stream 

function arises not only in viscous fluid motions but, for example, in ideal 

fluid motions as well; for these two flows differ only in their dynamical 

assumptions. Furthermore, the existence of a stream function is not limited 

to steady motions. 

We note further that whereas a stream function exists in all cases of in
compressible flow in two dimensions, it exists in the case of three-dimensional 

motions only when the latter are axially symmetric. 

4-7 Dynamic Equation Satisfied by 

the Stream Function 

To obtain the dynamical equation satisfied by Stokes' stream function 

we have for the vorticity vector* in cylindrical coordinates, from Eq. 

(A-9.19), 

, = V x v = L. (ov .. _ ovz) = L. {~ (l.. qy) + .E... (l.. qy)} = .!£. E2'o/ 
oy oz oro oy oz ro oz oro ro oro ro 

(4-7.1) 
where the operator £I is given by 

E2 = ro.E... (1...E...) + ~ = V2 -1..E... (4-7.2) oro ro oro a Z2 ro oro 
Repeated application of the operator Vx to Eq. (4-7.1) gives, successively, 

having recourse to Eq. (A-9.19), 

V X , = - i., ~ (£I"'") + i • .E... (£I"") (4-7.3) ro OZ 'f' ro oro 'f' 

and 

V X (V X ') = -.!£. {ro.E... (1...E...) + ~} E2'o/ = -.!£. E2(P'o/) ro oro ro oro OZ2 ro 

(4-7.4) 

·Previously, we called the quantity III = t V x v the vorticity. We alter our definition 
here to avoid having to carry along the extraneous factor of one-half. 
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In the case of an incompressible fluid the Navier-Stokes equations are 

-of the form given by Eq. (2-1.15), 

p (~; + v.vv) - p,V2V = -Vp (4-7.5) 

This can be expressed in an alternative form by introducing the vector 

identities 

and 

v· Vv = t Vv2 - V X (V X v) 

V2 v = V(V·v) - V X (V X v) 

(4-7.6) 

(4-7.7) 

The term V· v vanishes in the last equation on account of the assumption 

of incompressibility. Upon substituting these into Eq. (4-7.5) and taking the 

curl of both sides of the resultant equation the pressure is eliminated, since 

this operator annihilates the gradient of any scalar. With the substitution 

C = V X v, we then obtain 

~; - V X (v X C) + vV X (V X C) = 0 (4-7.8) 

where v is the kinematic viscosity. 

Equation (4-3.8), in conjunction with Eqs. (4-7.1) and (4-7.4), enables 

us to express the foregoing in terms of the stream function as follows: 

(4-7.9) 

The middle term is equal to -V"" X V(£2,p-/ro2), which has a component 

only in the cf> direction. Therefore, the differential equation satisfied by the 

stream function is 

vE',p- - i~.roV,p- X V (E~t) - ~ (£2",,) = 0 (4-7.10) 

or 

V E'"" - ro (q±,!, - q±~) £2,p- - ~ (£2",,) = 0 
OZ oro oro OZ ro2 ot (4-7.11) 

This scalar equation is of the fourth order in "". It is not linear because 

of the presence of the central term contributed by the inertial terms, V· Vv. 

For the case of creeping motions the nonlinear term is omitted; hence, 

E4"" - 1.- ~ (£2,p-) = 0 
v ot (4-7.12) 

which is of the same order as the original equation. If the latter motion is 
steady we obtain 

E',p- = 0 (4-7.13) 

as the equation of motion. 

It is of interest to note from Eq. (4-7.1) that in the case of irrotational 

motion, C = 0, the equation of motion is given by 
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£2'1/1' = 0 (4-7.14) 

An expression for the operator £2 in curvilinear coordinates can be 

obtained by applying the definition given in Eq. (4-7.1). If (QI,Q2' ep)-in 

that order-are a set of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates of revolution, 

Eq. (A-5.4) yields, for the case ofaxisymmetrical motion, 

(4-7.15) 

Expressions for the curvilinear velocity components VI and V 2, in terms of 

the stream function, are given in Eq. (4-4.3). Hence, upon substituting into 

Eq. (4-7.1), we obtain 

£2'1/1' = rohlh2 [~(~~ q±) + ~ (~ h2 q±)] (4-7.16) 
oql ro h20ql Oq2 ro hI Oq2 

or, simply, 

(4-7.17) 

In circular cylindrical coordinates (z, ro, 1», hz = h" = 1, and we reproduce 

Eq. (4-7.2). Likewise, in spherical coordinates 

(4-7.18) 

In the important case of a conjugate* system of revolution (see Section 

A-16), defined by a conformal transformation of the type 

z + iro =f(~ + i1J) (4-7.19) 

the metrical coefficients are equal, and in place of Eq. (4-7.17) we obtain 

the simple expression 

(4-7.20) 

where h = hE = hn• This should be compared with the 1>-independent La

place operator in these coordinates, 

(4-7.21) 

As will appear in subsequent sections, solutions of the equation £4'0/ = 0 

may be derived by various means from solutions of the second-order equation 

£2'1/1' = O. The operator £2 is closely related to the Laplace operator V2 as 

can be seen, for example, by cDmparing them in cylindrical coordinates: 

£2 = ro 0: (! 0:) + :;2 = :~2 - ! 0: + :;2 (4-7.22) 

*The only nonconjugate system of revolution discussed in Appendix A is spherical 

coordinates. 
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(4-7.23) 

BecaiIse of this similarity the well-known theory of solutions of Laplace's 

equation, V2 V = 0, in various systems of coordinates is of inestimable value 

in guiding one to the corresponding solutions of the equation P'o/ = 0 and, 

ultimately, to the more pertinent equation £4'0/ = O. 

Even more to the point is the fact that irrotational flows satisfy the 

equation £2'0/ = O. These motions have been extensively studied in con

nection with their applications in ideal fluid theory. Numerous examples 

are cited in the treatises of Lamb 19 and Milne-Thomson24 . 

4-8 Uniform Flow 

When a fluid streams everywhere with uniform velocity v = i z U, we have 

at each point of the fluid 

v = -.l!!± = U v =.l o1Jr = 0 
: m am ' '" m OZ 

Upon integration this yields 

'0/ = - im2 U = -t Ur2 sin2 e (4-8.1) 

which is the stream function for uniform flow with velocity U in the direction 

of the positive z axis. 

This result also follows at once from the fundamental definition of the 

stream function, Eq. (4-2.4), by noting that the volumetric flow rate Q 
through the circular section shown in Fig. 4-8.1 is 

z 

o 

Fllur. 4-1.1. Uniform 

streaming flow. 

Q = - 7C m2 U = 27C'o/ (4-8.2) 

the negative sign being in accord with the con

vention of Section 4-2 regarding the direction 

of net flow. 

As is immediately apparent, the stream 

surfaces '0/ = constant are concentric cylinders, 

m = constant. The streamlines, formed by the 

intersection of these surfaces with the meridian 

planes, are straight lines parallel to the z axis. 

4-9 Point Source or Sink 

A point source or sink is an infinitesimal 

region of space from which fluid issues radially 

in all directions. When the flow is directed 
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inwardly, toward the point, it is termed a sink. Point sources and sinks are 

abstractions which cannot be realized in nature, although they can be 

simulated more or less closely. 
Suppose that an incompressible fluid radiates from the source into an 

unbounded region at a volumetric flow rate q. The flow is purely radial. If 

we imagine a spherical envelope of fluid of radius r, having the source at its 

center, the radial component of velocity on its surface is given by 

(4-9.1) 

while the tangential component vanishes identically. The term 47l'r2 is the 

surface area of the sphere. Therefore, 

v = __ I_qy=~ 
T r2 sin () o() 47l'r2 ' 

from which we obtain by integration 

Ve= _1_qy= 0 
rsin () or 

+ = - 4~ (1 - cos () 

(4-9.2) 

(4-9.3) 

the integration constant having been chosen so as to make + vanish on the 

axis, () = O. The stream function for a point sink corresponds to a negative 

value of q. 

As would be expected on physical grounds alone, the stream surfaces are 
cones, () = constant, having their apex at the source. The corresponding 

streamlines are rays emanating from this point. These ,results and conclusions 

hold whether or not the flow is steady provided that q is interpreted as the 

instantaneous rate of flow. 

Equation (4-9.3) is of a purely kinematical nature, having been obtained 

without the introduction of any dynamic assumptions. As such it is applicable 

to any class of incompressible flows for which the motion represented by it is 

dynamically possible. This question can always be resolved by direct substi

tution into the dynamic equations of motion adopted. In particular we note 

that Eq. (4-9.3) satisfies the equations of irrotational motion, £2+ = O. 

In accord with Eqs. (4-7.11), (4-7.13), and (4-7.14) the motion is therefore, 

at the same time, an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes, creeping motion, 

and potential flow equations. Their different dynamical assumptions lead, 

however, to different expressions for the pressures and stresses, 

4-10 Source and Sink of Equal Strength 

Some interesting flow patterns can be generated by distributing sources and 

sinks of various strengths throughout the fluid. The distributions may be 

discrete or continuous. We restrict ourselves, here, to those combinations 
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Figure 4-10.1. Coordinates for 

source and sink. 

AXisymmetrical Flow 

Figure 4-10.2. Streamlines for source 

and sink of equal strength. 

4 

which give rise to axisymmetrical flows. As the individual contributions each 

satisfy the differential equation P'o/ = 0, it follows from the linearity of 

the operator £2 that the motion obtained by superposing these in arbitrary 

fashion is itself a solution of this equation. They are therefore, automatically, 

solutions of the creeping motion equation, £4'0/ = 0. 

As a simple example, consider a source and sink of equal strength 

situated on either side of the z axis at points equidistant from the origin 

(Fig. 4-10.1). We shall suppose that fluid issues from the source, A, at a 

volumetric flow rate q and into the sink, B, at the same rate. The value of the 

stream function at P due to the source at A is given by Eq. (4-9.3) with () 

= ()l' whereas the value at P due to the sink at B is 

(4-10.1) 

Hence, the value of the stream function at the point P due to the combination 

is 

(4-10.2) 

The streamlines are thus given by the equation cos ()l - cos ()2 = constant, 

and are depicted in Fig. 4-10.2. 

4-11 Finite Line Source 

As an example of a continuous distribution of sources, consider a finite line 

source extending along the z axis from the origin to point A (0, a), as shown 

in Fig. 4-11.1. The distribution of sources along this line segment can be 
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characterized by prescribing the local 

volumetric flow rate per unit length, 

Q = Q(~), at a given point on the line; 

that is, if oq is the volumetric flow rate 

from a length o~ of the line we have that 

(4-11.1) 

The value of the stream function 0'0/ at 

the point P(ro, z) due to this source at ~ 

is, from Eq. (4-9.3), 

o'o/(P) = oq cos () = Q(~) cos () d~ 
4n' 4n' 
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z 
P{w,Z) 

(4-11.2) 

We have for simplicity discarded the 

arbitrary convention that '0/ vanish along 

'Igur. 4-11.1. Coordinates for a 
finite line source. 

the symmetry axis. 

Upon superposing the stream functions, we obtain for the continuous 

source distribution 

1 fa 
'o/(ro, z) = 4n' 0 Q(~) cos () d~ (4-11.3) 

This gives the stream function at the point (ro, z) due to the distribution of 
sources lying along the line segment of the z axis from 0 to A. To express 

() in terms of ~ we note from Fig. 4-11.1 that 

cot()=z-~ (4-11.4) 
ro 

Upon solving this for cos () and substituting into Eq. (4-11.3) one obtains 

1 fa Z - ~ 
'o/(ro, z) = 4n' 0 Q(~) ,.jro2 + (z _ W d~ (4-11.5) 

In performing the integration, ro and z are to be regarded as constants. 

The total volumetric flow rate from the line source is 

(4-11.6) 

Equation (4-11.5) may be employed to calculate the stream function for 

an arbitrary distribution of sources of various strengths along the line 

segment. When Q is constant, the integration is effected most easily by re

sorting directly to Eq. (4-11.3). We find upon differentiating Eq. (4-11.4) 

that 

(4-11.7) 

and thus 
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(4-11.8) 

The streamlines, given by '1 - '2 = constant, are hyperbolas with foci 
at 0 and A, as shown in Fig. 4-11.2. 

For those points on the positive 

z axis lying above the line source, 

we have '1 - '2 = a, and therefore 

"" = q/47t. Conversely, below the 

source, "" = -q/47t. 

The results of this section can 
also be concisely expressed in 

prolate spheroidal coordinates (see 

Section A-I?). 

4-12 Point Force 

Consider an isolated force acting on 

the fluid and having a component D 

in the direction of the negative z 

axis, the surrounding fluid being 

Figure 4-11.2. Streamlines for flow unbounded. 
from a uniform finite line source. The resulting fluid motion is axisym-

metrical. For a force at the origin of 

coordinates, we have in creeping motion-cf. Eqs. (3-4.31) to (3-4.33), 

and v = ~ (W2 _ 2) = _ J...?± 
z 87tfL,3, W OW 

where ,2 = w2 + Z2. The stream function is, therefore, 

D w 2 

"" = 87tfL r 
As before, the pressure is given by 

D z 
p = - 47t rr 

(4-12.1) 

(4-12.2) 

(4-12.3) 

(4-12.4) 

It can easily be verified that Eq. (4-12.3) satisfies the differential equation of 

creeping flow, E4"", = O. 

The solution Eq. (4-12.3) may be regarded as fundamental to axisym

metrical creeping flows. Discrete or continuous distributions of point forces 
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may be superposed to synthesize various axisymmetrical motions, in much 

the same manner as done for the sources and sinks of the previous sections. 

4-13 Boundary Conditions Satisfied by 

the Stream Function 

The most common boundary-value problem encountered in axisymmetrical 

motion is that of a body of revolution moving with constant velocity, 

U = iz U, in an infinite fluid, parallel to its axis of rotation. The boundary 

conditions on the body are of two types, kinematical and dynamical. 

If we refer the motion to an observer at rest with respect to the fluid, the 

kinematical condition describing the impenetrability of the surface is 

(v - U).n = 0 (4-13.1) 

This holds whether or not the surface is solid, unless it be porous. 

For a solid body, the dynamical condition of no relative tangential velocity 

at the interface requires that 

(v - U).s = 0 (4-13.2) 

The vectors nand s are those discussed in Section 4-5. 

These conditions may be expressed in terms of the stream function. 

Application of Eqs. (4-5.3) and (4-5.4) enables us to write the kinematical 

condition in the form 

or, alternatively, 

~ (1fr + i UJ2 U) = 0 os 
Upon integrating this around the body one obtains 

1fr + i UJ2 U = 0 

(4-13.3) 

(4-13.4) 

(4-13.5) 

where we have set the integration constant equal to zero to be consistent 

with the convention that 1fr vanishes along the axis, UJ = O. 

A similar analysis gives, for the dynamic condition at the surface of the 

solid, 

(4-13.6) 

If the surface is a member of the family of curvilinear coordinate surfaces 

qN = constant, we have 

on = IOh~ I 

and thus, in place of Eq. (4-13.6), we may write 
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~ (+ + i W 2 U) = 0 
OqN 
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(4-13.7) 

If the fluid extends to infinity and is at rest there, we must have 

±~O asr~ 00 
r2 

(4-13.8) 

in order that the velocity vanish. 

It is sometimes simpler to regard the solid as being at rest with fluid 

streaming past it, the latter attaining a uniform velocity U = -iz U at 

infinity, in the direction of the negative z axis. As earlier, it follows from 

Eq. (4-5.3), that the vanishing of the normal velocity at the surface requires 

o+/os = 0, which leads ultimately to the condition 

(4-13.9) 

at the surface. Likewise, in the case of no tangential velocity we require 

q± = 0 or ~ = 0 (4-13.10) 
on OqN 

at the surface of the solid. 

If the fluid extends indefinitely in all directions, the condition to be 

satisfied at points far distant from the surface is one of uniform motion in 

the negative z direction. Therefore, from Eq. (4-8.1), bearing in mind the 

altered direction of streaming, we must have 

(4-13.11) 

The stream functions for the two classes of motion just described differ 

at each point of the fluid solely by the term iW2 U, corresponding to a con

stant velocity difference U. Specifically, if,;r is the stream function for a body 

translating in the positive z direction with velocity U through a fluid at rest 

at infinity, and +' is the stream function for streaming flow in the negative 

z direction with velocity U past the stationary body, then 

,;r+iW2U=+, (4-13.12) 

In the case of streaming flow past a stationary body, Eq. (4-13.9) shows 

that the body is itself a stream surface. That this should be so is at once 

evident by considering the paths followed by the fluid particles traversing the 

obstacle. On the other hand, Eq. (4-13.5) shows that this is not the case for 

a moving body. Rather, the fluid particles are pushed or dragged along by 

the body, and the streamlines therefore intersect the body. In the case of 

a rigid body to whose surface fluid adheres, it is apparent that the paths of 

the particles at the surface must be in the same direction as that in which the 

fluid is moving. It follows that the streamlines must be parallel to the z axis 

at the surface of the solid; that is, 

q± = 0 (4-13.13) 
oz 
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at the solid surface. This' may be demonstrated analytically by noting that 

v. = U and v., = 0 at the surface, and resorting to the relation (4-4.1) 

A"'" = wv (4-13.14) 
OZ '" 

Equation (4-13.13) ceases to apply in the event of nonadherence at the 

surface, as, for example, in the case of a liquid droplet. 

Streamlines for these two alternative cases of relative motion are shown 

in Figs. 4-17.2 and 4-18.2 for a solid spherical particle. 

4-14 Drag on a Body 

The stress dyadic for an incompressible viscous fluid is given by Eq. (2-1.8), 

II = -pi + 2JLl1 (4-14.1) 

where from Eq. (2-1.12) 

(4-14.2) 

We propose to express the stress at the surface of the body in the intrinsic 

coordinates of Section 4-5. It follows at once from Eq. (4-5.1) that the 

idemfactor is 

Setting, 

I = nn + ss + i~i~ 
v = nVn + SVa 

(4-14.3) 

(4-14.4) 

the rate of deformation tensor, obtained from Eq. (A-7.7), takes the form 

11 = nn oVn + ns l. (OVn + OVs) + sn l. (OVn + OVs) + ss oVs 
an 2 as an 2 as an as 

(4-14.5) 

+ i~i~ {WVn :n (~) + WVs ~ (~)} 

The stress vector acting across an element of surface area whose outer 

normal is n is then of the form 

lIn = lI'n = n(-p + 2JL OVn) + SJL(OVn + OVa) an as an (4-14.6) 

The first and second terms correspond, respectively, to the normal and tan

gential stresses. Equation (4-14.6) may be expressed alternatively as follows: 

lIn = -np + 2JL (n oVn + S OVn) + SJL (OVa _ OVn) (4-14.7) 
an as an as 

Upon availing ourselves of Eq. (A-5.4), we find that 

,. V • (OVs OVn) .. = XV=I~ ---an as (4-14.8) 

In conjunction with the expression for the V-operator given in Eq. (4-5.2), 

these enable us to write 
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(4-14.9) 

Finally, the relations (4-5.3) and (4-7.1), connecting the normal velocity 

and vorticity, respectively, to the stream function, lead to 

(4-14.10) 

Owing to the symmetry of flow, the integral effect of the stresses acting 

over the entire surface of the body give rise to only one significant dynamic 

parameter-a force acting parallel to the axis of revolution. According to 

our various conventions, the force exerted on the body by the fluid in the 

positive z direction will be 

F, = f IT,. dS = f IT z ' n dS = f IIzn dS 
s s s 

= f IInz dS 
s 

where, in our present coordinates, the element of surface area is 

oS = 27l'GJ os 

(4-14.11) 

(4-14.12) 

For the component of the stress vector in the positive z direction, we find 

II n, = ITn·i, = -(n.iz)p - 2j1(i,·V) (~?t-) + (s.iz)j1 ~ Pt (4-14.13) 

which, with the aid of Eq. (4-5.4), can be put in the form 

II = - OGJ _ 2 ~(~ot) _ ~OGJ p.l, 
n, p os j1 OZ GJ os j1 GJ on 'I' 

= - ~ {~(GJ2P) - GJ2 op} _ 2j1 ~ ~ (f!±) - j1~ OGJ Pt (4-14.14) 
2GJ oS os GJ oz os GJ on 

The force on the body is then 

Fz = -7l' f ~ (GJ2 p) os + 7l' f GJ2 ~~ os 

- 47l'j1 f ~ (GJV,,) oS - 27l'j1 f ~~ Pt os 

(4-14.15) 

where the integrals are to be taken around a meridian section of the body in 

a sense making a positive right-angle with n (see Fig. 4-5.1), the end points 

of the path of integration being the upper and lower points at which the 

boundary surface intersects the axis of symmetry. Since GJ = 0 at these 

terminal points, the first and third integrals vanish identically, leaving 

(4-14.16) 

To rid ourselves of the pressure term, the results of Section 4-15 may be 

applied. These show that in steady creeping flow, 
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op = ~~(£2""') 
AS man 

(4-14.17) 

Substitution into the previous expression yields the following simple ex

pression for the force exerted on the body: 

F. = f-L1t f mS :n (E~t) l)s (4-14.18) 

This is identical to a corresponding expression given by Stimson and 

Jeffery36. It applies quite generally to steady creeping flows regardless of the 

conditions prevailing at the boundaries and, in particular, is not limited to 

unbounded fluids. It is noteworthy that it also applies to the complete 

Navier-Stokes equations in the special case where the velocity vanishes at 

the surface; for the inertial term, V· Vv, which would normally contribute 

to the expression for the pressure change op/os along the boundary vanishes 

at each point of the surface. In this sense it agrees with a formula due to 

Walton38. 

Evaluation of the resistance by application of Eq. (4-14.18) is often 

a troublesome problem. If the medium is unbounded we may proceed 

otherwise by availing ourselves of the results of Section 4-12, for an axisym

metric point force. At a sufficiently large distance from the obstacle the 

stream function must become identical to that which would be generated by 

the action of a point force equal in magnitude to the drag on the obstacle, 

provided that the fluid is at rest at infinity. Thus it follows from Eq. (4-12.3), 

by there replacing D by F., that the force exerted by the fluid on the body in 

the positive z direction is given by the relation 

F. = 81tf-L lim ~ 
T_oo m 

(4-14.19)* 

where"", is the stream function for the motion under consideration. A more 

rigorous demonstration is given by Payne and Pell27 , to whom this relation 

is due. 

If the fluid is not at rest at infinity, Eq. (4-14.19) is inapplicable; if, 

however, ""'~ denotes the stream function corresponding to the fluid motion 

at infinity, then the stream function"'" - ""'~ gives a state of rest at infinity 

and in place of Eq. (4-14.19) we have 

F. = 81tf-L lim r(t ~ t~) (4-14.20) 
T-~ m 

For example, if the fluid motion at infinity is one of uniform flow with 

velocity U in the negative z direction, then 

*Recall that in the analysis of Section 4-12, D is the force exerted by the particle on the 

fluid in the negative z direction. By Newton's law of action and reaction this is the same as 

the force exerted by fluid on particle in the positive z direction. 
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(4-14.21) 

In general, 't = is the fluid motion which would prevail in the absence of the 

particle. 

Another method for computing the force on a body translating with 

uniform velocity U in an unbounded fluid depends on the fact that IFz U I 
gives the work done by the stresses acting over the surface of the body which, 

in turn, is equal to the rate at which energy is being dissipated within the 

fluid. A calculation of the latter, therefore, immediately gives the force on 

the body. 

4.15 Pressure 

The relationship between the pressure in steady creeping flow and the 

stream function may be established as follows: 

~ V P = V2 V = - V x " = - V x ({; E2 't ) 

= -~ x V(E2't) (4-15.1) 
ru 

For the V-operator in a curvilinear coordinate system of rotation, (q" q2, </:», 

right-handed in that order, we have 

V = i,h, ~ + i2h2 ~ (4-15.2) 
oq, Oq2 

Upon substituting into both sides of the first expression and equating com

ponents we obtain 

op = _..!!:. h2 ~(E2't) 
oq, ru h, Oq2 

op = ..!!:.~~(P't) 
Oq2 ru h2 oq, 

(4-15.3) 

and 

The pressure may be obtained by integration of these relations. 

When the coordinate system of revolution is of the conjugate type 

(Section A-16), that is, defined by a conformal transformation of the type 

z + iru = f(~ + i",) (4-15.4) 

the metrical coefficients are equal, whence Eq. (4-15.3) reduces to 

op = _..!!:..£.. (P't) 
~ ru 0", 

op = ..!!:. 0 (P't) 
0", ru ~ 

where (~, '1'J, </:» are right-handed in that order. 

(4-15.5) 
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4-16 Separable Coordinate Systems 

Before undertaking the solution of the equations of motion, E4'1/1' = 0, in 

specific coordinate systems, it is well to give a brief account of methods 

employed in the solution of simpler, but related, partial differential equations, 

which may be of value in the sequeL As will be put in evidence later, general 

methods for solving axially symmetric flow problems in any orthogonal 

conjugate coordinate system of revolution can be made to depend upon 

solutions of the second-order equation* 

(4-16.1) 

where Lk is the operator 

02 02 k 0 
Lk = OZ2 + oro2 + w oro (-oo<k<oo) (4-16.2) 

The solutions, X(k)(Z, ro), of the preceding equation are referred to as 

generalized axisymmetrical potential functions. It follows from the results of 

Section 4-7 that special cases of the foregoing are 

(4-16.3) 

For a conjugate coordinate system of revolution 

z + iro = f(~ + i1J) (4-16.4) 

we have that 

02 02 ( 02 02 ) 
OZ2 + oro2 = h2 ~ + 01J2 (4-16.5) 

where h = h~ = h~ is the metrical coefficient. Also, from Eq. (A-14.8), 

~ = h2 (oro a + oro ~) 
oro 8[ ~ 01J 01J 

The generalized operator is therefore given in these coordinates by 

(4-16.6) 

We propose to examine the conditions under which Eq. (4-16.1) may be 

solved by separation of variables via a substitution of the form 

XCk ) = ro- k / 2 U(~) V(1J) (4-16.7) 

Upon performing the indicated operations it is found that 

*For a further discussion of separable coordinates, see the text by Morse and Fesh
bach25• 
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Lk(X(k» = m-kh2 [ - ~ (~ - 1) m(k/2)-2 UV {(~r + (~;r} 

_ ~ (k/2)-1 UV(02m + 02m) 
2 m 8[2 0"12 (4-16.8) 

+ mk/2(U"V + VIIU)] 

Now it follows from Eq. (4-16.5) that 

02m 02m 
8[2 + 0"12 = 0 (4-16.9) 

Furthermore, from the results of Section A-16, it is easily shown that 

(4-16.10) 

Hence the equation 

(4-16.11) 

is satisfied, provided that 

- ~ (~ - 1) (h2~2) UV + U" V + V"U = 0 (4-16.12) 

or, dividing by UVand rearranging, 

U" + V" _ ~ (~_ 1) _1_ = 0 
U V 2 2 h2 m2 

(4-16.13) 

It follows, therefore, that a sufficient condition for separability of the coordi-

nates is 
1 

h2m2 = P(~) + Q(1J) (4-16.14) 

which may also be written as 

02 
( 1 ) 

o~ 0"1 h2m2 = 0 (4-16.15) 

All the conjugate coordinate systems of revolution in Appendix A 

meet this condition. For example, in oblate spheroidal coordinates, Section 

A-18, we have 

m = c cosh ~ sin "I, h = 1 
c(cosh2 ~ - sin2 "1)1/2 

and thus, 
1 1 1 

h2m2 = sin2 1J - cosh2 ~ 

which is of the type required by Eq. (4-16.14) for separability. 

Combining Eqs. (4-16.13) and (4-16.14) results in 

~~W - ~ (~ - 1) P(~) =. - ~~~TJl + ~ (~ - 1) Q(1J) 

As the left side is independent of "I, and the right side independent of teach 

must be equal to a constant, say, x. Coordinates separable in the sense of 
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Eq_ (4-16_7) therefore lead to the following total differential equations of the 

second order: 

and 

U"(~) - [~ (~ - 1) P(~) + A, ] U(~) = 0 

V"(7J) - [~ (~ - 1) Q(7J) - 11,] V(7J) = 0 
(4-16.16) 

The choice of the separation constant A, depends entirely upon the form of 

the functions P and Q and, hence, ultimately on the system of coordinates. 

Solutions of Eq. (4-16.7) for different values of the arbitrary parameter A, 

may be combined by superposition (either summation or integration) to 

obtain more general solutions of Eq. (4-16.1). 

It is immediately evident frem Eq. (4-16.7) that in those coordinate 

systems where w has the form of a product, 

the substitution 

w = g(~)h(7J) 

X = u(~)v(7J) 

(4-16.17) 

(4-16.18) 

will itself provide a separable solution, without recourse to the extraneous 

factor of W-k/2 • This is the case for the systems discussed in Appendix A, 

except for bipolar and toroidal coordinates. 

Applications of the general theory discussed here will be found inter

spersed throughout the sequel. 

4-17 Translation of a Sphere 

The most important example of an axisymmetrical flow is that arising from 

the motion of a solid sphere moving with constant velocity through an 

unbounded fluid otherwise at rest. This problem was first treated by Stokes 

and solved by him in terms of the stream function, which he created speci

fically for this purpose. 

We shall suppose that the radius of the 

sphere is a and that it moves in the positive 

z direction with velocity U (Fig. 4-17.1). 

The problem is most amenable to treatment 

in spherical coordinates. Upon putting 

w = r sin (j in Eqs. (4-13.5) and (4-13.7), the 

boundary conditions to be satisfied on the 

surface of the sphere, r = a, become 

"'" IT=a = -{ Ua 2 sin2(j 

q± I = - Ua sin2(j or T=a 

(4-17.1) 

z 

u 

Figure 4-17.1. Translating 

sphere. 
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As the fluid is at rest at infinity we must also take account of the condition 

The stream function is to satisfy the differential equation 

£4'0/ = 0 

where, in spherical coordinates, 

£2 = ~ + sin (j ~ (_1_ ~) 
or 2 r2 of) sin f) of) 

A trial solution of the form 

'I{I' = sin2f) F(r) 

(4-17.2) 

(4-17.3) 

(4-17.4) 

(4-17.5) 

is suggested by the boundary conditions Eq. (4-17.1). In conjunction with 

Eq. (4-17.4), we have, successively, 

£2'1{1' = sin2f) (F" - ~ F) = sin2f)f(r) (4-17.6) 

and £4'1{1' = sin2f) (I" - ~ f) = 0 

This requires that 

the solution of which is 

f(r) = Ar2 + ..!i 
r 

Therefore, from Eq. (4-17.6), 

F" - ~ F = Ar2 + ..!i 
r2 r 

whence, F(r) = ~r4 - -lBr + Cr2 + D 
10 2 r 

This makes 

'I{I' = sin2 f) (-l Ar4 - -l Br + Cr2 + D) 
10 2 r 

(4-17.7) 

(4-17.8) 

(4-17.9) 

(4-17.10) 

(4-tl.ll) 

(4-17.12) 

In accordance with Eq. (4-17.2) we must set A = 0, C = O. The remain

ing boundary conditions, Eq. (4-17.1), when applied to Eq. (4-17.12), result 

in the following simultaneous equations to determine the remaining con

stants, Band D: 

--l Ua 2 = --lBa + D 
2 2 a 

-Ua= --lB- D 
2 a2 

(4-17.13) 
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These have as their solution 

B = iVa, 

The stream function is then 

+ = ! Va 2 sin2(1 (~ - 3 :) 

or 
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(4-17-14) 

(4-17.15) 

(4-17.16) 

whereas the corresponding velocity components, obtained from Eq. (4-4.2), 

are 

1 ( a )2 ( a r ) 
Vr = -"2 V cos (1 r r - 3 a (4-17-17) 

and Ve = - ! V sin (1 ( ~ ) [ ( ~ ) 2 + 3 ] (4-17.18) 

A sketch of a few streamlines, + = constant, is given in Fig. 4-17.2. 

The pressure may be obtained 

by utilizing Eq. (4-15.3) in spherical 

coordinates, 

op _ __ /-L_~(E2'/") 
or - r2 sin (10(1 'f' 

op _ 1- ~ (£2,/") 
0(1 - sin (1 or 'f' 

(4-17.19) 

Upon putting A = 0 in Eq. (4-17.9) 

and substituting into Eq. (4-17.6), 

we obtain 

£2+ = B sin2(1 (4-17.20) 
r 

and thus 

dp = op dr + op d(1 

Figure 4-17.2. Streamlines for a moving 

sphere. 

or 0(1 

= _ B (2 cos (1 dr + sin (1 d(1) = Bd (COS (1) 
/-L r3 r2 /-L r2 (4-17.21) 

integration of which results in 

3 cos (1 
p = p~ + "2 /-La V --;:r (4-17.22) 

where p~ is the uniform pressure at infinity. 

To obtain the force exerted by the fluid on the sphere set on = or and 

os = roe in Eq. (4-14.18) and observe that the lower and upper integration 

limits are (1 = 0 and 7t, respectively. This gives 
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F. = /-L7t f" r3 sin30 ! (B2Si~2~~r) r dO = - 3B/-L7t f" sin30 dO 
o ur r SIn 0 

= -47t/-LB (4-17.23) 

which holds independently of the values of the constants A, B, C, D in Eq. 

(4-17.12). In the present instance, this leads to 

F. = -67t/-LaU (4-1"1.24) 

This well-known result is known as Stokes' law of resistance. The negative 

sign implies that the force exerted by the fluid on the sphere is opposite in 

direction to the motion of the latter; the fluid thereby opposes the motion 

of the particle through it. In order to maintain the steady motion it is neces

sary to continuously apply a force of the same magnitude to the sphere in 

the direction of its motion. In practice, this normally results from the action 

of gravity on the mass of the sphere. 

The central result of the analysis, Eq. (4-17.24), might have been ob

tained more simply through application of the formula (4-14.19) to the 

stream function Eq. (4-17.15) as follows: 

. Ua 2 (a r) Fz = 87t/-L 11m -4 - - 3 - = -67t/-LaU 
T-~ r r a 

(4-17.25) 

Some investigators attach separate significance to those parts of the total 

resistance which arise from the integrated effect of the normal and tangential 

stresses, respectively. The individual resistances which correspond to these 

two types of stress are termed the form (or profile) drag and skin drag, 

respectively. These can be obtained without difficulty from the decompo

sition of the stress vector in Eq. (4-14.6) into normal and shear contributions. 

As ovn/on = 0 on the sphere surface, the normal stress is simply-np. 

The component of this stress in the z direction is, with the aid of Eq. (4-5.4), 

(IIn.)normal = - i.· np = - ~~ p 

= _ o(r sin 0) p = _ p cos 0 
roO 

Integrating this over the sphere surface gives the form drag, 

F~ = - ·f" f2" [P]T-a cos 0 dS 
e=o .=0 

(4-17.26) 

(4-17.27) 

where dS = a2 sin 0 dO d</> is an element of surface area. This is readily 

integrated after substitution of the expression for the pressure, given in 
Eq. (4-17.22). The result is 

(4-17.28) 

To account for the total resistance, the skin (or viscous) drag must be 

(4-17.29) 
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Thus, the ratio of skin to form drag is 2: 1. These results might also have 

been obtained by integrating the normal and tangential stresses, IITT and IITD, 

respectively, around the surface of the sphere. 

4-18 Flow Past a Sphere 

A problem closely related to that of the previous section is that of streaming 

flow past a stationary sphere, depicted in Fig. 4-18.1. If we regard the fluid 

z 

JJJJIJ 
u 

Figure 4-11.1. Streaming 
flow past a sphere. 

figure 4-11.2. Streamlines for 
streaming flow past a sphere. . 

as streaming in the negative z direction with uniform velocity U at points 

infinitely distant from the sphere, the condition of uniform flow at infinity, 

Eq. (4-13.11), requires that 

""'_tUr2 sin28 as r_oo (4-18.1) 

As the boundary conditions to be satisfied on the sphere we have, from 

Eqs. (4-13.9) and (4-13.10), 

"'" = 0 and qy = 0 at r = a or (4-18.2) 

The problem may be solved anew by redetermining the constants in Eq. 

(4-17.12). Alternatively, we have merely to superpose a uniform flow in the 

direction of z negative on the solution of the previous section, thereby 

obtaining 

"'" = ! Ua2 sin28 [( ~) - 3 ( ~ ) + 2 ( ~ YJ (4-18.3) 

or 

"'" = ~ Ur2 sin28 [~ (~ r - ~ (~) + 1 J (4-18.4) 
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The component velocities may be obtained at once by adding to those of the 

previous section the values 

V~ = - U cos (J, V~ = U sin (J (4-18.5) 

for uniform flow in the negative z direction. The results of this calculation 

are noted here for reference: 

and 

Vr = - ~ U cos (J [ ( ~ ) 3 - 3 ( ~) + 2] 

Ve = - ! U sin (J [ ( ~ ) 3 + 3 ( ~ ) - 4] 

(4-18.6) 

(4-18.7) 

These fulfill the condition of vanishing velocity at the sphere surface, r = a. 

The pressure and viscous stresses, depending as they do on first deriva

tives of velocity, have the same values as before; the constant velocity 

difference between the two solutions cannot affect them. In particular, the 

force on the sphere continues to be given by Eq. (4-17.24). The negative sign 

there now implies that the sphere tends to be dragged along by the moving 

fluid; that is, in the negative z direction. 

Some of the streamlines derived from Eq. (4-18.3) are plotted in Fig. 

4-18.2. In contrast to the results of the previous section, the sphere is now 

itself a stream surface and corresponds to the· value"'" = o. That the pre

ceding configuration differs from that of Fig. 4-17.2 for a translating sphere 

in an otherwise quiescent fluid is to be expected on the basis of the remarks 

made at the close of Section 4-13. 

In either case, the most striking aspect of the diagrams is the complete 

absence of asymmetry about the midplane, z = o. This is possible only at 

low Reynolds numbers where the fluid is sensibly devoid of inertia. Experi

mental observation at higher particle Reynolds numbers reveals the presence 

of asymmetries, manifesting themselves in the form of vortices and in the 

existence of a wake to the rear of the sphere. 

4.19 Terminal Settling Velocity 

A spherical particle falling under the influence of gravity in a viscous fluid 

ultimately attains a uniform velocity in which the gravitational forces 

experienced by it are counterbalanced by the hydrodynamic forces. It hence

forth falls at this constant speed, called its terminal settling velocity, U=. 

This is true, of course, whether or not the motion is sufficiently slow to come 

within the province of the creeping motion equations, though we shall 

confine our attention solely to this case. The rate of attainment of this uniform 

motion from any other state of motion, for example, rest, is an unsteady 

state problem. 
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The gravitational force acting on the particle, allowing for the buoyancy 

of the surrounding fluid, is 

F = (pi - p)g~7l'a3 (4-19.1) 

where pi is the (mean) density of the sphere and g is the local acceleration of 

gravity. On the other hand, Stokes' law gives for the frictional resistance 

F= 67l'llaU~ (4-19.2) 

Equating these, we find 
2 I 

U =_a2~g 
~ 9 11 

(4-19.3) 

In the case where the particle is less dense than the surrounding fluid, 

pi _ P < 0, this gives the constant velocity with which the particle would 

rise through the surrounding fluid. 

If the fluid is gaseous, it is often satisfactory to use the approximation 

pi ~ P in which event Eq. (4-19.3) reduces to 

(4-19.4) 

The validity of Eq. (4-19.3) has been much discussed in connection with 

the important applications to which it lends itself. 

4.20 Slip at the Surface of a Sphere 

It is of some interest to examine the possibility that fluid may slip at the 

surface of the sphere. This problem was first solved by Basset2• The most 

plausible hypothesis one can frame under these circumstances is that the 

tangential velocity* of fluid relative to the solid at a point on its surface is 

proportional to the tangential stress prevailing at that point. The constant of 

proportionality, /3, between these two quantities may be termed a coefficient 

of sliding friction. Granting its existence, it is assumed to depend only on the 

nature of the fluid and solid surface. 

When the sphere is at rest and fluid streams past it, the hypothesis takes 

the form 

/3vs = IITs at r = a 
Now, for axisymmetric flows, 

IITs = 11 [1. oVT + r..£. (ve)] 
r o() or r 

(4-20.1) 

(4-20.2) 

Taking account of the condition that the normal velocity V T vanishes on the 

*There can be no question of the validity of the condition that the relative normal 
velocity vanishes at the surface, as this is a purely kinematical condition. 
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surface, we can reformulate Eq. (4-20.1) in terms of the stream function as 

follows: 

f3 ~ £f = w ~ (~ £f) at r = a 
r 8r 8r r2 8r 

(4-20.3) 

The vanishing of V T on the sphere is equivalent to the condition 

"'" = 0 at r = a (4-20.4) 

In addition, the condition of uniform flow at infinity in the direction of the 

negative z axis requires that 

(4-20.5) 

The problem is uniquely determined by equations (4-20.3)-(4-20.5). 

The general solution given by Eq. (4-17.12) is sufficient for our purposes. 

It is an easy matter to show that the constants are given by 

B = 1.- Ua f3a + 2/-L 
2 f3a + 3/-L 

D - 1 TT 3 f3a 
- 4"" va f3a + 3/-L 

(4-20.6) 

The force acting on the sphere can be obtained from Eq. (4-17.23) by there 

inserting the value of B just given. Hence, 

F = -67t /-LaU f3a + 2/-L 
Z f3a + 3/-L 

As a particular case of this we have for no slip, f3 = 00, 

Fz = -67t/-LaU 

which reproduces Stokes' law. In the case of perfect slip, f3 = 0, 

Fz = -47t/-LaU 

and the resistance is less than in Stokes' theory by a factor of -t. 

(4-20.7) 

(4-20.8) 

(4-20.9) 

Epstein9 noted in a development from the kinetic point of view that Basset's 

phenomenological assumption, Eq. (4-20.1), is valid only for the case where 

the square of the ratio I/a can be neglected (/ = mean free path of a gas 

molecule). He derived an expression for the resistance Fz directly, rather than 

using hydrodynamic theory for making the computation, and arrived at the 

simpler expression-see Eq. (2-8.1) 

- 6 ( /-L ) 67t/-LaU 
Fz - - 7t/-LaU 1 - f3a :=::::: - I + (/-L/f3a) (4-20.10) 

This formula seems to have more experimental support than Basset's for 

gases, where I/a is large enough to affect the correction factor but where 

higher power terms in I/a may be neglected. (See Section 2-8.) 
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4.21 Fluid Sphere 

The translation of a liquid sphere was first treated, independently, by Ryb
czynskP 1 and Hadamard 13. Interfacial tension acting at the junction between 

the two immiscible fluids tends to maintain a spherical shape against the 

shearing stresses which tend to deform it. If the motion is sufficiently slow 

or the particle sufficiently small, the droplet will be spherical, at least in the 

first approximation*. 

We distinguish between the separate fluid motions occurring inside and 

outside of the globule by appending the superscripts i and 0, respectively, 

where ambiguity would otherwise result. It is assumed that the sphere is 

macroscopically at rest while the external fluid streams past it with velocity 

U in the direction of z negative. This leads to the boundary condition 

'0/(0) ---+ 1- Ur2 sin20 as r ---+ 00 (4-21.1) 

The kinematical condition of mutual impenetrability at the interface, 

Vr = 0, requires that we set 

'0/(1) = 0 at r = a (4-21.2) 

and '0/(0) = 0 at r = a (4-21.3) 

It is further assumed that the tangential velocity Vo is continuous across the 
interface, whereupon 

0.1.(1) 0.1.(0) 

~=~ at r=a or or (4-21.4) 

If we assume that the usual equilibrium theory of interfacial tension is 

applicable to the phenomenon at hand, the sole effect of interfacial tension, 

,,/, is to bring about a discontinuity in the normal stress, TIn, across the 

interface. This manifests itself by the pressure difference 

(4-21.5) 

at each point on the sphere surface. The greater pressure in the interior 

arises from a stretching of the interfacial barrier, in much the same way as 

the flexible skin of a balloon requires a larger pressure inside than outside. 

The existence of an interfacial tension does not, therefore, contribute to 

the tangential stress, TIro, at the interface; hence, the latter must be con

tinuous across the boundary. Employing the methods of the previous section, 

this condition is expressible, after some simplification, by the relation 

*For a calculation of the distortion which occurs when inertial effects are no longer 
negligible see the treatment of Taylor, T. D., and A. Acrivos, J. Fluid Mech. 18 

(1964), 466. 
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.!. (~~) = .!. (~~) at r = a /-LIar r2 or /-Lo or r2 or 
(4-21.6) 

where /-LI and /-Lo are, respectively, the viscosities of the internal and external 

media. 

These six conditions are sufficient to yield a unique solution. For the 

stream functions appropriate to the external and internal motions, we again 

avail ourselves of the general solution given by Eq. (4-17.12), 

.'.(0) = sin28 (~Ar4 - ~ Br + Cr2 + D) r > a 
'Y 10 2 r ' 

(4-21.7) 

and 

.,.<0 = sin28 (~Er4 - ~ Fr + Gr2 + H) r < a 
'Y 10 2 r'-

(4-21.8) 

The condition at infinity immediately requires that we put 

A =0, C=iU (4-21.9) 

whereas the finiteness of the component velocities at the origin, r = 0, 

demands that 

F=O, H=O (4-21.10) 

The four arbitrary constants yet to be evaluated can be determined in 

straightforward fashion by application of the remaining boundary conditions, 

Eqs. (4-21.2)-(4-21.4), and (4-21.6). Solution of the resultant set of four 

simultaneous equations yields 

B = l.u, 1+ j(]' 
2 a 1 + (]" 

E=7 ~ ~2! ~(]" 
where (]' is the viscosity ratio /-Lo//-LI. 

D=~Ua3_1_ 
4 1 + (]' 

1 (]' 
G=--U--

4 1+(]' 

(4-21.11) 

Typical streamlines for both the internal and external motions are 

depicted in Fig. 4-21.1. Circulation within the droplet is clearly evident. 

The drag on the sphere may be calculated at once from the general 

expression Eq. (4-17.23), applicable to the external motion. Substituting the 

foregoing value of B, we find 

1 + 2(]' 

Fz = -61T:/-LoaU 1 + "I(]' (4-21.12) 

It should come as no surprise that the interfacial tension ry does not figure 

explicitly in any of these results, as it merely alters the pressure at an internal 

point by the constant amount 2"1/a. Since the dynamic pressure is itself 

determinate only to within an extraneous additive constant, depending upon 

the uniform pressure at infinity, it is clear that this additive interfacial factor 

cannot contribute to the final result. 
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If in Eq_ (4-2U2) we put /-Li = =, we 

reproduce Stokes' law_ 

For the case of a gaseous bubble rising 

slowly through a liquid we have /-Lo» /-Li 

and thus 

Fz~ -47t/-LoaU (4-2U3) 

This result is identical to that previously 

given for a sphere at whose surface perfect 

slip occurs. 

It is an experimental fact that though 

large gaseous bubbles circulate internally, 

small bubbles behave like solid spheres, 

displaying terminal rise velocities closely 

approaching Stokes' law. Levich21 has 

shown that this most likely is attributable 

to surface active agents, present as trace 

impurities, which accumulate at the inter

face. These tend to be swept to the rear of 

the bubble, creating a nonuniform concen

tration of surface active agent over the 

bubble surface. This, in turn, results in a 

gradient in interfacial tension and leads to 

a system of interfacial stresses. These 

stresses oppose interfacial motion and thus 

inhibit internal circulation. 
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z 

Figure 4-21.1. Streamlines for 

liquid droplet showing internal 

circulation. 

Earlier, Boussinesq5 had criticized* the theories advanced by Rybczynski 

and Hadamard. He argued that, as the interface was undergoing continuous 

deformation, it was fundamentally wrong to use a theory of capillarity based 

on principles gleaned from static experiments. Rather, the state of stress at 

the interface should in general depend upon its rate of deformation, in much 

the same way as the concept of pressure in a static fluid gives way to a more 

general stress system for moving fluids. Pursuing this line of reasoning, 

Boussinesq ultimately obtained the following formula for the resistance of 

a spherical liquid droplet: 

(4-21.14) 

where € is in the nature of a "surface viscosity." When € is put equal to zero 

the results cited previously are obtained. 

A general mathematical formalism, appropriate to the dynamics of 

newtonian fluid-fluid interfaces, has been developed by Scriven34 • It is repro

duced in Aris' book, cited in Chapter 2. 

*The analysis is reproduced in the treatise of Dryden, Murnaghan, and Bateman8• 
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4-22 Concentric Spheres 

The motion of a sphere at the instant it passes the center of a spherical con

tainer is of interest as a guide to the importance of wall effects in the motion 

of a single particle, in addition to providing a model of interactions among 

particles in unbounded multiparticle systems. A number of authors have 

given appropriate solutions of the creeping motion equations (neglecting 

unsteady-state terms) for a variety of boundary conditions. 

The radii of the inner and outer spheres are a and b, respectively, and the 

inner sphere is assumed to remain at rest while the outer sphere moves in 

the negative z direction with constant velocity U, as in Fig. 4-22.1. Apart 

z 

u 

b~ 

~ u 

Figure 4.22.1. Concentric spheres 

in relative motion. 

from a constant velocity U, the problem 

is identical to that of a sphere moving 

with uniform velocity U, in the positive 

z direction, at the center of an outer 

spbere which is at rest. 

Cunningham7, Williams37 , and Lee 20 

have, independently, presented solutions 

for the caSe of a solid inner sphere. 

Haberman and Sayre 1 2 give the analogous 

solution for a liquid inner sphere. In both 

cases the outer container is assumed to 

be rigid, so that fluid adheres to it. We 

shall follow the development of the liquid 

sphere, as the corresponding relations for a solid sphere constitute a special 

case, obtained by letting the viscosity of the liquid sphere become infinite. 

As before, we must distinguish between the internal and external motions. 

The boundary conditions to be satisfied at the surface of the liquid sphere, 

r = a, are identical to Eqs. (4-21.2; 3; 4; 6). To these we must add the condi

tions 

1/I'ro) - tUr2 sin28 = 0 (4-22.1) 

and ~ (1/I'ro) -1.. Ur2 sin28) = 0 or 2 
(4-22.2) 

to be satisfied at the outer surface, r = b. In accord with Eqs. (4-13.5) and 

(4-13.7), these describe a uniform motion in the direction of the negative 

z axis. 

The stream functions given in Eqs. (4-21.7) and (4-21.8) are suitable for 

describing the motion under consideration. In order that the internal motion 

be finite at the origin, we require 

F=O, H=O (4-22.3) 
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The remaining constants may be obtained by solving the set of simultaneous 

equations obtained by satisfaction of the six boundary conditions. After 

much reduction we find 

A = - ~ ~2 [( ~ + U) AS - ~ A5J a 

B = ~ Ua [ I + ~ U - (1 - U)A5J a 

C = ; u[ 1 + U + ~ AS - ~ (~ - U) A5J a 

D = ! Ua S [1 - (l - U)AS] a 
(4-22.4) 

E = ~ U U (1 - ~ AS + 1. A5) a 
2 a2 2 2 

G = - ..!. Uu (1 - ~ AS + 1. AS) a 
4 2 2 

where 

! = 1 + U - ~ (~ + u) A + ~ AS - ~ (~ - U) A5 + (1 - U)A6 

and 

in addition to 

_ J-Lo _ external viscosity 
U - J-LI - internal viscosity 

A = .!!... _ inner radius 
b - outer radius 

(4-22.5) 

(4-22.6) 

(4-22.7) 

These values reduce properly to those of Section 4-21 when the medium 

is unbounded, corresponding to a diameter ratio A = O. 
The drag may again be calculated from Eq. (4-17.23). Having regard to 

Eq. (4-21.12) we write it in the form: 

1 + 2U 
F. = -67tJ-LoaU 1 + ~ K 

where the wall correction factor K is defined by 

K = drag in the presence of outer sphere 
drag in infinite medium 

In the present instance, 

1 _ (1 - u) AS 

(4-22.8) 

(4-22.9) 

K= 1 + jeT 

1 - .2.. (1 + tu) A + ~ (_1_) AS _ .2.. (1 - iu) AS + (1 - U) A 8 

4 l+u 21+u 4 l+u l+u 

(4-22.10) 
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Some special cases of the foregoing are 

(1) Rigid sphere* (u = 0): 
1 -:x,s 

K = 1 _ (9j4):x, + (5j2):x,3 - (9j4):x,s + :x,6 

(2) Fluid sphere of vanishing viscosity (u = 00): 

_ I + (3j2):x,s 
K - I _ (3j2):x, + (3j2):x,5 - :x,6 

(4-22.11) 

(4-22.12) 

(3) Fluid sphere with viscosity equal to that of the external medium (u = 1): 

1 
K = 1 - (l5j8):x, + (5j4):x,3 - (3j8):x,s 

(4-22.13) 

Values of the wall correction factors for these three cases are shown as 

a function of :x, in Table 4-22.1 and Fig. 4-22.2. 

400~---.-----r-----r----~rT~ 

200r----+----1-----~--_+~--~ 

IOO~---+----~----4---~~--~ 

80~--_+----_r----~---+~--~ 

60~--_+----_r----~--~.---~ 

40~--_+----~----4_~~~--~ 

~ 20~--_+-----L----~L7+-+---~ 

IO~--_+----_r--_+4++_--+---~ 

8r----+----1-~~~--_+----~ 

6~--_+----_r~~~----+---~ 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

A 

Figur. 4.22.2. Wall correction factors for spheres 
moving in a rigid spherical container. 

*This equation agrees with that of Cunningham7 and Lee20 except that Cunningham 
shows a minus A 6 term because of a printing error. 
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Streamlines for a solid sphere in an enclosure are shown by Williams37 

and compared as far as possible with experiment-

TABLE 4-22.1 

WALL CORRECfION F ACfORS FOR SPHERES MOVING IN A 

RIGID SPHERICAL CONTAINER 

Solid Fluid Spheres 

A Spheres 0-=1 u = 00 

K 

0.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 

0.1 1.286 1.229 1.176 

0.2 1.756 1.575 1.428 

0.3 2.573 2.126 1.815 

0.4 4.106 3.066 2.469 

0.5 7.294 4.831 3.722 

0.6 14.948 8.636 6.569 

0.7 37.830 18.762 14.826 

0.8 138.224 58.480 50.773 

0.9 1209.778 431.779 439.156 

1.0 00 00 00 

Closely related to the problems previously discussed is Happel'sl5 

solution of the creeping motion equations for a solid sphere at the center of 

an outer frictionless spherical envelope. When the inner sphere, r = a, falls 

with velocity U, the boundary conditions on the outer envelope, r = b, are 

such that the normal velocity, v" and tangential stress, IIro, vanish. Although 
not originally formulated in terms of the stream function, the problem is 

one of axis ymmetrica I flow to which the general solution given by Eq. 

(4-17.12) would be applicable. The central result of the calculation is that 

the drag on the sphere is given by 

Fz = -67tJ.wUK 

where the correction to Stokes' law is 

_ 1 + (2/3)A,5 
K - 1 _ (3/2)"- + (3/2)A,5 - A,6 

(4-22.14) 

(4-22.15) 

Except for the numerator this is identical to Eq. (4-22.12), where the 

boundary conditions on the inner and outer spheres are exactly the opposite 

of those considered by Happel. 

4.23 General Solution in Spherical Coordinates 

In this section we provide a systematic method of approach to the problem 

of solving the differential equation of axisymmetric creeping flow in spheri

cal coordinates. The solution is due to Sampson32 • It is also given, inde·-
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pendently, by Savic33 and Haberman and Sayre12 • The development outlined 

here follows that of the latter quite closely. The pertinent equation satisfied 

by the stream function is 

£2(£2'1/1') = 0 

where, in spherical coordinates, 

02 1 - ,2 02 

£2 = or2 + -r-2 - 0,2 

For brevity we have put ,= cos e 
Solutions of Eq. (4-23.1) may be obtained by setting 

'1/1' = 'I/I'{l) + '0/(2) 

in which 

and E2 '1/1' < 2) = W 

where W(r, t) is itself a solution of the equation 

E2W=0 

(4-23.1) 

(4-23.2) 

(4-23.3) 

(4-23.4) 

(4-23.5) 

(4-23.6) 

(4-23.7) 

The homogeneous equation (4-23.5) may be solved by separation of 

variables as follows: 
'1/1'(1) = R(r) Z(,) 

which, upon substitution in Eq. (4-23.5), yields 

r2 d2 R 1 - t2 d2Z _ 
R dr2 + --Z dt2 - 0 

(4-23.8) 

(4-23.9) 

As the last term is independent of r, the same must be true of the first term. 

This can be true only if the lead term is constant, say n(n - 1). This leads to 

the two second-order equations 

d 2 R 
r2 dr2 - n(n - 1) R = 0 (4-23.10) 

and 
d 2Z 

(1 - '2) dt2 + n(n - I)Z = 0 (4-23.11) 

Degenerate cases occur for n = 0, 1. 

The first of these equations has as its solution 

R(r) = anrn + finr-n+1 (4-23.12) 

whereas the latter is Gegenbauer's equation of degree -i. It is also closely 

related to Legendre's equation, 

it [(1 - '2) ~[J + n(n + 1) Y = 0 (4-23.13) 

which has the Legendre functions of the first and second kind, P n(t) and 

Qn(t), as its independent solutions. 
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As in the case of Legendre's equation, we need only consider integral 

values of n. Moreover, if we put n = -v + 1, then n(n - 1) = v(v - 1). 
It follows that we need focus attention on the positive integers, n > O. In the 

present range of interest, -1 < S < 1, we write the independent solutions 
of Eq. (4-23.11) in the form 

Z(s) = Vn -'n(S) + on£'n(S) (4-23.14) 

where -'n(S) and £'n(S) are, for want of a simple name, termed Gegenbauer 
functions of the first and second kinds, respectively*. 

The properties of these functions have been exhaustively investigated by 
Sampson32 in connection with hydrodynamic applications. For our present 
purposes, their properties can be deduced most readily from their con
nection with the corresponding Legendre functions of the first and second 

kinds,t 

II( (I-) = Pn- 2(s) - Pn(t) 
.Tn.. 2n - I ' for n > 2 

(4-23.15) 

the validity of which is easily demonstrated from Eqs. (4-23.11) and 
(4-23.13). The extraneous factor of (2n - 1) is introduced to normalize the 
functions. The definitions adopted here differ in algebraic sign from those of 
Sampson, but are identical in all other respects. 

In the degenerate cases n = 0 and 1, we define 

.Fo(t) = 1, 

~(t) = -t, 

ft(S) = -t 
~(t) = -1 

(4-23.16) 

which are obvious solutions of Eq. (4-23.11). For values of n > 2, we find 
from Eq. (4-23.15) that the functions of the first kind are given by a finite 
series of polynomials as follows: 

-'n(S) = 1·3 ... (2n - 3) [sn _ n(n - 1) tn-2 
1 ·2 ... n 2(2n - 3) 

Some values are 

+ n(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3) tn-' - ••• ] 

2·4·(2n - 3)(2n - 5) 

= - (n ~ I)! (~y-2 (t2 ;- lY-l 

-'s(S) = -HI - t 2)t, -',(S) = HI - s2)(5s2 - 1) 

,.Fs(t) = HI - s2)(7s2 - 3)t, ... 

*More precisely they are Gegenbauer functions of order n and degree -.j.. 

tFor a discussion of these Legendre functions see MacRobert22• 

(4-23.17) 

(4-23.18) 

(4-23.19) 
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For the functions of the second kind, we find from Eq. (4-23.l5) that, 

when n > 2 and -1 < t; < 1, 

(4-23.20) 

where 

-tn';;k<-t(n+l) (2n - 4k + 1) [ (2k - l)(n - k)] 
Jrn(t;) = - ~ (2k _ l)(n _ k) 1 - n(n _ 1) ,Fn - 2k+ I (t;) 

(4-23.21) 

the series beginning with either J o or J 1 , according as n is odd or even. 

Typical values of the latter are 

~(t;) = g, .Jf~(t;) = i(3t;2 - 2) (4-23.22) 

~(t;) = ~~(15t;2 - 13)t;, ~(t;) = rio(lOSt;' - lISt;2 + 16) 

The functions of the second kind become infinite along the axis, t; = ± I. 

Upon collecting results we find as possible solutions of Eq. (4-23.5) 

(4-23.23) 

The same expression, but with different constants, sayan and bn , provides 

a solution to Eq. (4-23.7). The inhomogeneous equation (4-23.6) may also 

be solved by separation of variables through a substitution of the form 

+(2) = ~ 7C n(r) I n (t;) (4-23.24) 
n=O Jf'n 

Applying the operator £2 to the foregoing, taking into account that In(t;) 

and Jf'n(t;) satisfy the differential equation (4-23.l1) gives, as the equation 

satisfied by 7C n(r), 

d 2 7C 7C __ n _ n(n - 1) ---.!!: = a rn + b ,-n+1 (4-23.25) 
dr2 r2 n n 

of which a particular solution is 

_ an rn + 2 bn r-n + 3 _ n+2 -n+3 

7Cn(r) - 2(2n + 1) - 2(2n _ 3) - Cnr + Dnr (4-23.26) 

Upon substitution in Eq. (4-23.24) we obtain a particular integral of Eq. 

(4-23.6). 

In accord with Eq. (4-23.4), a complete solution for the stream function 

in spherical coordinates is of the form 

~ 

+(r, 8) = ~ (Anrn + Bn,-n+1 + Cnrn+2 + D"r-n+3) J,,(t;) 
,,=0 
~ 

(4-23.27) 

+ ~ (A~r" + B~r-"+I + C~r"+2 + D~,-n+3)Jt"n(t;) 
n=2 

Beginning the last summation at n = 2 avoids redundancy, as is apparent 

from Eq. (4-23.16). 
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As a particular case of this we have, for n = 2, 

~(cos e) = t sin 2e 
and thus 

which is identical to Eq. (4-17.12). 
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(4-23.28) 

(4-23.29) 

The component velocities, obtained from Eq. (4-4.2) and the relations 

dYnes) = _p (i') ds n-1 ., , 
dYf'n (S) = _ Q (i') 

ds n-1 ., 

valid for n > 1 *, are 

Vr = -L (Anrn-2 + Bnr n- 1 + Cnrn + Dnr-n+1)Pn_1(S) 
n=l 

00 

-L (A~rn-2 + B~rn-1 + C~rn + D~r-n+1) Qn-1(S) 
n=2 

and Va = L [nAnrn- 2 - (n - I)Bn r-n- 1 + (n + 2)Cnrn 
n=O 

- (n - 3) Dn r- n + 1] ~n(S) 
sme 

+ L [nA~rn-2 - (n - 1)B~rn-1 + (n + 2)C~rn 
n=2 

- (n - 3)D' r-n+ 1] ~n(S) 
n sme 

(4-23.30) 

(4-23.31) 

(4-23.32) 

The pressure distribution may be obtained by integration of Eq. (4-17.19) 

for the radial and tangential pressure gradients. Apart from an arbitrary 

additive constant this results in 

.1 p = - 6Do Qo(s) - 6C1 In (r sin e) + 2D1.l 
~ r 

- ~2 [2~~+1;) Cn rn- 1 + 2(2nn- 3) Dnr-nJ Pn- 1(S) (4-23.33) 

- ~2 [2~~~+1;) C~rn-1 + 2(2nn- 3) D~rnJ Qn-1(S) 

As mentioned earlier, the functions of the second kind become infinite 

along the axis, S = ± 1. In circumstances where a singularity of this type 

would be prohibited by the physical nature of the problem, the primed 

constants in Eq. (4-23.27) must vanish for all n. Furthermore, in regard to 

the unprimed constants, the values n = 0 and 1 lead to infinite tangential 

velocities, VB' at e = 0 and 7r. In most, but not all, applications to spherical 

coordinates the stream function will therefore be of the general form 

"-Ir(r, e) = L (Anrn + Bnrn+1 + Cnrn+2 + Dnr n+ 3)yn(S) (4-23.34) 
n=2 

*The term n = 0 contributes nothing to Vr since the derivative of J o W vanishes. 
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When such is the case, the force exerted by the fluid external to any spherical 

boundary, r = constant, on the boundary, is given quite generally by the 

expression 
(4-23.35) 

This follows from an integration of Eq. (4-14.18) over any spherical bounda

ry, and requires the use of the relations 

1
2 for n = 0 

s:: Jfn(S) df; = -i for n = 2 

o for n*-O or 2 

(4-23.36) 

Solutions of Eq. (4-23.34), satisfying arbitrary boundary conditions on 

the surface of a sphere, r = constant, may be obtained by the usual methods 

of potential theory through the use of orthogonality relations of the type32 

fl Jfml(f;~f~(f;) df; = 2 _ (4-23.37) 1
0 for m *- n 

-I f;. n(n-l)(2n-l) form-n 

valid when neither m nor n is 0 or 1, and 

{
o for m *- n 

s:: Pn(t)Pm(f;) df; = _2_ for m = n 
2n + 1 

(4-23.38) 

These permit the expansion of an arbitrary function of f; in a series of charac

teristic functions. For the Gegenbauer functions we have 

(4-23.39) 

in which case the orthogonality condition leads to 

a = ~ n(n - 1)(2n - 1) f+l J(f;) Jfn(f;) df; 
n 2 -I 1 - f;2 

(4-23.40) 

The corresponding expansion for the Legendre polynomials is 

(4-23.41) 

where f+1 

bn = i(2n + 1) -I g(f;)Pn(f;) df; (4-23.42) 

In Section 4-25 flow past an approximate sphere is treated by this method. 

4-24 Flow Through a Conical Diffuser 

The problem of slow steady flow through a right circular cone may be 

treated in spherical coordinates. 
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We shall suppose that the vertex of the cone coincides with the origin, 

0, and that the axis of the cone is oriented along the z axis. The surface of 

the cone is taken as the surface of 

revolution () = ()o = constant (Fig. 4-

24.1). The streamlines are obviously 

straight lines radiating from the origin 0 

and therefore given by the values () = 

constant. From this observation, it 
follows at once that the stream func- Figure 4.24.1. Flow through a cone. 

tion must be independent of r, that is, 

'0/ = 'o/«() (4-24.1) 

This is equivalent, of course, ~fI./I = O. We therefore select those solutions 

of Eq. (4-23.27) which are independent of r. Thus, 

'o/(S) = Ao fo(S) + Bl f1(si + Da fa(s) + D;~(S) 

= Ao - B1s + ~ Da(l - S2)S 

(4-24.2) 

+ D; [~ s (I - S2) In (I + s) + ~ (3s2 - 2)J 
4 I-s 6 

where, as before, S = cos () and So = cos ()o' 

The finiteness of the velocity along the axis requires that we put D; = O. 

The remaining constants are determined from th~ conditions that the stream 

function vanish along the axis, 

'0/ = 0 at S = I 

and that the velocity Vr vanish at the wall, 

r!±=O ats=so ds 

(4-24.3) 

(4-24.4) 

In addition to these, the volumetric rate of flow of fluid through the duct in 

the positive z direction, q, must be prescribed. It follows at once from the 

definition of the stream function, Eq. (4-2.4), that this requires 

'o/(s 0) = -!L 
27l' 

(4-24.5) 

Equations (4-24.3)-(4-24.5) lead to the values 

_ _ q I - 3s~ 

Ao - Bl - - 27l' (I + 2so)(l - so)2 (4-24.6) 

_ q I 
Da - --:;r (1 + 2so)(l - so)2 

(4-24.7) 

The radial velocity may be obtained from Eq. (4-23.31) with the aid of the 

relations 
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whence (4-24.8)* 

For the pressure distribution we obtain from Eq. (4-23.33) 

_ _ /Lq 1 - 3t2 

P - p~ n:r3 (1 + 2to)(1 - to)2 
(4-24.9)* 

The general solution Eq. (4-24.2) is suitable for treating the problem of 

flow in the region bounded on either side by concentric cones. 

A special case of interest occurs for eo = tn:, that is, to = 0. This corre

sponds to a point source situated in a solid plane wall from which fluid issues 

at a rate q into the semi-infinite region z > 0, as depicted in Fig. 4-24.2. 

z 
Here, 

"'" = - 2~ (1 - cos3e) (4-24.10) 

which may be compared with the 

expression for a point source in the 

absence of the wall, Eq. (4-9.3). The 

present solution gives the streamlines 

o which would exist at large distances 

Figur. 4-24.2. Point source in a plane from a finite-sized hole in a wall 
wall. through which fluid flowed at rate q. 

As eo ~ 0, the cone approxi

mates a circular cylinder and the present results reproduce those for Poi

seuille flow in a circular cylinder. We have for small eo, since eo > e > 0, 

t = cos e = 1 - te2 + ..J.re4 - . . . (4-24.11) 

whence t2 - t~ :::::: e~ - e2 

(1 + 2to)(1 - to)2 :::::: te! 

1 - 3t2 :::::: -2 

With these approximations 

Vr :::::: n:(;Zo)4 [(re 0)2 - (re)!] 

and 

Putting 

a = r sin eo:::::: reo; 

these become 

and 

op 8/Lq 
or :::::: - n:(reo)4 

w=rsine::::::re; 

V. = ~ (a 2 - w2) 

dp _ 8fLq 
Tz - - n:a4 

in agreement with Eq. (2-5.8). 

*These results are in accord with Slezkin's85. 

(4-24.12) 

(4-24.13) 

(4-24.14) 

(4-24.15) 

(4-24.16) 

z = r cos e:::::: r 

(4-24.17) 

(4-24.18) 
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The most striking aspect of the solution for Stokes flow in a cone is the 

lack of distinction between converging and diverging flows, q < 0 and 

q > 0, respectively. This is not true when inertial effects are taken into 

account*; for if we replace v by -v in the complete Navier-Stokes equa

tions, the inertial terms pv· Vv remain unaltered, whereas the viscous terms 
f..LV2V undergo a change in algebraic sign. Hence, the solutions of the Navier

Stokes equations are not, in general, invariant to a reversal of the direction 

of net flow. 

Exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations and of Prandtl's boundary 

layer equations are available for the analogous two-dimensional problem of 
plane flow between nonparallel walls3,10,14,16,23. 

4-25 Flow Past an Approximate Sphere 

The problem of symmetrical flow past a spheroid which departs but little 

in shape from a sphere may be treated, as by Sampson32 , through the general 

methods of Section 4-23. Further generalization to asymmetrical flows is 

discussed in Section 5-9. As the equation of the surface we take the polar 

form r = c£l + f«())}. The orthogonality relations, Eqs. (4-23.37) and 
~ 

(4-23.38), assure us thatf«()) can be developed in the form I: 13m Jm(cos ()) 
m=2 

under fairly general circumstances. We therefore consider the surface 

(4-25.1) 

and assume that the coefficients 13m are sufficiently SMall that squares and 

higher powers may be neglected; that is, 

(4-25.2) 

where k may be positive or negative. 

For streaming flow with velocity U in the negative z direction a suitable 

form of the stream function is obtained by setting A2 = U, C2 = 0, and 

An = Cn = 0 (n > 3) in Eq. (4-23.34), and writing it in a form where the 

remaining coefficients are dimensionless: 

(4-25.3) 

*For a treatment of the problem of converging flow in an infinite right circular 
cone at non-zero Reynolds numbers see R. C. Ackerberg, J. Fluid Mech. 21 (1965), 

47. Also pertinent in this regard are the remarks of S. Goldstein, J. Fluid. Mech. 21 
(1965), 33. 
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This satisfies the condition at infinity. The only coefficients which contribute 

to the solution of flow past a sphere, treated in Section 4-18, are B2 and D2. 

Since the motion will not be far different from that which occurs when the 

surface is a perfect sphere, all the coefficients in Eq. (4-25.3) will be of the 

order of 13m, excepting the aforementioned. Therefore, except when these 

coefficients enter, we may disregard the departure from a spherical form 

and set r = c in place of Eq. (4-25.1). 

The coefficients Bn, Dn (n > 2) are to be determined from the boundary 

conditions + = 0 and o+/or = 0 on the surface, Eq. (4-25.1). The first of 

these leads to 

0=(1 + B2 + D2).f2(t;) + (2 - B2 + D2)13m.fm(t;)A(t;) 

+ ~ (Bn + Dn).fn (S) 
n=3 

whereas the second results in 

o = (2 - B2 + D2).f2 (S) + (2 + 2B2) 13m.fm (S).f2 (S) 

- ~ [en - I)Bn + (n - 3)Dnl .fn(S) 
n=3 

The leading terms of Eqs. (4-25.4) and (4-25.5) require that 

1 + B2 + D2 = 0 and 2 - B2 + D2 = 0 

(4-25.4) 

(4-25.5) 

(4-25.6) 

Solving these simultaneously gives the values B2 = f, D2 = - i which are, 

therefore, the same as for a sphere. Upon substituting in Eqs. (4-25.4) and 

(4-25.5), we now require that 

o = ~ (Bn + Dn) .fn(S) 
n=3 

and 

o = 313m .fm (t;) '?2 (n - ~ [en - 1 )Bn + (n - 3)Dnl .fn (S) 
n=3 

As the .fn are independent, the first of these can be satisfied only if 

Bn = - Dn (n > 3) 

whence we must also have 

0= 313m .fm(t;) .f2(S) + 2 ~ Dn ~n(S) 
n=3 

To solve the foregoing for Dn we require the identity 

.fm.f2 = - 2(~: -=- 21)~~,;; ~) 3) .fm- 2 + (2m ~(7)~~) _ 3) .fm 

(m + l)(m + 2) 
- 2(2m - 1)(2m + 1) .fm+2 

(4-25.7) 

(4-25.8) 

(4-25.9) 

(4-25.10) 

(4-25.11) 

valid for m > 2. This identity may be established by first demonstrating that 
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which follows directly from Eq. (4-23.5) and the recurrence formula 22 

(n + I)Pn+1(t) - (2n + l)tPnCt) + nPn-1(t) = 0 

Upon multiplying Eq. (4-25.12) by t and reapplying it to the terms t J m + 1 

and tJm - 1 we find, for m *- 0 or I, 

2 _ (m - 2)(m - 3) 2m2 - 2m - 3 
t Jm(t) - (2m _ 1)(2m _ 3) J m- 2(t) + (2m + 1)(2m _ 3) Jm(t) 

(m + I)(m + 2) 
+ (2m - 1)(2m + I) J m+2(t) (4-25.13) 

Combining this with the identity t2 = 1 - 2 J 2 (t) proves the relation. 

It now follows, upon comparing corresponding terms in Eq. (4-25.10), 

that all the coefficients Dn are zero except when n has the values m - 2, m, 

and m + 2, in which cases the coefficients are 

_ 3(m - 2)(m - 3) 
Dm- 2 - 4(2m _ 1)(2m _ 3) 13m 

_ 3m(m - 1) 
Dm - - 2(2m + 1)(2m _ 3) 13m 

_ 3(m - 2) (m - 3) 
Dm+2 - 4(2m _ 1)(2m _ 3) 13m 

(4-25.14) 

(4-25.15) 

(4-25.16) 

The coefficients Bm may be obtained from these through applications of Eq. 

(4-25.9). 

Collecting results and substituting in Eq. (4-25.3) gives the stream 

function 

~ = Uc 2 
[ ( ~ r + i (~) - ~ ( ~ ) ] ~ (t) 

- ! Uc2 d: = i~~~ -}1) 13m [( ~ ) m-3 - ( ~ ) m-5] J m- 2(t) 

3 2 m(m-I) [(C)m-l (C)m-3]. 
-t-"2 Uc (2m + 1)(2m _ 3) 13m r - r Jm(t) 

3 2 (m+l)(m+2) [(C)m+l (C)m-1J 
- 4" Uc (2m - 1)(2m + 1) 13m r - r ..¢'m + 2(t) 

(4-25.17) 

From this formula the solution for the case r = c [1 + :l: 13m J m (cos 0)] 
can be built up. m 

As a particular example of this relation consider the oblate spheroid 

X2 + y2 Z2 
a2 + a2(1 _ €)2 = 1 (4-25.18) 

whose equatorial radius is a, in which € is so small that squares and higher 

powers of it may be neglected. Its polar equation is 
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r = a(1 - e cos28) 

= a{1 - e + 2e .F2 (S)} 

or, if we put 

c = a(1 - e) 

r = c{l + 2e .F2 (S)} 

AXisymmetrical Flow 4 

(4-25.19) 

(4-25.20) 

(4-25.21) 

Upon comparison with Eq. (4-25.1) one is led to the value m = 2 and 

/32 = 2e. Availing ourselves of Eq. (4-25.20), we find from Eq. (4-25.17) 

that the stream function is given by 

+ = Ua 2 [( : r + ~ (1 - ~ e) ( ~) - ; (I - -} e) ( : ) ] .F2 (S) 

- ~ Ua 2 e [( ~r -( ~) ] .F4(S) (4-25.22) 

The force on the spheroid may be obtained without difficulty from 

Eq. (4-14.20) by there setting +~ = Ur 2.f2(S). This yields 

Fz = -67tlLaU(1 - ie) (4-25.23) 

This force is less than would be exerted on a sphere of radius equal to the 
equatorial radius of the spheroid. That the force here is smaller appears quite 

reasonable since both the surface area and volume of the oblate spheroid 
are less than that of the sphere. The relative smallness of this reduction in 

resistance is not surprising since the polar regions of the sphere contribute 

least to its resistance; hence, their removal does not have a profound effect 

on its resistance. 

A more appropriate comparison might be made between Eq. (4-25.23) 

and the resistance of a sphere of equal volume or surface area. The volume 

of the spheroid Eq. (4-25.18) is 47ta 3 (1 - e). Hence, a sphere of equal 

volume would have a radius of a(1 - ie) and its resistance would be 

Fz = -67tJ.LaU(1 - ie) (4-25.24) 

A sphere of equivalent volume therefore has a smaller resistance than the 

spheroid. Likewise, since the surface area of the spheroid is 47ta 2 (1 - ie) 

a sphere of equal area has a radius of a(1 - ie). Thus, the smaller resistance 

of the sphere holds also on the basis of equal surface area. 

Equation (4-25.23) may also be deduced from the exact expression for 

the force on an oblate spheroid, given in Section 4-26 for flow parallel to its 

axis of revolution. Using this result, we have 

F = _ 67tJ.LaU 
z i~A.~ + 1 [A.o - (A.~ - 1) cot- 1 A.o] 

(4-25.25) 

where 
b 

A.o = ~a2 _ b2 
(4-25.26) 
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As before, a is the equatorial radius and b the polar radius, which in the 

present instance is a (1 - e). For large Ao the expansions, 

t - 1 ,\ 1 1 1 1 + 
co "'0 = ~ - 3A3 + 5A5 - 7A 7 ••• 

000 0 

and -v'A~ + 1 = Ao ( 1 + 2~~ - 8~~ + ... ) 

each valid for Ao > 1, ultimately lead to 

Fz = -67l'J.wU(1 - ie - Me2 - ••• ) 

in accord with Eq. (4-25.23) for small e. 

4-26 Oblate Spheroid 

(4-25.27) 

(4-25.28) 

(4-25.29) 

We take up here the problem of streaming flow past an oblate spheroid, 

parallel to its axis of revolution as in Fig. 4-26.1. The spheroid is assumed to 

remain at rest while fluid streams past 

it with velocity U in the direction of 

the negative z axis. On account of the 

prevailing symmetry, the flow is axi

symmetric. The results of this section 

may also be deduced from Oberbeck's26 

general treatment of the translation of 

any ellipsoid parallel to a principal 

axis. A discussion of the latter is 

presented in Section 5-11. Alternative 

treatments of axis ymmetrica I creeping 

flows past spheroids are given by 

Sampson32 and Payne and Pell27. AoP 

treats the flow of viscous fluids past 

oblate and prolate spheroids on the 

basis of the Oseen equations. 

z 

,\ = '\0= constant t 
~=--t--=:------L. 

! 1 1 111 1 
u 

Figure 4-26.1. Flow past an oblate 

spheroid. 

The system of coordinates appropriate to the present problem are oblate 

spheroidal coordinates, (t 1], cf», discussed at length in Section A-18. For 

brevity, we put 

A = sinh t S = cos 1] (4-26.1) 

The coordinates surfaces A (or ~) = constant are a family of confocal oblate 

spheroids. We designate the particular spheroid of interest by the value Ao• 

With these substitutions we have, from Eq. (A-18.2), 

w = c~ ~, z = CAS (4-26.1) 

The parameters A and S range over the values 
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00 > A. > 0, 1 > S > -1 

The following relations obtained from Eq. (4-26.1) prove useful in the sequel: 

(4-26.3) 

It follows from Eqs. (4-13.9) and (4-13.10) that the vanishing of the 

normal and tangential velocities on the spheroid, A. = A.., requires that 

and 

"'" = 0 for A. = A.o 

qy = 0 for A. = A.o 
8A. 

(4-26.4) 

(4-26.5) 

respectively. In addition to these, the condition of streaming flow at infinity, 

Eq. (4-13.11), requires that 

"'" ->tUC2(A.2 + 1)(1 - S2) as"'" -> 00 (4-26.6) 

With the aid of Eq. (4-26.3), the expression for the differential operator 

P, given by Eq. (4-7.20), here takes the form 

p_ I [(A.2+1)82-1-(J Y2)82J 
- C2(A.2 + t) 8A.2 -., 8s2 

The boundary conditions suggest a trial solution of the form 

"'" = (1 - S2) g(A.) 

Upon substitution in the preceding equations, this yields 

2 _ (l-n 
E "'" - C2(A.2 + n G(A.) 

where we have set 

G(A.) = (A.2 + l)g"(A.) - 2g(A.) 

(4-26.7) 

(4-26.8) 

(4-26.9) 

(4-26.10) 

A second application of the operator P to Eq. (4-26.9) gives, after a lengthy 

reduction, 

p,,,, = (A. 2 + 1)(1 - n [4(G _ A.G') + (A.2 + Y2)G"] (4-26.11) 
~. c4(A. 2 + S2) ., 

To satisfy the equation of creeping motion, 

(4-26.12) 

the term in brackets must vanish. But, as G is a function solely of A., this can 

occur only if the following relations are simultaneously satisfied: 

G" =0 

G - A.G' = 0 (4-26.13) 

These have as their only solution 

G = CIA. (4-26.14) 

Upon substituting in Eq. (4-26.10) we obtain 
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(A2 + l)g" - 2g = CIA 

of which a particular integral is evidently 

g = -{-CIA 
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(4-26.15) 

(4-26.16) 

The remaining part of the solution of Eq. (4-26.15) correspOIlds to the so

lution of the homogeneous equation 

(A2 + l)g" - 2g = 0 (4-26.17) 

which can be written in the form 

~ [(A2 + l)g' - 2Ag] = 0 

As a first integral of Eq. (4-26.17) we therefore have 

(A2 + l)g' - 2Ag = C2 

or, alternatively, 

d [ g ] _ C2 

dA A2 + 1 - (A2 + 1)2 

Integration of the foregoing gives 

g(A) = C2(A2 + 1) f (A2 ~ 1)2 + Ca(A2 + 1) 

Upon integrating by parts, we find 

f dA 1 (A t- 1 ,,) 

(A2 + 1)2 ="2 A2 + 1 - co '" 

The solution of the homogeneous equation is therefore 

g(A) = {-C2[A. - (A2 + 1) cot- 1 A] + Ca(A2 + 1) 

(4-26.18) 

(4-26.19) 

(4-26.20) 

(4-26.21) 

(4-26.22) 

(4-26.23) 

The general solution of Eq. (4-26.15) may be obtained by summing Eqs. 
(4-26.16) and (4-26.23). It follows from Eq. (4-26.8) that a possible form for 

the stream function is 

+ = (1 - '2){_{-CIA + {-C2[A - (A2 + 1) cot-I A] + Ca(A2 + I)} (4-26.24) 

That part of the preceding solution involving the arbitrary constant C1 is a 

solution of E4+ = O. The remainder of the solution involving the constants 

C2 and C3 satisfies E2+ = O. 
The boundary condition at infinity, Eq. (4-26.6), obviously requires that 

Ca = {- Uc 2 (4-26.25) 

To evaluate CI and C2 we utilize the boundary conditions on the spheroid, 

Eqs. (4-26.4) and (4-26.5). The two simultaneous equations which result 

have as their solution 

(4-26.26) 

and (4-26.27) 
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Upon substituting these constants into Eq. (4-26.24) we finally obtain 

t = ~ U 2 {I _ [A./(A.2 + 1)] - [(A.~ - 1)/(A.~ + 1)] cot- I A. } 
2 m [A.o/(A.~ + 1)] - [(A.~ - 1 )/(A.~ + 1)] cot 1 A.o 

(4-26.28) 

where A.o = sinh ~o (4-26.29) 

The corresponding expression for an oblate spheroid translating with veloci

ty U in the positive z direction may be obtained by subtracting ~ Um 2 from the 

foregoing, in accord with Eq. (4-13.12). The result is 

,," = _~ U 2 [A./(A.2 + 1)] - [(A.~ - 1)/(A.~ + 1)] cot- I A. 
'f 2 m [A.o/(A.~ + 1)] - [(A.; - 1 )/(A.~ + 1)] cot 1 A.o 

(4-26.30) 

The force exerted by the fluid on the spheroid can be obtained from Eq. 

(4-14.19). In the present instance, since r --> C A. at large distances from the 

spheroid, we have 

Fz = 87tJ.Lc lim A.t 
A_OO m 

(4-26.31) 

This limit is easily obtained from Eq. (4-26.30) by availing ourselves of the 

limiting relations 

lim A. cot- I A. = 1 (4-26.32) 

and (4-26.33) 

Thus we find 

F = _ 87tJ.LcU 
z A.o - (A.~ - 1) cot - 1 A.o 

(4-26.34) 

This formula may be expressed in terms of the basic dimensions of the 

spheroid, a and b, by observing that 

and _ b _ [( a)2 _ J- 1
,; 

A.o - C - b 1 

(4-26.35) 

(4-26.36) 

To compare the resistance of the oblate spheroid with a sphere of radius 

a we write Eq. (4-26.34) in the form 

Fz = -67tJ.LaUK (4-26.37) 

where K = K(b/a) is the correction to Stokes' law given by 

K= 1 
f,.jA.~ +)1 [A.o - (A.; - 1) cot- I A.o] 

(4-26.38) 

Some values of K are tabulated in Table 4-26.1. These results show the very 

minor effect of spheroid "thickness" (that is, polar radius). 
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TABLE 4-26.1 

RESISTANCE OF OBLATE AND PROLATE SPHEROIDS EXPRESSED IN 

TERMS OF THE STOKES' LAW CORRECTION FACTOR FOR A SPHERE 

HAVING THE SAME EQUATORIAL RADIUS 

K K 
b/a (for oblate (for prolate 

spheroid) spheroid) 

0.0 0.84882639 00 

0.1 0.85245060 2.6471358 

0.2 0.86145221 1.7848095 

0.3 0.87394886 1.4697413 

0.4 0.88880656 1.3050489 

0.5 0.90530533 1.2039411 

0.6 0.92296815 1.1358194 

0.7 0.94146887 1.0870324 

0.8 0.96057733 1.0505422 

0.9 0.98012819 1.0223468 

1.0 1 

4-27 Circular Disk 
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As 1..0 --+ 0, the oblate spheroid considered in the previous section degener

ates to a flat circular disk, infinitesimally thin. In particular, for a disk of 

radius a moving broadside on, as in Fig. 4-27.1, we find from Eq. (4-26.30) 

that the stream function is given by 

"'" _ Uw 2 
( A. + t-1 A.) - - -.;r 1..2 + I co (4-27.1) 

For the force on the disk, Eq. (4-26.34) 

leads to 

Fz = -16J-LaU (4-27.2) 

Alternative methods for arriving at these 

results are given by Sampson32 , Ray2B, 

Roscoe 3o , and Gupta 11. The first of these 

authors provides detailed drawings of the 

z 

u 

streamlines and lines of constant pressure. Figure 4-27.1. Translation 

Experiments performed at low Reynolds of a circular disk. 

numbers confirm Eq. (4-27.2). These are 

discussed in Section 5-11, in the portion dealing with ellipsoids. In practice 

one cannot, of course, experiment with disks of infinitesimal thickness. 

The results of the previous section show, however, that even when the 

"thickness" of the spheroid is as much as one-tenth of its diameter, the 

coefficient in Eq. (4-27.2) is only increased to 16.07. 
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4-28 Flow in a Venturi Tube 

Oblate spheroidal coordinates are useful in discussing the slow viscous flow 

of a fluid through a convergent-divergent nozzle having the form of a one

sheeted hyperboloid of revolution-see Fig. A-18.1(c). In particular, the 

coordinate surfaces 7J = constant are hyperboloids of this type. 

As in Section 4-26, we define 

A. = sinh t S = cos 7J (4-28.1) 

The surface of the hyperboloid which coincides with the tube is denoted by 

So, as in Fig. 4-28.1. We assume, subject to verification, that the stream sur-

o 

tz 

b = bo = cons tant 

1ZZ2~f+- Throat radius = c 

Figur. 4-21.1. Flow through a 

"Venturi tube." 

faces coincide with the surfaces of the 

confocal hyperboloids, S = constant; 
thus 

(4-28.2) 

With this assumption, the normal velocity 

vanishes identically on the surface of the 

tube. The boundary condition of no 

tangential velodty at the tube surface 

requires that 

~ = 0 for S = So (4-28.3) 

The normalizing condition that the 

stream function vanish along the tube 

axis requires that 

"'" = 0 for S = 1 (4-28.4) 

If q denotes the volumetric flow rate in 

the positive z direction it then follows from the definition of the stream 

function that 

(4-28.5) 

where ""'(so) denotes the value of the stream function at the tube wall. 
One should note here the similarity between the present problem and the 

analogous problem of flow in a cone, discussed in Section 4-24. 

In accord with Eq. (4-28.2) we seek those solutions of the fundamental 

differential equation 

(4-28.6) 

which are independent of A.. An expression for the operator £2 in oblate 

spheroidal coordinates is given by Eq. (4-26.7). Thus, we find 
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(4-28.7) 

where we have set 

F(S) = (1 - S'2) ~if (4-28.8) 

A second application of the operator £2 leads to 

P1/r = c 20/+ S'2) [(A,2 + 1) :~2 + (1 - S'2) :;2J C2(0(~ S'2) 

= C 4(A,2 ~ S'2)4 [ A,4{6F + (1 - S'2)F"} (4-28.9) 

+ 2A,2(2F - 2S'(l - S'2)F' + S'2(l - S'2)F"} 

+ {2S'2(2 - 3 S'2)F - 4S'3(l - S'2)F' + S'4(l - S'2)F"}J 

As F is a function of only S', satisfaction of Eq. (4-28.6) obviously requires 

that F simultaneously satisfy the following three differential equations: 

(1 - S'2) F" + 6F = 0 

S'2(1 - S'2)F" - 2S'(l - S'2)F' + 2F = 0 (4-28.10) 

S'2(l - S'2)F" - 4S'(l - S'2)F' + 2(2 - 3S'2)F = 0 

If the value of F" from the first equation is substituted into the two remaining 

equations they yield the same first-order differential equation. Hence, the 

foregoing relations will be satisfied if the following two equations are simul

taneously satisfied: 

(l - S'2) F" + 6F = 0 

S'(l - S'2)F' + (3S'2 - l)F = 0 
(4-28.11) 

Upon comparison with Eq. (4-23.11) with n = 3, it appears that the first of 

these equations has the solution 

F = C) .Fa(s) + C2~(S') 
The second equation may be integrated directly with the result 

F = C3S'(l - S'2) = 2C3.Fa (S) 

The solution which remains finite at S' = 1 is, therefore, 

F(S') = t C) S'(l - S'2) 

(4-28.12) 

(4-28.13) 

(4-28.14) 

Combining this with Eq. (4-28.8) we find as the differential equation 
satisfied by the stream function 

~ 1 
dS'2 = TCIS' 

This has the obvious solution 

1ft = A + BS' + CS'3 

where we have set C = tiCI' 

(4-28.15) 

(4-28.16) 
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The three foregoing constants are easily evaluated from the boundary 

conditions Eqs. (4-28.3)-(4-28.5), the result being 

_ q 1-3s~ 

A - - 27l' (1 + 2So)(1 - SoY 

_ q 3s~ 

B - - 27l' (l + 2so)(l - SoY 

_ q 1 
C - 27l' (1 + 2So)(1 - so)2 

This leads to the following expression for the stream function: 

'1/1' =!L S(S2 - 3s~) - (l - 3s~) 
27l' (l + 2so)(1 - so)2 

(4-28.17) 

(4-28.18) 

It is of some interest to calculate the pressure distribution within the 

tube. The pressure gradients are, from Eqs. (4-15.5) and (4-26.2)-(4-26.3), 

~f = c(lI,l+' I) ;S (£2'0/) (4-28.19) 

and ~~ = c(l ~ S2) ;A, (E2'1/1') (4-28.20) 

But E2.," = (1 - S2) ~ _ 6C s(l - S2) 
'Y C2(A,2 + S2) dS2 - c2 (A,2 + S2) 

(4-28.21) 

Thus 

(4-28.22) 

(4-28.23) 

Since, (4-28.24) 

one obtai}'; 

dp = - 6~f d(A,2 ~ S2 + tan- 1 A,) (4-28.25) 

Integration of this expression gives 

(4-28.26) 

where Po is the uniform pressure at the throat of the tube, A, = O. 

To obtain the pressure drop experienced by a fluid traversing the duct, 

we note that the pressure at (positive) infinity (corresponding to A, -> 00) is 

p~ = Po - 2c 3(l + 2so)(l - so)2 
(4-28.27) 

On account of symmetry, the pressure drop from - 00 to + 00 is 
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AP = 2(po - p=) 

whence 
_ 3qfl 

AP - c3 (1 + 2so)(1 - sor 

4-29 Flow Through a Circular Aperture 

The problem of flow through a 

circular hole in a plane wall is 

solved by setting So = 0 in the 

results of the previous section. The 

radius of the hole is c, as in Fig. 

4-29.1. 

For the stream function we 

obtain 

'0/ = -In: (1 - S3) 

= -In: (1 - cos 3 7]) (4-29.1) 
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(4-28.28) 

z 

As before, the streamlines are hy

perbolas. At large distances from 

the opening the solution becomes 

identical to that for flow from a 

point source situated in a plane wall, 

for which the stream function is 

given by Eq. (4-24.10). 

Figure 4-29.1. Flow through a circular 

orifice. 

Of particular interest is the pressure drop experienced by the fluid flowing 

through the aperture, given by 

(4-29.2) 

This result was first given by Sampson32 although a typographical error 

appears in his final result. An alternative method of solution is given by 

Roscoe 30 , who employs an electrostatic analogy. 

The relation between pressure difference and rate of flow has been 

determined experimentally by different investigators who make no reference 

to Sampson's theoretical work. Thus, Bond4 observed the rate of flow of 

glycerine-water mixtures through a hole 0.1469 cm in diameter drilled in 

a plate 0.0075 cm thick. He found the pressure difference could be expressed 

by the formula (16k/n:)(qfl/C 3 ) with k = 0.631 ± 0,01, which is equivalent to 

Eq. (4-29.2) with the constant equal to 3.21 ± 0.05 instead of the theoretical 

value of 3. He attempted to correct his result so as to find k for an infinitely 

thin plane (obtaining a value of 0.580 ± 0.01, which is in good agreement with 
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the present theory), but the correction he employed requires further justi
fication. Johansen 17 studied the flow of castor oil through circular orifices 

situated within a pipe, the orifices having sharp edges, being beveled at 45° on 

the low pressure side. The smallest orifice used by him had a diameter of 

0.090 times the diameter of the pipe, and it is evident from his results with 

different orifice diameters that the finite width of the pipe does affect the 

result in this case. By measurement of the graphical presentation of his 

results, a figure of 2.99 is obtained versus the theoretical value of 3 in Eq. 

(4-29.2). The accuracy of his observations is probably about the same as 

Bond's. 
In the results of both writers a departure from the direct proportionality 

between AP and q is observable at high rates of flow, this departure becoming 

more noticeable in the observations when the dimensionless quantity qp/C/l 

exceeds 10. Alternatively, if Um denotes the mean velocity of flow through the 

hole, we have q = Urn 7t: c2 and thus the departure from linearity becomes 

appreciable when 

cUmp> 3.2 
fl 

(4-29.3) 

At Reynolds numbers above this value, inertial effects become more pro

nounced. 
The type of behavior predicted by Eq. (4-29.2) differs radically from that 

observed at higher Reynolds numbers. In particular, for CUmP/fl greater than 

about 30,000 the volumetric flow rate is given by an expression of the type 29 

q = Co7t:C 2 )2 !P (4-29.4) 

where Co is an orifice coefficient, having a value of about 0.61. 

4-30 Prolate Spheroid 

The motion of a rigid prolate spheroid parallel to its axis of revolution 

(Fig. 4-30.1) may be calculated by methods very similar to those employed 

in Section 4-26 for an oblate spheroid. The coordinates appropriate to this 

problem are prolate spheroidal coordinates, (t "I, </», defined by 

z + iw = c cosh (, + i"l) (4-30.1) 

discussed in Section A-l7. For conciseness, we set 

7' = cosh" s = cos "I (4-30.2) 

The surfaces 7' = constant are then prolate spheroids. We designate the 

particular spheroid of interest by 7'0' 

Rather than solving the problem anew, we can proceed more directly by 

availing ourselves of the analogous results for an oblate spheroid. In the case 
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of the oblate spheroid we have from Eqs. 

(A-18.2) and (4-26.1) that 

z + iw = c(~ + i~ ~) 
(4-30.3) 

On the other hand it follows from Eqs. 

(A-17.2) and (4-30.2) that prolate spheroi

dal coordinates are defined by 

z + iw = C(TS + i~ ~) 
(4-30.4) 

As may now be easily verified, if in Eq. 

(4-30.3) we replace A by iT and C by -ic 

we obtain Eq. (4-30.4). It follows then 

that if we make these two substitutions in 
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z 

u 

the various relations already obtained for .llure 4-30.1. Translation of 

an oblate spheroid, Ao, we shall obtain the a prolate spheroid. 

solution of the analogous problem for the 

prolate spheroid, To' 

Thus, the stream function for a prolate spheroid translating with velocity 

U in the positive z direction parallel to its axis of revolution is, from Eq. 

(4-26.30), 

"'" = --.L Uw2 [(T~ + I)/(T~ - I)] coth- I T - [T/(T2 - I)] (4-30.5) 
2 [(T~ + I)/(r. - 1)] coth I To - [To/(T~ - I)] 

where we have utilized the relation 

cot-I (iT) = -icoth- I T (4-30.6) 

In view of the relation 

coth- I T = -.L In (T + I) (4-30.7) 
2 T - 1 

Eq. (4-30.5) may be expressed in alternative form. 

In a similar vein, the force on the prolate spheroid is, from Eq. (4-26.34), 

F = - 87tJ.-LcU (4-30.8) 
• (T~ + 1) coth I To - To 

where c = ,.j a2 - b2 (4-30.9) 

a and b being the polar and equatorial radii, respectively, as in Fig. 4-30.1. 

In terms of the basic dimensions of the spheroid we have 

To = cosh '0 = ~ = [I - (: rr 1i2 
(4-30.10) 

To compare the resistance of the prolate spheroid with a sphere having 

the same equatorial radius b, write Eq. (4-30.8) in the form 

F. = -67tJ.-LbUK (4-30.11) 
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where K = K(b/a) is the correction to Stokes' law given by 

K= 1 
t~T~ - 1 [(T~ + 1) coth-1To - To] 

(4-30.12) 

Some values of K are given in Table 4-26.1. In comparing these results with 

those of Section 4-26 for an oblate spheroid, it must be borne in mind that 

the meaning of a and b is interchanged. In both cases a is the longest of the 

two semiaxes. 

4-31 Elongated Rod 

When the major axis, a, of the prolate spheroid is much greater than its 

equatorial radius, b, the spheroid resembles a long thin rod. For this limiting 

case 

To = [1 - (~rrl/2 ~ 1 + ; (~r 

and coth-1 To = ; In~: ~ ~ ~ In 2 + In ( ~) 

and c:=:::::a 

(4-31.1) 

(4-31.2) 

(4-31.3) 

The force on the rod is then, from Eq. (4-30.8), 

_ 4n:IWU 
F. - -In (a/b) + In 2 - 1/2 

4n:jLaU 
(4-3l.4) 

In (a/b) + 0.19315 

Because of the presence of the logarithmic term, the resistance changes 

but slowly with the ratio a/b. 

4-32 Axisymmetric Flow Past a Spherical Cap 

u -
z 

figure 4-32.1. Flow past a lens

shaped body. 

Payne and Pe11 27 have obtained general 

solutions for the case of axisymmetric 

flow relative to lens-shaped bodies, Fig. 

4-32.1. By a suitable limiting process, 

they derived the stream function and 

drag coefficient for the flow past a 

spherical cap from the stream function 

for flow past a lens-shaped body. Their 

method involves the use of peripolar 

coordinates. Numerical evaluation is 

complicated so that the authors com

pleted calculations only for the case of 

a spherical cap whose semiangle is n: /2. 
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A later study by Collins6 indicates that the value given by Payne and Pell 

for the drag on a hemispherical cap is incorrect. 

Collins employed spherical polar coordinates and found the stream func

tion of the flow by solving two pairs of dual series equations in associated 

Legendre functions. His results are applicable in general for calculation of 

the stream function and drag due to a rigid spherical cap, r = a (0 < () < a), 

in a uniform flow of velocity U: 

Fz = -Uaf..L(6a + 8 sin a + sin 2a) (4-32.1) 

Thus the drag on a sphere (a = n) reduces to -6nf..LaU. For a circular disk 

(a ---+ 0, a ---+ 00, aa ---+ b, b being the radius of the disk) it is -16f..LUb. The 

drag on a cap of semiangle n/2 is -(3n + 8) f..LUa = -17.425f..LUa, instead 

of -17.52f..LUa obtained by Payne and Pel\. 
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The Motion of a Rigid 

Particle of Arbitrary 

Shape in an Unbounded 

Fluid 

5-1 Introduction 

5 

In the previous chapter, formulas were developed for the resistance of 

axisymmetrical particles moving parallel to their symmetry axes. In such 

cases, symmetry requires that the hydrodynamic force on the particle be 

parallel to its direction of motion. Before proceeding to other cases, where 

it is impossible to take advantage of such symmetry, it is appropriate to 

investigate the effect of particle orientation on resistance in a general way. 

This will provide a background for using both theoretical and experimental 

information on the resistance of particles of more complicated shape. The 

development of this chapter is along the lines presented by Brenner6- 13 • 

At sufficiently small Reynolds numbers, it is generally agreed that the 

magnitude of the force on a rigid particle of arbitrary shape in a streaming 

flow of viscous fluid is directly proportional to both the fluid viscosity and the 
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magnitude of the free stream velocity. This result follows from an elementary 

dimensional analysis of the equations of motion and boundary conditions. 

But dimensional arguments furnish no information as to the relation between 

the directions of the stream velocity vector, U, and hydrodynamic force 

vector, F. These vectors are not generally parallel because the body experi

ences not only drag forces, parallel to the stream velocity, but lateral (lift) 

forces as well, at right angles to the stream. In the case of a particle settling 

in a gravitational field, the effect may cause the particle to drift off to one side. 

Any general relationship connecting the vector velocity and vector force 

must take account of the orientation of the body with respect to either the 

stream velocity vector in a streaming flow or the gravity force vector in the 

case of a settling particle. Gans 21 has discussed the effects of orientation on 

settling velocity for the particular case of an ellipsoidal particle. More 

recently, Landau and Lifshitz33 have presented a general formula for the 

effect of orientation on the force experienced by an arbitrary body in a 

streaming flow. 

The rotational behavior of a particle is more complicated. If the body 

has certain well-defined symmetry properties, it may possess a center of 

hydrodynamic stress. In the absence of external torques, such a body will 

attain a steady terminal motion in which it merely translates, withollt rotating, 

as it settles. Certain particles of skew shape, typically propeller-like bodies, 

fail to possess such a point and may rotate as they settle in a gravitational 

field. If such particles experience lateral forces as well, a spiraling downward 

motion may result. When the spinning particle can change its orientation 

relative to the direction of gravity, a wobbling motion may also occur. 

For cases where the quasi-static form of the creeping motion equations are 

applicable, the hydrodynamic force and torque (about any origin 0) exerted 

on a rigid particle of arbitrary shape, translating and spinning in a fluid at 

rest at infinity, are dependent upon three fundamental second-rank tensors 

(dyadics), which are intrinsic geometrical properties of the body. These are 

(a) A translation tensor K (termed resistance tensor in Brenner's6 first 

paper; but later, more appropriately, the term resistance is reserved 

for all modes of hydrodynamic interaction). This dyadic is symmetric. 

(b) A rotation tensor 00 which depends on the location of the origin 

o. This dyadic is symmetric. 

(c) A coupling tensor Co which depends on the location of the origin 0, 

and represents a coupling of the translational and rotational motions. 

In general, this dyadic is not symmetric. 

A unique point exists for all bodies at which the coupling tensor is 

symmetric. This point is termed the center of reaction, R. If CR = 0 the 

point R may be designated a center of hydrodynamic stress. If such a center 

exists, a body falling under the influence of gravity will reach a steady state 

of motion in which it translates without rotation. 
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When a rigid particle of arbitrary shape translates and rotates in a fluid 

the motion is inherently unsteady. However, as we have discussed in Section 

2-10, when both the translational and rotational Reynolds numbers 

N U) _ cUoP N(T) _ C2Wp Re-----;;-, Re-----;;- (5-1.1) 

are small, it is permissible to adopt the quasi-static form of the creeping 

motion equations, 

V 2v = -.L Vp 
J-L 

V·V= 0 

(5-1.2) 

(5-1.3) 

In Eq. (5-1.1), c is a characteristic particle dimension; Uo is, say, the maxi

mum speed with which any point in the particle moves; and w is the magni

tude of the spin. 

As we are primarily interested in the forces and moments resulting from 

the fluid motion alone, the pressure pin Eq. (5-1.2) will be interpreted here 

as the dynamic, rather than total pressure. The effects of hydrostatic pressure 

are thereby temporarily ignored. 

Let 0 be any point rigidly affixed to the particle and denote by Va the 

instantaneous velocity of this point, and by CI) the instantaneous angular 

velocity of the particle. Since CI) is a free vector which may be displaced parallel 

to itself, it is not necessary that 0 iie on the instantaneous axis of rota

tion of the particle. In view of the no-slip condition at the surface Sp of the 

particle, the instantaneous boundary condition at the particle surface is 

v = Va + CI) X fa on Sp (5-1.4) 

where fa is the position vector of a point relative to an origin at O. As the 

fluid is at rest at infinity the boundary condition there is 

v --+ 0 as r a --+ 00 (5-1.5) 

The linearity of the equations of motion and boundary conditions 

enables us to write 

v = Va + Va 

p = Po + Po 

(5-1.6a) 

(5-1.6b) 

where the single and double overbars refer, respectively, to translational 

and rotational fields satisfying the following differential equations and 

boundary conditions: 

'r"'72- 1 'r"'7-
V Va = - v Po 

J-L 

V,vo = 0 

Va = Va on Sp 

VA --+ 0 as ro --+ 00 

(5-1.7a) 

(5-1.7b) 

(5-1.8) 

(5-1.9) 
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and 

Vo = CI) x ra on Sp 

Va -> 0 as r 0 -> 00 

(5-1.10a) 

(5-1.l0b) 

(5-1.11) 

(5-1.12) 

The subscripts 0 on the velocity and pressure fields serve to remind that 

the separate translational and rotational fields, of which v and p in Eq. 

(5-1.6) are comprised, both depend on the location of O. The translational 

field (vo, Po) depends on the location of 0 through the dependence of U o on 

O. On the other hand, the rotational field (vo, Po) depends on the choice of 0 

via the dependence of ro on O. 

The hydrodynamic forces exerted by the fluid on the particle by virtue of 

the individual translational and rotational motions are, respectively, 

Fo = f dS.ITo 
s, 

(5-1.13) 

and Fo = Is, ds.iio (5-1.14) 

where dS is directed into the fluid and II is the pressure tensor. For an incom

pressible newtonian fluid, the latter is given by the relation [see Eqs. (2-1.8) 

and (2-1.12)]: 

(5-1.15) 

in which I is the dyadic idemfactor and (V'v)' is the transpose of V'v. The 

total force experienced by the particle in consequence of its combined 

translational and rotational motion is 

(5-1.16) 

For a given rigid body motion this force must be independent of the choice 

ofO. 

In similar fashion, the hydrodynamic torques about 0, which the particle 

experiences because of its individual translational and rotational motions, 

are, respectively, 

and 

whereas the total torque about 0 is 

To=To+To 

In contrast to F, this torque obviously depends on the choice of O. 

(5-1.17) 

(5-1.18) 

(5-1.19) 
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5-2 Translational Motions 

In consequence of the linearity of the translational equations of motion 

(5-1.7)-(5-1.9) there exists a dyadic "velocity" field V = V(r) (not sym

metric in general) and a vector "pressure" field P = P(r), such that, with 

respect to translational motions, we may write 

Vo = V·Uo 

Po = /-LP' Uo 

(5-2.1a) 

(5-2.1b) 

At any point in the fluid, (V, P) are independent of the viscosity of the 

fluid, the location of 0, and of the magnitude and direction of Uo. Rather, 

they depend only on the surface geometry of the particle and on the position 

vector of the fluid point under discussion relative to any origin fixed in the 

particle. 

To prove the existence of these higher-order fields we note that, in terms 

of them, Eqs. (5-1.7)-(5-1.9) may be written in the form: 

(V 2V - VP),Uo = 0 

(V.V),Uo = 0 

(V - I). Uo = 0 on Sp 

V· UO --> 0 as r --> 00 

As the vector Uo is arbitrary, it follows from the definition of equality of 

vectors and dyadics that these relations imply 

V2 V = VP 

V·y=O 

v = I on Sp 

v --> 0 as r --> 00 

That this system of equations is independent of /-L, Uo, and 0 proves the 

contention. 

As a simple example, we note that for a sphere of radius a, the Stokes' 

"velocity" field isS (see also Section 4-17) 

V = ~a (~ + l-.) _ -.la3 (3rr _ l-.) 
4 r3 r 4 r5 r3 

and P=~a~ 
2 r3 

where r is measured from the sphere center. 
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From Eqs. (5-1.15) and (5-2.1) we obtain* 

ITo = Jl[-IP + VV + t(VV)]·Uo 

Thus, there exists a triadic "stress" field, ~ = rj(r), defined by the relation 

ITo = Jlrj. Uo (5-2.2) 

where rj = -IP + VV + t(VV) 

Like V and P, this triadic field depends solely on the geometry of the 

particle. Though it is not essential to our arguments, we note as a matter of 

interest that i) = t rj, which is a consequence of the symmetry of the pressure 

tensor. 

In consequence of Eq. (5--2.2), Eqs. (5-1.13) and (5-1.17) may be written 

in the forms 

Fo = Jlf dS.i).Uo 
s. 

and TO=Jlf rox(dS.i)).Uo 
s. 

Thus, if we define the constant dyadics 

K= -f dS.~ 
s. 

and Co = -f rox(dS.i)) 
s. 

equations (5-2.3) and (5-2.4) become 

Fo = -JlK·Uo 

To = -JlCo· Uo 

(5-2.3) 

(5-2.4) 

(5-2.5) 

(5-2.6) 

(5-2.7) 

(5-2.8) 

It is reasonable to term K the translation tensor. It is an intrinsic geo

metric property of the body, dependent solely on its size and shape. In 

particular, it is independent of the orientation and velocity of the body and 

of the fluid properties. It has the dimensions of length, and it uniquely 

characterizes the resistance of the body to translational motions at small 

Reynolds numbers. 

As we shall now demonstrate, the translation tensor is symmetric. 

Consider a particle translating with either the velocity U~ or U~. Both 

velocities are arbitrary as to magnitude and direction. The velocity fields 

arising from these motions satisfy the boundary conditions [see Eqs. (5-1.8) 

and (5-1.9)] 

·With regard to transposes of polyadics we adopt the convention that the transposition 

operator t has the following properties: 

t(a bed ... ) = b a cd ... 

and ( ... abc d)t = ... a b d c 

where a, b, ... may be any vectors. 
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_I {U~ on Sp 
Vo = 

o at 00 

_II {U~ on Sp 
Vo = 

o at 00 

Let fI~ and fI~, respectively, be the pressure tensors arising from these two 

motions. From the reciprocal theorem Eq. (3-5.1) we then have 

Is v~ . fI~ . dS = Is v~· fI~ . dS 

Choose S to be the closed surface consisting of the surface Sp of the particle 

and a spherical surface S= of indefinitely large radius containing the particle 

near its center. Now, any Stokesian velocity field arising from the trans

lational motion of a particle through a fluid at rest at infinity can be shown to 

decay like ,-1 at sufficiently large distances, from the particle. The creeping 

motion equations (5-1.2) show that the pressure field must then decay like 

,-2. Hence, the newtonian stress relation (5-1.15) shows that the pressure 

tensor decays like ,-2. But dS behaves like ,2. Accordingly, the integrals of 

v~· fI~. dS and v~· fI~ . dS over S= are of 0(,-1), and vanish as we let the 

radius of the outer sphere tend to infinity. The reciprocal theorem therefore 

adopts the form 

(5-2.9) 

Utilizing the boundary conditions satisfied by these velocity fields on 

Sp, we obtain 

U~'f fI~.dS = U~'f fI~.dS 
Sp Sp 

From Eq. (5-1.13) and the symmetry of the pressure tensor, it is clear that 

these integrals are precisely the hydrodynamic forces F~ and jF~, respectively, 

arising from the translational motions. Hence, 

U~ .F~ = U~.F~ 

With the aid of Eq. (5-2.7) this may be written as 

U~ ·K· U~ = U~·K· U~ 

But, from the definition of the transpose of a dyadic, one has the identities 

U6·K·U~ = U~·(U~·K) = U~·K+·U~ 

whence 

As the vectors U~ and U~ have been chosen arbitrarily, it follows from the 

definition of equality of two dyadics l7 ,22 that 

K = Kt (5-2.10) 

This is precisely the condition that K be symmetric. 
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Landau and Lifshitz33 , 34 offer an alternative proof of the symmetry of 

the translation tensor, although it must be remarked that they offer no 

proof of the existence of the latter in the first place. Rather, they assume at 
the outset that the force on an arbitrary body may be expressed as a linear 
vector function of its velocity. A complex chain of reasoning, deriving from 

Onsager's reciprocal relations via the thermodynamics of irreversible pro
cesses, is then invoked to prove symmetry of the tensor. Their ingenious 
proof is quite remarkable in the sense that the fluid itself is never explicitly 

considered in the analysis, except insofar as its momentary thermodynamic 
state is assumed to be uniquely determined by the instantaneous position 
and velocity of the particle. In particular, the usual equations of fluid dyna
mics are never invoked. * For the unsteady motions analyzed by them, the 
assumption that the momentary thermodynamic state of their fluid-particle 
system is uniquely determined by the instantaneous position and velocity 
of the particle is tantamount to neglecting both the convective and local 

acceleration terms in the equations of fluid motion, and assuming the fluid 
to be incompressible. Otherwise the state of the fluid at any instant would 

also depend upon the past history of the particle motion. One may therefore 
look upon these results as providing indirect confirmation of Onsager's 

relations. t 
We shall call the dyadic Co the coupling tensor at O. It depends only upon 

the exterior geometry of the particle and upon the location of O. To de

termine the manner in which C varies with origin, we note that since.9 is 
independent of the choice of origin, Eq. (5-2.6) may be written as 

Cp = -f fp x (dS • .9) 
s. 

where P is any point affixed to the particle. Upon subtracting Eq. (5-2.6) 

from the foregoing and utilizing Eq. (5-2.5), it easily follows that 

Cp = Co - fop X K (5-2.11) 

where fop is the position vector of P relative to an origin at O. Equation 
(5-2.11) gives the law by which the coupling tensor transforms from point 
to point. 

*Moreover, their analysis does not explicitly take account of the boundary conditions 
on the particle surface. 

tIn the first volume of their series, L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz (Mechanics, 

Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1960, p. 76) state, in effect, that the symmetry of the 
translation tensor (or the entire resistance matrix, for that matter) cannot be established 
by purely mechanical arguments-but, rather, requires the use of statistical physics as 
embodied in Onsager's principle. This claim is contradicted by the proof offered here, 
though it must be pointed out that the proof requires that the pressure tensor be symmetric. 
And symmetry of the latter is not demanded by the general principles of continuum 
mechanics if allowance is made for the existence of body couples and couple stresses 
(cf. the first footnote in Section 2-1). 
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Inasmuch as the dyadic fop X K is not symmetric, it follows that the 

coupling tensor cannot, in general, be symmetric. Neither could it be anti

symmetric in general. The properties of the coupling tensor are discussed at 

further length beginning on page 174. 

The translation tensor 

Let (XI> X20 x 3) denote any system of cartesian coordinates fixed in the 

particle and let (iI' i2, i3) be unit vectors parallel to the coordinate axes. 

The translation tensor can then be expressed in nonion form, 

K = iIiIKll + iIi2K!2 + iIi3KI3 

+ i2i!K2! + i2i2K22 + i2i3K23 

+ i3iIK3! + i3i2K32 + i3i3K33 

Symmetry requires that 

(5-2.12) 

(5-2.13) 

The translation tensor can thus generally be characterized by six independent 

scalar resistance coefficients. Although the numerical values of these con

stant coefficients depend upon the particular set of cartesian coordinates 

selected, the invariant nature of K transcends any coordinate system. 

As an immediate consequence of the properties of symmetric tensors, 

every arbitrary particle must possess at least three mutually perpendicular 

axes, fixed in it, such that if it be translating without rotation parallel to 

one of them, it will experience a force only in this direction; that is, there 

will be no lateral forces. Hereafter, these are referred to as principal axes of 

translation. The KIj coefficients corresponding to this special coordinate 

system are termed the principal translational resistances of the particle. 

These principal resistances correspond to the three eigenvalues, K t (i = 1, 

2, 3), of the characteristic equation 

det [K - KI] = 0 (5-2.14) 

Thus, if the six scalar resistances, Kjk (j, k = 1,2,3), be known experimentally 

in any system of cartesian coordinates, the principal translational resistances 

may be obtained by solving the third-order determinantal equation, 

[
Kll - K K12 KI3 J 

det K2! K22 - K K23 = 0 (5-2.15) 

K3! K32 K33 - K 

for the three roots of the resulting cubic equation in K. Since the charac

teristic roots of any real symmetric matrix are necessarily reaP' 20, 25, one is 

assured that the three eigenvalues thus obtained will each be real. Moreover, 

as shown by the argument which follows, they are essentially positive. 

The instantaneous rate, E, at which mechanical energy is dissipated by 
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the translational motion of a settling particle is - V 0 F* which, in the present 

approximation, takes the form J.LV 0 K 0 V. Thus, if (V" V2, V3) be the com

ponents of V along the principal axes, 

E = J.L(K,V; + K2V~ + K3VD (5-2.16) 

Since E and J.L are essentially positive, this requires that K" K2, and K3 each 

be greater than zero. 

From a dynamic, rather than thermodynamic, point of view the signi

ficance of this result is that, since 

VoF = IVIIFI cos (V, F) (5-2.17) 

the angle between the direction of the hydrodynamic force acting on a 

translating body and its direction of motion must be obtuse. 

The principal axes of translational resistance lie parallel to the three 

eigenvectors, ei (i = 1,2,3), of the translation tensor, which are governed 

by the equation 

(5-2.18) 

The solutions of this equation relate each of the eigenvectors to the corre

sponding unit vectors in Eq. (5-2.12). If, therefore, we write 

(5-2.19) 

the components (elI, ei2, e(3) of each of the eigenvectors correspond, for each 

i, to the nontrivial solutions of the following three simultaneous equations: 

eu(Kll - Ki) + ei2 K'2 + ei3 K'3 =0 

eilK2' + ei2(K22 - Ki) + ej3 K23 =0 (5-2.20) 

eilK3' + ej2 K32 + eiaCK33 - Kj) = 0 

By these means, the directions of the three principal axes can be determined 

from a knowledge of the six resistance coefficients, Kjk' in any set of cartesian 

coordinates fixed in the particle. 

If the eigenvectors ej are normalized (that is, are unit vectors in the princi

pal axis system), the translation dyadic can be expressed in the symmetric 

(trinomial) form 

(5-2.21) 

A spherical particle (radius = a), being an isotropic body, represents 

a degenerate case in which the principal resistances are identical and in 

which all directions are eigenvectors. From Stokes' law, one has K, = K2 

= K3 = 67ta; whence, 

K = 167ta (5-2.22) 

*In discussing pure translational motions, we may temporarily drop both the overbar 

and the subscript 0 since, in the absence of rotation, all points fixed in the particle move 

with the same velocity. 
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Substitution in Eq. (5-2.7) thereby yields 

F = -6?rf.wU (5-2.23) 

which correctly indicates that the force on the body is antiparallel to the 

velocity vector. Other translationally isotropic bodies are discussed in 

Section 5-5, Case 4. 

In the event that a body is orthotropic, that is, possesses three mutually 

perpendicular symmetry planes (for example, an ellipsoid or right-angled 

parallelepiped), it is clear from symmetry considerations that the principal 

axes lie normal to these planes. Translational motion normal to a symmetry 

plane obviously results in a force parallel to the direction of motion. 

5-3 Rotational Motions 

The rotational Stokes field, (Vo, Po), satisfying Eqs. (5-1.10)-(5-1.12), may be 

expressed in the form 

Vo = Vo·(I) 

Po = f.LPo·(I) 

(5-3.la) 

(5-3.lb) 

where the dyadic "velocity" field Vo = Vo(r), and the vector "pressure" 

field Po = P oCr) depend, at a given fluid point, only on the size and shape of 

the particle and the location of O. To prove the existence of these fields we 

note that, in terms of them, Eqs. (5-1.10)-(5-1.12) can be written in the form 

V 2 VO - VPo = 0 

V,Vo = 0 

Vo -+ 0 as r-+ 00 

in which € = -I x 1 is the isotropic triadic*. That this system of equations 

is independent of f.L and (I) proves the existence of Vo and Po. The latter 

depend on the location of 0 only through the dependence of ro on O. As an 

example, for a sphere of radius a, the velocity and pressure fields satisfying 

Eqs. (5-1.10)-(5-1.12) ares 

Vo = (I) x ro ( ~ r and Po = 0 

*In terms of any right-handed system of orthogonal unit vectors, (it. i2, i3), this may be 

written in the form 
3 3 3 

€ = ~ ~ ~ ijikilEjkl 
J~l k~l 1~1 

where EHel is the permutation symbol. 
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Thus we obtain 

VO=E.ro(~r 

Po = 0 

provided that 0 is chosen at the center of the sphere. 

It follows from Eqs. (5-1.15) and (5-3.1) that the pressure tensor asso

ciated with the rotational motion can be expressed in the form 

(5-3.2) 

where, at a given fluid point, the stress triadic fJjJo depends only on the 

geometry of the particle and the location of O. Hence, from Eqs. (5-1.14) 

and (5-1.18), the force and torque on the particle arising from the rotational 

motion may be expressed in the forms 

where 

Fo = -/-LDo·(I) 

To = -/-LOo·(I) 

Do = -f dS·ij>o 
s, 

0 0 = -f ro x (dS·i}o) 
Sp 

(5-3.3) 

(5-3.4) 

(5-3.5) 

(5-3.6) 

The constant dyadics Do and 0 0 depend only on the size and shape of the 

particle and the location of o. 
The dyadic 0 0 is termed the rotation tensor at o. We shall, in the next 

paragraph, discuss its properties. No special name need be assigned to the 

dyadic Do; for, as we shall now prove, this dyadic is equal to the transpose 

of the coupling tensor at 0, and so is not an independent resistance parameter. 

To prove this we again apply the reciprocal theorem-see Eq. (5-2.9)-in the 

form 

(5-3.7) 

As before, we have used order-of-magnitude estimates of the velocity and 

pressure tensor fields to show that the integrals vanish over the distant 

surface S=- In view of the boundary conditions (5-1. 8) and (5-1.11), the 

symmetry of the pressure tensor, and the vector identity a x b· c = a· b x c, 

we may write the foregoing in the form 

Vo·f ds.Ii o = (I). f ro x (dS.tio) 
Sp Sp 

Utilizing Eqs. (5-1.14) and (5-1.17) this becomes 

Vo·Fo = (1)·1'0 

Hence, substituting Eqs. (5-3.3) and (5-2.8) into the preceding, we obtain 

Vo·Do·(I) = (I)·Co·Vo 
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But, from the definition of the transpose of a dyadic, it follows that 

(I). co· Uo = Uo·ctS·(I) 

171 

Upon substituting this identity into the preceding expression and invoking 

the definition of equality of dyadics, it follows at once that 

Do = c~ (5-3.8) 

which proves the contention. Thus, from Eq. (5-3.3), the hydrodynamic force 

experienced by a particle rotating about any axis through 0 is 

(5-3.9) 

The rotation tensor 

In contrast to the translation tensor K, the rotation dyadic no varies 

with choice of origin O. In this sense, Eq. (5-3.4) is an analog of the linear 

relation existing between the angular momentum and angular velocity 

vectors of a rigid rotating body, the proportionality coefficient there being 

the moment of inertia tensor23 , which depends upon the choice of origin. 

The dependence of .0 on the choice of origin will be established in Section 

5-4 - see Eq. (5-4.10). 

As we now show, the rotation tensor is symmetric at all points. Consider 

a particle rotating about any axis through 0, which point we regard as being 

at rest relative to the stationary fluid at infinity. Consider the cases where 

the particle rotates with angular velocities (1)' or (1)" about axes through o. 
These velocities are arbitrary with respect to both magnitude and direction. 

The velocity fields arising from these motions satisfy the boundary con

ditions-see Eqs. (5-1.11) and (5-1.12): 

_ {(I)I x fo on Sp 
vh= o at 00 

_/I {(I)/1 x fo on Sp 
Vo = 

o at 00 

The corresponding pressure tensors are denoted by ii:~ and ii:~, respectively. 

As in our proof of the symmetry of the translation tensor, we again invoke 

the reciprocal theorem and argue that the surface integrals over the sur

face S~ at infinity vanish. Thus, we obtain 

f v~ .ii:~.dS = f v~.ii~ ·dS 
SIJ Sp 

Utilizing the boundary conditions satisfied by these velocity fields, the 

preceding equation adopts the form 

(I)/I·f fo x ii:~.dS = o)'·f fo x ii:~.dS 
s. s. 

in which we have invoked the vector identity a x b· c = a· b x c. It is clear 
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from Eq. (5-1.18), coupled with the symmetry of the pressure tensor, that 

these integrals are precisely the hydrodynamic torques i~ and i~, respec

tively, experienced by the particle in consequence of the two spinning 

motions characterized by 0)' and 0)". Thus, 

,.." T=' - , •• ' T=" ..., • 0 -...,' 0 

With the aid of Eq. (5-3.4) these become 

0)" .00 '0)' = 0)'.00 ,0)" 

Since, by definition of the transpose of a dyadic, 

0)' .00 .0)" = 0)" ·O~·O)' 

we obtain 

As the vectors 0)' and 0)" are both arbitrary, we conclude from the definition 

of equality of dyadics that 

00=0~ 

This shows that the rotation tensor is symmetric for any choice of origin O. 

Since 0 0 is symmetric, one may speak of the principal axes of rotation 

at 0 and the principal resistances to rotation at O. These correspond, of 

course, to the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of 0 0 , 

As an application of the results of the present section consider, say, 

a cube-shaped body rotating about an axis which passes through its geo

metric center; G. It is obvious from symmetry considerations that if the cube 

rotates about one of its three symmetry axes (that is, those axes normal to 

the faces of the cube which pass through its center) the torque TG about its 

center will be parallel to 0). Hence, these three directions must be eigenvec

tors of the rotation tensor at G. As these directions are mutually orthogonal, 

they must obviously be the principal axes of 0 at the point under discussion. 

If, therefore, (e l , e2, e3) be unit vectors along each of the symmetry axes 

(GXI> Gx2 , Gx3) of the cube, one may write 

(5-3.10) 

where (0.1> 0. 2, 0. 3) are the principal resistances to rotation at G. But rotations 

about the GXI> Gx2, and GX3 axes are clearly indistinguishable. Obviously 

one must have 0.1 = 0.2 = 0.3 = 0., say, whereupon it follows that 

OG = In. Substitution into Eq. (5-3.4)·now yields 

(5-3.11) 

for the couple about the geometric center of the cube. 

This relation shows that, in creeping motion, a cube is isotropic with 

respect to rotation about its center; that is to say, the resistance to rotation 

is the same about any axis which passes through its center. The cube is not 

isotropic with respect to rotation about any other point. 
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It will be shown in Section 5-5 that there exist a large variety of sym

metric bodies which enjoy the property of being isotropic with respect to 

rotation about their geometric centers (see Case 4). 

A sphere is, of c~urse, the simplest example of a body isotropic with 

respect to rotation about its center. The couple experienced by a sphere 

rotating about an axis through its center is32 

(5-3.12) 

in which a is the sphere radius. Thus, the rotation tensor at its center is 

OG = I 87ta 3 (5-3.13) 

It is interesting to note that a circular disk is isotropic with respect to 

rotation about its center, whereas it is anisotropic for translational motions. 

The couple on the disk is the same for broadside rotation about a diameter28• 45 

as it is for edgewise rotation about its symmetry axis 21 • 29 , the couple in either 

case being 

TG = _332 f1C3(J) (5-3.14) 

where c is the disk radius. Hence, the rotation tensor at the disk center is 

0 ,,' = I 332C3 (5-3.15) 

which shows the isotropy of the disk in this regard. 

5-4 Combined Translation and Rotation 

Return now to the general case where the particle may simultaneously 

translate and rotate. In this case the force on the body, given by Eq. (5-1.16), 

and the torque about 0, given by Eq. (5-1.19), may be written as 

F = -flK· V" - flC:"(J) 

T" = -flC,,· V" - flO"'(J) 

(5-4.1) 

(5-4.2) 

If c is a characteristic particle dimension, then K, Co, and 0 0 have the dimen

sions c, c2 and c3 , respectively. 

The force on the body must, of course, be independent of the choice of 

0; that is, if in place of 0 we choose some other reference point P, then F 

must have the form 

(5-4.3) 

To prove that this indeed follows from Eq. (5-4.1), we note that, for rigid 

body motions, the velocities of 0 and P are connected by the relation 

Vo = VI' + (J) x f1'1), or since f"i' = -fl'l" 

Vo = V p + fop X (J) 

Furthermore, since K is symmetric, it follows from Eq. (5-2.11) that 

C~ = C~ - K x fop 

(5-4.4) 

(5-4.5) 
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Upon substituting Eqs. (5-4.4) and (5-4.5) into Eq. (5-4.1) and utilizing the 

identity K·(rop x (I) = (K x rOP)'(I), which is valid for any dyadic K, the 

correctness of Eq. (5-4.3) follows immediately. 

By means of Eqs. (5-4.1) and (5-4.2) we can obtain the law by which the 

rotation tensor transforms from point to point. If To and T p are the respective 

hydrodynamic torques about 0 and P when the particle simultaneously 

translates and rotates, then 

To = f ro x (dS·II) 
Sp 

(5-4.6) 

and Tp = f rp x (dS.II) 
Sp 

(5-4.7) 

where II is the pressure tensor arising from the combined translational and 

rotational motion. This pressure tensor is independent of the choice of origin. 

Upon subtracting the latter equations we obtain 

(5-4.8) 

in which 

F = f dS·II 
Sp 

(5-4.9) 

is the hydrodynamic force on the particle. F is given by Eq. (5-4.1), To by 

Eq. (5-4.2), and Tp by an equation of the form Eq. (5-4.2) in which P appears 

in place of O. When these are substituted into Eq. (5-4.8) one obtains 

-fl(Co' Uo - Cpo Up) - fl(Oo - Op)'(I) = -flrop x (K· Uo + C~·(I) 

Cp may be eliminated from this equation via Eq. (5-2.11), and Up via Eq. 

(5-4.4). Utilizing some elementary identities to simplify the resulting ex

pression, and taking into account that (I) is an arbitrary vector, we ultimately 

obtain 

(5-4.10) 

which expresses the dependence of the rotation tensor on position. We note 

that the dyadics rop x K x rop, and Co x rop - rop x C~ are each sym

metric, as they must be if the rotation tensor is to be symmetric at all points. 

The coupling tensor 

In contrast to the translation and rotation tensors, which are symmetric 

at all points, the coupling tensor is not generally symmetric. As we shall 

now prove, however, every particle, irrespective of shape, possesses a unique, 

intrinsic geometrical point at which the coupling tensor is symmetric. We 

shall term this point the center of hydrodynamic reaction (or, more simply, 

the center of reaction) and denote it by the symbol R. 

To prove the existence and uniqueness of this point, let 0 be any point, 

as before. In general the coupling tensor will not be symmetric at 0, but it 

can be uniquely decomposed into symmetric and antisymmetric parts as 

follows: 
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(5-4.11) 

From the transformation law for the coupling tensor, Eq. (5-2.11), we have 

at any point R 

(5-4.12) 

But rOR x K can also be uniquely decomposed into symmetric and anti

symmetric parts: 

rl)lI x K = t(rOR x K - K x rOR) + t(rOR x K + K x rOR) (5-4.13) 

in which we have taken account of the symmetry of K. The leading term is 

symmetric and the last term anti symmetric. Hence, if the coupling tensor 

is to be symmetric at R, we require that CII - C~I = 0, that is, 

(CI) - C:) - (rOR x K + K x rOR) = 0 (5-4.14) 

Thus, given the nonsymmetric dyadic Co and the symmetric dyadic K, we 

must prove that it is always possible to find a vector rOIl satisfying Eq. 

(5-4.14). 

The solution of Eq. (5-4.14) is readily found to be 

(5-4.15) 

in which the double-dot notation is that of Gibbs and E is the alternating, 

isotropic triadic. As K is a positive-definite symmetric dyadic, its three eigen

values, K" K" K,1' are essentially positive. The determinant 

r'+K3 

det[(I: K)I - K] = det L ~ 

is, therefore, essentially positive and so cannot vanish. Hence, the bracketed 

dyadic in Eq. (5-4.15) is nonsingular, and we may conclude that r OR always 

exists. 

For later reference we shall, at this point, resolve r OR into components 

in a system of cartesian axes parallel to the principal axes of K. Let eh e2, e3 

be the normalized eigenvectors of K, ordered in such a way that the axes are 

right-handed in the cyclical ordeL 1 --> 2 --> 3; that is, e] x ez· e3 = + 1. 
Then we may write 

and 

and 

K = e,e,K, + eze2 K 2 + e3e3K3 

rl)lI = e](xoJ/), + e2(xOR )Z + e3(xOR )3 

CI) = e, e 1 Ci~IJ + e] e2 Cii) + e] e3 Cj~) 

+ e2e,cgIJ + e2e2C~i) + eze3Cl~) 
+ e3e] cl~IJ + e3 e2 qi) + e3e3 Cl~) 

in which case Eq. (5-4.15) is equivalent to 
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q~) - C~?) CW) - CWl . _ C~?) - cg) 
K2 + K3 ' (XO/l)2 =- K3 + K, ,(X()/..)3 - - K, + K2 

(5-4.16) 

We have demonstrated that all bodies possess at least one point at which 

the coupling tensor is symmetric. We now prove that there is only one such 

point. Let P be any point at which the coupling tensor is symmetric. Now, 

from Eq. (5-2.11), 

CI , = CII - fill' X K 

As Cll is symmetric, in order that CI , also be symmetric the antisymmetric 

part of f ul' x K must vanish; that is, apart from a factor of one-half, we 

require that 

fill' X K + K x fill' = 0 

or, what is equivalent, 

[(I: K)I - K)'flll' = 0 

Since the bracketed term is a complete dyadic, that is, 

det[(I: K)I - K) * 0 

then the preceding relation can only be satisfied if 

whence P and R must be one and the same point. Thus, for a given body, the 

center of reaction is a unique point. 

Since C/I = C;I, the fundamental relations (5-4.1) and (5-4.2) adopt their 

most symmetric form at R, namely, 

F = -ll(K,U/I + C/I'O) 

T/I = -ll(C/!, U II + OH'O) 

(5-4.17a) 

(5-4.17b) 

It is convenient to refer to the principal axes of CH as the principal axes of 

coupling. These axes are mutually perpendicular and possess the following 

property: If the body is restrained from either translating or rotating and 

fluid allowed to stream past it, parallel to a principal axis of coupling, the 

hydrodynamic torque on the body will be parallel to the stream velocity 

vector. Conversely, if the body rotates about an axis through R is such a way 

that 0) is parallel to a principal axis of coupling, and if R is at rest relative to 

the fluid at infinity, then the hydrodynamic force on the body will be parallel 

to the angular velocity vector 0). 

As we shall discuss in detail in Section 5-5, certain classes of bodies 

exist whose geometric symmetry is such that Cn .c-c O. In such cases Eg. 

(5-4.17) shows that the translational and rotational motions are "uncoupled," 

and the center of reaction becomes a "center of hydrodynamic stress." The 

latter then plays a role comparable to that played by the center of mass in 

rigid body dynamics, in the sense that the hydrodynamic force depends only 
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on the instantaneous translational velocity of R, whereas the hydrodynamic 

torque (about R) depends only on the instantaneous angular velocity. For 

such bodies the transformation law for 0, Eq. (5-4.10), reduces to 

(5-4.18) 

where C - R is the center of hydrodynamic stress. This relationship is 

similar to the well-known "parallel axis" theorem23 of mechanics, which 

relates the moment of inertia tensor at any point to its value at the center of 

mass of a body. 

Energy dissipation 

In Stokes flow, where the time rate of change of the kinetic energies of 

particle and fluid are negligible, and potential energy effects absent, the 

instantaneous mechanical energy dissipation rate, E, is equal to the instan

taneous rate at which the stresses acting over the surfaces bounding the 

fluid are doing work upon it. Hence, 

E = -f dS·II·y 
8 11+800 

(5-4.19) 

in which the integration extends over the surface Sp of the particle, and 

over the surface of the fluid at infinity, Sw For the translational and ro
tational motions under consideration, y is at most of 0(r-1); hence, II is at 

most of 0(r-2) as r ~ 00. Since dS = 0(r2), the integral over S~ vanishes 

in the limit, and we remain with only the integral over Sp. On this surface, y 

is given by Eq. (5-1.4). Hence, since To and F are given by Eqs. (5-4.6) and 

(5-4.9), respectively, we obtain 

E = -Uo·F - (I)·To 

Substituting Eqs. (5-4.1) and (5-4.2) into the foregoing, we find 

E = /L(Uo·K· Uo + 2(1)' Co' Uo + (1).00 .(1)) 

(5-4.20) 

(5-4.21) 

Among other things, the invariance of E to a choice of origin provides 

a simple, alternative method for determining the variation of the coupling 

and rotation tensors with position. Thus, if P is any point rigidly affixed to 

the particle, we must have 

E = /L(Up·K· Up + 2(1)'Cp' Up + (I).OP'(I)) 

If we now substitute Eq. (5-4.4) into Eq. (5-4.21), equate the result to the 

foregoing, and take into account that Up and (I) are arbitrary vectors, the 

transformation laws-Eqs. (5-2.11) and (5-4.1O)-easily follow. 

As the dissipation rate must be essentially positive, irrespective of the 

values of Uo and (I), certain inequalities must exist between the elements of 

Co and those of K and 0 0 • To obtain these, consider any system of cartesian 

coordinates and let (Uo), «(I)), (F), and (To) be column matrices whose scalar 

elements are the corresponding scalar components of these vectors, and let 
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(K), (00), and (Co) be square 3 X 3 matrices whose elements are the com

ponents of the corresponding dyadics. Then Eqs. (5-4.1) and (5-4.2) may be 

written in terms of partitioned matrices as follows: 

(5-4.22) 

in which (CoY is the transpose of the matrix (Co). Since, from Eq. (5-4.20), 

E = -{(Vo)t(cu)t} (~:)) 
we obtain 

E = {(V )t(cu)t} (K) (Co)t) (Vo)) 
Jl 0 (Co) (00) (cu) 

(5-4.23) 

It is natural to refer to the preceding 6 X 6 square matrix as the resistance 

matrix. It is a real symmetric matrix, its symmetry being a consequence of 

the symmetry of the submatrices (K) and (00). Moreover, the condition that 

the energy dissipation be positive requires that the resistance matrix be 

positive-definite at all points o. (The submatrices (K) and (00 ) are, of course, 

each separately positive-definite). Among other things, this requires that 

(5-4.24) 

as can be shown by supposing that, for particular values of j and k, only the 

components U)O) and (})k in Eq. (5-4.21) are non-zero. 

Of special interest are helicoidally isotropic bodies, discussed further in 

Section 5-5, Case 10. These bodies are characterized by the fact that K is iso

tropic and that Co and 0 0 are isotropic at the center of reaction; that is, 

where (Ojk) is the unit diagonal matrix. Thus, here the condition that the 

resistance matrix be positive-definite requires simply that the three scalar 

coefficients, K, n, and C, characterizing the resistance of the body, satisfy 

the inequality 

(5-4.25) 

Whereas K and n are positive, we shall show later that C may be either 

positive or negative, according as its sense of helicoidal isotropy is either 

left- or right-handed, respectively. 

The function E appearing in Eq. (5-4.21) is a homogeneous, quadratic 

function of the velocities Vo and cu. It is therefore intimately related to the 

Rayleigh dissipation function, F, for systems in which the "frictional forces 

are proportional to the velocities", the relation being E = 2F. A large body 

of literature deals with the properties of this function, especially with regard 

to applications of Lagrange's equations to the damped vibrations of non

conservative systems. U 
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An Example 

As a simple, nontrivial example of a body for which we can explicitly 

obtain the translation, rotation, and coupling tensors, consider the idealized, 

two-bladed "screw-propeller" shown in Fig. 5-4.1. It is formed by joining 

Disk I Connecting 
rod 

Diskn 

Figure 5-4.1. Two circular disks joined together to form 
a "screw-propeller." 

together two infinitesimally thin circular disks (radii = c) by means of a 

rigid rod (of negligible hydrodynamic resistance) whose extension lies in the 

planes of both disks and there coincides with a diameter of each of the disks. 

The center-to-center spacing between disks is 2h and the smaller angle 

between the planes of the disks is 21(11, whence nl2 > 1(11 > O. To define the 

sense of this angle, imagine that the disks are free to rotate relative to the 

connecting rod, and that the planes of the two disks are initially coincident. 

View the rods so that the connecting rod appears as a point to the eye. 

Designate the disk nearest the observer as disk I and that furthest from the 

observer as disk II, and suppose that the propeller is formed by rotating the 

planes of each of the disks through equal, but opposite, angles 1(11 about the 

axis of the connecting rod. Let (I be the angle measured clockwise, relative 

to the observer, between the initial plane of coincidence of the disks and the 

plane of disk I as depicted in Fig. 5-4.2. The two propellers shown in Fig. 

X2 

(a) 

Initial plane of 

coincidence 

Connecting rod 

Disk n 

(b) 

Figure 5-4.2. Side view of circular disks. 
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5-4.2(a) and 5-4.2(b), differing only in the algebraic sign of e, are mirror 

images, one being right-handed and the other left-handed. 

It is convenient to characterize the three fundamental tensors in terms 

of a system of cartesian coordinates fixed in the particle and defined as 

follows: Let the origin of the system lie at the midpoint of the connecting 

rod. Denote this point by R, which we shall subsequently prove is indeed the 

center of reaction of the propeller. Consider the situation before the disks 

were rotated into their ultimate positions. Let the RX2 axis lie in the common 

initial plane of coincidence of the two disks, and have it point toward the 

left hand of the observer. Let the RXI axis be perpendicular to this plane and 

directed vertically upward. Finally, let the RX3 axis be directed along the 

connecting rod, pointing from disk II toward disk I, that is, into the eye of 

the observer. (In Fig. 5-4.2 the RX3 axis is directed out of the plane of the 

page). This system of coordinates is then right-handed in the order 

1 ~ 2 ~ 3. We shall refer to these as the natural axes of the propeller. 

It is assumed that the resistance of the connecting rod is nil and that the 

disks are sufficiently far apart for hydrodynamic interaction between them to 

be negligible. This occurs for c/h ~ 1. Thus, the properties of the propeller 

may be obtained by simply superposing the hydrodynamic properties of the 

individual disks. Let K I be the translation tensor for disk I and let .0 1 and C1 
be the rotation- and coupling-tensors for this disk at point R. Likewise, let 

KIT, .o~, and C~ be the comparable properties for disk II. Then, if K, .oR' 
and CR be the corresponding tensors for the "screw-propeller," we have for 

small c/h that 

K = KI + KIT 

.oR =.01 +.o~ 

CR = C1 + C~ 

(5-4.26) 

(5-4.27) 

(5-4.28) 

To compute KI in terms of the natural propeller axes, let XI, x2, X3 be a 

right-handed system of cartesian coordinates lying in the plane of disk I and 

normal to it, as in Fig. 5-4.3. The X3 and X3 axes coincide in the plane of the 

Figure 5.4.3. Intrinsic axes of 

disk I and natural axes of the 
"propeller, " 

disk and are directed out of the page. As the 

barred axes are the principal axes of transla

tion of the circular disk, we have, from the 

solution of Stokes' equations for a translating 
disk32,3g, 

K I = 136 c(311 t + 21212 + 21313) (5-4.29) 

the 1k'S being unit vectors. By means of the 

relations 

t = i l cos e - i2 sin e 
12 = i l sin e + i2 cos e (5-4.30) 

i3 = i3 
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we then obtain 

Similarly, 

K I = la6C [ilil (2 + cos2 0) + i2i2 (2 + sin2 0) 

+ 2 isis - (ili2 + i2il) sin 0 cos 0] 

Kn = la6c[ilil (2 + cos2 0) + i2i2 (2 + sin2 0) 

+ 2 isia + (ili2 + i2il) sin 0 cos 0] 

On adding these we obtain, to the zeroth order in c/h, 

K = aa2c[ilil (2 + cos2 0) + i2i2 (2 + sin20) + 2 iaia] 
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(5-4.31) 

(5-4.32) 

(5-4.33) 

It follows from this that the principal axes of translation of the propeller 

coincide with the natural axes of the propeller. Moreover, as seems intuitively 

plausible, the translation tensor is the same for a given propeller as it is for 

its mirror image, as may be seen upon replacing 0 by -0. 

In order to compute {H, let 01 be the rotation tensor for disk I at its 

own geometric center. By symmetry arguments, it is clear that the coupling 

tensor for disk I vanishes at the center of disk I. Hence, from Eq. (5-4.10), 

we obtain 

(5-4.34) 

where fIR is the position vector of R relative to an origin at the center of 

disk I. From Fig. 5-4.1 we see that 

Furthermore, for a circular disk, 

01 = Pa2ca 

in which 1 is the dyadic idemfactor. Consequently, 

01=P;ca-ia xKI xiah2 

Similarly, 

Adding these in the light of Eqs. (5-4.26) and (5-4.27), we obtain 

OR = 16a4 ca - ia x K X iah2 

(5-4.35) 

(5-4.35) 

(5-4.37) 

(5-4.38) 

(5-4.39) 

Now, 1 = ilil + i2i2 + iaia, whereas K is given by Eq. (5-4.33). Hence, 

OR = i l i l 332 ch2 (2 + sin2 0 + 2 ~: ) 

+ . . 32 h2 (2 + 2 0 + 2 C2) +.. 64 a 12123" C COS 7j2 Isis 3"c 

Since c/h is small compared with unity we may neglect the terms in paren

theses of O(C/h)2. This is tantamount to neglecting the torque arising from the 

rotation of the disks about their own centers compared with the torque 

arising from the forces experienced by the disks as they translate through the 
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fluid during rotation of the propeller about an axis through R. Hence, to 

terms of zeroth order in cjh, 

OB = .y.c[ililh2(2 + sin20) + i2i2h2(2 + cos2 0) + igig2c2] (5-4.40) 

As in the case of the translation tensor, the principal axes of rotation at R 

coincide with the natural axes of the propeller; moreover, OB is the same for 

a given propeller as for its mirror-image. 

As is clear from the lack of skew-symmetry of a circular disk, 

CI = 0 (5-4.41) 

Thus, from Eq. (5-2.11) 

(5-4.42) 

KI is given by Eq. (5-4.31) and rIB by Eq.(5-4.35). Similarly, we may compute 

C~ = -rllB x KU 

in which rUB = +igh and KU is given by Eq. (5-4.32). Upon adding the 

resulting expressions for C1 and C~, one finds 

CB = 3; ch(i J i l - i2i2) sin 0 cos 0 (5-4.43) 

We note that CB is symmetrical, confirming that the center of reaction of the 

propeller lies at the midpoint of the connecting rod. Furthermore, the 

principal axes of coupling coincide with the natural axes of the propeller. 

Note also that CB changes in algebraic sign upon replacing 0 by -0. Finally, 

Disk n 

Fllur. 5-4.4. Side view of an 
"impeller" formed from two circular 
disks. 

we observe that the various inequali

ties implied by Eq. (5-4.24) are all 

satisfied by the present example. 

Other enlightening examples con

sisting of two or more distant circular 

disks rigidly joined together in other 

ways may be similarly constructed. 

Thus, consider the "impeller" -like 

body shown edge-on in Fig. 5-4.4, the 

circular disks being joined along their 

centers. The Xg axis is directed out of 

the plane of the page. A calculation 

similar to the preceding shows that 

K I, Kn and, hence, K have the same 

values as in Eqs. (5-4.31), (5-4.32), and 

(5-4.33), respectively. Though it might 

be suspected that the center of reac

tion lies at the centroid of the body, 

P, a simple calculation shows that this 

is not so-for Cp is not symmetric, but 

rather has the value 
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Cp = -i3i2 332 ch sin () cos () (5-4.44) 

Further calculation reveals that the center of reaction lies at the point 

, h sin () cos () 
rPR = -II 4 + sin2 () (5-4.45) 

at which point 

C (' , +' , ) 64ch sin () cos () 
R = - 1213 13 12 3(4 + sin2 () 

(5-4.46) 

Since i2i 3 + isi2 = e 2e2 - e 3e 3 

in which 

it follows that the principal axes of coupling lie in a plane perpendicular to 

the XI axis, and there make angles of 45° with the X 2 and X3 coordinate axes. 

This example clearly shows: (1) the center of reaction is a unique geo

metrical point, different in general from the centroid of the body; (2) the 

principal axes of the various tensors at the center of reaction do not generally 

coincide. 

5-5 Symmetrical Particles 

A complete characterization of the hydrodynamic resistance of rigid particles 

to translational and rotational motions in Stokes flow requires a knowledge 

of 21 independent scalar resistance coefficients; namely, 6 for the trans

lation tensor, 6 for the rotation tensor, and 9 for the coupling tensor. The 

number of such coefficients is reduced by any geometric symmetry possessed 

by the particle. This section presents a systematic investigation of the effects 

of various types of symmetry on the structure of the three fundamental 

tensors. These efforts have been strongly influenced by comparable treat

ments of "hydrokinetic symmetry" by Kelvin 31 , Larmor35, and Lambs2 in 

connection with the kinetic energy of ideal fluids in irrotational, acyclic 

motion generated by the impulsive motion of a rigid particle from rest in 

a fluid initially at rest. 37 In that case, the combined, instantaneous kinetic 

energy of the particle-fluid system is a homogeneous, quadratic function of 

the instantaneous linear and angular velocity components of the particle. 
Since, in Stokes flow the dissipation function is also a homogeneous, quad

ratic function of these velocities, a perfect analogy exists-at least insofar 

as symmetry considerations are concerned. 

Imagine the body to be fixed in space, and let Ox! (i = 1,2,3) be any 

system of cartesian axes fixed in space relative to an arbitrary origin a 
affixed to the particle. Denote by Ox, another set of axes, initially coincident 
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with OXh which we rotate and/or reflect. Consider the class of bodies whose 

symmetry is such that the surface of the particle bears the same relation to 

the Ox, axes as it does to the Ox, axes after the latter are rotated about a and/ 

or reflected in a plane containing 0; that is, if the surface of the body is 

described by the equation f(xl> x 2, x 3) = 0, then f(xl> x 2 , x 3) = 0 describes 

the surface of this same body. 

In cartesian tensor notation, the rate of energy dissipation in the unbarred 

and barred system of coordinates is, from Eq. (5-4.21), 

(5-5.1) 

and 

(5-5.2) 

in which the usual summation convention applies. The superscript (0) refers 

to the origin O. The general transformation from Ox, to Ox, coordinates is 

(5-5.3) 

where (a) is the orthogonal matrix of direction cosines 

(
all a12 a13) 

(a) = a2l a22 a23 

a31 a32 a33 

(5-5.4) 

whose elements are 

(5-5.5) 

As the scalar E is a tensor of rank zero, its law of transformation is 

(5-5.6) 

Similarly, the (polar) vector 01°) is a true vector and so transforms according 

to the relation 

(5-5.7) 

On the other hand, the angular velocity vector wm is a pseudovector (axial 

vector) and transforms according to the law 

(5-5.8) 

in which lal denotes the determinant of the matrix (a). The value of this 

determinant is either -lor + 1 according as the transformation Ox, ~ Ox, 

does or does not alter the hand of the axes. 

Substituting Eqs. (5-5.6)-(5-5.8) into Eq. (5-5.1) and comparing the 

resulting expression with Eq. (5-5.2), we find that K IJ , C\~), and nl~) trans

form as follows: 

Kkl = akialJKjj 

C1?) = I a I ak,al} Cl~) 

.fir?) = ak,alJn\~) 

(5-5.9) 
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where it has been noted that I a II a I = + 1. Hence, K!j and fi\J) are true, 

second-rank tensors, whereas C\J) is a pseudo, second-rank tensor because 

of the question of algebraic sign in its transformation law. 

Equations (5-5.9) are, of course, applicable to any cartesian coordinate 

transformation involving a common origin. However, it also follows from 

the particular way in which we have defined the Ox, and Ox, systems, and 

from the invariance of the Stokes equations and boundary conditions to 

rotation and/or reflection, that 

Therefore, 

Kk! = Kk! 

t k?) = Ck?) 

ilk?) = fik?) 

Kk! = aktaUKtj 

Ck?) = lalakta!)qJ) 

fik?) = aktaufilJ) 

(5-5.10) 

(5-5.11) 

These relations place certain restrictions on the components of the three 

fundamental tensors which we shall now investigate for a few important 

specific cases. Since Kkl and fik?) in Eq. (5-5.11) both transform according 

to the same law, and since both are symmetric, it suffices to investigate 

either one. 

CASE 1: One plane of symmetry 

To illustrate the general application of Eq. (5-5.11) we shall investigate 

this special case in some detail. Take the OX1-OX2 plane as the plane of 

symmetry. The existence of a plane of symmetry implies that the body is 

identical to itself when reflected in the plane. Symbolically, then, the trans

formation is 

for which 

and lal = -1. Equation (5-5.11) yields various relations, of which the 

following are typical: 

Kll = Kll , 

and Cl?) = - Cl?>, Cl~) = -CI~), ... , q~) = q~), ... 

In order that these relations may be satisfied, we require that 

(5-5.12) 
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it being understood that, since Kij and 0\7) are symmetric, these also imply, 

for example, that K32 = 0. Consequently, 

(
Kll 

(K) = ~12 

(Co) = ( : 
C (o) 

31 

If K is written in its dyadic form 

C (o) 
32 

C (o) 
23 

C\~») 

0(0) 
0.1-12 

0(0) 
Il. Lo22 

K = i1ilKll + i2i2K22 + i3i3K33 + (ili2 + i2i l)Kl2 

(5-5.13) 

we see that K· i3 is parallel to i3. Hence, i3 is an eigenvector of K. Therefore, 

if a body possesses a plane of symmetry, one of the three principal axes of 

translation lies normal to the plane, and the remaining two (which are 

mutually perpendicular to the third) lie parallel to the plane. Similar remarks 

apply to the principal axes of rotation at any point 0 lying in the plane. 

CASE 2: Two mutually perpendicular symmetry planes 

If the particle has a second plane of symmetry at right angles to the 

first we may take this as the OX 3-OX 1 plane, where 0 lies anywhere along the 

line of intersection of the planes. Besides the relations in Eq. (5-5.12), the 

following additional relations must be satisfied: 

(5-5.14) 

Hence, 

(
Kll 

(K) = : 

(5-5.15) 

Two of the principal axes of K therefore lie normal to the two symmetry 

planes, whereas the third principal axis lies parallel to their line of inter

section. The rotation tensor at any point along this line has the same principal 

axes as K. 

The "impeller" shown in Fig. 5-4.4 is an example of a body of this class, 

for if 0 lies anywhere along the PX 1 axis, the planes OX1-OX 2 and OX3-OX 1 

are planes of symmetry. The further symmetry result, C~f) = 0, implied by 

Eq. (5-4.44) is not deducible by our present methods of analysis. Rather, 

group theory methods, such as are employed in crystallography46, would be 
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required; for this symmetry restriction is not merely a consequence of the 

over-all symmetry of the impeller, but rather of the symmetry of the separate 

elements of which it is comprised. Thus, in general, it is possible for a body 

to possess two perpendicular symmetry planes without the individual 

elements of which it is composed possessing any symmetry whatsoever. 

CASE 3: Three mutually perpendicular symmetry planes (orthotropic 

bodies) 

If the particle has a third plane of symmetry (the Ox2-OXS plane) at right 

angles to the two former ones, then, in addition to Eqs. (5-5.12) and (5-5.14), 

we also require that 

(5-5.16) 

Thus, if R denotes the point of intersection of the three planes, we have 

(5-5.17) 

so that this point constitutes the center of reaction of the body, at which 

point the coupling tensor is identically zero. 

CASE 4: Spherically isotropic bodies 

If the preceding solid is such that the form of the body be similarly 

related to each of the three mutually perpendicular coordinate planes (for ex

ample, a sphere or cube), the coordinate axes Ox!> Ox!> and OX3 are 

indistinguishable; hence, 

Kll = K22 = K33 = K, say, 

Olf) = O~f) = O~f) = 0, say. 
(5-5.18) 

Therefore 

(eR) = (0) (5-5.19) 

or, in dyadic notation, 

K=IK, 

We shall term such bodies spherically isotropic. Characterization of their 

hydrodynamic resistance requires knowledge of only the two scalar coef

ficients, K and 0. All regular polyhedra and bodies derived from them by 

symmetrically cutting or rounding the corners and/or edges and/or faces are 

spherically isotropic8• Thus, substitution in Eqs. (5-4.1) and (5-4.2) gives 

F = -/LKUR and TR = -/LOa) 
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Experiments by Pettyjohn and Christiansen42 on the fall of isometric 

particles in the Stokes regime confirm the preceding conclusions. They 

studied the settling of tetrahedra, cubes, octahedra, and cube-octahedra and 

observed the settling velocities to be independent of orientation to within 

their experimental uncertainty of 0.5 per cent. The particles, dropped with 

random orientation into the fluid, showed no tendency either to rotate or set 

themselves in any particular position with respect to their direction of motion 

through the fluid. Moreover, they fell vertically downward. These points are 

further discussed in Section 5-7. 

CASE 5: Bodies of revolution 

If the body is a solid of revolution (say about the OX l axis) it is sym

metrical with respect to all planes containing its axis (although not neces

sarily with respect to any plane perpendicular to this axis, for example, a 

hemisphere). The results of Case 2 are applicable, where 0 now refers to any 

point along the axis. Furthermore, the form of the solid is unaltered if we 

rotate the OX2 and OX3 axes through any angle, say, a positive right angle. 

The transformation appropriate to this rotation is 

1--? 1, 2 --? -3, 3-?2 

whence 

-1 

and lal = +1. Thus, in addition to those relations set forth in Eq. (5-5.15), 

we also require that 

Consequently, 

(

Kll 

(K) = : 
(

0(0) 
>l.l'll 

(00 ) = . 0(0) 
>l.1'22 

(5-5.20) 

(5-5.21) 

When the preceding values are substituted into Eq. (5-4.16) we obtain 

(XOR )2 = (XOR )3 = O. The center of reaction therefore lies along the axis of 

revolution of the body. Now, according to Eq. (5-5.21), (Co) is antisym

metric at all points along the axis. But according to the definition of the 

center of reaction, (CR ) must be symmetric. These conditions are all satisfied 

if and only if CR = O. If the body lacks a plane of symmetry perpendicular 

to the axis it is not possible to predict a priori the general location of this 
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point. The dumbbell example (Section 5-6), consisting of two unequal 

spheres, is a simple example of such a body. 

CASE 6: Skew-symmetry about an axis 

Suppose a body has a sort of skew-symmetry about the OX1 axis-for 

example, that it is identical to itself when turned through 1800 about this 

axis, but lacks a plane of symmetry either normal to, or containing, this 

axis (for example, the two-bladed screw-propeller in Fig. 5-4.1). We find in 

this case that 

(5-5.22) 

(
C(O)' . ) 

(Co) = .11 qr) qr) 
. Qr) C~r) 

The screw-propeller in Fig. 5-4.1 possesses this type of skew-symmetry 

about both the RXI and RX2 axes. Thus, in this example, it is further required 

that K 23 = n~:) = C~:) = CJfl = O. The additional symmetry relations, 

C~) = 0 and C~:) = -Clf), implied by Eq. (5-4.43) are, again, not de

ducible by our present techniques. 

CASE 7: Helicoidal symmetry about an axis 

If, in addition to the conditions of the preceding case, the body is also 

identical to itself when turned through 900 about the OX1 axis (for example, 

a four-bladed screw-propeller) we find that 

(
KII . ) 

(K) = : K22 • 

K22 ' 

(5-5.23) 

qr) qr») 
_C(O) C(O> 

23 22 

(C (O) 
II 

(Co) = : 

where 0 lies along the axis. Equation (5-4.16) then shows that the center 

of reaction must lie along the axis. Moreover, since (CR ) is symmetrical, 

Eq. (5-5.23) requires that q:> = O. Consequently, 

(CR ) = (~lf) C~f> :) 

. q:> 
(5-5.24) 

The form of the foregoing expressions is unaltered when the axes of OX2 

and OX3 are simultaneously rotated in their own plane through any angle. 
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The body is therefore said to possess helicoidal symmetry31,32,35 about the 

Ox! axis. For later reference we note that the axis of helicoidal symmetry 

of the body is a principal axis of coupling, and that all directions in the plane 

perpendicular to it are eigenvectors for the coupling tensor at R. 

CASE 8: Helicoidal symmetry under more general circumstances 

The results of the preceding section may be generalized so as to apply to 

bodies of more general shape. Suppose the form of the solid retains the same 

relations to the OX2 and OXa axes when turned about the Ox! axis through 

any given angle () in either direction, except () = 7C. The case () = 0 is, of 

course, trivial. The general transformation from OXj to OXj axes, corre

sponding to a positive rotation through any angle () about the Ox! axis, is 

cos () 

-sin () 

si~ ()) 

cos () 

whence lal = + 1. From Eq. (5-5,9) we then obtain 

C\?) = CI?) 

CW) = Clr) cos () + Clr) sin () 

Clr) = - Clr) sin () + Clr) cos () 

C~?) = q?) cos () + q?) sin () 

C~r) = CW) cos2 () + (qr) + qr» sin () cos () + qr) sin2 () 

C~) = qr) cos2 () - qr) sin2 () + (C~) - qr» sin () cos () 

C~?) = - CW) sin () + q?) cos () 

C~r) = (C~r) - qr» sin () cos () - qr) sin2 () + qr) cos2 () 

C~r) = C~r) sin2 () - (qr) + qr» sin () cos () + qr) cos2 () 

with similar expressions for Kkl and ilk?). The condition that these expres

sions be invariant to a reversal of the algebraic sign of () requires that 

Clr) = q?) = C~?) = Clr) = 0 

qr) + C~r) =0 

qr) - qr)=O 

(5-5.25) 

Hence (K), (00), and (Co) must be of exactly the form indicated in Eq. 

(5-5.23). Such bodies therefore possess helicoidal symmetry. 

CASE 9: Helicoidal symmetry about an axis plus reflection 

symmetry in a plane containing this axis 

Ifwe take Ox! to be the axis of helicoidal symmetry and OX!-OX2 to be the 

plane of symmetry containing this axis, then Eqs. (5-5.13) and (5-5.23) must 
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be simultaneously satisfied. Equation (5-5.21) is therefore applicable to the 

present case, and we conclude that the hydrodynamic behavior of bodies of 

the type under discussion is identical to that of bodies of revolution. 

This case arises, for example, when all the cross sections are regular 

polygons (it may be with rounded faces and corners), derived from the same 

fundamental form, and having one common axial plane of symmetry. It 

applies, for example, to a right prism or pyramid standing on a base having 

the form of a regular polygon. It also applies to a rhombohedron. 

CASE 10: Helicoidal isotropy 

Returning to the discussion of Cases 7 and 8, suppose the body has a 

second axis of helicoidal symmetry situated anywhere (say the O'x; axis). 

Then, as in Eq. (5-5.24), there is one unique point (say, R') lying along this 

axis at which the coupling tensor assumes the symmetric form 

(C CR'l 
''l' 

(C~) = . CW .) 

C C~'l 
2'2' 

(5-5.26) 

But, as discussed in Section 5-4, a body has one and only one point at which 

the coupling tensor is symmetric. Hence-see Eq. (5-5.24)-we conclude 

that Rand R' must be one and the same point. If a body has two axes of 

helicoidal symmetry they must therefore intersect at the center of reaction 

of the body. 

As the axes Rx; and Rx, must both be principal axes of coupling, and 

since the principal axes of coupling are mutually perpendicular, the Rx; axis 

must lie in a plane perpendicular to Rx,.But, from Case 8, all axes lying in 

a plane perpendicular to Rx, are equivalent. Without loss in generality we 

may therefore identify Rx; with Rx2, Rx; with Rx3, and Rx~ with Rx,. 

Equation (5-5.26) then becomes 

(CR ) = (C .. ~fl CHI) :) (5-5.27) 

C~fl 

Comparison with Eq. (5-5.24) shows that 

CIFl = qfl = C~fl = C, say, (5-5.28) 

in which case the coupling tensor is isotropic at R. Similarly, by considering 

the orthogonality of the principal axes of the translation tensor, and of the 

rotation tensor at R, it is easily proved that K and OR are also isotropic. 

We may therefore write 

K = IK, (5-5.29) 

In the context of ideal fluid theory, Kelvin3 ' calls such a body an isotropic 

helicoid. We shall retain this terminology, though its physical significance in 
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Stokes flow is quite different than in potential flow. It follows that any body 

possessing helicoidal symmetry about two different axes is helicoid ally 

isotropic. Isotropy of this type should be clearly distinguished from spherical 

isotropy, since CR = 0 in the latter case. Helicoidally isotropic bodies require 

knowledge of the three scalars K, 0, and C for a complete characterization 

of their hydrodynamic properties. These three constants must satisfy the 

inequality set forth in Eq. (5-4.25). For reasons made clear in the next section, 

bodies for which C < 0 are right-handed whereas bodies for which C > 0 

are left-handed. The mirror-image of a helicoidally isotropic body in any 

plane is itself helicoid ally isotropic, the two bodies having the same K and 0 

values, differing only in the algebraic sign of the pseudo scalar C. 

As specific geometric examples of isotropic helicoids we cite the fol

lowing: According to Kelvin31 : "An isotropic helicoid can be made by 

attaching projecting vanes to the surface of a globe in proper positions; for 

instance cutting at 45° each, at the middles of the twelve quadrants of any 

three great circles dividing the globe into eight quadrantal triangles" (see 

also Lamb32• p.179 for a slightly more detailed description of this body). 

According to Larmor35 : "If we take a regular tetrahedron (or other regular 

solid) and replace the edges by skew bevel faces placed in such wise that 

when looked at from any corner they all slope the same way, we have an 

example of an isotropic helicoid. This would also be the result if three 

plagiedral faces sloping the same way were imposed on each vertex of the 

tetrahedron. The first process probably gives the simplest form that a solid 

of this class can have. A form equivalent to the second is obtained by fixing 

four equal symmetrical screw-propellers on the surface of a sphere at the 

corners of an inscribed regular tetrahedron." 

5-6 Nonskew bodies 

When a body moves through a viscous fluid under the influence of an external 

force it will, in general, experience a hydrodynamic torque. Thus it will not 

generally be possible to select a point of application of the force in such a 

way as to eliminate this torque and thereby prevent the body from rotating 

as it translates*. For those bodies for which CR = 0, however, the center of 

reaction provides just such a point. For, as is clear from Eq. (5-4.17b), 

a translating body in any orientation will then experience no hydrodynamic 

torque about R. Hence, if the line of action of the body forces (for example, 

gravity) acting on the particle passes through R, the total external torque 

*It may be possible, however, in certain cases, to eliminate the torque by suitably 

orienting the body relative to the direction of the applied force. For example, the two-bladed 

"screw-propeller" shown in Fig. 5-4.1 will not rotate if the external force lies along the 

Rxs axis. 
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about this point will be zero, and there will be no tendency for the particle 

to rotate about R. The possible modes of behavior of such particles are 

intrinsically simpler than that of any other class of particles. 

As the general theory for completely arbitrary bodies tends to be some

what abstract, we shall employ this special class of bodies to provide simple 

examples illustrating the physical significance of the more general theory. 

To simplify our terminology, it is convenient to refer to these bodies as 

nonskew particles, and to say that they possess a "center of hydrodynamic 

stress," C. Of course, this point is also the center of reaction, R, of the 

non skew body. The entire hydrodynamic force on the body (in any orien

tation) behaves as if it acts through this point. From the discussion of Section 

5-5, common examples of non skew particles are orthotropic bodies (for 

example, ellipsoids), spherically isotropic bodies, and bodies of revolution. 

In addition to the hydrodynamic force experienced by a nonskew particle, 

it also experiences a hydrostatic or buoyant force, yet to be taken into 

account. The resultant of all the external forces exerted on the particle by the 

fluid is due to the action of both types of forces. As is well known, the 

buoyant force acts through the center of buoyancy (B) of the body, located 

at the center of gravity of the displaced fluid. For an incompressible, homo

geneous fluid in a uniform gravitational field, the location of B is thus an 

intrinsic property of the particle itself, dependent solely on the external 

geometry of the particle. 

The center of hydrodynamic stress plays a fundamental role in the theory 

of nonskew bodies. Not only is the 

hydrodynamic torque about this 

point zero for a pure translational 

motion, but the converse is equally 

true; namely, a body rotating in an 

otherwise quiescent fluid about any 

axis which contains this point will 

experience no hydrodynamic force. 

Thus, the torque required to main

tain rotation about such an axis is 

in the nature of a couple-see Eq: 

(5--4.17). 

As a simple but instructive 

example of a nonskew body, con

sider the dumbbell-like body in Fig. 

5-6.1, cf. Case 5, Section 5-5, formed 

by joining together two spheres 

along their line of centers by means 

of a thin, rigid rod. The spheres are 

assumed to be of unequal radii, a) 

u 

t t t t t t t t t 
Figure 5 -6.1. Streaming flow past an 

asymmetric dumbbell. 
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and a2 , respectively, the latter being the larger sphere. The center-to-center 

distance is h. It is assumed that the mass and hydrodynamic resistance of 

the connecting rod are nil compared to those of the spheres. Moreover, it is 

further assumed that the spheres are sufficiently far apart for hydrodynamic 

interaction between them to be negligible. 

Consider a streaming flow with velocity U past this dumbbell and suppose 

that the body is not allowed to rotate. As the spheres are assumed to behave 

independently, the hydrodynamic force experienced by each is, by Stokes' 

law, 

FI = 67r{La IU and F2 = 67r{La 2U 

The total force experienced by the dumbbell is therefore 

F = 67r{L(a l + a 2)U 

whence the translation tensor is 

K = 167r(a l + a2) 

(5-6.1 ) 

(5-6.2) 

(5-6.3) 

This shows the dumbbell to be translationally isotropic. This is true, of 

course, only in the zeroth approximation, where h/a l and h/a2 are large. 

More accurate approximations are given in Chapter 6 for the case of two 

unequal spheres moving either parallel or perpendicular to their line of 

centers. These show the body to be anisotropic when the spheres are rela

tively close. 

It is clear from symmetry considerations that the forces FI and F2 act 

through the centers of each of the respective spheres. Thus, the moment of 

these forces about an arbitrary origin 0 is 

To = fOl X FI + f02 X F2 = 67r/-L(a l f ol + a2f o2) x U (5-6.4) 

The location of the center of hydrodynamic stress C, about which Tc 

vanishes is thereby governed by the equation 

(5-6.5) 

This relation requires that fCI and fC2 be parallel. Hence, C lies along the 

line of centers joining the two spheres. If e is a unit vector along the line of 

centers of the spheres, directed from the larger sphere (2) to the smaller 

sphere (1), then f 2C + fel = eh, where we have noted that f 2C = -fC2 ' It 

follows that C is situated at the point 

h 
f 2C = - "1-+7""""7( a-2-'/ a-I') (5-6.6) 

The center of buoyancy, B, of the dumbbell lies along the line of centers 

of the two spheres at the point 

f2B = e 1 + (a 2/a l )3 

h 
(5-6.7) 

Thus, B lies closer to the center of sphere 2 than does C. 
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For later reference, we note here that the center of mass, M, of the 

dumbbell may occupy any number of possible positions depending upon the 

distribution of matter within the spheres. If the spheres are homogeneous 

and of equal density, the centers of mass and buoyancy coincide-otherwise 

not. In the latter case, for example, if the two spheres are homogeneous, but 

of unequal densities, PI and P2' respectively, M will be located at the point 

(5-6.8) 

We wish to demonstrate, using this dumbbell example, the validity of the 

general theorem that rotation of a nonskew body about any axis passing 

through C will result in no net hydrodynamic force. Suppose the dumbbell 

rotates with angular velocity (I) about an axis passing through C as in Fig. 

5-6.2. At each instant the center of sphere 1 is translating through the 

surrounding fluid with velocity U I, variable in direction but constant in 

magnitude. Likewise, the center of sphere 2 is translating through the fluid 

with velocity U2• In consequence of these motions, the spheres experience 

forces 

FI = -6?t/.LaIU I and F2 = -6?t/.La2 U2 

respectively, acting through their centers. But, 

U I = (I) x fCI and U2 = (I) x fC2 

------

w 

----- ... .............. 

(5-6.9) 

(5-6.10) 

............. " 

\ 
\ 

) 

U1 Radius = a 

Figure 5-6.2. Rotation of a dumbbell 

about an axis through its center of 
hydrodynamic stress. 

Figure 5-6.3. Rotation of a sphere 

about a noncentrally located axis. 
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Thus, the total force experienced by the dumbbell is 

F = -671:(.u'I) x (alfci + agf c2) (5-6.11) 

Since the location of C is governed by Eq. (5-6.5), the term in parentheses 

vanishes. This makes F = 0, in accordance with the general theorem. 

As has already been noted in Eq. (5-4.18), the dependence of the rota

tion tensor on origin, for a body possessing a center of hydrodynamic 

stress, is governed by the equation 

0 0 = Oc - foc X K x foc (5-6.12) 

In the special case of a body which is isotropic with respect to translation, 

that is, K = IK, the last term becomes 

(5-6.13) 

in which (roc)2 = foc·foc. 

As a simple example of the physical significance and utility of Eq. (5-6.12), 

consider the problem of a sphere rotating about an axis which does not pass 

through its center, as in Fig. 5-6.3. The sphere is assumed to be joined to the 

stationary point 0 by a thin, rigid rod of negligible resistance. The point 0 

lies at the intersection of the axis of rotation and the perpendicular dropped 

from C to this axis. Since the sphere is isotropic with respect to both trans

lation and rotation about its center, we find with the aid of Eqs. (5-2.22) and 

(5-3.13) that 

0 0 = 1[87l'a3 + 67l'a(roc)2] - focfoc 67l'a (5-6.14) 

Hence, from Eq. (5-4.2), since Uo = 0 and foc'CU = 0, the torque about 0 

is found to be 

(5-6.15) 

The first term is the torque due to the rotation of the sphere about its own 

axis. The second term arises from the translation of the sphere center through 

the fluid with velocity Uc = cu x foc, relative to the fluid at infinity. 

It is worthwhile noting that necessary criteria for the applicability of 

this relation are that the two dimensionless groups, a2jcujp/{l and rocajcujp/{l. 

both be small, the last group arising from the translational motion of the 

sphere center. 

There is at least one detailed solution available in the literature which 

provides confirmation of Eq. (5-6.12). Roscoe's theoretically studied the 

slow motion of an elliptic disk: (I) rotating about its minor axis, (II) rotating 

broadside-on about a tangent at one end of its minor axis, and (III) trans

lating broadside-on. The center of hydrodynamic stress is obviously at the 

center of the disk. We choose 0 at the extreme end of the minor axis. When 

the couple associated with I and force arising from III are appropriately 

combined via Eq. (5-6.12), the resultant torque obtained from Eq. (5-4.2) 

(with Uo = 0) agrees identically with Roscoe's calculation for case II. 
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5-7 Terminal Settling Velocity of an Arbitrary Particle 

We shall confine our discussion to the "steady" motion of a particle in a 

gravitational field, in which neither its linear nor angular velocity changes 

with time. Such motion will be characterized by the existence of some point 

Q which translates through the fluid at a constant velocity UQ and through 

which passes an axis about which the particle spins with a constant angular 

velocity (I). In such cases the net external forces and torques about Q must 

vanish. 

The external forces for motion in a gravitational field are; 

(i) the quasi-static hydrodynamic force: 

F = -j.L(K,UQ + C~,(I) 
(ii) the buoyant force: 

(iii) the gravitational force: 

(5-7.1) 

(5-7.2) 

(5-7.3) 

in which mf and mp are, respectively, the masses of displaced fluid and 

particle, and g is the acceleration of gravity vector, having the magnitude of 

the local acceleration of gravity, g, and directed vertically downward. At 

equilibrium we have 

F + F(buoy) + F(grav) = 0 

or 

Similarly, the external torques about Q are; 

(i) the quasi-static hydrodynamic torque: 

TQ = -j.L(CQ' UQ + OQ,(I) 

(ii) the buoyant torque: 

T~bUOY) = -rQB x (mfg) 

(iii) the gravitational torque: 

(5-7.4) 

(5-7.5) 

(5-7.6) 

(5-7.7) 

T~rav) = rQM x (mpg) (5-7.8) 

Here, B is the center of buoyancy and M is the center of mass. Again, at 

equilibrium we have that 

T Q + T~bUOY) + T~gr.v) = 0 

or (CQ ' UQ + OQ,(I) = (mprQM - m,rQB) X g 

(5-7.9) 

(5-7.10) 

Not all bodies are capable of attaining steady terminal motions of this 

type. (With unsymmetrical bodies, spiraling or wobbling movement may 

occur.) Questions of the stability of such motions would require tho ;li(TG-
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duction of unsteady state terms. We shall discuss here only those terminal 

states which are dynamically possible in the sense of Eqs. (5-7.5) and (5-7.10). 

We note that in all cases the rotational Reynolds number 

N(T) - c2 JwJp (5-7.11) 
Re ---/l-

as well as the translational Reynolds number must be small to allow appli

cation of the quasi-steady creeping motion equations (see Section 2-10). 

Consider first the class of spin-free terminal states characterized by 

w~ = O. The subscript infinity refers to the terminal state. All points of the 

particle then move with the same terminal velocity, Uw It is convenient in 

this case to refer all parameters to an origin at the center of reaction, in 

which case the pertinent equations become 

/lK· U~ = (mp - mf)g 

/lCR, U~ = (mprRM - mfrRB) x g 

Eliminating U~ between these two equations we obtain 

(CR·K- 1 - RR X I)·g = 0 

in which K- 1 is the dyadic reciprocal to K, and 

(5-7.12a) 

(5-7.12b) 

(5-7.13) 

(5-7.14) 

It should be noted that in Eq. (5-7.13) the dyadic in parentheses involves 

parameters which depend only on the external and internal geometry of the 

particle and on the distribution of its mass. These parameters are constant 

relative to body axes; g is constant only relative to space axes .. 

Equation (5-7.13) constitutes the necessary and sufficient condition that 

the terminal state of the particle be spin-free. We now consider the various 

ways in which this condition can be satisfied. 

CASE I: CR = 0 and RR = 0 

We inquire first as to the class of bodies for which spin-free, terminal 

states are possible for all orientations of the particle relative to the direction 

of the gravity field. This can occur if and only if the quantity in parentheses 

in Eq. (5-7.13) vanishes identically. If we put this dyadic equal to zero and 

postmultiply by K we obtain 

(5-7.15) 

As CR is symmetric, this relation can be satisfied only if RR x K is sym

metric. But since K is itself symmetric, RR x K can never be symmetric, 

unless RR = O. From Eq. (5-7.15) this, in turn, requires that CR = O. 

Hence, only those bodies for which both CR and RR vanish can attain spin

free terminal states for all orientations. 
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An ellipsoid of uniform density is an example of such a body, for not only 

is ell = 0 (see Section 5-5, Case 3) but R, M, and B coincide, so that 

RR = 0_ 
Bodies of revolution which possess fore-aft symmetry and are of uniform 

density (see Section 5-5, Case 5) will also meet this requirement. 

Spherically isotropic bodies (see Section 5-5, Case 4) of uniform density 

not only have the property of falling stably in any orientation (neutrall;)l 

stable in the terminology of buoyancy theory4), but are also isotropic with 

respect to translation. Bodies of this type will therefore always move verti

cally with velocity 

(5-7.16) 

Neutrally stable anisotropic bodies, such as ellipsoids, behave more 

interestingly than their isotropic counterparts. Although the former fall 

stably in any orientation they do not generally fall vertically downward 

unless, perchance, they are dropped with a principal axis of translation 

parallel to the gravity field; otherwise, such bodies drift off to the side in the 

course of settling. A quantitative example of this type of behavior is furnished 

by the fall of a circular disk, discussed later in this section. 

CASE II: ell = 0 and RII *- 0 

Ellipsoids of nonuniform density, and homogeneous or inhomogeneous 

bodies of revolution lacking fore-aft symmetry are examples of bodies for 

which ell = 0 but for which RII *- 0, since r llJI *- O. Bodies of this class 

are capable of attaining spin-free terminal conditions for only certain ori

entations. From Eq. (5-7.13), these orientations are governed by the re

quirement that 

RII X g = 0 (5-7.17) 

Such bodies can therefore settle without rotation only when RII is parallel 

to g. 

The condition that RII be parallel to g corresponds to two possible orien

tations of the body: one in which RR points vertically downward and the 

other in which it roints vertically upward. Of the two possibilities, only the 

latter corresponds to a stable equilibrium. The former state is unstable in the 

sense that a small departure from this orientation produces a couple which 

acts in such a direction as further to increase the departure of the particle 

from its original orientation. Conversely, the latter state is stable because the 

direction of the couple produced by a slight change in orientation tends to 

restore the original state. The proof of these remarks follows closely that 

emp10yed in questions' of the static stability of submerged bodies to over

turning4. In fact, the condition that RII be directed vertically upward is 

completely analogous to the static stability requirement that the center of 

gravity lie vertically above the center of mass. 
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The ultimate orientation achieved by a nonskew settling particle is 

therefore that for which the following two conditions are met: 

RR is parallel to g (5-7.18) 

and (5-7.19) 

It is interesting to note from Eq. (5-7.14) that the ultimate orientation of 

a settling particle is not generally a property of the particle alone. Rather, 

this orientation wiII generally differ in fluids of different density, owing to 

the dependence of RlI on m f. If, however, the density of the body is uniform, 

so that f.,," = 0, this ceases to be the case; for then r lill = r",", 

A simple example of the application of these criteria is furnished by 

considering the fall of the asymmetric dumbbell previously discussed in 

Section 5-6, see Fig. 5-6.1. It is assumed that the two unequal spheres are 

separately homogeneous, but that their respective densities are not neces

sarily equal. After considerable reduction, Eq. (5-7.14) here takes the form 

R - h 4 a l a 2 [( ) 2 ( ) 2] (5 720) n - e -3 7r ...L P2 - P a2 - PI - P GI - . 
a l I a2 

The condition Eq. (5-7.18) requires that the body fall in such a way that e, 

the unit vector drawn from the larger to the smaller sphere, be parallel to 

g; that is, the dumbbell moves parallel to the line of centers, an obviously 

correct inference. The stability condition, Eq. (5-7.19), requires that 

[(P2 - p)a~ - (PI - p)a1](e·g) > 0 (5-7.21) 

Thus, if the term in brackets is positive (as, for example, if P2 :2: PI > p), 

the dumbbell will move in such a way that (e.g) < O. This implies that the 

larger sphere wiII be situated beloll' the smaller one when steady motion is 

ultimately achieved. The converse is equally true. 

By an appropriate choice of densities and sizes, it is always possible to 

arrange matters sllch that a larger, heavier sphere falls above a smaller, 

lighter one. 

If the term in brackets vanishes, that is to say, if RII = 0 as in Case I, 

the dumbbell ceases to have any unique terminal orientation. 

Bodies of uniform density (that is, homogeneous bodies) are the type 

most often encountered in practice. Here, the centers of mass and buoyancy 

coincide, so that rU.l1 = O. This simplifies the preceding orientation questions 

considerably. In particular, the terminal attitude of the body is now simply 

determined by the condition that f ll." be parallel to g. A nonskew homogene

ous body wiII therefore fall with an orientation such that the line joining its 

centers of hydrodynamic stress (that is, center of reaction) and mass lies 

parallel to the direction of the gravity field. Of the two possible directions 

along this line, that direction for which 

(5-7.22) 
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is the direction of stable fall. If the particle is denser than the fluid, M will 

lie directly below R, and conversely. 

CASE III: CR =1= 0 and RR = 0 

Spin-free terminal settling for this case requires that 

CR·K-1.g = 0 

As neither CR nor K is zero, this equation will be satisfied if and only if 

CR·K-1 is an incomplete dyadic22 *. Since K and, hence, K- 1 are complete, 

the satisfaction of this relation requires that CR be incomplete t • 

An example of this behavior is furnished by the screw-propeller of Fig. 

5-4.1. If the disks are homogeneous and of equal density then RR = O. 

Also, from Eqs. (5-4.43) and (5-4.33) 

and 

(5-7.23) 

(5-7.24) 

Thus, CR·K-1.g will be zero if the orientation of the propeller is such that 

the X3 axis is parallel to the gravity field. In this case the spin-free terminal 

motion is 

U = g 3(mp - m f) 
~ 64f..Lc 

CASE IV: CR =1= 0 and RR =1= 0 

Rotation-free terminal motions are possible if and only if 

det(CR·K- 1 - RR x I) = 0 

This criterion applies, of course, to all cases. 

(5-7.25) 

A particular example leading to spin-free motion in the present case 

occurs when the following two conditions are Simultaneously satisfied: 

• A dyadic Q is complete if its determinant 

detQ=tQ~Q:Q 

(5-7.26) 

does not vanish. Conversely, it is incomplete if its determinant does vanish. Our multiple 

dot and cross notation is that of Gibbs22 j namely, 

where a, b, ... are any vectors. 

ab ~ cd = (a X c)(b X d) 

ef: gh = (e·g)(f·h) 

+This follows from the general relation 

det(A·I) = (det A)(det I) 

valid for any dyadics A and I. 
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Since the latter condition requires that RR be parallel to g, the former con

dition may be written as 

(5-7.27) 

As RR is non-zero and K- l is necessarily complete, this condition requires, 

among other things, that CR be an incomplete dyadic. 

The "impeller" shown in Fig. 5-4.4 is an example of a body of this class. 

If the disks are of uniform and equal densities then, from Eq. (5-4.45), since 

Eq. (5-7.14) yields 

. h sin & cos & 
fRM = fRB = 11 4 + sin2& 

R -' h sin & cos & 
R-114+sin2& (5-7.28) 

Also, CR is given by Eq. (5-4.46) whereas K- l has (coincidentally) the same 

value as in Eq. (5-7.24). Equation (5-7.27) is therefore satisfied. We conclude, 

then, that a dynamically possible, spin-free, terminal motion of the impeller 

occurs when it settles in a manner such that the Xl axis is parallel to the 

gravity field. The terminal motion under these circumstances is 

U = 3(m p - mf) 
~ g 32(2 + cos2&)Jlc (5-7.29) 

CI)~ = 0 

Only by applying an appropriate stability criterion can we determine 

whether the actual terminal motion is such that the positive or negative 

Xl axis is directed vertically downward, assuming, of course, that at least one 

of these two modes is stable. 

Next, we consider some simple examples of steady motion for which 

CI)~ 0:1= O. Rather than attempt a general theory of such motions, we content 

ourselves with examining a few special cases which are dynamically possible 

in the sense of Eqs. (5-7.5) and (5-7.10). 

For example, in the case of the screw-propeller of Fig. 5-4.1, a possible 

mode of steady spinning motion occurs when the Xl axis is parallel to the 

gravity field, this motion being of the form 

(U ) = (m p - mf)(2 + sin2&) 
M ~ g 64Jlc 

(5-7.30) 
CI) = _g(m p - mf) sin & cos & 
~ 64Jlch 

For -11:/2 < & < 0 the propeller is right-handed with respect to the XI axis 

in the sense that the spin vector points in the same direction as the particle 

is moving. Conversely, for 11:/2> & > 0 the propeller is left-handed with 

respect to this axis. 
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The case in which the X 2 axis of the screw-propeller in Fig. 5-4.1 lies 

parallel to the gravity field affords another example of a steady, spinning, 
terminal motion, the details of which are left to the interested reader. 

It is interesting to note that the impeller in Fig. 5-4.4 (assumed homo
geneous) cannot attain a terminal spinning motion with the X 2 axis parallel 

to g. For RR would not be parallel to g, and the resulting buoyant and 

gravitational torques about R would cause the body to turn about the X3 

axis, eventually attaining a steady, spin-free terminal motion with the XI axis 

parallel to g. 
Of the large class of bodies which lack a center of hydrodynamic stress, 

that is, those for which CR * 0, the most fascinating are those which are 
helicoidally isotropic. Their terminal motion is independent of orientation, 
even if they are inhomogeneous. This ultimate motion consists of a vertical 
translation of the centroid with velocity 

(U) - (mp - m,).D 
R ~ - g /-L(K.D _ C2) (5-7.3Ia) 

and a spin about a vertical axis through the centroid at an angular velocity 

(mp - m,)C 
(I)~ = -g /-L(K.D - C2) (5-7.3Ib) 

This motion is such that the trajectory of every point in the body, except for 

those along the spin axis, is a helix whose pitch is I Clt.D. 

We note from Eq. (5-4.25) that the preceding denominators are both 
positive. Moreover, .D is positive. Hence, mirror-image isotropic helicoids, 

which differ only in the algebraic sign of C, settle at the same velocity but with 
opposite spins. For C < 0 the body is right-handed whereas for C> 0 the 
body is left-handed. 

The idea of two particles differing only in sense is not restricted to 
isotropic bodies. Thus, the screw-propeller in Fig. 5-4.1 will, for the two 
different choices (j = +a and (j = -a, give rise to mirror-image bodies, 
identical in all properties except sense. Another example is furnished by two 
threaded screws differing only in their sense of threading. 

Ultimate trajectory of a non skew particle 

Consider a nonskew (CR = 0) particle settling in its terminal state of 
motion through an unbounded fluid. The ultimate velocity of this particle 
may be determined from Eq. (5-7.12a) if both its translation tensor and 
the equilibrium orientation of its principal axes of translation relative to 
the gravity field are known. Thus 

U~ = (mp - m')K-I.g (5-7.32) 
/-L 

Let (x', y', Zl) be a set of cartesian axes, fixed in the particle, lying parallel 

to the principal axes of translation of the latter. Moreover, let (x, y, z) be a 
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second set, fixed in space, chosen in such a way that the positive z axis points 

vertically downward. This makes g = kg. The translation dyadic referred to 

its principal axes is then given by Eq. (5-2.21). A simple calculation yields 

the reciprocal dyadic, 

(5-7.33) 

where (i', j', k') are unit vectors parallel to the principal axes. In Eq. (5-7.32) 

we note that mp - m f = V f':l.p where V is the particle volume and 

f':l.p = pp - p is the algebraic difference between particle and fluid densities. 

If, now, one sets 

(5-7.34) 

the component velocities eventually obtained from Eq. (5-7.32) are found to 

be 
(U,,)~ = (/l1/slKil + 112/s2Kii + Ils/ssKil)gV f':l.p//-L 

(Uy)~ = (l211s1Kil + 122/s2Kii + 123/ssKil)gV f':l.p//-L 

(Uz)~ = (nKi l + 1;2 Ki l + lisKil)gV f':l.p//-L 

(5-7.35) 

where the I-values are the appropriate direction cosines, 

lSI = (k.i') = cos (z, x'), lis = (i.k') = cos (x, z'), etc. (5-7.36) 

As a definite example, consider a thin circular disk of radius c and 

thickness b (c ~ b) falling obliquely, as in Fig. 5-7.1. The disk, assumed 

x 

x' 

z 

Direction of gravity 

PI,ur. 1.7.1. Oblique fall of a cir

cular disk. 

homogeneous, is neutrally stable (that 

is, RR = 0) and can fall stably in any 

orientation. The principal axes of trans

lation obviously lie in the plane of the 

disk and along its normal. The normal 

to the plane of the disk corresponds to 

the z' axis, and the angle between this 

and g is denoted by <I> (0 < <I> < 7t /2). 

The y and y' axes coincide and lie in 

the plane of the disk. They are directed 

out of the plane of the paper. By 

these means the x' and z' axes may be 

regarded as deriving from the x and 

z axes, respectively, by a rotation 

about the y, y' axis through the angle 

<I>. The x and z axes then lie in the same plane as the corresponding primed 
axes. To be unambiguous we also specify that the angle between the x' and 

z axes lie between 0 and 7t /2. 
The direction cosines appropriate to this rotation are 

111 = IS3 = cos <I>; -/13 = lSI = sin <I>; 122 = I (5-7.37) 

all others being zero. The principal translational resistances of the disk are 
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Ka = 16c (5-7.38) 

As the disk volume is V = 7l'C 2 b the components of the settling velocity are, 

from Eq. (5-7.35), 

_ 7l'cbg tl.p . ( 
(U:1J~ - 64f.L sm 2<1>, Uy)~ = 0 

(Uz)~ = 7l'c:::P(5 - cos 2<1» 

(5-7.39) 

which indicate that the disk depicted in Fig. 5-7.1 moves down and to the 

right in the course of settling. 

If A, denotes the angle between the downward vertical and the direction 

of motion of the disk, then 

A, = tan-1 (dx) = tan-1 ( sin 2<1> ) (5-7.40) 
dz 5 - cos 2<1> 

This angle is a maximum when the disk orientation is 

(5-7.41) 

and is 

A, = tan- 1 ~ = 11.50 (5-7.42) 

corresponding to a maximum ratio of horizontal to vertical velocities of 

[ (Uz)~J =,.j6 = 0.204 
(Uz)~ max 12 

(5-7.43) 

5.8 Average Resistance to Translation 

Repeated experiments performed on a nonskew, neutrally stable, anisotropic 

particle will in general show a spread in terminal settling velocities, owing to 

the dependence of settling velocity on 

orientation. It is of some interest to 

calculate the average value, it, which 

would be observed in a long sequence 

of experiments in which the particle 

was dropped with random orientation 

into the fluid. The result is also of 

interest in connection with certain phe

nomena relating to Brownian motion. 

In order to specify the orientation 

of the body we introduce the three 

Eulerian angles (</J, "1r, 8)23 relating 

body coordinates, (x', y', z'), rigidly 

affixed to the particle, to space 

z 

J--~y 

Figur. 5-8.1. Eulerian angles. 
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coordinates, (x, y, z), fixed in the fluid. The latter system may be regarded 

as deriving from the former by successive rotations through the angles cp, fJ, 

and 'I{r, as in Fig. 5-8.1. These two systems are connected through the matrix 

transformation23 

(
X) (COS 'I{r cos cp - cos fJ sin cp sin 'I{r 

y = cos 1ft sin cp. + c~s fJ cos cp sin 'I{r 

z sm fJ sm'l{r 

- sin 1ft cos cp - cos fJ sin cp cos 'I{r 

-sin'l{r sin cp + cos fJ cos cp cos 1ft 

sin fJ cos 'I{r 

sin fJ sin cp) ( x' ) 
- sin fJ cos cp y' 

cos fJ Z' 

(5-8.1) 

But, if Ilj (i,j = 1,2,3) are the direction cosines referred to in Eq. (5-7.36), 

the two coordinate systems are also connected by the matrix relation 

(
X) (Ill 112 113) ( x' ) y = 121 122 123 y: 
z 131 132 133 z 

(5-8.2) 

The direction cosines required in Eq. (5-7.35) may therefore be expressed 

in terms of the three Eulerian angles by equating corresponding elements 

in Eqs. (5-8.1) and (5-8.2). 

The orientation of the body is described by specifiying the Eulerian 

angles relative to the space coordinates fixed in the fluid. As the Eulerian 

angles are independent of each other, the probability P(cp, 1ft, fJ) dfJ d'l{r dcp 

that the orientation of the body lies between fJ and fJ + dfJ, 'I{r and 'I{r + d1ft, 

and cp and cp + dcp is 

P(cp, 1ft, fJ) dfJ d'l{r dcp = 8~2 sin fJ dfJ d'l{r dcp (5-8.3) 

where all orientations have been assumed equally probable. The extraneous 

factor of 8n 2 results from normalizing the probability distribution function, 

that is, 

(5-8.4) 

The average settling velocity may now be obtained from the relation 

(5-8.5) 

where U~ (cp, 'I{r, fJ) is obtained from Eqs. (5-7.34), (5-7.35), (5-8.1), and 

(5-8.2). A straightforward integration then gives 

(5-8.6) 

This shows that, on the average, the direction of settling is parallel to the 

gravitational field. Thus, if we write 
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F = -f.l,l(U~ 

the average resistance, 1(, is the scalar given by 

207 

(5-8.7) 

(5-8.8) 

In the case of a circular disk, for example, we find from Eq. (5-7.38) that 

K = 12 c (5~8.9) 

Equation (5-8.8) also gives the proper average resistance to be used in 

formulas of the Stokes-Einstein type 19, relating to the translational Brownian 

motion of colloidal particles of arbitrary shape, such particles moving under 

the influence of random impacts by solvent molecules. 

5-9 The Resistance of a Slightly Deformed 

Sphere 

One problem encountered in practical applications of the preceding theory 

arises because many particles encountered in industrial practice and in 

nature are irregular, and thus do not possess a shape which is amenable to 

expression in a simple coordinate system. As a simple model of such bodies*, 

Brenner13 has developed the case for a slightly deformed sphere, which we 

reproduce here. In principle, the method should be applicable to asymmetric 

bodies, but as yet it has not been carried forward to considering deformed 

bodies such as would spin during settling under the influence of gravity. 

It is assumed that the surface of the deformed sphere may be described by 

an equation of the form 

r = a [1 + ef(fJ, cp)l (5-9.1) 

in which (r, fJ, cp) are spherical coordinates having their origin at the center 

of the undeformed sphere of radius r = a; lei ~ 1 is a small, dimensionless 

parameter and f(fJ, cp) is an arbitrary function of angular position which is 

of 0(1) with respect to the parameter e. The "axis" Icos fJl = 1 may be chosen 

arbitrarily. The parameter e is, of course, an artificial parameter, being 

inseparable from f(fJ, cp). It is introduced merely as an aid in directing at

tention to the order of the approximation of the results ultimately obtained. 

In the final results e andf(fJ, cp) appear in the combination ef(fJ, cp), so it is 
immaterial how € is chosen. Any single-valued function of fJ and cp may be 

expanded in a series of surface spherical harmonics, h( fJ, cp); hence, no loss 

in generality results from taking the surface of the body to be of the form 

~ 

r = a[1 + € ~ fk(fJ, cp)] (5-9.2) 
k=O 

• An independent, though less complete, treatment of the same problem is given by 
A. Acrivos and T. D. Taylor, Chern. Eng. Sci. 19 (1964), 445. 
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Nonconvex bodies, for which r is not a single-valued function of () and cp, 
cannot, of course, be described by such an equation. 

At small translational and/or angular Reynolds numbers, aIUlp//L and 

a2 1(f)lp//L, respectively, the fluid motion is governed by Stokes' equations, 

V2v = .lvp, V·v = 0 (5-9.3a,b) 
/L 

For streaming flow past the deformed particle the appropriate boundary 

conditions are 

v = 0 on Sd' v = U at r = 00 (5-9.4a,b) 

where Sd denotes the surface of the deformed sphere, Eq. (5-9.1) or Eq. 

(5-9.2). When the particle rotates about an axis passing through the origin 

(r = 0) in a fluid at rest at infinity the boundary conditions are 

v = (f) x r on Sd. v = 0 at r = 00 (5-9.5a,b) 

where r is the position vector of a point relative to an origin at the center of 

the undeformed sphere, and r = Irl. Because of the linearity of the Stokes 

equations and the boundary conditions, the case in which translational and 

rotational motions occur simultaneously may be synthesized by superposition 

of the results for the two separate cases. 

By utilizing Stokes stream function, Sampson (see Section 4--25) suc

ceeded in obtaining a solution of Eq. (5-9.3) to the first order in e, for the 

special case of axisymmetric streaming flow parallel to the axis of the spheroid 

of revolution 

(5-9.6) 

where ak is an arbitrary parameter of 0(1) with respect to e; Pk is the Legendre 

polynomial of order k, and () = 0 (and its continuation, () = n) is the axis 

of the spheroid. Though Sampson did not utilize his expression for the 

stream function to calculate the force on the spheroid, it is easily obtained 

by application of a formula due to Payne and Pell41 relating the force on 

an axisymmetric body to the asymptotic expansion of the stream function at 

great distances from the body, as in Eq. (4-14.20). In this way the force 

is found to be 

(5-9.7) 

It is interesting to observe that only the terms corresponding to k = 0 and 

k = 2 contribute to the force. 

Sampon's techniques admit of no direct generalization to asymmetric 

flows. As will appear in the following, the problem of solving Stokes' equa

tions so as to satisfy the boundary conditions on the deformed sphere, to any 

order in e, may be reduced to a sequence of related problems requiring the 

satisfaction of more complicated boundary conditions on the undeformed 

sphere. In this context the general solution of the creeping motion equations 
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in terms of spherical harmonics, given in Section 3-2, is ideally suited to our 

purposes. For exterior problems, in which the fluid motion takes place in the 

infinite space external to the sphere r = a, the general solution is given 

by Eq. (3-2.31). 

Streaming flow past a deformed sphere 

In the present instance we wish to obtain a solution of the Stokes equa

tions, Eq. (5-9.3), satisfying the boundary conditions Eq. (5-9.4) on a 

deformed sphere. It is assumed that the velocity and pressure fields can be 

expanded in powers of e in the form 

v = I: €iVC!), 
i=O 

= 
p = I: e!pCi) 

i=O 
(5-9.8a,b) 

Upon substituting these into Eq. (5-9.3) and equating terms involving like 

powers of €, one finds that each of the individual perturbation fields, (v(i), p(i), 

satisfies Stokes' equations, 

(5-9.9a,b) 

Likewise, substituting Eq. (5-9.8a) into the boundary condition at infinity, 

Eq. (5-9.4b), and equating terms involving like orders of e it is found that 

VCO) = U at r = (X) (5-9.10) 

and vCiJ = 0 at r = (X) (i = 1,2,3, ... ) (5-9.11) 

The remaining boundary condition, Eq. (5-9.4a), may be written in the 

form 

I: €iVCil = 0 on Sd (5-9.12) 
1=0 

Now, by a Taylor series expansion about r = a we obtain 

= 1 (8 U )V C1 ») 
VCil = (vCil)r=a + I: ""I (r - a)j <i(j) 

)=1}. ur r=a 

Since r - a = eaf«(), cp) on Sd, the boundary condition Eq. (5-9.12) takes the 

form 

I: el V CIl + I: -;-ejajji«(), ¢) __ v_ = 0 at r = a = [ ~ 1 (8 Cj
) Cil)J 

i=O j=I}! 8r U ) 

or, grouping together terms involving like powers of €, 

at r = a 

Thus, the boundary condition on the deformed sphere may be satisfied to 

any order in € by requiring that the various perturbation fields satisfy the 

following boundary conditions: 

VCO) = 0 at r = a (5-9.13) 
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and for i = I, 2, 3, ... , 

! I (8 U )V C!-j») 
VCi) = - L -:"f aj pee, cf» 8 Cj) 

j=l J. r 
at r = a 

In explicit form, the first few terms in the expansion are 

VCO ) = 0 at r = a 

8v CO ) 
v(J) = -af(e ",)- at r = a ,'/' 8r 

[ 
8v(J) I 82 V CO )] 

V(2
) = - af(e, cf» 8r + 2a2f2(e, cf» 8r2 at r = a 

etc., etc. 

(5-9.14) 

(5-9.15) 

(5-9.16) 

(5-9.17) 

Beginning then with the zeroth-order field, each higher-order field may 

be successively determined by satisfying appropriate boundary conditions 

at the surface of the undeformed sphere. As general methods have been 

developed (Section 3-2) for carrying out this program, the problem can 

in principle be solved to any order of approximation in E. In practice, of 

course, the algebraic manipulations quickly become unwieldy. We limit 

ourselves therefore to calculating only the first-order correction to Stokes' 

law. Furthermore, we make no attempt to justify the proposed perturbation 

scheme. Questions of convergence are far too complex to be investigated here. 

The leading term in the expansion, (V CO ), pCO», satisfying boundary con

ditions Eqs. (5-9.10) and (5-9.15) is, of course, Stokes' solution for streaming 

flow past the un deformed sphere. This solution is32 

V CO ) = U + Vcf>~~ + -21 r2V p~~ + ~rp~~ 
f.L f.L 

pCO) = p~~ 

where (0) _ _ 3af.Lr.U 
P-2 - 2r3' 

",(0) __ a3r· U 
,/,-2 - 4r3 

(5-9.18a) 

(5-9.18b) 

(5-9.19a,b) 

Alternatively, this velocity field may be written in the invariant form 

V CO ) = U. [I - ~a (~ + rr) - -.La 3 (1- - 3 rr)] (5-9.20) 
4 r r3 4 r3 r5 

The boundary conditions to be satisfied by the next perturbation, VC 1), 

are given by Eqs. (5-9.11) and (5-9.16). Since fee, cf» = L h(e, cf», the 
k=O 

linearity of the Stokes equations and boundary conditions enables us to write 

v(J) = L vl:1) , (5-9.21a,b) 
k=O 

where each vl,J) (k = 0, 1,2, ... ) satisfies Stokes' equations and the boundary 

conditions 

vl,l) = 0 at r = 00 

and 

(5-9.22) 

(5-9.23) 
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We note that rlr = iT is a unit vector drawn outward from the origin. The 

latter is independent of the distance r, but is a function of angular position 

(0, cf». Physically, the significance of the symmetric dyadic operator 

1 - (rrlr2) stems from the decomposition theorem 

v=_·v+ I--·v rr (rr) 
r2 r2 

in which the lead term is the normal (vector) component of v on the surface 

of a sphere and the last term is the tangential (vector) component. 

The general methods of Section 3-2 may be employed here to find the 

fields (v£l),p£l) satisfying the foregoing boundary conditions. Upon calcu

lating from Eq. (5-9.23) the quantity (rlr)· vii) (a, 0, cf» and the two other 

requisite quantities required in Eqs. (3-2.22)-(3-2.24), we find with the aid of 

some elementary vector identities that 

(5-9.24) 

(5-9.25) 

~ kZ~1) = tV·V x (rh) (5-9.26) 
n=l 

The right-hand sides of each of these expressions must now be expanded in 

a series of surface spherical harmonics. 

The result is trivial in the case of Eq. (5-9.24) and we obtain 

kX~l) = 0 for n > I (5-9.27) 

Next consider Eq. (5-9.26). As we now prove, the right side of this expres

sion is already a surface harmonic of order k. To prove this, define 

Tk(O,cf» = tV.V x (rlk) 

To demonstrate the contention it suffices to prove that rkTk is a solid spheri

cal harmonic of degree k. Since rkTk is homogeneous in rk, it remains then 

only to show that it satisfies Laplace's equation. Now, 

V x (rh) = V x (r~:lk) = ~k V x (rrk.J~) 

whence rkTk = tV.V x (rrklk) 

Consequently, V2(rk Tk) = tV. V x {V2(r rk Ik)} 

However, V2(rrk h) = r V2 (rk Ik) + 2V (rk Ik) + rk h V2 r 

But since h is a surface spherical harmonic of order k then, by definition, 

rk ftc is a solid spherical harmonic of degree k, which satisfies Laplace's 

equation, V2(rk ItJ = O. Also, V2 r = o. 

Hence, 

But the curl operator annihilates the gradient of any function and so 
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V2(rk Tk ) = O. Thus the contention is demonstrated. In view of this, it 

follows from Eq. (5-9.26) that 

{t U . V x (r fk) for n = k 
Z(1)-

k n - 0 for n * k 
(5-9.28) 

Lastly consider Eq. (5-9.25). By some simple vector identities it may be 

written in the form 

where 
Uk_l(e, ¢) = ,-<k-l) (U. V)rk fk 

Vk+1 (e, ¢) = rk+2(U. V)r-(k+l) fk 

(5-9.29) 

(5-9.30) 

We shall now show that these two functions are surface harmonics of degrees 

k - 1 and k + 1, respectively. In the former case it suffices to show that 

rk-l Uk- I = (U· V)rk h. 

is a solid spherical harmonic of order k - 1. But the function is homogeneous 

in rk - I • Also 

V2 (rk-l Uk-I) = (U. V) V2 (rk h.) = 0 

Thus the contention is demonstrated. Similarly, the proof that Vk +1 is a 

surface harmonic of degree k + 1 follows by showing that the function 

r-(k+2) Vk+! is a solid spherical harmonic of order - (k + 2). In consequence 

of these observations it is clear form Eq. (5-9.29) that 

1
3(k - 1) r-(k-l)(U. V)rk j; for n = k - 1 

2(2k + 1) k 

kY~)= 3(k+2)rk+2(U.V)r-<k+1)j; forn=k+l (5-9.31) 
2(2k + 1) k 

o for all other n 

For example when k = 2, only Y I and Y3 are non-zero. 

Upon substituting Eqs. (5-9.27), (5-9.28), and (5-9.31) into Eqs. (3-2.33)

(3-2.35), we obtain 

j
3(k-l)(2k-3)ak- 1 -m-ll(U.")kl' l" =k-l 

(I) 2k(2k + 1) r v r Jk lor n 
kP-(n+l) _ 

J.L - tak+I(U·V)r-<k+llfk for n = k + 1 (5-9.32) 

o for all other n 

1
3(k - l)ak+ l ,-m-ll(U.V)rkj; for n = k - 1 
4k(2k + 1) k 

ri..(I) - 3 k+3 
k'l'-(n+!) - a (U.V)r-<k+l)j; for n = k + 1 (5~9.33) 

4(2k + 1) k 

o for all other n 
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j 3ak+1 -Ck+l) !" k 
(I) = 2k(k + 1{ U·V X (rfk) lor n = 

kX-(n+l) 

o for all other n 

(5-9.34) 

In conjunction with Eq. (3-2.31) (with v= = 0) these expressions furnish 

the velocity and pressure fields (vicl ) , pic!). When the latter are summed over k 

in accordance with Eq. (5-9.21), appropriate expressions are obtained for 
(VCI), p(l). 

The force on the deformed sphere may now be obtained from Eq. 

(3-2.42). Write 

(5-9.35) 

where FCO) = 67tI.WU is the Stokes force on the undeformed sphere and 

(5-9.36) 

But from Eq. (5-9.32), since n = 1, only the terms k = 0 and k = 2 con

tribute to this infinite sum. Hence, since fo = constant, we obtain 

whence 

F = 67tf.wU + 67tj1ae[U fo - -fo(U· V) V(r 2 h)] + O(e 2) (5-9.37) 

The Stokes translation dyadic, K, for the deformed sphere is defined by 

the relation (5-2.7) (where U is now the streaming velocity, whereas Uu was 

designated in Eq. (5:-2.7) as particle velocity), 

F=j1K·U 

Comparing this with Eq. (5-9.37), we find that 

K = 67ta{1 + e[lfo - -fo VV(r2h)] + O(e 2)} 

The dyadic VV(r 2 h) is, of course, a constant dyadic. 

(5-9.38) 

(5-9.39) 

In addition to the foregoing force, the body also experiences a hydro

dynamic torque about the origin. This torque may be obtained from Eq. 

(3-2.45). Write 

To = nO) + enl) + O(e2) (5-9.40) 

where Tgn = 0 is the torque on the undeformed sphere and 

TY) = -87tj1V (r3 i: kx01) 
k~O 

(5-9.41) 

From Eq. (5-9.34) only the term k = I need be considered in this infinite 

sum. Thus. 

which leads eventually to the following result: 
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To = -6nJLa2eU X V(rj;) + O(e2) 

in which V(rj;) is a constant vector. 

Rotation of a deformed sphere 

(5-9.42) 

The boundary conditions appropriate to the rotation of a deformed 

sphere are given by Eq. (5-9.5). An expansion in powers of e, as in Eq. 

(5-9.8), is again assumed. The same general procedure is followed as previ

ously to determine the force on the rotating body and the torque (about the 

origin), except that F(O) = 0 and Tg» = -8nJLa3(1) in the present instance32 • 

It is found that l3 

(5-9.43) 

and 

To = -8nJLa3(1) - 24nJLa3 e[(I)/o - ~«(I).V) V(r2j;)] + O(e2) (5-9.44) 

If we define the rotation dyadic at the origin by Eq. (5-3.4), 

To = -JLOo'(I) 

then Eq. (5-9.44) may be expressed in the alternate form, 

0 0 = 8na3 fl + 3e[l/O - ~VV(r2j;)] + O(e2)} (5-9.45) 

Example: Streaming flow past a spheroid 

In the axisymmetric case for streaming flow, Eq. (5-9.37) reduces to 

Sampson's result, Eq. (5-9.7). To illustrate the usefulness of the result, 

consider the problem of streaming flow past the spheroid 

x2 + y2 Z2 
a2 + a2(1 _ e)2 = 1 (5-9.46) 

For e> 0 the spheroid is oblate; for e < 0 it is prolate. To O(e), Eq. 

(5-9.46) can be written in polar form 36 

r = a[1 - eHPo(cos 8) + iP2(COS 8)}] + O(e 2) . (5-9.47) 

where cos 8 = z/r and Po(cos 8) = 1, P2(cos 8) = j-(3 cos2 8 - I). Com

parison with Eq. (5-9.2) shows that 

/0 = -.k, (5-9.48 ; 49) 

The latter yields r2j; = t(x2 + y2 - 2Z2) = r·(tl - kk).r, where k is a 

unit vector in the z direction. Thus, 

VV(r2j;) = 2(tl - kk) (5-9.50) 

Substitution of Eqs. (5-9.48) and (5-9.50) into Eq. (5-9.39) yields 

K = 6nafl(1 - ie) + tekk + O(e 2)} (5-9.51) 

From Eq. (5-9.38) the force on the spheroid when fluid stn;ams past it 

with velocity U is therefore 
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F = 67tIW[U(1 - te) + -te(U.k)k] + O(e2) (5-9.52) 

For streaming flow parallel to the spheroid axis, we have successively, 

U = kU and (U.k) k = Uk = U, whence (see also Eq. (4-25.23» 

To the order indicated, this agrees with the exact solutions of Payne and 

PellH for axisymmetric flow past oblate and prolate spheroids. The com

parable result for flow perpendicular to the spheroid axis (U· k = 0) is 

At any other angles of incidence the force on the spheroid is no longer 

parallel to the stream velocity vector. 

Though Eqs. (5-9.53) and (5-9.54) are presumably valid only for small 

values of €, they are, in fact, surprisingly accurate for even large departures 

from the spherical shape. For example, the eccentricity e of an oblate sphe

roid is e = [1 - (bja)2]1/2 where b and a are, respectively, its polar and 

equatorial radii. Comparison with Eq. (5-9.46) shows that 

€ = 1 - (1 - e2)1/2 

The eccentricity of a flat circular disk of radius a is unity, whence e = 1. 

For this case, Eqs. (5-9.53) and (5-9.54) yield, respectively, 

F r 15.1 (broadside-on) 

flaU = 111.3 (edge-on) 

The exact solutions for this case are32 

~ _ {16 (broadside-on) 

flaU - lOi (edge-on) 

so the maximum errors for any oblate spheroid are less than 6 per cent. 

These errors decrease rapidly with decreasing eccentricity. For e = 0.8 

(that is, bja = 0.6) the discrepancy is less than 0.5 per cent. 

The rotation dyadic for the spheroid Eq. (5-9.46) is 

00 = 87ta 3{1(1 - ~€) + i€kk + O(e 2)} (5-9.55) 

so that the torque on the rotating spheroid is in general 

To = -87tfla 3 [cu(1 - ~€) + ie(cu.k)k] + O(€2) 

For rotation about the symmetry axis this yields 

To = -87tfla 3 [1 -!€ + O(e2)]cu 

The analogous result for rotation about an equatorial diameter is 

To = -87tfla 3 [1 - ~e + O(e 2)]cu (5-9.58) 

Equation (5-9.57) agrees to O(e) with Jeffery's27 exact solutions for the 

rotation of oblate and prolate spheroids about their axes of revolution. IS 
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Average resistance to translation 

The preceding development may be applied to the determination of the 

average resistance to translation of a deformed sphere. According to Eq. 

(5-8.8), 

1- = 1.(1. + 1. + 1.) 
K 3K1 K2 K3 

(5-9.59) 

in which Kl! K2, and K3 are the eigenvalues ofK. Ifilo i2, i3 denote the normal

ized eigenvectors of K we then have 

K j = ij·K·ij (j = 1,2,3) 

Hence from Eq. (5-9.39) 

6~a = 1 + e [fo - /o:;~ (r2h)] + O(e2) 

whence 6;ja = 1 - e [10 - /0:;,(r2h)] + O(e2) 

and 6na e (02 02 02 ) 
K = 1 - e!o + 30 ax~ + ax~ + ox~ r2 h + O(e2) 

or, since V2(r2h) = 0, 

6na I' ( 
~ = 1 - eJO + 0 e2) 
K 

so finally 

(5-9.60) 

(5-9.61) 

Now the surface area and volume36 of the deformed sphere are, re

spectively, 

and 

s = 4na2(1 + 2efo) + O(e2) 

4na3 
V = -3-(1 + 3efo) + O(e 2) 

(5-9.62) 

(5-9.63) 

Thus, an undeformed sphere of the same volume as the particle would 

have a radius a determined by 

This makes 

so that 

4~a3 = 4;a3 (1 + 3 e!o) 

a = a(1 + efo) 

K= 6na (5-9.64) 

The sphericity, that is, the ratio of the area of a sphere of the same volume 

as the particle divided by the area of the particle, becomes equal to unity in 

this first-order approximation. Thus the calculation furnishes partial theo

retical justification for the sphericity concept, in that it demonstrates that, 

for slight deformations, use of a radius based on that of a sphere of the same 

volume will yield a correct result for the average resistance (see Section 5-10). 
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The centroid of a deformed sphere 

The centroid (V) of the deformed sphere is located at the point whose 

position vector rov relative to the origin 0 is 

rov = .l.- 5 r dV (5-9.65) 
V v 

This integral may be evaluated by writing it in the form 

I 52" 5" 5T~a(l+<~fk) r 3 .' 
rov = 3 2 -r drsm e dedcp 

(47ta 13)(1 + 3€/o) + O(€) H M M r 

Note that rlr is independent of r. On performing the r integration, we obtain 

5:::(t+£~J.) r3 dr = -}a4 (1 + 4€ ~/k) + O(€2) 

whence 

3a 5 r ( ~) rov = -16 (1 - 3e/o) - 1 + 4€ ~ ftc. df2 + O(€2) 
7t 8, r k~O 

(5-9.66) 

where df2 = sin e de d¢ is an element of surface area on a unit sphere, St. 

The vector r is homogeneous in r. Moreover, it satisfies Laplace's equation. 

Hence rlr is a vector surface spherical harmonic of order 1. Because of the 

orthogonality properties of surface spherical harmonics of different orders 

with respect to integration over the unit sphere, only the j; term in the 

preceding integrand will contribute to the final result. Equation (5-9.66) 

therefore reduces to 

rov = 34a€ 5 ~!; df2 + O(€2) (5-9.67) 
7t 8, r 

By Euler's theorem, rj; = r· VCr!;). Since VCr!;) is a constant vector, the 

integral may be written in the form 

rov = !:€ {Is, ~~ df2} . V(rj;) + O(€2) (5-9.68) 

But, it can be shown that 

- rr f2=-1 1 5 d 47t 
r2 8, 3 

(5-9.69) 

from which it follows that 

rov = eaV(rj;) + O(€2) (5-9.70) 

With the aid of the preceding relation, Eq. (5-9.42) for the torque on 

a translating body* and Eq. (5-9.43) for the force on a rotating body may be 

written, respectively, as 

To = 67t{LaUo X rov + O(€2) 

F = -67t{La(J) x rov + O(€t) 

*The transition from the formula for the torque on a body immersed in a streaming 

flow V to the torque on a body translating with velocity Vo has been made by replacing V 

by - Vo in Eq. (5-9.42). 
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Since the translation dyadic is 

K = 611:'al + O(e2) 

these may be written alternatively in the forms 

To = -f-L(rov x K)· Uo + O(e2) 

and F = f-L(rov x K)·cu + O(e2) 

Now, in the present instance, Eqs. (5-4.1) and (5-4.2) reduce to 

Comparison with the preceding formulas shows that 

Co = r ov x K + O( e2) 

From Eq. (5-2.11), however, we note that the coupling dyadic at the centroid 

V is related to the coupling dyadic at the center 0 of the undeformed sphere 

by the general expression 

Cv = Co - rOY x K 

Thus, in the present circumstances Cv = O(e2 ). This result permits us to 

draw the following conclusions: (1) the center. of reaction of the slightly 

deformed sphere coincides with its centroid to at least the first order in the 

deformation parameter e; (2) to at least O(e), the slightly deformed sphere 

is a nonskew body, possessing a center of hydrodynamic stress. 

Given a body of irregular shape, there will be in general no obvious 

choice for a set of axes from which the angles e and <P in Eq. (5-9.2) are to be 

measured. Accordingly, it should be possible to recast Eq. (5-9.39) for the 

translation tensor into an intrinsic form in which these angles do not appear 

explicitly. Similar considerations apply to the rotation tensor. Brenner 13 has 

shown that this may be done as follows: If S and V are the surface area and 

volume of the irregular particle, and if rv is the position vector of a point 

measured relative to an origin at the centroid (V), then 

and 

K = 611:'a [I ~~ - e~r 8311:' f v rvrv dV + O(e2
)] 

flv = 811:'a 3 [I~~ - e~r 8~ Iv rvrv dV + O(e2
)] 

(5-9.71) 

(5-9.72) 

It is interesting to note that for a body of uniform density P1J> the moment 

of inertia dyadic about the centroid is (cf.Burgers 16) 

mv = pp f f f v (lr~ - rvrv)dV (5-9.73) 

the integral being closely related to that appearing in Eqs. (5-9.71) and 

(5-9.72). 
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Since rr = iV.(rrr), Eqs. (5-9.71) and (5-9.72) could, by Gauss' di

vergence theorem, also be expressed in the form of surface integrals. 

Brenner9- 11 has also shown with the aid of the reciprocal theorem (see 

Section 3-5) that the macroscopic properties of the deformed sphere may be 

obtained directly to the first order in € from a knowledge of the Stokes 

velocity field for the undeformed body, without requiring a solution of the 

equations of motion. In principle this method is quite general and should be 

applicable to bodies of other than spherical shape (for example, a slightly 

deformed ellipsoid). Like other integral procedures, however, the method 

furnishes no detailed description of the flow field such as would be required 

for extending the results to higher orders in the deformation parameter € 

(which would probably be necessary to develop results for the case where 

CR =I=- 0), or for theoretical calculations of heat and mass transfer coefficients. 

5-10 The Settling of Spherically Isotropic Bodies 

As has been noted in Section 5-5, Case 4, any body which possesses spherical 

isotropy and is of uniform density will have the same translational resistance 

in any orientation_. Such a body will also be isotropic as regards the couple 

arising from rotation about any axis passing through its center. If such 

a body is initially placed in any orientation in a fluid and allowed to fall 

without initial spin, it will not rotate to a different position but fall vertically 

in its original orientation. 

Pettyjohn and Christiansen42 in an extensive experimental study of the 

effect of particle shape on free settling rates of a number of isometric particles 

concluded that the sphericity "'" constituted an appropriate parameter for 

predicting the average resistance of such particles. The sphericity for a 

nonspherical particle is defined as the ratio of the area of a sphere of the 

same volume as the particle divided by the area of the particle itself: 

(5-10.1) 

At the same time, dB is taken as the diameter of the sphere of the same volume 

as the particle. Under creeping flow conditions (NRB < 0.05) Stokes' law as 

written below can be applied to within an accuracy of ±2 per cent: 

where 

u = K(pp - p) d~g 
18/L 

K = 0.843 loglo ~ 

(5-10.2) 

(5-10.3) 
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Table 5-10.1 gives data on the sphericity of particles investigated by 

Pettyjohn and Christiansen. 

TABLE 5-10.1 

SPHERICITY 01; PARTICLE SHAPES INVESTIGATED 

Particle 
Shape 

Sphere 

Cube-octahedron 

Octahedron 

Cube 

Tetrahedron 

Sphericity (t{.» 

1.000 

0.906 

0.846 

0.806 

0.670 

These particles are all isometric, that is, all edges are of equal length. The 

last three are also regular polyhedra, with all faces equal. In addition to these 

three, only two additional regular polyhedra are possible, namely, the 

dodecahedron (with twelve regular pentagonal faces) and the icosahedron 

(with twenty equilateral triangular faces). As noted previously, other iso

tropic bodies are possible in addition to the isometric ones. Though these have 

not been investigated experimentally there is no reason to believe that their 

behavior would be greatly different. 

5-11 The Settling of Orthotropic Bodies 

This class includes bodies which possess three mutually perpendicular 

symmetry planes. It includes ellipsoids, right elliptic cylinders, and rec

tangular parallelepipeds. Exact solution is available only for the case of 

the translation of an ellipsoid, and this will therefore be considered first. 

Ellipsoids 

The problem of steady translation of an ellipsoid in a viscous liquid was 

originally solved by Oberbeck. 39 We proceed to outline the method, following 

that given in Lamb's32 treatise. The equation of the surface of an ellipsoid is 

(5-11.1) 

in which a, b, and c are the semiaxes in the direction of the x, y, and z co

ordinates respectively. As a first step it is necessary to find a solution of 

Laplace's equation which reduces to a constant on the ellipsoidal surface. 

The gravitational potential for a solid homogeneous ellipsoid of unit density 

is given by Dirichlet's formula30 

_ J~ (X2 y2 Z2 ) d" 
n - 7tabc A a2 + " + b2 + " + c2 + " - I Lr (5-11.2) 

where (5-11.3) 
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The lower limit of integration is the positive root of the cubic equation 

x2 y2 Z2_ 

a2 + A + b2 + A + C2 + A-I 

This relationship makes 

~~ = 27rax: 

where 

00 
- = 27rryz 
oz 

(5-11.4) 

(5-11:5) 

f
~ dA 

ry = abc A (c 2 + A) a 
(5-11.6) 

A second solution of Laplace's equation, also given by Lamb, corresponds 

to the velocity potential for an ellipsoid translating in a frictionless fluid. 

Thus the equation V2 X = 0 is satisfied by 

f
~dA 

X = abc -
A a (5-11.7) 

Without loss in generality, we need only treat the special case where the 

fluid streams with speed U parallel to the x axis. For once we have the re

sistance along a principal axis, we may, by superposition, treat the general 

case where the ellipsoid has any orientation relative to the stream. For the 

special case taken, we assume, following Oberbeck'ss9 original treatment, 

u=A-+B x...x-X +U 020 (0 ) 
ox2 ox 

v = A 020 + Bx oX 
ox oy oy 

(5-11.8) 

020 oX 
W = A ox OZ + Bx OZ 

These satisfy the equation of continuity because V2fl = 0 and V2X = O. 

They also make u = U, v = 0, and w = 0 at infinity. Furthermore 

V 2u = 2B 02X. V 2v = 2B~' V 2w = 2B..£X. (5-11.9) 
ox2 ' ox oy' ox oz 

so that the creeping motion equations are satisfied by taking 

p = 2BfL ~; + constant (5-11.10) 

It remains to establish the values of A and B which will make u, v, w = 0 at 

the surface of the ellipsoid. The conditions v = 0, w = 0 require 

[ da dx] A 
27r A dA + B dA A=O = 0 or 27r Q2 + B = 0 (5-11.11) 

With the help of this relation, the condition for u = 0 reduces to 
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27l'Aao - BXo + U = ° (5-11.12) 

where the suffix denotes that the lower limit of integrals Eq. (5-11.6) and 

Eq. (5-11.7) is to be replaced by zero. Thus 

7l'A = -..lBa2 B = U 
2' XO + aoa2 

(5-11.13) 

At a great distance r from the origin we have 

n = - -.! 7l' abc X = 2 abc 
3 r' r 

and it appears, upon comparison with Stokes' law for the velocity field 

produced by the movement of fluid past a sphere, that the disturbance is the 

same as would be produced by a sphere of radius R, determined by 

4
3 U R = 2abcB or R = ~ abc (5-11.14) 

3 XO + aoa2 

The resistance experienced by the ellipsoid is therefore 

67l'/lRU 

Thus, we have only to evaluate the integrals, 

f= dlv 
XO = abc -

o~ 

f= dlv 
and a o = abc 0 (a 2 + Iv)~ 

(5-11.15) 

(5-11.16) 

(5-11.17) 

For our purposes, the most interesting cases are those involving ellip

soids of revolution. Thus, platelike objects can be approximated by oblate 

spheroids, the circular disk being the limiting case. Needle- or fiber-shaped 

objects can be represented by prolate spheroids. 

Where fluid motion is parallel to the axis of symmetry, we may take the 

semiaxes b = c, and define a length to diameter ratio ¢ = a/c. When the 

length-to-diameter ratio ¢ is greater than unity, the radius of the "equivalent 

sphere" becomes 

R ~ S{ [2¢ W -: (H ~~' - 1)1 (5-1 US) 
- ¢2 _ 1 + (¢2 _ 1)3/2 In ¢ _ ~ 

When ¢ becomes very large with respect to unity, this becomes approximately 

2c¢ 
R ~ 3 [In (2¢) - 1/2] 

(5-11.19) 

Note in this case if c - 0, no matter how long the object, its resistance ap

proaches zero. Values corresponding to formula (5-11.18), which checks 
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TABLE 5-11.1 

VALUES OF EQUIVALENT RADIUS FOR AN ELLIPSOID OF REVOLUTION 

[(a = b) Flow perpendicular to axis, R/a) 

cia < I 

Discoid Objects 

(Oblate spheroids) 

c/a> I 

Needlelike Objects 

(Prolate spheroids) 

223 

Length/dia. Equiv. radius/actual radius Length/dia. Equiv. radius/actual radius 

cia R/a cia R/a 

10-6 0.5659 1.01 1.004 
10-5 0.5659 1.05 1.020 
10-4 0.5659 1.1 1.040 
10-3 0.5664 1.5 1.194 
10-2 0.5707 2 1.379 
10-1 0.6133 5 2.371 

1.5 x 10-1 0.6366 10 3.812 
2 x 10-1 0.6596 20 6.365 
3 x 10-1 0.7049 50 13.06 

4 x 10-1 0.7492 102 23.00 
5 x 10-1 0.7927 2 x 102 41.08 

6 x 10-1 0.8355 5 x 102 90.00 
7 X 10-1 0.8775 103 164.6 
8 x 10-1 0.9189 104 1281 
9 x 10-1 0.9597 105 10,493 

9.9 x 10- 1 0.9960 106 88,838 

[(b = c) Flow parallel to axis, R/c) 

a/c < 1 a/c> 1 

Discoid Objects Needlelike Objects 

(Oblate Spheroids) (Prolate Spheroids) 

Length/dia. Equiv. radius/actual radius Length/dia. Equiv. radius/actual radius 

a/c R/c a/c R/c 
10-6 0.8488 1.01 1.002 
10-5 0.8488 1.05 1.010 
10-4 0.8488 1.10 1.020 
10-3 0.8488 1.50 1.102 
10-2 0.8489 2.0 1.204 
10-1 0.8525 5.0 1.785 

1.5 x 10-1 0.8564 10 2.647 
2 x 10-1 0.8615 20 4.172 
3 x 10-1 0.8739 50 8.117 
4 x 10-1 0.8888 102 13.895 
5 x 10-1 0.9053 2 x 102 24.280 

6 x 10-1 0.9230 5 x 102 52.022 

7 x 10-1 0.9415 103 93.881 

8 x 10-1 0.9606 104 708.92 

9 x 10-1 0.9801 10' 5,695.2 

9.9 x 10-1 0.9980 106 47,590 
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Eq. (4-30.12), Table 4-26.1, are found in Table 5-11.1; and formula (5-11.19) 

is identical with Eq. (4-31.4). When the length-to-diameter ratio ¢ is less 

than unity, we obtain . _. 

8c 1 

R = 3" [2¢ 2(1 - 2¢2) _) (~)] 
1 - ¢2 + (1 _ ¢2)3/2 tan ¢ 

(5-11.20) 

In this case as ¢ --> 0, 

(5-11.21) 

corresponding to the motion of a circular disk broadside-on. Values cor

responding to formula (5-11.20), which checks Eq. (4-26.38), are to be found 

in Table 5-11.1; and formula (5-11.21) is identical with Eq. (4-27.2). 

Fluid motion perpendicular to the axis of symmetry cannot, of course, 

be treated by the methods for axisymmetric motion and so is of special 

interest as an application of this method of treatment. In this case we let the 

semiaxes a = b and define ¢ = cia. When the length-to-diameter ratio is 

greater than unity, the radius of the "equivalent sphere" is found to be 

8a 1 
R = 3" [¢ 2¢2 - 3 . 2] 

¢2 _ 1 + (¢2 _ 1)3/2ln(¢ +~) 

When ¢ is large compared to unity, this becomes approximately 

4a¢ 
R :=:::: 3[ln(2¢) + 1/2] 

(5-11.22) 

(5--11.23) 

For a length-to-diameter ratio ¢ which is less than unity, it is found that 

R = 8a 1 
J [ ¢ 2¢2 - 3 . -) !J1'rl..2] 

- 1 - ¢2 - (1 _ ¢2)3/2 sm .y 1 - qr 

(5-11.24) 

The limiting value as ¢ --> 0 is 

(5-11.25) 

corresponding to the case for a disk moving edgewise. 

Numerical values for motion perpendicular to the axis of symmetry are 

given38 in Table 5-11.1. 

Oseen40 , using his linearized equations (2-6.4) to determine the effect of 

inertia on the resistance to the uniform translation of an ellipsoid in a 

viscous fluid, obtained results similar to those obtained in the case of a sphere, 

Eq. (2-6.5). Thus, for the case of motion of a disk broadside-on, correspond

ing to Eq. (5-11.21), he obtained for a disk ofradius c 

F = 16JiCU( 1 + :'Re) (5-11.26) 

where NRe = cUplJi. 
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Breach 5 extended the approximation to include inertial effects,47 employ

ing the method of Proudman and Pearson43 • His treatment is confined to the 

axial motion of ellipsoids of revolution, both prolate and oblate. For the 

case of a disk moving broadside-on to a stream, he obtains 

F= 16JlCU[1 + NRe + 8N~elnNRe + O(Nk)J (5-11.27) 
n: 5n: 2 

Venkates'50 investigation of motion of a viscous liquid past an ellipsoid 

involves a unitary treatment which includes potential flow, creeping motion, 

and a boundary layer of small thickness as limiting cases. 

Squires and Squires48 have experimentally studied the limiting case of 

circular disks moving both edgewise and broadside-on for very thin alumi

num disks. Agreement with theory is reasonably good. 

An example of the method for calculation of the motion of an ellipsoid 

in an infinite medium has already been given (Section 5-7) for the special 

case of a circular disk. Its translation tensor is 

K = (i'i' 332 + j'j' 332 + k'k'16) C (5-11.28) 

For the case of a needle-shaped ellipsoid of length 1 with its axis lying in the 

z' direction, and of radius c, the corresponding translation tensor is 

K = {i'i' [In (2!)i 1/2J + j'j' [In (2!)t 1/2J + k'k' [In (2:)~ 1/2J}c 

(5-11.29) 

Here cp = 1/2c, the ratio of the length to diameter of the needle. 

We will consider here the case of 

oblique fall of a needle as a further 

illustration, using the terminology of 

Section 5-7, as shown in Fig. 5-11.1. 

For this case, the principal transla-

tional resistances of the needle are- x 

analogous to Eq. (5-7.38)-

K\ = K2 = [In (2!)t 1/2J c, x' 

K3 = [In (2:)~ 1/2J c 

(5-11.30) 

If the needle radius is c and its length 

I, its volume will be V = n:c21 and the 

components of settling velocity are 

therefore, from Eq. (5-7.35), 

Direction of grovity 

Figure 5.11.1. Oblique fall of a needle

shaped object. 

(Ux)~ = (~ -In ~ ) gC~:P sin 2<1>, (5-11.31) 
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(U)= = - (1. _ In~) ge 2 IIp [0/2) - 31n (l/e) + cos 2<1>] (5-11.32) 
z 2 e 8f-L (3/2) - In (lie) 

These relationships show that the needle moves down and to the left, as 

depicted in Fig. 5-11.1. If lie is a very large number, so that the constants in 

the preceding formulas become small with respect to the logarithmic terms, 

we can simplify them. It is found that A" the angle between the downward 

vertical and the direction in which the needle moves, is given by 

A, = tan- 1 ( -sin2<1> ) (5-11.33) 
3 + cos 2<1> 

This angle will be a maximum when the needle orientation with the vertical is 

<1> = tcos- 1 (-i) = 54.8° 

and the direction of movement will then be 

A, = tan- 1 (-0.354) = -19S 

(5-11.34) 

(5-11.35) 

so A, = 90° - 2<1>. This compares with A, = lIS for the case of sedimenting 

disks. Therefore, it would be anticipated that a dilute sedimenting group of 

needle-shaped objects would show a greater degree of dispersion than would 

occur in the case of sedimentation of a cluster of plate-shaped objects. Note 

that in all cases the needles or plates fall stably in their initial orientation at 

sufficiently small Reynolds numbers. 

For the fall of intermediate-shaped ellipsoids of revolution, appropriate 

values of the constants to employ in the translation tensor may be computed 

readily from the listing in Table 5-11.1. 

Brenner 10,11 has shown that a generalization of Faxen's law can be 

obtained to calculate the resistance of an ellipsoid suspended in an arbitrary 

flow u = u(r) which satisfies the creeping motion equations. The translation 

dyadic K for an ellipsoid is, from preceding results, expressed as 

( ii jj kk) 
K = 167l'abc + 2 + + b2 /3 + + 2 (5-11.36) 

>Go a ao >Go 0 >Go c 'Yo 

with a o, /30' 'Yo, and >Go defined in Eqs. (5-11.6) and (5-11.7). The force on 

a stationary ellipsoid immersed in the undisturbed Stokes flow u at infinity 

is then 

F = f-LK . [uo + 3\ (D 2u)0 + 5\ (D4 u)o + 71! (D6 U)0 + ... ] (5-11.37) 

where the subscript 0 refers to evaluation of the unperturbed field at the 

center of the ellipsoid and D2 is the operator 

D 2 _ 2 82 + b2 82 + 2 82 

- a 8x2 8 y2 C 8z2 (5-11.38) 

Similarly, the torque To about the center of the stationary ellipsoid is 
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To = J-LQ 0 [ ([] X U)o + 35!~ (D2D X U)o 

3'3 3'4 ] + --rr (D40 X u)o + T! (D6D X u)o + ... 
(5-11.39) 

in which Q is the constant dyadic 

Q - 167tabc (ii jj kk) (5 1140) 
- 3 b2f3o + c2 ryo + c2ryo + a2 cxo + a2 cxo + b2 f3o -. 

and 0 is the vector operator 

O - ° 2 0 + °b2 0 + k 2 0 - Ia - J - c -
OX oy OZ 

(5-11.41) 

(i, j, k) are unit vectors parallel to the corresponding principal axes (x, y, z) 

of the ellipsoid. 

In the event that the ellipsoid is not stationary one has only to add to 

these results the formulas for the force and torque on an ellipsoid moving 

through a fluid at rest at infinity. 

These results may be checked against Faxen's law as follows: For the 

case of a sphere, 

a = b = c (=a, say) 

and thus D2 = a2 V2 and 0 = a2 V. Also K = 167ta and Q = 147ta where 

I is the idemfactor. Hence, in this case 

F = 67tJ-La [Uo + ~~ (V2u)0 + ~~ (V4 u)o + ... ] 

To = 47tJ-La [ a2(V X u)o + a4 35!~ (V2 V X u)o + ... J 
But, in creeping flow, V4u = 0, V6U = 0, etc., and V2(V X u) = V4(V X u) = 0, 

etc. Hence, 

F = 67tJ-La [uo + ~2 (V2 U)oJ 

To = 47tJ-La 3 (V x u)o 

which are equivalent to Eqs. (3-2.46) and (3-2.47), Faxen's laws for the 

sphere. 

Long finite cylinders 

As discussed earlier, the resistance of an infinitely long cylinder moving 

in an otherwise unbounded medium cannot be treated using the creeping 

motion equations. Exact solutions have not yet been obtained for the case of 

finite cylinders, but since these resemble ellipsoids in shape, approximate 

methods have been employed. In particular, the method developed by 

Burgers 15 and discussed in Section 3-4 may be employed to calculate the re-
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sistance of long cylindrical bodies. For that purpose we assume that the body 

may be replaced by a system offorces distributed in an appropriate way along 

the points which were originally situated upon the axis of the body. One can 

write down expressions for the components of velocity which will be produced 

by these point forces, and then attempt to determine the intensity of the 

forces in such a way that the mean value of the resultant velocity vanishes 

approximately on the surface originally occupied by the surface of the body. 

This method was previously illustrated to derive Stokes' law. 

Consider a thin spindle-shaped body of revolution of length L = 2a 

moving in the direction of its axis. The axis of rotation will be taken as the 

x axis, the origin being taken at the center of the body. When at an element 

d~ of the axis a force f(~) d~ is introduced, the u component of the velocity 

produced by this force at a point on the surface of the body, situated on the 

section made by the plane x = constant, is given by 

du = 8!lLf(~) d~ [{(X _ ~)! + b2pi2 + {(x ~X~y ~2b2P/2J (5-11.42) 

where b is the radius of the section considered. When the body is a true 

cylinder, b will be a constant; in the more general case, b will be different for 

the various sections and must be considered as a function of x. When similar 

forces act at every element d~ of the axis, the total value of u will be given 

by the integral of expression (5-11.42) from ~ = "-a to ~ = +a, assuming, 

of course, that the proper function of ~ has been inserted. The approximation 

thus assumes that the point force approximation in Eq. (5-11.42) will be 

developed for a line. Adding to the result the original velocity U, we obtain 

the following expression for the resultant velocity at a point on the surface 

of the body: 

_ 1 f+u [1 (x - ~)2 ] 
U + u - U + 87C1L _/(~) d~ {(x _ ~y + b2}112 + f(x _ ~)2 + b2}3/2 

(5-11.43) 

This expression must vanish for every value of x. There is no need to consider 

the v and w components, as the mean values of these would vanish in conse

quence of the approximation made. 

If the expression (5-11.43) is set equal to zero, we have an integral 

equation for the unknown function f(~), which cannot be solved explicity. 

Burgers employed an approximate method of solution which involves as

suming a simple polynomial form for f(~), 

(5-11.44) 

If Eq. (5-11.44) is inserted in Eq. (5-11.43), the integration can be effected. 

When terms of order b2/a 2 are neglected in comparison with unity and the 

result is divided by U, we obtain 
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2 {A + A (~)2 + A (~)4}ln 4(a2 - X2) 
o I a 2 a b2 

(5-11.45) 

-(2Ao - 2AI - A 2) - (SAl - 2A 2) ( ~ r -331 A2 ( ~ r -I = 0 

As a simple example, this may be applied to the case of a long ellipsoid of 

revolution moving parallel to its axis. For this case, we have 

x 2 b2 

a2 + b~ = 1 

where bo is the equatorial radius of the ellipsoid; thus 

4(a2 - x 2) 4a2 

b2 = b~ 

It is found that Eq. (5-11.45) is satisfied by taking 

I 
Ao = 2ln (4a2/b~) _ 2' Al = 0, A2 = 0 

The resultant force is obtained from the integral 

F = - r:f(~) d~ = 167tJ-LUa(Ao + 4AI + i A 2) 

Substituting the appropriate values of Ao, AI, and A2, we find 

F = 47tJ-LUa 
In (2a/bo) - 0.5 

which corresponds to Oberbeck's result, Eq. (5-11.19). 

(5-11.46) 

(5-11.47) 

(5-11.4S) 

(5-11.49) 

(5-11.50) 

For the case of a cylindrical body with b = constant, Burgers replaces 

In 4(a2 - x 2)/b2 by the approximation In(4a2/b2) - x 2/a2 -tx4/a4, which is 

inserted into Eq. (5-11.45). Then, neglecting powers of x/a higher than the 

fourth, we equate to zero the coefficients of (x/a)O, (x/a)2, and (x/a)4 and thus 

obtain three linear equations for the determination of the three unknown 

constants. In this way expressions are obtained which can be used for all 

values of the ratio b/a. The following approximate result is thus obtained 

1 I 1 
Ao + 3 AJ + SA2 "'" 4[ln(2a/b) - 0.72] 

(5-11.51) 

The resistance of the cylinder is therefore 

F= 47tJ-LUa 
In (2a/b) - 0.72 

(5-11.52) 

Thus, the resistance experienced by the cylinder is slightly higher than that 

of an ellipsoid having its equatorial radius bo equal to the radius b of the 

cylinder. The result given in Eq. (5-11.52) may be approximated from the 

ellipsoid formula by taking the equatorial radius 

bo "'" 1.25 b (5--11.53,\ 
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If a long straight cylinder moves perpendicularly to its axis, a similar 

approach can be employed. Burgers gives only the roughest approximation 

for this case, requiring the vanishing of the resultant velocity U + u only 

at the central section of the cylinder. This leads to the result 

F~ 8n:/LUa (5 11 54) 
In (2a/b) + 0.5 - . 

This is equivalent to Oberbeck's formula (5-11.23) for the resistance of an 

elongated ellipsoid of revolution moving in a direction perpendicular to the 

axis of symmetry, where bo is taken as the equatorial radius. It is likely 

that a more exact calculation would again give a resistance for the cylinder 

which is slightly higher than the preceding value. 

Broersma14 extended Burgers' method in an attempt to obtain a more 

accurate approximation for the resistance of a finite cylinder, but experimental 

data on the rate of fall of finite cylinders are not sufficiently accurate to 

establish whether an improved result is obtained. Data of White5l and of 

Jones and Knudsen26 indicate the importance of the dimensions of the 

containing vessel on the drag coefficient of elongated cylinders in the creeping 

motion range. Unfortunately, the wall correction factor has not been very 

well established as yet for elongated cylinders. Precise evaluation of the 

resistance in an infinite medium is thus difficult, though agreement with the 

theoretical formulas is reasonable. 

Tchen49 made an interesting study of the resistance experienced by a 

y 

c - c' 

Figure 5-11.2. Curved spheroid. 

x 

curved and elongated small particle 

based on Burgers' method of veloc

ity perturbations. As his model he 

chose shapes varying from a straight 

ellipsoid to those obtained by bend

ing the ellipsoid in the form of the 

arc of a circle, to include such 

shapes as a half circle and, at the 

extreme case, a circular ring. Table 

5-11.2 gives values of the resistance 

obtained for flow in the x, y, and z 

directions, referring to Fig. 5-11.2. 

The article also gives results for 

tangential and radial fluid motion 

relative to the particles. Here I is 

taken as the particle length and bo its maximum radius. Note that the for

mulas for the resistance of a straight ellipsoid check the Oberbeck formulas 

previously discussed. Though the half circle is not an orthotropic body, its 

resistances to flow in the xy plane do not depend on orientation. 
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TABLE 5-11.2 

RESISTANCE COEFFICIENTS FOR CURVED ELLIPSOIDS OF REVOLUTION 

Fx Fy Fz 

Straight ellipsoid 
21t,.,.U 41t,.,.U 41t,.,.U 

In (llbo) - 0.50 In (llbo) + 0.50 In (llbo) + 0.50 

Half circle 
31t,.,.U 31t,.,.U 41t,.,.U 

In (llbo) - 0.68 In (lfbo) - 0.68 In (llbo) + 0.56 

Circular ring 
31t,.,.U 31t,.,.U 41t,.,.U 

In (llbo) - 2.09 In (llbo) - 2.09 In (llbo) + 0.75 

Short finite cylinders and parallelepipeds 

No theoretical treatment is available for creeping motion relative to solid 

objects possessing plane boundaries, or for short cylinders, but a considerable 

amount of experimental data has been obtained for the settling rates of such 

particles. 
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Heiss and Coull's'l comprehensive investigation includes a review of 

settling rates of rectangular parallelepipeds and circular cylinders and a 

comparison with Gans' theoretical settling equations for spheroids"I, which 

agree substantially with those presented in this and the previous chapter. 

On this basis, and using new experimental data, the authors developed 

empirical relationships for these objects for both edgewise and flatwise fall, 

Fig. 5-11.3. For the case of flatwise flow, where the cross-sectional area does 

not change for a range of height-to-diameter ratios, the following equation 

applies 

I Kc -- I ( cis f I) 0 25 ! I ds (ds I) ogllJ -- OgIIlT,y 1jf' -. "V - d-
( 11 , dn II 

(5-11.55) 

Here K and "-IF are as defined in Eqs. (5-10.3) and (5-10.1) respectively, and 

ds is again taken as the dimaeter of a sphere with the same volume as the 

object. The variable d" is a new one, taken as the diameter of a circle of an 

area equal to the projected area of the particle perpendicular to the direction 

in which it falls (always a principal axis in these experiments). The ratio 

dsldn is a measure of the "circularity" of the particle. For orientations in 

which the particle falls edgewise, with variable circularity as the ratio of 

hid increases, the results were correlated on the following basis: 

I K I ( ds U~) 0.270 (d, I) 
OglO = OglO d,y 'f' - -c - (d Id -)o.n; d-

II -v1./J' S 1/ 1/ 

(5-11.56) 

Heiss and Coull in their original article give graphs for evaluation of the 

two preceding equations. Jones and Knudsen 26 present some additional data 

on short cylinders (see also Bart"). A more recent paper by Becker3 gives 

experimental data for freely oriented bodies of various shapes at higher 

Reynolds numbers. 
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Interaction between Two 

or More Particles 

6-1 Introduction 

6 

We shall consider in this chapter the behavior of a small number of rigid 

particles moving slowly through a viscous fluid under the influence of 
external forces, typically gravity. The particles are supposed sufficiently 
close to interact hydrodynamically. It is assumed that the particles are 
sufficiently distant from boundary walls for the surrounding fluid to be 
regarded as unbounded. Attention will be predominantly directed to situ
ations where the fluid at infinity is at rest. The magnitude of the interaction 
among the particles is, in general, governed by the following variables: (a) 
their shapes and sizes; (b) the distances between them; (c) their orientations 

with respect to each other ; (d) their individual orientations relative to the 
direction of the gravitational field ; (e) their velocities and spins relative to 

the fluid at infinity. 
For prescribed translational and angular particle velocities, the macro

scopic parameters of primary physical interest are the hydrodynamic forces 
and torques exerted by the fluid on the particles. Once these parameters are 
known for a given particle array, one may immediately solve the inverse 

problem of determining the state of motion of the particles from the known 

gravitational body forces and torques acting on them. 

235 
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The local fluid motion is assumed to satisfy the quasi-static Stokes equa

tions, 

V 2v = 1- Vp 
J.L 

V·V=O 

(6-1.1) 

(6-1.2) 

where v is the fluid velocity, p the dynamic pressure, and J.L the viscosity. 

The most general motions which rigid particles may undergo are translation 

and rotation. Because of the linearity of the governing equations of motion 

and boundary conditions, these two modes of motion may be separately 

investigated, and the results superposed. Initially, therefore, we shall restrict 

our attention to cases where the particles translate, without rotation, as they 

move through the fluid. This is, by far, the simpler of the two possible modes 

of rigid body motion. 

Consider a rigid particle of arbitrary shape translating through an 

unbounded fluid which is at rest at infinity. If we identify this particle by the 

label a, the appropriate boundary conditions are 

and 

If other particles (b, 

conditions: 

v = Va on a 

v ~O as r ~ 00 

(6-1.3) 

(6-1.4) 

c, etc.) are present, one must satisfy the additional 

v = Vb on b 

v = Vc on c, etc. 

(6-1.5) 

(6-1.6) 

The only exact solution of a multiparticle problem of this class is that of 

Stimson and Jeffery3o, for the slow motion of two spheres parallel to their 

line of centers (an axisymmetric flow). The system of bipolar coordinates 

(see Section A-19) employed by them is unique in that it permits one simul

taneously to satisfy boundary conditions on two external spheres. For larger 

collections of particles, or for pairs of nonspherical bodies, it is not generally 

possible to find coordinate systems which permit simultaneous satisfaction 

of all boundary conditions. Accordingly, we seek a systematic scheme of 

successive iterations, whereby the boundary-value problem may be solved 

to any degree of approximation by considering boundary conditions associ

ated with one particle at a time. Such a scheme is provided by the "method 

of reflections." Application of this technique to a system of n spheres was 

inaugurated by Smoluchowski29 • The method employed here is similar, 

through it must be pointed out that no rigorous proof exists that the iter

ation scheme converges to the desired solution. Rather, we must content 

ourselves at present with the limited empirical proof afforded, for example, 

by the agreement of the technique with the exact results of Stimson and 

Jeffery for the axisymmetric two-sphere case, and by the agreement of results 

with actual experimental data in a limited number of other situations. 
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Consider a system of n translating particles. In accordance with previous 

notation, let V k (k = a, b, e, ... , n) denote the velocity of the kth particle. 

Of particular interest to us are the forces, F ko necessary to maintain each 

particle in its state of uniform motion, and the restraining torques, Tko 

required to keep the particles from rotating under the influence of the 

hydrodynamic stresses developed at their surfaces. 

To solve the boundary-value problem posed by Eqs. (6-1.1)-(6-1.6), 

we proceed as follows: Since the equations of motion and boundary con

ditions are linear, the'local velocity and pressure fields may be decomposed 

into a sum of fields; thus, 

y = yCI) + y(2) + y(3) + y(4) + ... (6-1.7) 

p = pCI) + p(2) + p(3) + p(4) + .. . (6-1.8) 

each term of which, (Y(}), p(J»), separately satisfies the equations of motion 

and vanishes at infinity. Again, because of linearity, we may further subdi

vide each of these into a finite sum of terms, (yi}), pi;», also satisfying the 

governing differential equations and vanishing at infinity. New, focus 

attention on any particle in the system, say, a, and define (yCl),p(l)) by the 

boundary condition 

yO) = V" on a (6-1.9) 

The "reflection" of this field from particle b is then defined by the boundary 

condition 

(6-1.10) 

In general, the reflection of y(I) from any of the n - I particles is defined by 

(k = b, e, ... , n) (6-1.11) 

Thus, the reflection of y(I) from all the remaining n - 1 particles is given 

approximately by 

y(2) = i; yi2) (6-1.12) 
k=b 

The first-order effect arising from the interaction of particle a with the 

remaining particles may now be obtained by finding the reflection of y(2) 

from a; namely, the field y(3) vanishing at infinity and satisfying the boundary 

condition 
y(3) = _y(2) on a (6-1.13) 

That y(3) does indeed provide the first-order interaction correction is evident 

from the following argument: The field y(I) introduces the characteristic 

particle dimension e through terms of the form elr raised to some positive 

power. Furthermore, since r = 0(/), where I is the characteristic distance 

between particles, the even-numbered field y(2), determined by the boundary 

conditions on b, e, ... , n, introduces the characteristic distance dimension, 

I. The field y(3), therefore, will possess terms in ell. These provide a first 
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approximation to the interaction effect arising from the presence of the other 

n - 1 particles. 

However, the field V(3) has been computed only at the location of particle 

a. In order to complete the approximation for the entire fluid field it is 

necessary for us to make a calculation for particle b to establish the magnitude 

Ofv(3) in the vicinity of b, as Eq. (6-1.13) establishes V(3) in the vicinity of a. 

This calculation is repeated for all n particles and thus an approximation of 

the field v = v(l) + V(3) is available for all n particles. 

To obtain the next order of interaction, we proceed again as in Eq. 

(6-1.9) to satisfy the boundary-value problem on b, 

(6-1.14) 

The field V(4) is developed by establishing the value at the surface of all 

n - 1 spheres of the _V(3) field arising from the presence of particle a, as 

was done in the case of developing Eq. (6-1.12). The field V(5) at the position 

of particle a is obtained as before by the condition 

V(5) = -V(4) on a (6-1.15) 

This velocity field at the location of particle a represents terms correct to 

O(e 2/f2). The reflection process may be continued as far as necessary to obtain 

satisfaction of all boundary conditions to the desired accuracy. Except for 

simple arrangements, numerical evaluation will be much easier than general 

analytical representation of the results. It is necessary that the field be 

capable, in the vicinity of each particle, of being represented in terms of 

polynomial series in increasing powers of ell. This appears to be possible 

because the interaction of two spheres touching each other ultimately can be 

represented by such a series, and empirical data on concentrated assemblages 

can be represented by a few terms in power series of this type. 

For a completely rigorous treatment it is necessary to have available a 

solution of the creeping motion equations for the case of a single particle 

with an arbitrary velocity field prescribed on its surface. Good approxi

mations are possible, however, by assuming that when the particles are 

sufficiently separated: (a) the field produced by a given particle will be the 

same as that produced by a point force acting at the center of the particle; 

(b) the drag resulting from the field reflected at a given particle can be 

approximated by considering the field to be equivalent to a uniform velocity 

field whose magnitude and direction are the same as what actually would 

exist at the location particle center if it were not present. 

Before proceeding to a development of some typical cases it is of interest 

to note that since the resulting fields involve only positive contributions 

(assuming all velocities are in the same direction), the resultant interaction 

will result in increasing velocities. Thus, as Smoluchowski pointed out, the 
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larger the swarm of particles the faster it will move. The method is thus not 

applicable for an assemblage of particles which increases without limit, 

because it presumes that the velocity field produced will vanish at infinity. 

Modification of the procedure to take into consideration boundaries, or cases 

in which the particle assemblage itself extends indefinitely, will be considered 
in later chapters. . 

Once the velocity field is computed to any degree of approximation 

desired, the force Fa exerted on the particle by the fluid is obtained by sum

ming the drag contributions of the individual fields. A velocity field which 

is free from singularities in the interior of the volume occupied by a particle 

can produce neither a resultant force nor couple on the particle (that is, it 

satisfies boundary conditions which imply absence of the particle). Thus no 

contribution to the drag on a particle is made by fields which do not involve 

satisfying the boundary conditions on its surface, and there remain only the 

contributions from the odd-numbered fields; hence 

(6-1.16) 

where Fit) is the force on particle a associated with the jth reflection. 

At the same time that a drag is experienced by each of the particles in 

an assemblage, rotational effects may also occur. If the particles are free to 

rotate as they move, they will do so, and no net couple will be exerted on 

any particle when steady state motion is attained. Under such conditions 

the particles will not exert any rotational forces on the fluid so that the 

mutual disturbances can still be approximated by point forces, neglecting 

dilational effects. A point force is, of course, not 'capable of representing 

fluid rotation at the location of its origin. If, however, the particles are not 

free to rotate by being held rigid, or do rotate due to external couples exerted 

upon them, rotational moments will be developed. 

Such possibilities are implied in the general development of the velocity 

fields as outlined in the previous equations. The torque exerted on a particle 

by a given fluid motion is again that derived from the odd-numbered fields, 

(6-1.17) 

Approximations suitable for rotational effects are obtained by the employ

ment of a point couple at the origin of a given field, analogous to the 

employment of a point force. 

In the following sections, we will develop cases of increasing complexity, 

starting first with methods applicable to two particles at a substantial distance 

from each other. More complicated systems, with particles closer together, 

will be considered next. Finally, some of the limitations of particle shape 

and neglect of inertial terms in the equations of motion will be discussed. 
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6-2 Two Widely Spaced Spherically 

Isotropic Particles 

6 

We consider two particles of characteristic dimensions a and b, which are 

isotropic both with respect to translation and rotation, moving with instan

taneous velocities Va and Vb in an otherwise unbounded medium which is 

at rest at infinity. By a spherically isotropic body, it will be recalled, we mean 

one which exhibits the same resistance to translation no matter what orien

tation it has relative to a uniformly moving fluid, and which will not rotate 

if suspended freely in any orientation in a uniformly moving fluid. Particles 

which are spherical in shape meet this requirement. As discussed in Section 

5-5, all regular polyhedra and bodies derived from them by symmetrically 

cutting or rounding the corners and/or edges and/or faces are spherically 

isotropic. A particle with equal resistance along each of its three principal 

axes will also be isotropic. 

It is convenient to choose one axis of the reference system of coordinates 

along a line connecting the centers of the two particles. Also, we will assume 

that it is necessary to specify only one additional coordinate, implying that 

the particles move in a plane, under the influence of a body force which is 

Sphere b, 
radius b 

Sphere a, 
radius a 

Figure 6-2.1. Coordinate system for two-particle interactions. 
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independent of particle location. We will choose the xz plane, as shown in 

Fig. 6-2.1. In this case, in addition to equations of motion (6-1.1) and 

(6-1.2), we require the boundary condition at infinity, Eq. (6-1.4), and the 

following conditions to be satisfied: 

v(l) = Va on a (6-2.1) 

V(2) = -v{l) + Vb on b (6-2.2) 

V(3) = -V(2) on a (6-2.3) 

V(4) = -v(3) on b, etc. (6-2.4) 

The initial field v(I) obviously will correspond to the setting of particle a 

in an unbounded fluid. Associated with this motion is the force (see Section 

5-5, Case 4 for a discussion of the resistance coefficient) 

(6-2.5) 

which is exerted by the fluid on the particle. Since particle a is assumed to 

be located at a relatively large distance (several diameters at least) from 

particle b, we may compute the translational effect of particle a by assum

ing that it generates the same field as would be produced by a point force 

situated at the center of the particle24 : 

F{l) 2 1 
V(l) = __ 0, _ __ r_V(F(I).V)_ 

67tW 247tfl a r 
(6-2.6) 

and P = ~ (F{l).V)~ 
47t a r 

(6-2.7) 

where r is measured from the center of particle a. To the degree of approxi

mation to which Eq. (6-2.6) is valid, the initial field is independent of the 

shape of the particle a, being determined entirely by its resistance. If we 

express Eq. (6-2.6) in cartesian coordinates appropriate to Fig. 6-2.1, we 

obtain 

V(l) = Ka Uax (i + r~) + Ka Uaz (k + r~) 
87tr r2 87tr r2 

(6-2.8) 

Since the center of particle b has the coordinates x = 0, y = 0, z = I, the 
value of V(l) at this point is 

[v(I)h = {;;I (Wax + 2kUaz) (6-2.9) 

From this we compute the force exerted on particle b 

Fb2) = -flKb(Vb - [v{l)h) = -iflKb (UbX - Kg::r) - kflKb (UbZ - K4~az) 

(6-2.10) 

Using the same technique as previously, we can calculate the velocity field 

generated by the force Fb2) acting at the location of particle b. In this case, 
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the origin of the coordinate system will now be at the center of particle b, 

and V(2) at particle a will be 

[ (2)] ='~(v _KaVax)+k~(V _KaVaz) (6-2.11) 
v a l 87r1 bx 87r1 47r1 bz 47r1 

In turn, the force contribution F~') = fLKa[v(2)]a will be 

Fi3) = . fLKaKb (v _ Ka Vax) + k fLKaKb (V _ Ka Vaz ) 
a 1 87rl bx 87r I 47rl bz 47r I (6-2.12) 

Similarly, 

F~) = ifLKa (8~1) (8~blr (VbX - K8~ax) 
(6-2.13) 

Thus 

Fa = F~l) + F~3) + F~) + ... 

. K {V Kb (V Ka Vax) = -I fL a ax - 87r1 bx - ----sit! X 

X [1 + (8~aJ (t:l) + (8~alr (l(:J 2 + ... J} (6-2.14) 

-kfLKa {Vaz - 4~bl (VbZ - K4~az) X 

X [1 + (4~aJ (,:~bl) + (4~aJ 2 (4~btY + ... J} 
Thus, noting that a geometric series can be expressed as a fraction, and 

combining terms, we find 

Fa = -i Vax - (Kb Vbx /87(1) _ k Vaz - (Kb Vb,/47(1) (6-2.15) 
fLKa 1 - (KaKb)/(87r1)2 1 - (KaKb)/(47r1)2 

The force exerted on particle b, F b, is obtainable by modifying Eq. (6-2.15) 

so that the subscripts b and a are interchanged. These relationships con

stitute four scalar equations relating force and velocity components. It is 

convenient to take the scalars positive when both particles are settling in the 

same direction. This is generally the case, and thus the resistance of either 

particle is reduced by the presence of the other. If, for example, the particles 

are falling under the influence of gravity, Fa and Fb will be known quantities, 

depending on particle shape, size, and specific gravity as well as specific 

gravity of the suspending medium. We will then have four equations with the 

four unknowns corresponding to the unknown velocity components to be 

determined. 

As an illustration, consider the case of two equal-sized spheres of radii 

a. Equation (6-2.15) then becomes 

F _. Vx + k Vz 
- 67rfLa - 1 1 + (3/4)(a/l) 1 + (3/2)(a/l) 

(6-2.16) 
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Note that the force exerted by the fluid on each particle is the same and that 

their motion is parallel and with the same velocity. They can move sidewise, 

but will maintain the same distance between each other. 

If a is the angle which the velocity U makes with the line of centers of the 

two particles, and the velocity U is determined, we may express the force 

exerted on each particle by the fluid in terms of drag components in the 

direction of the velocity, F r , and perpendicular to the direction of velocity, 

F D' To do this, note that 

F7, = Fz cos a + Fx sin a (6-2.17) 

where 

_ 67iJ-LaV sin a 
Fx - - 1 + (3j4)(ajl)' 

__ 67iJ-LaV cos a 
Fz - 1 + (3j2)(ajl) 

(6-2.18) 

Here V is the scalar velocity corresponding to the vector U. By combining 

these relationships we obtain 

F7, = -67iJ-LaV [1 + (3~4)(ajl) - {I + (3~4)(ajl) - 1 + (3~2)(ajl)} cos2 a] 
(6-2.19) 

Similarly, 

FD = -67iJ-LaV sin a cos a [1 + (3~2)(ajl) - 1 + (3~4)(ajl)J (6-2.20) 

On the other hand, if we know the angle f3 which gravity makes with the line 

of centers, and require a description of the velocity of fall, it is convenient 

to express the latter in terms of Vr, the velocity in the direction of gravity, 

and VI{, the velocity of drift in the horizontal direction. The same type of 

resolution of velocity components gives 

VI' = - ~ 11 + i.!!... (I + cos 2 f3) ] 
67iJ-La L 4 I 

V F 3a . (.) (.) 
II = - -- - sm fJ cos fJ 

67iJ-La 4 . 

(6-2.21) 

(6-2.22) 

where F is the absolute value of the gravitational force F. Thus, a drift occurs 

only when the angle f3 * 0 or 90°, that is, when the spheres fall one behind 

the other along their line of centers, or side by side perpendicular to their 

line of centers. Smoluchowski29 gives similar relationships, but some con

fusion may arise in using them because he refers to force components along 

the line of centers and the direction· of motion, which directions are not 

perpendicular to each other.' 

These relationships may be used to describe the motion of two spheres 

of different sizes with respect to each other, on t~e assumption that the steady 

state form will describe the velocities at any position of particles relative to 

each other-see also Eqs. (6-2.34) and (6-2.35). For example, we may wish 

to inquire whether a larger sphere following a smaller one vertically can 
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touch the smaller sphere. Equation (6-2.15) is applicable, and we need con

sider only the vertical component corresponding to the z axis and unit vector 

k. If we apply this relationship to particles b and a, noting that Fa <X -(4/3) 

n:a3 and Fb <X -(4/3)n:b3 , we obtain after some algebraic manipulation 

Va _ (a 3W) + (3/2)(a/l) 

Vb - I + (3/2)(a 2jb2)(a/l) 

For the case where the spheres touch I = a + b, whereupon 

Va _ (a 3jb3) + (a 2jb2) + (3/2) 
Vb - I + (b/a) + (3a 2/2b 2) 

(6-2.23) 

(6-2.24) 

Where a = b, this of course makes Va/ Vb = I, as it should. Where b ~ a, 

Va/Vb - (3a)/(2b). Thus, the velocity of the smaller sphere, a, will always 

be much less than that of the larger. Anderson 1 treats this case theoretically 

using a point force to represent the disturbance, but concludes that with 

a larger sphere overtaking a smaller one there will be a minimum distance 

beyond which the particles cannot approach each other, so that they will 

not touch. The calculation of relative velocities when spheres are close to 

each other is a problem which, in principle, involves the unsteady form of the 

equations of motion. Care must therefore be exercised in drawing conclusions 

from approximation procedures which do not include this refinement. 

An improvement is possible in this approximation procedure if the 

solution to the equations of motion for a uniform field moving with respect 

to the body in question is available. The disturbance can be represented more 

accurately by such a solution than by using the point force approximation. 

The reflected fields will constitute a geometric series and the entire effect 

may be represented by superposition of components along and perpendicular 

to the line of centers, as previously. Thus, corresponding to spherical particles 

the usual Stokes field 24 (see Section 4-17) for motion in the z direction is 

applicable: 

(6-2.25) 

The same equation with x substituted for z will apply to motion entirely 

in the x direction. Thus for two equal-sized spheres, in place of Eq. (6-2.16), 

we will have 

F i~ k~ 

6n:{la = I + (3/4)(a/l) + (l/4)(a 3 jl3) + I + (3/2)(a/l) - (l/2)(a 3 /1 3 ) 

(6-2.26) 

Further improvement in the approximation is possible in the case of 

spherical particles, since we can determine the resistance of a sphere exactly 

in terms of the undisturbed field surrounding it by Faxen's law, Eqs. (3-2.46) 

and (3-2.47). Thus we may calculate exactly the resistance contribution to 
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sphere b resulting from an original Stokes field generated at the location of 

sphere a. As Burgers8 has noted, this amounts to using the velocity Urn at the 

location of particle b, where 

(6-2.27) 

Uc is the Stokes field evaluated at the center of particle b (which we have 

employed in the previous formulas). If this procedure is followed using 

Eq. (6-2.25) for the Stokes velocity, we obtain, for two equal-sized spheres, 

analogous to Eqs. (6-2.16) and (6-2.26), 

F iU", + kUz (6 228) 
- 67t/.w = 1 + (3/4)(a/l) + (l/2)(a 3jf3) 1 + (3/2)(a/l) - (a 3W) -. 

Burgers obtained a resistance formula essentially the same as Eq. (6-2.28) 

He later9 obtained an improved approximation to the velocity field by an 

additional reflection, but this is not directly useful in deriving a better approxi

mation for the resistance because this form of equation already amounts to 

taking the sum of an infinite number of reflections. A different mathematical 

form is thus necessary to take advantage of calculations involving additional 

reflections. Such calculations are carried out in the next section. Numerical 

comparison of these approximation methods is deferred until after develop

ment of more exact methods to serve as the basis for judgment. 

In order to apply the last two approximation procedures to other than 

spherical particles, it is necessary not only to locate centers of the particles 

involved, but also to ascribe to each a characteristic "radius," which may 

be taken the same as that of a sphere exhibiting the same Stokes resistance 

as the particle. 

If two orthotropic particles (possessing three mutually perpendicular 

planes of symmetry) are allowed to fall freely in the vicinity of each other, 

the original fields they generate can be represented by point forces, provided 

that the particles are sufficiently far apart. By resolving the resistances in 

terms of appropriate coordinate systems, it is possible to calculate their 

mutual effect on each other. A numerical procedure is most convenient in 

this case because nomenclature is complicated by the fact that two independ

ent orientations are involved-that of each particle with reference to the 

direction of gravity. As the particles are brought closer together, interac

tions between platelike or rodlike bodies can no longer be satisfactorily 

approximated by point forces, but require detailed solutions of the bound

ary value problems involved. 

In general, as the particles become separated by a few diameters, all the 

approximation procedures give comparable results and particle interactions 

can be established on the basis of sedimentation data or calculated drag 

coefficient values for single particles, using the point force approximation 

procedure. 
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Generalization for translation 

In the case of particles which are not spherically isotropic, their trajec

tories will in general not be parallel, as assumed in the previous development 

Brenner6 has shown that the reflection technique may be generalized for two 

particles moving in arbitrary directions, provided that the point force ap

proximation is applicable. Free rotation of such anisotropic particles as they 

settle in a fluid in the presence of each other will give rise to velocity com

ponents which cannot be represented simply by point forces and point 

couples, so that extension to higher reflections than O(c/I) is, in general, not 

allowable. Also, a rotating anisotropic particle falling under the influence of 

gravity will experience changes in magnitude and direction of its instan

taneous velocity U. Therefore, we will not develop the treatment in general 

here but simply give the result obtained. Simpler results are obtained if we 

are concerned only with the motion of a single particle in the presence of a 

stationary wall, as discussed in Section 7-2. 

For the case of two particles with characteristic dimensions Ca and Co, we 

may write Eq. (6-2.5) in terms of the Stokes translation tensor in the case of 

an arbitrary particle which is not spherically isotropic: 

(6-2.29) 

where (F ~)a is the force which body a would experience if it moved through 

an unbounded fluid with a velocity Ua. In particular for a sphere of radius 

Ca = a, (cf>~)a = I. Now, if we let e be a unit vector along the line of centers 

of the two particles, the relationship obtained by Brenner, analogous to Eq. 

(6-2.15), is 

~ = _ [(cf>~)-l _.2. Ca .£k (I + ee)'(cf>~)o'(1 + ee)]-l 
67!flCa a 16 I I 

. [Ua -'! ? (I + ee)·(cf>~)o· Uo] 

(6-2.30) 

The corresponding force on particle b is obtained by interchanging the sub

scripts b and a; I is the center-to-center distance. 

In most applications of interest, Fa and Fo are given and one desires to 

calculate the settling velocities Ua and Uo• This is readily done by simul

taneously solving Eq. (6-2.30) and its counterpart for these velocities. As 

a simple example, let the particles be spheres of radii a and b, respectively. 

The dimensionless translation tensors are now isotropic and have the values 

(cf>~)a = (cf>~h = I. Substitution in Eq. (6-2.30) yields 

-~= [1_.2.~~(I+3ee)]-I. [u -2.~(I+ee).Ub] (6-231) 
67! fla 16 I I a 4 I . 

Now let Va be the Stokes' law velocity with which sphere a would settle 

under the influence of gravity in an infinite medium from which sphere b 

was absent. Then Fa = -67!flaVa, a relation that we employ to eliminate 
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Fa from the foregoing. A second relation of similar form is then obtained by 

interchanging the indices. Upon solving the two resulting equations simul

taneously for Va and Vb with the aid of the identity 

[ 9 a b J-l (9 a b )-1 
I - 16 7 T (I + 3ee) = (I - ee) 1 - 16 T T 

( 9 a b )-1 
+ee 1-4TT 

(6-2.32) 

we obtain, after considerable reduction, the expression 

3 b 
Va = Va + 4T(Vb + ee·Vb) 

(6-2.33) 

with a comparable formul~ for Vb. 

To express this result in component 

form, consider the situation depicted 

in Fig. 6-2.2 If i and k denote unit 

vectors in the x and z directions, 

respectively, then Va= iVa, Vb= iVb 

and e = i sin 8 + k cos 8. Thus we 

obtain 

(Ua)" = UF 

= Va + ! ~ Vb(l + sin2 8) 

-(6-2.34) 

(Ua). = U H = ! ~. Vb sin 8 cos 8 

(6-2.35) 

When a = b we obtain Eqs. (6-2.21) 
and (6-2.22). 

Rotational effects 

Radius =b 

L 

E 

~ 
Direction of 

. ravit HOrIZontal g V, g 

x 

Figure 6-2.2. Two unequal spheres 

settling in a viscous fluid. 

Thus far we have not considered rotational effects in detail. As mentioned 

earlier, the point force approximation will not be strictly applicable in the 

form previously outlined unless the particles involved are free to rotate and 

are spherically isotropic. If this is the case we can develop the rotation of the 

field v(l) which, expressed by Eq. (6-2.8), is as follows: 

v X V(l) = 4Ka 3 [Uu,,(ky - jz) + Uu.(jx - iy)] 
7Cr 

Since, in general, the fluid rotation at the location of particle b is 

(6-2.36) 

Cf)b1) = HV X V(l)b (6-2.37) 

and the location of particle b is taken at x = 0, y = 0, z = I, we have 
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(6-2.38) 

Now, if the particle b is not fixed it will simply rotate at the velocity wi') and 

the only rotational effect experienced by particle a will be that due to the 

point force located at particle b, the curl of which can be obtained in a 

similar fashion to Eq. (6-2.36). Thus the rotation developed at particle a 

by the field v(!) will be 

(6-2.39) 

This is opposite in direction to the rotation of particle b, but the lead terms 

are the same in magnitude for eq ual-sized particles. These terms will increase 

in the same way as the additional point force contributions, in a geometric 

series, so that ultimately 

_ U) --"_ ,') _C- ••• _ • ( Kb ) U", - (Ka Ua,/87r/) (6-2.40) 
Wa - W" W()' - J 87r/' I -- (K" K,J/(87r1)' 

The rotation of particle b, w", may be obtained from the foregoing by inter

changing the subscripts a and b and by ch?nging the sign of the rotation. 

The rotations occur about axes perpendicular to the xz plane. I f the particles 

are the same size and spherical (K = 67ra), we have for a and b 

, . 3aUI r' III 
W = =J 4f'2I -t- (3a/41) 

(6-2.41) 

Note that li, ,= U sin ct, the velocity component perpendicular to the line 

connecting the particle centers, is the only one contributing to rotation. 

If two particles fall along their line of centers no rotation will result. 

Now, if the particles are held rigidly a more complicated situation 

results because a resisting torque will be required at the location of particle b. 

The effect of this torque can be computed by employing a point couple at 

particle b. It will give rise upon reflection to terms involving f'l in the de

nominator of the expression for T and /, in the denominator of the expression 

for F and, therefore, will be important only if the particles are close together. 

If the particles are close, a more exact approximation procedure than that 

involving point forces and couples should be applied; hence, this procedure 

is not elaborated here. 

As a first approximation to the torque exerted on the body, we can 

assume that in the case of a regular particle the rotational moment will be 

independent of the axis of rotation and will be characterized by a scalar; 

that is, 

(6-2.42) 

where cia is a torque factor characteristic of the body in question and Tu 

is the torque required to maintain an arbitrary body rotating with the veloc

ity W()' If the particle is a sphere of radius a, da = 87r/la l • 
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We shall assume that if a torque is opposed to the fluid rotation (Ua 

exerted on a particle a, so that the particle a is prevented from rotating, the 

magnitude of this torque can be given to a first approximation by taking the 

lead term of Eq. (6-2.40); namely, 

T = (. Kb UbX ) d 
a J 87t [2 a 

(6-2.43) 

In the case of spherical particles, this becomes 

(6-2.44) 

This is the torque exerted by the fluid on the particle in order to prevent 

rotation. Smoluchowski29 arrives at essentially the same type of formulation, 

but owing to a computational error, gives the numerical constant in Eq. 

(6-2.44) as 4 instead of 6. 

6-3 Two Spheres by the Method of Reflections 

and Similar Techniques 

Where more accurate results are required than are obtainable by the approxi

mations noted in Section 6-2, it is possible in principle to solve the boundary 

value problem of two objects to any desired degree of accuracy by the method 

of reflections. In this case it is necessary to employ a general solution for 

each body subject to arbitrarily specified boundary conditions at its surface. 

Such solutions become complicated; consequently, the method has been 

applied only to the case of two spheres in an arbitrary position relative to 

each other. 

We shall define the coordinates of a point in space, with respect to an 

origin situated at the center of sphere a, as (x, y, z) in cartesian coordinates 

and as (r, e, <p) in spherical coordinates. Similarly (X, Y, Z) and (R, <8>, <1» 

are the corresponding coordinates in terms of an origin at the center of sphere 

b. The systems of cartesian and spherical coordinates are related by (see 

Figs. 6-3.1 and 6-3.2) 

x = r sin e cos <p 

y = r sin e sin <p 

z = r cos e 
r2 = x 2 + y2 + Z2 

with similar relationships applying to the terms with capital symbols. The 

center of sphere b has the coordinates (xo, Yo, zo) and (ro, eo, <Po) with respect 

to an origin at the center of sphere a; the sphere a has the location (Xo, Yo, 

Zo) and (Ro, <8>0' <1>0) with respect to an origin at the center of sphere b. 

Without loss of generality the centers of the spheres can be taken along the 

z axis so that these sets of points become: 
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Xo = -Xo = 0, 

Yo = - Yo = 0, 

<Po = n + cpo = n 

(6-3.1) 

We will designate unit vectors in the (r, e, cp) system by (iT, ie, iq,) and in the 

(R, e, <p) system by (iR' ie, i<l»' 

Because of the linearity of the original differential equations (6---1.1) and 

(6-1.2), solutions to the complete problem may be obtained by superposition 

of partial solutions. Thus we may write 

v = v* + v** 
(6-3.2) 

p=p*+p** 

where v* and p* represent the solutions which satisfy boundary conditions 

on sphere b and are regular outside sphere b, whereas v** and p** represent 

solutions which satisfy the boundary conditions on a and are regular outside 

of sphere a. Thus 

" ~ 1 
Vb on sphere b 

0 on sphere a 

0 at 00 

(6-3.3) 

and 

,,,~ 1 
0 on sphere b 

Va on sphere a 

0 at 00 

(6-3.4) 

The fields constituting the desired solution will be obtained by adding an 

appropriate series of partial solutions: 

= 
v* = ~ vi , 

i=l 

= 

v** = ~ vi*, 
i=l 

= 

p* = ~ pi 
i=l 

(6-3.5) 

p** = ~pi* 
i=l 

Each of the fields vi, pi and vi * , pi * is a solution of the original differential 

equations, and all solutions, of course, meet the requirement 

vi = vi* = 0 at 00 

Confining our attention for the moment to v*, we note that on the surface 

of sphere b, 

= 
Vb = ~ vn (6-3.6) 

i=l 

whereas on the surface of sphere a, 

= 
o = ~ vila (6-3.7) 

i=1 
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These two relationships are satisfied by 

vflb = Vb 

v:la = -vfla 

Vn = -Vn 
v!la = -vtla, etc. 

or, in general, for j = 1,2,3, ... 

v:} = -V:}_l on sphere a 

V:}+l = -v:} on sphere b 
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(6-3.8) 

(6-3.9) 

When the original velocity Vb is prescribed as a result of the motion of sphere 

b, the conditions stated serve to define uniquely each of the fields vi. 
In an entirely analogous manner we find that 

vf* = 0 everywhere, v:* = Va on sphere a, etc. 

so that in general for j = 1, 2, 3, ... 

V:}+2 = -V:}+l on sphere a 

on sphere b 
(6-3.10) 

Although the general technique to be discussed is suitable for solving 

the problem of two spheres in any orientation with respect to the coordinate 

system chosen, it is simpler to construct the z 
solution to this problem by a combination of 

the particular solutions corresponding to the 

situations in which the spheres move (a) parallel 

to their line of centers and (b) perpendicular to 

their line of centers, as was done in the previous 
section_ 

First, we shall consider the problem of two 

spheres moving along their line of centers, that 

is along the z axis, as shown in Fig. 6-3.1. 

Motion along line of centers 

For this situation, if we assume that the 

direction of fall of the spheres constitutes a 

negative direction with respect to the coordinate 

system (instead of taking the sphere motion 

positive as in the previous section), we have the 

boundary conditions 

i
-iz Ub on sphere b 

v = -iz Ua on sphere a 

o at 00 

(6-3.11) 

r 
l 

1 
Fllur. 6-3.1. Two spheres 
falling along their line of 
centers. 
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with Ua and Ub corresponding to the scalar numbers representing the velocity 

of each sphere (taken positive). Thus, 

and 

1
-iz Ub on sphere b 

v* = 0 on sphere a 

o at 00 

{
o on sphere b 

v** = -iz Ua on sphere a 

o at 00 

(6-3.12) 

(6-3.13) 

The general solution for component velocity and pressure fields is given 

by Lamb24 (also Section 3-2). When the spheres move along their line of 

centers the solution will be independent of the angle 1> = <I>, and the field 

components v4> = V<j> will be identically zero, due to axial symmetry. 

For a field with symmetry about the z axis, we have, in general, in terms 

of (R, 8, <I» coordinates 

=. 2 - N 'M( 2· 1· 
V; = J:,o V'l'~N-l + 2N(2N _ 1) v R lEN-I) + N R lEN- 1 

(6-3.14) 

The harmonic functions 'l'~N-l and II~N_l are each solid spherical harmonics 

of order -(N + 1) in the (R, 8, <I» coordinate system. 

We begin the development of the solution by considering first the fields 

vi. From the boundary condition given by Eq. (6-3.8), we note that vt is 

required to satisfy the boundary condition 

vt = -iz Ub at R = b (6-3.15) 

Thus, the field vt is simply the Stokes'law velocity field in the (R, 8, <I» 

system. For this field the harmonic functions in Eq. (6-3.14) are as follows: 

{
-iUbb3R-2Pl(COS8) forN= 1 

'l'~lv-I = o for all other N 

where PI (cos 8) = cos 8. 

(6-3.16) 

(6-3.17) 

For convenience in deriving an iterative solution, we designate the 

harmonic functions in Eq. (6-3.14) in the following form: 

'l'~N-l = (-1)NbN+2BlvR-cN+l)PN(cos8) 
(6-3.18) 
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Thus from Eqs. (6-3.16) and (6-3.17) we have 

{
l-Ub for N = 1 

B*'-
N - 0 for all other N 

{t Ub for N = 1 
C*I-

N - 0 for all other N 
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(6-3.19) 

In order to proceed from the field v~ to obtain the field v:, we must 

convert the velocity field v~ from the (R, 8, 11» system to the (r, e, cfJ) system. 

It can be shown that in the (r, e, cfJ) system the harmonic functions in Eq. 

(6-3.18) may be expressed as follows: 

where 

In addition, 

and 

f N = (n + N)! 
n n!N! 

R2 = r2 + 12 - 2rl cos e 
R = iTer - 1 cos e) + isl sin e 

(6-3.20) 

(6-3.21) 

(6-3.22) 

If these expressions are substituted into Eq. (6-3.14), we then obtain 

v~ in the (r, e, cfJ) system. For convenience, these transformations are carried 

out in a general fashion to obtain the field VI+I from that for VI in Eq. (6-

3.14). The field VI+ 1 will have the same general form as the field VI, but it is 

expressed in the (r, e, cfJ) system, appropriate for sphere a. 

Thus, in general, for axial symmetry 

_ ~ ..... ,"i+1 + 2 - n .... (2 i+1 ) + 1 i+1 
Vi+ 1 - k.J v 'I'-n-I 2 (2 1) v r 7t -n-I - r 7t -n-I 

n~O n n - n 

Pi+1 = J.L ~ 7t~+nl-1 
n=O 

where the harmonic functions assume the form 

""~+nl-I = _an+2b;+lr-(n+') Pn(cos e) 

7t~+nl-1 = -anc;+lr-(n+l) Pn(cos e) 

(6-3.23) 

(6-3.24) 

By means of the transformations in Eqs. (6-3.20)-(6-3.22) we are able to 

determine the constants b~+', c~+l, which determine the field Vi+l> in terms of 

the constants B1 and C1, which determine the field Vi' The general boundary 

condition in Eqs. (6-3.9) and (6-3.10), Vi+1 = -VI on sphere a, is also 

employed. The desired relationships are as follows: 
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1+1_ n (a)n-I ~ (n+N)!(b)N 
b" - 2(n + 1) T ~o n! N! T 

[ ( b)2 I 2nN + 2 - n - N i 

(2n - 1) T BN - (2n - 1) 2(2N _ 1)(2n _ l)(n + N) CN 

+ 2~;n ~ 13) ( ~ ) 2 Cjy ] 

CI+ I = n(2n - 1) (!!...)n-I ~ (n + N)! (!!...)N 
" n + 1 I N=O n! N! I 

[ ( b)2 I 2nN + 2 - n - N CI 
(2n + 1) T BN - (2n + 1) 2(2N _ 1)(2n _ 1)(n + N) N 

+ ~ (~ r Cjy ] 

(6-3.25) 

(6-3.26) 

We can again reflect the field Vt+1 given in Eq. (6-3.23) to find the field 

VI+2 which satisfies the boundary condition Vi+2 = -Vt+1 on sphere b. In 

order to accomplish this we require a set of inverse transformations, similar 

to those given by Eqs. (6-3.20)-(6-3.22), which will enable us to transform the 

field Vi+1 from the (r, e, </» system to the (R, 6, <1» system of coordinates 

appropriate for sphere b. If Bjy+2 and C;r are now taken in equations similar 

to (6-3.14) and (6-3.18) to represent the constants which determine the 

field Vi+2, then in terms of the constants b~+l and C~+I we will have the follow

ing recurrence formulas similar to Eqs. (6-3.25) and (6-3.26) to accomplish 

the necessary transformation to the field VI+2: 

1+2 _ N ( b )N-I ~ (n + N)! ( a )n 
BN -2(N+I) T n~o n!N! T 

[(2N I) ( a )2 bi+1 (2N I) 2nN + 2 - n - N 1+1 
- T n - - 2(2N - I)(2n - I)(n + N) Cn 

+ 2~2~ ~ 11) ( ~ r C~+IJ 
Cjy+2 = N(2N - 1) (!!...)N-I ~ (n + N)! (!!...)" 

N + 1 I ,,=0 n! N! I 

[(2N + 1) ( a )2 bl+1 (2N + 1) 2nN + 2 - n - N 1+1 
T ,,- 2(2N - I)(2n - l)(n + N) Cn 

+ ~ (~ r C~+IJ 

(6-3.27) 

(6-3.28) 

The relationships (6-3.25) and (6-3.26), would thus be used in con

junction with Eq. (6-3.23) to obtain v: from the field vi. In turn, Eqs. (6-3.27) 

and (6-3.28) would be employed in conjunction with Eq. (6-3.14) to obtain 

the field vt from the field v:. This iterative procedure will enable all the v* 
fields to be derived. 

Similarly, the general relationships apply equally well to the fields v: and 

v:*. To distinguish the constants which apply separately to these fields we 
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shall employ the symbols b~\ c;!'\ or BJ/ and CJl for the former, and b~*\ 

C~*k, or B'J/\ C~_*k for the latter. 

We now proceed with the derivation that started with the development 

of a Stokes field vt as noted in Eq. (6-3.19). In these developments it is 

necessary at the outset to establish the degree of approximation which 

will ultimately be required. Thus some arbitrary power of (a/I)" (b/l)f3 will 

be selected. For illustration we shall, in what follows, limit ourselves. to 

a + (3 <5. 
Thus, if we now wish to establish the constants for the field v:, we com

mence by determining the constants b~2 from Eq. (6-3.25): 

b~2 = 0 

bt 2 
__ 1. ~ + -.L (~)3 + 1. (.!!:..)2 (~) 

Ub - 8 I 8 I 40 I I 

~b2 = - ~ (~) ( ~ ) + ~ (~) ( ~ r + ~~ ( ~ r ( ~ ) 
~b2 = - ~ (~ r ( ~ ) + Ii ( ~ r ( ~ r + ~ (~ r ( ~ ) (6-3.29) 

~b2 = - ~ (~ r ( ~ ) 
br __ ~ (.!!:..)4 (~) 
Ub - 8 I I 

br=O 

The C~2 coefficients are determined in a similar fashion from Eq. (6-3.26), 

but are not repeated here. Next we proceed to calculate the constants B;3 

and C;3 by using Eqs. (6-3.27) and (6-3.28) in conjunction with the set of 

values of b~2 and c ~2 which have been computed as previously indicated. 

This process is continued to determine the b~4 and C~4 constants and simi

larly the B~5 and C~5 constants. The evaluation is completed by determi

nation of the b~6 and c ~6 constants, since all higher reflections, that is, i > 6, 

are zero to the order of approximation which we have selected. 

To determine the second series of constants we note that the field vt* = 0, 

which makes 

Bt*l = Ct*l = 0 for all N 

Meanwhile the field v:* is required to satisfy the boundary condition 

v:* = - i z Uu at r = a. The field which satisfies this condition is given by 

Eq. (6-3.23) with the following values for the harmonic functions, corre

sponding again to the Stokes' field: 

{
-+Uua3,-2P1(COS(}) for n = 1 

"",**2 _ ~ 

-n-\ - 0 for all other n 
(6-3.30) 
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{
-tUaar-2PI(COS(J) forn= 1 

n**2 -
-n-I - 0 for all other n 

If these relationships are compared with Eq. (6-3.24) we find that 

{
.lU for n = 1 

b**2 = 4 a 

n 0 for all other n 

{
3 U for n = 1 

C**2- 2 a 

n - 0 for all other n 

(6-3.31) 

(6-3.32) 

(6-3.33) 

Utilizing these constants to begin the reflection procedure, we first compute 

the B~*3 and C~*3 constants from Eqs. (6-3.27) and (6-3.28), respectively. 

The procedure is carried forward as before to the evaluation of the B~*7 

and C~*7 constants, which are the highest order necessary when retaining a 

sum of the powers of (a/I) and (b/l) equal t.o 5. 

Thus the constants which determine the entire velocity field, v = v* + v* *, 

satisfying the desired boundary conditions can be obtained from the rela

tionships 
= = 

bn = ~ b~ = ~ (b~i + b~*i) (6-3.34) 
i=l i=l 

with similar relationship applying for the constants CN, BN , and CN' Thus, to 

our present approximation, 

bl = Ub [ - ~ (~) + + ( ~ ) 3 + :0 ( ~ ) 2 ( ~ ) - ~i ( ~ ) ( ~ ) 2 

- [6 ( ~ ) ( ~r - ~6 ( ~ r ( ~ r - ii~ ( ~ r ( ~ rJ 
+ Ua [! + [6 ( ~ ) ( ~ ) - ~b ( ~ r ( ~ ) 

+ ; ( ~ ) ( ~r + ~! ( ~ r ( ~ rJ 
b2 = Ub [ - ! (~) ( ~ ) + ! (~) ( ~ r 

+ ;~ ( ~ r ( ~ ) - i~ ( ~ r ( ~ rJ 
+ Ua [~ (~ r ( ~ ) - ~~ ( ~ r ( ~ ) 

+ 6 ( ~ r ( ~ r + ~; ( ~ r ( ~ rJ 
h3 = Ub [ - ~ (~ r ( ~ ) + Ii ( ~ r ( ~ r 

+ ~ ( ~ r ( ~) -~; ( ~ r (~ rJ + Ua [i~ ( ~ r ( ~) J 

(6-3.35) 

(6-3.36) 

(6-3.37) 
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b4 = Ub [ - ~ (~ r ( ~) J + Ua [: (~ r ( ~) J 

bs = Ub [ - Ii ( ~ r ( ~ ) J 

C1 = Ub [ - : ( ~) + ! (~ r + ! ( ~ r ( ~) - ~! ( ~) (~ r 
- 2; ( ~ ) ( ~r -2; ( ~ r ( ~ r -7i: ( ~ r ( ~ rJ 

+ Ua [~ + 2; ( ~ ) ( ~ ) - : ( ~ r ( ~ ) 
+ 28

7 
( ~ ) ( ~r + 23~ ( ~ Y ( ~ rJ 

C2 = Ub [ - Ii ( ~ ) ( ~ ) + ~ ( ~ ) ( ~ r 
+ ~ (~ r ( ~ ) - 1~5 ( ~ r ( ~ YJ 

+ Ua [~ ( ~ r ( ~ ) -221 ( ~ r ( ~ ) 
+ ~ ( ~ Y ( ~ r + iOi ( ~ r ( ~ YJ 

C3 = Ub [ - ~ ( ~ r ( ~ ) + 1~5 ( ~ r ( ~ r 
+ ~ ( ~ r ( ~) -516; ( ~ r ( ~ rJ + Ua [1:9 ( ~ r ( ~) J 

C4 = Ub [ - 27 ( ~ r ( ~ ) J + Ua [821 ( ~ r ( ~ ) J 

Cs = Ub [ _1~5 ( ~ r ( ~ ) J 
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(6-3.38) 

(6-3.39) 

(6-3.40) 

(6-3.41) 

(6-3.42) 

(6-3.43) 

(6-3.44) 

The constants BN and CN can be obtained from the preceding constants 

by exchanging a for b in both subscripts and radii of spheres involved. 

Thus, the velocity field approximately satisfying the given boundary 

conditions is obtained by summing the two velocity fields (each with a 

different origin): 

~ 2 - n 1 
v = ~ V'o/-n-l + 2 (2 1) V(r2?l'_n_l) + -f1!:'-n-l 

n~l n n - n 

~ 2-N 2 1 
+ N"f:l V 'I' -N-l + 2N(2N _ 1) V(R II_N - 1) + N R II-N - 1 

(6-3.45) 

where, in terms of the known constants bn , Cn, BN, and CN' 
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"f;'-n-I = -bnan+ 2r-(n+I)Pn(COS(J) 

7t -n-I = -cnanr-(n+l) Pn(COS (J) 

'l' -N-I = (-I)N BNbN+2 R-(N+I) P N(COS 8) 

II_N-I = (-I)N C NbN R-(N+I) P N(COS 8) 

(6-3.46) 

This velocity field could be employed in estimating the effect of the motion 

of two spheres in the vicinity of other bodies to a first approximation. For 

accurate results, when a third body is close to the two spheres, it would be 

necessary to employ the iteration formulas to develop the disturbance of 

each additional body or sphere separately. 

These relationships may be employed to determine the drag on either 

of the two spheres. Thus, in Section 3-2, it is shown that the drag exerted on 

sphere a, Fa, is given by 

Fa = -47tfl V (r3 ~I 7t~2) (6-3.47) 

where, here, 

This makes 

7t_2 = ~ 7t~2 = -clar- 2PI(cos(J) 
i=l 

Fa = 47tflac l V(r cos (J) 

Noting that V (r cos (J) = V z = i" we find 

(6-3.48) 

(6-3.49) 

(6-3.50) 

We may insert the appropriate value of C I from Eq. (6-3.40) and obtain the 

following, where the subscript al indicates the drag on sphere a when the 

spheres are moving along their line of centers. 

= iz 67t flaTI 

Here, Va and Vb are positive numbers representing the absolute magnitude 

of the velocities of the spheres a and b. If we had taken the direction of fall 

of the spheres to be positive, Fal would be negative in sign, so that the right

hand side of Eq. (6-3.51) would then be negative. The drag exerted on 

sphere b is obtained from Eq. (6-3.51) by exchanging the letters b and a 

where they appear both in dimensions and as subscripts. 

Faxen 14, in an extension of Smoluchowski's29 treatment referred to 

earlier, employed a reflection procedure somewhat similar to the foregoing 

for the case of two spheres following each other along their line of centers. 
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His result is the same as given by Eq. (6-3.51). Faxen's technique differs 

somewhat from ours and that of Smoluchowski. In Faxen's method the 

transformation of the reflected fields from coordinates at the center of one 

sphere to those at the center of the other is accomplished by means of a 

conformal transformation involving the well-known "inversion in a sphere", 

whereas in Smoluchowski's treatment, this is accomplished in an approxi

mate way by means of Taylor series expansions about the points correspond

ing to the two coordinate system origins. 
For the case of equal-sized spheres, a = b, Dahp4, appendix carried Faxen's 

computations to the ninth power and obtained the following expression 

for the drag exerted on a sphere a: 

Fal = i z 67t/.La{Ua [l + 9x2 + 93x4 + 1197x6 + 19,82lxS] 

- Ub [3x + 19x3 + 387x S + 5,33lx7 + 76,115x 9]} 

(6-3.52) 

where x = a/(2/). In order to obtain the drag exerted on sphere b, FbI' one 

must interchange the velocities Ua and Ub in Eq. (6-3.52). This alternating 

series converges very rapidly for small values of the parameter x. As the 

spheres approach each other until they touch, that is, x ---+ -}, the convergence 

is poor, and Dahl concludes that the method is not applicable. 

One can, however, employ an empirical procedure based on the as

sumption that the last terms represent a slowly converging geometric series. 

Thus, if we rewrite Dahl's equation (6-3.52) letting s = 2a/l, for two equal

sized spheres falling at the same velocity U we obtain 

9 

where 'A = ~ (_l)nansn 
n=O 

in which the values of the coefficients an are as follows: 

ao = I 

a l = 0.75 

a 2 = 0.5625 

a 3 = 0.296875 

a 4 = 0.36328125 

as = 0.37792968 

a 6 = 0.29223632 

a 7 = 0.32537841 

as = 0.30244445 

a 9 = 0.29035568 

(6-3.53) 

Ifwe assume that for terms in 'A corresponding to n > 9, an = constant ~ i, 
we will have 

9 = 

'A = ~ (_l)nansn + i ~ (-l) 7I sn (6-3.54) 
n=O n=lO 

The last term here is a geometric series, whose sum is 

(6-3.55) 
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which for the case of spheres touching, s = 1, results in the addition of 

t to Dahl's value, giving 

TI = A, = 0.647 (6-3.56) 

This is in good agreement with more exact values, as we shall note later in 

this chapter [A, = 0.645 from Eq. (6-4.15)]. 

Motion perpendicular to line of centers 

We shall retain substantially the same nomenclature as previously, 

referring to Fig. 6-3.2, except that we will assume that though the particle 

velocities will still be along the z axis, the spheres will be located along the 

x axis. Thus the boundary conditions Eqs. (6-3.11)-(6-3.13) are still the same 

as before for the case where the spheres are acted upon by a restraining 

torque which prevents them from rotating. 

I- L 

f 
I r 

X .-.. 

",' 

Va 

Figure 6-3.2. Motion of two spheres perpendicular to their line-of-centers. 

A more general form than Eq. (6-3.14) is required for the Vi fields; 

namely, 

Vi = N~O V''1!~N_I + V' x (Rn~N_I) + 2)(27v ~ 1) V'(R2 lEN-I) 

+ ~ RII~N_I 
(6-3.57) 

with the solid spherical harmonic functions having the following forms: 

N 

'1!~N-I = (-I)N bN +2 R-(N+I) ~ B~ M cos M<I> P~(cos 8) 
}[=-N ' 

N 

II~N_l = (-I)N bN R-(N+l) ~ C~,}[ cos M<I> P~(cos 8) (6-3.58) 
J[=-N 

N 

n~N-l = (_I)N bN +1 R-(N+I) ~ D~.M sin M<I> P~(cos 8) 
}[=-N 
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For the fields Vi+1 we have, corresponding to Eq. (6-3.23), 

~ T"1,/0;+1 + T"1 X ( i+1) + 2 - n T"1( 2 ;+1 ) 
V i + 1 = "'-' v 't' -n-1 V rW_n-1 2 (2 _ I) v r It -n-1 

n~O n n 

+ 1 ;+1 
- rlt -n-I 
n 

with solid spherical harmonic functions of the following forms: 

n 

'o/~+n1_1 = _a,,·Zr-(n+l) ~ (-I)mb~~~ cos mcp P';;(cos 0) 
77!=-fI 

11 

lt~~,l_l = -a" r-(II+l) ~ (_I)mC~~7~' cos mcp P;;'(cos 0) 
m= -n 

_ 11 

W~~:-l = _an+ 1,-(lI+l) ~ (-I)md;'~7~ sin mcpP;7(cos fJ) 
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(6-3.59) 

(6-3.60) 

As before, we seek to determine the constants b;'~7:" c :'~7:" d;'~7:' which 

determine the field Vi+l, in terms of the constants B;',l{, C"l" and D~\,'l' 

which determine the previous field, Vi. Note that pairs of indices, (n, m) or 

(N, M), now appear. 

The transformations required are more involved than in the case of 

spheres falling along their line of centers, but similar recurrence formulas 

can be obtained as follows: 

b~~;t = 2~~ + !) ( ~ r- 1 
At 11~N ( ~ r F;~;;'[ [( ~r nB:,-,l{ 

+ n(2 - N)(2n - I) + q(Nn + 1 - 2n - 2N) C 
2N(2n - 1)(2N - I) s"" 

+ 2(2n n~~)t2~) + 3) (~ r C\.,l[] 

(6-3.61) 

2n-1 (a)n-l ~ ~ (b)S+1 S,ll i 

+ 2(n + I) T /-:O,,~S T F lI ,m+l QD.,-,l[ 

;+1 = (2n - 1)(2n + I) (!!...)n-I ~ ~ (~)N FN,l[ [(~)" B i • 

cn,m (n+ I) 1 f-: ~. I n,m I n _',11 
,\ -0 J/- .:\ 

+ n(2 - N)(2n - I) + q(Nn + 1 - 2n - 2N) C i 

2N(2n - 1)(2N - I) S,l{ 

+ 2(2n
n t- I) (-r r C:y"I[] 

(6-3.62) 

(2n-I)(2n+I)(!!...)"-1 s (b)N+l 
+ (n+l) 1 ~ ~ -I F;:';;:~,QD:\',l{ 

.,. O.1I---S 

1 (a)"" N (b)N FN,JI Q -- L: L: n,m+! Cl 
n(n + I) T N~O fl[~-N T N s, l{ 
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where 

(_I)(l/2)(n+m+N-M) {(n + m + N - M)!} x 
(n + m)! (N - M)! 

{ (n - m + N + M)! } 
x 2n+N[(n - m + N + M)/2]! [(n + m + N - M)/2]! 

F~": = for (n + m + N - M) an even integer (6-3.64) 

and 

o for (n + m + N - M) an odd integer 

o for 1M - m I > n + N 

o for M> N 

_ (n + m)(n + m - 1) + (n - m)(n - m - 1) 
q - (n + m + N - M - 1) (n - m + N + M - 1) 

Q = (Mn + Nm)(n + m + 1) 
(n+m+N-M) 

(6-3.65) 

(6-3.66) 

By an entirely analogous procedure, it is possible to find the set of 

inverse relationships which enable us to find the field Vt+2 from the known 

field Vt+1 and the boundary condition Vt+2 = -VI+I on sphere b. If Bt;.2M' 

ct;,\r, and DIJ,2M are the constants which determine the field V'+2> then in 
terms of the constants bl+ l cl+ l and d l +1 we find that n,ffl' n,m, n,m 

Bt;,\r = 2~Z + b ( ~ r- I ~o mt-n ( ~ r f,];,~ [( ~r Nb~~~ 
+ N(2 - n)(2N - 1) + il.(nN + 1 - 2n - 2N) 1+1 

2n(2n - 1)(2N - 1) cn,m 

+ 2(2:?:~&~)+ 3) (~ r c~~~ ] 

(6-3.67) 

2N - 1 (b )N-I ~ n ( a )n+1 
+ 2(N + 1) T ~o m~n T f'];,~+1 0 d~~~ 

C i +2 = (2N - 1)(2N + I) (~)N-I ~ ~ (a )nfn,m [(!!...)2 Nbl+1 
N,Jl (N + I) I '::0 m~n T N,M I n,m 

+ N(2 - n)(2N - 1) + il.(nN + 1 - 2n - 2N) 1+1 
2n(2n - 1)(2N - 1) cn,m (6-3.68) 

+ 2(2NN+ I) ( ~ r c~~~ ] 

+ (2N - 1)(2N + I) (~)N-I:£ ~ (!!...)n+l fn m 0 dl+ l 

(N + I) I n=O m~n I N,M+I n,m 

142 __ 1 (b)N ~ n (a)n+1 nm 1+1 

DX,Jl - - (N + I) T ~om~n T nfN,Mdn,m 

- N(,I+ I)(~r ~omt-n(~r ! Of'];:"M+IC~~~ 
(6-3.69) 
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where 

and 

a = (N + M)(N + M - 1) + (N - M)(N - M - 1) (6-3.70) 
(n-m+N+M-l) (n+m+N-M-l) 

a = (Mn + Nm)(N + M + 1) (6-3.71) 
(n -m+N+ M) 

(_I)(1/2)(n+m+N-M) {en + m + N - M)!} x 
(n-m)!(N+M)! 

{ (n - m + N + M)! } 
x 2n+N[(n _ m + N + M)j2]! [en + m + N - M)j2]! (6-3.72) 

for (n + m + N - M) an even integer 

o for (n + m + N - M) and odd integer 

These relationships apply equally to the fields v: and vr. To distinguish 

the constants which contribute to each of these fields we use the symbols 

b:\ c:\ d: k and BJ/, C;\ D"l/ for the respective fields. 
Consider for the moment the fields v:. From Eqs. (6-3.8) and (6-3.11), 

we note that v~ is required to satisfy the boundary condition 

v~ = -i. Ub at R = b (6-3.73) 

This field is again simply the Stokes' law velocity field in the (R, 8, <1» 

system. In our present nomenclature this is given by Eq. (6-3.57), with the 

following values of the harmonic functions: 

{
-iUbb3R-2Pl(COS8) for N= 1 

'I'!~-l = o for all other N 

{
-iUbbR-2Pl(COS 8) for N = 1 

rr!~-l = o for all other N 

(6-3.74) 

(6-3.75) 

Note that Eqs. (6-3.74) and (6-3.75) are the same as Eqs. (6-3.16) and 

(6-3.17). In addition, 

n!~-l = 0 for all N 

If these relationships are compared with Eqs. (6-3.58), we find 

{i Ub for N = 1 and M = 0 
B*l -

N,M - 0 for all other Nand M 

C*l _ {i Ub for N = 1 and M = 0 
N,M - 0 for all other Nand M 

D'1r~M = 0 for all Nand M 

(6-3.76) 

(6-3.77) 

These are the constants which determine the field v~. Those for the field v: 
are obtained from Eqs. (6-3.61), (6-3.62), and (6-3.63) using the foregoing 

values of B'1r~M' C'1r~M' and D'1r~M' In carrying out this calculation, it is nec-
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essary to limit the approximation to some arbitrary powers of (hjl)a(ajl)f:J. 

We shall again limit ourselves to a + fJ < 5. 

As in the previous case, we first compute the constants h:.2m' c :.2m' and 

d:.2m• Then using Eqs. (6-3.67), (6-3.68), and (6-3.69), we obtain the next 

set of constants B"Jr~M' C"Jr~M' D"Jr~J[' By an iterative procedure we obtain the 
necessary additional fields. 

To obtain the constants h:.'::, c:.'::, etc., we note that, from Eq. (6-3.13), 

v~* = 0 

whereas v: * is required to satisfy the boundary condition 

This is satisfied by the values 

{-t Uaa3,-2 PI (cos f) ,,**2 _ . 
-n-I - 0 for all other n 

for n = 1 

{-t Uaar-2 PI (cos f) 
1l'**2 -

-n-l - 0 for all other n 

for n = 1 

W!:':'l = 0 for all n 

If these constants are compared with Eq. (6-3.60) we find that 

{t Ua for n = 1 and m = 0 
b**2 = 

n.m 0 for all other nand m 

{t Ua for n = 1 and m = 0 
C**2 = 

n.m 0 for all other nand m 

d:.":n2 = 0 for all nand m 

Starting with these values we can compute the required constants. 

(6-3.78) 

(6-3.79) 

(6-3.80) 

(6-3.81) 

In general, the velocity field satisfying the boundary conditions of no 

rotation is given by 

~ 2-n 
v = L V"_n_1 + V x (rw_n _ 1) + 2 (2 1) V(r 27L n _l) 

n=l n n-

1 + - r1l'_n_1 
n 

~ 2-N 
+ N~l V'¥ -N-l + V x (Ril_N _ 1) + 2N(2N _ 1) V(R2 II_ N - 1) 

1 + N RII_ N - 1 

and the pressure field by 

P = JL(i: 1l'-n_l + i: II_N - 1) 
n=l N=l 

(6-3.82) 

(6-3.83) 

The harmonic functions are given by the calculated values of the constants, 
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(6-3.84) 

(6-3.85) 

with appropriate similar values for the eN,J!' en,m, DN,J[' dn,m constants. 

In order to compute the drag, we require the 7t -2 harmonic. From its 

definition, 
= 1 

7t -2 = -ar 2 I: I: (-I)m(e~:n + e~:;'i) cos mcp P'{'(cos e) (6-3.86) 
i=Om=-l 

Noting that in all the reflected fields 

and 

we find that 

en = e~ii = 0 

e~~l = e~!l = 0 

7t -2 = -ar2 I: (e~5 + e~:i)Pl (cos e) 
i~O 

(6-3.87) 

(6-3.88) 

(6-3.89) 

Since P1(cos e) = cos e and z = r cos e, we find from Eq. (6-3.47) that 

(6-3.90) 

Using values of the constants e~5 and e~:i computed as just discussed, we 

obtain, denoting by the subscript a2 the situation that the spheres move 

perpendicular to their line of centers and do not rotate, 

(6-3.91) 

= i z 67t fLaT2 

Note, as before, had we taken the fall velocity as positive in sign, the 

right hand of Eq. (6-3.91) would be negative in sign. The drag exerted on 

sphere b can be obtained from the foregoing by exchanging the letters a and 

b where they appear as dimensions and subscripts. 

In the case we have considered, rotation is prevented and thus a torque 

is developed on the spheres. This torque is obtained as follows-see Eq. 

(3-2.45): 

Ta = -87tfLV (r3 ~1 (j)~2) 

The harmonic function (j)~2 is given by 

= 1 

(j)~2 = -a2 r2 I: I: (-l)m(d~:n + d~:;'i)sinmcpP'{'(cose) 
i=O m=-l 

(6-3.92) 

(6-3.93) 
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Noting that 

we find 
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Pl(cos e) = sin e 

Pil(COS e) = -t sin e 

sin (-cp) = - sin cp 

y = r sin e sin cp 

T = i 8?t"a 2 {- ~ [(d*i + d**i) + I (d*=- + d*~i)]} (6-3.94) a y t-" ~ 1,1 1,1 "2 I, I I, I 
i=O 

Employing the appropriate constants evaluated as previously discussed, we 

obtain 

• 3 { [3 b 27 ab 2 9 (3a3b2 27 a2 b3 2ab4
)] 

Ta = l y8?tfLa Ub 4 [2 + 64 Y + 32 -/6- + 32 f6 + f6 

[
9 ab 3 (a 3 b 27 a2 b2 3ab3)]} (6-3.95) 

- Ua 16 [2 + 16 f5 + 16 P + P 

The torque required to prevent rotation will be of equal magnitude to 

Ta but of opposite direction and, therefore, opposite sign. The torque on b is 

obtained by exchanging subscripts b and a, and by changing the sign of the 

moment; that is, Tb acts in the opposite direction from Ta. 

Wakiya33 has developed a very similar solution to the problem of two 

spheres moving close to each other, which involves the selection of a co

ordinate system the same as that shown in Fig. 6-2.1, so that it results in 

a form similar to the two solutions we have obtained for spheres falling 

along and perpendicular to their line of centers. His technique is again 

somewhat different, though involving spherical harmonics. The harmonics 

for a second sphere are developed directly with respect to the origin of the 

first sphere to obtain one set of relationships among the characteristic 

constants by using the boundary conditions on the first sphere, a. In the 

same way, another set of relationships is obtained from the boundary con

ditions on sphere b. By eliminating one set of these constants from the two 

sets of relations, it is possible to obtain a simultaneous system of equations 

of infinite order with respect to the other set of constants characterizing the 

appropriate harmonic functions. Wakiya solves this infinite series of equa

tions by a method of successive approximation and so the numerical form 

of his result is the same as obtained by us. His results are in agreement with 

those of Faxen for two spheres following each other and with ours both for 

spheres following each other and moving perpendicular to their line of 

centers. 

Wakiya also considers the case of two spheres which are free to rotate 

as they move. No restraining moment is developed but instead the spheres 

rotate at a velocity which is determined by the rotation of the fluid at the 

particle locations. If two particles follow each other, there will be no ro-
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tational effect and the drag is given by Eq. (6-3.51). If, however, they fall 

perpendicular to their line of centers the drag will be less than that given by 

Eq. (6-3.91), as follows: 

F"3 = i.67rJLa {u" [1 + (6 ~~ + ~ (a;2b + ~i a~~2 + at
3
)] 

[ 3 b 1 (a2 b 27 ab2 b3) 
- Ub 47+4 p+ 16P+P (6-3.96) 

27 (a3 b2 1. a2 b3 ab4
)] } 

+ 64 J3 + 16 [5 + [5 

= i.67rJLaT3 

where the subscript a3 refers to the situation where the spheres move per
pendicular to their line of centers but are free to rotate. 

At the same time, the speed of rotation of sphere a will be 

. { [3 b 27 ab2 9 (a3b2 27 a2b3 ab4
)] 

0)" = Iy Ub 4 rr + 64 F + 32 ""76 + 32""76 + f6 
(6-3.97) 

- U" [(60/: + 136 (a;5b + i~ a~~2 + a/~3)]} 
The rotation of b is obtained from Eq. (6-3.97) by exchanging the dimensions 
and subscripts, b and a, and by changing the sign of the rotation O)b (Fig. 6-3.3). 

For equal-sized spheres falling with the 
same velocity but not free to rotate we 
obtain, from Eq. (6-3.91), 

( 3 a 9 a2 59 a3 
F2 = 67rJLaU 1 - 47 + 1612 - 64 P 

+ 465 a4 _ 15813 a5 ) 

256 14 7168 15 

(6-3.98) 

If the coefficients of the last terms in Eq. 
(6-3.98) are taken::::::: 2.0, we can complete 

Figure 6-3.3. Direction of rota
tion of two spheres settling beside 
each other. 

the series as in the case of Eq. (6-3.54). For the situation where the two 
spheres touch, a/I = t, we find from Eq. (6-3.98) that 

F2 = 67rJLaU(0.716) (6-3.99) 

For the case where the spheres are free to rotate, we obtain similarly from 
Eq. (6-3.96), 

( 3 a 9 a2 59 a3 273 a4 1107 a5 ) 

F3 = 67rJLaU 1 - 47+ 1612 - 64 P + 2567'- 1024 If (6-3.100) 

In this case, if we assume that the last terms will have a constant coef
ficient ::::::: 1.0, we can again complete the series. For the situation where the 

two spheres touch, a/I = t, we find, corresponding to Eq. (6-3.100), 

F3 = 67rJLQU(0.694) (6-3.101) 
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These approximations should be better than in the case of two spheres 

following each other because convergence is much more rapid in this case. 

Freedom to rotate results in only a very small reduction of the drag of 

spheres in the vicinity of each other. 

Kynch22 also derived expressions for the velocity of two spheres moving 

slowly under external forces through a viscous fluid. His method is similar 

to Wakiya's in some respects in that he develops solutions for a second 

sphere with respect to the origin of the first directly. Instead of using spherical 

harmonic functions, however, the solution is developed in terms of derivatives 

of the basic solution. A series of equations with unknown constants is ob

tained, and these equations are solved by successive approximations. 

Numerical values are given for solutions to the problems where both particles 

are acted upon by forces along the line of centers, and perpendicular to the 

line of centers, respectively. Kynch notes that a general solution can be 

obtained by combining these two solutions. Kynch's numerical results in

volve approximations in order to obtain a series which can be summed 

analytically. His final results check quite well those which we have obtained 

by a similar procedure. Thus for two equal-sized spheres touching and 

falling along their line of centers, Kynch's equations yield TJ = A, = 0.642-

compared with a value of 0.647 from Eq. (6-3.56) and 0.645 from the exact 

solution, Eq. (6-4.15). For the case of two spheres falling perpendicular 

to their line of centers, Kynch's results give T3 = 0.710 (compared with 

0.694 from Eq. (6-3.101». We have chosen to elaborate the treatment given 

previously because the recurrence formulas developed furnish a relatively 

simple procedure whereby we could develop the solutions further to any 

desired degree of accuracy, preferably on a digital computer. 

General motion of two spheres 

It is simple to apply the relationships developed for flow along and 

perpendicular to the line of centers of two spheres to obtain general re

lationships. Following the nomenclature of the last section, we obtain, 

instead of Eq. (6-2.15) (note the change in algebraic sign), for the case of two 

spheres which are prevented from rotating, 

~ = iTJ + kT2 (6-3.102) 
67tJ..La 

where TJ and T2 are obtained from Eqs. (6-3.51) and (6-3.91) respectively. 

Similarly, for the case where the spheres are free to rotate the force 

exerted by particle a will be given by 

(6-3.103) 

where T3 is obtained from Eq. (6-3.96). Using these relationships, it is possible 

to derive expressions similar to those in the previous section for the force 
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exerted in terms of approach velocity and magnitude, or for the motion the 

particles will undergo when subjected to a gravitational field. 

For two spheres of the same size, Table 6-3-1 gives values for the resist

ance coefficients. Geometric series were employed. 

TABLE 6-3.1 

RESISTANCE COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUAL-SIZED SPHERES 

Length/Dia. Tj, Eq. (6-3.54) T2• Eq. (6-3.98) T3, Eq. (6-3.100) 
1/2a 

1.0 0.64658991 0.71581015 0.69367473 

2.0 0.74226592 0.83858356 0.83655721 

3.0 0.80472200 0.88751164 0.88705925 

4.0 0.84412282 0.91362144 0.91346928 

5.0 0.87060051 0.92986452 0.92979986 

6.0 0.88948753 0.94095210 0.94092014 

7.0 0.90360223 0.94900595 0.94898839 

8.0 0.91453736 0.95512292 0.95511249 

9.0 0.92325335 0.95992763 0.95992104 

10.0 0.93036094 0.96380171 0.96379736 
---~----~-

Meteorologists have shown considerable interest in applying relationships 

of this type in determining the initial rate at which small droplets can grow 

by coalescence in nonfreezing clouds. Thus, Hocking l9 has given a compre

hensive treatment of the theoretical collision efficiency of small spheres of 

different radii falling under the influence of gravity. Hocking notes that the 

flow problem can be solved by superimposing the flows for two spheres moving 

along, and perpendicular to, their line of centers, and employs a method 

similar to Kynch's for finding the two basic solutions. He considers it suf

ficient to take terms up to and including the seventh power of ai/and hi /, the 

ratios of radii to distance between particles, and states that the next three 

powers make little difference even when the spheres are close together. 

Numerical evaluation of Hocking's resulting formulas for the resistance 

coefficient T3 = A., the case of two equal-sized spheres moving perpendicular 

to their line of centers and in contact, is in good agreement with other results. 

For the case of Tl = A., however, with two equal-sized spheres falling along 

their line of centers and touching, the resistance coefficient is only 0.256 

compared with the exact Stimson and Jeffery30 value of 0.645. Kynch 23 and 

Hocking2o both indicate that the accuracy could be improved by taking 

additional reflections. As we have already seen, a very large number of terms 

would be necessary to secure convergence for two spheres following each 

other and touching-see Eqs. (6-3.52) and (6-3.54). 

It is important to note 20 that, when two spheres are approaching each 

other, the steady state form of the creeping motion equations will not give 

correct results. A form involving at least the local acceleration terms might 

be employed for more accurate results but solutions are not available for 
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two or more spheres. Hocking states that good agreement on collision 

efficiencies is obtained with his results and experimental data, so it is apparent 

that under some conditions the approximate treatment is satisfactory. 

6-4 Exact Solution for Two Spheres Falling 

along Their Line of Centers 

The problem of the motion of two solid spheres, equal or unequal, moving 

with equal small constant velocities along their line of centers has been solved 

by Stimson and Jeffery30 and furnishes a convenient reference as to the 

accuracy of the other more approximate treatments discussed previously in 

this chapter. The solution is based on determining Stokes stream function 

for the motion of the fluid, and from this the forces necessary to maintain 

the motion of the spheres. This simplification is possible because the motion 

is axisymmetric. 

The axisymmetric motion of a symmetric solid in a viscous fluid is 

discussed in Chapter 4, where the expression for the force on it is given as 

(6-4.1) 

the integral being taken around the meridian section of the solid in a direction 

making a positive right angle with the direction n, where n is the normal 

drawn outwards from the solid; p is the distance from the axis. 

For the problem of two spheres we take ~, 'TJ as curvilinear coordinates 

in a meridian plane defined by the conformal transformation25,P.168 (see also 

Section A-19*) 

z + ip = iccotH'TJ + i~) 
or, equivalently, by Jeffery 

~ + i = In p + i(z + c) 
'TJ p+i(z-c) 

where c is a positive constant; thus 

_ c sin 1] 

p - cosh~ - COS'TJ' 
sinh ~ z - ---,----c,,-----''-

- cosh ~ - cos 'TJ 

(6-4.2) 

(6-4.3) 

(6-4.4) 

and the surfaces obtained by rotating the curves ~ = constant about the 

axis of z are a family of spheres having z = 0 (or ~ = 0) for a common 

radical plane. Two spheres external to each other will be defined by ~ = a, 

·With regard to the definitions of ~ and 7}, we follow here the original notation of 

Stimson and Jeffery. This differs from that outlined in Section A-19 by the fact that the 

symbols ~ and 7} are interchanged. 
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~ = fl (a> 0, fl < 0); a, fl and the constant c may be chosen so that 

these spheres have any radii and any center distance greater than the sum of 

their radii. If the centers of the spheres are of radii '10'2 and have their 

centers at distances dh d2 from, and on opposite sides of the origin, then 

'I = c cosech a, 

d l = c coth a, 

'2 = -c cosech fl 

d2 = -c coth fl 
(6-4.5) 

Neglecting the effects of fluid inertia and the time derivatives of velocity, 

the creeping motion equations become in terms of the stream function-see 

also Section 4-7-

E4'1/1' =0 (6-4.6) 

A solution of Eq. (6-4.6) using bipolar coordinates is obtained by Stimson 

and Jeffery. With slight modifications their solution is 

where for brevity we have put 

Here, 

fL = cos 7J 

Un(~) = an cosh (n - i)~ + bn sinh (n - i)~ 

+ Cn cosh (n + i)~ + dn sinh (n + i)~ 

(6-4.7) 

(6-4.8) 

(6-A.9) 

and C:;;VNfL) is the Gegenbauer polynomial of order n + 1 and degree -i. 
These latter functions are related to Legendre polynomials via the relation 

(6-4.10) 

The constants an bm ••• are to be determined from the boundary conditions. 

They show that the force necessary to maintain the motion of the sphere 

~ = a, in the positive z direction is 

(6-4.11) 

and for the sphere ~ = fl, 

27tfL.j'2 ~ 
F2 = ~ (an - bn + Cn - dn) 

C n=1 

(6-4.12) 

where, in these expressions, fL is the viscosity. 

For equal spheres the coefficients bn and dn vanish and these forces are 

equal. The force may be conveniently written in the form 

(6-4.13) 

where a is the radius of either sphere and A. is a coefficient which may be 

written in the form 
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_ 4. ~ n(n + 1) 
A - 3 smh a ~I (2n _ 1)(2n + 3) 

x {I _ 4 sinh2 (n + -!)a - {2n + 1)2 sinh2 a} 
2 sinh (2n + I)a + (2n + I) sinh 2a 

(6-4.14) 

Note that a typographical error in Eq. (6-4.14) occurs in the original Stimson 

and Jeffery article where the constant coefficient on the right-hand side is 

given as i instead of t. Faxenl3 , who called attention to this error, also 

calculated A for the limiting case where the spheres touch, a = O. Fa~en 

notes that A is a continuous function of a so that even though the forces are 

not expressible in bipolar coordinates, Eq. (6-4.14) should still be applicable. 

Thus, he writes 

lim A = .! f~ .l {I _ 4 sinh 2 x - 4X2} dx 
«-0 3 0 4 2 sinh 2x + 4x 

(6-4.15) 

and by numerical evaluation obtains the value of A = 0.645 for this case. 

Comparison of values of A obtained by the exact method using bipolar 

coordinates with the modification of Dahl'sl4 solution given by Eq. (6-3.54) 

is of interest. When the spheres are far apart, both methods agree to extreme 

accuracy; even when the spheres touch, excellent agreement is possible 

using the modified Eq. (6-3.54). Typical results are shown in Table 6-4.1, 

applying to two spheres following each other along their line of centers. 

The values of A are calculated to a greater degree of accuracy then originally 

given by Stimson and Jeffery. 

TABLE 6-4.1 

STOKES LAW CORRECTION FOR Two EQUAL SPHERES MOVING PARALLEL 

TO THEIR LINE OF CENTERS 

-----.--~---- ----

Ratio of Center- Method of Exact So-
to-center Distance Reflections, lution, Eqs. 

a to Diameter Eq. (6-3.54) (6-4.14), (6-4.15) 
l/s = 112a A A 

0 0.64658991 0.645 

0.5 1.1276260 0.65974465 0.65963461 

1.0 1.5430806 0.70249745 0.70245211 

1.5 2.3524096 0.76778 II 5 0.76777914 

2.0 3.7621957 0.83620498 0.83619387 

2.5 6.1322895 0.89158529 0.89158513 

3.0 10.067662 0.93079478 0.9307947 
00 00 1.0000000 1.0000000 

This close agreement is considered good theoretical justification for the 

method of reflections, which is extensively used in subsequent developments. 

Note, however, that for two spheres moving at different velocities, the 

Stimson-Jeffery treatment will give a drag force which tends to infinity as 

they approach each other, due to omission of unsteady motion terms in the 

basic equations. 
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6-5 Comparison of Theories with Experimental 

Data for Two Spheres 
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In addition to knowing that the methods we use lead to suitable approximate 

solutions of the creeping motion equations, it is desirable to know how well 

the predicted effects will be realized physically. Considerable data are now 

available which indicate good agreement for the case of two mutually 

interacting spheres. This is important in furnishing a sound basis for the 

treatment of more complicated assemblages. Since, as we have previously 

noted, the motion of two spheres can be resolved into the two problems of 

spheres falling along and perpendicular to their line of centers, it is con

venient to consider these cases separately. Data for both cases are available 

from the work of Eveson, et al. 12 and Bart2, and additional data for two 

spheres following each other from that of Happel and Pfeffer lB • 

In all cases it is necessary to consider that, experimentally, spheres are 

dropped in a vessel, usually cylindrical, and not in an infinite medium. This 

surrounding boundary must be considered in order to obtain accurate results. 

This is especially important when the particles are not close together because 

such wall effects may be of substantial magnitude compared with particle 

interaction. If the particles are close together (less than 2-3 diameters 
between their centers) they may be considered as a single particle5 and a 

correction factor applied the same as that for a sphere falling in a cylindrical 

vessel (Chapter 4). This presupposes that their center-to-center distance is 

small compared with the cylinder diameter. As they move further apart, 

however, their separate effects must be considered lB. Thus if two spheres a 

and b are falling at different positions in a cylinder, the drag on sphere a will 

be the result of adding four velocities. These include the initial Stokes velo

city of sphere a and the first reflection' of this field from the cylinder wall. 

In addition, sphere b will disturb the motion of sphere a in two ways, first 

by a direct reflection of its own Stokes field and secondly by the reflection of 

this field from the cylinder wall and then to sphere alB. These mutual effects 

are discussed in some detail in Chapters 7 and 8. In general, if the drag force 

exerted on each sphere when two spheres fall in an infinite viscous fluid is 

compared with that exerted on a single sphere, we have 

(6-5.1) 

To correct the experimental velocities for the effect of the cylindrical bound

ary, the factors KI and Kn are used. If Un is the experimentally measured 

velocity of the two spheres at a known fluid temperature and UI is the 

velocity of a single sphere at the same temperature, then 

(6-5.2) 
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~/d, distance in sphere diameters 

Figure 6-5.1. A vs lid for two spheres falling parallel to their 

line of centers. 

The data of Bart taken at Reynolds numbers of less than 0.05 is perhaps the 

most precise since it involves a (sphere diameter)/(cylinder diameter) ratio 

of only 0.0163, so that, with particles close together, the correction factor 

KJIKn = 0.99. Figure 6-5.1 gives a plot of A, for a range of values of lid, 

from 1 (spheres touching) to 6, the ratio of distance between centers to 

diameter, for two equal-sized spheres falling along their line of centers. 

Agreement with the theoretical value derived by Stimson and Jeffery30 is 

excellent. When the spheres touch, an experimental value of A, = 0.647 is 

obtained as compared with the theoretical value of A, = 0.645. The Happel 

and Pfeffer data for the same case show reasonable agreement with the theory 

but are not as precise since the smallest (sphere diameter)/(cylinder diameter) 

employed was 0.0437, so that a larger correction factor is necessary. In the 

case of the Eveson data, the average (sphere diameter)/(cylinder diameter) 

was 0.0339 approximately, which corresponds, when the spheres touch, to 

KJIKn = 0.98. For this case an uncorrected value of A, is given as 0.660 so 

that the corrected value from Eq. (6-5.2) will be A, = 0.660 X 0.98 = 0.647. 

This is in good agreement with Stimson and Jeffery. Kynch 22 has noted 

that at higher values of lid, the apparent value of A, obtained by Eveson is 

somewhat higher than predicted. Thus for two spheres following each other 

at lid = 5, Eveson obtains A, = 0.894. In this case KdKn ~ 0.96 so that the 

corrected value of A, ~ 0.86, which is close to the value of A, = 0.87 predicted 

by Stimson and Jeffery. Thus the theoretical solution for this case appears to 

be well substantiated for the case of spheres close together. Additional data 

of Bart for spheres moving along their line of centers show good agreement 

with theory up to lid = 20, at which point the precision of the data is not 

sufficient for accurate interpretation. 
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Fllure 6.5.2. A vs lid for two spheres falling perpendicular to their 

line of centers. 
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For the case of two spheres falling perpendicular to their line of centers, 

Fig. 6-5.2 gives a similar correlation of Bart's data compared with the 

theoretical relationship of Wakiya, covering cases where the spheres are 

held rigid and are free to rotate, respectively (see also Fig. 6-3.3). Good 

agreement is obtained for the freely rotating case, except where the spheres 

touch. In this case the experimental value is A = 0.707 compared with 0.694 

for the freely rotating spheres and 0.716 for spheres prevented from rotating. 

The agreement obtained is thus again well within experimental error, but 

indicates that actual contact acts to restrict free rotation of two touching 

spheres. The data of Eveson for this case corresponds to A = 0.73 X 0.98 

= 0.716, which is again in good agreement. Additional data obtained by 

Bart for spheres more widely separated shows good agreement with theory 

up to lid ratios of 25. 

Eveson, et al. also give data for spheres falling with various angles 

between the line of centers and the horizontaL These data are in good 

agreement with the theoretical premise that such motion can be determined 

from the two extreme cases, though the data are not as extensive as for fall 

along, and perpendicular to, the line of centers. Thus the general theoretical 

relationships derived from the creeping motion equations have been shown 

to apply to systems where the spheres may be up to 20-25 diameters apart, 

corresponding to very dilute assemblages. 

A comparison of the various theoretical relationships and approximations 

is given in Table 6-5.1 for the case where the spheres touch. Agreement, 

using the exact reflection technique, is very good. When the spheres are 

separated slightly, any of the approximation procedures will give satisfactory 
results also. 
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TABLE 6-5.1 

COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR ESTIMATION OF THE RESISTANCE 

CoEFFICIENT (it) WHEN SPHERES TOUCH 

Method 

Eq. (6-2.16) 

Eq. (6-2.26) 

Eq. (6-2.28) 

Eq. (6-3.56) 

Eq. (6-3.98) (no rotation) 

Eq. (6-3.100) (free rotation) 

Eq. (6-4.15) (exact) 

Data (Bart2) 

6-6 More Than Two Spheres 

Coefficient (it) 

One Sphere above 
the Other 

0.572 

0.592 

0.616 

0.647 

0.645 
0.647 

Spheres 
Side by Side 

0.728 

0.714 

0.695 

0.716 

0.694 

0.707 

A general method of solving the boundary value problem for a group of 

a number of spheres was developed in Section 6-1, following the procedure 
originally outlined by Smoluchowski 29 • Kynch22 has presented general formu

las indicating how analytical solutions can be obtained for the case of three 

or more particles, but the expressions are so complicated that generalizations 

are possible only for special arrangements of the particles. Brenner7 has also 

developed general relationships for the treatment of multi sphere problems, 

similar to those presented by Kynch. Since the relationships are sufficiently 

general to include wall effects, we shall defer development of the treatment to 

Chapter 8 (Section 8-5). 

Kynch discusses one special arrangement of three spheres where one 

particle A is in a vertical plane midway between the others. If the three 

particles are the same size, the two 

outside ones separate to allow A to 

pass between them and then close 

up behind it. Another three-sphere 

Doublet 

sO 

cO 
'=0 

(0) 

SOTriPlet sO 
Doublet 

cO cO 
, =', , ='2 

(b) (e) 

Flgur. 6.6.1. The motion of three spheres. 

problem, discussed by Happel and 

Pfeffer 18 and studied experimentally 

by them, is depicted in Fig. 6-6.1. 

If spheres C, B, and A are falling 

along the same vertical line, so that 

the distance between spheres A and 

B is less than the distance between 

spheres Band C, the two spheres 

A and B constitute a doublet and 

move faster than C. At some time 
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t = t 10 spheres A and B will catch up to sphere C and the distance between 

all three will be equal. The triplet will not, however, be stable because the 

center sphere is influenced by interaction effects from both spheres A and C. 

These interaction effects cause sphere B to move closer to sphere C, which 

produces a doublet between the latter. At time t = 12 , the doublet of spheres 

Band C is moving away from sphere A. These phenomena will occur even 

if inertial effects are negligible. 

Slack and Matthews28 have studied experimentally the sedimentation of 

freely falling clusters of uniform spheres for a range of terminal Reynolds 

numbers of individual spheres ranging from 10- 1 to 10. If there are no more 

than six spheres in the cluster, they arrange themselves in the same horizontal 

plane at the vertices of a regular polyhedron and then diverge slowly as they 

fall, owing to inertial effects similar to those observed in the case of two 

falling spheres. Thus three spheres in a horizontal equilateral triangle will 

represent a stable arrangement in creeping motion. 

Burgers lO made calculations based on a first reflection technique for 

assemblages consisting of small numbers of spheres rigidly held in position 

with respect to each other (the link is assumed not to influence the motion of 

the liquid), in connection with the determination of the shape of protein 

molecules from viscosity data. In this case it is assumed that a/I, the ratio 

of particle radius to distance between particles, will be very small. 

The drag on such an assemblage is given by the relationship: 

F = 67rIWU"l (6-6.1) 

where a is the radius of each particle, U is the velocity of sedimentation of 

the group, and "l is a resistance coefficient. Burgers reports "l for the case 

where the sedimenting assemblage can take all possible directions in space. 

He has computed the following cases involving several spheres in a line; 

System of 2 spheres in a line: 

2 
(6-6.2) 

"l = 1 + (a/I) 

This result is similar to that expressed in Eq. (6-2.28) when allowance for the 

various orientations is made. 

System of 3 spheres in a line: 

3 (6-6.3) 
"l = 1 + (lO/3)(a/l) - {l/4)(a/I)2 

Here I is the distance between the centers of the outer spheres and a is the 

radius of each sphere. 

System of 4 spheres in a line: 

4 (6-6.4) 
"l = 1 + (I 3/2) (a/I) - (9/8)(a/I)2 

where ag<,in I denotes the distance between centers of the outer spheres. 
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Note that the resistance per sphere decreases as the number increases, as 

would be expected. 

For the case of four spheres lying at the corners of a square, it is also 

necessary to consider various possible orientations of the assemblage. The 

final result is 
4 (6-6.5) 

'T} = I + 2.7(ajl) - O.04(ajl)2 

Burgers also considered the case for eight spheres located at the corners 

of a cube. In the case of a cubic system the total resistance does not change 

with the direction of orientation (that is, it is in effect a regular body). In this 

case we have 

8 (6-6.6) 
'T} = 1 + 5.70(ajl) - O.34(ajl)2 

It is not likely that the results for larger numbers of spheres will give results 

as accurate as Eq. (6-2.28) does for the two-sphere problem. This is because 

the factor in the denominator of the expression for 'T} does not take into 

account multiple interparticle reactions, as it does in the case of Eq. (6-6.2). 

6-7 Two Spheroids in a Viscous Liquid 

An investigation by S. Wakiya, as yet unpublished, considers the problem 

of two spheroids moving along their line of centers in the direction of the 

negative x axis, as shown in Fig. 6-7.1. 

Cartesian coordinates (XI' Yl> ZI) are so chosen that one of the spheroids 

with its origin at 0 1 is represented by 

2 + 2 2 
XI ZI + YI - 1 -a-2- b2 - (6-7.1) 

Another set of cartesian coordinates (X2' Y20 Z2) is further chosen so that a 

second spheriod, which has the same shape as that whose center is located 

at 0 1, has its center at the origin O2 and is represented by 

(6-7.2) 

Here a is the radius and b the half-length or half-thickness of the spheroids. 

The relationship between (Xl> Ylo ZI) and (x 2 , Y2' x2) is 

Y2 = YI cos e + ZI sin e (6-7.3) 

Z2 = - YI sin e + ZI cos e 
where Xo is the X coordinate of O2 based upon the (XI' Ylo ZI) system. Each 

spheroid moves with a constant velocity - U along the X axis. The boundary 

~'onditions to be satisfied in either coordinate system are 
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>-.............. 1, 

(2) 

Direction of torque on 
two spheroids falling 
in direction of -x axis 

X, X2 

Fleur. 6-7.1. Interaction between two spheroids. 

U = - U, v = w = 0 on the spheroids 0 1 and O2 

U = V = W = 0 at infinity 
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(6-7.4) 

The creeping motion equations are assumed to describe the fluid motion. 

Thus, referring to the coordinate system (XI> Yh ZI), 

op = IIV2u op = IIV2v op = IIV2w 
OXI ,.., I> 0YI"" h OZI"" I 

OUI + OVI + ow) = 0 
OX) 0YI OZI 

(6-7.5) 

Solutions are constructed, in a manner similar to that discussed in 

Section 7-5, by means of harmonic functions defined by 

_ f~ I (xi + zi yi )n ds 
Xn - ~ 2n a2 + s + b2 + s - 1 (a 2 + s).v7J2+s 

(6-7.6) 

Here A.(xh YI, ZI) is the positive root of the cubic equation 

2 + 2 2 
XI ZI + YI - 1 
a 2 + A. b2 + A. -

(6-7.7) 
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One solution is constructed with respect to the (Xb Yl, ZI) coordinate 

system; a second solution is constructed with respect to the (x2, Y2, Z2) 

coordinate system. The boundary conditions on spheroid Ob together with 

the relationships between the coordinate systems, Eq. (6-7.3), lead to one set 

of infinite simultaneous equations. A second set of infinite simultaneous 

equations is obtained by utilizing the boundary conditions on spheriod O2 , 

From these two sets of equations, the arbitrary constants in the solutions 

are established for the case where a, b « I = 1 XO I. 
The drag and torque on each spheroid are the same. They may be com

puted by the following relationships, written for the spheroid 0 1, when terms 

of the order of (a/b)2 and higher are neglected: 

Dx, = 167tf.lA (6-7.S) 

(6-7.9) 

b U [ 1 b 1 b2 1 (1 2) b3 

A = 4D I - D T + D2 fi - D D2 - 3" f3 

1 { 1 4 I} b4
] + D fl3 - 3D + 24(D - 1) zr 

where 

(6-7.10) 

_ b2 U b4 
{ 1 b ( b )2} Xo . 2 

B - - SD(2D _ 1) zr 1 - D T + 0 T 1 Xo 1 Sill () cos () (6 cos () - 1) 

(6-7.11) 

in which 

(6-7.12) 

Equations (6-7.10)-(6-7.l2) apply to the case of two prolate spheroids or 

needlelike objects. 

For the case of two disks or circular plates, where b = 0, Wakiya's 

treatment reduces to 

A = _ 2aU [1 _ ~ ~ + (~)2 ~ _ (~)3 ~ 
37t 37t I 37t 12 37t f3 

+ (3: r {(3: r + ~} ~:] 

B = - 3;2 a2 U ~: [I - 3: ~ + {(3: r + ;} ~:] X 

X I~: 1 sin () cos () (6 cos 2 () - 1) 

(6-7.13) 

(6-7.14) 

Note that the torque on these spheroids would result in screwlike motion, 

shown in Fig. 6-7.1 for oblate spheroids. The expression sin () cos()( 6 cos 2 () -1) 

is positive from () = 0 to () = 65.So, corresponding to the direction of torque 

indicated in Fig. 6-7.1. It is negative in the range from () = 65.So to () = 90°, 

which results in a reversal of torque direction. In all cases the effect first 

enters as the fourth power of a/lor b/l. It is very small and in fact would not 
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appear in lower-order approximations, as in the case of the similar problem 

for two disks discussed following Eq. (5-4.26). For the case where the axes 

of the spheroids are at right angles to each other the torque vanishes. 

These effects all vanish as the spheroids approach the spherical shape 

a = b, for which case 

3 [ 3 a ( 3 )2 a2 19 a3 93 a4
] 

A = gaU I - "2 T + "2 f2 - g [f + 16/4 (6-7.15) 

which is in agreement with the treatment for two spheres moving along their 

line of centers, Eq. (6-3.51). Wakiya has also treated the more general case 

in which the axes of the spheroids still lie in yz planes, but they are no longer 

oriented so that their line of centers is parallel to the x axis. 

6-8 Limitations of Creeping Motion Equations 

When two spheres fall at Reynolds numbers over 0.25, inertial effects are 

experimentally noted, in that the spheres no longer maintain a fixed position 

relative to each other as they do in the creeping motion regime. 

Oseen's26 equations present a possible basis for considering the mutual 

interaction of particles where small inertial forces are present. For this 

purpose it would be necessary to take into account that the Oseen equations 

would not correctly approximate boundary conditions in the vicinity of the 

spheres themselves, as pointed out by Proudman and Pearson27. For this 

reason, Oseen's theoretical results for the two-sphere problem, discussed in 

subsequent paragraphs, must be regarded with suspicion. BrennerU has 

shown by their procedure how the Oseen resistance of a single particle of 

arbitrary shape may be obtained, once one knows its Stokes resistance. In 

the method used, however, the classical Oseen equations are not used to 

describe the velocity field in the vicinity of the particle. 

Oseen26 has presented a treatment for the case of two spheres at low 

Reynolds numbers in which he simply uses Smoluchowski's development 

for two spheres in creeping motion, but substitutes Oseen velocity fields for 

Stokes fields to approximate particle interaction. For two equal-sized spheres 

following each other along the z axis, the force exerted by the leading sphere 

on the fluid is given by Oseen as 

F 1 = 67rIWU (1 - .l !!.. e-2UI ) _ !!..-7rJ-La 2 u[1 - (1 + ul)e-2UI
] (6-8.1) 

z 4 I 2 u/ 2 

where 

(6-8.2) 

*See also the following additional papers: W. Chester, J. Fluid Mech. 13 (1962), 557; 

H. Brenner and R. G. Cox, J. Fluid Mech. 17 (1963),561. 
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If ul is small, Eq. (6-8.1) becomes 

( 3 a 3 ) 
FZJ = 67tJLaU 1 - TT + gNRe (6-8.3) 

The Reynolds number NRe is based on sphere radius and 1 is the distance 

between the centers of the spheres. The force exerted by the following sphere 

will be the same as in the case of the creeping motion equations, namely, 

(6-8.4) 

Thus, the leading sphere is slowed up to a greater extent than the following 

sphere. 

For two spheres falling side by side along the x axis, the force on each 

sphere will be the same, but it will not be directed entirely in the direction 

of fall as in the case of the creeping motion equations. Thus, for this case, 

the force exerted by each sphere along the x axis will be 

9 -ul 

F~J = F~2 = 67tJLaU - T7tJLa2 U;- (6-8.5) 

whence, when ul is small, 

F~J = F~2 = 67tJLaU(1 - ! -T + ?6NRe) (6-8.6) 

The force exerted in the z direction, that is, along the line connecting the 

centers of two particles, will be one corresponding to repulsion. Its magnitude 

is 

F' - F' - 9 2 U 1 - (1 + ul)e-Ul 

zJ - - z2 - T7tJLa uP (6-8.7) 

In case ul is small this becomes , 

F~J = -F~ = 67tJLaUC~Re) (6-8.8) 

Though Oseen's equations are linear, one cannot treat the case of two 

spheres in arbitrary orientation by simple vector addition of the separate 

results for motion parallel and perpendicular to the line of centers; for in the 

Oseen equations the velocity U, appearing in the inertial approximation 

pU· Vv, is different for the two cases. 

Oseen's original derivation deals with the case of two spheres of arbitrary 

size, but the inertial correction term in the relationship presented is pro

portional to the product a J a2 of the sphere radii; hence no inertial correction 

at all is obtained if either aJ or a2 is equal to zero. This is, of course, an 

untenable conclusion and probably arises because, when two spheres are 
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relatively far apart, one must match the boundary conditions separately on 

each of the two spheres as well as at infinity, as is done in the Proud man and 

Pearson matching procedure discussed in Section 2-6. 

Happel and Pfeffer l8 report experiments with two equal-sized spheres 

following each other in the Reynolds number range of 0.27 to 0.73. Qualita

tively, the effect previously predicted by the Oseen equations was observed, 

but better correlation was found using the constant preceding NIlRJ in Eq. 

(6-8.3) equal to 0.11 instead of the theoretical value of i. Experiments with 

single spheres indicate the same proportionate discrepancy. It should be 

noted that the simplification presented in Eqs. (6-8.3), (6-8.6), and (6-8.8) 

will not be applicable when the spheres are very large distances apart, because 

it involves the approximation eX = I + x. In view of the questionable 

applicability of the Oseen equations themselves, however, this further 

refinement is probably not justified. 

As was noted in Section 2-7, no creeping motion solution exists to the 

problem of streaming flow of a viscous fluid past a single cylinder. Flow 

past a cylinder has, however, been successfully treated using the Oseen26 

linearized equations, with qualitative agreement with experimental data. 

Since cylinders constitute an extreme of particle shape as compared with 

spheres it is also of interest that there are a number of studies on the forces 

acting on two cylinders placed near each other in a slow viscous flow. Theo

retical studies by Fujikawa 15,16,17 include cases for fluid flowing perpendicular 

to the axes of cylinders of unequal radii, when placed with their axes parallel 

to each other. Results are in some ways similar to what has been found in 

the case of spheres. Thus with two cylinders of equal radii with one behind 

the other, the front cylinder experiences a greater drag than the rear cylinder. 

When the cylinders are placed side by side they tend to repel each other. 

In both cases the drag acting on each of the two cylinders is less than when 

they are present alone. Taneda32 conducted experimental studies and was 

able to report agreement with the theoretical conclusions deduced from the 

Oseen equations. Further calculations along these lines are also reported by 

Kuwabara21 • The forces on two parallel elliptic cylinders in a uniform flow 

at small Reynolds numbers have been treated by Takaispl, giving numerous 

calculated results. 

One other point deserves consideration: namely, in applying the creeping 

motion equations, we have assumed that the drag is the same as that given 

by the steady motion of the particles. In cases where particles are nearly the 

same size, it will always be possible to attain this condition. When particles 

are unequal in size it would be necessary, for exact results, to take into 

account particle and fluid acceleration. This can be done for the case of single 

particles as discussed by Landau and Lifshitz (Ref. 35 in Chapter 2). 
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Wall Effects on 

the Motion 7 
of a Single Particle 

7 -1 Introduction 

The effect of containing walls on the rate of settling of a particle is, in many 

ways, similar to the effect of a second particle, discussed in Chapter 6. In 

order to treat the behavior of a group of particles settling in a container, it 

is necessary first to establish the effect of walls on the particles separately. 

These effects may then be combined with those due to particle interaction by 

an extension of the method of reflections discussed in Section 8-3. Rapid 

convergence appears to be obtained when the dimensions of the particle are 

small compared with those of the containing wall, and when the wall effect 

can be developed for each reflection. 
The interaction of a particle with walls will depend on the particle shape, 

orientation, and position, as well as the geometry of the containing walls. 

As we shall establish in the following discussion, it is possible in the case of 

dilute systems to separate these effects, so that wall effects developed for 

spherical particles may be applied to other shapes placed in positions of 

corresponding exterior geometry. The quasi-static form of the creeping 

motion equations again furnishes the main basis for the development. 
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As in the previous chapter, we shall first develop the simplest approxi

mations, using the point force treatment; these are generally applicable to 

situations where the particle dimensions are small with respect to particle 

distance from container walls. Both in the case of these very "dilute" situ

ations and where higher approximation is necessary, the method of reflections 

will be employed essentially as outlined in Section 6-1. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, it is possible to obtain a first approximation 

to the increased pressure drop arising from the presence of a particle in a 

bounded flow fluid, solely on the basis of a solution for the case of fluid flow 

through the container in the absence of the particle. Momentum and energy 

theorems (Section 3-6) applied to the relative motion of a particle confined 

within a cylindrical boundary of arbitrary cross-section lead to the relationship' 

F; = (t: - I)F (7-1.1) 

where F; is the shearing force on the cylinder walls above that which would 

be observed in the absence of the particle from the cylinder, Vm = mean 

velocity of flow with respect to the walls, v(~) = approach velocity to particle, 

F = drag on particle. The result is correct to zeroth and first powers of the 

ratio of characteristic particle/cylinder dimensions. Since the ratio vcg) /Vm is 

independent of Vm, this result also applies to pure settling, Vm = 0, in which 

case F; is the actual force on the walL This relationship is equivalent to 

(7-1.2) 

where .:lP+ refers to the additional pressure drop caused by the presence of 

the particle, provided that F is understood to refer to only that component 

of the force on the particle which is parallel to the walls of the cylinder. A is 

the cross-sectional area of the duct. 

Equation (7-1.1) shows that both the magnitude and direction of the force 

exerted on the wall depend on the relative location of the particle with respect 

to the cylinder axis. 

For a circular cylinder of radius Ro, 

-- 2 1- -v(~) _ [ ( b )2J 
Vm Ro 

where b is the distance from the axis to the center of the particle. Thus, from 

Eq. (7-1.1), as we move from the cylinder axis (b/Ro = 0) toward the wall 

(b/Ro = 1), the direction of the extra force changes from being parallel to 

the drag to being oppositely directed from it. For the special case 

b 1 
Ro = -v'2 = 0.707 (7-1.3) 

the force vanishes. 
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Section 2-5 gives solutions of the rectilinear flow equations for several 

ducts of noncircular cross-section. Thus for a particle situated at the axis of 

a duct having the cross-section of an equilateral triangle 

V(~) Vmax 20 
Vm =Vm =9 

(7-1.4) 

It is clear that the additional force or pressure drop is thus a function of the 

shape of the container, even though its boundaries are infinitely far removed 

from the particle. 

7-2 The Translation of a Particle in Proximity 

to Container Walls 

In this section we consider the first-order effect of boundaries on the hydro

dynamic force experienced by a rigid, translating particle of arbitrary shape. 

The analysis follows that of Brenner5,9. To make the arguments clear, the 

analysis is given in two parts. In the first part the details are carried through 

first, only for the case of motion parallel to a principal axis of translation 

of the particle, and then only for the special case where the motion is parallel 

to a "principal axis of the boundary." In this case, quantities which are 

intrinsically vectors and dyadics may be treated as scalars. Thus, the basic 

simplicity of the ideas and results is not lost by the mathematical abstractness 

required to treat the more general case. In the second, more general, part we 

remove all symmetry restrictions and give the result in its complete generality. 

In either case, the advantage of the first-order analysis lies in the ability 

to treat the wall effect quantitatively in such a way that it is the same for all 

particles, irrespective of their shape. Thus, known theoretical or experimental 

results pertaining to wall effects for spherical particles may immediately be 

applied to nonspherical particles. 

A word of caution! The analysis applies generally only to the case where 

the particle translates without rotation. As we shall discuss, however, the 

analysis of the hydrodynamic force may also be applied to nonskew rotating 

bodies, provided that we properly interpret the significance of certain terms 

appearing in the final formula. 

The boundary conditions appropriate to the translation of a solid in 

a bounded fluid require that 

v = U on P, v = 0 on S, v -+ 0 at infinity 

where P refers to the surface of the particle, and S refers to the boundary 

surface. If S completely bounds P, then v need not vanish at infinity. 

As in Section 6-1, we solve the problem by the method of reflections. 

Thus, 
v = v(1) + V(2) + V(3) + .. . 

p = p(1) + p(2) + p(3) + .. . 
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where 

and 

etc. 
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VO ) = U on P, 

V(2) = _VOl on S, 

v( I) ~ 0 at infinity 

V(2) ~ 0 at infinity 
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As shown in Eq. (6-Ll6), the even-numbered fields do not contribute to 

the hydrodynamic force on the particle. Hence, 

F = F(I) + F(3) + F(5) + ... (7-2.1) 

The initial field v( I) corresponds to the translational motion of the particle 

in an unbounded fluid. Associated with this motion is the force 

F(I) =F~ (7-2.2) 

A detailed knowledge of v( I) is required only insofar as it enters into the 

computation of the next reflection, V(2), through the boundary condition 

V(2) = _VII) on the boundary S. Now, at large distances from any trans

lating particle, the velocity field must be asymptotically equal to that which 

would be generated by the action of a point force of strength F ~ situated near 

the center of the particle. Thus, from Eqs. (6-2.6) and (6-2.7), we have, at 

large distances from any finite particle, . 

V(I) = - ~ _ _ r_2_(F~ . V)v-.l + o(r-I) 
67tJ-Lr 247tJ-L r 

(7-2.3) 

and p(l) = _1 (F~. V)~ + 0(r- 2) 

47t r 
(7-2.4) 

Once the field v( I) has been established, it is necessary to determine the 

field V(2) canceling this field on the wall, S, of the containing vessel. Having 

computed V(2) in detail for a given particle and wall geometry, we are then in 

a position to establish the field V(3) obtained by canceling V(2) at the particle 

surface P; that is, V(3) satisfies the boundary conditions 

V(3) = -V(2) on P 

V(3) ~ 0 at infinity 

Once V(3) is known, one may determine the force F(3) experienced by the 

particle in consequence of the motion. This may be done in a general way, 

at least to the order of the approximation of interest to us here. 

For a particle translating without rotation, we have from Chapter 5 that 

F = -J-LK·U (7-2.5) 

where K is the translation tensor. Since the field V(2) is regular at all points 

of the fluid, it can be expanded in a Taylor series about the "center" 0 of the 

particle. By an application of the reciprocal theorem it may then be shown5 

that, to terms of lowest order in the particle-to-wall dimension ratio, 

F(3) = J-LK 'V~2) (7-2.6) 

where the subscript "0" implies that the field is to be evaluated at the center 

of the particle. 
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The treatment thus far has been completely general. We now specialize 

the development to cases where the particle moves parallel to a principal 

axis of translation with velocity U = i U (i = unit vector in the direction of 

motion). The force on the particle moving through the unbounded fluid is 

then anti parallel to its direction of motion; hence we may write 

(7-2.7) 

where the scalar F= is essentially positive. Furthermore, from Eq. (7-2.3), 

we now have 

(7-2.8) 

for particle motion in the x direction. 

It remains yet to establish the direction of the constant vector V~2). For the 

moment we shall confine ourselves to situations where the bounding surfaces 

possess mutually perpendicular planes of reflection symmetry and/or sym

metry axes (for example, a circular cylinder, a plane wall, etc.), though we 

shall remove this restriction in our subsequent generalization. Suppose the 

principal axis along which the particle is moving lies parallel to a symmetry 

axis of the boundary, or lies perpendicular to a plane of symnietry of the 

boundary. In this case, V~2) will have but a single component, and this will 

lie parallel to the direction of motion of the particle. This follows by observ

ing that this is the only velocity component of the field v( 2) which will not be 

an odd function of at least one of the coordinates x, y, or z. And any com

ponents which are odd functions vanish at the center of the particle. (x = 0, 

y = 0, z = 0). Some simple cases in which the interested reader can quickly 

establish this fact occur for a particle falling parallel or perpendicular to a 

plane wall. Thus, we may write V~2) = _iV~2) where the scalar V~2) may be 

either positive or negative. 

Under the assumed conditions of symmetry, Eq. (7-2.6) shows that 

F(3) is parallel to the direction of motion of the particle. Thus, we may 

write F(3) = -iF(3). Upon combining Eqs. (7-2.5) and (7-2.6), we now 

obtain 

(7-2.9) 

in which F= and U are essentially positive. The algebraic sign of P3) is then 

positive or negative according as V~2) is positive or negative. For later refer

ence we also write F = -iF, as it is now obvious that the total force on the 

particle is parallel to its direction of motion and oppositely directed. The 

scalar F is essentially positive. 

As P3) is now known, the velocity field V(3) may be computed at large 

distances from the particle via an equation of the form (7-2.3) in which V(3) 

replaces V(l) and F(3) replaces F=. This then furnishes the boundary con

ditions to determine V(4) in accord with the condition V(4) = -V(3) on S. By 

analogy to our previous calculations it is at once apparent that 
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[ (2)J2 
PS) =F ~ 

~ U ' 
[ (2)J3 

F(7) = F~ Vb ,etc. 
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(7-2.10) 

Upon summing the individual drags in accordance with Eq. (7-2.1), the 

following expression is obtained for the total drag on the particle: 

[V(2)] [V(2)J2 [V(2)]3 
F = F~ + F~ b + F~ b + F~ b + ... (7-2.11) 

This geometric series may be summed, whereupon 

F 1 
F~ = 1 - (V~2)/U) 

(7-2.12) 

From Eq. (7-2.3), the initial field y(l) is directly proportional to F~. 
Since y(2) is linearly connected to vel) through the fact that y(2) = _y(l) on 

S, it follows that the same must be true of y(2); hence, y(2) is directly pro

portional to Fw In addition, it is clear that y(2) must be independent of the 

viscosity of the fluid. Since F~ is directly proportional to the viscosity, this 

requires that y(2) be proportional to F~/fL. Finally, y(2) must obviously go to 

zero as S recedes infinitely far from P, that is, as I ~ CXl; I is taken as a 

characteristic dimension proportional to the distance of the particle from the 

container wall. For the sake of definiteness we shall often take I as the distance 

from the center of the particle to the bounding wall; I may vary according to 

particle location and wall geometry in specific cases. By simple dimensional 

arguments it follows that we must have 

V(2) = k F~ (7-2.13) 
o 67tfLl 

where k is a dimensionless constant of 0(1), dependent solely on the nature 

of the boundary S. The boundary correction is then of the form 

F 1 

F~ = 1 - k(F~/67tfL Ul) 
(7-2.14) 

It remains yet to estimate the degree of approximation inherent in the 

preceding relation. Since F~ is proportional to fLUe, the result is certainly 

correct to first powers of ell, e being a characteristic particle dimension. 

The error will not therefore exceed terms of O(e/i)2 in the denominator of 

the foregoing. However, there always exists an origin such that the error 

term will be of 0(e/I)3. In this event we are led to the following form for the 

drag correction: 

F 1 
F~ = 1 - k(F~/67tfL Ul) + O(e/l)l 

(7-2.15) 

It should be clearly understood that e refers to the maximum particle di

mension. For example, in the case of a needle-like body falling in a circular 

cylinder it is not sufficient that the diameter of the needle be small compared 

with the cylinder diameter. Rather, the length of the Iieedle must be small 

compared with the latter. A specific example of this is considered in Eq. 

(7-5.21). 
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It is of some interest to examine, initially, the case in which the particle 

is a sphere of radius c. For here, the exact forms of some of our approximate 

relationships are known. In the first place, the Stokes velocity field 39 shows 

that the error in Eq. (7-2.3) is of 0(c/r)3. Furthermore, for a spherical 

particle, the analog of Eq. (7-2.6) is given exactly by Faxen's law46 • 

(7-2.16) 

With the aid of these observations, the validity of the error estimate in Eq. 

(7-2.15) follows at once for spherical particles. The general form of Eq. 

(7-2.15) for spheres is confirmed in all particulars by the many detailed 

solutions which are available for a wide variety of different boundaries. 

Typical k values are cited in Table 7-6.1 from detailed solutions which 

follow. 

It is worthwhile to note that Eq. (7-2.15) is correct whether or not Sis 

a solid surface to which fluid adheres. Careful reexamination of the previous 

development shows that the final result holds for any homogeneous linear 

boundary condition on S-for example, a free surface, that is one on which 

the normal velocity and tangential stresses vanish. It goes without saying 

that the value of k depends on the boundary conditions imposed on S. 

Generalization for translational motions 

In a later paper, Brenner9 generalized the preceding treatment to cases 

where the principal axes of translation of the particle may have any orien

tation relative to the principal axes of the bounding walls. As we shall show, 

to the first order in the ratio of particle to boundary dimensions, the in

creased resistance of the particle to translational motions may be represented 

by a symmetric, second-rank tensor (dyadic) whose value is independent of 

particle shape and orientation. 

At large distances from any particle, the asymptotic form of the initial 

field, corresponding to Eqs. (7-2.3) and (7-2.4), is 

VO ) = _(I + rr) . ~ + 0(.E.-) 
r2 87l'ILr r 

(7-2.17) 

pC!) = _r.F~ + 0(£)2 
47l'r3 r 

(7-2.18) 

where 1 is the idemfactor and r is the position vector of a point in the fluid 

relative to an origin at the "center" of the particle. The terms displayed 

explicitly in the foregoing are the same as would arise in the unbounded fluid 

from the action of a point force of strength F~ situated at the origin. 

Since r = 0(1) on S it follows from Eq. (7-2.17) that the boundary con

dition to be satisfied by V(2 ) on Sis of the form 

V(2) = A . ~ + 0(£) on S 
• 67l'fll I 

(7-2.19) 
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where 

A (xs Ys Zs) -li[1 + (rs/I)(rs/I)] 
s /' I' I - 4rs (rS//)2 

(7-2.20) 

in which rs = (xs, Ys, zs) refers to a point on S. The dimensionless, variable 

dyadic As is of 0(1) with respect to the parameter c/I. It is clear that, at any 

point on S, As depends only upon the location of the center of P relative to 

S and upon the geometrical shape of the latter. It is independent of the size 

of S. 

In the Stokes regime, F = 0(67l'J.LcU). It follows that V(2) must be of the 

form 

V(2) = A . ~ + 0(..£) (7-2.21) 
67l'J.L/ I 

where A = A(x/I, y/I, z/I) is a dimensionless, variable dyadic of 0(1) which 

reduces to As on S. Thus, at any point in the fluid, it too depends only upon 

the location of the center of P relative to S and upon the shape of the latter. 

Now, from Eq. (7-2.6), the force F(3) arising from (v (3) , p(3» is, in our 

present notation, 

(7-2.22) 

where cfJ~ = K/67l'c is the dimensionless Stokes translation tensor for the 

particle, and V~2) refers to the value of v( 2) at the center of the space presently 

occupied by the particle. But, from Eq. (7-2.21), we have 

V(2) = k . ~ + 0 (..£) 
o 67l'J.LI I 

(7-2.23) 

where k denotes the value of A at the center of the particle, x = 0, y = 0, 

z = 0. This relation constitutes the generalization of Eq. (7-2.13). k is 

therefore a dimensionless dyadic of 0(1), dependent only upon the relative 

location of the center of P with respect to S and upon the shape of the latter. 

It is shown in the original paper9 that k is symmetric. 

Upon combining Eqs. (7-2.22) and (7-2.23), we obtain 

(7-2.24) 

Though cfJ~ and k are symmetric, their product is not generally symmetric and 

one must be careful to preserve the proper order of these dyadics in the 

multiplication. 

Higher-order reflections may be obtained as outlined previously. One 

thereby obtains for m = 0, 1,2, ... 

(7-2.25) 

If we now substitute Eq. (7-2.25) into Eq. (7-2.1) and sum the resulting 

geometric series, we obtain, corresponding to the scalar equation (7-2.15), 
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F = [I - cf>~ 0 k ~ + 0 ( ~) ] -I 0 F ~ (7-2.26) 

If F~ is eliminated from this expression via the definition of the dimensionless 

translation dyadic, 

F~ = -67r/.Lccf>~oV 

we obtain our principal result, 

F = -67r/.LC[ cf>:ol - k ~ + o( ~) rl 
0 V 

This constitutes the generalization of Eq. (7-2.15). 

(7-2.27) 

It is immaterial how the characteristic dimensions c and I in Eq. (7-2.27) 

are defined. Different choices for these quantities merely produce differing 

definitions of the dyadics cf>~ and k in such a way that the over-all result is 

unaffected. 

Equation (7-2.27) was derived only for situations in which the particle 

translates without rotation. In this case the result is applicable to particles 

of arbitrary shape. Most particles settling in a container under the influence of 

gravity rotate as they fall. It is natural therefore to inquire as to the appli

cability of Eq. (7-2.27) under more general circumstances. This question is 

partially discussed elsewhere9• We complete the discussion by observing 

that only in utilizing the relation F ~ = -11K 0 V have we explicitly assumed 

the particle not to be rotating. In more general cases we have 

F~ = -/.L(Ko V R + CR°O) 

where CR is the coupling dyadic at the center of reaction R. Since CR = Q 
for nonskew bodies, we conclude that Eq. (7-2.27) may be applied to any 

nonskew particle, provided that V in that relation refers to the velocity, VR' 

of the center of reaction (that is, center of hydrodynamic stress) of the body. 

Application to a settling particle with an arbitrary orientation 

For applications involving settling particles, the hydrodynamic force F 

is known a priori (provided that we neglect the inertial force on the particle 

resulting from its acceleration, if any) and its instantaneous velocity V is 

sought. Solving Eq. (7-2.27) explicitly for this velocity we obtain 

V = V~ + 6k~:1 + o( ~) (7-2.28) 

where (7-2.29) 

denotes the velocity with which the particle would settle (for the same 

orientation) in an unbounded fluid. To compute F, let g be the local accel

eration of gravity vector, directed vertically downward, and let mp and mr, 

respectively, be the mass of the particle and displaced fluid. Thus, upon 
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neglecting the inertial force on the particle mass, the gravitational, hydrostatic, 

and hydrodynamic forces on the particle are in equilibrium. The constant 

hydrodynamic force on the particle is, therefore, 

F = -(mp - mf)g 

These equations show that even an isotropic particle will not generally 

settle vertically in a bounded fluid unless one of the principal axes of k lies 

parallel to Earth's gravity field. 

As a simple example of the application of Eq. (7-2.28), consider the 

motion of a thin, homogeneous, circular disk of thickness b and radius 

c (c » b) falling under the influence of gravity in a semi-infinite viscous fluid 

bounded below by a infinitely extended, rigid plane wall, as in Fig. 7-2.1. 

The instantaneous position of the center of the disk from the wall is I. We 

let Xj, Xj, and Xj (j = 1,2,3) be coordinates fixed in space, fixed in the disk, 

and fixed in the wall, respectively. The Xl coordinate is directed toward the 

center of Earth and the X 2 coordinate is parallel to Earth's surface. The "3" 

coordinates are all directed out of the plane of the paper. Unit vectors in the 

three different coordinate systems are denoted by ij, Ij and i j • The angles 

made by the plane of the disk and wall, respectively, with the horizontal are 

denoted by E and ",. We propose to calculate the components of the instan

taneous settling velocity of the disk in the Xj system. 

Circular 
disk ----i~ 

x, 

x, 

Horizontal ...-:-:..::..:..;=.:.:..:.:...-- x 2 

Direction of gravity, g 

x, 

Fluid 

",ur. 7-2.1. Circular disk settling asymmetrically near an inclined 
plane wall. 
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It is clear from symmetry that the principal axes of cfJ= lie parallel to the 

Xj axes. The Stokes force experienced by a circular disk moving broadside-on 

with velocity U in an unbounded medium is F= = -16JlcU. The corres

ponding expression for edge-on motion is F= =- 332 JlCu. Hence, we 

obtain-cf. Eq. (5-4.29), 

(7-2.30) 

It also follows from symmetry that the principal axes of k are everywhere 

parallel to the Xj axes. Hence, from Table 7-6.1, we find that* 

(7-2.31) 

We also note that g = ilg. Since mp - mf = 7tc 2bi::1p (i::1p = difference in 

density of disk and fluid), a straightforward calculation yields V3 = 0 and 

VI = 7tcbgi::1p [(2 + sin2~) -2(2 - sin2r;)~ + o(~)J 
32 Jl 7t I I 

(7-2.32) 

V 2 = 7tC;f:P [sin ~ cos ~ + ~ sinr; cos r;( n + o( -T) ] 
The only other boundary and position for which the wall-effect tensor is 

completely known is at the center of a hollow sphere filled with viscous liquid. 

It is self-evident that k must be isotropic for this situation. Hence, if I is the 

radius of the hollow sphere, we find from Table 7-6.1 that 

k = 1-£ 

Moving boundary or net Aow at infinity 

(7-2.33) 

Equations (7-2.15) and (7-2.27) are applicable only to the case where 

the boundary S is at rest and the fluid at infinity is at rest. It is of some 

interest to modify them so as to remove these restrictions. The case in which 

S is in motion arises, for example, when S is itself a particle falling in prox

imity to the original particle P. The case in which a net flow occurs at infinity 

arises, for example, during Poiseuille flow through a circular tube containing 

a particle. Problems of the latter type are of interest in connection with the 

observed radial migration of particles in Poiseuille flow (Segre and Silber

berg50; Goldsmith and Mason24). 

In the event that either S moves or the fluid at infinity is in net flow, let 

(v(O), p(O») denote the local velocity and pressure fields which would arise 

from either of these motions if P were absent from the fluid. It is assumed 

that these fields satisfy the creeping motion equations. To the previous 

*The comparable expression for a free plane surface is 

. . .. . . 
k = i(i1i12 - i2i2 - isis) 

The plane surface, either free or rigid, appears to be the only boundary for which k has the 
same value at all points of the fluid. 
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problem, we now add initial fields (v(O), p(O»). Among the original boundary 

conditions only the definition of the field v( I) requires modification. In its 

stead it is now required that 

V(I) = U - yeo) on P (7-2.34) 

The initial field yeo) can be expanded in a Taylor series about the center of P: 

(7-2.35) 

where v~O) denotes the value of yeo) at the center of the space presently 

occupied by the particle. Thus, in place of Eq. (7-2.34), v( I) is now uniquely 

defined to the first order in cll by the relation 

V(I) = U - v~O) + o( ~) on P (7-2.36) 

Upon repeating the analysis which led to Eq. (7-2.27), we now find that the 

force on the particle is given correctly to the first order by the expression 

F= -67tfIc[ct>:I-k-f+O(nrl. [u-v~O)+o(nJ (7-2.37) 

where k has the same value as previously, that is, in the case where yeo) was 

identically zero. 

Equation (7-2.37) in conjunction with the relation F = -(m p - mJ) g 

yields the instantaneous particle velocity 

U = yeo) + mp - mJ(ct>:1 - k-.£) . g + 0(-.£) 
o 67tfIC I I 

(7-2.38) 

This relation shows that a particle moving within a Poiseuille field* of flow 

in a vertical circular tube will, if its density differs from that of the sur

rounding fluid, undergo radial movement whenever no one of its three 

principal axes of translation lies parallel to the gravity field. 

For the simple case of motion parallel to a principal axis, Eq. (7-2.37) is 

equivalent to Eq. (7-2.15), where the only modification required in the latter 

is the replacement of the denominator of the left-hand side by F~, the in

finite medium drag based on the approach velocity to the particle, that is, 

(7-2.39) 

The methods of this section may be applied to a variety of combinations 

of particle and wall geometry, based on knowledge of the separate solutions 

for particles in infinite media and for spheres in the proximity of container 

walls of various shape. 

* Here, v~O) = 2Vm[1 - (b/I)2), where Vm is the mean velocity of flow through the 

tube, b = distance of center of particle from cylinder axis, I = tube radius. 
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7-3 Sphere Moving in Axial Direction in a Circular 

Cylindrical Tube 

7 

In this section we consider the slow translation of a single spherical particle 

moving parallel to the longitudinal axis of an infinitely long circular cylinder 

through which a viscous fluid may be flowing. The sphere may occupy any 

preassigned position. The general method using a reflection treatment has 

been developed to a first approximation 6• Haberman 27 and others have 

treated more exactly the axisymmetrical case, in which the sphere is restricted 

to the cylinder axis. These solutions will be briefly considered at the end of 

this section. Note that we consider the case here where the sphere is kept 

from rotating as it falls. Since we develop only first-order corrections, the 

effect of rotation on drag will not be significant. 

Nomenclature and boundary conditions 

In the treatment to follow, it is necessary to resort to a variety of different 

coordinate systems. These are cartesian coordinates (x, y, z); spherical 

coordinates, (r, e, cp); and cylindrical coordinates, (p, cp, z), each having 

a common origin at the sphere center. It is also necessary to utilize cartesian 

coordinates (X, Y, Z), and cylindrical coordinates, (R, <I>, Z), both origi

nating along the cylinder axis and chosen so as to make z = Z. Relations 

between these various coordinate systems are depicted in Fig. 7-3.1. * 

z z 

y y 

~~------~~--------~--~~--~~-----.x 

Cylinder axis 

14------ b ------~ 

Fillure 7-3.1. Coordinate systems for a sphere in a circular cylinder. 

*In the original article6, we inadvertantly employed a left-handed coordinate system. 

This oversight is corrected here. 
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The sphere moves with an arbi

trary constant velocity, U, relative 

to the cylinder wall in the direction 

of z positive, parallel to the cylinder 

axis_ At the same time, the fluid 

flows in laminar flow with a super

ficial velocity of i Vo, in the same 

direction. The sphere radius is a, the 

cylinder radius is Ro, and the center 

of the sphere is situated at a distance 

b from the cylinder axis, as shown 

in Fig. 7-3.2. 

Z -direction 

t 
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Radius a 

T 

In terms of a coordinate system 

which moves with the sphere, the 

usual hypothesis of no relative mo

tion at fluid-solid interfaces results 

in the following boundary condi

tions, which define the fluid velocity 

field, v: 

Va 

f-L--L-L.....L.L...L.L...l.---L.....l..-.l.......L..... - L 
v = 0 at r = a (7-3.1) 

and 

v = -iz U at R = Ro (7-3.2) 

where i z is a unit vector in the z 

direction. At large distances from the 

sphere, z = ± 00, the disturbance 

Figur. 7-3.2. Particle and fluid motion 
in a circular cylinder. 

created by the sphere vanishes and the fluid velocity distribution becomes 

Poiseuillian. This gives rise to the additional boundary condition, 

The equations of motion to be satisfied are 

V 2v = ...!.Vp 
J-L 

together with the continuity equation for incompressible fluids, 

V·v=o 

(7-3.3) 

(7-3.4) 

(7-3.5) 

Use of the creeping motion equations restricts the validity of the final 

results to situations in which the relative particle Reynolds number, 

2alUo(1 - b2/R~) - UI/v is small; v is the kinematic viscosity. 

As in a previous study by Happel and Byrne30 , the foregoing boundary 

value problem is solved by the method of "reflections." Thus, the solution 
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consists of the sum of a series of velocity fields, all of which satisfy Eqs. 

(7-3.4) and (7-3.5), and each partially satisfying the boundary conditions 

as follows: 

v(O) = iz [ Uo( 1 - ~;) - uJ everywhere 

{
-V(O) at r = a 

vel) = 
o at z= ±oo (that is, r= 00) 

{
_V(l) at R = Ro 

V(2) = 
o at Z = ±oo 

{
-V(2) at r = a 

V(3) = 
o atz=±oo (thatis,r=oo) 

etc., etc. 

(7-3.6) 

(7-3.7) 

(7-3.8) 

(7-3.9) 

with as many fields taken as needed for an appropriate degree of approx

imation. The field v satisfying the boundary conditions, Eqs. (7-3.1)-(7-3.3), 

is then obtained in the form 

v = v(O) + vel) + V(2) + V(3) + ... 
and the corresponding pressure field is given by 

p = p(O) + pel) + p(2) + p(3) + ... 

(7-3.10) 

(7-3.11) 

The success of this method of solution depends upon the linearity of the 

equations of motion. It has the advantage that it is necessary to consider 

boundary conditions associated with only one surface at a time. 

If we let F and T, respectively, represent the frictional force and torque 

(about the sphere center) experienced by the sphere, there are analogous 

relations of the form 

F = F(O) + F(l) + F(2) + F(3) + .. . 
and T = T(O) + T(l) + T(2) + T(3) + .. . 

(7-3.12) 

(7-3.13) 

Furthermore, if tl.Ps represents the additional pressure drop (above that due 

to the original Poiseuillian field, tl.P 0) experienced by the fluid as a result of 

the presence of the sphere, then 

(7-3.l3a) 

where the pressure drop, tl.Pt> associated with field i is simply the difference 

between the viscous pressures, p(IJ, at Z = - 00 and Z = + 00. There is no 

ambiguity in this definition of pressure drop, since as Z ~ ± 00 the pressure 

becomes constant across the tube and, hence, independent of cI> and R. 

It will prove convenient, therefore, in calculating pressure drop to evaluate 

the pressures, p(!), at R = Ro. Except for an arbitrary additive constant, 

which can be taken to be zero without loss of generality, the conditions of 
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symmetry about the plane Z = 0 demand that pressure be an odd function 

of Z These observations lead to the formula 

ll.Pi = -2 lim [P(i)h~Ro (7-3.14) 
Z_+oo 

where the subscript denotes evaluation of the function at the cylinder walL 

The first reflected field 

The unperturbed field, yeo), is defined in Eq. (7-3.6). It is easy to demon

strate that 

and 

F(O) = 0 

T(O) = 0 

(7-3.15) 

(7-3.16) 

The first reflected field, v(1), defined in Eq. (7-3.7), has already been obtained 

by Simha51 in connection with suspension viscosity. Using Lamb's39 general 

solution in spherical coordinates, Simha's result can be expressed in the form 

v(1) = V' X (rX~n + V'(<p~l + <p~j + <p~l + Lr2p~l- 3cif./2p~n 

+ : (p~l + ~ p~j + +p~l) 

and p(1) = p~l + p~l + p~l 

(7-3.17) 

(7-3.18) 

where r is the radius vector drawn from the sphere ongm, and P-(n+I)' 

<P-(n+l) and X-(n+l) are solid spherical harmonics of degree -en + 1) 

defined as follows (cf. the derivation on pp. 68-71): 

p~l/f.L = Ar- 2PI(cos 0) 

p~Uf.L = BRo ,-3 cos ¢P~(cos 0) 

p~J/f.L = CR~,-4 P3(cos 0) 

<p~l = DR~r-2 PI (cos 0) 

<p~j = ER~r-3 cos ¢ PHcos 0) 

<p~l = FR~ r- 4P3 (cos 0) 

x~l = GRor- 2 sin ¢ Pl(cos 0), 

with the constants given by 

D = l.a(!!...)2 [u - U (1 - ~ - ~!£)J 
4 Ro 0 R~ 5 R~ 

(7-3.19) 

(7-3.20a) 
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F= --aUo -1 ( a)6 
4 Ro 

C7-3.20b) 

The quantities Picos fJ) and P';(cos fJ) are Legendre polynomials of order 

n, and associated Legendre polynomials (of the first kind) of order n and rank 

m, respectively. For reference, the following values appear in Eq. (7-3.19): 

PI (cos fJ) = cos fJ 

Pl (cos fJ) = sin fJ 

Pl (cos fJ) = 3 sin fJ cos fJ 
(7-3.21) 

P 3 (cos fJ) = -H5 cos 3 fJ - 3 cos fJ) 

The force and torque experienced by the sphere can be obtained from the 

relations (3-2.42) and (3-2.45), 

(7-3.22) 

and TO) = -87l'f-LV'(r3X~D (7-3.23) 

These relations apply quite generally to Lamb's solution. Noting from Eq. 

(7-3.19) that r3p~~ = /-LAr cos fJ = f-LAz, and introducing the value of A from 

Eq. (7-3.20), results in 

F ,I)-'6 [u U(l b~ 2a 2 )l 
- -lz 71' /-La - 0 - R; - -.3 R; . (7-3.24) 

In a like manner, application of the relation r sin fJ sin ¢ = y yields 

T") = i,, 87l'f-La2 Uo(!J (;J (7-3.25) 

If Fig. 7-3.2 represents a meridian plane passing through both the sphere 

origin and cylinder axis, the tendency of the couple is to rotate the sphere in 

a clockwise direction. 

We shall limit ourselves in the subsequent development to an approxi

mate solution in which the ratio of sphere-to-cylinder radii, aj Ro' is small. 

The complete expression for the field v' 2) without neglecting any terms is 

given in the supplement to a paper by Happel and Brenner' I. The first 

approximation covers most situations of practical interest and illustrates the 

procedure employed. The terms in Eq. (7-3.19) are such that a final expres

sion for the drag, correct to zeroth and first powers of aj Ro, can ultimately 

.be obtained by retaining only the p~l harmonic in the present solution. This 

is equivalent to the use of a point-force approximation for v" '. Thus, in 

place of the previous results, we now resort to the approximate solution, 

VO );:::,: L V'(r2p~D + :p~) (7-3.26) 
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and 

where 
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p(1) ~ P~~ 

PO) Z 
~ = Hr2 COS(J = H
fL r 3 

with the constant H defined by 
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(7-3_27) 

(7-3_28) 

H = ~ a [ U - Uo (I - ~;)] (7-3_29) 

To the present degree of approximation, the drag is now given by 

F(1)~-iz6n'fLa[U- Uo(l- !;)] (7-3.30) 

whereas the torque remains unaltered. 

Transformation to cylindrical coordinates 

In order to compute the field V(2J, defined in Eq. (7-3.8), it is necessary to 

establish the form taken by v( I J at the cylinder wall, R = Ro. This is best 

done by transforming the latter field to cylindrical coordinates (R, cD, Z), 

originating along the cylinder axis. With the expression for P~V fl, given in 

Eq. (7-3.28), and the aid of the relation 

V (~) = -~ (7-3.31) r r3 

it is easy to show that an alternative form for the first reflected field is 

In terms of the desired coordinates we have 

and 

(7-3.32) 

(7-3.33) 

(7-3.34) 

so that our objective may be attained by transforming the scalar functions 

Ijr and zjr to these coordinates. 
Watson64; pp. 361, 389 gives the relation 

I 2 f~ - = (p2 + z2tl/2 = _ Ko("A.p) cos"A.z d"A. 
r n' 0 

(7-3.35) 

where Ko is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order zero. 

Although this transformation is valid only for p > 0, the restriction is 

inconsequential since it is sufficient for our immediate purposes to evaluate 
v(l) only in the vicinity of the cylinder wall. Noting that 

p = (R2 + b2 - 2bR cos cD)I/2 (7-3.36) 

we can avail ourselves of the further transformation, 

Ko("A.p) = ~ Ki"A.R)Ik("A.b) cos kcD 
k=-oo 

(7-3.37) 
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given by Watson. Here, Ik and Kk are modified Bessel functions of the first 

and second kinds, respectively, of order k. The relation is valid only for 

R> b. For the reason previously outlined, this restriction is of no conse

quence. These expressions combine to give 

(7-3.38) 

To obtain the second scalar transformation we observe, upon performing 

the indicated differentiations, that the following identity is valid: 

ZKk(AR)Ik(Ab) cos AZ = ;A [Kk(A R) Ik(Ab) sin AZ] 

- sin AZ ;A [Kk(A R)Ik (A b)] 

(7-3.39) 

Thus, if Eq. (7-3.38) is multiplied by z, we obtain with the aid of the fore-

going, 

!..- = 2 ~ cos k<l>[Kk(AR)Ik(Ab) sin AZ]~~~ 
r 7( k=-= 

2 = f= 0 
- -:;( k~= cos k<l> 0 OA [Kk (A R) Ik (A b)] sin AZ dA 

(7-3.40) 

The first term in brackets vanishes at the upper and lower limits of evaluation, 

A = 0 and 00. Upon performing the indicated differentiation in the second 

expression we arrive at the requisite transformation, 

; = - ; kj;= cos k<l> [[RK~(AR)Ik(Ab) + bKk(AR)IHAb)] sin AZ dA 

(7-3.41) 

The differentiations denoted by primes are with respect to the entire argument. 

It is now relatively simple to obtain the desired transformation, 

1 = f= 
[yO )]R. = iR-:;( k~= cos k<l> 0 ak(A) sin AZ dA 

+ i. ! kj;= sin k<l> [ flk(A) sin AZ dA (7-3.42) 

where we have written 

ak(A) = H[ ARoKk(ARo)Ik(Ab) + AbK~(ARo)I~(Ab) + :~o Kk(ARo)h(Ab) ] 

(7-3.43) 

(7-3.44) 

'Yk(A) = H[ARoKHARo)Ik(Ab) + AbKk(ARo)I~(Ab) + 2Kk(ARo)Ik(Ab)] 

(7-3.45) 
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These relations have been simplified to some extent by the use of Bessel's 

modified equation, 

K;:(>..R) = _K~~~R) + (I + >"~~2)Kk(>"R) (7-3.46) 

An analogous expression for the initial pressure field at the cylinder wall 

can be obtained from Eqs. (7-3.27), (7-3.28), and (7-3.38) with the assistance 

ofthe relation z/r3 = -o(l/r)/oz, yielding 

[P(l)]R. = 2~Hk~~ cos kfP [>"Kk(>"Ro)Ik(>"b) sin >..Z d>.. (7-3.47) 

The second reflection, V(2) 

A general solution of Eqs. (7-3.4) and (7-3.5) in cylindrical coordinates, 

suitable for the field v (2) , as given in Section 3-3, is 

V(2) = k~J V x (izilk2) + VWk2) + Ro~ V Ilk2) + izo~lJ (7-3.48) 

and (7-3.49) 

where ilk' W k' and Ilk are arbitrary cylindrical harmonic functions of order 

k in (R, fP, Z) coordinates. These equations are perfectly general and would 

be applicable for the fields v (4) , V(6), etc. In the present instance, the harmon

ic functions are assumed to have the forms 

Ilk2) = - ! cos kfP [1l'k~>") Ik(>..R) sin >..Z d>.. 

Wk2) = - ! cos kfP [""'k~>") Ik(>"R) sin >..Z d>.. 

ilk!) = -..!..sinkfPf~wk(>")Ik(>"R)sin>"Zd>" 
1l' 0 >.. 

(7-3.50) 

The functions 1l'k(>"), 'h(>") and Wk(>") are to be determined from the boundary 

conditions expressed by Eq. (7-3.8). Upon substituting values from Eq. 

(7-3.50) into Eq. (7-3.48), we eventually find 

V(2) = -iR ..!.. i; cos kfPf~ [Wk (>..)kIk (>..R) + 'l/rk(>..)I~(>"R) 
1l' k~-~ 0 >..R 

+ 1l'k(>..)>..RI~ (>..R) ]sin >..Z d>.. 

- i. ! k~~ sin kfP [[ 1l'k(>..)kI~~R) - 1l'k(>..)kI~(>"R) 

- wk(>")I~(>"R) - ""'k(>..)kI~~R)]sin >..Z d>.. 

(7-3.51) 

I ~ f~ [ - iz-;r k~~ cos kfP 0 'l/rk(>..)Ik(>"R) + 1l'k(>")RI~(>..R) 

+ 1l'k(>") Ik (>..R) 1 cos >..Z d>.. 
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Evaluation of the preceding equation at R = Ro, and comparison to Eq. 

(7-3.42) by means of the boundary condition, 

(7-3.52) 

leads to three simultaneous equations involving the functions 7l'iJ-,), 'l/riJ-,), 

and wiJ-,) in terms of ak(J-,), (3k(J-,), and 'Yk(J-,). Solving these equations and 

introducing values for the latter functions from Eqs. (7-3.43)-(7-3.45) gives 

(J-,) = HKk(J-,Ro)Ik(J-,b) + t (J-,) 
7l' k Ik(J-,Ro) Sk 

'l/rk(J-,) = - [1 + J-,~:[~~ofo)J 7l'k(J-,) 

+ Ik(~Ro)[J-,RoK~(J-,Ro)h(J-,b) + J-,bKk(J-,Ro)n(J-,b) 

+ 2Kk(J-,RO)/k(J-,b)] 

(7-3.53) 

(7-3.54) 

and 
2k 

Wk(J-,) = J-,RoI~(J-,Ro)[Ik(J-,Ro)7l'k(J-,) - HKk(J-,Ro)Ik(J-,b)] (7-3.55) 

where ~iJ-,) in Eq. (7-3.53) is given by 

t (J-,) = H[[h(J-,b)I~(J-,Ro)/lk(J-,Ro)] - (b/Ro)I~(J-,b)} 

'Ok 2k2 nCJ-,Ro) ( k 2 ) 2 

(J-, R o)2 I~(J-,Roj + J-,Ro + J-,Ro Ik(J-,Ro) 

(7-3.56) 

- 2h(J-,Ro)n(J-,Ro) - J-,Ro[n (J-,RoW 

These equations have been simplified to some extent by means of the 

relations 

and 

II/(J-,R) = - nCJ-,Ro) + (1 + ~)I (J-,R ) 
k 0 J-,Ro J-, 2 R~ k 0 

K~(J-,Ro)h(J-,Ro) - Kk(J-,Ro)n(J-,Ro) = - J-,10 

(7-3.57) 

The additional boundary condition, y(2J --> 0 as Z --> ± 00, is met because 

v( 1) --> 0 as Z --> ± 00 and y(l J and y(2) are related by Eq. (7-3.52). 

The pressure drop due to the first two reflected fields can now be com

puted. Substitution of the value of IW), given in Eq. (7-3.50), into the 

expression for p(2J, given by Eq. (7-3.49), and evaluation at R = Ro using 

the value of 7l'k(J-,) from Eq. (7-3.53), yields 

2 H ~ f~ 
[p(2)h, = - ~ 2L cos kCP 0 J-,Kk(J-,Ro)Ik(A,b) sin J-,Z dJ-, 

2 ~ f~ 
- :: k~~ cos kCP 0 J-,~k(J-,)Ik(J-,Ro) sin J-,Z dJ-, 

(7-3.58) 

As evidenced by Eq. (7-3.47), the leading term in the preceding expression 

is simply - [pC lJ]Ro' so that 

2 ~ f~ 
[p(l) + p(2)]Ro = - :: k~~ cos kCP 0 ~k(J-,)h(J-,Ro) sin J-,Z dJ-, (7-3.59) 
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From Eq. (7-3.14), the pressure drop due to these first two reflections is, 

therefore, 

4f..L. ~ f~ sinAZ 
(tJ.P, + tJ.P2) = ?tR~ !~ k~~ cos k<f.J 0 "1lX)->.,- d>., (7-3.60) 

where we have written 

(7-3.61) 

By Dirichlet's theorem, 

. f~ sin AZ ?t ( 11m "1k(>")--,.- d>., =-2 "1k 0+) 
Z-(IQ 0 I'v 

(7-3.62) 

This limit, as >., ---+ 0+, can easily be obtained by expanding the Bessel 

functions in series for small values of their arguments; hence, 

{ 
( b2

) -4H 1 - - for k = 0 
"lk(O+) = "lk(O) = R~ 

o for k =1= 0 
(7-3.63) 

from which, with the definition of H in Eq. (7-3.29), we finally obtain 

_ 12f..La( b2)[ ( b2
) ] (tJ.P, + tJ.P2) - R~ 1 - R~ Uo I - R~ - U (7-3.64) 

A more physically meaningful representation is 

[(tJ.P, +tJ.P2)?tR~m-Uo]= [6?tf..La{Uo(l- ~;) - U}][Uo(l- ~;)J 
(7-3.65) 

For the small values of alRo for which the present approximation is valid, 

the first term in brackets represents the additional force (above Poiseuille's 

law) required to force fluid through the tube. The second term is the mean 

velocity with which fluid traverses the cylinder. Their product gives the 

additional energy dissipation incurred by the presence of the sphere in the 

original field of flow. On the right-hand side of this expression, the first term 

in brackets is the frictional force experienced by the sphere, Eq. (7-3.30), 

whereas the second bracketed term corresponds to the local velocity of the 

unperturbed parabolic field in the vicinity of the sphere. It appears then 

that, for a sufficiently small sphere, the product of the drag and local velocity 

also gives the additional energy dissipation caused by the presence of an 

obstacle in the field of flow. This conclusion is confirmed by a more direct 

and general development by Brenner4 based on the reciprocal theorem 

derived in Section 3-5 and applied in Section 3-6. 

Within the volume of space presently occupied by the particle, the 

field V(2) has no singularities. As such, the sphere can experience no frictional 

forces or torques in virtue of this field; hence 

F(2) = 0 

T(I) =0 

(7-3.66) 

(7-3.67) 
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The third reflection 

The results obtained thus far for drag and pressure drop may be regarded 

as the zeroth approximation in powers of a/ Ro; that for torque is correct to 

the first power. To evaluate each of these quantities correctly to the next 

highest powers in a/ Ro, it is necessary to consider the third and fourth 
reflections. Fortunately, exact solutions for V(SI and V(4) are not required to 

arrive at exact values for these initial corrections. 
The frictional force and torque associated with v(S) can be calculated 

exactly by means of Faxen's laws. In the present application, these laws take 

the form 

and 

F(3) = 67tp,a[v(2)]o + 7ta 3 [Vp(2)]o 

T(S) = 47tp,a 3 [V x V(2)]o 
(7-3.68) 

where the subscript "0" indicates that the function in brackets is to be 

evaluated at the sphere center. The relations are valid for arbitrary fields 
V(2) and V(3) provided that each is in accord with the equations of slow 

motion and that they are related by Eq. (7-3.9). To preserve the consistency 
of the present results regarding powers of a/Ro, we omit the last term of F(3) 

appearing in Eq. (7-3.68). 
In terms of the (R, <1>, Z) system of coordinates, the center of the sphere 

is situated at the point (R = b, <I> = 0, Z = 0). Thus, from Eqs. (7-3.51) 
and (7-3.68), 

F(3) = -iz 6P,(;J kj;~ r [""'l?-")IiA-b) + 7tk(?-")?-"bI~(?-"b) 
(7-3.69) 

+ 7tk(?-")Ik(?-"b)]d(?-"Ro) 

Employing the values of'l/J'k(?-") and 7tk(?-") given by Eqs. (7-3.53) and (7-3.54), 

and putting a = ?-"Ro, this becomes 

(7-3.70) 

where 

(7-3.71) 

in which 

1 

Ma) = 2k2IHa) + (1 + k 2 )J2(a) _ 2h(a)nCa) _ [I' (a)]2 
a 3ILea) a2 k a k 

(7-3.72) 

For brevity we have put fJ = b/Ro• Equation (7-3.57) has been employed in 

simplifying the foregoing. 

The functionf(b/Ro) has been evaluated6 as a power series in even powers 

of b/Ro. The first two terms, obtained by numerical integration, are 
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f(;J = 2.10444 - 0.6977(;Y + o(;} (7-3.73) 

This development is valid for values of bl Ro ~ 0, near the cylinder axis. In 

the vicinity of the cylinder wall, where biRo ~ 1, it is possible to make an 

exact calculation, provided that the fractional distance of the particle from 

the cylinder wall, al(Ro - b), still remains small: 

lim (1 - ~)f(~) - ~ (7-3.74) 
b/R,_l Ro Ro - 16 

This limit is approached asymptotically and corresponds to a sphere near 

a plane wall. In the original paper6, details of the computation are incorrect 

because only the lead term in the Stokes field was employed. Famularo l3 

has evaluated the integrals appearing in Eq. (7-3.71) and obtained the 

results indicated in Table 7-3.1. A plot of the function [I - (bl Ro)]f(bl Ro) 

versus biRo, is presented in Fig. 7-3.3. 

TABLE 7-3.1 

VALUES OF ECCENTRICITY FUNCTION [(bl R.) 

bIRo 
0.0 

0.01 

0,03 

0.05 

0.10 

0.20 

0.30 

0.35 

0.37 

0.39 

0.40 

0.41 

0.43 

0.45 

0.50 

0.60 

0.70 

0.80 

0.90 

[(bIRo) 

2.10444 ± 0.00002 

2.10436 ± 0.00002 

2.10381 ± 0.00002 

2.10270 ± 0.00002 

2.09763 ± 0.00002 

2.07942 ± 0.00002 

2.05691 ± 0.00002 

2.04805 ± 0.00002 

2.04567 ± 0.00002 

2.04426 ± 0.00002 

2.04401 ± 0.00002 

2.04407 ± 0.00002 

2.04530 ± 0.00002 

2.04825 ± 0.00002 

2.06566 ± 0.00002 

2.16965 ± 0.00002 

2.45963 ± 0.00002 

3.2316 ± 0.0003 

5.905 ± 0.003 

Equation (7-3.51) results in the expression 

[V x V(2)]0 = iy ; kj;~ [ [2"'7rk(",)n(M) - kCllk("'fk(M)] d", (7-3.75} 

where we have noted that <f> = 0 at the sphere center, and therefore 

[i.]o = i~ (7-3.76) 

Substituting in Eq. (7-3.68) and employing both Eq. (7-3.53) and Eq. 

(7-3.55) eventually gives 
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Fllure 7-3.3. Eccentricity function for translation of a sphere in 
a circular cylinder. 

where 

g('!!'-) = g«(3) = -2. f f~ {aKk(a)Ik(a(3)I~(a(3) 
Ro 27r k=-~ o. Ik(a) 

+ Ma)[I~(a(3) - k2~~X(~:)] [Ik(at{~~(a) - (3[£(a;B)]} da 

The function 8k(a) is defined in Eq. (7-3.72). 

(7-3.77) 

(7-3.78) 

For small values of the eccentricity biRo, numerical integration of the 

foregoing yields 

(7-3.79) 

and the expansion proceeds in odd powers of biRo. As the wall is ap

proached, it appears likely from Eqs. (7-3.100) and (7-3.106) that 
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(7-3.80) 

A preliminary graph of [1 - (bjRoW g(bjRo) versus bjRo, prepared with the 

aid of these limiting forms, is shown in Fig. 7-3.4. Here, again, the original 

paper does not give the correct limiting constant because of failure to use 

the complete Stokes field. 

The fourth reflection, vC4J 

In order to obtain the first correction to the zeroth approximation for 

pressure drop it is necessary to consider the field V(4 ). Here, again, an exact 

calculation to the first power in aj Ro can be made without a corresponding 

knowledge of V(4 ). This can be seen from the following argument: If we 

resort to Lamb's general solution for the field vC3J reflected from the sphere. 

then by analogy to Eq. (7-3.22) we have 
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(7-3.81) 

This can be solved for the solid spherical harmonic function, p<.!~, by multi

plying scalarly by r; whence, 

(7-3.82) 

However, p<.!~ is, among other things, a homogeneous polynomial in r 'of 

order - 2. Thus, by Euler's theorem on homogeneous polynomials, 

(7-3.83) 

This makes 

P(3) = __ I_ r . F (3) 

-2 4nr 3 
(7-3.84) 

Using the expression for F(3) in Eq. (7-3.70) and noting that r·iz = z yields 

the harmonic function, 

(7-3.85) 

where we have written 

(7-3.86) 

As in Eqs. (7-3.26) and (7-3.27), those parts of the entire velocity and pressure 

fields, V(3) and p(3), associated with this particular harmonic function are 

and 

(7-3.87) 

(7-3.88) 

Of all the terms in Lamb's general solution, the only harmonic function 

which introduces the sphere radius a to the first power in the velocity and 

pressure fields is the P-2 harmonic. This is the dominant term as r -4 00. 

Thus, as regards powers of a and, ultimately, in the next reflection, powers of 

afRo, this is the only term which need be retained to obtain results which 

are correct to the first power in a/Roo To this degree of approximation, 

Eqs. (7-3.87) and (7-3.88) may be regarded as exact representations of the 

velocity and pressure fields. Comparing these expressions to those given in 

Eqs. (7-3.26)-(7-3.29), we find 

(7-3.89) 

and (7-3.90) 
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To the same degree of approximation, it is easy to see that 

V(4) = ~V(2) 
H 

and p(4) = ~p(2) 
H 

This immediately leads to the result 
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(7-3.91) 

(7-3.92) 

(7-3.93) 

With the values for J and H, and the expression for the pressure drop due to 

the first two reflected fields quoted in Eq. (7-3.64), this becomes 

(~P3 + ~P4) = lka( 1 - ~;) [Uo( 1 - ~;) - U Jf(;)(;) (7-3.94) 

The fourth reflected field can have no singularities within the volume 

occupied by the sphere, so that 

F(4) = 0, and T(4) = 0 (7-3.95) 

Final results for off-center sphere 

Upon summing the individual results for drag, torque, and pressure drop 

we find 

F = iz 67rJLa[ Uo ( 1 - ~;) - u J [1 + f(;) (;) + ... J (7-3.96) 

T = iy 87r JLa2 [ Uo(;)(;) + {Uo(1 - ~;) - u}g(;)(;y + ... J 
(7-3.97) 

and 

~Ps = l~t(1 - ~;)[ Uo(1 - ~;) - U J [1 + f(;)(;) + ... J 
(7-3.98) 

These expressions are correct to the highest powers of aJ Ro quoted. The 

case of a sedimenting sphere in a quiescent fluid is obtained by putting 

Uo = 0 in the foregoing. In the absence of detailed information on higher

order reflections, a more accurate form of Eqs. (7-3.96) and (7-3.98) would 

be obtained by placing the eccentricity term in the denominator with a change 

in sign of f(bJ Ro) aJ Ro, equivalent to a geometric series summation for higher 

reflections; that is, 

(b) a 1 
1 + f Ro Ro + ... ~ 1 - f(bJRo)aJRo 
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A form of the preceding equations suitable for examining situations in 

which the sphere is near the container walls can be obtained by expressing 

the previous results in terms of the ratio of sphere radius to minimum 

distance (of the sphere center) from the wall, al(Ro - b). This results in 

F = iz67t{La[ Uo(1 - ~;) - uJ [I + (1 - !Jf(!J(Ro ~ b) + ... ] 
(7-3.99) 

T = i y 87t{La 2 
[ Uo !o (I - !.)(Ro ~ b) 

+ { Uo (1 - ~;) - U}( 1 - !Y g (!.) (Ro ~ b r + ... ] 
(7-3.100) 

_ 12{La( b2
) [( b2

) ] 
f)..Ps - R~ I - R~ Uo I - R~ - U X 

X [I + (1 - !.)f(!.) (Ro ~ b) + ... ] 
(7-3.101) 

As previously observed, the quantities [I - (bl Ro)]f(bl Ro) and [I - (bl RoW 
g(bIRo) attain limiting values -& and 0, respectively, as biRo -+ 1. It should 

be noted that in these cases we assume 

Ro ~ b« I (7-3.102) 

It appears from the results of this investigation that both the drag and 

pressure drop are even functions of the eccentricity, biRo. This is to be 

expected, since symmetry requires that if the sphere is moved from its present 

location, R = b, to the opposite side of the cylinder axis, R = -b, neither 

the direction nor the magnitude of the drag should be altered. Likewise, the 

pressure drop should be unaffected by this transition, in accord with present 

calculations. On the other hand, Eq. (7-3.97) shows that the torque is an 

odd function of biRo. This conclusion is correct, since the sphere will tend 

to rotate in a direction opposite to its original direction, without alteration 

in magnitude, when it is placed in mirror-image position on the opposite 

side of the cylinder axis. Of course, at the cylinder axis we have 

T=O (7-3.103) 

Further support for the validity of the present results is provided by 

observing that, in the absence of external forces acting on the sphere, the 

viscous pressure drop due to the presence of a particle in the original field 

of flow is an essentially positive quantity. This stems from a one-to-one 

correspondence between pressure drop in rectilinear flow and energy dissi

pation. Thus, Eq. (7-3.98) shows that, for net flow in the +z direction, a 

positive pressure drop implies the inequality 

Uo(1 - ~;) > U 
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Inasmuch as Uo(l - b2IR~) is the local fluid velocity, this shows that the 

sphere necessarily lags the fluid, an obviously correct inference. Moreover, 

Eq. (7-3.96) correctly indicates that in these circumstances the frictional 

force on the sphere is always in the direction of net flow, and the sphere is 

thus dragged along by the fluid. 

An interesting conclusion to be drawn from the present calculations 

is that the drag experienced by a small sphere sedimenting in a quiescent 

fluid does not increase monotonically as we proceed outward from the cylin

der axis towards the wall. Rather, it attains a minimum value at some 

intermediate point. This can be seen quite clearly from Eq. (7-3.96) and Fig. 

7-3.3. In present circumstances, the former has the form 

F = -iz 67rJLaU [1 + f(;J (;J + ... ] (7-3.104) 

As we proceed away from the axis the function f(bIRo), and hence the drag, 

decreases initially, as required by Eq. (7-3.73); however, as the wall is ap

proached, Eq. (7-3.74) shows that f(bIRo) ultimately increases like 

1/(1 - biRo). There is thus an intermediate value of eccentricity at biRo:=::::: 0.4 

for which the drag is least. Experimental confirmation of this location of 

minimum resistance is difficult because it is small. Data of Craigl2 and Bartl 

confirm that very little increase in resistance to sedimentation of a single 

particle occurs until an eccentricity of biRo:=::::: 0.6 is exceeded. 

The results for the sedimentation of a small particle through a quiescent 

fluid near the cylinder wall are exactly the same as for a sphere moving in 

the positive z direction in the vicinity of a plane wall. Lorentz'42 results for 

the latter problem are 

F = -iz 67rJLaU [1 + [6( ~) + ... ] (7-3.105) 

whereas Faxen gives, in his thesisl5, 

. 2 [ 3 ( a )4 9 (a)5 ] T = ly87rJLa U 32 h - 256 h + ... (7-3.106) 

where h is the perpendicular distance from the sphere center to the wall, and 

the positive x direction is from the sphere center normal to the wall. It is 

emphasized that for these relationships to apply, both alh and alRo must be 

small. These should be compared with Eqs. (7-3.99) and (7-3.100), respec

tively, which, when we set Uo = 0 and utilize Eqs. (7-3.74) and (7-3.80), 

take the following forms near the cylinder walls: 

F = -iz 67rJLaU [1 + [6 (Ro ~ b) + ... ] (7-3.107) 

and (7-3.108) 

The distances from the wall, hand Ro - b, are comparable. 
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Treatment of the present problem by means of the creeping motion 

equations fails to reveal the presence of any sidewise forces tending to move 

the sphere perpendicular to the tube axis. In any real situation, "Bernoulli" 

forces tending to produce this result must exist. This lack of sidewise forces 

is a characteristic failing of the creeping motion equations and stems from 

a neglect of fluid inertia in the original equations of motion. 

Recent calculations by Rubinow and Keller49 based on a matching 

procedure using the Stokes and Oseen expansions indicate that a spinning 

sphere moving in an otherwise stationary fluid experiences a lift force F L 

orthogonal to its direction of motion. This force is given by 

FL = 7ta 3pO x U[l + O(NRe)] (7-3.109) 

Here a is the radius of the sphere, 0 is its angular velocity, U is its velocity, 

p is the fluid density, and NRe is the Reynolds number, NRe = pUa//-L. For 

small values of NRe the transverse force is independent of the viscosity. 

Rubinow and Keller then attempted to apply their results to the problem 

of the lateral motion of a neutrally buoyant sphere freely suspended in a 

Poiseuillian flow. They replaced 0 in Eq. (7-3.109) by one-half the curl of 

the unperturbed parabolic flow field, that is, the local fluid spin, which is 

presumably the angular velocity with which a small solid sphere would spin. 

They also replaced U in Eq. (7-3.109) by the slip velocity. The latter is ob

tained by setting F = 0 in Eq. (7-3.24), the magnitude of the slip velocity 

thus obtained being* i Uo(a/ Ro)2. According to this interpretation of Eq. 

(7-3.109), the direction of the lateral force is always such as to drive the 

sphere to the center of the tube. But this conclusion is at odds with the 

experiments of Segre and Silberberg50 , according to which the equilibrium 

position of a spinning, neutrally buoyant sphere is about 0.6 tube radii from 

the axis. 

It is of interest to note that the Oseen equations have been employed by 

Faxen15 for the case of a sphere moving along the axis of a cylinder through 

a quiescent fluid. As we have already noted, however, there is a fundamental 

objection to using the Oseen equations to estimate inertial effects; and 

experimental data do not confirm the Faxen solution at the higher Reynolds 

numbers for which it is supposed to apply. 

Thus, Fayon and HappeJ23 experimentally investigated the effect of a 

cylindrical boundary on a spherical particle suspended in a moving viscous 

liquid. Pressure drop due to motion of fluid past the sphere and drag on the 

sphere itself were both measured in the particle Reynolds number range from 

*Though this formula for the slip velocity is indeed correct, it cannot properly be 
obtained from Eq. (7-3.24). For the wall-effect term in Eq. (7-3.24) is of O(a/Ro)2, whereas, 

according to Eq. (7-3.96), there is a more dominant wall-effect term of O(a/Ro)' Thus, there 
is an inconsistency. Further unpublished work by the authors, in which Eq. (7-3.96) was 
extended to O(a/Ro)2, shows, rather surprisingly, that the preceding formula for the slip 
velocity is correct. 
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0.1 to 40.0 based on sphere diameter. Their experiments included data at 

small eccentricities for which it was not possible to arrive at a value of 

the eccentricity function f(bIRo) differing significantly from 2.104. The 

experimental data were correlated in such a way as to separate wall effect 

from inertial effect. Good correlation was obtained within the limits of 

accuracy of the data. McNown44 also obtained data for the sedimentation of 

a sphere along the axis of a cylinder, which is well correlated by the relation

ship developed by Fayon and Happel. For sedimentation this takes the 

form 

_F_ _ 1 (CA _ 1) 
67t/-LUa - 1 - 2.104(aIRo) + 2.087(aIRo)3 + Cs 

(7-3.110) 

Here CA = actual drag coefficient of a sphere in an unbounded medium, 

Cs = drag coefficient according to Stokes' law = 241NRe (with NRe based on 

sphere diameter). Thus (CAICs ) - 1 is a measure of fractional deviation of 

the actual drag in an infinite medium from that calculated by Stokes' law. 

Figure 7-3.5 gives a comparison of McNown's data with Eq. (7-3.110) and 

Faxen's equation based on a theoretical solution using the Oseen approx

imation: 
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Figura 7-3.5. Drag on a sedimenting sphere situated axially in a 

circular cylinder. 
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F 

67CflVa 
(7-3.111) 

where Nile = Reynolds number based on the diameter of the sphere, and d 

and D refer, respectively, to sphere and cylinder diameters. Faxen theo

retically calculated f(NHe , Did) as equal to 2.104 for NHe equal to zero. He 

obtained values for f(NRe , Did) which decreased rapidly as Nile increased. 

Examination of Fig. 7-3.S indicates that too much weight is given to the 

effect of increasing Reynolds number on the drag coefficient. This conclusion 

is also supported by the data of Fidleris and Whitmore 2:, at Nile = 100. 

These authors investigated wall effects from Nile = O.OS to 20,000 (based on 

sphere diameter). 

Sphere in axial position 

When a sphere is at the cylinder axis, biRo = 0, Eqs. (7-3.96)-(7-3.98) 

reduce to the first approximation of more accurate results previously given 

by Faxen 1j , Happel and Byrne'O, and Wakiya 57 • 

Bohlinl, using an extension of the method of reflections as originally 

developed by Faxen, carried the approximation further for a sphere in the 

axial position. He gives the formula 

F = -i z 67CflaVK1 (7-3.112) 

where Kl = 1/ [I - 2.10443 (;J + 2.08877 (;J 3 

-0.94813(;J - 1.372(;J + 3.87(;J - 4.19(;Jo + ... J 
(7-3.113) 

In his appendix to Bohlin's paper3, Faxen gives the value for the coefficient 

01 the al Ro term as 2.10444 based on a careful recalculation, and suggests the 

possibility of combining this treatment with his previous work, based on the 

use of the Oseen equations, to obtain an estimate of the effect of inertia. 

For the case where the liquid moves in Poiseuille flow with an axial 

approach velocity Vo, Bohlin obtains 

where 

F = -i z67Cfla(VK1 - VOK 2) 

K2 = K, [1 - ~. (;J - 0.1628(;J - 0.40S9(;J 

+ 0.S236(;J + 1.51 (;Jo + ... J 

(7-3.114) 

(7-3.1 IS) 

Haberman and Sayre" also considered the axisymmetric case for "large" 

al Ro- They employed general solutions of the creeping motion equations in 

terms of the stream function for both cylindrical and spherical coordinate 

systems. For the satisfaction of the boundary conditions on the cylinder 
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walls, the cylindrical coordinate solution for the stream function is used. 

The expression thus obtained represents the flow inside a circular cylinder, not 

as yet fully specified but satisfying the boundary conditions on the cylinder. 

This expression is then transformed into spherical coordinates. By com

paring termwise the constants in the foregoing expression with the constants 

in the stream function expansion obtained directly in spherical coordinates, 

a relationship between the constants is obtained. The boundary conditions 

on the sphere yield a relationship between the constants in the spherical 

coordinate solution. By substituting the previous relationships into those 

obtained from the boundary conditions on the sphere, an infinite set of linear 

algebraic equations is obtained for evaluating the coefficients appearing in 

the expansion of the stream function. 

Wall correction factors for rigid spheres moving within a still liquid 

inside an infinitely long cylinder were determined by numerically solving the 

algebraic system. The number of equations employed was systematically 

increased (at most up to eight) until only minor changes occurred in the values 

of the constants. A very good approximation for the drag was obtained by 

retaining only the first two equations of the infinite set, corresponding to 

Eq. (7-3.114) with the following constants: 
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_ 1 - 0.75857(a/Ro)5 
KJ - I - 2.1050(a/Ro) + 2.0865 (a/Ro)3 + 0.72603(a/Ro)B 

(7-3.116) 

and 

_ 1 - (2/3)(a/ Ro)2 - 0.20217(a/ Ro)5 
K2 - 1 _ 2.1050(a/Ro) + 2.0865(a/Ro)3 - 1.7068(a/Ro)5 + 0.72603(a/Ro)B 

(7-3.117) 

Actual numerical values based on the complete set of equations give more 

accurate results for values of afRo > 0.6. Figure 7-3.6 gives a comparison 

of values obtained by Haberman's approximate and exact solutions. Fidleris 

and Whitmore 25 obtained data up to afRo = 0.6 with experimental values of 

K J several per cent lower than those indicated in Table 7-3.2 at the higher 

values of aj Ro. These differences are perhaps due to end effects. Tables 7-3.2 

and 7-3.3 provide a comparison of KJ and K2 as determined by Haberman 

and Bohlin. 

Bohlin's values for K J lie between Haberman's formula and his "exact 

values" up to a/ Ro = 0.6. Thus the agreement with Haberman's method is 

very good for the interval 0 < aj Ro < 0.6 where Bohlin's formula should be 

alRo 
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0.8 

TABLE 7-3.2 

WALL CORRECTION FACTOR (KJ) FOR RIGID SPHERES MOVING 

IN A STILL LIQUID IN A CYLINDRICAL TUBE 

Haberman Haberman Bohlin 

Exact Theory Eq. (7-3.116) Eq. (7-3.113) 

1.000 1.000 1.000 

1.263 1.263 1.263 

1.680 1.680 1.680 

2.371 2.370 2.370 

3.596 3.582 3.588 

5.970 5.871 5.923 

11.135 10.591 11.057 

24.955 21.406 (36.598) 

73.555 48.985 ( -11.757) 

TABLE 7-3.3 

WALL CORRECTION FACTOR (K2) FOR FIXED RIGID SPHERES 

IN POISEUILLE FLOW 

Haberman Haberman Bohlin 

Exact Theory Eq. (7-3.117) £q. (7-3.115) 

1.000 1.000 1.000 

1.255 1.255 1.255 

1.635 1.635 1.635 

2.231 2.231 2.227 

3.218 3.218 3.198 

5.004 4.973 4.902 

8.651 8.377 8.298 

17.671 15.686 (24.765) 

43.301 33.056 I" • 
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valid. For higher values of aJRo the term (aJRo)ll is no longer negligible and 

probably accounts for the impossible value of K, at aJRo = 0.8. 

Agreement between the K2 values tabulated in Table 7-3.3 shows similarly 

good agreement for aJ Ro < 0.6. 

Haberman and Sayre also considered the case of fluid particles moving 

within a Poiseuille flow, neglecting the effect of surface tension in the stress 

equations. They showed that the assumption of a spherical shape for a fluid 

drop moving inside a cylinder cannot lead to an exact solution, although in 

many cases it appears to be a good approximation on the basis of experi

mental data they obtained. These authors also studied the motion of a 

sphere at the instant it passes the center of a spherical container, discussed 

in Section 4-22. This case is of interest as an upper bound for the resistance 

to motion within a cylindrical container, since the wall effects for spherical 

boundaries exceed these for infinite cylinders of equal radii. This problem 

is not strictly a steady state one, in contrast to the axial fall of a sphere 

in an infinitely long cylinder. 

Famularo 14 also considered the case of a spherical particle settling inside 

a spherical container, using the method of reflections. A first reflection was 

obtained for the case where the particle may occupy any position inside the 

container. Lamb's39 solution of the creeping motion equations in terms of 

spherical harmonics (see Section 3-2) were employed for this purpose, 

utilizing coordinate transformations similar to those discussed earlier in 

this section. To facilitate computations the instantaneous motion of the 

particle at an arbitrary point was resolved into (a) a motion through the 

center of the spherical container, and (b) a motion perpendicular to the 

direction of the latter. In the special case where the motion is axially sym

metric, it is possible to obtain an exact solution in bipolar coordinates for 

any ratio of inner to outer sphere radii. 

Smythe53 studied the potential flow of an ideal fluid through a tube 

containing a concentric spherical obstacle. The vector potential between the 

sphere and cylinder was found for ratios of sphere to tube radii, aJ Ro, from 

o to 0.95. Haberman28,29 also considered this and similar potential problems 

related to a sphere in a circular cylindrical container. 

Happel and Ast32 studied the axial motion of a rigid sphere in a "friction

less" cylinder on the basis of the creeping motion equations. The theoretical 

development follows that employed by Haberman. Sphere-to-cylinder radii 

ratios from 0 to 0.7 were investigated. Solution of the problem is carried out 

under the assumption that the fluid shear on the cylinder walls is everywhere 

equal to zero. This model is discussed further in Section 8-4 as a basis for 

theoretical studies of assemblages of particles. 

To date', no studies are available on motion of a sphere perpendicular to 

the axial direction in a cylinder. Such motion can occur with single spheres 

if the cylinder axis is not parallel to the gravity field. The forces developed 

when more than one sphere is present in a tube can also lead to sidewise 

components. 
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7-4 Sphere Moving Relative to Plane Walls 

The motion of a sphere parallel to a single plane wall is of interest as the 

limiting case of motion of a small sphere in a cylindrical container when the 

sphere approaches the cyli'nder wall. This problem and the more general one 

of the motion of a sphere parallel to two external plane walls was treated 

some time ago by Faxenl5. Extensions of the theory to nonspherical bodies, 

and to shear and parabolic flows, have been developed by generalization of 

Faxen's original technique. 

In order to illustrate the basic technique involved, we will first consider 

the general problem of a sphere moving between, and parallel to, two parallel 

walls extending indefinitely in a viscous fl:uid. Following this, results for 

various special cases will be given. 

The basis of Faxen'sl5 method is to express the fundamental solution of 

Laplace's equation 

(7-4.1) 

which is 

1 
P = -471:'r (7-4.2) 

in integral form. This is done by expressing l/r in the following form: 

~ = ...!... fl-= f+= ei(ax+l3y)-klzl da df3 
r 271:' -= _= k 

(7-4.3) 

where i = v'=J. Here, a and f3 are dummy variables of integration and 

k = ,.J(i2T-;:J2. This function and its cartesian partial derivatives may be 

employed to express Stokes' original solution for a sphere in an infinite 

medium entirely in terms of a cartesian coordinate system. 

Sphere moving parallel to one or two stationary 

parallel walls 

The creeping motion equations in cartesian coordinates assume the form 

/ 

o 

-1+---- b ----+V 

-z 

Figur. 7-4.1. Definition sketch for move
ment of sphere between parallel plane 
walls. 

/-L V2U = op 
AX 

/-LV2 V = op 
oy 

/-LV2 W = op 
oz 

(7-4.4) 

OU + OV + 6lw = 0 (7-4.5) 
ax oy OZ 

The velocity field is to satisfy the 

conditions v = U at the sphere sur

face and v = 0 on the plane wall(s). 

See the definition sketch, Fig. 7-4.1. 
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Based on the expression for l/r in Eq. (7-4.3), Faxen l5 ,16 established that 

a general solution of Eqs. (7-4.4)-(7-4.5) is 

1 f +~ f+~ u = _ ei(ax+,sv)-klzl 
27t -~ -~ 

{iag2 + 2g1 _ gla\klzl + 1) + a 2zg3 }da d(3 
k k· k3 k 

(7-4.6) 

1 f+~ f+~ v = - e!(ax+,sv)-k1zl i(3 
27t -~ -~ 

(7-4.7) 

1 f+~ f+~ w = _ ei(ax+,sv!-klzl 

27t -~ -~ 
(7-4.8) 

and 

p = ~ f+= f+~ ei(ax+,sv)-klzl ia{ - gl + 2 kg3 }da d(3 
7t -~ -~ k Izl 

(7-4.9) 

In general, the quantities gl, g2' and g3 may be any functions of a and (3. 

This representation is valuable because it is naturally adapted to satisfy 

boundary conditions on both spherical and plane boundaries. The problem is 

to establish the values of gl> g2, and g3 satisfying the appropriate boundary 

conditions. 

The method of reflections is utilized. First, the motion of a sphere in an 

unbounded medium is expressed in the preceding form. This may be ac

complished by setting 

where U = ix U. 

gl = taU = c, say 

g2 = -iciaa2 (7-4.10) 

Next, we wish simultaneously to cancel, on the plane walls, the velocity 

due to the sphere falling with velocity U. That is, if the basic solution with 

the functions given by Eq. (7-4.10) is reflected at the walls, we must have at 

the right wall, z = b, and the left wall, z = -I, independent solutions of the 

creeping motion equations which will cancel the original Stokes field. This 

is accomplished by selecting two additional solutions, each with three 

arbitrary functions analogous to Eqs. (7-4.6)-(7-4.9). Thus, we define 

1 f +~ f+~ u* = _ ei(ax+,sv)-kz 

27t -~ -~ 
(7-4.11) 
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1 f +~ f+~ v* = - el(ax+!3y)-kz i /3 
27l' -~ -~ 

(7-4.12) 

w* = _ e!(ax+!3y)-k: 1 f +~ f+~ 

27l' -~ -~ 

and 

(7-4.13)' 

{-gs - i~Zg4 + i:g6(zk + 1)}dad/3 

(7-4.14) 

(7-4.15) 

v** = _ ei(ax+!3y) +kz i/3 1 f +~ f+~ 

27l' -~ -~ 
(7-4.16) 

w** = _ e!{ax+,By)+kz 1 f+~ f+~ 
27l' -~ -~ 

(7-4.18) 

We must now determine the gj functions such that when z = band 

z = -I, 

u + u* + u** = v + v* + v** = w + w* + w** = 0 (7-4.19) 

The vanishing of u + u* + u** at z = -/ requires that 

0= [u + u* + u**]Z~-1 
= J... f+~ f+~ ei \ax+!3y) {ia(g2 e- kl + gsekl + g8 e- kl) 

27l' -~ -~ k 

( 2 ( 2)( -kl + kl + -kl) + k - k 3 gle g4 e g7 e (7-4.20) 
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Since this equation applies for all values of x and y, it follows that the 

expression in the vinculum must vanish. Two similar equations are obtained 

from the condition that v + v* + v** = 0 and w + w* + w** = 0 at 

z = -I. Three analogous equations arise from the conditions on the other 

wall, z = b. These six simultaneous equations determine the values of the 

six functions g4 to gD in terms of the known functions gl to gs. The velocity 

components arising from the fields u* + u**, v* + v**, w* + w** may now 

be evaluated at the center of the spherical particle, and Faxen's law used to 

evaluate the increased drag due to the presence of the walls. 

The force on the particle lies along the x axis and is, in general, given by 

the expression 

F = -ix 67r{..LaU (7 421) 
1 + (3/4)(a/c)(u* + u**)o + (as/8f.Lc)[(%x)(p* + P**)]o - . 

The subscript "0" indicates that the values of u*, etc. are to be evaluated 

at the location of the sphere center. In the present case, we obtain 

F = -ix 67rf.LaU 
1 - A (a/I) + B(a/I)S - C(a/I)5 + . -. (7-4.22) 

where the constants A and B are as follows lD : 

A = 3(1 - h) f~ X {S2tS(1 - h)[(1 - h)x - 1] 
4 0 N(st - 1) 

+ sSt2(1 + h)[(1 + h)x - 1] + 4s2t 2[2(1 - h2)X2 - 2x + 1] 

+ 2st 2[(3 - h2)x - h] + 2s2t[(3 - h2)X + h] - 4st[2(1 - h2)X2 (7-4.23) 

+ 2x + 1] + s(1 - h)[(1 - h)x + 1] + t(1 + h) [(1 + h)x+ In dx 

+ 9(1 - h) f~ s + t - 2 dx 
8 0 st - 1 

B = (1 -; hY [ ~{st2[2(1 - h)x - 1] + s2t[2(1 + h)x - 1] 

+ st[(4x - 1)2 + 1] + t[2(1 + h)x + 1] + s[2(1 - h)x + 1] - 2}dx 

+(1-h)Sf~ XS {s2t s(1-h)+sSt 2(l +h)+S2t2(8x-4) (7-4.24) 
4 0 (st - I)N 

- st 2(8x - 2h) - S2 t(8x + 2h) + st(8x + 4) - s(l - h) - t(1 + h)} dx 

_ (1 - h)3 foo x2S +! - 2 dx 
8 0 st -- 1 

Here, N = (st - 1)2 - 16x2st, s = e2X(I- h l, t = e2X(l+ h l, and k 2 = a2 + (32. 

X is a new variable of integration, not to be confused with the corresponding 

cartesian coordinate. Finally, I = (1 - h)L, and b = (1 + h)L, where 2L 

is the distance between the two parallel walls. 

Faxen did not develop a general expression for the constant C in terms 

of a single variable of integration. He applied these formulas for the case 
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h = ~, corresponding to [ = ~L and b = fL, so that the distance to one wall 

is three times as great as to the other wall; that is, b = 3/. He also evaluated 

the constant C numerically for this case. In addition, he carried the approxi

mation further by an additional reflection of the field developed at the sphere 

to the two parallel walls,thus obtaining two additional correction terms for 

the resistance formula. 

Thus, for the case of a sphere falling at the position b = 3/, Faxen 

obtained the following resistance formula: 

_ -ix 671:J.LaU 
F - 1 - 0.6526(a/l) + 0.1475(a/I)3 - 0.131(a/I)4 - 0.0644(a/J)5 + O(a/I)6 

(7-4.25) 

Here, the constants corresponding to Eq. (7-4.22) are A = 0.6526 as calcu

lated from Eq. (7-4.23); B = 0.1475 as calculated from Eq. (7-4.24); 

C = 0.0644 calculated directly from the relationships derived from the first 

reflected field. The coefficient 0.131 of the (a/I)4 term is derived from the 

second reflected field. The latter field would, of course, also give rise to a 

correction term in (ajl)6, but this term is neglected in Faxen's treatment. 

A sphere located such that b = 31 will rotate about an axis which is 

perpendicular to the direction of fall and parallel to the walls. The direction 

of rotation is opposite to that which would occur if the sphere touched the 

nearer wall (see Fig. 7-4.2). If (a/I)2 is small compared with unity the rate 

of rotation is given by 

0.025aU 
w = [2[1 _ 0.6526(a/I)] 

(7-4.26) 

If the sphere is prevented from rotating it will experience a couple about 

the y axis of magnitude ITyl = 871:J.La 3 w. Naturally, if the sphere were moved 

sufficiently close to the nearer wall, its direction of rotation would change. 

For the special case where the sphere lies midway between the two plane 

I----l'+-__ Z 

/~-----3I----~~ 

/ 

Flgur'" 7-4.2. Direction of rotation of 
a sphere settling in eccentric position 
between parallel walls. 

Figure 7-4.3. Direction of rotation of 
a sphere settling in the presence a 
single plane wall. 
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walls Eq. (7-4.22) becomes indeterminate. The general method simplifies 

considerably for this case, however, and Faxen 17 obtains 

-ix 67tf.LaU 
F = I _ 1.004(a/l) + 0.418(a/l)3 + 0.21(a/l)4 _ 0.169(ajl)5 (7-4.27) 

where 21 is the distance between walls. Of course, no torque is experienced 

by a sphere sedimenting in the midposition. 

The motion of a sphere parallel to a single plane wall may be treated 

more simply than when two plane walls are involved (Fig. 7-4.3). Only one 

additional arbitrary solution, similar to Eqs. (7-4.11)-(7-4.14), corresponding 

to three additional functions g 4, g 5, and g 6, is now required instead of six 

additional functions as is the case with two plane walls. Faxen 15 worked 

this case out in his dissertation and obtained, for a sphere and a single plane 

wall, 

_ -ix 67tf.LaU 
F - I _ (9/16)(a/l) + (l/8)(a/l)3 _ (45/256)(a/l)4 _ (l/16)(a/l)5 (7-4.28) 

This expression includes the effects of a second reflection. If the sphere is 

free to rotate it will do so at an angular velocity 

(7-4.29) 

in the same direction as if it were rolling along the wall. In these relationships, 

Faxen also obtained corrections for the inertial effects on the basis of the 

Oseen equations. This inertial correction is subject to the same basic criti

cism as presented previously in the case of a sphere falling in a cylindrical 

container (Section 7-3). 

The Lorentz resistance formula, discussed in Section 3-5, is a special 

case of Eq. (7-4.28) in which only the coefficient of the term of O(a/l) is given 

explicitly. 

Wakiya63 considered the influence of a single plane wall on the unsteady 

motion of a sphere parallel to it whose initial velocity is zero. He concludes 

that the steady state is attained more rapidly in the presence of a wall than 

without it (see Section 7-9). This solution is of interest in that no other 

treatments of unsteady flow in the presence of boundaries appear to be 

available. 

One might be tempted to assume that, in the limit, cases for two walls 

could be built up in a simple fashion from the solution for a single plane 

wall and a sphere, as suggested by Oseen41 , p. 144, by separately adding the 

effects. This leads to the formula 

_ -ix 67tf.LaU 
F - 1 - (9a/16)[(1/11) + (1/12)] 

(7-4.30) 

where 11 and 12 are the distances of the middle of the sphere from each wall. 

Thus, this procedure results in t (a/I) for the lead term of the wall-correction 
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in Eq. (7-4.25), rather than the correct value of 0.6526 (aJl); similarly we 

would obtain -£ (a/I) for the lead correction term in Eq. (7-4.27) instead of 

1.004 (a/I). This approximation procedure obviously gives too large a 

correction. 

The remarks of the preceding paragraph emphasize that the method of 

reflections cannot be employed in multiple boundary problems, using only 

one reflection, when some of the boundaries are close together or, what 

amounts to the same thing, if they are infinite in extent. Thus, we can cor

rectly obtain the influence of two plane walls on the resistance of a sphere 

only by considering the effect of the two walls simultaneously. Similarly, 

in the problem of two spheres close together in the presence of, say, a distant 

plane wall, it would be necessary to simultaneously reflect velocity fields 

from the surface of both spheres. This could be done, for example, in bipolar 

coordinates. 

In his final paper on the plane wall problem, Faxen 19 again considered 

the case of a sphere falling parallel to, and between, two parallel walls. He 

assumed that the sphere was free to move back and forth between the walls, 

and that all distances from sphere to wall were equally probable. Equations 

(7-4.23) and (7-4.24) were employed to obtain expressions for average values 

of the coefficients, and an average sedimentation velocity thereby calculated 

for a particle which Brownian motion causes to move sidewise. 

A sphere in a shearing flow between two parallel walls 

Wakiya58 ,59, using the general method developed by Faxen, considered 

the case of a sphere in a shear flow between two parallel planes. In one case 

the plates were assumed stationary and a Poiseuille flow occurred between 

them. In the other case, one plane was held stationary and the other was 

moved parallel to itself to produce a uniform shear field between the two 

plates. In all cases the motion of the sphere was assumed to be parallel to the 

walls. 

For the two-dimensional Poiseuille flow in which the sphere is placed 

eccentrically at a location I = tL-one-fourth the distance between the 

plates, as in Faxen's numerical example illustrated by Eqs. (7-4.25) and 

(7-4.26)-we have, for the undisturbed Poiseuille flow, taking the origin 

z = 0 at the sphere center, 

_ U+ 2U U 2 

u~ - 3T z - 3f2 z (7-4.31) 

v~ = w~ = 0 

This corresponds to a maximum velocity of 4Uj3 at the midpoint z = +l, 

and an approach velocity to the sphere of U at the location z = O. For this 

flow the resistance is 

_ 671'l1,aU[1 - (l/9)(a/l)2] 
F" - 1 - 0.6526(a/l) + 0.3160(a/I)3 - O.242(a/I)4 

(7-4.32) 
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If the sphere is prevented from rotating, it will experience a torque about 

the y axis given by 

(7-4.33) 

For Couette type flow, Fig. 7-4.4 depicts the pertinent geometry involved. 

A sphere is placed between two 

plane walls which lie parallel to the 

xy plane, located at z = -/ and 

z = b = 3/. At a sufficient distance 

in the x direction away from the 

sphere, the flow is represented by 

U U 
u~ = 4" + 4/ z 

(7-4.34) 

v~ = w~ = 0 

Thus at z = -I, the motion of the 

fluid and the wall is zero, whereas at 

Z= 3/the motion of the fluid and wall 

is at a velocity U in its own plane. 

tv 

~-----2L-----~ 

-~*'I.I---- b =3l----M 

,r------------4--.z 

x 

Figure 7-4.4. Definition sketch for a 

sphere in a shearing flow. 

For this flow, the resistance of a sphere which is held fixed is 

_ I (312) 71:flaU 
Fx - I _ 0.6526(a/l) + 0.4003(a/I)3 _ 0.297(a/I)4 (7-4.35) 

Note that the approach velocity to the sphere is u/4. If the sph€re is 

prevented from rotating it will experience a couple about the y axis given by 

Ty = 471: fla 2 U ~ [1 + 0.0506 ( ~ ) + 0.033 ( ~ ) 2J (7-4.36) 

Wakiya made further investigations for situations such that the sphere 

could rotate freely around its center and that the sphere could move freely in 

the flow. Equations for the angular velocity were derived. A relationship 

was also developed for the case where a sphere moves in a stationary fluid. 

It was found to agree with Faxen's result. The treatment for a freely moving 

sphere should be applicable to a treatment of suspension viscosity taking 

wall effects into consideration. 

A sphere moving perpendicular to a plane wall 

In the present section we consider the motion of a spherical particle 

toward or away from a single plane surface in an otherwise unlimited fluid. 

Two distinct cases are of interest: (a) the plane surface is rigid as, for example, 

when it constitutes the bottom of the container in which the particle falls; 

(b) the plane is a free surface, as for example, when it corresponds to the 

interface between a liquid and the atmosphere. 

The rigid wall case has been treated by Lorentz, as discussed in Section 
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3-5, for the case where the sphere radius is small compared with the instan

taneous distance of its midpoint from the plane. Solutions* which are not 

restricted by this limitation have been developed by Brenner7 using the 

general bipolar coordinate solution of the creeping motion equations em

ployed by Stimson and Jeffery54 in their solution of the problem of two 

spheres falling along their line of centers (Section 6-4). 

If we denote the sphere radius by a and the distance of its midpoint from 

the plane by h, motion toward the wall results in a resistance 

F = 67rj.lUa).., (7-4.37) 

where).., = )..,(a/h) is a correction to Stokes' law given by the expression 

_ 4. = n(n + 1) 
).., - "3 smh a ~1 (2n - 1)(2n + 3) 

[2 sinh (2n + l)a + (2n + 1) sinh 2a - 1-J 
4 sinh2 (n + {)a - (2n + 1)2 sinh2 a 

(7-4.38) 

The parameter a is given in terms of the ratio of the sphere radius a to the 

distance h by the relationship a = cosh -l(h/a). Values of ).., are given in 

Table 7-4.1. 

Experimental confirmation of this Stokes' law correction for a sphere 

approaching a plane wall has been reported by MacKay, Suzuki, and 

Mason 43 • 

A treatment by Wakiya60 , using the method of reflections as applied to 

two spheres in the presence of a plane wall, gives, as a specialized case, the 

resistance due to motion of a single sphere toward a plane wall to O(a/h)3: 

_ 67rj.laU 
F - 1 _ (9/8)(a/h) + (l/2)(a/h)3 (7-4.39) 

At dimensionless distances of h/a > 10 this formula agrees very closely with 

the values computed by Brenner in Table 7-4.1. 

When the plane toward which the sphere falls is a planar free surface, so 

that the tangential stresses and normal velocity vanish, the frictional force 

experienced by the sphere is 

F = 67rj.laU f1 

where the Stokes' correction f1 is given by7 

_ 4. = n(n + 1) 
f1 - "3 smh a ~1 (2n - 1)(2n + 3) 

[4 cosh2 (n + j)a + (2n + 1)2 sinh2 a - IJ 
2 sinh (2n + l)a - (2n + 1) sinh 2a 

(7-4.40) 

(7-4.41) 

Values of f1 calculated from this expression are given in Table 7-4.2. Inde

pendent confirmation of these results is provided by the work of Faxen and 

Dahpo-see Eq. (6-3. 52)-which, for the case of two equal spheres moving 

*An independent solution agreeing with that outlined here is also given by A. D. 
Maude, Brit. J. Appl. Phys. 12 (1961), 293. 
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TABLE 7-4.1 

STOKES' LAW CoRRECTION FOR A SOLID PLANE 

a h/a A-

0 1 00 

0.5 1.1276260 9.2517663 

1.0 1.5430806 3.0360641 

1.5 2.3524096 1.8374749 

2.0 3.7621957 1.4128629 

2.5 6.1322895 1.2219882 

3.0 10.067662 1.1252465 
00 00 1 

TABLE 7-4.2 

STOKES' LAW CORRECTION FOR A FREE SURFACE 

a h/a f3 

0 1 00 

0.5 1.1276260 3.98670 

1.0 1.5430806 1.97369 

1.5 2.3524096 1.4636 

2.0 3.7621957 1.247131 

2.5 6.1322895 1.1388563 

3.0 10.067662 1.0803758 

00 00 1 

toward each other, is equivalent to the motion of a single sphere approaching 

a free surface. 1 Their results for the first few terms [they give a relationship 

correct to (ajh)9] are equivalent to 

[ 3 (a) 9 (a)2 19(a)3 ] F = 67tl1aU 1 +"4 h + 16 h + 64 h + ... (7-4.42) 

As discussed by Brenner1 , it is not correct to apply these results to the 
case of a sphere simultaneously bounded by a plane wall and a cylindrical 

surface-for example, a sphere falling near the bottom of a falling ball 

viscometer. Use of cylindrical and planar correction factors as suggested by 

Ladenburg38 and Brenner1 will yield, at best, only an estimate of the ad

ditional resistance experienced by a spherical particle. * 

7-5 Spheroid Moving Relative to Cylindrical 

and Plane Walls 

Wakiya59 , following Faxen's methods for treating the interaction of spherical 

particles with plane walls, has developed more general solutions in which 

spheroidal particles may be involved. 

·See also the pertinent discussion and numerical results of R. I. Tanner, J. Fluid Meeh. 
17 (1963), 161. 
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A solution of the creeping motion equation in cartesian coordinates is 

first developed by extending Oberbeck's45 solution. Solutions which are 

regular outside the ellipsoid 

(7-5.1) 

and which vanish at infinity may be constructed in terms of cartesian deriva

tives of the harmonic functions defined by 

f ~ 1 ( X2 y2 z2)n ds 

Xn = A 2n a2 + s + b2 + s + c2 + s - 1 .v'(a2 + s)(b2 + s)(c2 + s) 
(n = 0, 1,2 ... ) (7-5.2) 

where A(X, y, z) is the positive root of the cubic equation 

(7-5.3) 

Instead of a uniform external flow, as was utilized by Oberbeck for ~treaming 

flow past an ellipsoid, we assume a more general flow at infinity of the form: 

Uo = ao + atz + a2z2 + aa x2 

Vo = b2 xy (7-5.4) 

Wo = ctX + c2 xz 

The general problem of an ellipsoid in an unbounded medium which satisfies 

the boundary condition Eq. (7-5.4) is solved in terms of appropriate values of 

the constants in the basic solution. In order to determine the effect of bounda

ries, this solution for an ellipsoid in an infinite medium, for the case where 

the ellipsoid has axial symmetry (b = c), is expressed in the form of infinite 

integrals (similar to Faxen's treatment for plane walls). Thus, for example, 

for a < c 

(7-5.5) 

where i= ..J=1. 

Similar forms are available for XXo. Xl and XX2> and another set of integrals 

is developed for the case where a > c. 

Spheroid between two parallel walls 

This method is applied to the case of flow past a spheroid (b = c) (axis of 

symmetry parallel to the direction of flow) placed between two plane walls 

which are parallel to the xy plane (see Fig. 7-5.1). The surfaces of the walls 

correspond to the equations 
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where d1 and d2 are positive constants, and z = 0 lies at the center of the 

spheroid_ At large distances from the spheroid, the flow is represented by 

u~ = a + /3z + ryz2 

v~ = w~ = 0 (7-5.6) 

where a, /3, and ry are arbitrary con

stants. Thus, the boundary condi

tions to be satisfied are 

u = U~, v = w = 0 

~rf////J/J////~ 

1~;;/7/77/ 
at infinity 

u = u~, v = w = 0 

for z = -d1 and z = d2 

u=v=w=o 

on the spheroid 
Flgur. 7.5.1. A spheroid between two 
plane walls. 

(7-5.7) 

Numerical calculations were carried forward for the case where d1 = d/4 

and d2 = 3d/4 (similar to Faxen's case discussed in Section 7-4), where d 

is the distance between the walls. Solutions were obtained for the following 

special cases: 

CASE A: A spheroid moving with a constant velocity (- U) along the 

x axis: a = U, /3 = 0, ry = o. 

CASE B: A spheroid is in the Couette flow obtained by the steady translation 

of one of the two walls in its own plane: a = U, /3 = U/dl> ry = o. 
Thus, the spheroid is closest to the stationary wall. 

CASE C: A fixed spheroid is immersed in a two-dimensional Poiseuille 

flow: a = U, /3 = 2U/d2, ry = - U/d1d2• The approach velocity 

to the spheroid is U. 

Some values of the drag parameter, giving the ratio of spheroid resistance 

to that in an unbounded medium, 

(7-5.8) 

and torque parameter 

Tu!/-LC2U (7-5.9) 

are tabulated in Tables 7-5.1 and 7-5.2. Note that 

K- f~ ds 
- 0 v'(a2 + s)(b2 + s)(c2 + s) 

(7-5.10) 

f
~ ds 

Ll = 0 (a 2 + s)v'(a2 + s)(b2 + s)(c2 + s) 
(7-5.11) 
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TABLE 7-5.1 

REsISTANCE OF A SPHEROID AT AN ECCENTRIC POSITION 

BETWEEN PLANE WALLS 

Values of Fx / K1~~~1 

( hll = ell = radius . 
distance to near wall' 

ale = alb = half l~ngth. 
radIUs ' 

1= d1 = d14) 

CASE A: u~ = U 

~ 
O· 0.5 It 2 4 

ell 

0.05 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.05 

0.01 1.06 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.11 

0.2 1.12 1.13 1.15 1.18 1.23 

0.3 1.20 1.21 1.24 1.29 1.34 

0.4 1.28 1.31 1.34 1.40 

0.5 1.38 1.41 1.46 1.53 

16", 
16 17.06 18.85 22.69 30.12 

e(K + a2L1) 

CASE B: u~ = U(1 + zld1) 

X e 
0 0.5 2 3 

ell 

0.05 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.05 

0.1 1.06 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.11 

0.2 1.12 1.13 1.15 1.18 1.23 

0.3 1.19 1.21 1.23 1.27 1.31 

0.4 1.27 1.29 1.32 1.37 

0.5 1.36 1.38 1.42 1.45 

CASE C: u~ = U(l + zld1) (1 - zld2) 

~e 0 0.5 2 4 

ell 

0.05 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.05 

0.1 1.06 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.11 

0.2 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.17 1.22 

0.3 1.18 1.20 1.22 1.27 1.30 

0.4 1.25 1.27 1.30 1.36 

0.5 1.32 1.35 1.39 1.44 

·Circular disk perpendicular to main stream and to walls. 

tSphere. 

correspond to constants already determined in connection with the Oberbeck 

treatment for the motion of an ellipsoid in an unbounded medium (Chapter 

5, Section 11). The notation in these tables is as follows: I = d/4 denotes the 

distance from the center of the spheroid to the nearest wall; c = the radius 

of the cross section (which lies perpendicular to the x axis); and a = the 

semiaxis along the x axis. 
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TABLE 7-5.2 

TORQUE EXERTED ON A SPHEROID AT AN ECCENTRIC POSmON 

BETWEEN PLANE WALLS 

Values of Tyl!-,e2U 

(b/I = ell = radius . 
distance to near wall' 

ale = alb = half l~ngth. 
radIUS ' 

1= d1 = d14) 

CASE A: u~ = U 

X 0 0.5 2 4 

ell 

0.Q1 -0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 

0.05 -0.02 -0.Q1 0.00 0.12 1.03 

0.1 -0.06 -0.05 0.02 0.54 4.33 

0.2 -0.26 -0.21 0.09 2.16 18.9 

0.3 -0.62 -0.49 0.21 5.2 

CASE B: u~ = U(1 + zld1) 

~ 
0 0.5 2 4 

ell 

0.01 0.32 0.34 0.38 0.46 0.64 

0.05 1.58 1.70 1.89 2.39 4.24 

0.1 3.14 3.37 3.79 5.04 10.35 
0.2 6.14 6.62 7.63 11.24 31.0 

0.3 8.98 9.75 11.51 18.8 

CASE C: u~ = U(l + zld1) (1 - zld2) 

X 0 0.5 2 4 

ell 

0.01 0.21 0.23 0.25 0.31 0.44 
0.05 1.05 1.13 1.26 1.63 3.04 
0.1 2.07 2.23 2.53 3.53 8.34 
0.2 4.00 4.43 5.11 8.22 27.0 
0.3 5.78 6.33 7.74 14.3 

Note from Table 7-5.2, Case A, that the torque on a sedimenting 

spheroid changes its sign when the ratio of ale exceeds a certain value. Thus 

the edge of a disk falling broadside will tend to dip on the side nearest the 

near wall. When the ratio exceeds the value 

(afc)crit ::::::: 0.901 (7-5.12) 

[assuming we can neglect terms of higher order than (a//)3 or (e//)3] the direc

tion of the torque becomes such that it tends to rotate the object as if it 

were rolling on the near wall, as is also the case with a sphere sedimenting 

in an eccentric position. As long as the spheroid moves in the direction of its 

symmetry axis, it will experience no sidewise thrust. But when an eccen

trically located particle rotates due to the torque it experiences, a sidewise 
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thrust will be experienced. This will tend to move it towards the nearer wall, 

for both disk- and needle-shaped objects (see Chapter 5). 

Wakiya61 also studied, via the same general analysis, the behavior of a 

spheroid located midway between two parallel walls. In this case he carried 

forward a numerical development for the case a = c (that is, the circular 

cross section is perpendicular to the walls but parallel to the direction of 

flow; the axis of symmetry is perpendicular to the flow direction). Two cases 

were considered: 

CASE A: A spheroid moving with a constant velocity ( - U) along the x axis. 

(Similar to Case A for the off-center spheroid). 

CASE B: A fixed spheroid immersed in a two-dimensional Poiseuille flow 

with approach velocity (+ U) along the x axis. 

No torque arises in these circumstances. Some values of the drag parameter 

Fz(K + a2L 1) 

167rJ.LU 

are given in Table 7-5.3. 

TABLE 7-5.3 

RESISTANCE OF A SPHEROID AT A CENTRAL POSITION 

BETWEEN PLANE WALLS 

Values of F / 161fp.U 
z K + a2LI 

(a/l = c/I = radius . 
distance to wall' 

b/c = b/a = -half l~ngth) 
radIUs 

CASE A: u~ = U 

~c 0 0.5 2 3 

c/I 

om 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.02 

0.05 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.06 LOS 

0.1 1.06 LOS 1.10 1.14 1.19 

0.2 1.13 1.17 1.24 1.37 1.47 

0.3 1.20 1.30 1.41 1.61 

0.4 i.2S 1.44 1.60 

CASE B: u~ = U[1 - (z/I)2] 

~c 0 0.5 2 3 

c/I 

0.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.02 

0.05 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.06 LOS 

0.1 1.06 LOS 1.10 1.14 1.19 

0.2 1.11 1.15 1.22 1.35 1.45 

0.3 1.15 1.25 1.36 1.56 

0.4 1.21 1.36 1.52 
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The values tabulated in Table 7-5.3, Case B, for a Poiseuille flow, cor

respond to the following formula: 

_ 16?tfLU[1 - (1/3)(a/I)2]/(K + a2L 1) 3 
F. - I - [lICK + a2L 1)/][2.6776 _ 0.4244(b/I)2 _ 0.6902(a/I)2] (7-5.1) 

The foregoing is correct to O(a or b//)5. Values of the resistance of the 

spheroid in an infinite medium, that is, 16?tfLU/(K + a2Ll)' are available 

either from Table 7-5.1 or the tabulation in Table 5-11.1. 

For the case of a two-dimensional Poiseuille flow approaching a disk held 

edgewise to the flow, with its axis of symmetry parallel to the plane walls and 

midway between them, we set b = 0 in Eq. (7-5.13). Since, for this case, 

K = ?t/a, Ll = ?t/(2a3), we obtain 

F = (32/3)fLaU[1 - (1/3)(a/I)2] (7-5.14) 
x 1 - 0.568(a/l) + 0.146(a/I)3 

For the case where a = b we have a sphere in a two-dimensional Poisellille 

flow, midway between the walls. When a = b, K = 2/a and Ll = 2/(3a3), 

whence 

_ 6?tfLaU[1 - (1/3)(a/I)2] 
Fx - I - 1.004(a/l) + 0.418(a/I)3 

(7-5.15) 

This may be compared with Faxen's formula Eq. (7-4.27) for a sphere sedi

menting between two plane walls. The denominators of both expressions are 
identical to O(aj/) 3. 

Spheroid moving parallel to a plane wall with its 

symmetry axis at an arbitrary angle of attack 

In another study, Wakiya62 considered the motion of a spheroid parallel 

to a single plane wall, but with the axis of symmetry making an arbitrary 

angle to the wall instead of being 

parallel to it, as in the two cases pre

viously discussed for motion between 

parallel planes. This case is more 

complicated than the previous ones. 

It requires a transformation of co

ordinates from the x, y, z system 

appropriate to the ellipsoid to the 

X, Y, Z, system appropriate to the 

direction of motion of the spheroid 

(see Fig. 7-5.2). 

In the previous case, where an 

ellipsoid moves in an off-center posi-

z 

z 

x 

/ 

tion between two walls, we noted Figur. 7.5.2. Definition sketch for 

that the direction of the torque may' spheroid and plane wall (b = c). 
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change, depending on the shape of the ellipsoid. This fact suggests the existence 

of a stable orientation for a spheroid; and this problem motivated Wakiya's 

study. Motion along a single wall was chosen to reduce the computational 

work. It is found that in addition to the drag on the ellipsoid, it also experi

ences a lift force, at right angles to the plane wall. Within the accuracy of the 

approximation, [(a or c)//P, the direction of the torque changes in algebraic 

sign, depending on both shape and inclination. This torque vanishes for 

alc = 1 (a sphere). Note that this is slightly different from the critical ratio 

alc = 0.901 obtained for a spheroid eccentrically located between two 

parallel planes. Thus it is concluded that if a spheroid is allowed to rotate 

freely around its center, it will finally adopt a definite inclination and will 

not continue to rotate like a sphere. Moreover, it will then tend to move 

laterally, owing to the sidewise thrust. 

Spheroid at the center of a circular cylinder 

Utilizing the same general solution for flow relative to an ellipsoid in 

an infinite medium as previously, Wakiya59 considered axisymmetric flow 

past a spheroid in an infinitely long pipe of circular cross section, its axis 

coinciding with the axis of symmetry of the spheroid (the x axis). Thus, for 

the spheroid, b = c. Numerical evaluation was carried out for two special 

cases: 

CASE A: The spheroid moves with constant velocity ( - U) along the pipe axis. 

CASE B: The spheroid is immersed in a Poiseuille flow through the pipe. 

In these cases (in contrast to flow between plates) an additional pressure 

difference between the ends of the pipe is necessary to maintain the same 

total flux as when the spheroid is absent. 

Insofar as terms of the order of [(a or c)1 RoP are negligible, the additional 

pressure drop is related to the drag on the spheroid by the same relationship 

as applies for a sphere; namely, 

AP = 2~ [1 - 2(~)2J 
7CRo 3 Ro 

Ro is the cylinder radius and c the spheroid radius. If Uo denotes the center

line velocity of the Poiseuille flow, the general relationship for the drag is 

_ 167CJ.L[Uo + U - (2/3)Uo(cIRo)2]/(K + a2L\) _ 
F - 1 _ [1/(K + a2L\)Ro][5.6112 _ 2.0211 (aIRo)2 _ 3.5431(cIRo)2] (7 5.16) 

Values of the drag and pressure drop parameters are given in Tables 

7-5.4 to 7-5.6. 

In particular, for the case of a circular disk (a = 0) we have 

F = 16J.Lc[U + Uo - (2/3)Uo(cIRo)2] 
1 - 1.786(cIRo) + 1.128(cIRo)3 

(7-5.17) 
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TABLE 7-5.4 

RESISTANCE OF A SPHEROID SEDIMENTING IN A CYLINDRICAL TUBE 

(Values of F / Kl~~~l for u= = V) 

~ 
0 05 2 4 

~ 
om 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.03 

0.05 LIO LII LI2 LI4 1-20 

0.1 1.22 1-23 1-26 1-33 1-46 

0.2 L53 L59 1-68 1.87 2.00 

0.3 2.02 2.15 2.35 2.62 

TABLE 7-5.5 

RESISTANCE OF A SPHEROID IN POISEUILLE FLOW, OR PRESSURE 

DROP DUE TO A SEDIMENTING SPHEROID IN A CYLINDRICAL TUBE 

C'IU~ of l6.uUJ& + ,,~;) fm ll_ ~ Uo [I - (RIRO)') 

L!.P7r:R~ 
for u= = V Values of 327tf1,V/(K + a2L1) 

~ 
0 0.5 2 4 

~ 
0.01 1.02 1-02 1-02 1-03 1-03 

0.05 LIO LIO LI2 1.14 1.20 

0.1 1.21 1-22 1.25 1-32 1.45 

0.2 1-49 L55 1-63 1-82 1.95 

0.3 1.90 2.02 2.21 2.46 

TABLE 7-5.6 

PRESSURE DROP DUE TO A SPHEROID IN POISEUILLE FLOW 

IN A CYLINDER 

( L!.P7tR~ 
Values of 327tf1,Vo/(K + a 2L 1) 

for u= = Vo [1 - (R/ Ro)2]) 

~ 
0 0.5 2 4 

~ 
om 1.02 1-02 1-02 1-03 1.03 

0.05 1-09 LIO 1.11 1.14 LI9 

0.1 1.20 1.22 1.25 1-31 1.44 

0.2 1-45 1.50 1.59 1.77 

0.3 1-79 1.90 2.08 

and tl.P = (32/1411:RmU + Uo - (2/3)(2Uo + U)(c/RoYl 
1 - 1.786(c/Ro) + 1.128,(c/Ro)3 

(7-5.18) 

As an illustration, consider the sedimentation of a spheroid in a circular 

cylinder. For the present case we have b = c; a is the half-length of the 
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symmetry axis. Referring to Section 5-11 (note nomenclature change, since 

there the same case is taken as a = c), in an unbounded fluid 

(7-5.19) 

where R is the "equivalent sphere radius." For a ratio of ale = 10, we have 

R - = 3.812 
e 

Thus I/(K + a2L 1) = 1.43e. Applying Eq. (7-5.16), we obtain 

F 1 
F~ = 1 - 1.43 (eIRoH5.612 - 2.0211 (aIRo)2 - 3.5431 (eIRo)2] 

or, since a = 10e, 

F 1 
F~ = 1 - 1.43(eIRo)[5.612 - 205.65(eIRo)2] 

(7-5.20) 

(7-5.21) 

(7-5.22) 

Because of the large value of the coefficient of the (elRoY term in square 
brackets, the effect of length of the object will be appreciable except at very 

small ratios of elRo. Thus if elRo = 0.1, FIF~ = 2.04. Neglect of the (eIRo)2 

term would have yielded FIF~ = 5.10. The lead correction term could, of 
course, be obtained directly from Eq. (7-2.15) by using the point force 

approximation with k = 2.104. Thus, 

F 1 1 
F~ = I - k(F~/67rJLURo) = I - 2.104(3.812 X 67rJLUeI67rJLURo) 

I 
= 1 - 8.02(eIRo) 

(7-5.23) 

in agreement with Eq. (7-5.21). 

7-6 k-Coefficients for Typical Boundaries 

The previous treatments for spheres in the presence of various boundaries 

enable us to establish the values of k in Eq. (7-2.15), the point force ap

proximation for drag as influenced by the presence of walls. Higher-order 

approximations require an explicit solution of the boundary value problem, 
and this requires that the geometry of the particle as well as the walls be 

considered. Table 7-6.1 gives a collection of k values from previous sections 
of this chapter as a function of particle location, direction of fall, and shape 

of boundary. Other first-order approximations involving free surfaces, 

Poiseuille, and shearing flows may also be handled without an explicit 

consideration of the particle geometry. 5 
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TABLE 7-6.1 

k-CoEFFICIENTS FOR THE DRAG ON A TRANSLATING PARTICLE IN THE 

PRESENCE OF RIGID BOUNDARIES 

Shape of Location of Particle Direction of Motion Value of k 

External Boundary Center 

Cylinder axis; , 

I = radius of Axial 2.1044 

Circular cylinder 
cylinder 

Eccentric Axial See Table 

7-3.1 ; 

k =f(b/Ro} 

Midway between walls; Parallel to 1.004 

I = distance to either walls 

wall 

Parallel plane walls 1/4 distance between Parallel to 0.6526 

walls; walls 

I = distance to nearer 

wall 

I = distance to wall Perpendicular to 9/8 
wall 

Single plane wall 
I = distance to wall Parallel to wall 9/16 

Spherical Center of sphere; Radial 9/4 
I = radius of sphere 

7-7 One- and Two-Dimensional Problems 

Though not directly related in most instances to particulate media, several 

problems involving one- and two-dimensional situations in which an outside 

wall and an inside boundary occur are of interest in provluing analogies to 

the more complicated three-dimensional problems encountered with particles. 

A cylindrical rod moving axially inside a stationary 

circular cylinder 

We assume in this case that the motion of the inside cylinder is axial, as 

shown in Fig. 7-7.1. In this case, the governing equation is 

1. !!...(R dw) = 1.. dp 
R dR dR f-L dz 

(7-7.l) 

where w = w(R) is the z component of velocity. The general solution of this 

equation is 

(7-7.2) 
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z 

R 

~----t-+-- 2b 

,;"" ... ----

U 

Figure 7-7.1. Definition sketch 
for axial movement of a cylin

der. 
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The boundary conditions are 

W= -U at R = a 

w = 0 at R = b 

(7-7.3) 

(7-7.4) 

For the case of a sedimenting cylinder, the net 

flow Q through the annulus is zero; thus 

If we set 

Q = 27t s: wR dR = 0 (7-7.5) 

1 dp 
C3 =--

4p, dz 
(7-7.6) 

the three constants C1 , C2 , and C3 appearing 

in Eq. (7-7.2) maybe calculated from the three 

boundary conditions, Eqs. (7-7.3)-(7-7.5). 

Knowledge of these may then be utilized to cal

culate the drag F per unit length on the inner 

cylinder via the formula 

F = -27tp,a [~~t~" (7-7.7) 

The result is 

F 1 - [2a2/(b 2 - a2)][l - {2a 2/W - a2)}{ln (b/a)}] 
27tp,U = W + a2){ln (b/a) - lJ/W - a2) 

(7-7.8) 

If b ~ a, we may neglect terms of order (a/b)2 and obtain 

F = 27tp,U 
In (b/a) + 1 

(7-7.9) 

This result may be compared with the limiting case of flow througb an 

annulus, given by Rothfus, et a148 • This is based on Lamb's39 derivation. 

Here neither the inside nor outside tube moves, but in the limit the resistance 

should be equivalent to the case just considered with 2 V substituted for - U, 

where V is the average velocity of flow in the annulus. It is found that with 

b ~ a, Rothfus' result becomes 

F = 47t/1V 
In (b/a) + 1 

(7-7.10) 

Another interesting case occurs when the outer cylindrical shell is friction

less. Here the pressure gradient times the cross-sectional area must equal the 

drag per unit length on the inside cylinder since there is no shear on the out

side cylinder. With the inner cylinder moving with velocity U and the outer 

one stationary, the limiting case of b ~ a yields 

_ 27tp,U 
F - In (b/a) + 3/4 

(7-7.11) 
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The behavior of a rod in an eccentric annular position has been con

sidered in Section 2-5. Brenner4 has also discussed the drag on the rod for 

this case. 

Cylindrical rod located along the axis of another cylinder 

and moving perpendicular to the axis 

This case is considered in greater detail in the following chapter, since it 

may be applied to the case of flow through an assemblage using a cell model 

technique. The basic treatment is developed by Slezkin52 • 

When a cylinder moves transversely in a tube whose outer wall is solid, 

the limiting case of b ~ a yields 

F = 47iJ-LU (7 7 12) 
In (bja) -- 1 - . 

Alternatively, if the outside wall is frictionless 

_ 47iJ-LU 
F - In (bja) + Ij2 

(7-7.13) 

Experimental data for rods in circular cylinders 

It is of interest that experimental data for circular cylinders falling sidewise 

but perpendicular to the axis of the containing cylinder appear to be in reason

able agreement with Eq. (7-7.12), though the derivation of the latter refers 

to sidewise fall parallel to the axis of the containing cylinder. Thus, White 66 

reported data at very low Reynolds numbers for wires falling sidewise as they 

settled in a vertical cylindrical container. White correlated his data by the 

formula 

F 14.5 

J-LU In (0.8bja) 
(7-7.14) 

In this same form, for b ~ a, Slezkin's formula (7-7.12) becomes 

F 47i 
J-LU - In (bja) - 1 

(7-7.15) 

For example, if bja = 100, Eq. (7-7.14) gives FjJ-LU = 3.3, whereas Eg. 

(7-7.15) gives FjJ-LU = 3.5. At higher values of bia, agreement is still closer. 

White's work was conducted on wires of length-to-diameter ratios of 50 and 

less, and a correction factor for the finite length employed, which is substan

tial in the cases of short wires. 

A limited amount of additional data l7 indicates that for long wires 

falling axially .. in a cylindrical container with b ~ a, Eq. (7-7.9) is applicable. 

Thus with values of bja = 267, and rods 200 diameters in length, the pre

dicted Fj J-L U values were only 10 per cent less than observed. 

It thus appears that the drag per unit length on a long cylinder falling in 

a container can often be approximated by the one- and two-dimensional 

solutions with boundaries. It will be recalled that Lamb's39 (Section 2-7) 
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formula for a cylinder, which involves taking inertial effects into consideration, 

gives an analytical expression for the fall of a cylinder in an infinite medium. 

No finite solution is possible for this case using the creeping motion equations. 

At slow speeds, however, Lamb's formula is found to apply only when the 

boundaries are very far away indeed. For example66 when NRe = 0.001, 

boundaries 500 diameters away completely dominate the drag (as computed 

by the creeping motion approximation), and it is not until they are some 

10,000 diameters away that their influence disappears. 

Cylinder moving between two parallel plane walls 

A circular cylinder moving perpendicular to its axis, with its axis midway 

between and parallel to the walls, gives rise to a two-dimensional problem. 

Two cases are of interest: (l) the cylinder moves parallel to the walls; (2) 

the cylinder moves perpendicular to the walls. 

1~~~~~~V0.~"0 

tl ~ \Of----I .... u---.~ x 

1 

,,~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
flgur. 7.7.2. Definition sketch for cylin

der moving parallel to walls. 

The definition sketch, Fig. 7-7.2, 

depicts the geometry of the first case. 

Faxen 21 ,22 worked this problem out 

in great detail. Since the problem is 

two-dimensional, it can be simplified 

by use of the stream function '0/, 
where the x and y velocity compo

nents are, respectively, 

U = 0'0/ 
oy' 

0'0/ v=--ox (7-7.16) 

In terms of the stream function, the 

creeping motion equations are 

( 02 02 ) ( 02 02 
) '(74'0/ = OX2 + oy2 OX2 + oy2 '0/ = 0 (7-7.17) 

as discussed in Section 3-1. 

In terms of the component velocities, the boundary conditions are 

U = v = 0 on the planes y = ± I 

U = U = constant, v = 0 on the cylinder X2 + y2 = a2 (7-7.l8) 

U = v -+ 0 as Ixl -+ 00 

Equivalently, in terms of the stream function these boundary conditions 

require 

'0/ -+ 0 as Ixl-+oo 
On the cylinder x 2 + y2 = a 2, 

'0/ = Uy, 0'0/ = 0 
ox 

(7-7.l9) 

(7-7.20) 
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On the planes y = ± I, 

'1/1'=0, 0'1/1'=0 
oy 

345 

(7-7.21) 

Equations (7-7.17), (7-7.19) and (7-7.21) are satisfied by the following 

choice of stream function: 

'I/I'(x,y) = r (Ao + A l a 2 + A 2a 4 + ... ) [ye- aIYI 

+ (2al - I + e- 2al)y cosh ay - 2aP sinh ay] cos ax da 
sinh 2al - 2al a 

+ r (Bo + BI a 2 + B 2a 4 + ... ) [1~(-aIYI 
(7-7.22) 

+ 2ay cosh ay ---: (1 + 2al + e-2al
) sinh ay] cos ax da 

smh 2al- 2al 

The foregoing integrals may be divided into a series of simpler convergent 

integrals, and the constants Ao, AI, A2 ... , Bo, Bl> B2 ... determined so as 

to satisfy condition (7-7.20). For this purpose it is convenient to introduce 

series expansions for An and Bn. An infinite number of simultaneous 

equations is obtained and these are solved for the constants. For a unit 

length of cylinder the resistance is ultimately found to be 

_ 47tflU 

F - In(l/a) _ 0.9157 + 1.7244(a/l)2 - 1.7302(a/l)4 
(7-7.23) 

In a later treatment, Faxen 22 extended the analysis to powers of (afl)B, and 

provided an expression for the additional pressure drop due to movement of 

the cylinder in the space between the plane walls. Comparable results were 

also presented for the case of Poiseuille flow past the stationary cylinder. 

It is interesting to note that in the case where I» a, Eq. (7-7.23) gives a 

result very similar to that observed in the case of cylindrical boundary, 

Eq. (7-7.12). 

Westberg65 , in an extended treatment of similar problems, including that 

for potential flow, considers the second case, in which the cylinder moves 

perpendicular to the planes in a viscous incompressible fluid. The magnitude 

of the force acting per unit length is computed to powers of (a/I) I 2. The 

following formula gives the first few terms: 

_ 47tfLU 

F - In(l/a) - 0.62026 + 1.04207(a/l)2 
(7-7.24) 

Takaisj34 considered the problem of motion of a circular cylinder parallel 

to a single plane wall, when moving perpendicular to its own axis. In the 

limiting case of large b/a (b = distance from wall to center of cylinder; 

a = radius of cylinder), the drag per unit length is 
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F = 47tfLU 
In (2hja) 

(7-7.25) 

Takaisi's treatment is based on the Oseen equations, and the result cited 

is obtained by putting the Reynolds number equal to zero in his more general 

formula. When inertial effects are retained, one finds a lift force tending to 

move the cylinder away from the wall. 

In a later paper, Takaisi 56 also considered the motion of a cylinder 

parallel to, and at the midpoint between, two planes. The results are in general 

agreement with Eq. (7-7.23). 

7-8 Solid of Revolution Rotating Symmetrically 

in a Bounded Fluid 

In this section, we consider the first-order effects of wall proximity on the 

hydrodynamic torque experienced by a rotating body. 

Equation (7-2.15) has an analog for the torque experienced by a particle 

rotating near a boundary. The methods for obtaining it are, on the whole, 

quite similar to those already utilized in Section 7-2 for a translating particle. 

For reasons which will be made clear, however, we must here limit the scope 

of our investigation to bodies of revolution rotating about their symmetry 

axes. Furthermore, the shape and orientation of the container boundaries 

must be such that the streamlines arising from the slow rotation of the body 

in their presence lie in concentric circles. This arises, for example, from the 

rotation of an axially symmetric body about the axis of a circular cylindrical 

container filled with viscous fluid. The treatment follows Brenner's original 

investigation 5• 

Let T denote the torque about any point on the axis of revolution of the 

body when the latter rotates about this axis with angular velocity (I). Because 

of the symmetrical disposition of the body relative to the boundaries, both 

T and (I) will lie parallel to this symmetry axis. 

The boundary conditions to be satisfied are as follows: 

and 

v = (I) x r on P 

v = 0 on S 

v ---+ 0 as r ---+ 00 

(7-8.1 ) 

(7-8.2) 

(7-8.3) 

where P and S represent the particle and bounding surface, respectively. In 

the case of a particle rotating inside a closed surface, it is not necessary to 

satisfy Eq. (7-8.3). The velocity and pressure fields can be decomposed and 

successive reflections determined as in Section 7-2, except that the initial field 

in the unbounded fluid is now defined by 

v( 1) = (I) x r on P, VO) ---+ 0 as r ---+ 00 (7-8.4) 
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Let T denote the couple exerted on the particle by the fluid, and let T(n) 

denote the couple associated with the field y(n). The couples deriving from the 

even-numbered fields, reflected from S, vanish identically; therefore, analo

gously to Eq. (7-2.1), one may write 

T = T(I) + T(3) + T(S) + . .. (7-8.5) 

The initial field obviously corresponds to rotation of the particle in the 

unbounded fluid with angular velocity (I). Associated with this motion is the 

couple 

(7-8.6) 

where T = denotes the couple in the absence of S. 

Now, when any nonskew body (that is, one for which the coupling dyadic 

vanishes at its center of reaction) rotates about any axis through its center of 

reaction, it experiences no net hydrodynamic force, at least in an unbounded 

fluid. Under these circumstances it can be shown that the velocity field at 

great distances is of the general form 

(7-8.7) 

where p( 1) = p= is the pressure field generated by the rotation of the particle 

in the unbounded fluid. [More explicitly, p( 1) is that part of the pressure 

field which is of 0(,-2).] When the rotating body is a solid of revolution 

rotating about its symmetry axis, the pressure is everywhere constant; hence 

(7-8.8) 

which leads to the following asymptotic expression for the velocity field: 

(I) _ T = x r + (- 2) 
Y - ---- 0 r 

87rJ-Lr 3 
(7-8.9) 

The terms displayed explicitly correspond to the motion created by the action 

of a symmetrical point couple concentrated at the origin. 

In general, if {) is the rotation dyadic at the point on the axis about 

which we are taking moments, then 

(7-8.10) 

We next focus attention on the calculation ofT(S) in Eq. (7-8.5). It can be 

shown, by an application of the reciprocal theorems, that for symmetrical 

flows of the type under consideration, 

(7-8.11) 

where (1)(2) = t V X y(2), and the subscript 0 refers to evaluation at the 

location of the point about which moments are being taken. 

Because of the prevailing symmetry, vector torques and spins may 

equally well be represented by comparable scalar quantities. Let k be a unit 

vector parallel to the axis of rotation in a sense such that (I) = kw where 
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w = Iwl > O. Then we may write T = -kT, T= = -kT=, T(n) = -kT(n) 

and W~2) = - kW~2). The scalars appearing here are all positive with the 

possible exceptions of T(n) and W~2). From Eq. (7-8.11), we now obtain 

(7-8.12) 

re 3 ) is thus positive or negative according as W~2) is positive or negativ~. 

This relation is the analog of Eq. (7-2.9). 

From here on, the analysis is sufficiently similar to that given in Section 

7-2 for details to be omitted. This eventually leads to the relation 

T 
T= - 1 - (W~2)/W) 

(7-8.13) 

analogous to Eq. (7-2.12). By appropriate dimensional arguments one may 

conclude that 

W(2) = K~ (7-8.14) 
o 87tflP 

where K is a dimensionless constant of 0(1) which is independent of the size 

and shape of the particle, depending only on S. Note that I is, as before, 

a characteristic distance from particle to boundary. Different definitions of 

I give rise to different numerical values of K in such a way that the over-all 

result is unaffected. By analysis of the errors incurred in our various ap

proximations, and by invoking arguments similar to those in Section 7-2, we 

are led to the final result 

T_ 1 
L - 1 - K(T=/87tflPw) + 0(c/I)5 

(7-8.15) 

where c is a characteristic particle dimension. This result is the counterpart 

of Eq. (7-2.15), which gives the influence of walls on a translating particle. 

In general, T= = 0(87r/1C3W). Thus, it may be seen from the preceding 

relation that the magnitude of the wall effect for a rotating particle depends 

on terms of O(c/I)3. This is in contrast to the wall effect for a translating 

particle, which depends on terms of O(c/I). The wall effect is therefore very 

much smaller in the former case. The smallness of the effect has already been 

commented on by Jeffery36 in reference to the problem of a sphere rotating 

near a plane wall. In consequence of this, Eq. (7-8.15) applies to very much 

larger c/I ratios than does its counterpart for translation. For example, when 

a spherical particle of radius c rotates about an axis perpendicular to a solid, 

infinite plane wall situated at a distance 1 from its center, Eq. (7-8.15) gives 

T/T= = 1.055 and 1.110 for c/I = 0.7477 and 0.925, respectively. The exact 
values tabulated by Jeffery36 for these two cases are 1.057 and 1.126, 

respectively. 

The general form of Eq. (7-8.15), including the error estimate, is con

firmed by Jeffery's36 solutions for spheroidal particles rotating at the center 
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of confocal spheroidal shells. Analogous agreement exists for spherical 

particles in diverse situations, except that the actual error is very much 

smaller for such particles than that indicated by Eq. (7-8.15). For example, 

Lamb's39 solution for a spherical particle rotating at the center of a con

centric spherical shell yields Eq. (7-8. I 5) exactly, with no error whatsoever, 

regardless of the ratio of inner to outer sphere radii. On the other hand, 

Jeffery's36 solution for a sphere near a plane boundary leads to an error of 

O(C/I)8, rather than the one shown in Eq. (7-8. I 5). It appears that spherical 

. particles constitute a degenerate case with respect to the magnitude of the 

error implicit in the approximate solution. 

In the case of a spherical particle of radius a, T~ = 87tfw3ro; Equation 

(7-8.15) therefore becomes 

T 1 
T~ - I - K(a/I)3 + ... (7-8.16) 

The K value for any particular surface S can be obtained by comparing the 

foregoing with the known solution for a spherical particle. Results are 

tabulated in Table 7-8. I. Only a very few solutions of the equations of motion 

are known for spheres rotating near boundaries. These are considered 

subsequently. The first two cases in Table 7-8.1 are drawn from Jeffery's36 

article on the rotation of bodies of revolution; the third case, from recent 

independent investigations by Haberman29 and Brenner and Sonshine1o• 

Other K values can be deduced from Jeffery's solutions for a particle at 

the center of a spheroidal boundary and for a non-centrally situated particle 

in a spherical boundary. 

No experimental data appear to exist for nonspherical particles against 

which Eq. (1-8.15) may be checked. This seems surprising as the subject 

appears to be of some interest in the general theory of rotational viscometers. 

As an example of other possible applications to which the theory may be 

put, consider the problem of two equal circular disks (radii = c), rotating 

parallel to each other about their line of centers in an infinite fluid. Let 21 

denote the distance between them and suppose that they rotate with the same 

angular speed ro, either in the same or opposite directions. The plane 

midway between them then behaves as either a free surface or solid plane, 

according as they rotate in the same or opposite directions. This problem 

falls within the scope of Case II (Table 7-8.1). Inasmuch as T~ = (32/3)f.1c 3ro 

(Jeffery36) we obtain, for the couple on either disk required to maintain the 

uniform rotation, 

_ (32/3)f.1c 3 ro 

T - 1 ± [4/(37t)](c/l)3 + O(c/I)5 
(7-8.17) 

the upper or lower sign being taken according as the disks rotate in the same 

or opposite directions. In the first case the couple is decreased by the presence 

of the other disk, whereas it is increased in the second. 
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TABLE 7-8.1 
VALUES OF K FOR USE IN EQ. (7-8.15) 

CASE I: Particle rotating at the center of an outer sphere with solid walls; I = radius 
of outer sphere: 

K=1 

CASE II: Particle rotating about an axis which is perpendicular to a single, infinite plane 

surface; I = distance from center of particle to plane: 
(a) Solid plane: 

K= 1/8 

(b) Frictionless plane (free surface):* 

K = -1/8 

CASE III: Particle rotating about the longitudinal axis of a circular cylinder; I = radius 

of cylinder: 
K = 0.79682417 

·This is obtained from Jeffery's solution for the rotation, about their line of centers, of 
two equal spheres, external to each other in an infinite fluid, when they rotate at the same 
angular velocity. The plane of symmetry midway between them is then a "frictionless" 
plane. 

Rotation of a sphere inside a second sphere 

Landau and Lifshitz40 discuss the slow motion of fluid contained in the 

space between. two concentric spheres of radii a j and a2, respectively 

(a 2 > a j ). Both spheres rotate uniformly about generally different diameters 

with angular velocities CUI and CU 2• The angular Reynolds number, pa 2w/J.L, is 
assumed small compared with unity. Because of the linearity of the pertinent 

equations, it is possible to solve the problem by superposition of the two 

motions obtained when one sphere is at rest and the other rotates. The 

pressure field is zero; the velocity field is found to be 

v = (l/al)3 ~ (l/a2)3 [(,13 - ~~ )CUI + G: - /3 )CU2] x r (7-8.18) 

where r is measured from the center. 

A simple calculation shows that the torque T I on the inner sphere is 

(7-8.19) 

or, equivalently, 

(7-8.20) 

The torque T 2 on the outer sphere is equal and opposite. 

Ghildyal 26 discusses the unsteady slow motion of a viscous liquid con

tained between two concentric spheres. One case considered, for example, 

is that in which the outer sphere is given an impulsive twist so as to rotate 

with a uniform velocity while the inner sphere is kept fixed. A general un

steady state solution of equations of creeping motion for an incompressible 

fluid is obtained by integral transform methods. After a sufficiently long time 
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the steady part dominates and the solution reduces to that obtainable from 

Eq. (7-8.18). 

Sphere rotating in a viscous liquid inside a coaxial 

circular cylinder 

Haberman29 and, independently, Brenner and Sonshine10 studied the 

slow symmetric rotation of a sphere (radius = a) in a viscous fluid bounded 

externally by an infinitely long circular cylinder (radius = Ro) having the 

sphere at its center. The latter solution lO is exact and completely covers the 

range from alRo = 0 to 1. For alRo < 0.9, the torque on the sphere rotating 

with angular velocity w is accurately expressed by the formula 1o 

_ 87rIW3w 

T - 1 _ 0.79682417(aIRo)3 _ 0.060047040(aIRo)IO + O(aIRo)14 (7-8.21) 

If the cylinder itself is also rotating, one need only interpret w in the preceding 

equation to be the algebraic difference between the angular velocities of sphere 

and cylinder. In either case, the torque on the cylinder is equal and opposite 

to that on the sphere. 

Slow viscous rotation of an axisymmetric body in a 

circular cylinder of finite length 

Brenner8 has studied the effect of boundary proximity on the rotation of 

any axially symmetric body whose size is small compared with the exterior 

boundary dimensions, using the point couple approximation procedure 

previously outlined. 

Jj III 

11---

-+--~I--- Free surface z = b2 + c 

J.+----lH!III--- Center of rotating body 

(point couple) z = c 

Origin of coordinates z = 0 

_--If--- Cylinder bottom z = -(bee) 

"lure 7·8.1. Definition sketch for a body rotating in a finite cylinder. 
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The creeping motion equations are employed to solve the case in which 

the particle rotates symmetrically about the axis of a circular cylinder filled 

to ajinite depth with viscous liquid. The body may occupy any position along 

the cylinder axis, as shown in the definition sketch, Fig. 7-8.1. The body 

rotates about the longitudinal axis (z axis) of a vertical circular cylindrical 

vessel of radius Ro filled to a finite depth h = 21 with liquid. Circular cylin

drical coordinates (R, cp, z) are employed. The center of the body is situated 

at a distance z = c from the origin of coordinates, O. The free surface of the 

liquid is located at a vertical distance b2 above the center of the body. Like

wise, the bottom of the cylinder is situated at a distance b) below the center 

of the body. 

Suppose the body rotates with the same angular velocity w in both the 

unbounded and bounded fluids. The body then experiences couples T and 

T~, respectively. The problem consists of finding the torque ratio T/T~ in 

terms of the three relative particle-to-boundary dimensions, afRo, alb], and 

a/b 2• Here, a represents a characteristic particle dimension. These three 

particle-to-boundary dimensions are each assumed small. 

The calculation is accomplished by replacing the actual body by a point 

couple concentrated at its center of hydrodynamic stress. Equation (7-8.13) 

is then employed to find the increased couple. The principal problem is that 

of calculating the field v( 2 l, the simultaneous reflection of the point couple 

field V(ll from all the bounding surfaces. With v = V(ll + V(2l, the equations 

of motion reduce to the single scalar equation, 

(7-8.22) 

The vector velocity v = i", v, in which i", is a unit vector in the cp direction and 

v = vCR, z) is independent of the azimuthal angle cpo The boundary condi

tions to be satisfied are: 

(i) at the cylinder wall, R = Ro, 

v=O 

(ii) at the bottom of the container, z = -(b] - c), 

v=O 

(iii) at the free surface at the top of the container, z = b2 + c, 

ov = 0 
oz 

(iv) in addition we require that as Ro, b), and b2 ---+ 00, 

(7-8.23) 

(7-8.24) 

(7-8.25) 

(7-8.26) 

The original point couple field, v(\ l, given by Eq. (7-8.9), is reflected from all 

three boundaries simultaneously. The final result obtained is expressed in 

the form of Eq. (7-8.15) in which I = Ro and 
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K= V(~ ~) 
h ' Ro 

(7-8.27) 

where h = b1 + b2 is the total depth of liquid, and 

V(~l, ;J = C1 + :f1 J~~t) x 

x 2 exp (- 2knh/ Ro) + exp (-2knb1/ Ro) - exp (-2knb2/ Ro) 
1 + exp (-2knh/Ro) 

(7-8.28) 

where C 1 = 0.79682417 and the k n are the roots of the transcendental 

equation J1(kn ) = O. The J's denote Bessel functions of the first kind. This 

series converges rapidly for large values of h/ Ro. For small values of h/ Ro an 

alternative form is given for numerical calculation. As we let b1 and/or b2 

and/or Ro become infinite, the formula (7-8.27) reduces to various limiting 

cases, many of which may be obtained directly by using the K values tabu

lated in Table 7-8.1. 

Brenner gives a large number of numerical results, a few of which are 

reproduced as appropriate values of V(b1/h, h/ Ro) in Table 7-8.2. 

An interesting feature of the treatment is that even though a/b1, a/b 2, and 

a/ Ro are each small, the calculation shows explicitly that one cannot obtain 

the combined wall-effect by simply superposing the wall-effects arising from 

the presence of each boundary separately. Rather, there is an interaction 

among the boundaries which depends on the ratios b1/h, b2/h, and h/ Ro. And 

these ratios may be large or small without violating the condition that 

a/b1, a/b 2, and afRo each be small compared with unity. 

TABLE 7-8.2 

VALVES OF V(bdh, h/Ro) FOR USE IN EQ. (7-8.27) 

~o bdh 

0.1 

0.5 

0.9 

125.01654 

0.8191296 

-123.37828 

Rotation of circular cylinders 

3 

4.8109122 

0.7968242 

-3.2172638 

6 

1.0527617 

0.7968242 

0.5408867 

10 

0.8079821 

0.7968242 

0.7856663 

The motion of a fluid between two infinite coaxial cylinders, rotating 

about their common axis with constant angular velocities is discussed by 

Landau and Lifshitz40 •P. 60. The stability of such flows has been the subject 

of considerable investigation. 41 The solution of the more complex problem of 

the motion of a viscous fluid in a narrow space between cylinders whose 

axes are parallel but not coincident may be found in Kochin, et ai. 37 ,p. 419 

and Sommerfeld55 • 

Howland and Knight33 have dealt with the case where a cylinder rotates 

about its own axis using a method developed by Howland for the state of 

stress in an infinite strip with a single circular hole. 
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Citron 11 has treated the case of slightly deformed but axisymmetric 

cylinders rotating. There is also a similar paper dealing with axial (axisym

metric) flow through a slightly deformed pipe with sinusoidal variations in 

cross section, but with no inner pipe. 2 The latter investigation is not restricted 

to the low Reynolds numbers characterizing creeping flows. 

7-9 Unsteady Motion of a Sphere in the Presence 

of a Plane Wall 

Wakiya63 considered the case of unsteady motion of a sphere parallel to a 

plane wall, where the flow can be described by the unsteady form of the 

creeping motion equations, 

p OV = _ V P + fLV2V (7-9.1) 
ot 

V·v = 0 (7-9.2) 

The equations are solved for the situation where the fluid is initially at rest, 

and the sphere velocity is some arbitrarily prescribed function of elapsed time. 

The method of solution involves the reflection technique and the use of the 

Laplace transform with respect to time. The transformed problem is similar 

in mathematical form to the Oseen equations of motion for the steady state. 

For the problem in which the motion is impulsive, so that the sphere is 

given a motion of constant velocity U, the force on the sphere at time t is 

expressed by the relation 

F a 9a(/) 
67tfLaU = 1 + ,.JiiVi + 167 K v'Vt (7-9.3) 

The third term on the right-hand side of Eq. (7-9.3) is given in terms of the 

dimensionless group ~ = l/~, where I is the distance of the center of the 

sphere from the wall and v the kinematic viscosity: 

K(~) = 1 - 1~ ~ + ~ ~3 - 61 (;4 + O(~S) for ~ < 1 (7-9.4) 
9"" 7t 9"" 7t 

K(~) = ~ ~-2 + _4_~_3 + O(~-4) for ~ > I (7-9.5) 
3 3,v;t 

Equation (7-9.4) will apply to the situation in which, for a given geometry, 

a very long time is allowed to elapse. The second term on the right-hand 

side of Eq. (7-9.4) will cancel the second term on the right side of Eq. 

(7-9.3), so that to a first approximation 

F _ I + 9 a + I al 2 (7 9 6) 
67tfLaU - 167 2,.j7C ("Tvi)3 - . 

For sufficiently large t this reduces to the steady state case. Likewise, if we 

consider the case where a relatively short time is involved and the wall is 
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at a great distance from the particle, substitution of Eq. (7-9.5) into Eq. 

(7-9.3) gives 

F _ 1 + a 9 a (vt) 
67tIWU - ,y7(Vt + 167 312 

(7-9.7) 

which is in agreement with known results40 for the case where no wall is 

present. 

Equations (7-9.6) and (7-9.7) may be employed to investigate the rate at 

which steady state is approached for a given geometry. In the presence of a 

wall as t ~ 00 the correction for unsteady state will vary as l/t 3/2 • In the 

absence ofa wall the correction for unsteady state will vary as l/t I/2 • Thus, the 

presence of a wall results in a more rapid approach to steady state at very 

long times. For the intermediate case where t; = 1, a more general develop

ment is necessary. Such a development is also given in Wakiya's paper in 

terms of expressions involving the incomplete gamma function. 
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Flow Relative to 
8 

Assemblages of Particles 

8-1 Introduction 

Fluid flow relative to assemblages of particles represents an area of interest 

in many fields of science and technoiogyI6 as discussed in Chapter 1. An 

extremely wide range of problems is involved and, as would be expected, the 

number of possible variables is also large. A hydrodynamic treatment there

fore constitutes a considerable idealization. 

In order to characterize a fluid-particle system the following factors must 

usually be considered: 

(a) The nature of the fluid: This may often be specified by information on 

the viscosity and density at the temperatures and pressures involved. In some 

cases, non-newtonian behavior may obtain. In more complicated instances, 

more than one fluid may be involved, in which case such properties as surface 

or interfacial tension may be important. 

(b) The nature of the solid medium: The density will be a significant 

parameter, unless the solids are supported by the walls of the containing 

vessel rather than by hydrodynamic forces. The size and shape of the particles 

involved, and the variation of these items, is of great importance. Differences 

in shape may be evaluated in many cases by appropriate shape factors, which 

empirically relate irregular particles to equivalent spheres37 • The concept of 
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a shape factor is normally valid only for smooth, regularly shaped particles. 

Surface roughness also may have an important effect on flow characteristics. 

This effect is difficult to evaluate independently of shape, especially in the 

case of small particles. 

Nonuniformity of particle size is usually taken into account by use of an 

average diameter. Many methods have been proposed for properly establish

ing this average37 • It is difficult to obtain definitive data to determine which 

method is best, because changes in mixture components usually result in 

simultaneous changes in other properties of the system, such as fractional 

void volume. 

(c) The proportion of solid to fluid: This is usually specified in terms of 

the fractional void volume. The term fractional void volume here includes only 

the proportion of voids which exists between granules through which the 

fluid moves. It should be distinguished from porosity, which is often defined 

as the fractional pore space within granules of a porous material. Investi

gations of flow through assemblages of particles have covered a wide range 

of fractional void volumes, limited at one extreme by fluid passing around 

a single particle, and at the other by flow through irregular channels in a solid 

body. 

(d) Motion of solids and fluid: Motion of the solid and fluid phases 

relative to the walls of the containing vessel serves further to classify the type 

of system involved. Motion of fluid and solids relative to each other, and 

independent motion of parts of the fluid or solid phases, is also of importance. 

The velocity of the fluid flow relative to various boundaries is of special im

portance. At low velocities, the creeping motion equations will apply. With 

the onset of inertial effects, it is necessary to employ the complete Navier

Stokes equations or modifications thereof which include the convective terms. 

Mathematical analysis under conditions of turbulent flow is difficult even in 

the case of a single spherical particle. 

Other variables, such as the effect of containing vessel walls, Brownian 

movement, solids friction, fluid slip, and electrostatic effects, are important 

in special circumstances. Thus, it is evident that no complete theoretical 

treatment is possible covering all situations. 

The creeping motion equations do, however, furnish a practically useful 

basis for achieving a uniform treatment and better understanding of the 

principles underlying these phenomena. This basic treatment is best presented 

in terms of the classification scheme of proportion of solid to fluid-see 

item (c). Mathematical techniques applicable to low solids content systems 

(dilute) are first considered. In this case the effect of the boundary walls of 

the containing vessel cannot always be neglected. This is followed by con

sideration of techniques applicable in more concentrated systems. 

In order to construct tractable mathematical models of the flow systems 

involved, it is necessary to resort to a number of simplifications. In addition 
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to omission of inertia terms from the Navier-Stokes equations, other simplifi

cations include the assumption of equal-sized spherical particles, fluid 

adherence without slippage on particle surfaces, neglect of Brownian motion 

effects, and the absence of extraneous forces other than gravity. In solving 

the boundary value problems involved, we are interested in predicting the 

motion of particles and fluid or, in some cases, resistance to flow due to the 

presence of particles. As will be seen, a concise mathematical treatment of 

many fluid-solids flow relationships is possible within the scope of these 

restrictions. 

The results are applicable to the considerable volume of existing ex

perimental data. It is expected that these theoretical results will either prove 

directly useful, or will serve as a guide in the development of semi empirical 

relationships, often employed in practical situations involving particulate 

systems. Practical applications are discussed essentially in terms of the clas

sification scheme based on relative motion of solids and fluid-see item (d). 

Where the particles settle under the influence of gravity, but the fluid ex

periences no net motion, the particle movement is designated as sedimenta

tion. Conversely, when the particles remain stationary, we are interested in 

the pressure drop experienced by passage of fluid through the particle assem

blage. In such cases the particles are usually held immobile by contact with 

each other, forming packed beds. In such beds the solids concentration is 

normally higher than in most sedimenting systems. At intermediate concen

trations, particles may move relative to each other, as well as with respect to 

the fluid, since they are not held immobile by interparticle contacts. The 

phenomena of fluidization and hindered settling fall into this category. 

Naturally, it is not possible to treat these various technological appli

cations comprehensively within the scope of this book. Emphasis here is on 

the basic principles underlying the systems treated, from the standpoint of 

the creeping motion equations. 

8-2 Dilute Systems-No Interaction Effects 

In order to study the behavior of a multiple assemblage of spheres, 1t 1S 

necessary to consider the effects of the wall of the containing vessel. For this 

work a cylindrical boundary is chosen because it is the simplest one which 

can completely surround the fluid stream parallel to the direction of flow, 

and because it is the shape usually encountered in practice. As will be seen, 

this enables one to treat both pressure drop and sedimentation. 

We propose first to develop the "zeroth" order approximation, wherein 

it is assumed that the spheres are very far apart, that is, a/I ~ I (where a is 

sphere radius and I is the distance between any two spheres), and that the 

radius of each sphere is small compared with that of the containing vessel, 

a/R. ~ 1 (Ro is the radius of the cylindrical container). Two limiting condi-
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tions can be realized for very dilute systems, depending on the ratio of sur

face area of solid particles to the walls of the containing vessel. This ratio 

will be proportional to (a//y(Ro/a). In order for the surface of the particles 

to be small with respect to the area of container walls, we thus require that 

(a/I)3(Ro/a)« 1. In any case, in order for a suspension to exist, there should 

be at least a single column of particles falling at a distance apart no greater 

than the distance of each from the wall. Thus, we have the additional restriC

tion that a/I < Ro/a. If, say, afRo = 0.01 and we wish (a/I)3(Ro/a) = 0.01, 

we must have (a/I)3 = 0.0001 and a/I = 0.0464. Hence, should it prove 

necessary to restrict ourselves to particle/wall area ratios below 0.01, the 

"zeroth" approximation for this limiting case would be restricted to very 

dilute suspensions. The other limiting condition arises when (a/I)3(Ro/a)>> 1. 

It is readily seen that this condition is realized when the radius of the con

taining vessel is large with respect to particle radius. 

In the following treatment we assume that the velocity field in the cylinder 

will consist of the original undisturbed Poiseuille flow (empty tube), except 

possibly for such distribution effects as may be postulated at the ends. For 

Poiseuille's law to apply in a dilute system, it is necessary that the partic1e

wall areal ratio be small. Our treatment is thus restricted to cases where 

(a/I)3(Ro/a)« 1. But without a more involved development taking a/I and 

a/ Ro into account, it is impossible to specify exactly how small this surface 

ratio must be. A nontrivial case which arises at the other limiting condition, 

where (a/I)3(Ro/a)>> 1, occurs when Ro/a --> 00, corresponding to flow 

through an unbounded assemblage of particles. For this situation we may 

use a uniform approach velocity to approximate the dynamics of the system 

corresponding to the absence of walls. This second case may be approximated 

even in very dilute suspensions where small particle sizes are involved. It is 

apparent that if the slip velocity is sufficiently small, so particles are carried 

along with the fluid, the disturbance to the parabolic pattern induced by the 

walls will be minimized. For conditions other than the limiting ones just 

cited, where (a/I)3(Ro/a) = 0(1), it would be necessary to take into account 

both a/I and a/Ro. The "zeroth" approximation discussed below would not 

then be applicable. 

In all cases, the drag exerted on each sphere will be given by Stokes' law 

with the approach velocity evaluated at the location of the center of the 

particle. The force on each particle will thus be given as follows: 

F = -67rfLa [u - UOF ( 1 - ~~) ] = 67rfLa[(UOF - U) - UOF (~JJ 

(8-2.1) 

The notation is explained in the next paragraph. 

The rate of energy dissipation stems from three sources6 : (a) the trans

lation of the particles relative to the surrounding fluid, (b) the rotation of the 

particles relative to the fluid, (c) the inability of a solid particle to undergo 
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deformation and thereby accommodate itself to the dilational components 

of the original fluid motion. In the case of small spherical particles, the 

rotational contribution to energy dissipation will normally vanish. In many 

macroscopic systems, where the densities of particles and fluid are not 

matched, the dilational contribution, which constitutes an effective suspen

sion "viscosity," will also be small with respect to that due to frictional drag. 

In what follows here, the former contribution will therefore be neglected. The 

matter of the dilational contribution is developed in detail in Chapter 9. 

Energy dissipation gives rise to pressure drop due to fluid flow relative to a 

suspension.40 For the case of a single spherical particle immersed in a 

Poiseuille flow, this pressure drop is as follows: 

12p,a( b2)[ (b)2] APs = R~ 1 - R~ (UOF - U) - UOF Ra (8-2.2) 

This expression is taken from the development in Section 7-3. Here, b refers 

to the radial distance at which the center of a sphere (radius = a) is located 

from the cylinder axis. U is the velocity with which the sphere moves in a 

direction parallel to the axis of a cylinder. The fluid is in laminar flow with 

a center-line velocity UOF. (The velocity UOF is taken at a sufficiently great 

distance from the sphere so that the parabolic velocity pattern is not dis

turbed. At this point the average or superficial velocity is U.,fF = ~ UOF). 

All velocities are measured relative to the cylinder walls. As just noted, the 

assumptions inherent in Eqs. (8-2.1) and (8-2.2) correspond to the limiting 

case of a low particle-wall areal ratio. It is important to observe that the 

pressure drop will be different from that required to support the particle 

itself, essentially equivalent to multiplication of Stokes' law drag by a factor 

2[1 - (b2/R~)]. Thus the additional pressure drop due to a small particle 

situated at the cylinder axis will be just double that required hydrodynam

ically to support the weight of the particle. 

For the limiting case Raja ---> 00, where a parabolic flow pattern is not 

maintained because of the occurrence of a high particle-wall areal ratio, 

the assumption of a cell modeps with perfect slip at the walls of each cell, 

corresponding to the complete absence of container walls, yields an average 

pressure drop force equal to the sum of the Stokes' law drags on the particles. 

Several additional items are worth noting in connection with the appli

cation of this simplified model. First, since there is no interaction between 

particles, one can make no prediction of the effect of changes in the void 

volume between particles. It is assumed, in effect, that the particles are suffi

ciently far apart that such changes will occur only over a very long period of 

time, and hence may be neglected. Actual bed depth, corresponding to a given 

number of particles and a prescribed mean fluid velocity, must be specified 

independently. Similarly, on purely hydrodynamic grounds, each particle will 

move only in an axial direction. No collisions are assumed, and the pattern 

of motion continues unchanged along the entire tube length. 
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It is assumed that the particles suspended in the cylinder extend for an 

effectively infinite distance axially. Boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet 

control the radial particle distribution prevailing in the tube. This particle 

distribution, together with the particle terminal settling velocity and fluid 

velocity, constitute the three basic variables which influence the behavior of 

an assemblage. In the following discussion, three basic cases are selected for 

specific development: (a) the particles do not move relative to each other and 

are uniformly distributed; (b) the particles are free to move relative to each 

other but are still uniformly distributed ; (c) the particles move relative to 

each other but are not uniformly distributed. 

First the simplest type of assemblage behavior will be considered40 ; name

ly, the case in which the particles suspended in a cylinder do not move relative 

to each other, and in which they are randomly distributed throughout the 

cylinder cross section for an infinite distance 

axially. In practice, this case is realized in 

sedimentation of a mass of particles in a 

quiescent fluid. The particles all fall at the 

same velocity and so maintain a fixed posi

tion relative to each other. Where fluid 

motion is involved, bridging or solid-solid 

contacts between particles must be main

tained or the particles will tend to move 

relative to each other. Happel and Epstein 43 

studied the case of bridging in dilute systems 

in experiments where pressure drop through 

rigid assemblages of spheres mounted on 

wires was measured. In such assemblages 

the pressure drop is obtainable from Eq. 

(8-2.2) as follows: 

Referring to Fig. 8-2.1, consider the con

tribution to pressure drop by the particles 

in the annular volume dr bounded by 

radii Rand R + dR. The volume is dr = 

L(2 7r R dR) where L is the bed length. The 

dT--+-~ 

L 

1 
Figure 8-2.1. Annular element of 

volume. 

number of spheres contained in this volume is NL(2 7rR dR), where N is the 

local number of particles per unit volume. Thus, the pressure drop resulting 

from the particles in dr is 

( 12J.Ul) ( R2)[ R2] d(APs) = NL(27rR dR) ~ 1 - R~ (UOF - U) - UOF R~ (8-2.3) 

Integration between the limits R = 0 and Ro gives the total pressure drop, 

(8-2.4) 
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for the case where N = N M = constant is independent of R. Here, as in the 

remainder of this discussion, pressure drops arising from fluid flow alone 

(Poiseuille's law) and from the effect of static head of the fluid are not in

cluded in the term tJ.p s, which refers only to the disturbance due to the 

presence of particles. For the case of sedimentation, where U MF = 0, the 

pressure drop tJ.Ps = -NML 6 7tl-wU, corresponds to a summation of the 

drag on the individual particles. For the case where the particle velocity 

U = 0, we have tJ.Ps = NML 87tJLaUMF. 

These equations may be expressed in terms of the prevailing fractional 

void volume as follows: If there are q particles contained in a volume of 

cylinder of length L and radius Roo the fractional void volume € will be 

€ = 1 - q(~~~~a3 (8-2.5) 

Thus the number N M of particles' per unit volume is 

N = _q __ 3(1 - €) 
M 7t R~L - 47ta3 (8-2.6) 

If this expression is substituted for N in Eq. (8-2.4), we obtain 

tJ.Ps = 6(1 - €)~( UMF - 3:') (8-2.7) 

Thus, for the case of sedimentation (Stokes' law), tJ.Ps = -4.5(1 - €) 

JLUL/a 2 whereas for the case of pressure drop through a rigid assemblage, 

tJ.Ps = 6(1- €)JLU MFL/a 2• Actual data by Happel and Epstein43 , when ex

trapolated to infinite dilution, appear to agree with this latter value for a 

rigid assemblage. Note, however, that for a dilute assemblage in which 

(a/l)3/(Ro/a) 'J?> 1 a uniform, rather than parabolic, flow pattern will be ap

proached, resulting in tJ.Ps = 4.5(1 - €)JLU MFL/a2• 

A variational approach76•107 to creeping viscous flow through an isotropic 

porous medium develops lower bounds for the pressure drop. Particle inter

action effects vanish in a bed of widely spaced spheres, and a constant of 3.51 

is computed as a lower bound, in contrast with the coefficient 4.5, correspond

ing to Stokes' law, in the preceding equations. 

Next the case will be considered in which the spheres are free to move 

relative to each other in the axial direction. In situations of practical interest, 

radial distribution of particles may be nonuniform depending on conditions 

at the ends, where particles and fluid are assumed to enter or leave the system. 

The general case for an arbitrary radial distribution will first be developed. 

The frictional force in the direction of flow experienced by a sphere trans

lating in the same direction with a constant velocity U, when the fluid flows 

with a mean velocity UMF = iUOF, is given by Eq. (8-2.1), Stokes' law. The 

gravitational force (corrected for the buoyancy of the fluid) experienced by 

each particle is 

(8-2.8) 
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where Ps and PF are, respectively, the solids and fluid density, and g is the 

local acceleration of gravity. This gravitational force is equivalent to 

Fo = 67tllaUTs, where UTS is the terminal settling velocity of the sphere in 

an unbounded, quiescent fluid. When no net force acts on the particle it will 

move with a velocity U, obtained by equating the drag and gravitational 

forces: 

(8-2.9) 

Where all particles are free to move, a parabolic particle-velocity pattern in 

the radial direction thus results. There is a critical radius for which the 

particle velocity U = 0, as shown in Fig. 8-2.2. 

UOF = 3Urs 

UOF = 2Urs -l--J..-'t 

1 Direction of 

fluid flow 

Zero particle 
velocity 

Figure 8-2.2. Particle-velocity pattern. 

The pressure drop through such an assemblage is given for each sphere as 

_ 121la( R2) 
IlPs - R~ 1 - R~ UTS (8-2.10) 

Hence the pressure drop due to particles present in the differential volume 

element d'T is 

d(IlP ) = 247tllaL U. (1 - R2)N R dR 
S R~ TS R~ 

(8-2.11) 

Integration between the limits of zero and Ro• will, as before, give the over

all pressure drop. The number N of particles per unit volume at any radial 

location R is determined from the entering conditions. The integration may, 

however, be effected without specific information regarding the dependence 

of N upon R. If"", is the net number of particles transported per unit time 

through the pipe, then 

fR, 

o NU27tRdR = "'" (8-2.12) 

whence, 

27t r' [UOF (1 - ~;) - UTsJNRdR = "'" (8-2.13) 
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This makes 

f RO (R2) "" [J fRo 
o 1 - R; NRdR = 27(UOF + 27(UaF 0 N27(R dR (8-2.14) 

If, however, N M is taken as the mean number of particles per unit volume 

averaged over the entire assemblage, we have 

fR, 

NM7(R~ = 0 N27(R dR (8-2.15) 

so that the pressure drop is generally expressible as follows: 

I:l.Ps = 247(~aL UTS [-±- + UTSN HR~ ] 
Ra 27(UOF 2UOF 

(8-2.16) 

For the case of no net particle transport, where total upward flow of 

particles balances the downward flow, "'" = O. Equation (8-2.16) therefore 

reduces to 

(8-2.17) 

or, in terms of the fractional void volume, 

(8-2.18) 

The weight w of the bed of solid particles, corrected for buoyancy, is given by 

w = g(ps - PF)L(l - e)7(R~ 

Hence Eq. (8-2.18) may be simplified to 

I:l.Ps = UTS ~ 
UHF 7(R~ 

(8-2.19) 

(8-2.20) 

I:l.Ps7(R~ is the force Fs required to maintain flow through the bed of spheres 

(above the Poiseuille law pressure drop force). Hence, 

F - W UTS 

S - UHF 
(8-2.21) 

The simplest particle distribution, with particles moving relative to each 

other, is that in which the radial distribution is uniform. This condition may 

be realized by mixing particles and fluid uniformly at both ends of the tube 

and assuming that a steady state flow pattern is immediately established. The 

fluid entering a given zone in the tube will then possess a uniform particle 

concentration. This situation may be approximated in practice when both 

fluid and particles are introduced into the system simultaneously, as in pneu

matic conveying, pumping of slurries, and some sedimenting systems. It is 

also likely that in fluidized systems, where the velocity of the fluid is close to 

the particle velocity, motion of particles at ends and other locations will 

cause mixing, resulting in a uniform particle distribution. In such cases the 
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variable concentration N = N(R) is replaced by the constant concentration 

N M' Equation (8-2.13) becomes 

21t f'[UOF (1- ~;) - UTsJNMRdR=+ (8-2.22) 

which is readily integrated. Upon setting !UOF = UMF> the simple result 

(8-2.23) 

is obtained. Since for the case of no net particle transport (that is, the teeter 

condition), + is zero, we obtain the important result 

UMF = UTS (8-2.24) 

For no net particle transport, Eq. (8-2.17) therefore yields 

APs = 61tllaNMLUTS = 61tllaNMLUMF (8-2.25) 

Thus, Fs = w; that is, the pressure drop force is simply equal to the Stokes' 

law resistance corresponding to the terminal velocity of the solid particl<:s, 

or, in turn, is equal to the apparent bed weight corrected for buoyancy. 

As noted previously, any radial distribution of particles is possible, de

pending on conditions at the bed entrance and exit. If we assume random 

mixing of particles alone, rather than 

both particles and fluid, and a condi-

tion of no net transport, a particle 

leaving the inner cylindrical space 

(that is, the region where all particles 

are moving upward) at the top of the 

bed has an equal probability of ~., 

entering the outer cylindrical space 

(where particles are moving down

ward) at any point. It can be shown40 

that the particle distribution in such 

a system depends on the relative 

velocities UTS and UOF' The case 

where U MF = UTS is of interest as it 

corresponds to the teeter condition 

for a bed of uniformly distributed 

particles. Using Eq. (8-2.16) with 

+ = 0 and UTS = UMF, we see from 

Eq. (8-2.25) that the pressure drop is 

the same, though the particle dis

tribution, as shown by Fig. 8-2.3, is 

4 

o 
Uo,.-=5Urs Uo,.-= 2Urs 

o 
decidedly different. There is no theo- Figure 8-2.3. Particle distribution: uni-

retical upper limit to the value of form particle flux. 
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U MF, except that caused by difficulty in maintaining appropriate end condi

tions. Particle build-up near the walls becomes pronounced as also shown in 

Fig. 8-2.3. It is interesting to note that, with this mechanism for redistribu

tion, an increase in fluid velocity will result in a reduction in pressure drop, 

for a given total bed weight supported, once U MF exceeds UTS • Such reduc

tion in pressure drop would, in each case, result in a corresponding increase 

in particle segregation. In practical situations, readjustment will occur, owing 

to the movement of particles back toward the middle of the tube because 

of solid-solid contacts, collisions between particles, mixing effects, or hydro

dynamic forces tending to move particles toward the center of the tube. The 

latter may arise due to inertial forces, neglected in our treatment. All these 

possibilities have been neglected in the simple hydrodynamic analysis just 

presented. 

The preceding analysis shows how recirculation effects and distribution 

of particles can be examined in a semiquantitative fashion. Pressure drops 

are shown to be greatest relative to bed weight supported in the case of fixed 

assemblages. Recirculation of a uniformly dispersed suspension results in a 

lowering of pressure drop. If redistribution as well as recirculation occurs, 

still lower pressure drops are attainable, but an unstable condition may 

result. 

Some interesting theoretical and experimental work has recently appeared 

regarding the development of hydrodynamic forces tending to move particles 

sidewise, across the streamlines. The effects previously discussed are all due 

to the presence of a boundary surrounding the fluid, so that the laminar flow 

which passes the particles is essentially a shear flow. Such a flow may give 

rise to lateral forces, perpendicular to the direction of f1ow 69 , similar to the 

Magnus effect caused by rotating-translating bodies. The phenomenon is due 

to inertial effects, neglected in the creeping motion equations. Slezkin88 has 

developed equations of motion for suspensions of particles which hypotheti

cally superpose this effect on the forces already calculated by the creeping 

motion equations. Slezkin and Shustov90 subsequently applied these equa

tions to the determination of forces exerted on particles suspended in laminar 

flows. In all cases, interaction effects between particles are not considered, so 

that this treatment should apply especially in dilute systems. 

In terms of the motion of a unit volume of particles of true density Ps 

immersed in a fluid stream, the momentum balance is* 

(8-2.26) 

where P is the gravitational force corrected for buoyancy; if gravity is ex

erted in the x direction, 

(8-2.27) 

* As the original work is in Russian, we have thought it worthwhile to retain the original 

notation. 
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PI is the drag per unit volume as determined by Stokes' law; 

(8-2.28) 

U is the fluid velocity, a is the particle radius, and V is the particle velocity; 

P 2 is the sidewise force per unit volume, 

(8-2.29) 

Equation (8-2.29) is based on an approximate solution of the Euler equa

tions by Zierepllo. It predicts a sidewise thrust on a sphere in a shear field in 

the direction of increasing velocity. Since the Euler equations predict no 

tangential stresses and hence no torque on the sphere, it is not possible to 

assess the relative effects of rotation induced by the shear on a particle, and 

external forces (not associated with fluid motion) tending to cause particle 

rotation. Theodorelo2 studied the effect of rotation on the sidewise force ex

erted on a stationary particle immersed in a fluid flowing in a cylindrical tube 

and found it t6 be quite small. Unfortunately, his experiments are not suffi

ciently conclusive either to confirm or deny Zierep's theoretical expression 

for sidewise force. 
For a uniform shear flow in the xy plane we have 

U-·Uy -IT 

U 
V x U= -k/l 

(8-2.30) 

Thus, the equations of motion for the particles in cartesian coordinates will 

be 

ps d:x = -g(ps - PF) + kl (u,; - Vx ) - k 2 PF ~ Vy 

ps~ = -kl Vy - k 2PF ~ (r;: - Vx) (8-2.31) 

dVz k V 
PS(Jf = - I z 

The following example will serve to illustrate the relatively small magni

tude of the sidewise effect. We employ a consistent set of units involving lb

force, feet, seconds, so that mass must be specified in slugs. Consider a small 
spherical particle of catalyst 2 X 10- 5 ft in diameter. It is fluidized in a vertical 

air stream, PF = 0.0671b/cu ft = 0.0021 slug/cu ft. The air viscosity is 

JL = 3.7 X 10-7 (lb-force) (sec)/sq ft. Particle density is Ps = 100 Ib/cu ft 

= 3.12 slugs/cu ft. It will be assumed that the parameter his 10 ft. Roughly 

speaking, the velocity U is then attained 10 ft from the wall of the vessel in 

which fluidization takes place. Assuming steady state conditions, we wish to 

compare the sidewise velocity with the velocity U required to suspend the 
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particles at y = h. The vertical particle velocity, Vn is zero at the teeter condi

tion. From Eq. (8-2.31), in the vertical direction (x axis), we obtain 

_ _ 9fl 
g(p, -- PF) - 100 - 2a'V 

2 x 10- 10 X 100 
V = 9 x 3.7 x 10 ' =.6 X 10- 3 ftjsec 

Also, in the horizontal direction (y axis), 

Taking ko ~ 1, this gives 

V = _ 2 X 10- 10 0.067 x 36 x 10- 8 = --1.44 X iO- li ft/sec 
11 9x3.7xlO'x 10 

Thus, the ratio of fluidizing velocity to sidewise velocity is 

V 

V1I 

6 X IO-:l 
1.44 x 10 11 = -4.15 X 10 K 

The negative sign indicates sidewise motion away from the wall. 

Higher velocities than that corresponding to Stokes' law are often en

countered in fluidized beds, so that larger particles are often present. These 

factors would tend to decrease the relative ratio of Vj Vlj, but in all cases the 

sidewise velocity induced by shear appears to be very small. 

Zierepllu studied the problem of the behavior of a spherical droplet of 

water in a horizontal air stream, the velocity of which changes with altitude. 

He concluded that vertical motion of the droplet due to shear and slip com

bined was normally negligible compared with vertical motion due to gravity. 

Slezkin and Shustov 90 utilized Eq. (8-2.31) in its original unsteady state 

form, to develop a theory for the stability of motion of particles suspended 

in laminar flow. They thus developed a criterion for determining when flow 

will become unstable. Because of the uncertainty of the value of the constant 

k 2, it is not possible to draw quantititative conclusions, since the factor 

lj.v'k 2(l - k 2) is involved. 

It must be emphasized that the preceding treatment of sidewise forces on 

spherical particles in shear flows is both approximate and empirical. No 

rigorous method is presently available for taking into account sidewise forces 

on particles in shear fields. Indeed, recent experimental data indicate that 

exact theoretical treatment may be very complicated. Thus, Segre and Silber

bergk7 recently observed that neutrally buoyant spheres in dilute suspensions 

transported in laminar flow through circular tubes are subject to radial forces 

which tend to move the central ones outward and those near the wall inward. 

Regardless of their initial radial positions, particles tend to concentrate into 

an annular region about halfway between the tube center and the wall. These 
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findings have been confirmed by Oliver73 in an independent experimental 

investigation conducted with single spheres. Forces tending to move spheres 

away from the axis are in apparent contradiction to theoretical studies which 

indicate the opposite effect. A theoretical study by Rubinow and Keller79 

[see Eq. (7-3.109)] points out that Poiseuille flow in a tube is not the same 

as uniform shear, but rather involves a variable shear field. They suggest 

that this nonuniformity may explain the results of Segre and Silberberg. 

Another possibility lies in the presence of a wall effect which, as noted in 

Section 7-3, causes a solid sphere to lag behind the fluid stream in which it 

is suspended. And any spherical particle which moves relative to the surround

ing fluid and rotates will experience a lateral, Magnus force. Finally, a critical 

discussion of these effects by Saffman (1956)81 suggests that non-newtonian 

as well as inertial effects may be of importance in some circumstances. 

The discussion of the preceding paragraph is limited to rigid spherical 

particles. Solid, neutrally buoyant, nonspherical particles may migrate across 

streamlines, even in creeping flow. 9 The same is true of deformable liquid 

droplets in creeping flow.* 

8-3 Dilute Systems-First-Order Interactio.n Effects 

In order to consider the effect of particle interactions, we must be concerned 

with two magnitudes-a/I, the ratio of a sphere radius to distance between 

spheres [which ratio is also proportional to (1 - €)1/3], and afRo, the ratio of 

the sphere radius to that of the containing cylinder. It is apparent that, since 

the particle size can be made indefinitely small, any given concentration of 

particles can be made to satisfy the condition a/I « a/RD. Thus it might be 

00 
+-00 __ 

0 70 0 909 0 « \ 0fi> 90 70 
0 
0 7 0 007 

J O\Z 0/ 7 
Assemblage fills fluid Assemblage does not fill fluid 

(no boundary) (boundary) 

Fllure 8-3.1. Infinite number of particles. 

*Goldsmith, H. L., and S. G. Mason, J. Coil. Sci. 17 (1962), 447. 
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expected under these conditions that sedimentation velocity, even in dilute 

suspensions, will be uniquely related to particle concentration. This does not 

mean, however, that wall effects need not be considered, even though the 

containing wall be indefinitely distant from any particle specified at random. 

Figure 8-3.1 illustrates the situation involved. It is important to distinguish 

between two cases: (a) an assemblage which completely fills the fluid, so that 

both assemblage and fluid extend indefinitely; and (b) one in which the assem

blage does not fill the fluid container completely, even though the former is 

indefinitely large in extent. The descent of a given particle creates a velocity 

field throughout the fluid which tends to increase the velocity of all particles 

near it by dragging them along. In opposition to this, the downward motion 

of each particle plus its adjacent fluid must be compensated by an equal up

ward flow. The latter tends to retard the settling velocity of more distant 

particles. In other words, an over-all continuity condition must be satisfied 

for the domain chosen. If the particles are not distributed uniformly through

out the fluid, the velocity tending to make the assemblage move faster can 

greatly exceed the retarding effect arising from the compensating upward 

flow. For the latter will occur predominantly in the region where there are 

few or no particles. On the other hand, if the particles are more or less uni

formly distributed through the fluid, each will be retarded to much the same 

extent since no bypassing of return flow will now be possible. 

The method of reflections, discussed in Section 6-1, is especially appli

cable to multisphere problems of this type. It involves a piecewise matching 

of boundary conditions using a number of partial solutions. The method may 

be visualized physically by supposing an initial disturbance to be reflected 

from the boundaries involved and to produce succeedingly smaller effects with 

each successive reflection. Thus if we consider a suspension consisting of n 

spherical particles each moving with velocity U in an otherwise unlimited 

fluid, the first reflection will be the velocity field created by each sphere <is if 

it were alone in the fluid, and moving with velocity U. A disturbance will be 

set up, which in turn will produce effects on each of the other particles. A 

first-order approximation of this effect on the ith particle will be obtained by 

"reflecting" from it the sum of the "first reflections" for all the other n - 1 

particles. The effect will be to make the ith particle move more rapidly than 

it would alone. In order to formalize this approach, we shall employ a no

menclature which identifies by three subscripts: (a) the particle at which a 

disturbance originates ; (b) the number of times that reflections have occurred 

to produce this disturbance ; (c) the particle at which the disturbance pro

duced is evaluated. Thus U;jk will mean a velocity field * produced by reflec

tion for the jth time from particle i and evaluated at particle k. 

*Strictly speaking, the fields U ijk are only the scalar components of the velocity fields 

parallel to the direction of motion, that is, parallel to the x-axis. 
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In these terms, the first reflection of an assemblage on particle No. 1 will 

be 

(8-3.1) 

In order to satisfy the condition of a constant velocity Vat the location of 

particle No. I, the field of flow represented by Eq. (8-3.1) must be balanced 

by an equal and opposite "reflection" from this particle, 

t=ll 

VIII = - ~ ViOl 
i=:! 

(8-3.2) 

The fields VUli = V202 = V so that the first reflection from the ith particle 

in the assemblage will be 
/.:'---1/ 

Viii = V - ~ Vk-Oi 
k ~ I 

(8-3.3) 

The fields Viii will be fields which cancel the disturbance of the first reflec

tion due to each of the other particles. In general they will involve terms to 

the first power of a/I when the system is sufficiently dilute. These fields will 

each cause a force to be exerted on each particle which is smaller than the 

force associated with the original velocity V in an undisturbed medium, but 

in the opposite direction, tending to make the resistance less. Further reflec

tions are treated in analogous fashion since the fields Viii may be considered 

in the same way as V iOi • Thus, if a second reflection is desired, 

k=1I 

Vi~i = Viii - ~ V il ;
;-=1 

(8-3.4) 

The process may be continued as far as required, the fields V i2i giving rise to 

terms in the drag force involving the second power of a/I. The net equivalent 

velocity field at any particle i will be the vector sum of the original particle 
j,,-m 

velocity and the velocities of the induced fields. ]t will be given by _~ Viii' 
)=0 

where a total of m reflections is employed. 

As discussed in connection with two-body problems, if a suitable co

ordinate system can be found, each of these reflections may be accurately 

determined and expressed in analytical form. If the particles are sufficiently far 

apart, it is necessary to consider only the lead term in the development of 

the Stokes field at a distance. Also, the effect at any particle may be computed 

by simply evaluating the magnitude of the field at the particle center. The 

re-reflections are then computed in the same manner as the first reflection. 

Such a procedure will give accurate results for the first two reflections. (See 

the references relating to the two-sphere problems of Chapter 6.) The general 

principle applies to any degree of accuracy, provided that the two-body 

problem can be solved. 

This principle was first employed by Smoluchowski 91 who considcrcd an 

assemblage of n spheres falling in an otherwise unlimited medium. If we 
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confine our attention to the vertical forces exerted on such spheres in the direc

tion of net motion, the equation corresponding to Eq. (8-3.2) is 

(8-3.5) 

Thus the force acting on particle No.1 due to the first reflection will be 

[ 3" 1 ( X2)] F\=67tp.,aU 1--4a~- 1+-{-
!=2 r! r! 

(8-3.6) 

where rl is the distance between particle i and particle No. I, and Xl is the 

vertical displacement of particle i from particle No. I (see Fig. 8-3.2). It is 
apparent that the greater the number of spheres, the smaller will be the re-

Figura 8-3.2. Definition sketch. A num
ber of spheres in an unlimited field. 

sistance to movement of each sphere. 

Or, stating it in other terms, the 

larger the number of spheres, the 

greater will be the velocity of sedi

mentation. 

Smoluchowski92 also considered 

the case of an assemblage which 

falls in a closed container. For con

venience he chose a cubic lattice 

and assumed that all the particles 

approach a plane wall perpendicu

larly, which reflects the induced fluid 

velocity caused by sedimentation. 

Burgersll attacked the same problem 

and used a "diffuse" field to approximate the return flow resulting from the 

presence of a boundary. McNown and Lin67 also employed a technique 

similar to Burgers', but in addition used the Oseen equations of motion to 

evaluate the first reflection in estimating particle interaction. 

If it is assumed that the return flow due to a single particle will finally be 

balanced at a sufficient distance by the induced effect of other particles, it is 

then possible to obtain the total effect on a single particle by considering a 

finite volume V. The field U;11 (the prime is used to distinguish the symbol 

from the case where the assemblage falls on an infinite medium) may now be 

written, by analogy to Eq. (8-3.5), 

U;u = - 3~U[ it ;! (1 + ~D - ~3 S S S ; (I + ~:) dx dy dZ] (8-3.7) 

v 

The numerical value of the preceding summation depends on the particle 

arrangement chosen, but in any case it is clear that downward flow close to 

the particles being considered will be much larger than that at any location 

at a distance I, representing the average distance of other particles. For con

venience in making this summation most studies use a cubic lattice. If I 
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designates the side length of the assumed cubical spacing (or the distance 

between particles), r the distance from the reference particle No. I to any 

other, and x the distance measured in the vertical direction, the summation 

is begun with the single particles cited, (r = I, x = ±/), and the four other 

nearest particles, (r = I, x = 0), in the horizontal plane through the ref

erence particle. The summation may then be continued outward as indicated 

in the following tabular arrangement. Though both the summation and the 

integral in Eq. (8-3.7) increase indefinitely as the volume under consideration 

is increased, the difference between them (that is, the expression in brackets) 

remains finite. This difference already closely approaches its limiting value 

when a cube of only 31 units per side is selected.64 This involves 27 cubic cells 

with a sphere at the center of each. The chosen particle is thus surrounded by 

26 others, as indicated in Table 8-3.1. 

TABLE 8-3.1 

SCHEME FOR SUMMATION EVALUATION 

Number of Particles 2 4 4 8 8 

rll 2 2 3 

xII ±1 0 0 ±1 ±1 

Physically, this amounts to the observation that if a finite number of 

particles fall in an unlimited medium, though the assemblage itself may fall 

faster as the number of particles is increased, the flow pattern in the vicinity 

of a particle in the interior will not change significantly with a further increase 

in the number of particles. Lin6' found that using a larger assemblage (a 

cube 51 on a side, comprising 125 cells) did not appreciably alter the value of 

the bracketed expression in Eq. (8-3.7). 

It must be admitted that these assumptions are to some extent based on 

physical intuition. In the investigations just cited92,l1,67, however, they lead 

to substantially the same result for a dilute assemblage in a simple cubic ar

rangement; namely, 

(8-3.8) 

To express this result in terms of the settling velocity Uo of a non interacting 

assemblage, where Stokes' law applies to the individual particles, we note 

that since Fl = 67rI.LaUo, then 

U 1 
Uo = 1 -r 2.6(a/l) 

(8-3.9) 

In a cubic assemblage, the concentration of solid particles by volume is 

cf> = 47r(a/I)3. Hence a/I = 0.62cf>1/ 3, whereupon 

U 1 
Uo = 1 -r k cl:F3 

(8-3.10) 
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where k ::::::: 1.6. Burgersll also considered the case for a random assemblage 

of particles and obtained V/Vo = 1/(1 + 6.88cf». It is difficult to see why 

random arrangement should result in entirely different dependence of sedi

mentation rate on concentration. One possible explanation is that Burgers 

assumes that particles may occupy all positions around the reference particle 

with equal probability. This does not correspond to a random assemblage 

because, once the location of a given particle is fixed, others will be less likely 

to occupy sites in its immediate neighborhood if an over-all random distri

bution is assumed. 

In addition to the preceding treatments based on the reflection technique, 

leading to numerical results for sedimentation velocity in suspensions of 

particles, there is an elegant formal analysis of the problem of a number of 

spheres in an unbounded medium presented by Kynch57 • This study includes 

numerical evaluation and comparison with data for the two-sphere problem. 

General comments are given on three-particle interactions and sedimentation. 

Kynch's treatment is too involved to elaborate here. He concludes that 

Burgersll treatment overestimates the effect of concentration on sedimen

tation velocity, on the grounds that higher-order terms in concentration must 

be considered. This emphasizes the need for a treatment in the dilute region 

which specifically fixes the range of concentrations for which the first-order 

interaction correction is sufficient. 

The generalized treatment by Brenner8 of the Stokes resistance of a single 

arbitrary particle, discussed in Chapter 5, also includes an extension to sys

tems consisting of any number of interacting particles. Numerical application 

to systems containing more than two particles will be complicated but the 

general treatment enables interesting conclusions to be drawn, even for con

centrated systems. We shall therefore consider this treatment in more detail 

in Section 8-5. 

Another technique which has been employed successfully to predict the 

effect of concentration on sedimentation rate, when wall effects are not im

portant, is the use of a so-called cell model. This involves the concept that an 

assemblage can be divided into a number of identical cells, one sphere occupy

ing each cell. The boundary value problem is thus reduced to a consideration 

of the behavior of a single sphere and its bounding envelope. This technique, 

which will be discussed further in the next section, applies best where sym

metry of the particle assemblage is more or less complete. It is thus of great 

application in concentrated assemblages, where the effect of container walls 

will not be important. Uchida104 investigated flow through a simple cubic 

lattice of spheres using this technique. He simplified the boundary conditions 

somewhat in order to obtain a closed solution. The significance of his result 

is therefore questionable, especially for concentrated suspensions. In the 

dilute region he obtained an expression of the same form as Eq. (8-3.10) but 

with k = 2.1. Kawaguchi52 also employed a cell model involving a sphere 
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in a frictionless cylindrical tube rather than a cubic cell. He employed the 

reflection technique to solve the boundary value problem involved, so that 

his results are applicable only in dilute suspensions. It was also necessary to 

assume a distance between the top and bottom of the "cell" on an empirical 

basis, since the basic solution obtained applied to an infinitely long tube. A 

form slightly different from Eq. (8-3.10) was obtained; namely, 

~ = 1 - Ccpl/3 
Uo 

(8-3.11) 

where c = 1.6. Note that as cp ~ 0, 1/(1 + Ccpl/3) ~ 1 - Ccp1l3, so that the 

two forms are very similar. HappeP5 employed a cell model, using an outer 

concentric spherical fluid cell, and obtained an expression for dilute suspen

sions of the same form as Eq. (8-3.11) with c = 1.5 [see Eq. (8-4.14) for the 

expression of this limiting result]. 

Thus the cell technique, which avoids 

the problem of evaluating return 

flow, gives good agreement with the 

reflection technique making use of 

the diffuse return field. 

Hasimoto 47 handled the problem 

of flow through an array of particles 

using another interesting technique. 

He constructed a periodic array by 

repeating a basic cell defined by 

three linearly independent vectors, 
a(l), a(2l, a(3), as in Fig. 8-3.3. With 

the origin at a corner of a basic cell, 

the center of any particle is given by 

the vector 
"lure 8·3.3. Basic cell for periodic array. 

rn = n1a(1) + n 2 a(2) + n 3a(3), (n h n2,n3 = 0, ±1, ±2,···) (8-3.12) 

Rather than solve the creeping motion equations subject to the boundary 

condition of zero slip velocity on the surface of each particle, Hasimoto re

stricted his treatment to dilute suspensions by replacing each particle by a 

point force retarding the motion of fluid. The creeping motion equations were 

then modified to include the discontinuous external force field consisting of 

point forces at every cell corner. Hasimoto chose to work with the reaction 

force which the fluid exerts on each particle and modified the creeping motion 

equations as follows: 

j.LV2V = Vp + F ~ ~ ~ S(r - rn) 
nl n2 713 

V'V=o 

(8-3.13) 

(8-3.14) 

where r is the position vector of any point in the fluid relative to an arbitrary 
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origin. The quantity o(r - rn) is the Dirac delta function, which satisfies the 

conditions, 

o(r - rn) d'T = f {I for rn included in 'T 
T 0 for rn not included in 'T 

(8-3.15) 

and 

Here, 'T is any volume. 

Owing to the periodic arrangement of the particles, Hasimoto assumed that 

the velocity fields and pressure gradients would also be periodic. According

ly, he expanded these fields in triple Fourier series of period a(i) as follows: 

(8-3.16) 

(8-3.17) 

The vector k in the preceding equations may be considered to be the position 

vector drawn to the nodes of a reciprocal array with base vectors b(J), b(2), 
b(3). Hence, 

k = n1b(J) + n2b(2) + n3b(3) 

where b(J >, b( 2), and b(3), are defined such that 

for j = 1,2,3 

(8-3.18) 

(8-3.19) 

Hasimoto then substituted the series expressions for v and Vp into Eqs. 

(8-3.13) and (8-3.l4) and solved for the constant vector coefficients V nand 

Pn as functions of the unknown force F. The unknown force was then ob

tained by following a procedure used by Burgersll, requiring that the mean 

velocity over the surface of each spherical particle vanish; that is, 

<v) =_1_ ffvdS = 0 
47ta 2 

(8-3.20) 

T=a 

By this procedure Hasimoto obtained the following drag formula for flow 

through a simple cubic array of spheres of radii a: 

_ 67t~aU 3 
F - 1 _ 1.7601 <fF3 + O(a ) (8-3.21) 

where cp is the volume fraction of solids, and U is the superficial velocity of 

flow. For dilute suspensions, cp « 1, whence 

1- 1.i601CP1/3~ 1 + 1.7601cpl/3+ 0(cp2/3) 

Equation (8-3.21) thus takes the form 

F = 67t~aU(1 + 1.7601 cp1/3) + 0(cp2/3) (8-3.22) 

If Eq. (8-3.22) is applied to the computation of the settling velocity of a 

cubic suspension, the ratio of the suspension settling velocity, U, to the 

settling velocity of a single sphere, Uo, is given by 
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U 1 
Uo = I + 1.7601 cf>1/3 

(8-3.23) 

Hasimoto also obtained numerical values of the cf>1/3 coefficient for body

centered and face-centered cubic arrays. His reported values are 1.791 for 

both these cases. 

It is interesting that all these techniques give results in rather good agree

ment, indicating a rapid decrease in relative velocity when only a few tenths 

of 1 per cent of solids by volume are present in suspension. Without a treat

ment taking wall effects into consideration, however, it is not possible to 

state how large (a/I)3(Ro/a) must be to provide a sufficiently large particle

wall area ratio for them to be applicable. Note that with all these models, 
the pressure drop force experienced by a fluid traversing the array may be 

obtained by simply summing the drags on each particle. 

Faxen26 treated the special case of sedimenta

tion of a single particle between parallel plates, 

for the case where Brownian motion would 

cause it to occupy any position between them. 

The average sedimentation rate thus obtained 

does not correspond to any situation involving 

the sedimentation of more than one particle. 

The general problem of the sedimentation of 

a dilute system of spherical particles within a 

circular cylinder can be treated conveniently via 

the two-body solutions for two spheres and the 

solution for a single off-center sphere in a 

cylinder-Section7-3. The situation for n spheres 

settling in a cylinder is shown in Fig. 8-3.4. We 

see that not only must the direct interaction 
from all spheres to the reference sphere No_ I 

be considered, but in addition, the interaction 

of all spheres, including the reference sphere, 

with the cylinder walls must be considered. This 

latter condition insures that there will be no net 

flow of fluid through the container walls. Even 

u 

,,-----------------~ 

Figur. 8·3.4. Suspension of 

spheres in a cylinder. 

though the latter constitutes a second reflection, it does not increase the 

exponent of a/I, but simply introduces the additional multiplier a/RD. 

For the first reflection of an assemblage from particle No. I, analogous 

to Eq. (8-3.2), the following expression results: 

(8-3.24) 

This may, in turn, be generalized to any reflection from the ith particle, 

similar to Eq. (8-3.4). Thus, for j > I 
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(8-3.25) 

Here UT refers to the entire effect of cylinder plus direct particle interaction. 

Ua refers to the reflections which originate at a sphere and are canceled out 

at the cylinder walls by an equal and opposite field which, in turn, is reflected 

to a second sphere. Formally, we see that the simple addition of the cylinder 

reflection enables substantially the same technique to be employed for a 

bounded assemblage as for one which extends indefinitely. 

Circular cylinder, 

Radius=Ro 

Sphere No.2, 

Radius=a 

1- __ r--Ro 

a 

Sphere No.1, 
Radws=a 

u C 

U 

Sphere selllmg 
velocity = U, 

Figure 8·3.5. Effect of boundary on settling. 

As a simple illustration, consider the effect of a cylindrical boundary on 

the forces experienced by two equal spheres separated by a distance I, falling 

axially with velocity U, as in Fig. 8-3.5. From the two-sphere and sphere

cylinder solutions, we have 

U201 = 1 5~ 
U . I' 

Ufol = -k~ 
U Ro' 

Ufol = -21~ 
U . Ro 

Thus, UJn = - 1.5 ~ + (2.1 + k) ;0 
so that the force exerted on sphere No.1 is 

PI = 67tjLaU [1 - 1.5 ~ + (2.1 + k) ;J 
If, say, 1 = Ro and k = 1.3, this makes 

PI = 67tjLaU( 1 + 1.9 ;J (8-3.26) 
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This shows the increase in resistance due to the presence of the wall. The force 

on sphere No.2 will be the same as on sphere No.1. 

The "pressure drop" caused by the motion ofthe two spheres is computed 

by utilizing the same apparent velocity as produces the drag. To the present 
approximation, using the single sphere-cylinder solution to obtain the pressure 

drop, we find for the force necessary to move fluid past each sphere: 

(8-3.27) 

The total force FT = F\ + F2 is equal to AP7CR~. Similarly, if the spheres 

remain stationary at the axis of the cylinder, and fluid flows through the tube 

with an axial velocity equal to U, the pressure drop will again be given by 

the above. If, however, the spheres are not at the tube axis, Eq. (8-2.2) 

will be required to take into account the effect of eccentricity. 

In cases where the spheres are not axially located, simple analytical repre

sentations for the fields Ulin and UfO! are not possible. By using these values 

the technique was extended to a number of spheres distributed in a cylinder, 

as discussed in the following development by Famular024 • 

Settling velocities of dilute suspensions of spheres 

In the study of suspensions, where the spheres may assume arbitrary 

positions, it is not possible to obtain simple mathematical expressions for 

the field reflected from the container. Numerical values for these fields may, 

however, be computed from the solution to the single, eccentrically-positioned 

sphere problem discussed in Section 7-3. The field Ufok is the axial component 

of the velocity field represented by Eq. (7-3.51). At the container wall it is 

equal to the negative of the fluid motion due to the settling of a sphere in an 

infinite medium. 

With reference to Eq. (7-3.51), it is apparent that UfOk may be represented 
as 

a ~ f~ 
UfOk = Ro UI ~o 0 f(R j , Rk, Z, <P, n, "A)d"A (8-3.28) 

where UI = settling velocity of sphere i; Rh Rk = radial distances to posi

tions i and k; Z = axial distance from position i to k; <P = azimuthal angle 

between i and k. Since the sum of integrals in Eq. (8-3.28) depends only on 

the positions i and k, it can be written compactly as 

Flk = F(r" rk) = ~o [f(R j , Rko Z, <P, n, "A)d"A 

In terms of Flk, 

(8-3.29) 

(8-3.30) 

For the sake of uniformity, the direct (Stokes) field may be represented 

in a similar fashion. Neglecting terms of order greater than air, the Stokes' 
velocity field is given by 
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(8-3.31) 

in which Z = Zj - Zk and r2 = (XI - Xk)2 + (Yi - Yk)2 + (Zi - Zk)2. 

Upon substituting, 

Gik = G(ri, rk) = ! ~o [1 + ( ; YJ (8-3.32) 

the field UWk takes the form 

(8-3.33) 

Examination of the functions F(rl> rk) and G(rl> rk) reveals symmetry with 

respect to interchange of rl and rk ; that is, 

Fik = Fki 

Gik = Gki 
(8-3.34) 

Equations (8-3.30) and (8-3.33) may now be employed to compute the 

drag force acting on particles in a dilute suspension. A dilute suspension will 

be defined as one in which the shortest distance between two adjacent solid 

surfaces is large compared to sphere radii. In such a suspension, the fluid 

motion in the neighborhood of each sphere can be regarded as uniform mo

tion. The drag on each sphere may now be computed as if it were settling in 

an infinite medium moving at the calculated uniform velocity. 

The drag on sphere k in a dilute suspension of n spheres is therefore given 

by 

Fk = 67t /.La ( Uk - :~fc UiOk - tl UYok) 

In terms of Flk and Gik, Eq. (8-3.35) takes the form 

Fk = 67t/.La {Uk - ;O(~l UiGik + tl UiFik)} 

(8-3.35) 

(8-3.36) 

In principle, Eq. (8-3.36) could now be employed to obtain n simultaneous 

equations for the drag on each particle as a function of the settling velocities 

of each particle. The extra condition that the drag on every particle be equal 

to the gravitational force less buoyancy would then permit the computation 

of the n settling velocities UI> U2, ••• , Un. 

The preceding procedure is impractical for studying a real suspension; 

therefore, an alternate procedure is adopted which allows computation of 

settling velocities to an accuracy of order a/ Ro. The settling velocity of every 

particle is assumed to be equal and the drag is computed following this 

premise. The resulting values for the drag are then employed to obtain a 

first-order correction to the settling velocity. 

The procedure will be illustrated for the simple case of two spheres, with 

an additional analysis of the accuracy of the method. Assuming U1 = U2 = U, 

the drag on each particle, obtained from Eq. (8-3.36) is 
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and 

FI = 67rJ.LaU {I - ;0 (G12 + Fl1 + FI2)} 

F2 = 67rJ.LaU {I - ;0 (G12 + F22 + FI2)} 
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(8-3.37) 

(8-3.38) 

Since, however, the true terminal settling velocities must be inversely pro

portional to the drag acting on each particle, it follows that 

(8-3.39) 

In order to establish whether Eq. (8-3.39) represents U21UI to sufficient 

accuracy, it is necessary to substitute this value of U21UI into Eq. (8-3.36) 

and compare the resulting values of FI and F2. To facilitate this process, 

first expand the right-hand side of Eq. (8-3.39) in a Taylor series in powers 

of al Ro as follows: 

--..! = 1 + -(F22 - Fl1 ) + 0 -U. a (a)2 
UI Ro Ro 

(8-3.40) 

Neglecting the term of order (aIRo)2, elimination of U2 via Eq. (8-3.40) 

results in 

FI = 67rJ.LaUI {I - (;J x 

x [G 12 + G12 ;0 (F22 - Fu) + Fl1 + FI2 + F12;0 (F22 - Fl1)]} 

F2 = 67rJ.LaUI {I + ;0 (F22 - Fl1) - (;J x 

x [G12 + F22 + F22;0 (F22 - Fl1) + FI2]} 

By grouping together terms of order (aIRo)2 we obtain 

FI = 67rJlaUI {I - ;0 [G12 + Fl1 + F12]} + 0 (;J 2 

F2 = 67rJ.LaUI {I - ;0 [G12 + Fu + F12]} + o(;J 
from which it follows that 

(8-3.41) 

(8-3.42) 

(8-3.43) 

Thus the technique of computing settling velocities starting from an 

initial assumption of equal settling velocities is accurate to the first power 

of alRo• 

This technique has been applied by Famular024 to obtain formulas for 

the settling velocity of ordered and random suspensions as a function of 

volume concentration of solids. Integrals appearing in the function F(rl' r k) 

were evaluated numerically on a digital computer. For suspensions contain-
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ing a large number of particles per container volume (greater than 500 spheres 

per cylinder radius cubed), Famularo has shown that there is a tendency 

toward a flat settling profile in the central portion of the cylinder. Accordingly, 

he regards the settling velocity of a suspension as being equivalent to the 

settling velocity of a particle at the axis of the cylinder containing the sus

pension. In the case of randomly distributed spheres, the suspension settling 

velocity is equal to the mean velocity of a particle located at the cylinder axis. 

The results of Famularo's investigation are summarized in the following 

equations: 

Cubic suspension: 

U 
(8-3.44) 

Uo - I + 1.91 <1>1 /3 

Rhombohedral suspension: 

U 1 
Uo = 1 + 1.79<1>1/3 (8-3.45) 

Random suspension: 

U 
Uo = 1 + 1.30<1>1/3 

(8-3.46) 

In Eq. (8-3.46) the coefficient 1.30 is a mean value of 231 suspensions in

vestigated. A statistical analysis of the distribution of this coefficient places 

the 99.5 per cent confidence limits at 1.30 ± 0.24. 

The small difference between Eqs. (8-3.44) and (8-3.45) indicates particle 

arrangement is not very important in uniform suspensions. To explore this 

premise further, Famularo obtained the settling rates of suspensions which 

were essentially rhombohedral, except that the vertical distance between ad

jacent horizontal planes was varied from the vertical spacing in a true 

rhombohedral suspension. If! is the side of the equilateral triangle in a hori

zontal plane of the rhombohedral suspension, and h the height of the tetra

hedra (vertical spacing between adjacent horizontal layers), then hll = v'f 
in the true rhombohedral suspension. The comparable hi I value for a cubic 

suspension is unity. For the distorted rhombohedral suspension, in which 

hll = 1, 

U 1 
Uo = 1 + 1.88<1>1/3 

(8-3.47) 

which is quite close to Eq. (8-3.44). Smaller values of hi! were investigated, 

and it was found that the coefficient of <1>1 /3 lay between 1.72 and 1.88 for 

0.2 < hll < 1. It dipped sharply for hi! < 0.2. In the range hll < 0.2, how

ever, the suspension begins to take on the appearance of vertical strings of 

particles and can hardly be regarded as uniform. Thus, it may be concluded 

that settling velocity will depend solely on particle concentration in the dilute 

range, provided that the distance between adjacent particles is not greatly 

different from the mean interparticle spacing. 
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It is interesting to compare Eq_ (8-3-44) with the result obtained by 

Hasimoto, Eq_ (8-3_23), for the settling rate of a cubic suspension_ Hasimoto 

treats only the forces exerted by the particles on the fluid, without regard for 

a physical boundary_ He therefore omits the tangential forces which a con

tainer would exert on the fluid continuum. It might be argued that, since the 

boundary conditions occur at infinity for an infinite array, they cannot influ

ence the resistance of an "interior" sphere. In a practical sense, however, a 

so-called infinite suspension is constructed by increasing the number of parti

cles in a fixed-sized container. A reduction in particle size must coincide with 

an increase in number for the suspension to remain dilute. To a particle

sized observer, this suspension would appear infinite in extent; however, now 

it is no longer clear that the boundary conditions on the container surface 

will not influence the settling velocity. In fact, a comparison of the work of 

Kawaguchi 52 and Faxen25 , as noted in Section 7-3, Eq. (7-3.113), suggests a 

definite effect of container boundary conditions on the first-order correction 

to settling velocity. Kawaguchi determined the settling velocity for a single 

sphere at the axis of a frictionless cylinder and obtained [see Eq. (8-3.11)]. 

V I 
Vo = 1 + 1.64931(a/Ro) 

(8-3-48) 

Faxen solved the same problem subject to the boundary condition of zero 

velocity at the container wall and obtained the expression just given, with a 

coefficient 2.10444 in place of 1.64931. Hence, the settling velocity of an 

axially located sphere in a no-slip container is given by 

V 1 
Vo = I + 2.10444(a/Ro) 

(8-3.49) 

Equations (8-3-48) and (8-3-49) demonstrate that the wall effect on a 

single particle is greater when return flow is impeded at the container wall. 

It is reasonable to assume that the return flow at the tube center, in a sus

pension of sedimenting particles, will also be greater when fluid cannot flow 

freely through the container, but rather is forced into the central region of 

the suspension. The direct interaction between particles due to the Stokes 

fields is not, however, dependent on the boundary conditions; therefore, 

the net effect of the no-slip boundary condition at the container wall is to 

reduce the settling velocity of the suspension. This accounts for the difference 

in coefficients of 1>1/3, 1.91 versus 1.76, obtained by Famularo and Hasimoto. 

Based on the preceding argument it appears that Hasimoto's correction to 

the Stokes settling velocity might possibly be the correct formula for settling 

of a cubical suspension in a frictionless container. 

Investigation of first-order interaction effects has been confined for the 

most part to spherical bodies, though Burgersll suggests a procedure for 

considering the effect of shape. Some treatments involving arrays of cylinders 

are available. These are of interest not only because of their direct value in 
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studies involving flow past tube bundles in heat exchangers and through 

woven or fibrous materials, but also because they represent an extreme of 

particle shape gradation. 

The method of reflections cannot be directly applied to problems involv

ing arrays of cylinders because no solution of the creeping motion equations 

exists for a single cylinder in an unbounded medium. The cell technique has, 

however, been employed for such problems, in much the same way as for 

flow relative to assemblages of spherical particles, using the free surface 

modeP6. This technique is also applicable in relatively concentrated systems 

and is considered in greater detail in the following section. For a dilute 

assemblage it is not possible to express the result in terms of the velocity 

relative to that of a cylinder settling in an infinite medium, because the 

velocity in the latter case does not exist. It is convenient to use a form similar 

to Eq. (8-3.8), which simply expresses the drag in terms of the spacing be

tween cylinders. Thus for flow with superficial velocity U perpendicular to 

a dilute square assemblage of circular cylinders of radii a, the free surface 

model gives, for the force per unit length on a single cylinder, 

_ 47rfL U 
FJ - In (fja) - 1.07 

(8-3.50) 

where I is the distance between cylinder centers. Hasimot0 47 also applied his 

periodic model, discussed earlier in this section in connection with arrays 

of spherical particles, to two-dimensional flow past a widely spaced square 

array of circular cylinders. The value he obtained for the constant in Eq. 

(8-3.50) was 1.3105 instead of 1.07. 

For flow parallel to a square array of cylinders, the free surface model 

for dilute assemblages gives 

_ 27rfLU 
FJ - In (fja) _ 1.32 (8-3.51) 

This result is in agreement with that obtained by Emersleben 20 and Sparrow 

and Loeffler95 , discussed in the next section. Hasimoto has not treated this 

problem using his technique. 

Other treatments involving two-dimensional arrays of objects include 

that of Tamada and Fujikawa 100 on perpendicular flow through a single 

column of parallel cylinders. This study, based on Oseen's equations, showed 

that the drag on one of the cylinders tended to that obtained on the basis of 

the creeping motion equations in the limit of small Reynolds numbers, paUjfL. 

Hasimot048 discussed flow through a thin screen, and obtained an exact solu

tion of the creeping motion equations for a periodic series of flat plates set 

perpendicular to a uniform flow. Kuwabara 55 and Miyagi69, respectively, 

also treated, on the basis of the creeping motion equations, flow past a row 

of parallel flat plates and flow past a row of parallel circular cylinders. 
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8-4 Concentrated Systems 

As indicated previously, the cell model appears to be especially useful for ob

taining significant numerical results in the case of concentrated suspensions. 

In the mathematical treatment which follows 3\ it is assumed that a three

dimensional assemblage may be considered to consist of a number of identical 

unit cells, each of which contains a particle surrounded by a fluid envelope 

containing a volume of fluid sufficient to make the fractional void volume in 

the cell identical to that in the entire assemblage. For simplicity, we assume 

a typical cell envelope to be sphericaL Furthermore, the outside surface of 

each cell is assumed to be frictionless. Thus, the entire disturbance due to 

each particle is confined to the cell of fluid with which it is associated. It is 

then possible to obtain a closed solution describing the concentration de

pendence of the sedimentation rate. 

A similar model for study of the terminal velocity of spherical particles 

through a viscous fluid was employed by Cunningham l5 , who assumed that 

each particle in the suspension would be effectively limited to motion within 

a concentric mass of fluid. He, however, assumed that the boundary of the 

outer fluid envelope was solid, corresponding in some way to the surfaces of 

the other spheres present in the cloud. This model presents the difficulty that, 

since the cell volumes are not mutually exclusive, the size of a representative 

spherical envelope must be fixed by some additional empirical consideration. 

Brenner7 tried to extend the treatment of a cubic lattice of spheres into the 

concentrated region. The boundary value problem, involving a sphere in a 

cubical cell of fluid, was solved in principle by the method of collocations. 

Equations were developed which satisfied the required boundary values on 

the sphere and at individual selected points on the cubical envelope. Nu

merical evaluation of the resulting sets of simultaneous equations proved 

intractable. 

In the treatment presented here, two concentric spheres are considered: 

the inner one, of radius a, is solid; the outer sphere, of radius b, is friction

less. The boundary value problem to be solved involves satisfying the creep

ing motion equations with appropriate boundary conditions. The equations 

of motion are thus 

(8-4.1) 

(8-4.2) 

The internal sphere moves along the x axis with a velocity U inside a fluid 

sphere with a free surface, on which the normal velocity and tangential 

stresses vanish; hence, the boundary conditions are 

u =U, v = w = 0 at r = a (8-4.3) 
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V T = 0, IT 0 = Il(l.. OVT + aVo _ Vo)",; 0 
T r oe or r 

at r = b (8-4.4) 

where (r, e, cp) are spherical coordinates. The motion is axially symmetric. 

Satisfaction of the boundary condition V T = 0 at r = b will automatically 

insure that ovT/oe = 0 at r = b. Hence, the tangential stress condition re

quires only that av%r - voir vanish at r = b. 

Lamb's59 general solution of the creeping motion equations in spherical 

coordinates, given in Eq. (3-2.3), will be employed to obtain a solution. Thus, 

n=+~ n + 3 np 
v = n,?;~ V X (rXn) + Vcpn +2(n + 1)(2n + 3{VPn - r (n + 1)(2n + 3) 

n=-oo 

The hydrodynamic force on a sphere, given by Eq. (3-2.42), is 

F = -4?l'IlV(r3 P-2) 

(8-4.5) 

(8-4.6) 

(8-4.7) 

Solution is also possible employing the Stokes stream function, but for con

sistency with the companion treatment for viscosity employing this modeP8, 

discussed in Section 9-4, the vector development is used here. 

An appropriate form for satisfying the present boundary value problem 

results from setting Xn = 0 and retaining solid spherical harmonics Pn and 

CPn of orders - 2 and + 1. Thus 

v = Vcpl + Vcp-2 + -!r2VPl - -Arrpl + {-r2 Vp-2 + 2rp_2 

On symmetry grounds we are led to assume that 

CPl = Ax 

Pl=Bx 

CP-2 = -c ~(~) = Cx 
ox r r3 

P-2 = -D~(l..) = Dx 
ox r r3 

(8-4.8) 

(8-4.9) 

With the boundary conditions expressed by Eqs. (8-4.3) and (8-4.4), it is 

found that four independent relationships are available for determining the 

constants, A, B, C, and D. For our present purposes it is necessary to deter

mine only D, corresponding to the P-2 harmonic required to compute the 

drag from Eq. (8-4.7). It is as follows: 

D = aU(3 + 2'15) (8-4.10) 
2 - 3'1 + 3'15 - 2'16 

where '1 = a/b. From Eqs. (8-4.7) and (8-4.9), the force on the moving 

sphere is F = -4?l'IlD. For the model under consideration, the drag divided 
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by the cell volume 4-7tb3 will equal -I:l.P/L, the pressure drop per unit length 

of bed due to passage of fluid through it. Use of this relationship gives 

(8-4.11) 

where the expression in brackets is the permeability coefficient in Darcy's 

law and U is the superficial fluid velocity through the assemblage. As discussed 

in Section 1-2 this law was originally obtained empirically by Darcy in ex

periments with water flow through sand filters.17 

For comparison, the analogous expressions based on a dilute medium, 

where Stokes' law applies, may be employed. A sphere moving with velocity 

Uo in an infinite medium will experience the same force F as previously if 

F and Uo are related by the expression 

F = -67tlLaUo (8-4.12) 

Where wall effects may be neglected, the pressure drop I:l.Po, obtained by 

simply adding the resistances due to individual spheres on the assumption 

of no interaction, will be given by 

Uo = 1.(~) I:l.Po (8-4.13) 
9 ry3 1L L 

Equations (8-4.11) and (8-4.13) may be combined to give 

U _ [3 - (9/2)"'1 + (9/2)"'15 - 3ry6J I:l.P 
Uo - 3 + 2"'15 I:l.Po 

(8-4.14) 

In sedimentation problems, I:l.P = I:l.Po' The velocity U is then the actual 

settling velocity of an assemblage of spheres in an otherwise stationary fluid. 

In the calculation of resistance to flow through porous media, U = Uo• In 

this case U is the superficial velocity of the fluid passing through an assem

blage. 

TABLE 8-4.1 

RELATIVE VELOCITY FUNCTION, Eq. (8-4.14) 

Sphere Radius Ratio, 

alb = 1 

0.1 

0.2154 

0.3684 

0.4642 

0.5848 

0.6694 

0.7368 

0.7937 

0.8434 

0.8879 

0.9283 

Volume Fraction of Solids, 

1 3 = .p = (1 - .) 

0.001 

0.01 

0.05 

0.10 

0.20 

0.30 

0.40 

0.50 

0.60 

0.70 

0.80 

Relative Velocity, 

(UIUo)I1P=I1Po 

0.8500 

0.6773 

0.4526 

0.3215 

0.1773 

0.09867 

0.05287 

0.02638 

0.D1175 

0.004340 

0.001132 
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In practical problems it is often convenient to express VIVo in terms of 

either the volume solids concentration, <p = "13 , or the void volume fraction, 

€ = 1 - <p. Some typical values of (VIVo);:,.p~;:"po are given in Table 8-4.1. 

It is, of course, evident that (VIVo);:,.p~;:"po will be equal to (fj.Polfj.P)u~[·o' 

One should mention Kuwabara's56 treatment, using a model similar to 

the free surface model, for establishing the forces experienced by randomly 

distributed parallel circular cylinders or spheres in a viscous flow at low 

Reynolds numbers. For the treatment of spheres, two concentric spheres are 

again considered. But, in place of the condition of no tangential stress on the 

outer spherical envelope, Eq. (8-4.4), Kuwabara uses the condition that the 

vorticity should vanish (see Milne-Thomson68). This requires that 

at r = b 

Kuwabara's solution results in a stronger concentration dependence of rela

tive settling velocity or pressure drop than that indicated by the free surface 

model. This occurs because the vorticity .model yields a larger energy dissi

pation in the envelope than that due to particle drag alone, owing to the 

additional work done by the stresses at the outer boundary. It is believed 

that a cell model should not require energy exchange with its surroundings, 

for the assemblage cannot then be considered as properly decomposed into 

independent cells. Thus, the assumption of zero vorticity does not appear to 

be a satisfactory boundary condition. 

Equation (8-4.11) provides theoretical support for the validity of Darcy's 

law. It not only demonstrates the simple linear relationship between flow 

rate and pressure drop observed by Darcy, but for the idealized system chosen, 

gives numerical values for the proportionality coefficient. A convincing proof 

of this relationship has presented a challenge for theoretical investigators, and 

numerous theoretical and experimental studies have been concerned with ex

pressing the coefficient of proportionality in terms of the gross properties of 

the porous medium. Convenient reviews are available12 .&1 summarizing many 

of these treatments. 

One of the more widely quoted theories aimed at obtaining a relationship 

between fractional void volume and relative settling velocity which is uni

formly applicable in both dilute and concentrated systems is that of Brink

man 10. His relationship for relative velocity corresponds to 

V = 1 + 1.(1 - €) [1 - )_8- - 3 ] 
Vo 4 (1 - €) 

(8-4.15) 

The model underlying his treatment is that of a spherical particle embedded 

in a porous medium. The flow through this porous mass is described by a 

modification of Darcy's equation. Since the latter is empirical, the result 

cannot be regarded as a rigorous solution to the problem. Furthermore, when 
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€ = -! the Brinkman equation yields U/Uo = 0, corresponding to zero per

meability. 

Richardson and Zaki78 developed a cell-type model for sedimenting 

spherical particles in which the particles were assumed to be arrayed in a 

hexagonal-type pattern in horizontal planes. Particles were assumed to be 

settling in such a way that they were vertically aligned, one above the other, 

but the distance between adjacent horizontal layers was an additional vari

able parameter for which two cases were considered. The specification of 

this distance which provided the best agreement with Richardson and Zaki's 

own data in the intermediate concentration range (designated by them as 

Configuration No.2), assumes that the spheres in adjacent horizontal layers 

actually touch. The other case studied (designated as Configuration No.1) 

assumes that the spheres are the same distance apart vertically as horizontally. 

As would be expected, this uniform spatial distribution gives lower values 

for U/ Uo, at corresponding values of fractional void volume, than in the case 

where the spheres are assumed to touch each other. This is indeed to be ex

pected on theoretical grounds since a doublet consisting of two spheres in 

contact, following each other, will acquire a relative velocity U/Uo = 1.55; 

that is, the doublet will fall 55 per cent faster than the spheres falling sepa
rately27. Richardson and Zaki's result for the uniform spatial arrangement is 

in good agreement with Brinkman's theory in the intermediate concentration 

range, € = 0.6 to 0.95. Equation (8-4.14), the free surface model, gives results 

in this range which are 25 per cent lower than comparable results for the 

uniform distribution, and 50 per cent lower than predicted by the Richardson 

and Zaki treatment for the case where the spheres touch. As will be seen sub

sequently, experimental data also show great variance in this region of con

centration, indicating effects due to differences in particle distribution and 

segregation. Note that Richardson and Zaki do not provide the exact solu

tion of the boundary value problem proposed by them. Their approximate 

solution leads to certain inconsistencies. Thus, at infinite dilution, € = 1.0, 

the relative velocity U / Uo becomes infinite, rather than approaching the cor

rect value of U/Uo = 1.0, as does Eq. (8-4.14). 

Another investigation, by Happel and Ast39, was undertaken to develop 

an exact solution for a sphere-in-cylinder type of cell model, applicable to 

concentrated systems. In their model a sphere was assumed to be settling at 

the axis of an infinitely long "frictionless" cylinder, on whose surface the 

normal velocity and tangential stresses vanished. This differs from the 

Richardson and Zaki model in that spheres in an assemblage are not assumed 

to be lined up directly one above the other. It is again necessary to make an 

arbitrary assumption in order to establish the appropriate volume of a unit 

cell. The value a/ Ro = A, fixes the ratio of sphere-to-cylinder radii. It was 

assumed that <p = A, 3 , which is the same relationship as was previously 
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employed in the case of a frictionless spherical boundary; this is equivalent 

to taking the length I of a unit cell to be I = ia. The solution of the sphere

cylinder boundary value problem was obtained in the form of an infinite set 

of linear simultaneous equations, utilizing a technique developed by Haber

man 33 • Values of VIVo predicted on the basis of this model agree reasonably 

well with values predicted on the basis of the concentric sphere model, 

presented in Table 8-4.1, up to a solids concentration ¢ = 0.216 (correspond

ing to al Ro = 0.6). At this concentration, VI VO predicted on the basis of 

the sphere-cylinder model is II per cent less than that using the concentric 

sphere model. It thus appears that, with such cell models for predicting sedi

mentation dynamics, the particular shape assumed for the outer fluid bounda

ry is not of great importance up to substantial particle concentrations. 

Numerical calculation of the velocity distribution for the case al Ro = 0.6 

shows that the fluid motion within the cylinder becomes negligible at a dis

tance of about 1.3 sphere diameters. 

Yet another cell model which may be applied in relatively concentrated 

porous media involves the assumption of arrays of cylinders instead of 

spheres. In this case the analysis36 is based on the premise that two concentric 

circular cylinders can serve as a model for flow through an assemblage of 

cylinders. The inner cylinder consists of one of the rods in the assemblage 

and the outer cylinder is a fluid envelope with a free surface. The relative 

volume of fluid to solid in the cell model is taken to be the same as the rela

tive volume of fluid to solid in the assemblage of cylinders. The conditions 

of no shear stress and no normal velocity along the walls of the fluid enve

lope is maintained. 

Two basic cases are considered: in the first, flow is assumed to be parallel 

to the axes of the cylinders; in the second, flow is at right angles to the axes. 

In the case of random assemblages, where the cylinders are not parallel to 

each other, one must employ a weighted average of these separate results. 

For flow perpendicular to cylinders, the model does not distinguish between 

crossed or parallel arrangement of the cylinders; hence, in random assem

blages it is necessary in averaging to give twice the weight to the correlation 

for flow perpendicular to cylinders as for flow parallel to cylinders. 

For flow parallel to circular cylinders, the basic differential equation to 

be solved is 

I d (du) I dp 
r dr r dr = Ii dx 

(8-4.16) 

where (r, e, x) are cylindrical coordinates and u is the x component of 

velocity. The general solution of this equation for constant dpldx is 

u = ~ d p r2 + A In r + B (8-4.17) 
4Jldx 

The fluid is assumed to move through the annular space bounded between 
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the stationary solid cylinder of radius a and the fluid envelope of radius b 

(b > a)_ * These boundary conditions require that 

u = 0 at r = a 

du = 0 at r = b 
dr 

(8-4.18) 

From these we obtain 

u = -..l d P [(a 2 - r2) + 2b 2 In..!--.] 
4fL dx a 

(8-4.19) 

The flow rate through the annulus is then 

Q = 27r fb ur dr = -.:::.. d p (4a 2b2 - a4 - 3b4 + 4b4 In.!!...) (8-4.20) 
a 8fLdx a 

If V = Q/7rb 2 denotes the superficial velocity, and if Darcy's equation for 

flow through a porous medium is written as U = -(K/fL)dp/dx, then we find 

(8-4.21) 

The well-known Carman-Kozeny12 equation, derived on the basis of 

semi-empirical reasoning, also gives an expression for the Darcy permeability 

constant, 

(8-4.22) 

Here m is the hydraulic radius, defined for a porous medium as (free volume)/ 

(wetted area), and k is the so-called Kozeny constant; k is a dimensionless 

number which, presumably, has the same numerical value for all random 

porous media, independently of the size of the particles and the void volume 

e. This relationship will be discussed further in this chapter; suffice it to 

state here that the constancy of k is supported by a considerable volume of 

experimental data. 

In the present case, for flow parallel to cylinders, m = (b 2 - a2)/2a; thus, 

the Kozeny constant becomes 

k = 2e3 

(/'I--~e)~[2~ln~[~I/~(1'---€)"}--~3~+~4~(1~-~€)~-~(1~---€)=2] 
(8-4.23) 

It should be noted that Eq. (8--4.19) applies to the complete Navier

Stokes equations. The inertia terms vanish identically because of the uni

directionality of the flow. 

When the flow is perpendicular to the cylinders we omit the inertia terms 

from the Navier-Stokes equations. Expressed in cylindrical coordinates, the 

resultant creeping motion equations for the two-dimensional flow are 

*The same ultimate permeability expression results by allowing the inner cylinder to 

move with constant velocity U while requiring that the net flow rate in the annulus be zero. 
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op = (V2V _ VT _ ~ OVs) 
or f..L T r2 r2 o() 

lop= (V2V_Ve+~oVT) 
r o() f..L e r2 r2 o() 

(8-4.24) 

whereas the continuity equation is 

OVT + VT + .l aVe = 0 
or r r o() 

It is convenient to employ the stream function, defined by the relations 

VT = .l 0'0/ and Ve = - 0'0/ (8-4.25) 
r o() or 

Equations (8-4.24) then assume the form of the two-dimensional biharmonic 

equation, 
V4'o/= 0 (8-4.26) 

For our present purposes, we observe that a solution of this equation is 

'0/ = sin () [~ era + ~ Dr(ln r - ~) + Er + ~J (8-4.27) 

In this case, a solid cylinder of radius a is assumed to be moving with 
velocity U perpendicular to its axis in a fluid cell of radius b. (The same 

ultimate permeability result would be obtained if one assumed that fluid 

moved with mean velocity U perpendicular to a stationary cylinder of radius 

a.) As before, there is assumed to be no shearing stress or normal velocity on 

the outside cylindrical fluid surface. Under these assumptions the boundary 

conditions are: 

At r = a, 

V T = U cos (), Ve = -Usin () (8-4.28a) 

At r = b, 

V T = 0, (8-4. 28b) 

These conditions provide four simultaneous equations to establish the values 

of the four constants in Eq. (8-4.27). As is easily shown89, the drag per unit 

length on the solid cylinder r = a is 

F= 2n'f..LD (8-4.29) 

The constant D is found to be 

-2U 
D = In(bja) + [a'j(b' + a')] - 1/2 

(8-4.30) 

If the cylinder remains stationary while fluid passes by it, the force per unit 

length associated with a single cylindrical cell may be equated to the pressure 
gradient; hence 

F dp 
n:b2 = dx 

(8-4.31) 
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As previously stated, the Darcy equation may be written as U = -(KIll) 

(dp/dx) where U is the superficial velocity. Thus, the Darcy constant is found 

to be 

(8-4.32) 

Similarly, on the basis of the Carman-Kozeny theory, K = em2/k, whence 

the Kozeny constant becomes 

2e3 

k = (1 - e)[ln{l/(I - e)} - {I - (1 - e)2}/{1 + (I _ e)2}] (8-4.33) 

Table 8-4.2 provides a comparison of values of the Kozeny "constant" 

computed from the foregoing equations, and Eq. (8-4.11) for an assemblage 

of spherical particles. It is not possible to employ the ratio U/Uo, since there 

is no solution of the creeping motion equations for a single cylinder settling 

in an infinite medium, either parallel or perpendicular to its axis. Although 

the Kozeny constant for spheres lies between those for parallel and perpen

dicular cylinder flows in the range of e between 0.4 and 0.8, at higher values 

of voidage the Kozeny constant for spheres is higher than for both types of 

cylinder cell models. The model does not appear to be applicable to fractional 

void volumes less than about 0.4 to 0.5, as noted below.95 

The k values given in Table 8-4.2 for random orientation of cylinders are 

obtained by taking two-thirds of those for perpendicular flow plus one-third 

of those for parallel flow, at equal void volumes. It is interesting to note that 

the values obtained are close to those for spheres from e = 0.40-0.80, and 

not far from the experimentally determined constant of k = 5.0 in the range 

e = 0.4-0.70. Since cylinders represent an extreme departure in shape from 

spherical particles, this agreement lends support to the Carman-Kozeny 

theory of the permeability of porous media. Furthermore, the actual particle 

diameter does not enter into the determination of m, the hydraulic radius; 

thus, the constancy of the Kozeny factor k furnishes some justification for 

Fractional 
Void 

Volume, • 

0.99 

0.90 

0.80 

0.70 

0.60 

0.50 

0.40 

TABLE 8-4.2 

THEORETICAL VALUES OF THE KOZENY CoNSTANT (k) FROM 

DIFFERENT CELL MODELS 

Flow 
Parallel 

to Cylinders 

31.10 

7.31 

5.23 

4.42 

3.96 

3.67 

3.44 

Flow 
Perpendicular 
to Cylinders 

53.83· 

11.03 

7.46 

6.19 

5.62 

5.38 

5.28 

Flow through 
Random 

Orientation 
of Cylinders 

46.25 

9.79 

6.72 

5.60 

5.07 

4.97 

4.66 

Flow through 
Assemblages 
of Spheres 

71.63 

11.34 

7.22 

5.79 

5.11 

4.74 

4.54 
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using a method of size-averaging nonuniformly sized particles in an assem

blage, based on maintaining a constant hydraulic radius. This concept, of 

replacing an assemblage of nonuniformly sized particles by one of uniformly 

sized particles having the same (total surface)J(volume) as the original assem

blage (but not the same number of particles), leads to the so-called reciprocal 

mean diameter, jj = IJ'i:,j(wd D j ), where Wi is the weight fraction of material 

of diameter D i • Of course, the use of an average diameter may be completely 

avoided by expressing the correlation directly in terms of hydraulic radius. 

It would be of interest to develop the free surface model for other shapes, 

for example, ellipsoids, to test the validity of the Kozeny-constant approach. 

Of special interest is Emersleben's analytical solution of the Navier-Stokes 

equations for flow parallel to circular cylinders of equal radii in a square 

array. Emersleben represented the square array of circular sections by con

tours of constant value for a special periodic function, namely the second

order Epstein Zeta function 22 • This function, although it represents the con

tours well above € = 0.8, becomes a progressively poorer approximation at 

lower porosities. At € = 0.9, for example, the Emersleben equation corre

sponds to k = 6 .. 3. This compares favorably with the value k = 7.3 from 

Table 8-4.2. At lower porosities agreement is poorer, but as porosity is in

creased, it becomes exceptionally good. Hasimot047 , as noted earlier, has 

applied similar periodic solutions to dilute arrays of spheres and cylinders. 

In his treatment Hasimoto employs the Madelung constant, which derives 

from the Epstein Zeta function of the third order. No exact solution for con

centrated assemblages of spheres is as yet available based on this general 

procedure. 

An analytical solution in series has also been presented by Sparrow and 

Loeffier95 for longitudinal laminar flow between cylinders arranged in equi

lateral triangular, or square, array, the latter being the same case studied by 

Emersleben. For this case the equation of motion may be expressed in terms 

of cylindrical coordinates (r, (), x) as follows: 

V2u = 02U 1.- OU 1.- 02U _ 1.- dp 
or2 + r or + r2 0()2 - f.L dx 

(8-4.34) 

In order to solve this, it is convenient first to introduce a reduced velocity 

u* defined by 

u* = u - ~(l.. dp ) 
4 f.L dx 

(8-4.35) 

By substitution into Eq. (8-4.34), we find that u* must obey Laplace's equa

tion, 

02U* I ou* I 02U* 
or2 + r F + ? 0()2 = 0 (8-4.36) 

The general solution may be written as 

u* = A + BIn r + 'i:, (Ckrk + Dkrk)(Ek cos k() + Fk sin k()) (8-4.37) 
k~l 
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where k takes on integral values to insure that the velocity is single valued. 

Thus, in terms of u, 

The constants are to be determined from the boundary conditions. 

For cylinders in square array, an end view of the configuration involved 

is shown in Fig. 8-4.1. Symmetry 

considerations permit us to confine 

our attention to the crosshatched 

element of the sketch. If n is desig

nated as the direction of the normal 

to the element boundaries, we 

require that ou/on = ou/oe = 0 at 

e = 0 and e = 45°; one finds, respec

tively, that 

(8-4.39) 

f+-- 2 5 ----+j 

d=2tO- 0 

and that k is restricted to the values 
Figure 8-4.1. Definition sketch of a square 
array. 

k = 4, 8, 12, . .. (8-4.40) 

Imposing the requirement that u = 0 at the cylinder wall r = a gives 

( I dp ) a2 

A = -Blna + -p; dx '4 (8-4.41) 

Further, it is required that the total drag force exerted on the fluid by the 

solid rod be balanced by the net pressure force acting over the entire cross 

section of the typical element. Thus, 

I"/4 (OU) I"/4 IS/COS B (d P) fL - a de = - r dr de 
o or T~a 0 a dx 

(8-4.42) 

Evaluation of this over-all force balance from Eq. (8-4.38) gives the value of 

B as follows: 

(8-4.43) 

Introduction of these results into Eq. (8-4.38) results in the following equa

tion for the velocity: 

u = 2S2(_.l dp ) In...c. _ .l(-.l dp )(r2 _ a2) 

7t fL dx a 4 fL dx 
(8-4.44) 

where the coefficients Gj ( = CjEj) still must be determined. At our disposal 

is the condition that ou/on = 0 on the right-hand boundary of Fig. 8-4.1, 

on which r = s/cos e. It is convenient to make use of the identity 
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ou = ou cos e _ ou sin e 
oz or oe r (8-4.45) 

where z = r cos e. We may associate z with n on the boundary under consider

ation. Introducing Eq. (8-4.44) into the right-hand side of the foregoing, 

and setting ou/on = 0 when r = s/cos e, we find after rearrangement 

tl OJ(cos eY-4 j [cos (4j - l)e + (a c~s et cos (4j + l)eJ 

+ 2 cos2 e _ l... = 0 
7t 2 

(8-4.46) 

where (8-4.47) 

Equation (8-4.46) provides a means for determining the OJ (that is, Gj ). The 

first thought in applying this equation would be to apply the techniques of 

Fourier series. Such an approach would provide an infinite set of OJ while 

satisfying Eq. (8-4.46) at all points along the boundary (that is, all 

0° < e < 45°). Unfortunately, the nature of Eq. (8-4.46) does not lend itself 

to Fourier analysis, and instead the equation was applied at a finite number 

of points along the boundary. Choosing I points results in I simultaneous 

equations for OJ, O2, ••• ,01' Sufficient terms are retained in the series to 

assure good accuracy in shear stress and velocity distribution calculations. 

Numerical values of the OJ obtained in this manner enable the velocity distri

bution to be computed, and ultimately, as well, the macroscopic parameters 

of engineering interest. The authors present similar derivations for the case 

of a configuration of cylinders arrayed at the vertices of equilateral triangles. 

In order to obtain a pressure drop-flow relationship, the rate of flow is 

computed by integrating the velocity over the flow area, using, as before, 

only a typical element of the configuration as shown in Fig. 8-4.1. It is found 

that, for a given array, the pressure drop is directly proportional to the flow 

rate, as must be true. For convenience, the ratio s/a is replaced by its equiva

lent in terms of the fractional void volume e. Sparrow and Loeffler's numeri

cal results are presented in terms of the product of a friction factor f and 

Reynolds number NRed based on tube diameter. This form is related to the 

Kozeny constant k via the relation 

fNRe = 8(1 - e) k (8-4.48) 
d e 

In order to facilitate comparison, their results are presented in terms of 

the Kozeny constant in Fig. 8-4.2, along with values computed from the free 

surface model and Emersleben's theory. At a fractional void volume of 

e = 0.5, Sparrow and Loeffler find k = 3.5 for equilateral and k = 2.9 for 

square arrays, compared with k = 3.7 for the free surface model. Numerical 

values given by Sparrow and Loeffler at lower fractional void volumes show 

substantial deviations between equilateral and square arrangements and also 
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from the free surface model. Sullivan's98 experiments for rods in contact give 

a value of k = 0.83 for square array (€ = 0.215) and k = 0.81 for equilateral 

triangular array (€ = 0.093), in substantial agreement with Sparrow and 

Loeffler's theoretical treatment, providing good support for it. Sullivan's98 

experiments with bundles of fibers combed parallel to the direction of flow 

show a value of k ::::::: 2.4 for values of € between 0.55 and 0.8, substantially 

lower than the theoretical relationships represented by Sparrow and Loeffler 

and the free surface model. Sparrow and Loeffler suggest that this may be 

due to a shortcoming in the experimental apparatus, the most likely factor 
being that the cylindrical filaments were not tightly packed against the wall 

of the bounding tube. Such an occurrence would lead to relatively large, 

open flow areas near the walls with a consequent increased permeability 

(lower k). The same type of discrepancy occurs in the behavior of fluidized 

beds of dilute suspensions of particles; namely, permeability is greater than 

indicated by theory. As noted earlier in this chapter, a possible explanation 

is particle segregation, resulting in the agglomeration of particles in small 

groups. Agglomeration might also explain the discrepancy noted in the case 

of cylindrical arrays. 

It is of :;i'{;~~al interest to note that, at high fractional void volumes, 

particle arrangement does not affect permeability according to these theories. 

In this limit, Sparrow and Loeffler's result reduces exactly to Eq. (8-4.23). 

A similar result for square spacing was also obtained by Leibenson62 • 
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8-5 Systems with Complex Geometry 

In most real problems involving flow through porous media, the arrange

ment and shape of the particles vary in a manner which makes an exact 

geometrical specification of a boundary value problem impossible. It is possi

ble, however, on the basis of similitude relationships, to establish the plausi

bility of Darcy's law for the case of a viscous incompressible fluid at low 

particle Reynolds numbers, without having to obtain an explicit value of 

the permeability coefficient for a particular geometry. 

Thus, consider two steady state systems, the first a reference state and the 

second a system which is geometrically similar, but with a different local 

fluid velocity at corresponding points. We wish to determine the relation

ship between pressure drop and fluid velocity for such systems. If we assume 

that inertial terms may be neglected, we obtain the creeping motion equa

tions as applicable to each system: 

Vpo = Jlo V2vo 

VPI = JlI V2 VI 

(8-5.1) 

(8-5.2) 

Here P refers to the dynamic pressure at a given location; v is the local 

velocity at a location corresponding to p. 

For one system to be dynamically similar to the other it is first necessary 

that the two systems be geometrically similar, so that each may be character

ized by a characteristic length, I. Similarity is then maintained if corresponding 

terms in one differential equation can be obtained by multiplying the same 

terms in the other by a constant coefficient. If we restrict ourselves also to 

corresponding characteristic velocities having a common direction, we have 

(8-5.3) 

We can eliminate a and obtain a dimensionless parameter by dividing one of 

the equations in (8-5.3) by the other; hence, 

(8-5.4) 

Thus, in this case, constancy of the dimensionless group (pl)j(Jlv) char

acterizes all solutions of the creeping motion equations. 

Now for flow through a bed of finite length confined by walls so that 

flow cross section is constant, we can take pressure at the outlet to be zero. 

Hence, the pressure gradient, or pressure drop per unit length will be llPjl 

in each case. Thus, in general, all solutions of the creeping motion equations 

will correspond to 

v = e:)(~f) (8-5.5) 
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Note that P is no longer the local pressure p. The velocity v is measured at 

a corresponding point in each system. The velocity through any geometry 

may, however, equally well be characterized by an average velocity taken as 

a linear function of the corresponding conditions in the flow space of each 

system. Such a velocity is the superficial velocity or average velocity referred 

to a unit cross section of the entire medium and in a reference direction of 

flow. The factor (l2JC) is the well-known Darcy constant, and it is seen that it 

varies as the square of a characteristic dimension for geometrically similar 

media. 

This relationship may be generalized in terms of flow in a bed where 

direction may vary, provided that it is still assumed that the resistance will 

be experienced in the same direction as the flow. Such flows often involve 

differences in liquid elevation in the system involved, which have been neg

lected in previous theoretical treatments in this book. Where the external 

force potential is given by gh, such effects are accounted for by adding pgh 

to the pressure. In this form, Eq. (8-5.5) becomes 

U = - K V(P + pgh) 
f-L 

(8-5.6) 

where U is the superficial velocity, h is the vertical elevation above an arbi

trary datum, P is a mean pressure, and g is the local acceleration of gravity. 

It is not possible on the basis of similarity to draw conclusions regarding 

compressible flow of gases through porous media. Note also that, where the 

inertial terms cannot be neglected, similarity requires the same Reynolds 

number for the cases being compared; hence it is not possible to vary velocity 

without varying particle size if the same fluid is employed in the reference 

and test cases. 

As shown in Table 8-4.2, for flow relative to cylindrical shapes in a ran

dom orientation as compared with spheres, the Kozeny constant appears to 

be a useful way of characterizing resistance to flow in beds of particles. It is 

also clear, however, that for flow perpendicular to a single row of cylinders 

all aligned and close to each other, the resistance to flow could become very 

large. It is evident, therefore, that the Carman-Kozeny concept, based on a 

mean hydraulic radius, will be applicable only where orientation effects are 

absent, that is, in isotropic porous media. 

Hubbert49 provides a clear discussion of the interrelation between Darcy's 

law and creeping flows. He points out a common misunderstanding which 

has arisen in connection with earlier derivations of Darcy's law, most of 

which have been based on various models of capillary tubes or pipes. 12 It has 

been known since the classical studies of Osborne Reynolds that Poiseuille's 

law fails when the flow transition from laminar to turbulent motion occurs. 

By analogy, the conclusion most often reached as to the cause of failure of 

Darcy's law has been that the motion became turbulent. This represents a 
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serious misinterpretation of Darcy's law. In Darcy flow, each particle moves 

along a continuously curvilinear path at a continuously varying speed and 

with a varying acceleration. In true Poiseuille flow, each particle moves along 

a straight path at constant velocity and therefore suffers no acceleration. 

Consequently, in Poiseuille flow, inertial forces cannot become significant 

until turbulence occurs. On the other hand, failure of Darcy's law results 

when the distortion that occurs in the streamlines, owing to changes in 

direction of motion, is great enough that inertial forces become significant. 

The incidence of turbulence will occur at much higher Reynolds numbers, if 

indeed such a phenomenon occurs at all. Fundamental theoretical studies 

pertaining to the stability of single-phase flow through porous media are, at 

present, lacking. 
Although Eq. (8-5.6) has been demonstrated to apply only for a given 

geometry, it may often be assumed that the effect of containing boundaries 

or walls is negligible as far as their effect on K is concerned. Then the equation 

of continuity may be written as follows in terms of superficial velocity for 

given external boundaries: 

(8-5.7) 

where U is the superficial velocity. If this relation is applied to Eq. (8-5.6), 

we find94 

V2(P + pgh) = 0 (8-5.8) 

This equation has been widely used to predict pressure relationships for flow 

through porous materials. It should be noted that Eq. (8-5.8), though formal

ly similar in appearance to the relationship which applies to a viscous incom

pressible fluid in a continuum, refers in this case to a porous medium. The 

associated velocity field described by Eq. (8-5.6) will not be the same as that 

which applies to a continuum between solid boundaries as prescribed by the 

creeping motion equations. When the porous medium is not isotropic, K may 

assume directional properties and Eq. (8-5.8) will not be applicable. Neither 

can it be applied, of course, to predict effects of pressure transmitted by the 

bed of particles itself, or hydrodynamic forces on objects other than those 

forces normal to their surfaces. 

The distinction between the relationships which apply to a porous medium 

and those which apply to the fluid medium itself, which flows in the pores, 

has not always been clearly distinguished in the literature, leading to con

fusion regarding the applicability of the former. Thus Streeter9T states that, 

on the basis of the creeping motion equations, since V2(P + pgh) = 0, a 

velocity potential exists. He then concludes that Darcy's law gives the rela

tionship between velocity and pressure gradient. This conclusion draws no 

distinction between the different boundary value problems involved. Again, 

Morse and Feshbach70 state that for a liquid seeping through a porous solid, 

viscosity and vorticity can be neglected compared with the "friction of seep

age"; they state, too, that Darcy's law follows. As we have seen earlier, the 
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opposite is true, since Darcy's law applies only when inertial effects can be 

neglected. 

Many authors have considered extensions of Darcy's law to compressible 

flows, unsteady states, and to situations where the inertial terms cannot be 

neglected. In addition, a variety of attempts have been made, on semiempiri

cal grounds, to obtain numerical values for the Darcy constant. Scheidegger84 

reviewed a number of these treatments and also presented a new one. All 

these theories are based on analogies which are not quantitatively justifiable, 

and none of them lead to satisfactory values of the numerical constants in

volved without invoking ad hoc assumptions or resorting to experimental 

data. 

Perhaps the most widely accepted of the theories aimed at finding the 

numerical coefficient in the Darcy equation are those based upon the concept 

that the pore space is equivalent to a bundle of parallel capillaries with a 

common hydraulic radius and with a cross sectional shape representative of 

the average shape of a pore cross section.12 The development, usually attri

buted to Kozeny54, was elaborated by Carman13 and derived independently 

a few years later by Fair and Hatch23 • In the derivation, it is assumed that 

the path of a streamline through the pore space will be tortuous, with an 

average length Le greater than the length of the bed L. The length Le is then 

regarded as the average length of the capillaries to be employed in Poiseuille 

type capillary formulas. 

The average velocity for viscous flow through any noncircular capillary 

of hydraulic radius m and actual length L can be written 

m2 !::J..P 
ue=--

koJ.LL. 

ko = 2 for a circular capillary, and the equation becomes Poiseuille's law. 

If the hydraulic radius concept were completely applicable, ko would be in

dependent of cross-sectional shape for viscous flow (as, in fact, it is for 

turbulent flow). For reasonable rectangular, elliptical, and annular shapes, 

ko lies in the range 2.0-2.5, and is therefore reasonably independent of shape. 

By putting 

and 

U 
Ue =

€ 

€ 

m=-S 

(8-5.9) 

where S is the particle surface per unit volume of bed (that is, the specific 

surface) we obtain 

(8-5.10) 

Here, k = (Le/L)ko is designated as the Kozeny constant. The ratio L./L is 

called the tortuosity. Carman, in discussing this factor, contends that the time 
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taken for an element of fluid to pass through a tortuous track of length Le 

is greater than if it passed directly over length L, by an amount LelL. Ac

cordingly, he proposes that Eq. (8-5.9) be replaced by 

U Le ue =--
e L 

(8-5.11) 

whence we now obtain 

(8-5.12) 

As noted earlier in this chapter, k ~ 5.0. The value of LelL is difficult to 

estimate, but, if the value of ,.J2 adopted by Carman is accepted, then 

ko ~ 2.5. This gives a reasonable explanation for the factors entering into 

the Kozeny constant, k. 

The Kozeny equation may be expressed in terms of particle size by relat

ing S to the particle diameter. For spheres of diameter d, S = 6(1 - e)ld 

and Eq. (8-5.10) becomes 

[ e3d2 ] t::..P 
U = 36(1 - e)2k ILL 

(8-5.13) 

Here, the expression in brackets is the Darcy constant. In the previous sec

tion (see Table 8-4.2) the Kozeny constant k was derived theoretically on 

the basis of models involving drag on spherical- or cylindrical-shaped ob

jects, and it was shown that the empirical constant can be predicted theoreti

cally to a considerable degree of accuracy. 

More elaborate derivations have been made in attempts to generalize the 

Darcy equation, but they all seem to assume a specific geometrical model in 

the final analysis. Thus, Scheidegger83 develops a theory involving statistical 

hydrodynamics of porous media which takes into account sidewise dispersion 

which a fluid undergoes in passing through a porous medium. In order to 

derive Darcy's law for pressure drop, however, he finds it necessary to assume 

that flow occurs in microscopic channels, which is, of course, tantamount to 

assuming that a variation of Poiseuille's law applies. Hall34 , in a generalized 

tensorial approach, assumes a relationship between stress and velocity gradi

ent, referred to a one-dimensional single surface element model, which thus 

does not solve any specific boundary-value problem involving the compli

cated geometrical boundaries surrounding actual fluid elements in a porous 

medium. Irmaysl, in an ingenious derivation which takes many factors into 

consideration, assumes that flow in a porous medium can ultimately be ideal

ized to motion of fluid in a two-dimensional pore channel with a parabolic 

fluid velocity profile, thereby again assuming a Poiseuille's law model. Thus, 

none of the more generalized studies permit the Darcy constant to be calcu

lated for an actual particle assemblage. 

Generalized treatment of multiparticie systems 

The techniques utilized in Chapter 5 to describe the intrinsic resistance of 

a single particle in a quasi-static Stokes flow have been extended by Brenner8 
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to systems consisting of any number of interacting particles moving through 

a fluid at rest at infinity. Furthermore, the extension applies equally well to 

the case in which the fluid motion is bounded by the walls of a container. 

Consider a fluid-particle system consisting of any finite number of rigid 

particles of arbitrary shape. Let Si denote the surface of the ith particle, and 

let Sb denote the surface(s) of the container boundaries, if any. If no con

taining walls bound the fluid externally, let S= be a fluid surface of indefinitely 

large size which completely surrounds the particles. * The boundaries Sb and 

S= are at rest. We suppose further that the nature of the boundaries Sb 

and/or S= is such that the stresses exerted on these surfaces can do no work 

on the fluid contained in the interior. This occurs, for example, when the 

velocity field, v, vanishes on Sb and/or Sw It also occurs when either the 

normal velocity, n· v, or normal stresses, n· n . n, and the tangential 

stresses, n·n·t, both vanish on Sb (n = unit normal vector, t = unit 

tangent vector). It also occurs when the former condition, v = 0, is satisfied 

on one part of Sb and the latter ":-,)nditions are satisfied on the remainder of 

Sb - for example, when a suspension settles in a cylinder of finite depth, 

the upper surface being a free surface. (Interfacial forces at the free surface 

are assumed to be negligible.) 

Let Ot be any point fixed in the ith particle and denote by Vi the instan

taneous translational velocity of this point. By O)i we represent the instan

taneous angular velocity of the particle. If rj is the position vector of any 

point relative to an origin at Oi' the boundary conditions to be satisfied are 

then 

and either 

or 

on each Si 

v = 0 on Sb and/or S= 

{
n'v = 0 or n·n·n = O} 

on Sb 
and n·n·t = 0 

(8-5.14) 

(8-5.15) 

Because of the linearity of the equations of motion and boundary condi

tions, we can separate (v, p) into a translational contribution, (v, p), satisfying 

only the Vi portion of Eq. (8-5.14), and a rotational contribution, (v,p), 

satisfying the O)j X r, portion of Eq. (8-5.14). Thus, 

V=V+V 

p=p+'P 

(8-5.l6a) 

(8-5.16b) 

Again, because of linearity, we can further subdivide each of these contri

butions by the following device: Let VI be the velocity field created when the 

ith particle translates with instantaneous velocity V j while all other particles 

are at rest. Likewise, let Vt be the velocity field created when the ith particle 

rotates with angular velocity O)j about an axis through 0 1 while all other 

particles are at rest. Thus, we have 

*If Sa only partly bounds the fluid externally as in the case of the walls or aI' irJjcite'~ 

)o::g c;irClilar cylinder, then S= denotes the two open "ends" of the cylinder. 
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(8-5.17) 

with similar expressions for the pressures. Each VI satisfies the boundary 

conditions: 

jVI = UI on Si 

VI = 0 on Sj (j *- i) (8-5.18) 

plus equations of the type of Eq. (8-5.15) 

whereas each VI satisfies the boundary conditions 

on S, 

J
VI = Clh x ri 

VI = 0 on Sj (j *- i) (8-5.19) 

plus equations of the type of Eq. (8-5.15) 

Let jFk be the hydrodynamic force exerted by the fluid on the kth particle 

due to the translational motion Vj of the jth particle (j and k may be equal). 

We then have 

(8-5.20) 

Also, let /fk be the hydrodynamic torque about Ok exerted by the fluid on 

the kth particle in consequence of the translational motion of the jth particle, 

Vj' We then have 

(8-5.21) 

The total hydrodynamic force on the kth particle due to the translational 

motion of all particles, including itself (that is, due to the field v) is then 

Fk = L jFk (8-5.22) 
j 

whereas the corresponding hydrodynamic torque (about Ok) on the kth 

particle due to the translational motion of all particles is 

Tk = L jTk (8-5.23) 
j 

In similar fashion we obtain for the corresponding rotational motions, 

;i'k = f rk x (fij'dS) 
S, 

Fk = L jFk 
j 

i\ = L ;i'k 
j 

(8-5.24) 

(8-5.25) 

(8-5.26) 

(8-5.27) 

Finally, the total force and torque about Ok on the kth particle due to the 

translational and rotational motions of all particles [that is, due to the original 

motion (v, p) satisfying Eqs. (8-5.14)-(8-5.15)] are, respectively, 
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Fk = Fk + Fk 

Tk = Tk + Tk 
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(8-5.28) 

(8-5.29) 

Using arguments substantially identical to those in Chapter 5, it may be 

shown8 that the following four relations are valid: 

jF'k = -/-LKkj • V j 

/rk = -/-LCkj • U j 

(8-S.30a) 

(8-S.30b) 

jFk = -/-LDkj·OJj (8-S.30c) 

)Tk = -/-LOk)·OJ; (8-S.30d) 

where the dyadics Kk;, Ck;, Dk), and Ok; are independent of the properties of 

the fluid and of the magnitudes and directions of all the U; and OJ). Rather, 

they are intrinsic properties of the system of particles (and boundary, if any) 

which depend only on the size and shape of the particles, the instantaneous 

configuration of the system, and the choice of origins, Ot. 

By utilizing the reciprocal theorem, it may be shown that these dyadics 

have the following symmetry properties: 8 

for all j and k, including j = k. 

Kk) = K;k 

Ok; = O;k 

Dk) = C;k 

(8-S.31a) 

(8-S.31b) 

(8-S.31c) 

Subject to the symmetry restrictions set forth in Eq. (8-5.31), the results 

of the present subsection are, from Eqs. (8-5.28)-(8-5.30), 

n 

Fk = -/-L ~ (Kk)· V) + Dkj·OJ;) 
j~1 

(8-S.32a) 

(8-S.32b) 

for k = 1, 2, 3, ... ,n, where n is the number of particles. Note that the sum

mation is on adjacent indices. This relation can be concisely expressed and 

manipulated in matrix form. Define the partitioned column matrices (F), 

(T), (V), (OJ) by exp. ':.sions of the general form 

(8-5.33) 

in which (Ft ) is itself a column matrix whose scalar elements are the three 

components of the vector force F; on the ith particle. Also define the square, 

partitioned matrices (K), (0), (C) by expressions of the form 
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(

Kll) (K12) (Kin») 

(K) = ~~~l: •• ~~~2~ ••••••• • (~:n~ , 
(Knl ) (Kn2) ... (Knn) 

etc. (8-5.34) 

in which (Kij) is a 3 X 3 matrix whose nine scalar elements are the compo

nents of the dyadic Kij. 

If we now further define the partitioned column matrices 

( ~ _ (F») 
)- (T)' 

(011) = (U») 
(CI.I) 

and the square, partitioned matrix 

( K) (C)') 
(Jf') = (C) (0) 

then Eq. (8-5.32) may be written in the compact form 

(~) = -fL(Jf')(OII) 

(8-5.35a) 

(8-5.35b) 

(8-5.36) 

It is reasonable to caIl (~) the wrench matrix, (011) the screw-velocity 

matrix, and (Jf') the grand resistance matrix. Since (K) = (K) and (0) = (O)t, 

the matrix (Jf') is symmetric. Note, however, that except for the diagonal 

submatrices (K ll ), (K 22), ••• , (011)' (0 22), ••• , the individual submatrices of 

(Jf') are themselves not symmetric. As the rate of mechanical energy dissi

pation is essentiaIly positive, the grand resistance matrix is positive-definite. 

In passing from the vector-polyadic formulation to the matrix formu

lation remember that all the sUbscripted submatrices of (~), (Jf'), and (011) 

must be expressed in a common system of coordinates. 

Equation (8-5.36) has the important advantage that, when the hydro

dynamic forces and torques on the individual particles are known a priori, 

as is usually the case in particle systems settling under the influence of gravity, 

Eq. (8-5.36) may be explicitly solved for the particle velocities and spins by 

merely inverting the nonsingular matrix (Jf') as follows: 

(8-5.37) 

In summary, the intrinsic resistance of a multi particle system, consisting 

of any number of rigid particles of any shape, in any instantaneous configu

ration, at any concentration, and with bounding walls can be described in 

terms of a partitioned, positive-definite, symmetrical matrix termed the 

grand resistance matrix. 

Brenner8 illustrates the significance of the formalism by considering the 

hydrodynamic interaction of two spherical particles of different size. For 

this example, Eqs. (8-5.34) and (8-5.35b) show that 16 dyadics are required 

to establish the grand resistance matrix. Only ten of these are independent 

because of the six symmetry relations 

K21 = Ki2' 0 21 = Oi2' Dn = Cil> D12 = Cil> D21 = Ci2' D22 = C;2 
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Except perhaps in the case of multi particle systems which are dilute, 

determination of the grand resistance matrix will be a complicated matter. 

Recourse to methods such as discussed in Section 8-3 may be necessary to 

obtain numerical results. The general formulation, however, shows how par

ticle velocities and spins may vary with particle geometry and arrangement, 

since the dyadics in (Jf') are dependent only on these latter factors. 

Thus, Darcy's law will apply to the flow of fluid through a packed bed 

when the flow is restricted to one direction by container walls, in the sense 

that pressure drop will be directly proportional to fluid throughput per unit 

time. It can be seen that any systematic rigid arrangement of particles may 

also result in a sidewise thrust on container walls (for example, an assemblage 

of spheroids placed obliquely to the direction of average fluid flow). Darcy's 

law, in the more general sense of the vectorial relationship given by Eq. 

(8-5.6), would not apply to flow through a nonisotropic medium in which 

the net direction of flow was not determined by external bounding walls. 

A problem much less well understood than the prediction of pressure drop 

is that of longitudinal and radial dispersion of marked fluid particles in flow 

through porous media. In principle, some of the techniques discussed earlier 

in this chapter should prove useful. Thus the reflection technique provides 

the detailed velocity pattern associated with any type of particle assemblage. 

Such detailed knowledge is a necessary prerequisite to a rational, quantita

tive description of dispersion. Cell models like the "free surface" model, by 

establishing a microscopic picture of the flow pattern adjacent to particles, 

also permit an estimate of nonuniformities in axial and lateral displacement 

of fluid particles. Experimental studies44 of streamline flow through cubic 

assemblages of particles indicate negligible dispersion effects due to mechani

calor convective diffusion. Such effects would, of course, be expected in flow 

through an irregularly or randomly packed porous medium, owing to the 

irregular pattern of the streamlines through the pores and voids. A "random 

residence-time" model for longitudinal dispersion has been developed by 

several writers66 , based on flow through a sequence of cells in each of which 

there is complete mixing. This model does not lend itself to a study of lateral 

dispersion. Moreover, its validity at low Reynolds numbers appears open to 

question. Several writers5,83 have investigated dispersion on the assumption 

that a fluid particle carries out a random walk consisting of a succession of 

statistically independent straight steps in equal small intervals of time. This 

treatment is not entirely satisfactory, partly because the time is broken up 

into equal small intervals whereas one would expect a particle to stay longer 

in a region where the velocity is small than where it is large. 

Saffman (1959)81 reviewed a number of theories and put forth a new 

development which overcomes some of their shortcomings. It is based on a 

model of flow through a porous medium which assumes that the latter may 

be represented by an assemblage of randomly orientated and randomly dis

tributed straight pores, in each of which the flow is uniform. The pores are 

supposed to be connected with one another at the ends, and several pores 
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may start or finish at these end points. The dimensions of the pores are taken 

as comparable with the size of particles composing the bed. The path of a 

fluid particle may then be regarded as a random walk in which the length, 

direction, and duration of each step are random variables. An involved math

ematical analysis based on statistical considerations leads to approximate 

numerical results for both longitudinal and lateral dispersion effects. The 

author also includes a discussion of the possible effect of higher velocities, 

at which Darcy's law no longer applies. 

Scheidegger84 has reviewed contributions to the study of multiple-phase 

flow. Studies are fewer in number and, owing to the greater complexity of the 

phenomena involved, treatments are based for the most part on rather simple 

hydrodynamic models, which at best give only qualitative results. Whether 

the fluids are miscible or immiscible is an important parameter in multiple

phase flow, and it turns out that the study of immiscible fluids is much simpler 

than that of miscible fluids. Most of the literature is concerned with immis

cible fluids and utilizes models based on capillaries or on the Kozeny theory. 

Miscible displacement in porous media is a type of two-phase flow in which 

the two phases are completely soluble in each other. Therefore, capillary 

forces between the two fluids do not come into effect as in the immiscible 

case. It would seem that miscible displacement could be described in a very 

simple fashion. For the mixture, under conditions of complete miscibility, 

might be thought to behave locally as a single phase which would obey 

Darcy's law. The displacement front has, however, been shown82 to always 

become unstable when the penetrating fluid is less viscous than the displaced 

one. This results in the formation of "fingers" which penetrate the porous 

medium in an irregular fashion, a phenomenon which is highly undesirable 

in the application of processes of this type to oil recovery. Scheidegger85 , 

among others, studied the process of finger generation caused by the hetero

geneities present in the porous medium, and presented some formulas which 

include a criterion for the condition for serious fingering to occur. 

The three last sections of this chapter consider engineering applications 

broadly, without going into detail. Emphasis is placed on problems where 

hydrodynamics is applicable and on the limitations of the hydrodynamic ap

proach. These sections also include a comparison of the theories developed 

earlier in this chapter with available experimental data. 

8-6 Particulate Suspensions 

The particles in a suspension can often be assumed to behave independently, 

without interactions among them and without significant wall effects. In 

such instances the methods and results of Chapters 4 and 5 will be appli

cable. In addition to considering whether interaction or wall effects may be 

of importance, several other factors must sometimes be taken into account. 
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A body falling under gravity will usually attain a constant terminal velo

city when the net gravitational accelerating force, corrected for buoyancy, 

equals the resisting drag force. For flow of fluid around a sphere, Stokes' 

law applies. Comparable relationships exist for differently shaped bodies, as 

discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. At Reynolds numbers NRed (based on diame

ter) less than 0.05, innumerable experiments performed with spheres in a vari

ety of media show that the deviation from Stokes' law does not exceed 1 per 

cent32 • A Reynolds number equal to 0.05 corresponds to a 77-micron sphere 

of unit density falling through air. At higher Reynolds numbers the deviation 

becomes greater and Stokes' law tends to overestimate the settling velocity. 

From considerations of dynamic similarity, numerous results for variations 

of shape and fluid can be coordinated61 ,32 by plotting Reynolds number 

against another nondimensional parameter, the drag coefficient CD' which is 

defined as the ratio of the particle resistance to the product of cross-section 

and kinetic pressure. In the simple case of Stokes' law, 

Cn = 24 (8-6.1) 
NRed 

For particles of a size comparable with the mean free path of the gas 

molecules, the medium can no longer be regarded as continuous, and the 

particles fall between the molecules faster than predicted by continuum hydro

dynamics. To allow for this slip, Cunningham15 deduced a correction to 

Stokes' law, expressible as follows-see Eq. (2-8.1): 

F = 37tJ..Ld (8-6.2) 
km 

where (8-6.3) 

d is the sphere diameter, /.., is the mean free path of the gas molecules, and 

am is a numerical factor which lies between 1.3 and 2.3 for different gases, 

particle sizes, and materials. Lapple61 gives the following typical values 

(Table 8-6.1): 

TABLE 8-6.1 

VALUES OF km FOR SPHERICAL PARTICLES IN AIR 

Particle Diameter Value of km 

(microns) (70°F) (500°F) 

0.1 2.88 5.14 
0.25 1.682 2.528 

0.5 1.325 1.711 

1.0 1.160 1.338 

10.0 1.016 1.033 

These calculations are all based on the assumption that particle inter

actions or containing walls exert no retarding influence on the settling velocity. 

Another correction to the rate of settling of a particle is due to Brownian 
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movement. This results in a random motion of the particles in addition to 

any net motion in a given direction due to the action of external forces such 

as gravity. Quantitatively, this random motion may be expressed as folIows 19 : 

(8-6.4) 

The value ,.j (~S)2 is a scalar quantity representing the statistical average 

linear displacement of a particle in a given direction in time t. R is the gas 

constant, T the absolute temperature, and N is Avogadro's number. Table 

8-6.2 gives a comparison of the magnitude of Brownian movement displace

ment with that due to gravitational settling61 • 

TABLE 8-6.2 

COMPARISON OF BROWNIAN AND GRAVITATIONAL DISPLACEMENTS 

FOR PARTICLES SUSPENDED IN AIR AND WATER 

Displacement in 1.0 sec (microns) 

In Air at 70°F (1 atm) In Water at 70°F 

Particle Due to Due to Due to Due to 
Diameter Brownian Gravitational Brownian Gravitational 
(microns) Movement* Settlingt Movement* Settlingt 

0.1 29.4 1.73 2.36 0.005 

0.25 14.2 6.30 1.49 0.0346 

0.5 8.92 19.9 1.052 0.1384 

1.0 5.91 69.6 0.745 0.554 

2.5 3.58 400.0 0.471 3.46 

5.0 2.49 1550.0 0.334 13.84 

10.0 1.75 6096.0 0.236 55.4 

*This is the mean displacement for t = 1 sec given by Eq. (8-6.4). 

tThis is the distance settled in 1 sec by a particle of specific gravity = 2.0, including 

the Cunningham correction factor, k m , for settling in air. 

For situations involving particle interaction, where Stokes' law applies 

to individual spherical particles settling in an unbounded medium, the methods 

developed in the present chapter are applicable. There have also been numer

ous experimental investigations of this phenomenon of "hindered settling." 

Maude and Whitmore65 present a review of pertinent experimental work, 

listing many of the important references. They propose the relationship 

U - = (1 - ¢)P = eiJ 
Uo 

(8-6.5) 

where f3 is a function of particle shape, size distribution, and Reynolds num

ber; ¢ is the volume of solids per unit volume of suspension. This relation

ship is shown to satisfy the experimental results of other workers, and some 

theoretical validity is claimed for it. They report values of f3 ~ 5 for equi

sized, equi-density spheres in creeping flow; f3 ~ 2 to 4 for spheres in turbu

lent flow; and f3 ~ 7 to 10 for rough particles in creeping flow. Relationships 

similar to Eq. (8-6.5) have been investigated further by Harris46 • As discussed 
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in the sequel to Eq. (8-4.15), Brinkman10 and Richardson and ZakF8 have 

also developed correlations which are intended to apply from the dilute range 

to intermediate concentrations, € = 0.5. The correlation proposed by 

Richardson and Zaki is of the same form as Eq. (8-6.5), with (3 = 4.65 for 

spheres in creeping flow. 

In the dilute range € = 0.999 to € = 0.95, available data from investiga

tions by Cheng and Schachman 14 and Noda72 are in rough agreement with 

the relationship given by Eq. (8-6.5). The theoretical studies leading to Eqs. 

(8-3.44)-(8-3.46) indicate a much higher concentration dependence of the 

rate of settling. 

The scatter of settling rate data reported by various investigators suggests, 

however, that no single equation relating settling rate to concentration is 

adequate for dilute suspensions. A plot of some representative data in Fig. 

8-6.1 illustrates the range of scatter likely in sedimentation studies. 

The highest settling rates shown in Fig. 8-6.1 were reported by Kaye and 
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Figure 8-6.1. Comparison of theoretical equation with data in the 

dilute concentration range. 
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Boardman53 for experiments in which a considerable amount of cluster forma

tion was observed. Since it is well established that clusters of particles will 

settle at a faster rate than the same number of particles uniformly distributed, 

theoretical equations based on uniform distribution of particles must be 

modified to predict settling rates for dilute suspensions. 

In order to illustrate empirically how cluster formation can influence the 

theoretically derived equations, consider the simplest cluster, the doublet. The 

drag force on a single vertical doublet consisting of two equal spheres of 

radii a in contact in an infinite medium is given by the equation 

F = 67rf-Lal-.,V (8-6.6) 

The resistance coefficient, i\, has been calculated by Stimson and Jeffery as a 

function of dilD (see Table 6-4.l), where d = 2a is a sphere diameter and ID 

is the center-to-center distance. I-., is equal to 0.645 for dll[) = 1 and approaches 

unity as dilD -> O. For very dilute suspensions in which ID is much smaller 

than the mean distance between doublets, each doublet may be considered 

as a point force with respect to the rest of the suspension; hence, the resist

ance of a dilute rhombohedral suspension of doublets can be represented by 

F= 67rf-Lal-.,V(l + 1.79¢1/3) 

and its settling velocity by 

V I 
Vo = i\(l + 1. 79¢1/3) 

(8-6.7) 

(8-6.8) 

Curves for dilD = 0.6,0.8, 1.0, as well as a curve for a rhombohedral 

suspension of single particles, are shown in Fig. 8-6.1. These curves intersect 

the ¢ = ° axis at VI VO = l/i\, implying that the elemental particle is a doublet 

composed of individual spheres. The data intersect the ¢ = ° axis at 

VIVo = 1, indicating that clusters are destroyed upon dilution and the ele

mental particle is a single, individual sphere. It is apparent that the presence 

of doublets can markedly influence settling rate; it should not, however, be 

inferred that real suspensions consist of doublets. The extent of cluster for

mation probably depends to a great extent on the technique of the experi

menter and the nature of particle and fluid. 

In the more concentrated range, € = 0.95 to € = 0.60, where more data 

are available, individual variations of up to 100 per cent exist from the lowest 

to highest values of VI VO obtained at a given concentration. Most of the data 

reported in this range show higher values of VI VO than predicted by the free 

surface model (see Table 8-4.l). It is believed that even with uniformly sized 

spherical particles, variables other than fractional void volume may be re

quired to uniquely characterize the behavior of a sedimenting system. Circu

lation of particles, or effects tending to make them segregate into aggregates, 

will result in increased values of VIVo, compared with those obtained for 

completely uniform distributions. It is possible that spheres suspended in 
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random orientations may not maintain their positions relative to each other. 

Happel and Pfeffer4s, based on data obtained for the motion of two spheres 

in a viscous fluid, speculate that the formation of doublets, with their con

comitantly larger settling velocitites, may be a contributing cause to the wide 

discrepancies observed in presently available data on fluidized and sediment

ing systems. 

When high concentrations are involved in sedimenting systems of parti

cles, flocculation may often introduce another complication. Flocculation and 

dispersion have long been recognized as important factors in dealing with 

particles suspended in liquids. They are often important in aerosol systems 

too. 

The kinetics of an assemblage of small, neutrally buoyant spherical parti

cles, which coalesce upon collision to form progressively larger spheres, was 

originally worked out by Smoluchowski93 • He assumed that the particles col

lide owing to Brownian movement and stick to each other in a certain frac

tion of these collisions, thereby causing a reduction in the total number of 

separate particles present. Green and Lane32 present an outline of this theory 

together with other references. The Smoluchowski equation may be repre

sented as follows: 

(8-6.9) 

where np is the number of particles per unit volume at time t; Y.po, the number 

of particles at zero time; R, the gas constant; T, the absolute temperature; 

s, the ratio of the sphere of influence to the radius of the particle (if s = 2, 

the spheres wilI coagulate only upon touching); fL, the viscosity of the 

medium; and N, Avogadro's number. 

This equation assumes that initially all particles are the same size. Note 

that one consequence ofEq. (8-6.9) is that a linear relationship exists between 

particle volume and time during coagulation. This equation is independent 

of the size of the particle, so that sols of different particle size should coagu

late at the same rate. Various modifications have been developed to allow 

for the mean free path of fluid molecules, electrical charge, heterogeneity of 

the dispersion, and failure of colliding particles to adhere. Flocculation may 

also arise by virtue of fluid stirring or turbulence. 

In general, the simple form of Smoluchowski's equation has been found6' 

to hold reasonably for dilute aerosols, indicating that adhesion generally 

occurs upon collision. Heterogeneity and mean free path effects for small 

particles both tend to give somewhat higher coagulation rates. In the case of 

liquid dispersions, the probability of adhesion upon collision may be very 

low because of the stabilizing effect of electric double layers or protective 

colloids or solvated adsorbed liquid layers. Thus it is often possible to stabi

lize, that is, prevent flocculation, of a liquid dispersion. Such stabilization 

has not been observed in the case of aerosols. 
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Another property of hydrodynamic interest is the formation of a sharp 

upper surface in batch sedimentation, especially for particles suspended in 

liquids. Kynch 58 has developed a mathematical theory of hindered settling 

based on the hypothesis that the speed of fall of particles in a dispersion is 

determined by local particle concentration only. The theory predicts that the 

existence of an upper surface, together with a knowledge of the initial distri

bution of particles, suffices to determine the variation of the velocity of fall 

with density for a particular dispersion. As he states, the validity of this 

hypothesis cannot be judged until the details of forces on the particles can be 

specified. In principle, the method of reflections discussed earlier in this chap

ter should provide the requisite information. Talmadge and Fitch99 have ap

plied Kynch's method to predict thickener capacity from batch settling tests. 

The upper limit of concentration in sedimenting systems is reached when 

the settled bed is self-supporting due to forces exerted between particles by 

direct contact. At this limit, hydrodynamic forces no longer come into con

sideration; one is concerned rather with the geometric modes in which parti

cles may be packed. Scheidegger84 gives a review of various theories pertain

ing to sphere packing. He concludes that it is doubtful whether a unique 

stable packing with maximum porosity exists, since large arches of spheres 

which are stable can be constructed. The loosest stable packing described in 

the literature according to Scheidegger corresponds to a porosity € = 0.875. 

Wilson lo5 prepared beds of spherical particles up to € = 0.84 by using dilute 

gelatin to promote aggregation. On the other hand, Steinour96 was able to 

sediment nonflocculating suspensions of spherical particles down to voidages 

as low as € = 0.3. Thus, it would appear that such factors as the nature of 

the surface of the particles, their size, and the lubricating properties of the 

suspending fluid may be factors in determining the maximum solids concen

tration attainable by sedimentation. 

More complicated problems occur when both hydrodynamic and inter

particle contact forces must be considered. Exact theoretical analysis of such 

problems is difficult. An example of the problems encountered is given in the 

investigation by Eagleson, et al. ls on the mechanics of the motion of discrete 

spherical bottom-settling particles due to shoaling waves on a beach. The 

theoretical analysis proceeds by considering the forces acting on a single 

spherical particle resting on a sloping beach, the top surface of which con

sists of spherical particles of uniform diameter. An equation obtained from 

this analysis is verified by laboratory measurements. One interesting hydro

dynamic item is that the presence of a boundary (namely, the beach) seems 

to prolong the predominance of viscous forces, yielding so-called . linear re

sistance laws, characteristic of the creeping motion equations, up to 

N Re, ~ 100. 

Various industrial and environmental aspects of particulate clouds of 

aerosols are reviewed in the book by Green and Lane 32 , already referred to 
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in connection with several of the topics treated earlier. Dalla Valle'slB book on 

the technology of fine particles treats many aspects of the behavior of particu

late matter in sedimenting systems from a practical viewpoint. 

8-7 Packed Beds 

A very extensive literature has developed on the subject of flow through 

packed beds. Excellent books by ScheideggerB4 , on the physics of flow through 

porous media, and Carman 12, on flow of gases through porous media, deal 

exclusively with this subject. Zenz and Othmer109 have also presented a 

thorough review from the applied viewpoint in a book covering many of the 

broader aspects of fluid particle technology, especially those related to 

fluidization. 

The large number of variables involved in packed beds makes exact treat

ment difficult. In pressure drop correlations, the following factors must be 

considered: fractional void volume, type of fluid flow (creeping motion, 

laminar-inertial, or turbulent), particle shape, roughness, size distribution, 

and manner of packing. Theoretical treatments are usually confined to the 

simplest systems, involving uniformly sized spherical particles, as discussed 

earlier. 

The densest possible packing of uniform spheres corresponds to the 

rhombohedral packing, where € = 0.2595. With uniform spheres, simple cubic 

packing yields € = 0.476. This number is of interest because it is close to 

the loose-packed density obtained in moving beds. For beds of randomly 

packed spheres, € generally ranges from 0.38 to 0.47. The lower voidage is 

that exhibited by a random, gravity-packed bed of uniform spheres (prepared 

by dropping spheres into a chamber slowly, so that each sphere is at a posi

tion of repose before another sphere falls upon it). The higher voidage was 

obtained consistently by Oman and Watson74 by inverting a bed in a small 

container and quickly righting it; they called the resulting bed a random-loose 

arrangement. Happel37 obtained similar results by placing a weighed repre

sentative sample in a container and slowly inverting it several times until the 

volume remained constant. Packing density of beds of uniform spheres under 

a variety of other conditions is discussed by RutgersBO • When fines are 

present, it is possible to obtain considerably higher densities. As previously 

noted, much looser packings than the random-loose arrangement are also 

possible, especially with small particles and those of irregular shape. 

For packed beds of uniform spheres the Carman-Kozenyl2 equation 

(8-4.22), within the range € = 0.26 to € = 0.48, gives excellent correlation with 

a Kozeny constant of k = 4.8. A recent study by Andersson2, including addi

tional sources, indicates that for uniform spheres 4.2 < k < 6.0. Andersson 

proposes a refinement in which k is taken as a function of € instead of being 
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assumed constant. A large volume of data on beds consisting of a variety of 

nonspherical particles indicate that k ~ 5.0, independent of shape and 

porosity from € = 0.26 to € = 0.8. As shown in Table 8-4.2, agreement of 

the Carman-Kozeny relationship with hydrodynamic theory based on the 

free surface cell model is excellent. 

Of particular interest in connection with the study of relationships be

tween flow in packed and moving beds is the loose-packed condition, corre

sponding to € ~ 0.47. This point corresponds to both the void volume for 

incipient fluidization of large, smooth spheres and to the void volume for 

moving beds of particles. The value of UIUo from the Carman-Kozeny equa

tion (with k = 4.8) at this voidage corresponds to 0.0216, as compared with 

0.0221 based on the following formula derived from Eq. (8-4.11): 

_ (1 - <1»3 (3 + 2<1>5/3) 
k - 6 _ 9<1>4/3 + 9<1>8/3 _ 6<1>3 (8-7.1) 

This is a difference of less than 3 per cent. From the high concentration range 

down to € = 0.25, other theoretical relationships discussed do not agree as 

well with data or with the Carman-Kozeny relationship. 

Carman 12 also found that the Carman-Kozeny equation could be applied 

to mixtures of various particle sizes, using the hydraulic radius concept in 

place of particle diameter. As discussed following Table 8-4.2, this furnishes 

justification for applying the reciprocal mean diameter to treat nonuniformly 

sized, regularly shaped particles. Many other methods for obtaining average 

diameter have been proposed109 • The Carman-Kozeny equation is not appli

cable to beds of highly irregular particles possessing stagnant pockets, or to 

beds comprised of shapes such as packed disks or plates. It is also inapplicable 

when changes in void volume are caused by extreme variations in particle 

size, as is true in moving beds37 • 

It is believed37 that a smaller change in permeability, resulting from 

changes in fractional void volume, occurs when the latter is caused by differ

ences in shape and size gradation as compared with differences caused by 

changes in mode of arrangement or degree of compacting. Oman and Watson 

were the first to call attention to the disagreement caused by failure to prepare 

packed beds in a reproducible manner. They correlated a large amount of 

data on particles packed in a "random-dense" arrangement, and suggested 

a tentative factor for relating those results to the case of a "random-loose" 

arrangement. Zenz and Othmer suggest that one may, with equal accuracy, 

simply assume a 25 per cent decrease in a modified friction factor. HappeP1, 

on the other hand, obtained a correlation for moving beds in terms of a plot 

of a modified friction factor versus a modified Reynolds number. These beds 

occur in the loose-packed condition, so that the variation of pressure drop 

with fractional void volume reflects changes in size gradation. Happel and 

Epstein42 suggested that, in order to calculate the compaction effect, in the 
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direction of the denser arrangements that might be encountered in stationary 

packed beds, the Carman-Kozeny fractional void volume function might be 

employed. All correlations of this type are complicated because it is impossi

ble on either theoretical or experimental grounds to independently determine 

the correct method of obtaining the average particle diameter and void vol

ume function. In the case of the effect of variations in void volume fractions, 

Epstein2l found that no less than twenty different relationships had been 

proposed by various investigators. A few of these are listed in Table 8-7.1 37 , 

including the Carman-Kozeny relationship, Eq. (8-5.13). Here, n is the ex

ponent of velocity in flow equations characterizing the type of flow as in 

Eq. (8-7.2); for viscous flow n = I; for completely turbulent flow n = 2, as 

discussed below. The Oman and Watson void volume function in Table 8-7.1 

TABLE 8-7.1 

EXPRESSIONS FOR DEPENDENCE OF PRESSURE DROP ON FRACTIONAL 

VOID VOLUME 

Function of 
Fractional Void Volume 

(proportional to AP) 

HappeP7 (1 - o)n+l 

Bakhmeteff and 1 
Feodoroff4 o(n +3)/3 

Oman and Watson74 (1 - 0)3-n 
01. 7 

Carman-Kozenyl2 (1 - 0)3-n 
.3 

Relative Pressure Drop 
(referred to • = 0.40) 

for n = 1 for n = 2 

(. = 0.3) (. = 0.5) (. = 0.3) (. = 0.5) 

1.36 0.695 1.59 0.578 

1.47 0.746 1.62 0.688 

2.20 0.475 1.90 0.574 

3.25 0.356 2.77 0.426 

applies to changes in the random-dense arrangement. The Happel function 

applies only to differences in shape at the random-loose arrangement. The 

latter relationship, incidentally, must be regarded as purely empirical since 

it is based on a theoretical treatment of a random assemblage by Burgersll 

which, as pointed out following Eq. (8-3.10), is probably incorrect. The 

Bakhmeteff and Feodoroff function was also based on qualitative reasoning. 

It appears to agree closely with the Happel void volume function. The 

Carman-Kozeny relationship, which predicts comparatively large changes in 

pressure drop with variation in void volume function, appears to be associated 

with compacting of regularly shaped particles, as discussed previously. 

Theoretical interpretation of the effect of higher fluid velocities, with its 

consequent increase in the importance of inertial effects, has also been diffi

cult. As Zenz and Othmer point out, it is plausible to assume that at low 

Reynolds numbers the fluid trajectories hug the particle surfaces in a bed, 

filling the "tortuous" voids in a continuous fashion; but at high Reynolds 

numbers the fluid trajectories break away from the surfaces, so that there are 
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dead regions and turbulent wakes. Based in part on dimensional reasoning, 

the effect of turbulence may be related to the exponent n as done in Table 

8-7.l. The pressure drop due to a fluid traversing geometrically similar beds 

can be written as 

(8-7.2) 

where v = representative fluid velocity, J = representative bed dimension, 

p = fluid density. The difficulty arises in properly defining v and J, and com

bining them in an appropriate way with the fractional void volume. In the 

region n > I this difficulty has been resolved only on purely empirical 

grounds; for the theoretical basis of the Carman-Kozeny equation is not 

established in the region where inertial forces become important, and the 
capillary flow model on which it is based is open to some question in this 

region. It is usually assumed that the characteristic quantities v and J will be 

related to void volume in the same way for both viscous and turbulent flow. 

This leads to functions of the type shown in the first column of Table 8-7.1, 

where, for any given velocity, pressure drop variation is related to void 

volume simply by a change in the exponent n. 
The effect of fine material in a packed bed cannot always be correctly 

evaluated by use of an average particle diameter. Gardner29 has experimental

ly studied the effect of fine material in the structure and resultant pressure 

drop of a bed charged against an uprising gas stream. He found that very 

small amounts of material, fine enough to have a degree of mobility in and 

during the charging, will cause much smaller pressure drops than would 

normally be expected. The effect of fines introduced in this way is mostly due 

to an increase in the bed voidage. 

As discussed in Section 2-8, the assumption of no slippage at particle 

surfaces is not always valid. The literature records considerable data which 

indicate that the permeability of a given porous media to gas flow through 
it is not strictly constant. This phenomenon has been explained in terms of 

molecular slippage of the gas at solid grain surfaces. The apparent permeabili

ty generally satisfies an equation of the form 3 

Ka = b + (m/i') (8-7.3) 

where Ka = apparent permeability·, Ii = mean pressure in the bed; band m 

are constants. The constant b, which is the limiting value of Ka at infinite 

pressure, is found to be equal, within experimental error, to the permeability 

as measured with liquids. The quantity b, which represents a property of the 

*That is, it is the coefficient in the relation 

U=_Kavp ,.. 
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porous medium, should be independent of the particular fluid used to evaluate 

the permeability, and is therefore called the true or slip-corrected permeability. 

The quantity m is dependent on the properties of both the porous medium 

and the gas (mean free path). Wilson, et al. l06 present a brief theoretical 

review of flow of gases in porous media. These authors discuss essentially 

four types of gas flow in porous media : (a) normal gas dynamic flow , (b) 

viscous slip flow, (c) free molecular flow, (d) the transition zone from viscous 

to free molecular flow. The latter regime is, of course, not uniquely defined, 

and includes portions of (b) and (c). From experimental data they conclude 

that ordinary viscous flow will exist in a porous medium if the ratio of 

molecular mean free path to pore diameter is less than 0.025. Free molecular 

flow will exist if the ratio of molecular mean free path to pore diameter 

exceeds 1.6. 

When an adsorbable gas flows through a porous medium under a con

stant pressure gradient, it is frequently found that the gas flows at an enhanced 

rate. 12 The explanation most widely accepted for this phenomenon is that, 

in addition to the normal flow rate in the gas phase, there is a steady parallel 

flow due to surface diffusion. Gilliland, et al. 3o have recently made a defini

tive study. They present an improved correlation of the main variables 

affecting transport in adsorbed layers. 

Several books deal with detailed solutions of the Darcy differential equa
tions of flow through porous media54,71,75, for a variety of boundary condi

tions. This information is, useful in applications, such as petroleum produc

tion and the flow of underground water in wells or dams. Two-dimensional 

problems are treated almost exclusively by complex variable theory. Three

dimensional problems are treated by general methods not too dissimilar from 

those found in the present text. 

One important industrial application not extensively covered in books is 

the application of Carman-Kozeny and similar relationships to the resistance 

and compressibility of filter cakes. Grace 31 and Tiller l03 have each presented 

excellent reviews and developments which show the applications and limita

tions of basic hydrodynamic concepts to this problem. Grace showed that 

filtration resistance of cakes of compressible materials cannot be successfully 

predicted from data on the dry solids alone. Tiller succeeded in correlating 

data on the basis of the Carman-Kozeny equation by means of the following 

empirical equation for the pressure dependence of the cake porosity, €: 

(8-7.4) 

where €o is the porosity at a unit reference pressure, p, is the compressive 

pressure on the solids, and c is an empirical constant for a given system. 

In the pressure range 0.1 to 100 lb/sq in. this power function representation 

is useful with materials of moderate compressibility. Hutt050 has observed 
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experimentally that € generally varies throughout the length of the filter cake. 

He concludes that porosity decreases relatively rapidly near the liquid face of 

the cake and then continues at a slower, almost linear rate of decrease down 

to minimum porosity at the septum. 

8-8 Fluidization 

In addition to the book on fluidization by Zenz and Othmer109 mentioned 

earlier in the chapter, Leva63 has written another book devoted exclusively 

to this subject. Several books in foreign languages have also appeared on the 

subjecf7,86,lOl. When a stream of gas or liquid is passed upward through a 

bed of solid particles, at a sufficiently high fluid velocity the bed will be 

physically lifted. At this point the particles may rearrange themselves in a 

random-loose condition. This porosity is characteristic ofthe flow of particles 

in a moving bed. Further increase in velocity will expand the bed further, 

so that it is no longer rigid and entirely supported by interparticle contacts. 

The bed is then said to be in the fluidized state. If the fluid passing through 

the particles is a liquid, the bed will usually expand uniformly, allowing 

greater ease of fluid passage through the mass. This is termed particulate 

fluidization. Under certain circumstances, especially at low velocities in the 

case of gas fluidization, a portion of the' rising fluid may pass through the 

bed in the form of pockets or bubbles, giving rise to the so-called aggregative 

type of fluidization. Criteria for particulate versus aggregative fluidization 

are, at present, largely empirical, but there is some evidence that the ratio 

of particle to fluid density is an important variable 109 • 

As regards correlations, the most successful quantitative relationships 

have been made for particulate fluidization in the range of € < 0.80, using 

modifications of the Carman-Kozeny relationship. In this range, Leva sug

gests a Kozeny constant of k = 5.55, approximately 11 per cent higher than 

suggested by Carman-see Eq. (8-5.10) and Table 8-4.2. From his study of 

available data, Leva concludes that fixed and fluidized beds of equal porosity 

should, in this range, give the same pressure drop at the same flow rate. 

Zenz and Othmer, on the other hand, conclude that though relationships of 

the Carman-Kozeny type are applicable, pressure drop in a fluidized bed is 

of the order of 20 per cent less than that in a fixed bed of the same voidage, 

at all voidages where comparisons can be made. This is approximately in 

agreement with the work of Andersson 2• 

Correlation at higher fractional void volumes, even at low Reynolds 

numbers, is difficult because there is considerable discrepancy between ex

perimental results reported by different investigators. 35 These variations re

semble those observed in sedimentation experiments, discussed following Eq. 

(8-6.8), for the porosity range € = 0.95 to € = 0.60. Although the fluidization 
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and sedimentation data of a given study often agree with each other, there is 

considerable disagreement among different investigators. Values of relative 

velocity VI VO vary from 25 per cent to 100 per cent higher than predicted 

by the free surface model, with the exception of recent data specially obtained 

to avoid agglomeration effects. 1 The free surface model thus gives a lower 

bound for the relative velocity ratio VIVo, and perhaps corresponds to a 

more completely uniform particle distribution than is normally obtained 

under conditions described as particulate fluidization. 

No completely satisfactory correlation of the velocity-voidage relation

ship for aggregatively fluidized beds has been developed. In fact as we have 

already mentioned,I°9 there are no satisfactory quantitative criteria for pre

dicting whether a given fluid-solid system may be expected to fluidize aggre

gatively or particulately. Both Leva, and Zenz and Othmer suggest tentative 

procedures for correlation of aggregative fluidization data. 

As in the case of flow through packed beds, theoretical correlation of 

fluidization data at high Reynolds numbers has not yet proved possible. In 

sedimentation problems, of course, high Reynolds numbers usually do not 

occur at high particle concentrations. In order to obtain insight into the funda

mental hydrodynamics involved in fluidization problems of this type, Fayon 

and Happe}28 studied the flow of fluid past a single sphere located in a 

circular cylinder. They found that in the range of Reynolds numbers from 

0.1 to 40.0, based on the approach velocity to the sphere and sphere diameter, 

the pressure drop due to the presence of the sphere, and the drag on it, may 

be represented by a semi empirical relationship containing two terms. The 

first, arising from the presence of the cylindrical boundary bounding the flow, 

is derived theoretically from the creeping motion equations, which neglect 

inertial effects. The second term, due to inertial effects, is established from 

data on the drag coefficient for uniform flow past a sphere in an unbounded 

medium [see Eq. (7-3. 110)]. 

In view of the successful application of the sphere-cylinder cell model for 

prediction of the effect of void volume in a bed of particles,39 it seems worth

while to attempt to exploit the findings of Fayon and Happel to derive a semi

theoretical relationship for flow through beds of particles taking inertial 

effects into consideration. Since the inertial effect is assumed in their correla

tion to be equivalent to that for each sphere in an unbounded medium, such 

a relationship might be expected to apply best in fluidized systems, where the 

spheres are sufficiently distant from each other that the wake is free to de

velop more or less fully. The drag due to creeping flow past a single sphere 

in an assemblage is given by the free surface model, Eq. (8-4.10), as 

_ 47tJ.LQV(3 + 2ry5) 
FvlscOUB - 2 - 3ry + 3ry5 - 2ry6 (8-8.1) 

where a is the sphere radius, V is the superficial velocity, and ry = (1 _ €)1/3. 
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If we assume that the inertial drag is a function of bed porosity e, the simplest 

postulate would be that the approach velocity increases inversely with the 

void volume. Thus, 

_ (C - Cs ) I 
Finertial - C 6n: /-La U e 

s u/. 
(8-8.2) 

where C is the drag coefficient for a single sphere at the velocity U/e, and Cs 

is the drag coefficient computed as if Stokes' law applied at the same velocity 

U/e. At low Reynolds numbers, C = Cs whence the inertial contribution van

ishes. The total drag is then 

F = Fviscous + Finertial (8-8.3) 

To obtain the pressure gradient, t:.P/L, we note that from a force balance 

over a unit cell, 

F 
(8-8.4) 

-tn:b3 = L 

where b = a(1 - e)I/3 is the outer radius of the unit cell. Substituting this 

relationship in Eq. (8-8.3), we obtain 

U 1 

Uo = [3 _ (9/2)(1 _ e)~3 ~ ~~1/2)(1e):3 ey/3 _ 3(1 _ e)2J + + [(~t/. - 1 ] 

(8-8.5) 

where Uo is the hypothetical Stokes velocity. 

If e --+ 1 and we designate the value U1 at velocity U to distinguish it 

from Stokes velocity Uo, we note that 

U1 = (Cs ) (8-8.6) 
Uo C u 

Using this relationship, we can obtain an expression similar to Eq. (8-8.5) in 

terms of U/U1 as follows: 

U (C/Cs)u 

U1 = [ 3 + 2(1 - e)5/3 ] I [( C) ] 
3 - (9/2)(1 - e)I/3 + (9/2)(1 - e)5/3 - 3(1 - e)2 + € Cs u/. - 1 

(8-8.7) 

A few numerical values of the ratio U/UI obtained from the foregoing 

relation are compared in Table 8-8.1 with values obtained from the 

smoothed correlation of experimental data on particulate fluidization 
given by Zenz and Othmer109,p.236. The agreement shown in the table is 

reasonable except when the Reynolds number is low and the porosity high, 

for example, e > 0.7. As already discussed, this discrepancy is probably due 

to agglomeration effects in this region, which are not considered in the theo

retical derivation. Happel's35 theoretical correlation for low Reynolds numbers 

is also plotted by Zenz and Othmer109,p.238 and compared with the experi

mental data used in Table 8-8.1, up to Reynolds numbers of 500. At these 
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higher Reynolds numbers, inertial effects constitute a substantial proportion 

of the total drag. This effect is approximately shown in Table 8-8.1 where 

both the viscous and inertial effects are provisionally taken into account. 

TABLE 8-8.1 

CoMPARISON OF FLUIDIZATION VELOCITY WITH VELOCITY TO LIFT 

A SINGLE SPHERE (NRe based on sphere diameter) 

UjUI from UjUI from 

Value of. Eq. (8-8.7) Zenz-Othmer Correlation 

NRe = 10 for • = 1 

0.5 0.0426 0.0488 

0.7 0.147 0.207 

NRe = 50 for. = 1 

0.5 0.0696 0.0828 

0.7 0.221 0.272 

NRe = 100 for. = 1 

0.5 0.0915 0.1022 

0.7 0.268 0.308 

NRe = 200 for. = 1 

0.5 0.115 0.1322 

0.7 0.320 0.339 

NRe = 500 for. = 1 

0.5 0.1545 0.165 

0.7 0.379 0.347 

In problems involving mass transfer, heat transfer, and reaction kinetics, 

a knowledge of the exact fluid flow pattern through a fluidized medium 

would be desirable. Treatment from a theoretical viewpoint is very com

plicated. A qualitative idea of the radial distribution effects possible is shown 

in Fig. 8-2.3 and discussed on pp. 367-8. It is believed that such effects 

may be significant in laboratory reactors where the ratio of wall-to-particle 

surface area may be substantial. 

A recent investigation by Lanneau60 gives a practical approach to the 

problem of efficiency of gas-solids contacting under conditions where wall 

effects are of lesser importance. His work was conducted on a typical micro

sphere alumina catalyst. For such a material the observed initial fluidization 

point or first appearance of bubbles was observed at a gas velocity of about 

0.02 ft/sec. At very low gas velocities, that is, below 0.1-0.2 ft/sec, the fluid 

bed is only "semifluid" and there is very little mobility of the solids. At 

fluidizing velocities from 0.1-1.0 ft/sec, the two-phase character of the fluid 

bed is prominent. Discrete, well-formed bubbles of very low density (con

taining little solids) are present. Under these conditions, the fluid bed consists 

of an "emulsion" phase through which the lower density phase (sometimes 

referred to as the "bubble" phase) flows. As velocity is increased to higher 

levels, the bubbles begin to break up, and smaller bubbles of higher relative 
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density (containing more solids) are observed. At sufficiently high gas veloci

ties, in the range of 3-5 ft/sec, a condition of more uniform or "particulate" 

fluidization is attained. This condition coincides with rapid entrainment of 

solids from the bed, and operation of a solids transfer line, as opposed to a 

captive fluid bed, is approached. The greater stability of the dilute phase is 

important in the design of equipment for conducting reactions in this region, 

and also for pneumatic conveying of free particles. Zenz108 has presented 

a fluid-solids "phase diagram" which qualitatively describes some of the com

plicated phenomena associated with the distribution and stability of these 

systems. 
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The Viscosity of 

Particulate Systems 

9-1 Introduction 

9 

Our emphasis thus far has been primarily directed toward uniform, that is, 

translational, fluid-particle motions. In this chapter we shall examine phe

nomena arising from shearing inotion of the fluid relative to the suspended 

solids. We adopt the point of view that, in a sense, a fluid-particle suspension 

may be regarded as a continuum. This attitude seems reasonable provided 

that the particle dimensions are very small compared with the dimensions of 

the apparatus containing the suspension. Thus, among other things, we shall 

seek to determine the apparent viscosity of such a suspension. Problems of 

suspension viscosity are important not only for the macroscopic particles 

involved in many industrial separation and reaction processes, but also in 

connection with the very small particles commonly described as colloidal, 

whose size approaches the molecular dimensions of the suspending fluid 

medium. The same basic variables characterize suspension viscosity as 

characterize sedimentation rates, namely: (a) the nature of the fluid; (b) the 

nature of the suspended particles; (c) the concentration of suspended par

ticles; (d) the motion of particles and fluid-the shearing field of the latter 

being the prime distinguishing characteristic. Because of the small size of 

431 
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particles involved in viscosity problems, other properties, such as internal 

flexibility and ease of deformation, may also be important. 

A number of excellent reviews of the general subject of suspension 

viscosity are available. Eirich's comprehensive three-volume treatise on 

rheology contains several monographs on disperse systems, as well as special 

chapters on industrial applications involving such materials. Of special in

terest from the viewpoint of the hydrodynamic treatment here is the contri

bution by H. L. Frisch and R. Simha, "The Viscosity of Colloidal Suspensions 

and Macromolecular Solutions."13 Current quantitative theories, semiem

pirical approaches, and qualitative speculations are discussed, omitting most 

mathematical detail. Hermans' Flow Properties of Disperse Systems20 

contains an interesting chapter by Sadron, "Dilute Solutions of Impen

etrable Rigid Particles," which considers the hydrodynamics of suspension 

viscosity in some detail. 

In addition to the basic hydrodynamic problem, configurational aspects 

are very important in dealing with macromolecules. In many of these species, 

we not only encounter variations in shape but also variations in flexibility 

due to coiling effects. At the molecular scale, the simple hydrodynamic 

treatment must ultimately be supplanted by detailed molecular theories of 

flow in viscous fluids. So far these are not available-in part, because of the 

mathematical complexity involved. In this book we confine ourselves to the 

hydrodynamic aspects of the problem. 

As was true for sedimentation problems discussed in Chapter 8, the 

creeping motion equations furnish an appropriate basis for a satisfactory 

treatment of suspension viscosity. In what follows, we shall first treat the 

simpler case of low solids concentration systems before discussing special 

techniques applicable to more concentrated systems. Special attention will 

be devoted to shapes other than spheres, because of the importance of shape 

in viscosity problems. A brief comparison with data, and consideration of 

the broader aspects of rheological properties of suspensions, will conclude 

our treatment. Detailed consideration of these two latter subjects is limited 

to tDpics having an immediate bearing on the basic hydrodynamic scope of 

this book. 

An investigator engaged in the experimental determination of the vis

cosity of a suspension does so by means of certain macroscopic measure

ments made at the boundaries of his apparatus. Accordingly, the internal 

constitution of the material being tested does not immediately enter into 

the definition of viscosity. Based on the outcome of any single experiment 

performed on the suspension, a number called its viscosity, J.l" may be assigned 

to it. In what follows, we shall attempt to provide a satisfactory operational 

definition of suspension viscosity. The arguments follow those of Brenner3. 

Fundamental experiments employed in determining the viscosities of 

homogeneous fluids are usually linear experiments, in that the inertial terms 

in the Navier-Stokes equations either: (a) vanish identically, as in shear flow 
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between parallel planes, or in Pouiseuille flow in a capillary ; (b) are negligibly 

small, as in the falling ball viscometer based on Stokes' law; (c) do not 

interact with the viscous terms, as for flow between rotating concentric 

cylinders, where the inertial forces are entirely balanced by pressure forces_ 

These experiments are then linear in the sense that the viscosity coefficient 

appears as a proportionality factor in a linear relation existing between two 

macroscopic, experimentally measurable variables_ Thus, in case (a), for 

a shear flow the force on a plane is directly proportional to its velocity; or 

the pressure drop in a capillary is directly proportional to the volumetric 

flow rate_ In case (b), the terminal velocity of the ball is directly proportional 

to the force causing its motion. In case (c), the torque on either cylinder is 

directly proportional to the angular velocity. For a linear experiment of given 

geometry the viscosity appears as the proportionality coefficient between 

the dependent and independent macroscopic variables. 

These linear experiments have the common feature that the work done 

in maintaining the motion of (or at) the external boundaries of the apparatus 

is in direct proportion to the viscosity of the fluid, at least when the latter is 

homogeneous. This then provides us with a satisfactory, self-consistent 

method for defining the viscosity of a suspension. In particular, suppose we 

conduct a linear experiment with a homogeneous Newtonian fluid of vis

cosity f..lo and observe that the work done by the stresses acting over the 

apparatus boundaries is WCO). Now suspend particles in this fluid and 

repeat the preceding experiment by moving the boundaries So of the ap

paratus in precisely the same way as previously. Thus, for the concentric 

cylinder case one would rotate the boundaries at the same rate of speed as 

previously. Similarly, in the capillary tube case one would pump the sus

pension through the tube at the same volumetric flow rate. Let W denote the 

rate at which the apparatus boundaries are doing work on the suspension. 

We then define the viscosity f..l of the suspension by the relation 

f..l W 
f..lo = W(O) 

In linear experiments performed on homogeneous fluids the rate at which 

mechanical energy is dissipated in the apparatus is identical to the rate at 

which stresses acting over its surface are doing work. Accordingly, in such 

cases, we may speak synonomously of energy dissipation and work. 

If (v, p) denote the velocity and pressure fields for fluid motion in the 

presence of the suspended matter, and (v(O), pCO) denote the corresponding 

entities for the homogeneous fluid under identical boundary conditions, then 

the rate at which work is done on the fluid by the apparatus boundaries in 

the two cases is 

W = f dS·II·v, W(O) = f dS·II(O)·v(O) 
So So 

where II and II CO) are the respective pressure tensors and dS is a directed 
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element of surface area parallel to the outer normal of the fluid domain; 

that is, directed into the surface. Hence, our definition of suspension viscosity 

is equivalent to 

f dS·II·v 
!!:.. = ---:-,--",s-,,--o ___ _ 

/-Lo f dS· II(O). v(O) 
So 

The equality of velocity on the apparatus boundaries, 

v = v(O) on So 

(9-1.1) 

(9-1.2) 

constitutes the common basis upon which the two regimes may be compared. 

The assumption of no relative motion at fluid-solid interfaces imposes 

boundary conditions at the particle surfaces. The most general motion which 

a rigid body can execute is that of translation and rotation about an axis. 

If Vi represents the translational velocity of a point on the instantaneous 

axis of rotation of the ith particle and Oi refers to its angular velocity at any 

instant, then the supposition that fluid adheres to the particle surfaces requires 

that we set 

v = Vi + Oi X fi on each S, (9-1.3) 

In this equation, Si denotes the surface of the ith particle and fi denotes the 

position vector drawn from a point on the axis of rotation of the particle. 

If k particles are suspended in the volume Qo bounded by the apparatus 

boundaries So, and we denote by Qi the volume occupied by the ith particle, 

the volume occupied by fluid will be 

whereas the total surface area bounding this volume will be 

k 

So + ~ S, 
i=l 

For quasi-static creeping flows in the absence of external body forces, 

the kinetic energy of the fluid-particle system is negligible and the potential 

energy of the system remains constant as its configuration changes. Ac

cordingly, the rate E at which energy is being dissipated within the confines 

of the apparatus is equal to the rate W' at which the stresses are doing work 

over all the surfaces bounding the fluid. In general, this includes both the 

apparatus boundaries and the particle surfaces. Thus we have 

E = W' (9-1.4) 

and, hence, E = f dS·II·v 
So+~Sj 

(9-1.5) 

or, upon employing Eq. (9-1.2), 

E = f dS·II·v(O) + f dS.II.(v - v(O) 
So+~St ~S{ 

(9-1.6) 
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The original and perturbed fields satisfy the creeping motion and con

tinuity equations in the fluid volume Qo - ~ Qt. As such we may apply 

the reciprocal theorem of Section 3-5 in the form, 

f dS·IT·VlO) = f dS·IT(O)·v 
~+~~ ~+~~ 

(9-1.7) 

If this relationship is substituted for the first integral in Eq. (9-1.6), and 

Eq. (9-1.2) is applied once again, we obtain 

E* = ~ [f dS·ITlO)·v + f dS.IT.(v - vlO»)] 
t Sf S( 

(9-1.8) 

where we have defined 

E* = E - ElO) (9-1.9) 

in which 

ElO) = f dS· ITlO). vlO) 
So 

(9-1.10) 

is the rate at which energy is being dissipated within the apparatus as a result 

of the homogeneous fluid motion, whereas E is the dissipation rate when 

suspended particles are present under comparable conditions prevailing at 

the apparatus boundaries. Thus, E* is the additional rate at which dissipation 

occurs within the apparatus as a result of the presence of suspended solids. 

The first integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (9-1.8) vanishes when 

inertial effects and body forces are absent. To demonstrate this, note that 

from Eq. (9-1.3), 

(9-1.11) 

But since the tensor ITlO) has no singularities in the volume of space QI 
presently occupied by the ith particle, we may, upon application of Gauss' 

divergence theorem, convert these surface integrals into volume integrals 

over Q,. Hence, 

f dS.IT'O)=-f V.lI(O)dQ=O 
s, Q, 

(9-1.12) 

and 

f dS·ITlO)X r, = -f V.(ITlO) x r,) = -f (V.lI lO») X r,dQ = 0 
s, Q, Q, 

The vanishing of these integrals depends upon the fact that 

V·lI(O) = 0 

for the inertialess homogeneous flows under consideration. 

(9-1.13) 

(9-1.14) 

The final expression for the additional dissipation rate is thus of the form 

(9-1.15) 
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It is interesting to observe that the surface integrals in the preceding ex

pression are over the surfaces of the particles only. Thus, their evaluation 

requires detailed knowledge of v and yeo) only in the immediate vicinity of the 

particle surfaces. 

In general, the original, unperturbed velocity field is regular at all points 

of the fluid. It may therefore be represented by a Taylor series expansion in 

the vicinity of the ith particle as follows: 

(9-1.16) 

where Vv IO ) is the velocity gradient dyadic. The bracketed subscript implies 

that the function to which it is affixed is to be evaluated at the "center" of 

ith particle. It is convenient to choose this origin to lie along the axis of 

rotation, so that fi has its previous significance. The undisturbed field yeo) 

explicitly contains the characteristic apparatus dimension Ro. Furthermore, 

if a is a characteristic particle dimension, then fi = O(a) in the vicinity of 

a particle. Hence, for sufficiently small a/ Ro, one may neglel:l higher-order 

terms in the Taylor expansion, as we have done. 

By writing, 

wfn = HV x V(O»)[i] 

for the local angular velocity of the fluid, and 

am = -HVv(O) + (Vv(O)Y][i] 

(9-1.17) 

(9-1.18) 

for the local rate of shear tensor, Eq. (9-1.I6) may be written in the al

ternative form 

(9-l.l9) 

These three contributions to the original fluid motion correspond, respective

ly, to translation, rotation, and deformation of a fluid particle. 

With the aid of the foregoing expansion, Eq. (9-1.3) now requires that 

the perturbed field v satisfy the boundary condition 

v - yeo) = - [(v in - Vi) + (w\~l - Di) x fi + am 'fi] on each Si (9-1.20) 

This relation may be introduced into Eq. (9-1.15), yielding 

E* = ~ [(vm - Vi)·Fi + (wm - Di)·T i - (Is. dS· IT ri): af~IJ (9-1.21) 

Here, Fi =--S dS·IT 
Si 

(9-1.22) 

is the hydrodynamic force exerted by the fluid on the ith particle, and 

Ti = -S ri x (dS.IT) 
8, 

(9-1.23) 

is the hydrodynamic torque exerted on the ith particle about the origin. The 

negative signs arise, of course, because dS is directed into the particle. 
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Evaluation of the various terms in Eq. (9-1.21) for multi particle systems 

is a formidable problem in the general case. The translational terms are 

normally dominant in suspensions containing macroscopic particles whose 

densities differ from that of the surrounding fluid. If, however, either the 

densities are matched or the particles are sufficiently small, one may neglect 

the translational contribution, since the hydrodynamic force on the particle 

will then be either identiCally or approximately zero: 

(9-1.24) 

Furthermore, in the absence of external body torques on the particle, and 

for sufficiently small particles (that is, possessing essentially zero moment of 

inertia) the hydrodynamic torque must vanish; 

(9-1.25) 

We assume these conditions are met, in which case the additional energy 

dissipation rate becomes 

E* = ~ (L. ds·IIr;):am (9-1.26) 

where ds = -dS is directed into the fluid. This additional energy dissipation 

ultimately determines the viscosity of the suspension via Eq. (9-1.1). Thus, 

the treatment of suspension viscosity is confined essentially to an evaluation 

of the additional energy dissipation due to the dilational components of the 

original fluid motion. 

Before attempting to evaluate Eq. (9-1.26) for various idealized situations, 

it is convenient to establish an explicit relationship between the vis(';osity 

of the suspension and the additional and unperturbed dissipation rates. To 

do this we note, upon substituting Eq. (9-1.3) into Eq. (9-1.5) and utilizing 

Eqs. (9-1.22)-(9-1.23), that 

E= f dS·II·v - ~ (F;·U, + T;.O,) 
s. i 

Since we have assumed the forces and torques on each particle to vanish, 

this becomes 

E= f dS·II·v 
s. 

(9-1.27) 

Introducing this relation and Eq. (9-1.10) into Eq. (9-1.1), we obtain 

f..L _ E 
/1'0 - E(O) 

(9-1.28) 

Alternatively, in consequence of the definition of E* given in Eq. (9-1.9), 

we may write 

f..L _ E* 
- - 1+ E(O) 
f..L0 

This relarion holds under fairly general circumstances. 

(9-1.29) 
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The preceding formula for suspension viscosity ultimately leads to identi

cal values of f.L for each of the different types of "linear" viscometers-for 

example, Couette, capillary, falling ball, etc. 

9-2 Dilute Systems of Spheres-No Interaction Effects 

We shall restrict the treatment in this section to dilute systems of smooth 

spheres of equal size, reserving for a later section effects arising for non

spherical particles. Before embarking upon this program, it is important to 

note that, as in the sedimentation cases studied in the preceding chapter, it 

is necessary to examine possible boundary effects in dilute systems. 

Let I denote the characteristic interparticle distance. Without repeating 

all the details of the previous discussion, it is clear that there exist two 

limiting possibilities in a dilute suspension: (a) the ratio of particle surface 

area to wall surface area is small, that is, (a/I)3(Ro/a)« 1, thereby permitting 

us to assume that the particles do not interact with each other ; (b) the 

particle-wall area ratio is large, that is, (a/I)3(Rola)>> 1. In this case particle 

interaction is more important than the effect of apparatus boundaries on 

individual particles, so that the sole function of the wall is to generate the 

original flow field. Theoretical treatments of suspension viscosity have, almost 

universally, implicitly restricted themselves to situations in which the first set 

of conditions prevail. Oddly enough, the reverse is true in theoretical studies 

of sedimentation, where it is commonly assumed that the pressure drop force 

will invariably reduce to the sum of Stokes' law drags on the individual 

particles. We shall first consider situations for which (a/I)3(Ro/a)« 1. 

We recapitulate the basic assumptions in our proposed investigation of 

dilute suspensions: (a) the suspended particles are spheres; (b) the dimen

sionless ratios a/I, afRo, and (a/I)3(Ro/a) are each very small; (c) inertial 

effects may be neglected ; (d) the particles are rigid, and the fluid adheres 

perfectly to the suspended spheres. 

The hydrodynamic force and torque on a small spherical particle of 

radius at suspended in an arbitrary field of flow are, by Faxen's laws, 

Since Fi and Ti are assumed to be zero, this requires that 

Vi = v~n OJ = (I)~n 

that is, the translational and angular slip velocities of the sphere relative to 

the surrounding fluid are zero. Consequently, Eq. (9-1.20) yjeld~ the boundary 

condition 
v - Viol = -~m·rj at ri = aj 

whereas Eq. (9-1.2) requires that 

v - Viol = 0 on So 

(9-2.1) 

(9·-2.2) 
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In order to evaluate the dilational contribution to the additional energy 

dissipation E*, it is clear from Eq. (9-1.26) that, since we have only to perform 

an integration over the particle surface, we need accurately know the field 

v only in the immediate vicinity of the particle. Accordingly, since afRo is 

small, it seems reasonable in the limit to replace Eq. (9-2.2) by the condition 

v - v(o) ~ 0 as rl ~ 00 (9-2.3) 

This constitutes an important simplification of the problem. 

The boundary-value problem posed by Eqs. (9-2.1) and (9-2.3) is readily 

solved by means of Lamb's32 general solution of the creeping motion equa

tions, Eq. (3-2.3): 

_ (0) _ ~ V ( ) + V-h + (n + 3) 2V(Pn) 
V V - n~~ X fiXn ,/,n 2(n + 1)(2n + 3) r j f.Lo 

(9-2.4) 
n f Pn 

- (n + 1)(2n + 3) i fLo 

and P - p(O) = ~ Pn (9-2.5) 
n=-oo 

The solution is obtained by retaining only the P-3 and CP-3 harmonic func
tions, which are found to have the following values: 

P-3 __ 5a3..1(0).flfj 
P;; - i [il' If 

-h _ 1 5 A (0) • f, fl 
'/'-3 - --2 at~[jl'-5 

r i 

To evaluate Eq. (9-1.26) we note that 

ds = iT ds 

(9-2.6) 

where iT is a unit_normal vector drawn outward from the sphere, and ds = 
r2dO is a scalar element of surface area, in which dO = sin e de dcp is an 

element of surface area on a sphere of unit radius. Thus 

ds·II = lIT ds 

where lIT is the stress vector acting across the sphere surface. This vector 

may be obtained from the general formula in Eq. (3-2.37). In particular, we 

obtain 

(9-2.7) 

In order to evaluate II~~) in the proximity of the sphere i it suffices to use 

only the leading terms in the Taylor expansion of the velocity field shown in 
Eq. (9-1.19). Since V2 V(O) = WIVp(O), we find that the Taylor expansion 

of the pressure field, comparable to Eq. (9-1.19), is p(O) = constant. Without 

loss in generality we may take this constant to be zero and write 

p(O) = 0 (9-2.8) 
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Now, for an incompressible Newtonian fluid, the pressure tensor is 

TI(O) = -lp(O) + 2fLo A(O) 

where A (0) = HVv(O) + (VVCO)Y] 

Hence, from Eq. (9-1.19) and Eq. (9-2.8), to the same order of approxI

mation, the Taylor expansion of TI(O) about the sphere center gives TI(O) the 

constant value 

TI(O) = 2fLo Am 

Since iT, = filr;, we obtain for the corresponding stress vector at the sphere 

surface, 

[IT CO)] - 2 A (0). fi 
T, T,~a, - fLo .... [il -

rl 

Upon adding this to Eq. (9-2.7), we thus obtain 

[TI ] - 5 A(O). fi 
T, T,~a, - fLo . [il --;:; 

which makes 

where SI is a sphere of unit radius. However, as is readily shown 

f fi~j dn = 47l' I 
8, ri 3 

where I is the idemfactor. Thus, 

f d IT 5 ( 47l'a~) A (0) 
8, S, ft = fLo -3- .... [iJ 

Substitution into Eq. (9-1.26) now gives for the additional energy dissipation 

E * - 511 ~ 47l'a~ A (0"). A (0) 
- ,...-0 ~ -3- .... [11· .... [!J (9-2.9) 

The preceding expression may be put into an alternative form by observ

ing that the local rate of energy dissipation per unit time per unit volume is 

Thus, 

<Dm = 2fLo Am: Am 
E * - 5 ~ Q m(O) - 2 t j'¥[iJ 

(9-2.10) 

where QI = 47l'aU3 is the volume of the ith sphere. This now provides us 

with the information needed to evaluate Eq. (9-1.29). 

If we regard the particles as being continuously (but not necessarily 

uniformly) distributed throughout the fluid, the foregoing summation may 

be replaced by an appropriate integration. The volume dQt occupied by 

solid particles present in an element of volume dQ of space is 

dQ, = <PdQ 
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where <p is the local volume fraction of suspended solids_ Thus, for all the 

particles present in the volume of space Qo contained within the apparatus, 

we have, in place of Eq. (9-2.10), 

(9-2.11) 

where <1>(0) is the local dissipation rate. By definition, the total rate at which 

energy is being dissipated by the original, homogeneous fluid motion in the 

apparatus is 

E(O) = J <1>(0) dQ 
Q. 

Substitution into Eq. (9-1.29) then gives 

J <p <1>(0) dQ 

~= 1 +~"--,Q,,,-.---
J.Lo 2 J <1>(0) dQ 

Q. 

The average volume fraction, ¢, of solids in the apparatus is 

- 1 J cp = - <PdQ 
Qo Q. 

(9-2.12) 

(9-2.13) 

(9-2.14) 

If the particles are uniformly distributed throughout the fluid, <p = ¢ has 

a constant value in Qo, and we obtain 

f.l 5 -
-=I+-cp 
J.Lo 2 

(9-2.15) 

which is Einstein's formula 9 for the viscosity of a dilute suspension of 

spherical particles. 

Alternatively, in the special case of a parallel plate viscometer, <1>(0) is 

constant throughout the fluid, in which case we again obtain Eq. (9-2. 15)-but 

this time without the added assumption of a random particle distribution. 

It is important to note that Eq. (9-2.15) is generally invalid for a nonuniform 

particle distribution in any other type of viscometer. 

The foregoing derivation, given originalIy by Brenner3, is believed to be 

an improvement of the original derivation of Eintein9, and of subsequent 

derivations by Jeffery21 and Burgers5 , who derived Eq. (9-2.15) by rather 

different arguments. Among other things it appears to show unequivocally 

that Einstein's formula holds for any type of linear viscometer. The deri

vation also emphasizes the necessity for a random particle distribution. In 

essence, the treatments by Einstein and Jeffery compute the additional 

energy dissipation by an unusual integration over the surface of a large, 

vaguely defined spherical surface concentric with the particle. The function 

of this surface is by no means clear. We have been able to avoid this inte

gration by utilizing the reciprocal theorem to replace this by an alternative 

integration extended over the particle surfaces, as in Eq. (9-1.26). 
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Burgers'5 treatment is novel because his development utilizes the dynami

cal definition of viscosity in terms of stresses. Thus he avoids what is 

essentially a definition of viscosity based on energy dissipation. Many 

investigators do not seem. to be aware of these two alternative methods for 

defining (or actually measuring experimentally) suspension viscosity. 

Despite the apparent agreement of these different schemes, there still 

exist important questions regarding the validity of Einstein's formula. A 

critical point in our analysis arises when the true boundary condition 

(9-2.2), Y = y(O) on So, is replaced by the approximate boundary condition 

(9-2.3), y = y(O) as rl ~ 00. An approximation of this type is introduced 

in all the theories of suspension viscosity mentioned. Its validity is argued on 

the grounds that the finiteness of the dimensions of So merely introduces 

a conventional wall effect which will disappear in the limit as aj Ro ~ o. It is 
possible, however, that this "wall effect" is not of the ordinary type, but 

rather may be of a paradoxical type, such as was discussed in Section 7-1 in 

connection with the pressure drop experienced by a sphere settling in a 

circular cylinder (where it was shown that the drag on the sphere was not 

balanced by the pressure drop forces even when the walls of the cylinder were 

at infinity). 

In connection with the use of the approximate boundary condition, 

y = y(O) as rj ~ 00, variations in energy dissipation due to the differences 

in position of each particle and the shape of the containing vessel are assumed 

to cancel in the process of integrating to determine the effect of a number of 

particles uniformly distributed through a suspension. In the case of a spherical 

particle moving in a circular cylindrical vessel, the energy dissipation has 

been calculated. 18 It depends upon the position of the particle in the vessel. 

Using this information, Happel and Lee l8 studied the motion of a sphere 

suspended in a parabolic field in a cylindrical tube, and summed the individual 

energy dissipations for a uniform suspension of particles to obtain an ex

pression for suspension viscosity. The result was the same as given by 

Einstein, Eq. (9-2.15), thus indicating that this assumption is valid for a 

suspension of uniformly distributed particles. 

Aside from this question regarding Einstein-type treatments of viscosity 

in dilute suspensions, there is the question of the validity of the assumption 

of an undisturbed original field when the ratio of particle-to-wall surface area 

is sufficiently large that (ajl)S(Roja) ~ 1. In the limiting case of no wall it 

may well be that a cell model treatment similar to that employed for sus

pensions is applicable. A cell model, employing the boundary condition 

expressed by Eq. (9-2.3), that is, vanishing of the velocity components at 

rj = 00, was developed by Simha48 in connection with a treatment for 

concentrated suspensions. His treatment in the case of dilute systems paral

lels Brenner's somewhat, except that energy dissipation E* in the infinite 

domain selected is evaluated by integrating over the outer rather than inner 
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spherical surface. The result is the same, namely, Eq. (9-2.15). HappeP6, in 

a treatment paralleling Simha's very closely, and also aimed primarily at 

concentrated assemblages, does not use the boundary condition of Eq. 

(9-2.3) but instead employs the conditions 

and 
T8 T8 T4> T4> at 'I = 00 

n - nCO) = n - nCO) = 0 } 

VT - v~O) = 0 
(9-2.16) 

corresponding to the vanishing of the "additional" tangential stresses and 

normal velocity at the boundary of the infinite domain. These theories are 

developed in greater detail in the Section 9-4. The counterpart of Eq. 

(9-2.15) obtained in this case is [see Eq. (9-4.22)] 

l:!:.. = 1 + 5.5¢ (9-2.17) 
flo 

for very great dilution. This differs, of course, from Einstein's result. It is 
of some interest that the velocity fields v developed by both Happel and 

Simha are identical in the limiting case, 'I ---+ 00, despite the different choice 

of boundary conditions. Moreover, their field v agrees with that of Einstein. 

The energy dissipation in the domain selected, however, is different and 

raises the question as to whether a unique viscosity versus solids concen

tration fraction formula is applicable in extremely dilute systems. It is 

possible that varying results may be obtained, depending on particle size and 

viscometer characteristics. 

9-3 Dilute Systems-first-Order Interaction Effects 

The "zeroth" order approximation developed in the preceding section may 

be regarded as an analog of Stokes' law as regards the extent of particle

particle interactions. In the case of pressure drop or energy dissipation 
arising solely from drag forces, a uniform suspension undergoing sedimen

tation yields the same result whether (a/I)3(Ro/a) is much smaller or greater 

than unity. It appears that, in the case of a shearing field, the same result 

may not be obtained for these two extremes of particle-wall area ratios. This 

uncertainty regarding the behavior of a sphere in a shearing field with ar

bitrary boundaries raises doubts regarding further extensions of the Einstein 

treatment to more concentrated systems. 

In principle, the method of reflections, exploited in the previous chapter, 

could be rigorously applied to explore the simultaneous effects of variations 

in a/I and afRo, and the range, if any, in which one or the other of these 
parameters could be omitted from an appropriate viscosity correlation 

which takes particle concentration into account. 

In a treatment extending the Einstein method to first-order interactions, 

Guth and Simha 15, using the method of reflections, were the first to consider 
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the effect of the walls of a containing vessel on the viscosity of a suspension. 

They examined in detail the case of Couette flow. A dilational motion was 

assumed in an unbounded fluid parallel to the yz plane, as follows: 

u(O) = 0, v(O) = By, w(O) = -Bz, p(O) = constant (9-3.1) 

This field was reflected from a single sphere of radius a, using the boundary 

condition of zero velocity at infinity for the reflected field, as in Einstein's 

derivation. Thus, the following reflected field was obtained: 

u(!) = -~ a3 Bx (y2 _ Z2) + ~ a5 Bx (y2 _ Z2) 
2 ~ 2 ~ 

V(l) = _ ~ a3 Bx (y2 _ Z2) + ~ a5 Bx (y2 _ Z2) _ a5 By 
2,5 2,7 ,5 

(9-3.2) 

P(l) = _ 511 a3 B (y2 - Z2) + constant 
,-0 ,5 

This field was then reflected from a wall placed at a distance d to the left of the 

origin of the sphere. The mirror image of Eq. (9-3.2) with respect to this 

was found, and the reflected field v(2) expanded in the vicinity of the origin 

of the original sphere. Neglecting terms of fourth order in aid one obtains 

U(2) = ° 
5 a 3 

V(2) = 16 B d 3 Y (9-3.3) 

5 a 3 

W(2) = - 16 B d 3 Y 

In order to determine the behavior of the sphere in this additional field, 

we simply substitute for B in Eq. (9-3.1) the constant 5B(a/dY/16. Now, 

suppose that a second wall is present in Couette flow. Denote by d1 the 

distance of the given particle from one wall and by d2 its distance from the 

other. Then, using the Einstein constant for the evaluation of the original 

field given by Eq. (9-3.1), we ultimately find, upon including the field taking 

the wall-effect into account, that 

f.L _ [5 3 ( 1 1 )] 
f.L0 -1 +2.5cp 1 + 16 a df + d~ (9-3.4) 

This, of course, assumes that the two wall-effects are independently additive. 

As we have seen this is not strictly correct, at least for the case of sedimen

tation-see Eq. (7-4.30). 

Since particles may occupy all positions between the walls, we can 

establish an average value of (l/dD + (l/dD in the general case by integration. 

Thus, this average value will be 
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2 f2d-a dx 2d 

2(d - a) a x3 = a2(2d - a)2 
(9-3.5) 

where 2d is the distance between plates of the Couette apparatus. Substi

tution of this average value into Eq. (9-3.4) yields 

/-L_ [5 ad ] 
/-Lo - 1 + 2.5</l 1 + 8" (2d _ a)2 (9-3.6) 

When 2d ~ a this reduces to 

~ = I + 2.5</l (1 + 12 ~) (9-3.7) 

The validity of this formula, of course, rests on the correctness of the Einstein 

constant 2.5 for evaluation of the zeroth approximation. There is also the 

question of whether the effect of the reflected field y(2) from a given sphere 

to the wall should not be developed in the vicinity of each of the other 

particles present in the suspension, instead of only at the location of the 

particle originating the disturbance. 

In the same paper, Guth and Simha l5 also considered the first-order 

effect of the spheres interacting with one another (that is, terms of order 

a/I), in a similar extension of the Einstein method using the method of re

flections. A sphere of radius a is placed at the origin (x' = 0, y' = 0, Z' = 0) 

of a coordinate system, and an undisturbed dilational flow is assumed as 

follows: 
u(O)' = A(O) x' 

VIOl' = B(O)y' 

w(O)' = C(O) Z' 

where, to satisfy the continuity equation, 

A(O) + B(O) + C(O) = 0 

(9-3.8) 

This field reflected from the sphere, following the Einstein treatment, is 
y(l)'. Its x' component is 

U(I)' = - ~ a3 x' (A (0) X'2 + B (0) y'2 + C(O) Z'2) 
2 ,'5 

with similar expressions for the other components. 

(9-3.9) 

Now, at the point P(x, y, z) we place a second sphere of the same radius. 

A Taylor series expansion gives, for the value of Eq. (9-3.9) on this sphere: 

u(l) = u(I)' + ~ _CJu_ + _CJu_ + $' _CJu_ (
0:> (I)') (0:> (I)') (0:> (I)') 

p ax' p 1) a y' p ., OZ' p 
(9-3.10) 

where ~ = x' - x, 1) = y' - y, s = z' - z. The field in the vicinity of the 
second sphere will be given by ylO) + y(2) where y(2) is the field equal to 
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-v{l) on the surface of the second sphere and which vanishes at infinity. This 

field can be found by general solutions of the type given by Eq. (9-2.4). 

Energy dissipation due to the additional disturbance, when summed to take 

into account the number of spheres present in a unit volume of suspension, 

enables the effective suspension viscosity to be estimated. In essence, this is 

done by employing the basic definition of suspension viscosity given in Eq. 

(9-1.1). The calculation implicitly assumes that the unit volume contains a 

sufficiently large number of spheres to include all possible neighboring 

interactions. In evaluating the relationships involved, Guth and Simha 

inadvertantly omitted certain additional terms which, when properly taken 

into account48, give 

1!:. = 1 + 2.5cf> + I-4.1cf>2 + ... 
J.Lo 

(9-3.11) 

In deriving this formula, the problem of satisfying the over-all condition 

of conservation of fluid-particle volume was not explicitly considered. Rather, 

the Smoluchowski-type equation was applied in much the same manner as 

discussed in the previous chapter, without considering the problem of "return 

flow." Simha48 states that a consideration taking into account the volume 

occupied by the spheres reduces the value of the last term in Eq. (9-3.11) to 

12.6 cf>2. Sait043 , in further attempts to establish rigorously the coefficient of 

cf>2 in Eq. (9-3.11), concludes that, owing to the appearance of an indeter

minate integral appearing in the Einstein treatment, the creeping motion 

equations are not applicable to this problem. He suggests that the neglect of 

inertia terms in the creeping motion equations is responsible for this dif

ficulty and sets up a treatment based on the Oseen equations, which, 

unfortunately, have not been solved for this situation. Mooney36, in further 

discussion, concludes that inertial terms are not important and that the 

difficulty is caused by an ambiguous setting of the appropriate boundary

value problem, a conclusion to which we subscribe. 

The concentration-dependence of suspension viscosity not only depends 

on hydrodynamic interactions, but also on effects arising from highly in

elastic collisions between particles. Collisions may result in aggregation of 

single particles to doublets and, to a lesser extent, triplets. Vand"' presents 

a treatment which attempts to take into account the collision effect for a 

suspension of spheres, neglecting, in the first approximation, the effect of 

Brownian motion. After colliding, it is assumed that the particles roll around 

each other until they reach positions where they can be disengaged by shear 

of the fluid suspending them. It is thus possible to estimate the number of 

doublets, triplets, etc., present at any time in a given suspension. It is further 

hypothesized that one may compute the intrinsic viscosity of an aggregate 

by assuming that the intrinsic viscosity ratio is in proportion to the volume 

of the spheres plus immobilized solvent to the original volume of unag

glomerated spheres, corrected by a small factor to allow for non sphericity 
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of the particle aggregates_ The intrinsic viscosity of a suspension is a di

mensionless constant defined as follows: 

[p,] = lim (/1-1 J-Lo) - I 
~-o cf> 

(9-3.12) 

Thus [J-L] = 2.5 for singlets, according to the Einstein relationship. For a 

doublet, the volume of particles plus immobilized solvent is assumed equal 

to the volume of the spherocylinder formed from the two spheres. Vand thus 

obtains a value 3.175 for [J-Lb [J-L]2 is a characteristic constant expressing the 

effect of doublets on intrinsic viscosity, in the same sense that [J-L]I applies to 

singlets. The effective intrinsic viscosity of the suspension is then taken to 

be the mean of the intrinsic viscosity contributions due to all species in 

suspension: 

(9-3.13) 

Vand employs this relationship in conjunction with a treatment of hydro

dynamic interaction using the method of reflections, resembling that of 

Guth and Simha ls . His final result for relative viscosity is as follows: 

(9-3.14) 

Vand's treatment must be regarded as largely qualitative. The assumptions 

previously outlined do not correspond to a specific mathematical boundary

value problem, nor do they seem justifiable by any other rigorous standards. 

Nevertheless, the treatment does illustrate the potential problems inherent 

in a hydrodynamic treatment taking collisions into account. 

Kynch 29, in.a treatment devoted largely to higher-order concentration 

effects, developed an equation for dilute systems similar to that given by Guth 

and Simha, and Vand: 

!:!:... = 1 + 2.5cf> + 7.5cf>2 + ... (9-3.15) 
J-Lo 

Simha's48 cell-model treatment of concentrated suspensions (see Section 

9-4) may also be specialized to examine the coefficient of the cf>2 term in these 

relationships. He obtains the coefficient 15.6//3 , where / is a somewhat 

arbitrarily determined constant. A coefficient of 7-8 for the quadratic term 

in cf> would correspond to / ~ 1.31-1.25, which Simha believes to be a 

reasonable value for this interaction parameter. 

Since Eqs. (9-3.13)-(9-3.15) each involve a coefficient of 2.5 for the 

linear term, and since the validity of this constant is not wholly free from 

doubt, it is obviously difficult to be certain of the quadratic coefficient on the 

basis of either theoretical or experimental considerations. This is especially 

true at concentrations where the effect of the cf>2 term becomes appreciable, 

since other higher-order terms may then also contribute substantially to 

the relative viscosity. 
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It may be concluded, in general, that fundamental treatments of first-order 

concentration effects based on hydrodynamic considerations are few and that, 

even granting the validity of the Einstein equation for the zeroth-order 

approximation, they do not give definitive solutions to the effects in question. 

Even when collision effects are neglected, the mathematics becomes very 

involved if one wishes to take proper account of both particle-particle and 

particle-wall interactions to a first order. 

9-4 Concentrated Systems 

To apply hydrodynamic principles to more concentrated suspensions of 

spherical particles, it is again necessary to assume idealized systems, in which 

effects arising from collisions and aggregation are ignored. In such systems, 

the method of reflections, though applicable in principle, has thus far proved 

too complicated to carry out in practice. It should be noted, however, that 

when correctly applied, the method of reflections permits the over-all con

servation of volume condition to be satisfied in any finite domain. This 

requires that the field originated by each particle be carried to the walls of 

the containing vessel. The Smoluchowski treatment, discussed in the preceding 

chapter [see also the discussion preceding Eq. (9-3.1)], applies only in an 

infinite medium, and thus will not correctly yield the over-all flow pattern. 

This has been discussed by Simha48 as a "shielding effect" due to finite 

particle size. The use of the Smoluchowski treatment for calculation of 

particle interaction is visualized in this discussion as equivalent to a point 

center of dilation, although in fact a finite sphere radius is employed. True, 

a particle of radius a will produce the same disturbance to fluid motion as 

a point if the fluid domain is infinite in extent, but it is possible in using the 

method of reflections to employ a finite domain. It is thus thought that this 

method has possibilities for applications which have not yet been fully 

exploited. 

A cell model provides a simpler, albeit less rigorous, approach to the 

viscosity of concentrated systems. By their nature, such models are limited 

to situations where the ratio of particle area to wall area is very great. 

Otherwise wall effects may contravene. The definition of relative viscosity 

for such models involves the ratio of dissipation of energy per unit volume 

of suspension compared with that of the suspending fluid alone. This defi

nition is not as satisfactory as the operational definition given by Eq. (9-1.1). 

It is forced upon us by our inability to reconcile cell models with the ex

istence of boundaries constraining the flow. 

Simha48 applied such a model to a calculation of the viscosity of concen

trated suspensions. The cell in this case consists of a rigid concentric spherical 

enclosure containing a representative sphere at its center. Perturbations of the 

flow caused by the presence of other particles outside the cell cannot influence 
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the dilational flow within it. Denoting the radius of the spherical shell or 

cage by b, one assumes that the effect of all other particles in the suspension 

being sheared is such as to cause the disturbance velocity to the dilational 

flow to vanish at the surface of the shell. Such a simplified model stresses the 

interaction between the central particle and its immediate neighbors. Inside 

the cage, a < r < b, the solvent flow satisfies the creeping motion equations. 

The hydrodynamics of this simplified model may be obtained in closed form. 

We omit mathematical details, as these may be inferred from Happel's 

solution for a similar cell model, discussed in the sequel. One ultimately 

finds for the relative viscosity 

/-L 5 - = 1 + -"A(ry)cp 
/-Lo 2 

(9-4.1) 

where ry = alb. "A(ry) is a steeply increasing function of ry, measuring the 

interaction between the central particle and its surroundings. It is given by 

the expression, 

(9-4.2) 

The concentration dependence of suspension viscosity arises because the 

radius of the outer shell varies with concentration, becoming smaller the 

closer particles come together. Further assumptions are required to establish 

the size of this outer shell. In dilute solutions this poses a problem since, in 

fact, it is conceptually difficult to visualize a single solid shell as replacing 

the actual surfaces of solid particles which the central particle "sees." Simha 

introduces arguments permitting him to assign plausible values to ry. If R12 

is taken as the average distance between particles, we can assume that the 

radius r = b of the cell will vary with concentration in such a way that b is 

proportional to R12 or, at higher concentrations, to R12 - a. Corresponding 

to the preceding proportionalities one may assume 

(9-4.3) 

or (9-4.4) 

In Eq. (9-4.4), the maximum concentration corresponding to close packing 

and ry = 1 is given by CPmax = P/8. Thus, for an hexagonal or simple cubic 

arrangement corresponding to CPmax, one hasf= 1.81 or 1.61, respectively, 

if the shell b is identified with the wall of the cage formed by the nearest 

neighbors, b = R12 - a. If these relationships are inserted into Eq. (9-4.2) 

and the latter expanded for low concentrations, Simha finds, respectively: 

1!:.. = 1 + 2. -I- (I + 25 -I- _ ~ -1-5/3 + 625 -1-2 + ... ) (9-4.5) 
/-Lo 2 'I-' 4f3'1-' 2f5'1-' 1 6f6, 'I-' 

1!:.. = 1 + 2. -I- (I + 25 -I- + 75 -1-4/3 + 27 -1-5/3 + 785 -1-2 + .' .. ) (9-4.6) 
/-Lo 2 'I-' 4f3'1-' 4f4'1-' f5'1-' 16f6 'I-' 
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For high concentrations, corresponding to Eq. (9-4.4), the limiting approxi

mation is 

lim ~ = 543 cf} 3 (9-4.7) 
'HmO' flo 5f [1 - (¢Jcj>max)] 

Because of the arbitrary nature of the location of the cell wall, it is possible 

to obtain varying results with these formulas. 

The restriction of no disturbance velocity at a cell wall seems too limiting 

an assumption. In an alternative treatment of the concentric sphere cell 

model, HappeJ!6 introduced what appears to be a more plausible hypothesis 

as to the behavior of the disturbance velocity at r = b. This was supplemented 

with a more rational proposal for relating the latter radius to the solids 

concentration. In particular, in place of Simha's solid spherical cage, Happel 

assumed that the disturbance due to the presence of each sphere is confined 

to a cell of fluid bounded by a frictionless envelope on whose surface the 

normal velocity vanishes. The outer fluid shell is assumed to enclose an 

amount of fluid such that the fluid-solid volume ratio in the cell is identical 

to that in suspension. This "free surface" model is the same model employed 

in the preceding chapter, in connection with the calculation of sedimentation 

velocity and pressure drop for flow through suspensions of spherical par

ticles. Details of the treatment now follow. 

In the absence of suspended particles, the flow field is assumed to consist 

of a simple shearing motion with a constant velocity gradient q = ou/oy in 

the xy plane. Since only spherical particles are considered, the rotational 

part of this field is not disturbed by the presence of a sphere at the origin of 

the coordinate system. Only the dilational component, y(O), need be con

sidered. Thus, 

uta) = fLy 
2 ' 

V(O) = .!Lx 
2 ' 

W(O) = 0 (9-4.8) 

where ural, viOl, and w(O) are the components of y(O) in the x, y, and z di

rections, respectively. In view of the spherical boundaries involved it is 

convenient to employ spherical coordinates (r, e, cj», where x = r cos e, 
y = r cos cj> sin e, and z = r sin cj> sin e. Expressed in these coordinates, Eq. 

(9-4.8) becomes 

v~O) = qr cos cj> sin e cos e 
VbO) = ~qr cos cj>(cos 2 e - sin2 e) 

v~O) = ~ q r sin cj> cos e 
where v~O), VbO), and v~O) are the appropriate components of y(O). 

(9-4.9) 

The velocity field Y, which is required to estimate the apparent viscosity, 

consists of two parts: the undisturbed field y(0l, and the disturbance yO) due 

to the presence of the particles. Because of the linearity of the creeping motion 

equations, the resultant field may be written as 

Y = y(O) + yO), p = pro) + p(l) 

At the solid sphere of radius a, the field yO) must cancel the initial field y(O) 
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in order to satisfy the no-slip condition, v = o. At the boundary of the fluid 

envelope of radius b, we require that the normal component of the pertur

bation velocity v(I) vanish in order to confine the disturbance to the interior 

of the cell. The condition of no friction on the envelope boundary due to the 

disturbance corresponds to the vanishing of the tangential stress components35 

rrw and rr~~. The complete boundary value problem is expressed as follows: 

/-Lo V2 V(l) = Vp(l) 

V·v(l)=0 

V~l) = -qr cos cp sin e cos e ) 
V~l) = -}qr cos cp(cos2 f) - sin2 e) 

V~l) = -tqr sin cp cos e 

and v~I) = 0 

(
OV(I) ov~l) V(l)) 

rr(~ = /-Lo _T + _ - _8_ = 0 
T roe or r 

(
OV(I) Ov(I) V(l)) 

m~ = /-Lo r sin 8 ocp + o~ - 7- = 0 

at r = a 

at r = b 

(9-4.10) 

(9-4.11) 

(9-4.12) 

(9-4.13) 

Lamb's general solution of the creeping motion equations in spherical 

coordinates, £qs. (9-2.4) and (9-2.5), may be employed to determine V(il. 

A closed solution is obtained by setting Xn = 0 and retaining harmonics of 

orders -3 and +2. The solution takes the form 

V~l) = (6Ar 3 + 2Cr + ~~ - 3r?) cos cp sin e cos f) 

V~l) = (5Ar 3 + Cr + ~) cos cp(cos2 f) - sin 2 e) 

V~) = ( - 5Ar3 - Cr - ~) sin cp cos f) 

p(l) = (42Ar2 + 1;;) /-Lo cos cp sin e cos e 

(9-4.14) 

(9-4.15) 

The constants are determined from the boundary conditions. They are given 

below in terms of the parameters "/ = ajb and 0) = (10 + 4ry7)j[1O(1 - ,,/10) 

- 25,,/3(1 - ,,/4)]: 

__ 5q ( ,,/7 ) 

A - 2a2 10 + 4,,/7 0) 

(9-4.16) 
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If b ~ 00, then "I ~ 0 and (J) ~ 1. In this limiting case, the preceding 

solution reduces to a form equivalent to that originally obtained by Einstein 

-cf. Eq. (9-3.2)-for the perturbed field due to the presence of a sphere in 

a dilatant field which extends to infinity. Einstein, however, employed the 

following boundary condition at b = 00: 

(9-4.17) 

rather than the "free-surface" condition expressed by Eq. (9-4.13). Simha's 

treatment, which uses the same boundary condition (9-4.17) at r = b, 

also reduces to the Einstein solution when b ~ 00. As noted later, however, 

the energy dissipation for the two cell models is not the same-even in the 

limit where b ~ 00. 
The energy dissipated per unit time within a cell may be computed via 

the surface integral in Eq. (9-1.5). The· integration in this case need be 

extended over the outer surface only, since v = 0 at the particle surface. 
The field v = v(O) + v(l) required in the integral represents the entire motion. 

Evaluation of the integral yields 

E - 4 b3 2 + 4 b3 (24 b2A _ 36E + 2C + 6G) - Tn' JLoq Tn' JLoq 5 5b 3 7J5 (9-4.18) 

This may be expressed in terms of the parameter "I = a/b and the volume of 

a cell, V = (4/3)n'b 3 , as follows: 

E = Vq 2 JLo(l + 5.5#) (9-4.19) 

where cp=ry3=(~r (9-4.20) 

and 
_ 4ry7 + 10 - (84/11)"12 

"'" - 10(1 - "110) - 25"13 (1 - "14) 
(9-4.21) 

It is assumed that since V~I) = 0 at r = b, the perturbed field v experiences 
the same average rate of shear as the undisturbed field v(O). The energy 

dissipation for the unperturbed flow in a unit cell is E(O) = Vq2 JLo since the 

interaction factor"'" reduces to unity as "I ~ O. From Eq. (9-1.28) we then 

obtain 

(9-4.22) 

Here, we have assumed that the domain of integration is the unit cell rather 

than the apparatus volume. 

Table 9-4.1 gives values for several of the variables in Eq. (9-4.22). 

Note that, at low concentrations, Eq. (9-4.22) reduces to Eq. (9-2.17), 

whose significance we have already discussed. The table is not extended 

beyond cp = 0.50 because the loose packed condition for a bed of uniform 

spheres occurs at cp ~ 0.52. It seems clear that at concentrations approaching 

this, friction due to interparticle contacts may become very important, in 
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TABLE 9-4.1 

EFFECT OF CONCENTRATION ON VISCOSITY-FREE SURFACE MODEL 

Solids Concentration, Interaction Factor Relative Viscosity 
Volume Fraction 

t/> 

'" 
11-/11-0 

0 1.000 1.000 

0.05 1.022 1.281 

0.10 1.100 1.605 

0.15 1.208 1.997 

0.20 1.351 2.486 

0.25 1.538 3.115 

0.30 1.783 3.942 

0.35 2.110 5.062 

0.40 2.555 6.621 

0.45 3.176 8.861 

0.50 4.071 12.20 

which case the resistance to shear will be much larger than predicted on the 

basis of purely hydrodynamic considerations. 

Kynch 28 developed a mathematical treatment of the viscosity of dilute 

suspensions of particles, and later applied it to more concentrated systems. 29 

In consequence of the relation 

(9-4.23) 

there is a simple particular integral of the equations of motion of the form 

v =!1!... 
2JLo 

where r is a position vector. Thus we may write 

v=!1!...+u 
2JLo 

where the field u satisfies the equations 

V 2u = 0 

-2JLoV,u = 3p + r.Vp 

= 3p + rOP or 

(9-4.24) 

(9-4.25) 

(9-4.26) 

(9-4.27) 

If Vb is the velocity on any of the boundaries, the boundary condition 
imposed on u is 

u = Vb - 2rp on the boundary (9-4.28) 
JLo 

The solution of Eq. (9-4.26) employed by Kynch involves a Green's 

function Gp(r), satisfying the equation V2G = 0, vanishing on the boundaries, 

and reducing to the form G = (47l'R)-1 near the point P, where R is the 
distance from P. The solution of Eq. (9-4.26) is then 
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Up = Vb - - -- dS f ( r p ) oGp 
2f-lo on 

(9-4.29) . 

The integration extends over all the elements dS of the boundaries; oGp/on 
is the derivative of G normal to these boundaries into the fluid. Similarly, 

because of Eq. (9-4.23), the pressure is given by 

pp = fp oGp dS (9-4.30) 
on 

For any prescribed Vb, Kynch's method of solution requires that we 

express U in terms of p, using Eq. (9-4.29), and then adjust p so that Eq. 

(9-4.27) is satisfied. This adjustment is accomplished by a method of suc

cessive approximations. It should, however, be noted that no matter where 

the origin is chosen, the term in r p in Eq. (9-4.25) will become indefinitely 

large as we move away from the origin. Kynch overcomes this difficulty by 

noting, in the usual apparatus, that we do not deal with an infinite medium, 

but rather with one possessing finite boundaries. The foregoing equations are 

then taken to refer to the additional pressure p and additional velocity V due to 

the presence of the spheres, the velocity field due to the apparatus boundary 

being added in separately. This, in effect, amounts to afirst reflection approxi

mation. 

In view of the large number of particle boundaries present, the Green's 

function is advantageous because the total velocity is expressed as a sum of 

contributions from each boundary, due to the motion of each particle. It is 

only possible to establish the Green's function readily, however, if each 

particle is considered to be a point disturbance. This is equivalent to as

suming that the particle-to-wall area ratio is very small, a postulate we have 

seen to be characteristic of the Einstein-type treatment. 

Kynch's treatment gives rise to a set of simultaneous equations con

taining numerical factors as functions of the positions of the particles. 

Solution of these equations yields the fluid velocity and pressure fields. 

For example, with the velocity field given by Eq. (9-4.8), the extra pressure 

near each particle has the form: 

(9-4.31) 

This field satisfies V2p = 0, and constitutes an elementary extension of the 

pressure existing near a single sphere. The center of the particle is chosen 

as the origin. The pressure at the particle surface is 

P = 5f-loq Axy 
a 2 ' 

(9-4.32) 

Utilizing this expression for the pressure, the velocity field can be deduced 

by substitution into Eq. (9-4.29). In order to calculate the constant A, it is 

flecessary to make a further important assumption; namely, that the value 
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of A for any particle is independent of the position of the other particles_ 

In fact, this assumption is made everywhere up to the walls of the apparatus 

containing the flow. This is the same basic assumption made in the Einstein

type derivations; namely, that the shape of the containing vessel and the 

location of the particle within it have no effect on the rate of energy dis

sipation. In dilute solutions, the result obtained is identical to Einstein's 

viscosity formula, Eq. (9-2.15), as might be expected from the similarity of 

the basic assumptions employed. 

Kynch's detailed mathematical treatment is rather complicated, in

volving methods successfully employed to compute the potential of a point 

electric charge in the presence of a large number of earthed conducting 

spheres. It is assumed that the zone around each particle is divided into a 

cavity immediately adjacent to it, occupied by no particles, and an isotropic 

continuum outside of the cavity. The value of the cavity radius is taken as 

b = 2a, the collision diameter of the particles, until the mean distance 

bo between particles becomes less than 2a, in which case it is assumed that 

b = boo Viscosity is computed using this "statistical" model by first calcu

lating the velocity, which is accurately determined near a particle surface. 

Details of the final calculations are not given in the original paper but some 

numerical values are reported. These are reproduced in Table 9-4.2. 

Kynch also discusses Simha's48 cage model and states that his own 

method can be employed to give results very similar to Simha's when using 

the same basic assumptions. The cell-type models of Simha48 and HappeP6 

are intended to provide a reasonable approximation to the velocity distribution 

inside the unit cell. This, in turn, is used to calculate the rate of viscous 

dissipation of energy and hence to determine the effective viscosity. Kynch 

developed his statistical treatment to calculate the fluid velocity as accurately 

as possible near the particle boundaries. On the other hand, he is of the opin

ion that it is more appropriate to calculate the effective viscosity from the 

rate of shear at the walls. It does not seem possible to reconcile the con

ceptual differences between the two theories. Moreover, it is equally unclear 

that the insertion of a large sphere in the suspension will correspond to the 

presence of a wall. 

TABLE 9-4.2 

EFFECT OF CONCENTRATION ON VISCOSITY-KVNCH MODEL 

Solids Concentration, 

Volume Fraction 

t/> 

o 
0.05 

0.10 

0.15 

0.25 

Relative Viscosity 

J.LIJ.Lo 

1 

1.16 

1.38 

1.70 

2.72 
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The theories of Kynch and Simha, since they reduce to the Einstein 

relationship in dilute systems, predict viscosities lower than the Happel 

relationship. This effect continues up to moderate concentrations; for example, 

at c/> = 0.20, Happel predicts J.L/J.Lo = 2.486 whereas the value predicted by 

Kynch is about 15 per cent lower. The value predicted by Simha is over 

30 per cent lower, when Eq. (9-4.4) is used to evaluate ry and c/>max is taken as 

0.74, corresponding to hexagonal packing, as Simha suggests. Kynch does 

not give any values for viscosity above 25 per cent concentration of solids. 

Simha's relationship, however, shows a very rapid rise in suspension viscosity 

as the concentration increases, so that the predicted relative viscosity becomes 

equal to that predicted by Happel at c/> = 0.38, corresponding to J.L/J.Lo = 5.7. 

Comparison of these relationships with experimental data is deferred to a 

later section in this chapter, which also includes discussion of several em

pirical relationships (see Section 9-6). 

9-5 Nonspherical and Nonrigid Particles 

For shapes other than spheres, theory, owing to the complexities which 

arise, has not progressed beyond treatments for dilute systems. Thus, when 

a dilute suspension of particles is subjected to shear, the particles undergo 

rotation and translation. If deformable, they will also undergo changes in 

shape. Recall, too, that the rate of energy dissipation incurred by a non

spherical particle depends on the orientation of the particle relative to the 

principal axes of shear. If the particle rotates, this rate will vary with time. 

Translational movements of a freely suspended particle in a shear field may 

cause even uniform-sized spheres to collide with one another. In the case of 

extremes in shape these collision effects may be enhanced. In certain in

stances aggregates may be formed or particles may coalesce. Brownian 

motion effects may serve to further complicate the problem. 

Jeffery21 investigated the motion of a rigid ellipsoidal particle in a shear 

flow on the basis of the creeping motion equations. For a simple shear flow 
in the xy plane, u(O) = qy, v(O) = 0, w(O) = 0; it is now necessary to consider 

both rotational and dilational contributions to the flow field, in contrast to 

the case for a sphere. The stresses at the ellipsoid surface are found to be 

equivalent to the sum of two couples. One tends to make an elongated 

particle (prolate ellipsoid of revolution) adopt the same rotation as the 

undisturbed flow, so that the particle axis tends to lie parallel to the z axis. 

The other tends to make the particle set its axis within the xy plane. The 

combined effect in the absence of external couples is that, for intermediate 

positions, the ends of the particle describe a spherical ellipse, given in spheri

cal coordinates by the following expression: 

(9-5.1 ) 
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Here, for an ellipsoid of revolution with the surface of the particle described 

by 

x2 y2 Z2 
(i2+fj2+?=1 (9-5.2) 

we take b = c. k is a constant of integration which depends on the particle 

orientation: when k = 0, the major axis (a axis) rotates in the xy plane; 

when k = 00, the particle remains parallel to the z axis. For any inter

mediate value of k, the particle also spins axially on the x axis, at an angular 

velocity 

w = !L cos () 
2 

For k = 00, this reduces to w = q/2; for k = 0, the spin w is zero. For rigid 

spheres, a/b = 1, the angular velocity becomes w = q/2. Corresponding to 

a = 0, it is found that a circular disk may take any position in which its faces 

are entirely composed of streamlines of the undisturbed fluid motion. It 

thus moves through the fluid edgewise with one axis along the x direction 

and the other making an arbitrary angle with the z direction. Letting b = c 

approach zero gives the case of a thin rod, which it is found can set itself in 

any direction in a plane parallel to the xz plane. The investigation, however, 

reveals no tendency on the part of an ellipsoid to set its axis in any particular 

direction with regard to the undisturbed motion of the fluid. 

Effects like this, in which no preferred orientations or positions exist, have 

previously been noted to be consequences of the creeping motion equations. 

Thus, for the case of a translating ellipsoid (see Section 5-11), it was found 

that no couple is exerted on the ellipsoid, regardless of its orientation re

lative to its direction of motion through the fluid. Similarly, a sphere settling 

axially in an eccentric position within a cylinder (see Section 7-3) experiences 

no force tending to move it in a radial direction. 

To calculate the viscosity of a suspension of ellipsoidal particles, Jeffery 

assumes the ellipsoid to be surrounded by a large sphere whose center 

coincides with that of the ellipsoid. The disturbance created by the presence 

of the ellipsoid is assumed to vanish at the surface of this sphere, and the 

method of reflections is employed to compute the reflection of this disturbance 

from the surrounding spherical envelope. The additional energy dissipation 

due to the presence of the particle, E* = E - E(O), is then computed by 

equating it to the work done by the additional stresses acting over the surface 

of the large sphere. Jeffery notes that the additional energy dissipation 

calculated from the original disturbance created by the ellipsoid is only one

fifth that obtained by including the field represented by the reflection from 

the surrounding spherical envelope, even though the radius of the latter is 

finally assumed to extend to infinity. A similar variation in energy dis

sipation was noted and discussed following Eq. (9-4.17) in connection with 

the development of the free surface model. In that case a difference in 
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boundary conditions rather than shape was the cause. Jeffery obtains a com

plicated expression for energy dissipation which, as expected, depends upon 

the constant of integration, k. The motion which gives the minimum average 

dissipation of energy corresponds to k = 00 for a prolate spheroid. In this 

case it spins about its axis, which lies in the z direction. The case of minimum 

energy dissipation for an oblate spheroid corresponds to k = O. 

Jeffery also calculated the maximum and minimum energy dissipation 

rates. Since, from Eq. (9-1.29), /-L//-Lo = 1 + (E*/£<O», and since E(O) = Vq 2/-L0 , 

our knowledge of the additional dissipation rates permits us to calculate the 

suspension viscosity, 

~=l+v<p 
/-Lo 

(9-5.3) 

where v is a factor which depends on the geometry of the particular el

lipsoid involved. 

TABLE 9-5.1 

VISCOSITY CoNSTANT FOR PROLATE SPHEROIDS 

Ellipticity Minimum Maximum 

• = (a - b)/a v v 

0 2.5 2.5 

0.1 2.431 2.540 

0.2 2.361 2.586 

0.3 2.295 2.645 

0.4 2.232 2.719 

0.5 2.174 2.819 

0.6 2.120 2.958 

0.7 2.073 3.170 

0.8 2.035 3.548 

0.9 2.010 4.485 

1.0 2.000 00 

TABLE 9-5.2 

VISCOSITY CONSTANT FOR OBLATE SPHEROIDS 

Ellipticity Minimum Maximum 

E = (b - a)/b v v 

0 2.5 2.5 

0.1 2.464 2.582 

0.2 2.426 2.683 

0.3 2.388 2.818 

0.4 2.348 3.003 

0.5 2.306 3.267 

0.6 2.262 3.670 

0.7 2.216 4.354 

0.8 2.168 5.744 

0.9 2.116 9.960 

1.0 2.061 00 
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The maximum and minimum values of v for spheroids of different shapes 

are given in Tables 9-5.1 and 9-5.2. They are reported by Jeffery in terms of 

the "ellipticity" € of the meridian section of the particle, defined to be the 

difference of the greatest and least diameters divided by the greatest. Thus 

€ = (a - b)/a for a prolate spheroid and € = (b - a)/b for an oblate 

spheroid. 

Jeffery hypothesized that ellipsoidal particles would ultimately tend to 

adopt that orbital motion which corresponds to the least dissipation of 

energy. Taylor52 , in experiments on a single aluminum spheroid immersed 

in a water-glass solution between the two vertical cylinders of a Couette 

apparatus, found the type of periodic rotation about a vertical axis predicted 

by Jeffery. This gradually passed over into a definite orientation, with the axis 

vertical in the case of a prolate spheroid and with an equatorial diameter 

vertical in the case of an oblate spheroid. About one hundred periods were 

required for the motion to reach these final states corresponding to minimum 

energy dissipation. 

Eisenschitz10 , on the other hand, assumed that the behavior of a sus

pension of ellipsoids corresponds to the case that originally the axes are 

distributed at random, and that throughout the subsequent motion each 
particle retains its original orbit. Mason and Manley33, in experimental 

investigations, found a distribution of orbits which lies between those 
computed on the basis of Jeffery's and Eisenschitz' assumptions. 

In all these calculations Brownian motion has been neglected. If one is 

concerned with very small particles, such as macromolecules, Brownian 

motion will be the main factor influencing particle orientation. Brownian 

motion increases viscosity by bringing the particles into a more disorientated 

position with respect to fluid motion. Such orientations relative to the 

principal axes of shear do not correspond to minimization of the energy 
dissipation. Frisch and Simha 13 review a number of treatments involving the 

case of small elongated prolate spheroids subject to Brownian motion. In 
all these expressions the specific viscosity is, for a given ratio of particle di

mensions, proportional to the total volume, as in Einstein's equation. For 

ellipsoids of revolution of major axis a 1 and minor axis a2 (axial ratio 

p = atla 2) Kuhn and Kuhn25 developed the following approximate expres

sions: 

[iLl = 2.5 + i; (~ - 1) - 0.628 (11~~P~ '0.675 (0 < p < 1) (9-S.4a) 

[iLl = 2.S + 0.407S(p - 1)1'508 (1 < p < IS) 

_ p2[ 1 1 ] 
[iLl - 1.6 +"5 3(ln 2p - 1.5) + In 2p - O.S (p> IS) 

(9-S.4b) 

(9-S.4c) 

where [iLl is the intrinsic viscosity, defined in Eq. (9-3.12). The effect of 

Brownian movement on viscosity is very large. Thus, for prolate spheroids, 
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on Jeffery's assumption [fll = 2.0 (for spheres, [fll = 2.5). If the Eisenschitz 

hypothesis is adopted with an axis ratio of 50 to 1, the intrinsic viscosity is 

3.97 for no Brownian motion and 178 for complete Brownian motion 

according to Eq. (9-5.4). 

z 

~------y 
I 

I 
I 

/L 
I 

I 

x 6J 
Figure 9·5.1. Dumbbell model for 

viscosity. 

Another basic approach to the 

effects of particle shape on viscosity has 

been developed in some detail by 

Simha49 using a dumbbell model (two 

rigidly connected spherical particles), 

originally considered by Kuhn26 in the 

latter's treatment of intrinsic viscosity. 

Simha shows that, for the calculation 

of energy dissipation, it can be 

assumed that the translational contri

bution will be much larger than that 

due to dilation or rotation-see Eq. 

(9-1.21). On the basis of this assump

tion, Simha concludes that for a single 

dumbbell, Fig. 9-5.1, the energy dis

sipation may be written: 

(dj) = force on sphere P X velocity of P + force on sphere Q 

t 1 X velocity of Q (9-5.5) 

Thus, (dW/dt)N, the energy dissipated by the motion of N independent, 

infinitely separated suspended dumbbells must be proportional to floq 2aU N. 

Since the volume fraction of suspended particles is </> = 2('j7ta3N)/V, where 

V is the volume in which the N particles are suspended, the dissipation per 

unit volume is then proportional to floq2(L/a)2</>. On the assumption of a 

completely random orientation due to Brownian movement, the following 

relationship is ultimately obtained: 

fl 3 (L)2 -=1+- - </> 
flo 2 a 

(9--5.6) 

This result, obtained on the basis of Stokes' law of resistance, must be 

modified at higher concentrations by superposition of translational contri

butions owing to the presence of other particles, as was done in the sedimen

tation problems discussed in the previous chapter (Section 8-3). 

The exact analysis for the first-order interaction effect is then taken into 

account in the following equation: 

(9-5.7) 

Theoretical results for the viscosity of spherical particles in the form of 

a power series in </>, for example, Eqs. (9-3.11), (9-3.14), and (9-3.15), can be 
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generalized to a form which may then be compared with Eq. (9-5.7). Thus, 

we write 

/lsp/cP = [f.L] + a2 CP + a3 CP2 + ... 
= [f.L] + kdj.L)2cp + k2[f.LPcp2 + ... 

(9-5.8) 

where f.Lsp = (f.L/f.Lo) - 1 is the specific viscosity and [f.L] is the intrinsic 

viscosity, defined by Eq. (9-3.12). The intrinsic viscosity is equal to 2.5 for 

spheres according to the Einstein relationship. Thus for Eq. (9-3.11), 

kl = 2.26; for Eq. (9-3.14), kl = 1.18; and for Eq. (9-3.15), kl = 1.20. 

Some investigators l3 have suggested that Eq. (9-5.8) may be applicable to 

suspensions of nonspherical particles and polymer solutions. 

Simha's investigation of dumbbell-shaped particles provides interesting 

confirmation of this equation. Thus, if Eq. (9-5.7) is used to evaluate the 

constants in Eq. (9-5.8), we find for dumbbell-shaped particles that 

kl = 58/75 = 0.77. Compact particles, such as spheres, thus give higher 

values for kl than are obtained for more extended shapes. Frisch and Simha l3 

give more detailed results for other similar investigations. 

Equation (9-5.7) is subject to the usual limitation of treatments involving 

single particles, which do not take the wall effect into consideration; namely, 

the question as to whether the "Stokes" energy dissipation is uniquely 

determined without specifying the shape of the outer boundary and position 

of the particle considered within the boundary. There is also the question of 

the applicability of the Smoluchowski linear approximation to allow for 

interaction of the two spheres comprising the dumbbell when the former are 

close together. Also, of course, inertial effects are neglected when the creep

ing motion equations are employed. 

Debye and Bueche8 have treated intrinsic viscosity of polymer molecules 

in solution by means of a generalization of Einstein's theory for spheres. 

For the coiled polymer molecule a sphere is substituted which hinders the 

liquid flow through its interior only to a degree, depending on the average 

density in space of the polymer molecule in solution. The amount of shielding 

of the liquid flow which is introduced in this way determines the exponent in 

the customary empirical exponential relation between intrinsic viscosity and 

molecular weight, M, namely, 

(9-5.9) 

An alternative theory of intrinsic viscosity has been developed by Kirkwood 

and Riseman 24 on the basis of a random coil model consisting of a string of 

beads. Account is taken of the hydrodynamic interaction of the monomer 

units of the molecule and of inhibited flow through the chain. This theory 

leads to results which are qualitatively similar to those of Debye. Data are 

not presently available to decide which theory comes closer to agreement 

with the facts. 
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Taylor53 extended Einstein's analysis of the viscosity of a suspension of 

rigid spherical particles to the case of small immiscible fluid spheres. The 

viscous stresses exerted by the sheared medium surrounding the particles 

bring about circulation currents within them, provided that no formation 

of a rigid film around the particles occurs to reduce the transmission of 

tangential stresses to the interior of the particles. If it is also assumed that the 

interfacial tension is sufficiently great to preserve a spherical shape, the fol

lowing relationship is obtained for the viscosity f-L of very dilute emulsions: 

~ = I + 2.S [/-L' ~ (2/S)/-Lo] ¢ 
/-Lo /-L + /-Lo 

(9-S.1O) 

where f-L' is the viscosity of the suspended liquid particles and /-Lo the viscosity 

of the continuous phase. If /-L'//-Lo is large, Eq. (9-S.1O) reduces to the Einstein 

relationship, Eq. (9-2.1S). On the other hand, if this ratio is very small, as in 

the case of gas bubbles, the factor multiplying ¢ becomes unity. 

Similarly, the effect of boundary slip on viscosity of suspensions of rigid 

particles may be developed following the general procedure of Einstein9 but 

substituting the slip boundary condition at the surface of the sphere. In this 

case the result obtained is 

~ = 1 + 2.S ((3r + 2/-Lo) ¢ 
/-Lo (3r + S/-Lo 

(9-S.II) 

where (3 is the coefficient of sliding friction at the boundary of each sphere. 

For complete slip, (3 = 0 and, as in the case of very low viscosity suspended 

particles, the Einstein factor is unity. 

In the case of fluid particles the circulation currents inside the drops have 

been calculated theoretically by Bartok and Mason 2 • 

9-6 Comparison with Data 

We shall consider the agreement with experimental data (or lack thereof) of 

the various theories discussed, in the same order as they were presented, 

beginning with the dilute system treatment. Philippoff's book40 reviews 

experimental data obtained before 1942 in attempts to verify the Einstein 

relationship. The investigations cited show values of the constant varying 

from 2.S to 4.7S. Results of more recent investigators show similar discrepan

cies, indicating the difficulty in obtaining accurate experimental data in the 

very dilute region. Thus, Cheng and Schachman6 , experimenting with dilute 

suspensions of polystyrene latex particles, concluded that the Einstein 

formula with a constant of 2.S was valid up to volumetric concentrations of 

2 per cent. On the other hand, Ward and Whitmore 55 cite experimental data 

to show that, with uniform-sized spheres, the Einstein constant assumes a 

value of 4.0, but with a particle size ratio of 3: I the proportionality constant 

will be reduced to 1.9. 
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Segre and Silberberg47 made viscosity determinations with suspensions 

of spherical particles of substantially identical size in a capillary viscometer, 

obtaining values of the Einstein constant below 1.5. The results are believed 

due to particle segregation effects, discussed in Section 8-3. Thus, it appears 

that even for. dilute suspensions there is no absolute agreement on the 

validity of the constant 2.5. 

A very complete survey and discussion of the many equations which have 

been proposed for describing the relationship between relative viscosity and 

concentration over a wide range has been published by Rutgers42, bringing 

up to date the earlier surveys by Philippoff40 and Frisch and Simha 13. Rutgers' 

selection of an average curve to represent the relationship between viscosity 

and concentration is more or less arbitrary, but he concludes that one of the 

most useful formulas is that given by Mooney37, which is discussed later

see Eq. (9-6.4). At high solids concentrations, Rutgers' correlation shows 

a somewhat more rapid rise in viscosity than would be predicted by the 

free-surface relationship, which takes only hydrodynamic interaction effects 

into consideration. 

Happel 16 has reviewed available data for suspensions of spheres of 

uniform size at higher concentrations, and finds that they may be reasonably 

represented by the free surface model, Eq. (9-4.22) and Table 9-4.1. Figure 

9-6.1 shows a comparison of the Happel equation, as well as the relation

ships proposed by Simha and Kynch, with the data selected. The Simha 

20.0,..-----,---,----,---,------, 
6 Ward and Whitmore 

• Williams 

o Sweeny and Geckler 

10.01------,--------,----4----+----+-'-'-+-1 

:f 
~ 5.0 1-----I-----I-----I---.,..fIC-,f--t-------j 

4) 

> 
€ 2.0 1-----I------::.rI"'-.7'-l---.,..tJI<'--I-----t-------j 

~ 
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tfJ, Volume concentration (%l 

Figure 9.6.1. Comparison of theoretical viscosity relationships with 

data for uniform spheres. 
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formula plotted is taken from Eqs. (9-4.2) and (9-4.4). The factor 'Y was 

evaluated by assuming ¢max = 0.74, corresponding to hexagonal packing. 

The graphical presentation of Kynch's results is taken from Table 9-4.2. 

Simha's relationship appears to predict values of relative viscosity lower than 

experimental data in the intermediate concentration range, but agrees with 

the rapid rise of viscosity exhibited by experimental data for concentrations 

of solids over 50 per cent by volume. 

A number of semiempirical relationships have been developed to predict 

the concentration dependence of the viscosity of suspensions of spherical 

particles in newtonian fluids. Many of these are expressible in the form of 

a power series [cf. Eq. (9-5.8)]: 

(9-6.1 ) 

where fLr the relative viscosity, fLlfLo. In these developments, a o is invariably 

taken as the Einstein constant of 2.5, more generally referred to as intrinsic 

viscosity in Eq. (9-5.8). Obviously the value of ai' as determined from ex

perimental data, will depend strongly upon the value chosen for ao. A 

review by Ford l2 summarizes some of these relationships and observes that 

better agreement with data is obtained by expressing the power series in 

terms of the relative fluidity I/fLr rather than in terms of the relative viscosity. 

On this basis, we have 
1 

- = 1 - 2.5¢ 
fLr 

(9-6.2) 

in place of the usually quoted Einstein relationship, which, if the quadratic 

term in ¢ in Eq. (9-6.2) is negligible, yields 

fLr = 1 _12.5¢ = 1 + 2.5¢ + 6.25¢2 + (9-6.3) 

This coefficient of 6.25 compares reasonably well with comparable values 

reported in the literature. It also appears to be in conformity with data on 

small glass spheres as well as milk fat, latex, and asphalt emulsions. 

Another type of relationship employed to correlate data at higher con

centrations is that due to Mooney37, 

I 2.51> 
n fLr = 1 - c¢ (9-6.4) 

where c is a factor to allow for hydrodynamic interaction, to be determined 

experimentally. The constant 2.5 is again based on the Einstein equation for 

dilute solutions. This can be expanded in a form similar to Eq. (9-6.1) to give 

fLr = 1 + 2.5¢ + (3.125 + 2.5c)¢2 + ... (9-6.5) 

Mooney sets the value of c for monodisperse systems roughly between the 

limits 1.35 and 1.91, the reciprocals of the volume fractions of uniform 

spheres in close packing and cubical packing, respectively. Saunders45 
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compares data for monodisperse polystyrene latexes with Mooney's equation 

and finds good agreement, .with the interaction coefficient c varying from 

1.357 (with particle diameters of 990 A) to Lll8 (with particle diameters of 

8710 A)_ Sweeney and Geckler50 correlated their data, plotted in Fig. 

9-6.1, using Mooney's equation. They found that c varied from 1.000 to 

1.470, the larger-sized particles giving the lower c values. In the case of 

Saunders' data, the apparent coefficient of the linear term in Eq. (9-6.5) was 

2.642 with the 990 A particles. Saunders argued that the constant 2.5 could 

be recovered by assuming an adsorbed layer of constant thickness of emul

sifier surrounding each particle. Another explanation for these effects would 

be to assume that, with smaller particles, interaction effects persist even to the 

linear term in the empirical power series representation of /-LT' 

In this connection a somewhat different empirical equation of the type 

In /-LT = f(ef» appears to have merit, since it enables a different type of effect 

of the empirically established constant to be used. The simplest of these 

relationships is that proposed originally by Arrhenius!, before Einstein's 

work: 

In /-LT = kef> (9-6.6) 

In this case, k is not necessarily taken to be equal to the Einstein constant 

2.5, and no constant involving the crowding or packing effect appears as in 

Mooney's equation. Such an additional constant would, of course, take into 

account that interparticle friction becomes important as concentration be

comes high. Empirical introduction of such a constant will undoubtedly give 

better agreement with data. 

An inspection of the data plotted in Fig. 9-6.1, where the ordinate is 

a logarithmic scale, indicates that, for certain data at least, a fairly good 

straight-line relationship of the form of Eq. (9-6.6) exists. If Eq. (9-4.22) is 

used to evaluate the proportionality constant over the range ef> = 0.05 to 

0.30, the following relationship results: 

In /-LT = 4.58ef> (9-6.7) 

As the constant appears to depend on the relative particle size as related to 

viscometer dimensions, it is possible that other values of k ranging between 

the theoretical values of 2.5 and 5.5 could be obtained, depending on the 

system studied. Equations of the Arrhenius form are, of course, expandable 

as power series in ef>. The higher-order coefficients of ef> are then no longer 

independent, but depend rather on the value chosen for the linear con
stant. Thus, from Eq. (9-6.6), we obtain 

/-LT = I + kef> + ~~ ef>2 + ~~ ef>s + ... (9-6.8) 

Kunitz27 proposed an empirical relationship for spheres which is in close 

agreement with Eq. (9-6.8), using k = 4.15. 10hnson22 applied the Kunitz 
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relationship with success to describe the rheological behavior of beds in which 

particles were fluidized by liquids. 

Mori and Ototake38 , in a review of previous theories and data, proposed 

a somewhat different functional relationship. They derive a relationship 

which extends an earlier investigation by Robinson41 in which he considers 

that the specific viscosity at higher concentrations is proportional not only 

to the volume fraction of solids, but also to the reciprocal of the fraction of 

free liquid volume. In the special case where the suspended particles are 

spherical and of equal size, their formula reduces to the following, provided 

that the maximum attainable solids fraction is 0.52, which is the volume 

fraction of solids for cubical packing of spheres of equal size: 

3 
{iT = 1 + (IN) - (1/0.52) 

(9-6.9) 

This formula agrees reasonably well with the observed values of several 

experimenters, which the authors compare graphically with their formula 

over a wide range of concentrations of spherical particles. Of course, at the 

lower limit of concentration, Eq. (9-6.9) is equivalent to using the power 

series type expansion with k = 3.0. Near the upper concentration limit of 

cp = 0.52 it asymptotically approaches an infinite relative viscosity, which 

may be physically interpreted in terms of interparticle frictional effects. 

Values predicted for the range below cp = 0.4 lie between those shown on Fig. 

9-6.1 for the Happel and Simha relationships. At concentrations above 

cp = 0.4 the predicted relative viscosity rises steeply. 

Several investigators have derived semiempirical theories of the viscosity 

of suspensions based on similarities with sedimentation. Thus, the studies of 

Hawksley l9, based on Vand's54 treatment of viscosity, lead to the relationship 

_(1--(1»2 
{iT - V/Vo 

whereas Kynch30, based on different reasoning, derives 

(9-6.10) 

(9-6.11) 

Here, V/Vo is the ratio of the sedimentation velocity V of the suspension 

at the concentration cp to the settling velocity Vo of an isolated particle. 

These relationships may be conveniently compared to the more usual plots of 

{iT versus cp by using appropriate sedimentation data in the form of eJ/Vo 

versus cpo The method selected here utilizes the consistent sedimentation 17 

and viscosity16 treatments represented by the free surface model, for these 

have been shown to be consistent with a considerable body of experimental 

data. Table 9-6.1 gives a comparison over a range of concentrations. 



9-6 Comparison with Data 

TABLE 9-6.1 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RELATIVE SEDIMENTATION VELOCITY AND 

RELATIVE VISCOSITY 

467 

Relative Relative Viscosity, ILr = ILIILo 
Volume Fraction Settling 

of Solids Velocity* (1 - ,p)2 (1 - ,p) Theory, 
,p UIUo UIUo UIUo Eq. (9-4.22) 

0.00 1.000 1.00 1.00 1.00 

0.05 0.453 1.99 2.10 1.281 

0.10 0.3215 2.52 2.80 1.605 

0.20 0.1773 3.60 4.50 2.486 

0.30 0.0969 5.04 7.24 3.94 

0.40 0.0529 6.80 11.4 6.62 

0.50 0.02638 9.48 18.9 12.20 

·See Table 8-4.1. 

Hawksley's equation does indeed give evidence of a reasonable corre

spondence in the higher concentration range. In the low concentration range 

it must be stated that both sedimentation and viscosity data show some 

fluctuation, so that comparison with the theory expressed by the free surface 
modeP6,17 may not be valid in many instances. Thus the self-consistent data 

of Cheng and Schachman6 on sedimentation and viscosity of polystyrene 

latex suspensions confirm the Einstein relationship, whereas for sedimenta

tion they obtain an empirical relationship with the limiting form 

U 1 

Uo - 1 + 4.06</> 
(9-6.12) 

From Eq. (9-6.12) we find for </> = 0.01 that U/Uo = 0.962. Thus the 
relative viscosity based on Hawksley's relationship, Eq. (9-6.10), would be 

fLr = (0.99)2/0.962 = 1.02. From the Kynch relationship, Eq. (9-6.11), one 

would obtain fLr = 0.99/0.962 = 1.03. The Einstein equation for this case 

gives, of course, fLr = 1.025. Thus, it appears that in the dilute region these 

relationships may be of value, though there is not good agreement among 

data on sedimentation velocity at low concentrations. 

In view of the apparent importance of particle size in the determination 

of intrinsic viscosity, it seems desirable to examine data which might be 

pertinent. The viscosity of aqueous solutions of sucrose has been accurately 

determined over a wide range of concentrations. Sucrose molecules represent 

a lower limit of size at which a continuum theory might be expected to apply. 

Einstein's original work, in fact, used data on sugar solutions as a method 

for estimating the size of the sugar molecule. He noted that, experimentally, 

the partial specific volume of sugar in solution is the same as for solid sugar, 

and assumed that the molecules would form a suspension approximating 
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small spherical particles. He found an intrinsic viscosity equal to 4.0 instead 

of 2.5. Einstein explained this discrepancy by assuming that the sugar mole

cules present in solution limit the mobility of the water immediately adjacent, 

so that a quantity of water, whose volume is approximately one-half the 

volume of the sugar molecule, is bound on to the sugar molecule (4.0/2.5 

= 1.6). An equally tenable explanation would appear to be that the correct 

value of the Einstein constant for such small particles may not be as low as 

2.5. 

Aside from the explanation, it is of interest to check as precisely as 

possible, from presently available data, the true value of the constant for 

very dilute sugar solutions. Jones and Tilley23, in an investigation which ex

tended down to concentrations of 0.004 volume per cent of sucrose, obtained 

a viscosity correlation which is equivalent to 

J.lT = 1 + 4.181> (9-6.13) 

Zakin59 , in a recent study, obtained the data on the viscosity of dilute sugar 

solutions tabulated in Table 9-6.2. 

TABLE 9-6.2 

VISCOSITY OF DILUTE SUCROSE SOLUTIONS 

Volume per cent Sugar, 100", 

0.655 

1.262 

ILT (ILT -I)/¢ 
-----

1.030 

1.063 

4.5 

5.0 

(In ILT)/¢ 

4.46 

4.86 
-------- ---------------------------------------------

Thus it would appear that for particles as small as sugar molecules 

(diameter ~ 8-9 A) a first-order constant greater than 4.0 is definitely 

established. The values of (In J.lr)N lend experimental support to Eq. (9-6.7). 

A further point of interest is the behavior of some concentrated sugar 

solutions as predicted by Eq. (9-6.7). Thus, consider the viscosity of a 20 

weight per cent sucrose solution. This is given as J.lT = 1.941 at 200 e by 

Swindells, et al. 51 • (Note, however, that their viscosity values extrapolated to 

low concentrations are not in exact agreement with the other sucrose data 

noted above.) Taking the specific volume of sugar as approximately 0.613 

cc/gram we obtain 1> = 0.133, which corresponds to a value of J.lr = 1.84 

according to Eg. (9-6.7), within 5 per cent of the experimental value. At 

higher concentrations the theory predicts still lower values of viscosity as 

compared with the experimental, the discrepancy being about 22 per cent at 

a sugar concentration of 30 per cent by weight. With an irregularly shaped 

molecule like that of sucrose, one could expect interference between molecules 

at substantially less than the concentration corresponding to a packing of 

smooth spheres. It is felt that the excellent agreement up to 20 per cent by 

weight lends support to the idea that the viscosity of suspensions of very 

small particles can be explained hydrodynamically, rather than by the 

assumption of adsorbed layers of solvent on the particles. 
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It is of some practical interest that certain types of suspensions exhibit 

newtonian behavior, and that their viscosities can be reasonably well pre

dicted on the basis of existing theoretical treatment, for example, Eq. 

(9-4.22), even though the particles are neither spherical nor uniform in size. 

Comparative values for two of these materials-human red blood corpuscles 

and rubber latexes-are shown in Table 9-6.3. 

TABLE 9-6.3 

RELATIVE VISCOSITY OF NATURAL SUSPENSIONS 

Particle Concentration, Relative Viscosity, ILr 

Volume per cent, Theory, Blood Latex 
100 '" Eq. (9-4.22) 

20 2.49 3.3 2.5 

30 3.94 4.4 4.0 

40 6.62 5.8 5.5 

50 12.2 7.5 7.5 

60 25.8 9.0 27.0 

The data on blood are taken from Coulter and Pappenheimer7 on red 

corpuscles supended in brine. The authors state that if capillary viscometers 

of over 3 mm bore are employed, blood of less than 55 per cent hemocrit 

may be regarded as a newtonian fluid. The hemocrit is a standard centrifuging 

procedure which, according to Leeson and Reeve 32 , results in 5 per cent of the 

packed cell volume separated from normal blood as due to trapped plasma. 

The concentrations shown in Table 9-6.3 are corrected so that they refer to 

the actual concentration of red blood cells. Much work has been done in the 

field of physiology pertaining to blood flow, starting with the classic work 

on this subject by Jean Louis Marie Poiseuille (1799-1869). A good summary 

is presented in J. F. Fulton, ed., A Textbook of Physiology, especially chapter 

31, "Hemodynamics"!4. 

The data on latex are taken from H. L. Fisher's Chemistry of Natural and 

Synthetic Rubbers!!. Natural rubber contains about 35 per cent of rubber 

hydrocarbons together with a low percentage of nonrubber constituents. 

The hydrocarbon is insoluble in water and is dispersed in particles not 

greater than 3 microns in diameter, the average size being 0.5 micron; many 

are much smaller. The particles are either spherical or pear-shaped, resulting 

from the attachment of one to another. 

9-7 Non-newtonian Behavior 

Newtonian behavior of a suspension is taken to mean that if the entire sus

pension is treated as a continuum the stress will be proportional to rate of 

deformation, as in the case of a newtonian fluid. Even if the suspending 

fluid is m:wtonian in behavior it does not always follow that a suspension will 
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also obey this relationship. If the particles are spherical and uniform in size, 

hydrodynamic treatments and data indicate that the suspension will be 

ne..,tonian provided that particles are uniformly distributed and the sus

pension is not near the upper limit (cj> = 0.52) of loose-packed bed concen

tration. 

As indicated in Section 9-5, changes in particle shape cause non-new

tonian effects in the apparent viscosity of a suspension of small particles or 

macromolecules, even assuming that they are suspended in a liquid which 

exhibits newtonian flow properties. One of the simplest models that can 

be chosen to account for differences in behavior due to shape is that of an 

ellipsoid. The orientation of the particles relative to each other will be 

dependent on the competing effects introduced by the orienting effect of the 

shear field and the disorienting effect of the superimposed random Brownian 

motion. The Kuhn and Kuhn25 theories, summarized in Eq. (9-5.4), indicate 

that the rheological behavior of a dilute suspension of ellipsoids can be 

represented in terms of an apparent viscosity for the case where Brownian 

movement is predominant and orientation effects negligible. Brodnyan4 has 

extended this theory to more concentrated systems by the same arguments 

utilized by Mooney37 in developing his viscosity relationship from the original 

Einstein formula. Thus, for the relative viscosity of concentrated solutions 

of ellipsoidal particles, he obtains 

_ 2.5cj> + 0.399(p - W48 cj> 
In /-Lr - I - kcj> (9-7.1) 

The constants 0.399 and 1.48 are based upon experimental data on suspensions 

of ellipsoids available to Mooney. These values are within 2 per cent of the 

values derived theoretically by Kuhn and Kuhn and given in Eq. (9-5.4b), 

namely 0.4075 and 1.508, respectively. The data of Yang58 were considered 

best for testing Eq. (9-7.1). In comparing' the latter with Yang's data, 

Brodnyan finds that the experimental viscosity does not increase quite as 

rapidly with increasing concentration as the equation would predict. This 

would indicate the existence of shear-dependent orientation effects. Yang's 

study indicates that in dilute suspensions of ellipsoids the viscosity will vary 

with the rate of shear in the manner predicted by Scheraga's46 numerical 

resuits, based on the leffery-Peterlin-Sait044 treatment. It seems likely that 

Eq. (9-7.1) could be used to extend the dilute ellipsoid treatment to more 

concentrated assemblages, but data are lacking at present to confirm this. 

At high rates of shear, the data of a number of investigators57 indicate 

divergence from simple newtonian behavior for suspensions containing 

distributions of particle sizes. The apparent viscosity can be correlated 

approximately by the Mooney-type equation which predicts that the viscosity 

of a suspension having a given percentage of solids may be decreased by 

using selected blends of particle sizes in place of a single-particle-sized 

fraction. 
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Various investigators of the rheology of polymer solutions have employed 

empirical relationships with more arbitrary constants than the Mooney 

equation. In general, the values of the constants employed have depended on 

the particular polymer-solvent system studied. 56 In the cases studied56 , the 

rate of shear was sufficiently low that newtonian viscosity was approximately 

applicable. Concentrated solutions of high polymers at higher rates of shear, 

and under shear rates varying with time, exhibit more complicated behavior.39 

In the case of flexible macromolecules, mechanical interactions, such as 

temporary association and entanglement of two or more molecules, or a 

change in the diameter of coiled macromolecules in different solvents with 

concentration and temperature, must also be considered. 

In questions pertaining to suspension viscosity, there is the basic question 

of the limit of validity of the creeping motion equations themselves. For 

a pure liquid undergoing shear in a capillary or Couette type of viscometer, 

inertial forces do not come into play. With particles immersed in a shear 

field, however, inertial effects do arise owing to the three-dimensional nature 

of the resulting flow. Saito44 has proposed that suspension viscosity be 

evaluated using an Oseen type of approximation in order to assess the 

importance of these effects, but no such solution is available. 

Another factor entering into the determination of flow properties of 

suspensions is the influence of the type of viscometer employed. When the 

viscosity of a suspension of spherical particles uniformly distributed in a 

newtonian liquid is measured in a capillary tube viscometer, a wall effect, 

not found with coaxial rotating cylindrical visco meters of the Couette type, 

is observed. Maude and Whitmore34 suggest that this may be caused by a re

distribution of a portion of the suspended particles on entering the tube of the 

viscometer, leading to a reduction in the concentration and, hence, in the 

apparent viscosity of the suspension near the walls of the tube. Data on flow 

of blood l4 confirm these observations. 
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Orthogonal Curvilinear 

Coordinate Systems 

A-l Curvilinear Coordinates 

A 

The location of a point in three-dimensional space (with respect to some 

origin) is usually specified by giving its three cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) 

or, what is equivalent, by specifying the position vector R of the point. It is 
often more convenient to describe the position of the point by another set of 

coordinates more appropriate to the problem at hand, common examples 

being spherical and cylindrical coordinates. ,These are but special cases of 
curvilinear coordinate systems, whose general properties we propose to ex

amine in detail. 

Suppose that ql> q2> and qa are independent functions of position such that 

ql = ql (x, y, z), q2 = q2(X, y, z), qa = qa(x, y, z) (A-1.l) 

or, in terms of the position vector, 

qk = qk(R) (k = 1,2,3) 

In regions where the Jacobian determinant, 

o(ql> q2' qa) = 
o(x,y, z) 

oql oql oql 
ox oy oz 

Oq2 Oq2 ~ 
ox oy oz 

oqa oqa oqa 
ox oy oz 

474 

(A-1.2) 
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is different from zero this system of equations can be solved simultaneously 

for x, y, and z, giving 

or 

y = y(qj, q2, q3), 

R = R(qj, q2' q3) 

A vanishing of the Jacobian implies that qj, q2' and q3 are not independent 

functions but, rather, are connected by a functional relationship of the form 

f(qj, q2, q3) = O. 

In accordance with (A-I.3), the specification of numerical values for 

qj, q2, and q3 leads to a corresponding set of numerical values for x, y, z; that 

is, it locates a point (x, y, z) in space. Thus, we come to regard the set of 

three numbers (qj, q2' q3) as the curvilinear coordinates of a point in space. 

It is natural in dealing with physical problems to restrict attention to systems 

of curvilinear coordinates in which each point in space may be represented 

at least once by letting qj, q2, and q3 vary over all possible values. 

Curvilinear coordinates have a simple geometric interpretation. If for 

the moment we ascribe some constant value to qk> we have 

qk(X, y, z) = constant (k = 1,2,3) 

which describes a surface in space. By assigning a series of different values 

to qk, we generate a family of surfaces on which qk is constant .. If the func

tions have been properly chosen there is at least one surface belonging to 

each of the three families which passes through any arbitrary point P in 

space. Thus, a point in space is characterized by the intersection of the 

three surfaces, qj = constant, q2 = constant, q3 = constant (see Fig. A-I.I), 

termed coordinate surfaces. The coordinate surface is named for that co

ordinate which is constant, the other two coordinates being variable along 

q3 - coordinate curve 

\ \ 
~oordinate surface 

qz = constant 

,,~ 
Coordinate surface 

ql - coordinate q3 = constant 
curve 

Coordinate surface 
ql = constant 

qz - coordinate curve 

Figure A-1.1. Curvilinear coordinates. 
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that surface. The intersection of any two coordinate surfaces results in a 

skew curve termed a coordinate curve. For example, the intersection of the 

q2- and q3-coordinate surfaces results in the coordinate curve labeled qt. 

Since this curve lies simultaneously on the surfaces q2 = constant and q3 = 

constant, only q[ varies as we move along the curve; hence, the designation 

q[-coordinate curve. 

In the special case of cartesian coordinates the coordinate surfaces con

sist of three mutually perpendicular planes; the coordinate curves consist of 

three mutually perpendicular lines. 

In cartesian coordinates the differentials dx, dy, and dz correspond to 

distances measured along each of the three cartesian coordinate curves. The 

analogous differentials in curvilinear coordinates, dq[, dq2' and dqs, do not 

necessarily have a similar interpretation. As in Fig. A-l.1, let dl[ be the 

distance measured along the q[-coordinate curve from the point P(q[, q2, qs) 

to the neighboring point (q[ + dq[, q2, q3). Similar definitions apply to dl2 and 

dis. We define the three quantities* 

q1- coordinate 

curve 

q3 - coordinate curve 

q2 - coordinate 

curve 

Figure A.1.2. Unit tangent vectors. 

(k = 1,2,3) (A-1.4) 

These quantities (or simple variations 

thereof) are termed metrical coeffi

cients. They are intrinsic properties of 

any particular system of curvilinear 

coordinates and, in general, are func

tions of position, 

hk = hk(qt> q2, qs) 

Let it, i2 and is be unit vectors 

drawn tangent to the q[-, q2- and qs

coordinate curves, respectively, in the 

directions of algebraically increasing 

qk'S (Fig. A-1.2). It is evident that these 

unit tangent vectors are given by 

(k = 1,2,3) (A-1.5) 

Whereas the magnitudes of these unit vectors are necessarily constant, 

(A-1.6) 

it does not follow that their directions remain constant from point to point, 

so the unit vectors are, in general, functions of position, 

ik = ik(q[, q2' qs) 

*Some authors prefer to define these symbols to be the reciprocals of the values given 

here. 
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The three non-coplanar unit vectors ilo i2, ia are said to constitute a base set 

of unit vectors for the particular system of curvilinear coordinates. Any 

arbitrary vector, D, may be uniquely expressed in terms of them by a relation 

of the form D = i l UI + i2 u2 + iaua. A simple calculation shows that 

Upon combining Eqs. (A-I.4) and (A-1.5), we obtain 

ik = hk oR 
Oqk 

(A-I. 7) 

which provides an alternative formula for determining the metrical coef

ficients, 

(A-I. 8) 

The utility of this particular expression lies in the calculation of metrical 

coefficients for systems of curvilinear coordinates defined explicitly by Eq. 

(A-1.3). Thus, if we put 

R=ix+jy+kz 
it is evident that 

and hence, 

-\- = (OX)2 + (Oy)2 + (~)2 (k = 1,2,3) 
hk Oqk Oqk Oqk 

(A-1.9) 

For example, in cartesian coordinates where ql = x, q2 = y, qa = z, we 

find that hI = h2 = ha = I. 

A-2 Orthogonal Curvilinear Coordinates 

If (qlo q20 qa) are the curvilinear coordinates of a point P whose position 

vector is Rand (ql + dqlo q2 + dq2, qa + dqa) those of a neighboring point 
Q whose position vector is R + dR, then 

PQ = dR = oR dql + oR dq2 + oR dqa 
oql Oq2 oqa 

_ • dql +. dq2 +. dqa (A-2.1) -11- 12 - la-
hI h2 ha 

Thus, the distance dl between these adjacent points is given by 

df2 = IdRI 2 = dq~ + dq~ + dq~ + 2(i .i) dql dq2 
h~ h~ h~ I 2 hlh2 

(A-2.2) 

+ 2(' .) dq2 dqa + 2(' .) dqa dql 
12 'la -- la'll --

h2ha hshl 
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When the system of curvilinear coordinates is such that the three co

ordinate surfaces are mutually perpendicular at each point, it is termed an 

orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system. In this event the unit tangent 

vectors to the coordinate curves are also mutually perpendicular at each 

point and thus 

whereupon 

ijoik = 0 (j, k = 1,2,3) (j -=F k) 

dl2 = dqi + dql + ~qJ 
hi h~ hi 

(A-2.3) 

(A-2.4) 

Therefore, an essential attribute of orthogonal systems is that mixed terms 

of the form dqjdqk (j -=F k) do not appear in the expression for the distance 

dl. This condition is not only necessary for orthogonality but is sufficient as 

well; for ql, q2, and q3 in Eq. (A-2.2) are independent variables. 

In consequence of Eq. (A-I.7) the necessary and sufficient conditions for 

orthogonality may also be expressed by the relations 

oR 0 oR = 0 (j, k = 1,2,3) (j-=F k) (A-2.S) 
oqj Oqk 

or, putting R = ix + jy + kz, 

ox ox + oy oy + ~ ~ = 0 (j, k = 1,2,3) (j -=F k) (A-2.6) 
oqj Oqk oqj Oqk oqj Oqk 

which provides a useful test of orthogonality for systems of curvilinear 

coordinates defined explicitly by the relations 

x = x(ql' q2' q3), y = y(ql' q2' q3), z = z(ql' q2, q3) 

If, instead, the system of coordinates is defined explicitly by the equations 

ql = ql (x, y, z), q2 = q2(X, y, z), q3 = q3(X, y, z) 

the computation of the partial derivatives required in Eq. (A-2.6) can be a 

tedious chore, and it is best to proceed somewhat differently. In consequence 

of the general properties of the gradient operator, each of the vectors 

Vqk (k = 1,2,3) is necessarily perpendicular to the corresponding coordinate 

surface qk = constant. Thus, the necessary and sufficient conditions for 

orthogonality are equally well expressed by the relations 

Vqjo Vqk = 0 (j, k = 1,2,3) (j -=F k) 

or, expressing V in cartesian coordinates, 

(A-2.7) 

oqj Oqk + oqj Oqk + oqj Oqk = 0 
ox ox oy oy oz OZ (A-2.8) 

(j, k = 1,2,3) (j -=F k) 

These may be contrasted with Eqs. (A-2.6). 

If the system of coordinates does prove orthogonal we can avail ourselves 

of still another method for computing the metrical coefficients. For, in this 
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event, the q2- and qa-coordinate surfaces are perpendicular to the ql-co

ordinate surfaces. But since the ql-coordinate curves lie simultaneously on 

each of the former surfaces, these curves must be perpendicular to the sur

faces ql = constant. In general, then, the qk-coordinate curves lie normal 

to the surfaces on which qk is constant. The general properties of the V 

operator are such that the vector V qk is normal to the surfaces on which 

qk is constant and points in the direction of increasing qk' Consequently, 

the unit tangent vector, ik> to the qk-coordinate curve passing through a 

particular point in space is identical to the unit normal vector, Ok, to the 

qk-coordinate surface passing through the point in question. Since, from the 

general properties of the V operator, 

we have that 

This makes 

Ok = Vqk 
Idqk/dlkl 

or, again writing V in cartesian coordinates, 

h1 = (~~r + (~~kr + (o:;r (k = 1,2,3) 

(A-2.9) 

(A-2.1O) 

(A-2.ll) 

In comparing this with Eq. (A-1.9) it should be borne in mind that Eqs. 

(A-2.II) hold only for orthogonal systems. 

We shall say nothing further about nonorthogonal coordinate systems, 

for these find no application in conventional hydrodynamic problems. 

For vector operations involving cross products, it is convenient to order 

the orthogonal curvilinear coordinates (qH q2' qs) in such a way that the base 

unit vectors il> i2, is form a right-handed system of unit vectors; that is, 

(A-2.12) 

With the aid of the properties of the scalar triple product, it is simple to show 

that these three relations are all satisfied by ordering ql> q2, and qa so as to 

satisfy the relation 

(A-2.l3) 

Inasmuch as the metrical coefficients are essentially positive, it follows from 

Eq. (A-1.7) that this is equivalent to choosing the sequence of coordinates 

in such a way that 

(A-2.14) 
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or, setting R = ix + jy + kz, 

ox ox ox 

oq, Oq2 oqa 

oy oy oy _ o(x,y,z) >0 
oq, Oq2 oqa - o(q" q2' qa) 

OZ OZ OZ 

oq, Oq2 oqa 

Appendix A 

(A-2.15) 

There is only one way of ordering the coordinates to make this Jacobian 

determinant positive. 

Alternatively, a right-handed system is obtained when 

Vq,.Vq2 X Vqa > 0 (A-2.16) 

or, expressing V in terms of cartesian coordinates, 

oq, oq, oq, 
ox oy OZ 

Oq2 Oq2 Oq2 _ o(q" q2' qa) > 0 
ox oy OZ - o(x,y, z) 

oqa oqa oqa 
ox oy Tz 

(A-2.17) 

With the curvilinear coordinates arranged in proper order we have 

(A-2.18) 

A-3 Geometrical Properties 

When the curvilinear coordinates are orthogonal, the infinitesimal volume 

depicted in Fig. A-l.l is a rectangular parallepiped the dimensions of which 

are dl" dl2> and dla or, employing Eq. (A-I.4), dq,/h" dq2/hh and dqa/ha, 

respectively. Thus, if dSk is an element of surface area lying on the coordi

nate surface qk = constant, we have 

dS, = dl2dla = dq2 dqa 
h2 ha 

dS2 = dladl, = dqa dq. 
ha h, 

dSa = dl,dl2 = dq, dq2 
h,h2 

Furthermore, an element of volume is given by 

dV = dl dl dl = dq, dq2 dqa 
, 2 a h,h2ha 

(A-3.1) 

(A-3.2) 
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A-4 Differentiation of Unit Vectors 

As previously remarked, the base unit vectors associated with a particular 

system of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates are vector functions of posi

tion. In this connection it is a matter of some importance to determine the 

form taken by the nine possible derivatives oikjoq! (k, I = 1,2, 3). These 

vectors do not, in general, have the same direction as the unit vectors them

selves. This contention is easily demonstrated by observing that ik " ik = 1, 

from which it follows that 

o ("") 0 2" o~ - Ik "It = = Ik "-
oq! oq! 

Thus, the vector oikjoq! is either zero or else it is perpendicular to ik. 

To evaluate these derivatives we proceed as follows. For an orthogonal 

system, Eq. (A-I.7) yields 

Hence, for any j, 

O~j (:~ " :!) =0 (k * I) 
or, performing the differentiations, 

(A-4.1a) 

Inasmuch as j, k, and I are dummy indices, we obtain upon interchanging 

j and k in Eq. (A-4.1a), 

~"oR+~"oR=O U*I) 
Oqk oqj oq! Oqk oq! oqj 

(A-4.1b) 

Similarly, interchangingj and I in Eq. (A-4.1a), 

~"oR+ o2R "oR=O (k*j) 
oq! Oqk oqj oq! oqj Oqk 

(A-4.1c) 

If j * k * I, all three of these relations are valid. Since o2Rjoqm oqn = 
o2Rjoqn oqm, we find upon subtracting Eq. (A-4.1c) from Eq. (A-4.1b) that 

o2R "oR _ o2R "oR = 0 (j * k *l) 
Oqk oqj oql Oql oqj Oqk 

Adding this to Eq. (A-4.1a) then yields 

oR" o2R = 0 (j * k * I) 
oq! oqj Oqk 

(A-4.2) 
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But, from Eq. (A-I.7), 

oR -.!L and oR = it 
oql - hi oqt hk 

Equation (A-4.2) may therefore be written as 

i l • 0:' (!:) = 0 (j oF k oF /) 

that is, 

il • [it ~(1.) + 1. oitJ = 0 (j oF k oF /) 
oq, ht ht oq, 

Appendix A 

Since k and / are different, il • it = 0; hence, the preceding equation becomes 

. oik 0 (. k /) II· - = J oF oF oq, 

This means that the vector oit/oq, does not have an / component. But, since 

it • it = 1, we find by differentiation with respect to q, that 

(A-4.3) 

from which it is clear that oit/oq, does not have a k component either. We 
therefore obtain the important result that, for j oF k, oit/oqj has, at most, 

a component in the j direction; that is, 

~~ II i, (j oF k) (A-4.4) 

To obtain this component, observe that since the order of differentia
tion is immaterial, 

(A-4.5) 

Suppose in this equation that j oF k. Then, since oik/oqj has only a j com
ponent-see Eq. (A-4.4)-it immediately follows upon equating j com
ponents in the foregoing that 

(A-4.6) 

The preceding relation gives an explicit formula for differentiating unit 
vectors when j oF k. The corresponding relations for the case j = k may be 
obtained as follows: Suppose j oF k oF / and that Uk/] are arranged in right
handed cyclic order, that is, [123], [231], or [312]. Then 
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Differentiate with respect to qJ and obtain 

oiJ _ oik x' +' X oil 
oqJ - oqJ II Ik oqJ 

Utilizing Eq. (A-4.6) this becomes 

oiJ (' ')h 0 ( I ) + (' ')h 0 ( I ) - = IJ X II k - - Ik X IJ I - -
oqJ Oqk hJ oql hJ 

But iJ X i l = -ik and ik x iJ = -il' Thus, we finally obtain 
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oiJ = -ikhk ~(.l)- ilh l ~(.l) (A-4.7) 
oqj Oqk hj Oql h) 

Written out explicitly, Eqs. (A-4.6) and (A-4.7) yield the desired nine 

derivatives, 

(A-4.8) 

A-5 Vector Differential Invariants 

To establish the form taken by the vector operator V in orthogonal curvi

linear coordinates we proceed as follows. The quantity V'I/r is defined by the 

relation 

d'l/r = dR,V'I/r 

for an arbitrary displacement dR. The function 'I/r may be a scalar, vector, or 
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polyadic. Expanding the left-hand side and employing the expression for 

dR given in Eq. (A-2.l) we obtain 

~ dql + ~ dq2 + ~dqa = il"hVy dql + i2"hV 'I/r dq2 + is "hVYdqs 
uql uq2 uqa I 2 s 

Since ql' q2' qa are independent variables, it follows that 

and thus, in consequence of the orthogonality of the unit vectors, 

V'I/r = grad'l/r = ilhl ~ + i2h2 ~'I/r + iaha ~ (A-5.1) 
uql uq2 uqa 

For the vector differential operator Valone, we then have 

V = ilhl ~ + i2h2 ~ + iaha ~ (A-5.2) 
oql Oq2 oqa 

In conjunction with the formulas of the previous section for the curvilinear 

derivatives of unit vectors, this expression permits a straightforward-if 

somewhat lengthy-calculation of the various V operations. 

For example, if u is a vector function whose components are given by 

u = ilul + i2u2 + iaus 

it is relatively simple to demonstrate that 

V" u = div u = hi h2 ha [0:1 (h~hJ + 0:2 (h~iJ + o:a (h~hJ ] (A-5.3) 

and 

(A-5.4) 

or, what is equivalent, 

i2 is 
h2 ha 

o 0 
Oq2 oqa 

(A-5.5) 

UI U2 Us 
hi h2 ha 

The Laplace operator may be transformed to orthogonal curvilinear 

coordinates by substituting u = V'I/r in Eq. (A-5.3) and observing from Eq. 

(A-5.l) that this makes Uk = hk O'l/r/Oqk (k = 1,2,3). Hence, 
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V2'o/' = V,V'o/' = hlh2h3[~(~ q±) + ~(l!.L 0'1/1') + ~(J!.L O'o/')J 
oql h2hS oql Oq2 h3hl oq2 Oq3 hlh20qs 

(A-5.6) 

which gives the Laplacian of a scalar function. For the Laplace operator 

alone we have 

V2 - h h h [ 0 (hi 0) + 0 (h2 0) + 0 (h3 O)J (A-5.7) 
- I 2 3 oql h2 h30ql Oq2 hshlOq2 Oq3 hlh20q3 

The computation of the vector V2 u ill curvilinear coordinates can be 

carried out with the aid of Eq. (A-5.7) and the formulas of Section A-4 for 

the differentiation of unit vectors. Although the calculation is straightforward 

in principle, it is rather lengthy in practice. A less tedious method of calcula

tion utilizes the vector identity V2u = V(V . u) - V x (V x u). If, in Eq. 

(A-5.1), we put '0/' = V· u and employ the expression for the divergence of 

u given in Eq. (A-5.3), a simple calculation yields 

V(V·u) = ilhl ~{hlh2h3[~(~) + ~(~) + ~(..EL)J} + ... 
oql oql h2hs Oq2 hshl Oq3 hlh2 

(A-5.S) 

Likewise, if we obtain V x A from Eq. (A-5.4) and put A = V x u, there 

is no difficulty in obtaining the relation 

V x (V xu) = ilh2h3(~{hlh2[~(U2) - ~(UI)J} 
Oq2 h3 oql h2 Oq2 hi 

o {h3hl[ 0 (UI) 0 (U3)J}) + 
- Oq3 Ii; Oq3 Ii; - oql h3 ... 

(A-5.9) 

Combining these two results in accordance with the vector identity previ

ously cited, and simplifying by means of Eq. (A-5.6), the expression for the 

Laplacian of a vector function may be put in the form 

V2u = i l [ViUI - ~: V2hl 

UI h 0 rr12 ) I U2 h 0 (V2 ) + U3 h 0 (V2 ) + hi I oql \ v ql T h2 I oql q2 h3 I oql qs 

_ 2h~ahl~(~) _ 2h~ahl~(U2) _ 2h~ahl~(us) 
aqloql hi Oq20ql ~ aqsoql hs 

(A-5.1O) 

+ hi oh~ ~(UI) + hi ah~ ~(U2) + hi aM ~(U3)J + ... 
oqloql hi OqlOq2 h2 oqloqs h3 

The sixth and ninth terms in brackets cancel one another. They are retained 

here only to indicate clearly the form taken by the i2 and is components of 

V2U, these being readily obtained by permuting the appropriate subscripts. 
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A-6 Relations between Cartesian and Orthogonal 

Curvilinear Coordinates 

Appendix A 

In most problems involving fluid motion, cartesian coordinates are best 

suited to the formulation of boundary conditions. On the other hand, the 

partial differential equations describing the motion are usually more con

veniently solved in some other system of orthogonal curvilinear coordi

nates, characteristic of the geometrical configuration of the fluid domain. 

This suggests the potential value of certain general relations which enable us 

to convert handily from one system of coordinates to the other. 

We shall assume that the equations describing the coordinate system 
transformations are given explicitly by 

x = x(ql> q2> qa), y = y(ql> q2' qa), z = z(ql> q2, qa) (A-6.1) 

The metrical coefficients are then most readily calculated via the relations 

(A-6.2) 

(i) Transformation of partial derivatives: To express the partial dif

ferential operators %x, %y, and %z in curvilinear coordinates we note 

that 

~=i.V=(Vx).V ... 
ox ' 

Upon writing the nabla operator in orthogonal 

there is no difficulty in obtaining the relations 

o a 2 (OX) 0 --~hk--··· ox - k=1 Oqk Oqk' 

which give the desired expressions. 

curvilinear coordinates, 

(A-6.3) 

By allowing these derivatives to operate on q! (l = 1,2,3) we are led to 

interesting relations of the form 

i!!l!£ = hi ox ... (k = 1,2,3) (A-6.4) 
ox Oqk' 

These might also have been obtained by equating Eqs. (A-1.7) and (A-2.9). 

They are of particular value in evaluating the derivatives OX/Oqk' ... , 

required in Eq. (A-6.3) and the sequel, when the transformation equations 
are given explicitly by 

rather than Eq. (A-6.1), as assumed. 
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The transformation of partial derivatives inverse to Eq. (A-6.3) is simply 
obtained by application of the "chain rule" for partial differentiation, 

(A-6.5) 

(ii) Transformation of unit vectors: Writing R = ix + jy + kz in Eq. 
(A-I.7), we obtain 

ile = hle(i ~x + j ~y + k ~Z) (k = 1,2,3) (A-6.6) 
uqk uqle uqk 

which gives the transformation of unit vectors from curvilinear to cartesian 

coordinates. 
The inverse transformation of unit vectors follows immediately from 

the relations 
i= Vx,'" 

by expressing V in curvilinear coordinates. Thus, 

. ~. h ox 
1= ... lie Ie-,'" 

k=\ Oqk 
(A-6.7) 

with analogous formulas for j and k. 

Inasmuch as for k = 1,2,3 

_ OX/Oqk _ ox 
cos (x, qk) - [(oX/oqle)2 + (OY/Oqk)2 + (OZ/Oqk)2]1/2 - hie Oqk' ..• 

these formulas have an obvious geometric interpretation. 
(iii) Transformation of vector components: If we put 

u = iu", + jUII + kuz = i\u\ + i2u2 + i3U3 

then scalar multiplication of u with Eqs. (A-6.6) and (A-6.7), respectively, 
gives 

(A-6.8) 

and (A-6.9) 

These permit rapid conversion of vector components between cartesian 

and curvilinear coordinates. 

(iv) Position vector: Writing R in cartesian coordinates and employing 
Eq. (A-6.7) results in 

R = t ikhle(X ox + y oy + Z OZ) 
k=] Oqk Oqk Oqk 

I ~'h 0(2+ 2+ 2) IV2 = -2 ... lie k~ X Y Z = -2 r 
k=\ uqle 

(A-6.l0) 

where we have set r2 = X2 + y2 + Z2. 
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A-7 Dyadics in Orthogonal Curvilinear Coordinates 

The most general dyadic may be written in the form* 

(A-7.1) 

where (i" i2, i3) are unit vectors in a curvilinear coordinate system. It should 

be clearly understood that the nine scalar numbers CPjk (j, k = 1,2,3) depend 

upon the particular system of curvilinear coordinates under discussion. 

We shall restrict our attention only to orthogonal systems. 

The transpose or conjugate of the dyadic q, is 

(A-7.2) 

That the two summations are identical depends on the fact that the indices 

j and k are dummy indices. 

(i) Idem/actor: Since the idemfactor is given by the expression 

I =VR 

we find from Eq. (A-5.2) that 

I . h oR + . h oR + . h oR = I, ,- 12 2 - 13 3-
oq, Oq2 Oq3 

But, from Eq. (A-I. 7), i k = hkoR/oqk> whence 

1= iii, + i2i2 + i3i3 

which may also be expressed as 

where 

is the Kronecker delta. 

I = ~ ~ ijikOjk 
j k 

{
I if j = k o -

jk - 0 if j *" k 

(A-7.3) 

(A-7.4) 

(A-7·.5) 

(A-7.6) 

(ii) Gradient 0/ a vector: An important dyadic in physical applications 

arises from forming the gradient of a vector function. By writing [see Eq. 

(A-5.2)] 

we find, bearing in mind that ik is in general a variable vector, 

*In actual manipulations it is convenient to introduce the Einstein summation con
vention, whereby the summation symbols are suppressed, it being understood that repeated 
indices are to be summed. With this convention, Eq. (A-7.1) may be written 

~ = ijikl/>jk 

We shall, however, not use this convention here. 
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Vu = ± ± hJiJ(ik aaUk + Ulc aaik ) ;=1 k=1 qJ qJ 
Using the formulas in Eq. (A-4.8) for the derivatives of the unit vectors, 

aik/aqj, we obtain 

Vu = i,i,h, [~;: + h2u2 a:2 UI) + haua 0:' (~I)] 
+ i , i 2hl [~;: - h2uI a:2 UI)] 

+ ilishl [~;: - haul a:a UI)] 

+ i2ilh2 [~;: - hI U2 a:1 UJ] 

+ i2i2h2 [~;: + haua a:, U2) + hlu, a:1 U2)] 

+ i2i3h2 [~;: - ha U2 a:a UJ] 

+iailha[~;: -hIUaa:IUJ] 

+ ia i2ha [~;: - h2ua a:2 UJ] 

+ i,ishs [~;: + hlul a:1 UJ + h2U2 a:2 UJ] 

(A-7.7) 

(iii) Divergence ofa dyadic: Using Eqs. (A-S.2) and (A-7.1), we have 

whence 

Votf> = ± ± ± hJij 0 [(aaik)ilcf>kl + ik(aail)cf>kl + ikil aaPkl] J=I k=1 I-I qj qj q j 

Using Eq. (A-4.8) to differentiate the unit vectors, and bearing in mind 

that i J 0 ik = SJk' we eventually obtain 

v otf> = i , [hI h2hS{..!. (!h..L) + ..!.( cf>21) + ..!.( cf>31)} aq, h2ha aq2 li;Ii'; aq, Ji;1i; 

+ hlhl cf>11 a:1 UI) + hlh2cf>12 a:2 UI) + hlhscf>13 a:3 UI) (A-7.S) 

- h,hlcf>II"!'(.l) - hlh2cf>22"!'(.l) - hlh,cf>33..!.(~)] + ... aql hi aql h2 aq, h, 

The fourth and seventh terms cancel one another, and are included only to 

show the structure of the general formula. The two remaining components 
of the preceding vector can be written down by appropriate permutation of 
the subscripts. 
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A-a Cylindrical Coordinate Systems (qu qh z) 

In this section we deal with the special class of curvilinear coordinate 

systems defined by the equations 

x = X(qh q2), y = y(ql' q2), Z = qs (A-8.1) 

Since ql and q2 depend only on x and y they can be regarded as curvilinear 

coordinates in a plane perpendicular to the z axis. The curves in this plane on 

which ql and q2 are constant are then the generators of the coordinate sur

faces ql = constant and q2 = constant, obtained by moving the plane per

pendicular to itself. These coordinate surfaces have the shape of cylinders. 

We shall further restrict ourselves to situations in which the system of 

curvilinear coordinates defined in Eq. (A-8.1) is both orthogonal and right

handed. In the present instance, 

oz = 0 oz = 0 oz = I 
oql ' Oq2 ' oqs 

Thus, in accordance with Eq. (A-2.6), the stipulation that (qh qh qs) form 

an orthogonal system requires only that 

ox ox + oy oy = 0 (A-8.2) 
Oql Oq2 Oql Oq2 

Furthermore, expansion of the Jacobian determinant in Eq. (A-2.IS) shows 

that the system will be right-handed if we order the curvilinear coordinates 

defined in Eq. (A-8.1) so as to satisfy the inequality 

ox oy _ ox oy _ o(x,y) > 0 (A-8.3) 
Oq l Oq2 Oq20ql - o(ql' q.) 

The metrical coefficients are now given by 

I (OX)2 (Oy)2 
hi = oql + oql ' 

I (OX)2 (Oy)2 
h~ = Oq2 + Oq2 ' 

hs = I (A-8.4) 

The majority of important cylindrical coordinate systems fulfilling these 

criteria can be generated via the theory of analytic functions. This is dis

cussed at further length in Section A-IO and examples given in Sections A

II-A-13. Circular cylindrical coordinates, discussed in Section A-9, constitute 

an important exception to this generalization. 

A-9 Circular Cylindrical Coordinates (p, cp, z) 
[Figs. A-9.1 (a), (b), (c)] 

Circular cylindrical coordinates, 

ql =p, 

are defined by the relations 

x = pcosq" y = p sin q" z=z 

(A-9.1) 

(A-9.2) 
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These may be solved explicitly for the curvilinear coordinates, 

</> = tan-IX, 
x 

Z=Z 
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(A-9.3) 

This system of coordinates is depicted from various points of view in Figs. 

A-9.1(a), (b), (c). 

z 

z 

figure A.t.l(.). Circular cylindrical coordinates. 

z 

p = consto_nt ___ _ 

i~ 

figure A·t.l (It). Circular cylindrical coordinate system surfaces. 
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Figure A-9.1(c). Circular cylindrical coordinate system curves. 

By restricting the ranges of these coordinates as follows: 

0< p < 00, o <q, < 2n', -00 < Z < 00 

Appendix A 

(A-9.4) 

each point in space is given once and only once with the exception of those 

points along the z axis, for which cp is undetermined. It is understood that 

when applying Eq. (A-9.3), cp (radians) is to be measured in the quadrant in 

which the point lies. 

The family of coordinate surfaces p = constant are concentric cylinders 

whose longitudinal axes coincide with the z axis. The coordinate surfaces 

cp = constant are vertical half-planes containing, and terminating along, the 

z axis. If cp = cpo = constant « n') is one of these semi-infinite planes, the 

extension of this plane across the z axis corresponds to the value cp = CPo + 
n' = constant. The coordinate surfaces z = constant are horizontal planes. 

The p coordinate curves, formed by the intersection of the planes cp = 
constant and z = constant, are horizontal rays issuing from the z axis. The 

cp coordinate curves, produced by the intersection of the cylinders p = 

constant with the planes z = constant, are concentric, horizontal circles 

having the z axis at their center. The z coordinate curves, resulting from 

the intersection of the cylinders p = constant with the planes cp = constant, 

are vertical lines. 

Upon calculating the derivatives, 

oX = cos A. 
oql 'f" 

~Y = sin cp, 
uql 

OX • A. - = -p sm 'f' 
Oq2 

~Y = p cos cp 
uq2 
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from Eq. (A-9.2), and employing the formulas of Section A-S, it follows 

that circular cylindrical coordinates constitute a right-handed system of 

orthogonal curvilinear coordinates whose metrical coefficients are given by 

1 
h2 =-, 

P 
h3 = 1 (A-9.5) 

We tabulate here for reference some of the more important properties 

of these coordinates: 

x + iy = pei~ = e(\np)+!o/> 

dl1 = dp, dl2 = P dcf>, dl3 = dz 

dl2 = (dp)2 + p2 (dcf»2 + (dZ)2 

dS I = P dcf> dz, dS2 = dpdz, dS 3 = pdp dcf> 

dV = p dp dcf> dz 

ipoip = 1, i~.i~ = 1, iz·ii = 1 

ip.io/> = 0, io/>.iz = 0, iz·ip = 0 

ip x i~ = i., io/> x iz = ip, iz x ip = i~ 

dR = ip dp + i~ p d cf> + i z dz 

R = ipp + izz 

All partial derivatives of unit vectors are zero except for 

u = ipup + i~uo/> + izuz 

lul 2 = u~ + u~ + u; 

V. u = ~ ~( u) + ~ ~ + oUz 
p op p p p ocf> oz 

(A-9.6) 

(A-9.7) 

(A-9.S) 

(A-9.9) 

(A-9.l0) 

(A-9.11) 

(A-9.12) 

(A-9.13) 

(A-9.l4) 

(A-9.l5) 

(A-9.16) 

(A-9.l7) 

(A-9.lS) 

V x u = i (~OUz _ oU~) + i~(OUp _ ouz) + i [~~(puo/» - ~ oup] 

p p ocf> oz oz op z p op p ocf> 

(A-9.19) 

'"2 _. ('"2 2 ou~ !!.e) + . ('"2 + 2 oUp U~) + . ,"2 
V U - Ip v Up - p2 ocf> - p2 I~ V u~ p2 ocf> - p2 I z V Uz 

(A-9.20) 

*To be consistent we are here using the symbol iz in place ofk. 
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a a sin cp a 
ax = cos cp op - -p- ocp' ~ = sincp~ + coscp~ (A-9.21) 

a y op p ocp 

a -/.. a + . -/.. a 
op=COS'f'ox SIn'f'oy' 

a . -/.. a -/.. a 
ocp = -p SIn 'f' ax + p cos 'f' oy 

(A-9.22) 

i = ip cos cp - iq, sin cp, j = ip sin cp + iq, cos cp (A-9.23) 

(A-9.24) ip = i cos cp + j sin cp, iq, = - i sin cp + j cos cp 

Ux = Up cos cp - Ut/> sin cp, 

Up = Ux cos cp + Uy sin cp, 

Uy = Up sin cp + Ut/> cos cp ~A-9.25) 

Ut/> = -uxsin cp + Uy cos cp (A-9.26) 

V.T = i [~~( T ) + ~ OTt/>p + OTzp _T.1i] 
p p op p pp p ocp oz p 

where T is the dyadic 

+ . [I a ( ) + I aT q,t/> . aT zt/> . T t/>p] 1t/>--PTq, __ --l--_~_ 
p op P P ocp OZ P 

+ . [~~( ) + ~ OTt/>z , OTzz] 
lz P op pTpz P ocp :- OZ 

T = ipipTpp + ipiq,Toq, + ipi,Tpz 

-t- iq,ip T q,p + iq,iq, T t/>q, +- it/>iz T t/>z 

+ izipTzp + i,it/>Tzq, + i,izTzz 

A-10 Conjugate Cylindrical Coordinate Systems 

Transformations of the type 

x + iy =/(ql + iq2), Z = ql 

(A-9.2S) 

(A-lO.l) 

generate systems of cylindrical curvilinear coordinate systems, for upon 

equating real and imaginary parts we obtain 

z = ql 

It follows from the Cauchy-Riemann equations applied to Eq. (A-IO.l) that 

ax = oy and ax = _ oy (A-1O.2) 
oql Oq2 Oq2 oql 

Coupled with Eqs. (A-S.2), (A-S.3), and (A-S.4), these are sufficient to show 

that the system of curvilinear coordinates generated by Eq. (A-lO.\), 
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(ql' q2, q3)-in that order-form a right-handed system of orthogonal, 

curvilinear coordinates whose metrical coefficients are given by 

1. = ~ = (OX)2 + (Oy)2 = ". = 1 d(x +.,iy) 12 
hI h2 oql oql d(ql+~q2) 

and h3 = I 

(A-IO.3) 

(A-IO.4) 

Coordinate systems of the type under discussion are termed conjugate 

systems, for obvious reasons. Important examples of these are elliptic cyl

inder coordinates, bipolar cylinder coordinates, and parabolic cylinder co

ordinates, discussed in Sections A-II-A-13. 

A-ll Elliptic Cylinder Coordinates (~, r;, z) 
(Fig. A-I 1.1) 

The transformation 

x + iy = ccosh(~ + i'l]) (A-I 1.1) 

c > 0, yields, upon expanding the right-hand side and equating real and 

imaginary parts, 

y 

Figure A-n.l. Elliptic cylinder coordinates. 
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x = c cosh ~ cos "I, y = c sinh ~ sin "I (A-I 1.2) 

Referring to Fig. A-II.I it is clear that if we restrict the elliptic coordinates 

(~, "I) to the ranges 

o <~ < 00, o <"I < 2?t (A-I 1.3) 

each point (x, y) in a plane z = constant is represented at least once and, 

with the exception of the points (-c < x < c, y = 0) (for which "I is dou

bled-valued), only once. 

Eliminating "I from Eq. (A-I 1.2) gives 

x2 y2 
c2 cosh2 ~ + c2 sinh2 ~ = I (A-ll.4) 

Thus, the family of curves in the xy plane characterized by the parameters 

~ = constant are ellipses having their centers at the origin. In addition, 

since cosh ~ > sinh ~ > 0, the major and minor semiaxes, ao and bo, re

spectively, of a typical ellipse, ~ = ~o = constant, are 

ao = c cosh ~o, bo = c sinh ~o (A-1l.5) 

These lie along the x and y axes, respectively. From Eq. (A-I 1.5) 

(A-I 1.6) 

from which it follows that the family of ellipses are confocal; that is, every 

ellipse of the family has the same foci. The two foci are on the x axis at the 

points (x = ± c, y = 0), corresponding to the values (~ = 0, "I = 0) and 

(~ = 0, "I = ?t), respectively. Upon eliminating c from Eq. (A-I1.5) we 

eventually obtain 

(A-I 1.7) 

which expresses the parameter ~ 0 in terms of the lengths of the semiaxes. 

The eccentricity of the ellipse ~ = ~o = constant is 

[ ( b )2J1/2 
eo = I - a: = sech ~o (A-I 1.8) 

Equation (A-I 1.2) shows that when ~o = 0 the ellipse is degenerate and cor

responds to that segment of the x axis lying between the two foci; that is, 

the line is composed of the points (-c < x < c, y = 0). As ~o ----> 00 the 

ellipse approaches a circle of infinite radius. 

Upon eliminating ~ from Eq. (A-I 1.2) we find 

(A-I 1.9) 

The family of curves in the xy plane corresponding to different constant 

values of the parameter "I are, therefore, hyperbolas whose principal axes 

coincide with the x axis. Closer inspection of Eq. (A-I 1.2) reveals that each 

curve "I = constant is actually only one-quarter of a hyperbola; if "I = "10 

= constant <?t /2 is that branch of the hyperbola which lies in the first 
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quadrant, the values of 7] corresponding to those branches of the same 

hyperbola which lie in the second, third, and fourth quadrants are 7C - 7]0' 

7C + 7]0' and 27C - 7]0' respectively. The major and minor semiaxes, Ao and 

Bo, of a typical hyperbola, 7] = 7]0 = constant, are 

Ao = c Icos 7]01, Bo = c Isin 7]01 

so that 

(A-IUD) 

(A-lUI) 

from which it follows that the family of hyperbolas are confocal, having the 

same foci as the confocal ellipses. In terms of the semiaxes, the parameter 

7]0 is given by 

7]0 = tan- I !: (A-I1.12) 

When 7]0 = 0, we find from Eq. (A-I1.2) that the corresponding hyperbola 

is degenerate, reducing to the straight line which extends from the focus 

x = c to x = + 00 along the x axis. Likewise, for 7] = 7C, the hyperbola 

again becomes a straight line, extending along the x axis from the focus 

x = -c to x = -00. For 7] = 7C/2 and 37C/2, the hyperbola becomes the 

upper and lower halves of the y axis, respectively. 

It is possible to ascribe a geometric significance to the elliptic coordinates 

~ and 7]. This can be established without difficulty from the geometric inter

pretation given to prolate spheroidal coordinates in Section A-I7. 

If we put 

ql = t q2 = 7], q3 = z (A-I1.13) 

the coordinate surfaces (; = constant are confocal elliptic cylinders, whereas 

the surfaces 7] = constant are confocal hyperbolic cylinders. Elliptic cylinder 

coordinates (t 7], z) constitute a right-handed system of orthogonal cur

vilinear coordinates whose metrical coefficients are 

I 
hi = h2 = c(sinh2 (; + sin2 7])1/2 or 

h3 = I 

c(cosh 2(; - cos 27])1/2 

(A-IU4) 

Typical unit vectors are shown in Fig. A-IU, the unit vector iz being di

rected out of the page at the reader. 

A-12 Bipolar Cylinder Coordinates (~, 1], z) 
[Figs. A-12.l (a), (b)] 

Bipolar coordinates «(;, 7]) in a plane are defined by the transformation 

x + iy = iccotH(; + i7]) (A-12.1) 

c > 0, from which we obtain 

sinh 7] 
x=c--.-------'---.!...-....., 

cosh 7] - cos ~' 
sin (; 

y-c---.-------"------.: 
- cosh 7] - cos (; 

(A-12.2) 
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y 

7]=0 

Figure A-12.1(a). Bipolar coordinates; 1) = constant. 

y 

Figure A-12.1(b). Bipolar coordinates; ~ = constant. 

The foregoing denominators are essentially positive. As is evident from 

Figs. A-12.1(a), (b), each point (x, y) in the xy plane is represented at least 

once by limiting ~ and TJ to the ranges 

o < ~ < 2?l', -00 < TJ < 00 (A-12.3) 

With the exception of the two points (x = ± c, y = 0), for which ~ is in

finitely many-valued, there is now a one-to-one correspondence between 

the cartesian coordinates (x, y) and the bipolar coordinates (~, TJ). 

When ~ is eliminated from Eq. (A-12.2) we obtain 

(A-12.4) 

In the xy plane, the curves given by the parameter TJ = constant are, there

fore, a family of nonintersecting circles whose centers all lie along the x 
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axis (coaxial circles). The center of a typical circle 7] = 7]0 = constant is 

located at the point (x = c coth7]o, Y = 0) and its radius is clcsch7]ol. For 

7]0 > 0, the circle lies entirely to the right of the origin; for values of 7]0 < 0 

the circle is to the left of the origin. The value 7]0 = 0 generates a circle of 

infinite radius whose center is at either (x = ± 00, Y = 0) so that 7]0 = 0 

corresponds to the entire y axis. When 7]0 = ± 00 the radius is zero and the 

centers are located at the points (x = ± c, y = 0), respectively. As 7]0 varies 

from + 00 to 0 the radius of the circle corresponding to this value of 7]0 in

creases from 0 to 00 and the center moves from (x = c, y = 0) to (x = 00, 

y = 0) along the x axis. On the other hand, as 7]0 varies from - 00 to 0 the 

center moves from (x = - c, y = 0) to (x = -00, y = 0) along the x axis. 

Elimination of 7] from Eq. (A-l2.2) results in 

(A-l2.5) 

Thus, the family of curves in the xy plane which arise by assigning different 

constant values to the parameter, appear to be intersecting circles whose 

centers all lie along the y axis. Every circle of the family passes through the 

limiting points of the system, (x = ± c, y = 0). The center of a typical circle 

g = go = constant is at (x = 0, y = c cot '0) and its radius is c csc go' 
More careful examination of Eq. (A-12.2) shows, however, that the curves 

characterized by , = constant are not complete circles but, rather, are cir

cular arcs terminating on the x axis at the limiting points of the system. If 

the circular arc, = '0 = constant < n: is that part of the circle lying above 

the x axis, its extension below the x axis is given by the value, = '0 + n:. 

When '0 = n:, the arc is degenerate and corresponds to that portion of the 

x axis lying between the limiting points of the system. The value '0 = 0 is a 

circular arc of infinite radius with center at + 00 on the y axis, and gives the 

entire x axis with the exception of those points between (x = ± c, y = 0), 

for which '0 = n:. The values '0 = n:/2 and 3n:/2 are semicircles of radii c, 
having their centers at the origin. 

The geometric significance of the bipolar coordinates , and 7] can be 

established without difficulty from the analogous discussion of three-dimen

sional bipolar coordinates in Section A-l9. 

If we select 

ql = g, q2 = 7], qs =Z (A-l2.6) 

the conjugate system of curvilinear coordinates thereby obtained consti

tutes a right-handed, orthogonal system whose metrical coefficients are 

1 
hi = h2 = -(cosh 7] - cos h hs = 1 (A-l2.7) 

c 

The unit vectors it and i~ are depicted in Figs. A-l2.1(a), (b). The unit vector 

iz is directed out of the page at the reader. 
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A-13 Parabolic Cylinder Coordinates (" 'rJ, z) 
(Fig. A-13.l) 

Appendix A 

Parabolic coordinates (~, 7]) in a plane are defined by the transformation 

x + iy = c(~ + i7])2 (A-13.I) 

c > 0, whereupon 

x = C(~2 - 7]2), y = 2c~7] (A-13.2) 

Each point in space is represented at least once by allowing the parabolic 

coordinates to vary over the ranges 

-OJ < ~ < 00, (A-13.3) 

Other interpretations are possible. 

From Eq. (A-13.2) we obtain 

y2 = 4C~2(C~2 - x) (A-13.4) 

so that in the xy plane the family of curves ~ = constant are confocal 

parabolas having their foci at the origin. These parabolas open to the left 

along the x axis. 

In a similar manner, Eq. (A-13.2) yields, upon elimination of t 

y2 = 4C7]2 (C7]2 + x) (A-13.S) 

The curves 7] = constant are therefore confocal parabolas having their foci 

at the origin. These parabolas open to the right along the x axis. 

y 

~= 2 i'1 
'1/=2 

~=1 
1]=1 

~=O ",=0 
~----------~~~-1--------~----~X 

'1/=1 

~= -2 ",=2 

Figura A-13.1. Parabolic cylinder coordinates. 
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With the choice of curvilinear coordinates 

(A-13.6) 

parabolic cylinder coordinates (~, "7, z) form a right-handed, orthogonal 

system whose metrical coefficients are 

(A-13.7) , 

The coordinate surfaces ~ = constant and "7 = constant are each confocal 

parabolic cylinders. In addition to the unit vectors shown in Fig. A-I3, I, 

the unit vector i z is directed out of the page at the reader. 

Other properties of parabolic cylinder coordinates may be deduced 

from the properties of paraboloidal coordinates, discussed in Section A-21. 

For example, the analog ofEq. (A-21.7) is, in the present instance, 

( )
'/2 '" 

~ = ~ cosf, 17 = (-f )'" sin ~ 

A-14 Coordinate Systems of Revolution (qj, q2' ¢) 
, (Fig. A-14.1) 

(A-l3.8) 

The properties of orthogonal curvilinear coordinate systems associated with 

bodies of revolution may be systematically developed by specializing the 

general formulas of Sections A-I-A-7. 

Consider the class of curvilinear coordinate systems defined explicitly 

by relations of the form 

(A-14.1) 

where (p, cp, z) are circular cylindrical coordinates. The cartesian coordi

nates x and y may be obtained from the relations 

x = p cos cp, y = psin cp 

In this way we are led to consider the relations 

x = p(q" q2) cos q3) y = p(q" q2) sin q3' 

which give (x, y, z) in terms of (q" q2' q3)' 

Differentiating Eq. (A-14.3) we find that 

oy _ 
Oq3 - P cos Q3, 

(A-14.2) 

(A-14.3) 

(A-14.4) 
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Thus, in place of Eq. (A-2.6), the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 

orthogonality of q\, q2, q3 now require only that 

Op op + ~ ~ = 0 (A-14.5) 
Oq\Oq2 Oq\Oq2 

In addition, if we substitute the derivatives appearing in Eq. (A-14.4) into 

Eq. (A-2.lS) and expand the resulting determinant, we obtain 

o(x, y, z) = p o(z, p) 

O(qh q2' q3) o(q\, q2) 

Since p > 0, it follows that the system of curvilinear coordinates defined 

by Eq. (A-14.l) forms a right-handed system whenever 

o(z, p) = ~ op _ ~ op > 0 (A-14.6) 
O(qh q2) oq\ Oq2 Oq20q\ 

Finally, substituting Eq. (A-14.4) into Eq. (A-1.9) yields the following 

expressions for the metrical coefficients: 

1 ( op )2 ( OZ )2 
hi = oq\ + oq\ ' 

Q, = constant 

x 

1 _ (Op)2 ( OZ)2 
h~ - Oq2 + Oq2 ' 

z 

t---.y 

I 

Meridian plane, : 

r/J = constant : 
I 

""" i 
........... I 

"""'" i 
, I 

'-.j 

Figure A-14.1. Curvilinear coordinate systems of revolution. 
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We shall term any plane for which <P is constant a meridian plane. On 

the assumption that Eqs. (A-14.5) and (A-14.6) are both satisfied, the curves 

ql = constant and q2 = constant intersect each other orthogonally in such 

a meridian plane, as in Fig. A-14.1. These curves are termed the generators 

of the coordinate surfaces ql = constant and q2 = constant, these being 

surfaces of revolution obtained by rotating the corresponding curves in a 

meridian plane about the z axis. 

It is often convenient in applications involving bodies of revolution to be 

able to convert functions readily from orthogonal curvilinear coordinate 

systems of revolution to circular cylindrical coordinates and vice versa. The 

relations to be developed are analogous to those discussed in Section A-6, 

except that the present results are limited to the special class of orthogonal 

curvilinear coordinate systems defined by Eq. (A-14.l). 

(i) Transformation of partial derivatives: To express the partial differ

ential operators %p and %z in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates of rev

olution, observe that 

o 
op = (Vp).V, 

o - = (Vz).V 
oz 

Thus, writing V in curvilinear coordinates, we obtain the desired trans

formations, 

(A-14.8) 

By permitting these partial differential operators to operate on ql and 

q2 we find 

Oqk _ h2 op Oqk _ h2 oz (k I 2) 
op - koqk' iii - koqk =, 

which are the analogs of Eqs. (A-6.4). 

The transformation of partial derivatives inverse to 

easily obtained by application of the "chain-rule," 

~ = op ~ + oz ~ (k = 1, 2) 
Oqk Oqk op Oqk OZ 

(A-14.9) 

Eq. (A-14.9) are 

(A-14.1O) 

(ii) Transformation of unit vectors: Since ik = (Vqk)/hk we obtain, upon 

writing V in cylindrical coordinates and employing Eq. (A-14.9), 

ik = hk(ip;:k + iz :;J (k = 1,2) (A-14.1l) 

The inverse transformation is obtained by utilizing the relations 

ip = V p, iz = Vz 

and expressing V in curvilinear coordinates; whence 

. ~. h oz 
Iz = ~ Ik k-

k=I Oqk 
(A-14.l2) 
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(iii) Transformation of vector components: Set 

and multiply scalarly with Eqs. (A-14.1l) and (A-14.12), respectively. One 

obtains 

(A-14.13) 

and (A-14.14) 

which permit an easy transformation of vector components between the 

two systems of coordinates. 

Most important orthogonal coordinate systems of revolution encoun

tered in applications can be generated by simple application of the theory of 

analytic functions. This technique is discussed further in Section A-16 and 

examples given in Sections A-17-A-21. Spherical coordinates, discussed in 

the next section, constitute an important exception to this generalization. 

A-15 Spherical Coordinates Cr, e, ¢) 
[Figs. A-I5.1 (a), (b)] 

Spherical coordinates 

ql = r, 

are defined by the relations 

p = r sin e, 
This makes 

z = r cos e 

(A-I5.I) 

(A-I5.2) 

x = r sin () cos cp, y = r sin e sin cp, z = r cos () (A-15.3) 

Equations (A-I5.2) can be solved explicitly for the spherical coordinates 

() = tan- 1 L 
z 

(A-I 5.4) 

This system of coordinates is depicted from various points of view in Figs. 

A-15.1(a), (b). 

By restricting the ranges of these coordinates as follows: 

o <r < =, o <e< 7t, o <cp < 27t (A-15.5) 

each point in space is represented once and only once, with the exception of 

the points along the z axis, for which cp is undetermined. 

The coordinate surfaces r = constant, () = constant, and cp = constant 

are, respectively: concentric spheres with center at the origin; right -circular 

cones with apex at the origin, having the z axis as their axis of revolution; 

vertical half-planes. 
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z 

~--------------++--~+-------~y 

r sin (J 

r sin (Jd; 
x 

Figure A.15.1(a). Spherical coordinates. 

z 

o = constant 

Figure A.15.1(b). Spherical coordinate system surfaces. 

From Eqs. (A-15.1) and (A-15.2) we have 

op = sin e 
oql ' 

OZ e 
~ = cos, 
uql 

op = r cos e 
Oq2 

OZ . e - = -r Sill 
Oq2 

505 
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In conjunction with Eqs. (A-14.5)-(A-14.7), these show that spherical co

ordinates form a right-handed system of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates 

whose metrical coefficients are 

1 
h2=

r' 
(A-15.6) 

We also tabulate here for reference some of the more important pro

perties of this system of coordinates: 

z + ip = re iS = e(ln r)+iS (A-15.7) 

dl j = dr, dl2 = rde, dl3 = r sin e d¢ 

df2 = (dry + r2(de)2 + r2 sin2 e (d¢y 
(A-15.8) 

dS j = r2 sin e de d¢, dS2 = r sin e dr d¢, dS3 = r dr de (A-I5.9) 

dV = r2 sin e dr de d¢ (A-I5.1O) 

i r • ir = 1, 

ir·is = 0, 

ir x io = i"" 

io·io = 1, 

is·i", = 0, 

is x i", = iT> 

i",.i</> = 1 

i</>.ir = ° 
i</> X ir = is 

dR = ir dr + ior de + i",r sin e d¢ 

R = irr 

air = 0 air . air . . e 
or ' oe = Is, o¢ = I</> sm 

ois = 0 ois _ • oio . (J 
or ' 0(J - -IT) o¢ = I</> cos 

oi</> = 0 
or ' 

~=O 0(J , 
~ .' (J . (J o¢ = -Ir sm - 10 cos 

v"'" = ir 0"'" + isJ... 0"'" + i</>-~- 0"'" 
ar r a(J r sm (J a¢ 

V2"", = J... [-.£(r2 a"",) _1 ~ (sin e a"",) _1_ a2""'J 
r 2 or ar + sine a(J ae + sin2(J a¢2 

u = irur + isus + i</>u.p 

lul 2 = u~ + u~ + u~ 

V·u = ~! (r2ur) + --!-(J !e(sin (Jus) + --L-(J ~~ 
r ur r sm u r sm U'f' 

(A-15.ll) 

(A-I5.l2) 

(A-I5.l3) 

(A-15.l4) 

(A-I5.l5) 

(A-l5.l6) 

(A-I5.I7) 

(A-I5.l8) 

(A-I5.l9) 

" - • 1 [ a (. e ) a usJ +. 1 [ 1 aUr a ( )J 
v X U - Ir r sin (J 0() sm u~ - a¢ 18 r sin e a¢ - ar r u</> 

+ . I[a( ) aUr] I</>- - rus --
r ar ae 

(A-I 5.20) 
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V2 -' [V2 2 ( + oUo + f) I ~)J u - Ir Ur -? Ur of) Uo cot - sinf) 01> 

+ i [V 2 U + ~(2 OUr _ ~ _ 2 cos f) OU~)J (A-I5.21) 
o 0 r2 ae sin 2 f) sin 2 f) 01> 

+ i [V2 U + ~(_2_ OUr + 2 cos f) OUo - ~)J 
' 4> r2 sinf) 01> sin2 f) 01> sin2 f) 

a . a cos f) a a a sin f) a 
-=smf)-+--- -=cosf)----- (A-I5.22) 
op or r of)' oz or r of) 

a 'f)0+ f)o - = sm - cos-
or op oz' 

~ = r cos f) ~ - r sin f) ~ (A-I5.23) 
of) op oz 

ir = ip sin f) + iz cos f), io = ip cos f) - iz sin f) 

ip = ir sin f) + io cos f), i z = ir cos f) - io sin f) 

Ur = up sin f) + Uz cos f), Uo = up cos f) - Uz sin f) 

up = Ur sin f) + Uo cos f), Uz = Ur cos f) - Uo sin f) 

(A-I 5.24) 

(A-I5.25) 

(A-I5.26) 

(A-I5.27) 

The following relations connect unit vectors in spherical and cartesian 

coordinates: 

ir = i sin f) cos 1> + j sin f) sin 1> + k cos f) 

io = i cos f) cos 1> + j cos f) sin 1> - k sin f) 

i¢ = - i sin 1> + j cos 1> 

The relations inverse to these are 

i = ir sin f) cos 1> + io cos f) cos 1> - i¢ sin 1> 

j = ir sin f) sin 1> + io cos f) sin 1> + i4> cos 1> 

k = ir cos () - io sin () 

Ifu is the vector given by Eq. (A-I5.17), then 

V . . OUr + . . oUo + . . oU4> 
U = Irlr Tr Irio ar Irl4> Tr 

'T = irir'Trr + iriu'Tru + iri,'Tr4> 

+ iuir'Tor + iuiu'Tuu + ioi¢'Tu, 

+i,ir'T" + i,i8'T~ + i,i,'T4>4> 

(A-I5.28) 

(A-I5.29) 

(A-I5.30) 
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then its divergence is 

V.T = iT [l.. ~(r27"rr) + -!- £.(sin f)7"or) + -!- 07"~ - ~~ - 7""''''J 
r2 or r sm f) of) r sm f) o<p r r 

+ is [-; ! (r27"ro) + --2-f) !f) (sin f)7"00) + ---2--f) 0-:.7"1 
r ur r sm u r sm u,/, 

+ 7"Or cot f) J r --r-7"",,,, 
(A-IS.3I) 

+ i", [-; ! (r27"r",) + ---2--f) !f)(sin f)7"0",) + ---2--f) 0:1'" 
r ur r sm u r sm u,/, 

+ '!£. + cot f) 7"",0 J 
r r 

A-16 Conjugate Coordinate Systems of Revolution 

Transformations of the type 

z + ip = f(ql + iq2)' (A-16.l) 

generate curvilinear coordinate systems of rotation; for, upon equating real 

and imaginary parts, we obtain 

z = z(qJ> q2), p = p(qJ> q2), <p = q3 

which is of precisely the form discussed in Section A-14. Furthermore, the 

systems of coordinates defined by Eq. (A-16.1) are, of necessity, of the right

handed, orthogonal type. This follows by observing that Eqs. (A-14.S) and 

(A-14.6) are automatically satisfied by virtue of the applicability of the 

Cauchy-Riemann equations, 

oz op 
Oq2 - oql 

(A-16.2) 

to Eq. (A-16.1). 

The metrical coefficients of the present system (ql' q2, q3), obtained from 

Eq. (A-14.7), adopt the particularly simple forms 

l.. _ l.. _/ d(z + ip) /2 h _ I (A-16.3) 
h~ - h~ - d(qI + iq2) , 3 - p(ql> q2) 

where 

/ d(z + ip) /2 = (£E.-)2 + (~)2 = (£E.-)2 + (~)2 = ... etc 
d(qI + iq2) OqI OqI Oq2 Oq2 ,. 

Important examples of conjugate systems, characterized by Eq. (A-16.1), 

are prolate spheroidal coordinates, oblate spheroidal coordinates, bipolar 

coordinates, toroidal coordinates, and paraboloidal coordinates. These are 

discussed at length in the following sections. 
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A-17 Prolate Spheroidal Coordinates (~, 1], cp) 
[Figs. A-17.l(a), (b), (c)] 

The transformation 

Z + ip = c cosh (, + i,,/) 
c > 0, gives rise to the relations 

Z = c cosh, cos "/, p = c sinh, sin "/ 
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(A-17.I) 

(A-17.2) 

Every point in space is represented at least once and, with the exceptions 

to be cited, only once by restricting the ranges of the prolate spheroidal 

coordinates (" ,,/, cp) as follows: 

o <, < 00, 0 <"/< 7[', 0 <cp < 27[' (A-17.3) 

(p=O,z=+c) 

(p=O,z=-c) 

z 

o 

l1=t77 
O~--+--------+------~~-p 

ll=i1T 

Fllure A.17.1 (a). Prolate spheroidal coordinates in a meridian plane. 
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Eliminating '" from Eq. (A-17.2) 

yields 

l = ~o = constont Z2 p2 
c2 cosh2 , + ca sinha, = I (A-I 7.4) 

bo = csinh 10 

Since cosh , :;;::: sinh ~, the coordinate 

surfaces ,= constant are a confocal 

family of prolate spheroids having 

their common center at the origin. 

Spheroids of this type are also referred 

to as ovary, egg-shaped, or elongated 

ellipsoids, and are generated by the 

rotation of an ellipse about .its major 

axis-in this case the z axis-as indi-
Figur. A-17.1(b). Prolate spheroid. cated in Figs. A-17.l(a), (b). The foci, 

F1 and F2, of the confocal system are 

located on the z axis at the points* {p = 0, z = ± c} corresponding to the 

values {, = 0, '" = ° and 7l'}, respectively. The major and minor semiaxes, 

ao and bo, respectively, of a typical ellipsoid, , = '0 = constant, lie along 

the z axis and in the plane z = 0, respectively, and are given by 

ao = c cosh '0' 
We note from Eq. (A-17.5) that 

and 

(A-17.5) 

(A-17.6) 

(A-17.7) 

which give the parameters c and '0 in terms of the lengths of the semiaxes. 

The eccentricity eo of a typical ellipsoid is 

[ ( b )2J1/2 
eo = 1 - a: = sech '0 (A-17.8) 

The value '0 = ° is a degenerate ellipsoid which reduces to the line segment 

- c < z < c along the z axis, connecting the foci. 

When, is eliminated between z and p in Eq. (A-17.2), one obtains 

2 

P - 1 
c 2 cos2", c 2 sin2", -

(A-17.9) 

The coordinate surfaces characterized by '" = constant are, therefore, a 

confocal family of two-sheeted hyperboloids of revolution having the z axis 

as their axis of rotation-Fig. A-17.l(c). The foci of this family are the same 

as those of the corresponding spheroids. It is evident from Eq. (A-17.2) that 

*Where the value of <p is not uniquely determined we shall write the point (p, <p, z) as 
{p, z). 
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z 

, ' , / , / , / , / , / , , 
""S:, ;::::::=-+-----~,/ 

" = '70 = constant c i17' I 80 = c sin '70 

TJ = 17' - '70 = constant 

Figure A·17 .1(e). Two-sheeted hyperboloid of revolution. 

z is positive for the values ° < 'I} < '!t /2 and negative for the values 

'!t12 < 'I} < '!t. In general, then, if 'I} = 'l}o = constant < '!t12 gives that sheet 

of the hyperboloid lying above the plane z = 0, the value 'I} = '!t - 'l}o = con

stant gives the corresponding sheet lying below this plane. The major and 

minor semiaxes, IAol and B o, respectively, of a typical hyperboloid, 'I} = 
'l}o = constant < '!t12, are 

Ao = e cos 'l}o 

whence, in terms of these semiaxes, 

Bo = e sin 'l}o 

e2 = A~ + B~ 

and _ tan-! Bo 
'l}o- -

Ao 

(A-17.1O) 

(A-17.Il) 

(A-17.12) 

The values 'l}o = ° and 'l}o = '!t are the two halves of a degenerate hyperboloid 

and reduce to those segments of the z axis consisting of the points fp = 0, 

e < z < +oo} and fp = 0, -00 < z < -e}, respectively. 'l}o = '!t12 is 

again a degenerate hyperboloid, the two sheets coinciding to give the entire 

plane z = 0. 

The distance from the origin to any point is 

r = (p2 + Z2)!/2 = e(sinh2 ~ + cos2 'I})1/2 = 2~/2 (cosh 2~ + cos 2'1})!/2 

(A-17.13) 

the coordinates of the origin being f~ = 0, 'I} = '!t12}. It follows from the 

preceding that large distances from the origin are equivalent to large values 

of~, and that as ~ ~ 00, r ~ ted. 
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Geometric significance can be ascribed to the coordinates ~ and 'T}. If 

Rl and R2 are distances measured from the two foci, Fl and F2, respectively, 

to a point P in space, then 

and 

so that 

Rl = [(z - C)2 + p2]1/2 = c(cosh ~ - cos 'T}) 

R2 = [(z + C)2 + p2]1/2 = c(cosh ~ + cos 'T}) 

R -- R 
cos'T} = 2 1 

2c 

(A-17.l4) 

(A-17.I5) 

(A-17.I6) 

Thus, ~ and the angle 'T} are easily determined from the triangle whose sides 

are Rl> R 2 , and 2c, the latter being the distance between foci. Finally, with 

the help ofEq. (A-17.5), the equation ofa typical ellipsoid may be expressed 

in the form 
(A-17.I7) 

whereas, from Eq. (A-17.1O), the equation of a typical hyperboloid may be 

written as 

(A-I7.l8) 

If we put 

(A-17.19) 

then prolate spheroidal coordinates form a right-handed system of orthogonal 

curvilinear coordinates whose metrical coefficients are 

h h 1 21/2 (A-l 7.20) 
1 = 2 = c(sinh2 ~ + sin2'T})1/2 - c(cosh n - cos 2'T}y/2 

and h 1 (A-17.21) 
3 = c sinh ~ sin "I 

Typical unit vectors are depicted in Fig. A-17.1(a). The unit vector i", is 

directed into the page. 

This system of coordinates constitutes a special case of ellipsoidal coor

dinates in which, of the three axes of the general ellipsoid, the two smallest 

are equal. 

A-18 Oblate Spheroidal Coordinates (~, '1, cp) 
[Figs. A-18.I(a), (b), (c)] 

The transformation 

z + ip = c sinh (~ + i"l) 
c > 0, leads to the relations 

p = c cosh ~ sin "I 

(A-18.l) 

(A-18.2) 

Each point in space is obtained once and, with minor exceptions, only once 
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by limiting the ranges of the oblate spheroidal coordinates (t "I, cf» in the 

following manner: 

o < , < 00, 0 < "I < 7t, 0 < cf> < 27t (A-I8.3) 

Elimination of "I from Eq. (A-I8.2) results in 

(A-I 8.4) 

from which it is readily established that the coordinate surfaces, = constant 

are a confocal family of oblate spheroids having their geometric center at the 

origin. Spheroids of this type are also termed planetary, disk-shaped, or 

flattened ellipsoids and are generated by rotation of an ellipse about its 
minor axis (in this instance the z axis) as indicated in Figs. A-I8.l(a), (b). 

F,(p=c,z=Ol 

1] = i7T 
'Ilure A-lI.1(a). Oblate spheroidal coordinates in a meridian plane. 
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, = lo = constant 

Figure A-la.l (b). Oblate spheroid. 

Appendix A 

The focal circle of the confocal 

family lies in the plane z = 0 and 

corresponds to the circle p = c. 

The major and minor semiaxes, ao 

and bo, respectively, of a typical 

oblate spheroid, ; = ;0 = constant 

lie in the plane z = 0 and along the 

z axis, respectively. They are given 

by Eq. (A-17.5). Equations (A-17.6)

(A-17.8) are also applicable in the 

present instance. The ellipsoid given 

by ;0 = 0 is degenerate and corresponds to that portion of the plane z = 0 

inside the focal circle, that is, 0 < P < c. 
When; is eliminated from Eq. (A-18.2) we find 

Z2 p2 -.,-,;- + = I (A-18.5) 
C 2COS2", c 2sin2", 

The coordinate surfaces given by '" = constant are, therefore, a family of 

confocal hyperboloids of revolution of one sheet having as their axis of 

rotation the z axis-Fig. A-18.1(c). These hyperboloids have the same focal 

circle as the family of oblate spheroids. Equations (A-17.1O)-(A-17.12), 

involving the semi axes of the hyperboloid, are also applicable here. As is 

evident from Eq. (A-18.2), values of", between 0 and n:/2 correspond to the 

region z > 0, whereas values of '" between n: /2 and n: belong to the region 

z 

Plgure A-18.1(c). One-sheeted hyperboloid of revolution. 
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z < o. Thus, if 'T} = 'T}o = constant < n: /2 gives the points on that portion of 

the hyperboloid situated above the plane z = 0, then 'T} = n: -'T}o gives the 

points on the same hyperboloid lying below the plane z = O. For 'T}o = 0 

and n:, the hyperboloid degenerates into the positive and negative z axes, 

respectively. The value 'T}o = n:/2 is also a degenerate hyperboloid, corre

sponding to that part of the plane z = 0 external to the focal circle, that is, 

e < p < 00. 

The distance from the origin to any point is 

r = (p2 + Z2)1/2 = e(sinh2~ + sin2'T})1/2 = 2~/2 (cosh 2~ - cos 2'T})1I2 (A-l 8.6) 

the coordinates of the origin being either {~ = 0, 'T} = o} or {~ = 0, 'T} = n:}. 

Large distances from the origin correspond to large values of ~; as ~ --> 00, 

r --> teeE• 

A geometric interpretation of the coordinates ~ and 'T} is possible. Let 

FI and F2 , respectively, be the points formed by the intersection of the two 

half-planes cp = CPo = constant < n: and cp = n: - cpo with the focal circle. 

Then FI and F2 lie at either end of a diameter of the focal circle and are 

separated by a distance of 2e. If RI and R2 are distances in the plane formed 

from cpo and n: - cpo, measured from FI and F 2, respectively, then 

RI = [Z2 + (p - e)2]1/2 = e(cosh ~ - sin'T}) (A-18.7) 

and R2 = [Z2 + (p + e)2)1/2 = e(cosh ~ + sin'T}) (A-18.8) 

These give 

R -R 
sin'T} = 2 1 

2e 
(A-18.9) 

from which ~ and the angle 'T} are easily obtained from the triangle whose 

sides are Ri> R2, and 2e. Employing Eqs. (A-17.5) and (A-17.1O), we are 

thus led to 

(A-18.1O) 

as the equations for a typical ellipsoid and hyperboloid, respectively, of the 

present system. 

Upon putting 

(A-18.11) 

it follows that oblate spheroidal coordinates constitute a right-handed 

system of orthogonal, curvilinear coordinates having the metrical coef

ficients 

h - h - 1 - 21
/

2 (A 18 12 
1 - 2 - e(cosh2 ~ - sin2 'T})1/2 - e(cosh 2~ + cos 2'T})1/2 -.) 

and 
1 

ha = e cosh ~ sin 'T} 
(A-18.13) 

Typical unit vectors are depicted in Fig. A-18.1(a). The unit vector i4> is 

directed into the page. 
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Oblate spheroidal coordinates are, again, a special case of ellipsoidal 
coordinates in which, of the three axes of the general ellipsoid, the two 

largest are equal. 

A-19 Bipolar Coordinates (,,7], cf» 

[Figs. A-19.l(a), (b), (c)] 

Upon setting 

z + ip = iccot-H~ + i1J) 

c > 0, we obtain 

z - c _..,....:..;si-=nh~1J_~ 
- cosh 1J - cos ~' 

(p = 0, Z =
TJC:: 

z 

sin~ 
p - c -..----''----.., 

- cosh 1J - cos ~ 

Fllure A-19.1(a). Bipolar coordinates in a meridian plane. 

(A-19.l) 

(A-19.2) 
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z 

1)=711 = constant >0 Radius = ClCSCh710I 

-~-

71 = 710 = constant> 0 

o 

17101> 17111> 17121 

Figure A-19.1(b). Coaxial spheres. 
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The foregoing denominators are essentially positive. Each point in space is 

represented once and, with minor exceptions, only once by restricting the 

range of the coordinates to the following intervals: 

-00<"1<00, (A-19.3) 

Upon eliminating, in Eq. (A-19.2), we obtain 

(z - c coth "1)2 + p2 = c 2 csch2 "I (A-19.4) 

The coordinate surfaces "I = constant 

are, therefore, a family of non-inter

secting, coaxial spheres whose centers lie 

along the z axis. A typical sphere, "I = 
"10 = constant, has its center at the point 

{p = 0, z = c coth "Io} and has a radius 

of c Icsch "101. It follows from Eq. (A-19.2) 

that, if "10 > 0, the sphere lies entirely 

above the plane z = 0. Conversely, for 

"10 < 0, the sphere is situated below this 

plane. The value "10 = ° is a sphere of 

z 

Figure A-19.1(c). Surfaces 

E = constant. 
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infinite radius and is equivalent to the entire plane z = 0. For 'rjo = ± co 

the sphere radius is zero; these values of 'rjo correspond to the points {p = 0, 

z = ± c}, respectively, termed the limiting points of the system. These are 

designated by L) and L2 in Fig. A-19.l(a). As 'rjo decreases from + co to 0, the 

radius of the corresponding sphere increases from zero to infinity and the 

center moves from z = c to + co along the z axis. Likewise, as 'rjo increases 

from -co to ° the sphere radius again increases from zero to infinity, while 

the center moves from z = -c to -co along the z axis. 

If'rj is now eliminated from Eq. (A-19.2) we obtain 

Z2 + (p - c cot ~)2 = C 2 csc2 ~ (A-19.5) 

In a meridian plane, the curves ~ = constant are arcs of circles, terminating 

at the limiting points of the system and having their centers in the plane 

z = 0. Circular arcs corresponding to values of ~o between ° and 7(/2 are 

greater in length than semicircles, whereas values between 7(/2 and 7( are 

less than semicircles. Therefore, upon rotating these arcs about the z axis, 

the coordinate surfaces ~ = constant thereby obtained are spindle-like 

surfaces of revolution. The value ~ = ° corresponds to the two segments of 

the z axis which lie above L) and below L 2• For ~o = 7( we obtain the line 

segment between L) and L 2• ~o = 7(/2 is a sphere of radius c. 

The distance from the origin to a point in space is 

r = ( 2 + z2)l/2 = c (COSh 'rj + cos ~))/2 (A-19.6) 
p cosh 'rj - cos ~ 

the origin being given by {~ = 7(, 'rj = OJ. We note that cosh 'rj - cos ~ > 0, 

the value zero being attained only when both ~ = ° and 'rj = 0. These, then, 

are the values corresponding to r = co. 

To secure a geometric interpretation of bipolar coordinates, denote by 

R) and R2 the distances measured to a point P from the limiting points L) 

and L 2, respectively. Thus, 

2c 2 eon 
R2 - (z - C)2 + p2 - _.---___ " 

) - - cosh 'rj - cos ~ 
(A-19.7) 

2c 2 en m = (z + C)2 + p2 = -..,---------,: 
cosh 17 - cos ~ 

(A-19.8) 

z 

-+--+---+--p 

Figure A.19.2. Physical 

interpretation of the g
,:oordinate. 

from which we obtain 

(A-19.9) 

and cos ~ = Ri + R~ - (2cy (A-19.1O) 
2R)R2 

But 2c is the distance between the limiting points 

of the system. Thus, in the triangle whose sides 

are R), R2, and 2c, ~ is the subtended angle 

r;:Pt;. That this is so is equally evident from Fig. 

A-19.2. 
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Upon arranging that 

ql = ~, q2 = 7], q3 = cf> (A-19.1l) 

it follows that bipolar coordinates are a right-handed system of orthogonal, 

curvilinear coordinates whose metrical coefficients are 

hi = h2 = cosh 'TJ - cos ~ , 
c 

h - cosh 7] - cos ~ (A-l 9. 12) 
3 - - c sin ~ 

Typical unit vectors are displayed in Fig. A-19.I(a). The unit vector i.p is 

directed into the page. 

A-20 Toroidal Coordinates (~, 'rj, cp) 
[Figs. A-20.I(a), (b), (c)] 

Toroidal coordinates are generated by the transformation 

z + ip = ic coth -H~ + i7]) 

c > 0, from which we obtain the relations 

sin 'TI sinh ~ z - C :L P - c --.---,,---=--
- cosh ~ - cos 7]' - cosh ~ - cos 7] 

By permitting the coordinates to range over the values 

o < ~ < 00, 0 < 7] < 27l' , 0 < cf> < 27l' 

(A-20.l) 

(A-20.2) 

(A-20.3) 

each point in space is represented at least once and, with minor exceptions, 
only once. 

Elimination of 7] from Eq. (A-20.2) yields 

(A-20.4) 

In a meridian plane the curves ~ = constant are, therefore, nonintersecting, 

coaxial circles having their centers in the plane z = O. A typical circle, 

~ = ~o = constant, has its center at a distance c coth ~o from the origin and 
has a radius of c csch ~o. Upon rotation about the z axis these circles generate 

an eccentric family of toruses (anchor-rings). A typical toroidal coordinate 

surface, ~ = ~o, is depicted in Fig. A-20.l(b). The value ~ = 0 corresponds 
to the entire z axis, whereas the value ~ = 00 gives the points lying on the 

circle p = c in the plane z = O. 

When ~ is eliminated from Eq. (A-20.2) there results 

(A-20.S) 

In a meridian plane the curves 7] = constant are, therefore, circular arcs 

beginning on the z axis and terminating at the plane z = O. Revolving these 

arcs about the z axis, the coordinate surfaces 7] = constant thereby obtained 

are lenses or spherical caps having their centers along the z axis. A typical 
cap is shown in Fig. A-20.l(c). This family of spherical caps intersect in a 

common circle, p = c, lying in the plane z = O. For 0 < 7]0 < 7l'/2 the cap 
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z z 

~ = &0 = constant 
ccoth~o 

Figure A-20.1 (b). Anchor rings. 

z 
1T 

T1 = T/O = constant < '2 
---I~-----r 

T/o 

Figure A-20.1 (a). Toroidal coordinates 

in a meridian plane. 

Figure A-20.1 (e). Spherical caps 

(or lenses). 

is greater than a hemisphere and lies above the plane z = O. Likewise, for 

values of n: /2 < '10 < n: the cap is less than a hemisphere and has the form 

of a curved diaphragm. '10 = n:/2 is exactly a hemisphere. In general, if 

'1 = '10 = constant < n: gives the surface of the cap lying above the plane 

z = 0, the extension of the spherical cap below this plane is given by 

'1 = n: + '10' The value '1 = ° yields those points in the plane z = 0 which 

lie outside the circle p = c, whereas '1 = n: gives those points in the plane 

z = ° which lie inside this circle. 

The distance from the origin to a point in space is given by 

r2 = ( 2 + Z2)1/2 = c (COSh ~ + cos rz)1/2 (A-20. 6) 
p cosh ~ - cos '1 

the origin having the coordinates {~ = 0, '1 = n:}. r = 00 is characterized 

by the "point" 

(A-20.7) 
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To interpret the present system of coordinates geometrically, let L, and 

L2 be the points obtained by the intersection of the two parallel meridian 

planes cp = cpo = constant < 7C and cp = 7C - cpo, respectively, with the 

circle p = e lying in the plane z = O. L, and L2 thus lie at opposite ends of 

the circle, being separated by a distance 2e. If a point P lies in one or the 

other of these two meridian planes, and if R, and R 2, respectively, are 

distances measured from L, and L2 to P, then 

2e 2 e- f 
R2 - Z2 + (p - e)2 - _...--.:--__ 

, - - cosh ~ - cos TJ 
(A-20.8) 

2 2 2 2e 2 eE 

R2 = z + (p + e) = cosh ~ - cos TJ (A-20.9) 

These combine to give 

(A-20.l0) 

__ R; + R~ - (2e r 
and cos TJ - 2RI R2 (A-20.11) 

In consequence of these, TJ is the subtended angle r::Pt;. in the triangle whose 

sides are R I , R2, and 2e. 

Choosing 
(A-20.I2) 

the system of toroidal coordinates forms a right-handed system of orthogonal, 

curvilinear coordinates with metrical coefficients 

J -- h - cosh ~- cos TJ 
1[- 2- . C ' 

h = cosh ~ - cos TJ (A-20.I3) 
3 e sinh ~ 

Typical unit vectors are shown in Fig. 

directed into the page. 

A-20.1(a). The unit vector i", is 

A-21 Paraboloidal Coordinates (~, "1, ¢) 
[Figs. A-21.1(a), (b), (c)] 

Paraboloidal coordinates arise from the transformation 

e > 0, whereupon 

(A-21.1) 

(A-21.2) 

Each point in space is represented at least once by letting the paraboloidal 

coordinates (t TJ, cp) range over the values 

o <cp < 27C (A-21.3) 

From Eq. (A-21.2) we obtain 

p2 = 4e~2(e~2 - z) (A-21.4) 
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so that the coordinate surfaces g = constant are confocal paraboloids of 

revolution having the z axis as their axis of rotation and their foci at the 

origin. These paraboloids open in the direction of z negative. 

In a similar manner Eq. (A-21.2) yields 

(A-21.5) 

whence the coordinate surfaces 7] = constant are also confocal paraboloids 

of revolution having the z axis as their axis of rotation and their foci at the 

origin. This family of paraboloids, however, opens along the positive z axis. 

The distance from the origin to any point in space is 

r = (p2 + Z2)1!2 = C(g2 + 7]2) (A-21.6) 

It is useful in some applications to employ the relations 

( r )1/2 8 
g = c cosT' ( r )1/2. 8 

7] = c smT (A-21.7) 

(r, 8, </» being spherical coordinates. 

z 

Fllure A.21.1(a). Paraboloidal coordinates in a meridian plane. 
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00 = 2clg 
l = to = constant L' 

I - -1 b = C f2 

f ' !-1-0 ~ VT-, 

Figure A-21.1(b). Paraboloid of 
revolution g = constant. 

z 

1J = 110 = constant 

Figure A-21.1 (e). Paraboloid of 

revolution 1J = constant. 

With the choice of curvilinear coordinates, 
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ql = ~, q2 = "I, q3 = cp (A-2 1. 8) 

the system of orthogonal, curvilinear coordinates is right-handed and has 

metrical coefficients whose values are 

(A-21.9) 

A set of unit vectors is shown in Fig. A-2 1.1 (a). The unit vector i</> is di

rected into the page. 

Paraboloidal coordinates may also be obtained as a limiting case of 

prolate spheroidal coordinates. This technique is useful in obtaining solutions 

to various problems involving paraboloids of revolution when the solution to 

the corresponding problem is known for a prolate spheroid. In Section 

A-I? replace z by z + 2ck 2, c by 2ck2, and ~ and "I by ~/k and "Ilk, respec

tively. Thus, prolate spheroidal coordinates are now given by the trans

formation 

(z + 2ck2) + ip = 2ck 2 cosh (~ t irz) 

This gives 

Z + ip = 4ck 2 sinh2 (~ i/rz) 
As we let k ~ 00 and expand the hyperbolic sine term for small values of 

its argument, we obtain in the limit 

z + ip = c(~ + i"l)2 

which is precisely the definition of paraboloidal coordinates. 
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The vector, dyadic, polyadic, and tensor notation used in this book 

follows customary American usage, being derived from the work of Gibbs4• 

Extensions of Gibbs' notation to polyadics of ranks greater than 2 (that is, 

dyadics) is discussed in Drew's Handbook of Vector and Polyadic Analysis3• 

For our immediate purposes, however, the formidable general symbolism 

developed by Drew is unnecessary. Block! has produced a very brief and 

readable textbook on the relationship between polyadics and tensors. 

Milne's5 book affords an excellent example of the physical insights afforded 

by polyadic symbolism in physical problems. The reader should be cautioned, 

however, that Milne utilizes the "nesting convention" of Chapman and 

Cowling2 with regard to multiplication of polyadics, rather than the original 

notation of Gibbs4 • 

In this text, physical quantities encountered are distinguished as being 

scalars, vectors, and polyadics. They are distinguished, wherever feasible, * 
by differences in type as follows: 

*Thus, boldface Greek symbols may represent either vectors or polyadics. 

524 
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s = scalar (lightface italic) 

v = vector (boldface roman) 

i, e = unit vectors (boldface roman) 

, = polyadic (boldface sans serif) 

When, without specific designation, the same letter appears in the same 

context both as a vector (for example, v) and as a scalar (for example, v), the 

scalar is the magnitude of the vector. When necessary for clarity I v I is used to 

denote the magnitude of the vector v. 

Vectors and polyadics are often conveniently expressed in terms of their 

components in some particular system of curvilinear coordinates (qlo q20 qa), 

for example, cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), spherical coordinates (r, fJ, cp), 
cylindrical coordinates (p, cp, z). In this text we work only with orthogonal 

curvilinear coordinates, of which the preceding systems are examples. If 

(ilo ih ia) are a right-handed* triad of unit base vectors in such a system, for 

example (i, j, k) in cartesian coordinates or (in ie, i~) in spherical coordinates, 

then any vector v may be expressed in the form 

(B-1) 

where (VI' Vb Va) are the components of the vector v in the particular coor

dinate system. This relation may also be written concisely as 

(B-2) 

We shall review briefly some of the more important properties of poly

adics. The most general dyadic can be expressed in the nonion form 

Written out explicitly this is 

D = ililDll + il igD 12 + iliaDj3 

+ igil D21 + igig Dgg + i2i3 D23 

+ i3 i l D 3j + i3i2D32 + i3 i3D33 

(B-3) 

(B-4) 

The set of nine scalar numbers Djk (j, k = 1,2,3) are the components of 

the dyadic. Though their numerical values depend on the particular system 

of coordinates (qj, q2, q3) employed, the dyadic D itselfhas a significance which 

transcends any particular choice of coordinates. If the unit vectors in Eq. 

(B-4) are suppressed, one may regard the dyadic D as the 3 x 3 matrix 

*The system is right-handed in the cyclic order 

3 

,/ '" 
1 --+ 2 

if, for the scalar triple product, 
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C 
DI2 DU) 

(D) = D21 D22 D23 

D31 D32 D33 

(B-5) 

The determinant of the dyadic D is the scalar 

Dll DI2 DI3 

detD = D21 D22 D23 (B-6) 

D31 D32 D33 

whose value can be shown to be an invariant which is independent of the 

particular system of coordinates employed. 

The transpose (or conjugate) of the dyadic D is denoted by the symbol 

Dt (some authors use D, Dc, Dt) and may be defined as the dyadic obtained 

by interchanging the order of the unit vectors in Eq. (B-3). Thus, 

(B-7) 

or, since the indices j and k are dummy indices, we have, upon interchanging 

j and k, that 
3 3 

Dt = ~ ~ ijikDkj (B-8) 
j~1 k~1 

This operation can be shown to have an invariant meaning. It is also equiva

lent to the usual transposition operation with matrices, where the rows and 

columns in Eq. (B-5) are interchanged. 

A dyadic is said to be symmetric if it is equal to its own transpose, that is, 

D = Dt (B-9) 

From Eqs. (B-3) and (B-8), this is equivalent to the three scalar equations 

Djk = DkJ (j, k = 1,2,3) (B-lO) 

which, when written out explicitly, requires that 

(B-1 I) 

A symmetric dyadic thus possesses only six independent components. Any 

symmetric dyadic can be written in the diagonal form 

(B-12) 

where (e l , e2, e3) are a particular system of mutually perpendicular unit 

vectors called the eigenvectors (characteristic vectors) of the symmetric dyadic 

D. The three scalars DI, D2, D3 are called its eigenvalues (principal values, 

characteristic values, characteristic roots). For a given symmetric dyadic D, 

the problem of establishing its eigenvalues and eigenvectors is equivalent to 

that involved in diagonalizing the matrix in Eq. (B-5). 

A dyadic D is anti symmetric if it is equal to the negative of its transpose, 

that is, if 
(B-13) 
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From Eqs. (B-3) and (B-S), this requires that 

Dll = D22 = Dss = 0 

and D12 = -Du, D23 = -Ds2' DSl = -DIs 
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(B-14) 

An antisymmetric dyadic thus possesses only three independent components. 

Any dyadic can be uniquely expressed as the sum of a symmetric and 

antisymmetric dyadic as follows: 

(B-1S) 

the first term on the right being symmetric and the second antisymmetric. 

A particularly important dyadic is the idem/actor or unit dyadic. This 

may be written in the form* 

where 
s _ {l ifj = k 

Jk - 0 ifj"* k 

is the Kronecker delta. Hence, an equivalent form of the idemfactor is 

I = iii! + i2i2 + isia 

The most general triadic, say T, can be expressed in the formt 

(B-16) 

(B-17) 

(B-lS) 

and thus has 27 independent components, T jk1 • In applications one must 

consider two possible transposition operations: 

pre-trans position-
a a s 

tT = ~ ~ ~ ikijilTjkl 
j=! k=! 1=1 

ass 
= ~ ~ ~ ijikilTkjl (B-20) 

j=! k=! l=! 

post-trans position-
3 a s 

Tt = ~ ~ ~ ijilikTjkl 
j=! k=1 l=! 

a a s 

= ~ ~ ~ ijikilTjlk 
j=1 k=! 1=1 

(B-2l) 

An especially useful triadic is the unit isotropic triadic (alternating triadic, 

alternator), 

(B-22) 

*Some authors prefer U for the unit dyadic. 

tSince polyadics of order greater than 2 appear only infrequently in the text, we do not 

use any special type style to distinguish the different orders. If necessary, one can attach the 

affix n to indicate the order of the polyadic. Thus nA is an n-adic; for example, 2A is a dyadic, 
SA a triadic, etc. 
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where Ejk' is the permutation symbol, having the following properties: it is 

zero if any two of the three indices are equal; it has the value + 1 if (j, k, /) is 
an even cyclic permutation of the integers (l, 2, 3); it has the value -1 if 

(j, k, /) is an odd cyclic permutation of the integers (l, 2, 3). Thus, written 

out explicitly we have 

€ = ili2iS - ilia i2 

+ i2iail - i2ilia 

+ iaili2 - ia i2il 

(B-23) 

The most general polyadic of rank n in three-dimensional space is the 

n-adic 

(B-24) 

which has 3n components. 

There exist several different types of "multiplication" pertaining to 

vectors and polyadics. Since all such entities may be expressed in the form of 

Eq. (B-24), the multiplication rules may be conveniently expressed in terms 

of operations on the unit vectors in Eq. (B-24), at least for the orthogonal 

systems of interest to us in this text. Attention is confined to those multi
plicative operations which appear explicitly in this book. 

For the dot multiplication of vectors, we have (for j, k = 1,2,3) 

ij.ik = Sjk 

whereas for cross mUltiplication of vectors 

• • S • 
I j X Ik = ~ Ejk,l, 

1=1 

(B-25) 

(B-26) 

Dot and cross multiplications may be applied to polyadics of any order 

by invoking the convention that the operation denoted by the dot or cross 

is to be performed on the vectors appearing immediately on either side of the 

operational symbol. For example, the two possible dot products of a dyadic 

with a vector are 

and 

D·v = (~ ~ ijikDjk)· ~ i,v, 
j k I 

= ~ ~ ~ ij(ik'i,)DjkV, 
j k 1 

= ~ ~ ~ i j Ski DjkVI 
j k 1 

= ~ ~ ijDjkVk (a vector) 
j k 

v·D = (~ijVj)'(~ ~ ikilDkl) 
j k 1 

= ~ ~ ~ (ij.ik)iIDk,Vj 
j k , 

= ~ ~ ~ i, SjkDk,Vj 
j k , 

= ~ ~ i,Dk,Vk 
k , 

= ~ ~ i j DkjVk (a vector) 

(B-27) 

(B-28) 
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the latter equation being obtained by replacing the dummy index 1 with j. 

We observe that 

v·D -=/= D·v (B-29) 

unless D is symmetric, in which case D jk = Dkj • Observe, however, that it 

is always true that 

(B-30) 

One can dot mUltiply two polyadics of any order; for example, for a triadic 

, and dyadic D, 

= ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i)kin OtmTjktDmn 
j k t m n 

= ~ ~ ~ ~ ijikinTjktDln (a triadic) (B-3 I) 
j kIn 

As examples of cross products we have, with the aid of Eq. (B-26), 

D x v = (~ ~ i)kDjk) x (~ itVt) 
j k t 

= ~ ~ ~ ij(ik X il)DjkvI 
j k I 

= ~ ~ ~ ~ ijim fktmDjkVI (a dyadic) 
j kIm 

= ~ ~ ~ (ij X ik)ilDklVj 
j k I 

= ~ ~ ~ ~ imi, fjkmDklVj 
j kIm 

= ~ ~ ~ ~ ijim flkj D km VI (a dyadic) 
j kIm 

(B-32) 

(B-33) 

which we have obtained from the preceding equation by the substitutions 

j - I, 1 - m, m - j. Because of the relations 

(B-34) 

it is possible to express these relations in a variety of equivalent forms. 

We note that 

Dxv-=/=vxD (B-35) 

Cross products may also be formed from higher-order polyadics; for example, 

D X , = a tetradic. 

Another form of multiplication is direct multiplication, in which no 

operational symbol is employed. For example, 

Dv = (~ ~ ijikDjk)(~ itvt) 
j k I 

= ~ ~ ~ ijiki, Djk V t (a triadic) 
j k t 

(B-36) 

It is sometimes convenient to use multiple operational symbols. The 
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only such operator employed extensively in this book is the double-dot 

multiplication of Gibbs. In Gibbs' notation, if a, b, c, d are any vectors, then * 

ab: cd = (a·c)(b·d) 

In particular, if these be unit vectors 

iji,,:izim = (ij.iz){ik'im) = 8jz 8"m 

For example, 

D(l): D(2) = (~ ~ ij i"D)1»: (~ ~ izimDI;;) 
j k Z m 

= ~ ~ ~ ~ (iji,,: Um)DW Dl;; 
j " z m 

= ~ ~ ~ ~ (ij.il){ik' im) D)1) Dl;; 
j " I m 

= ~ ~ ~ ~ 8jz8"mDWDl~ 
j " z m 

= ~ ~ DW DW (a scalar) 
j Ie 

Similarly, 

(B-3?) 

(B-38) 

(B-39) 

(B-40) 

Another useful multiple operation is the double cross-product, which in 

Gibbs' notation is defined by the relation 

ab ~ cd = (a x c){b x d) (a dyadic) (B-41) 

In a sequence involving more than two operations, parentheses may be 

required to define the operations unambiguously. For example, 

(v(l) x v(2»'D * v(1) x (v(2)'D) 

whereas 

V(l) x (D'V(2» = (v(l) X D)'V(2) = v(l) X D'V(2) 

so that no parentheses are necessary to specify the order of the operation. 

The idemfactor has the property that if '\If is any vector or polyadic, then 

1·'\If = '\If. I = '\If (B-42) 

Other useful properties possessed by the idemfactor are 

I: V(J)V(2) = v(l). V(2) 

where v(l) and V(2) are any vectors. As particular examples we have 

I:Vv = V·v 

and I : V V = V· V = V2 

where V2 is the Laplace operator. 

*Some authors2,5 define 

ab: cd = (a·d)(b·c) 

(B-43) 

(B-44) 

(B-45) 
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The unit alternating triadic has the useful property that 

E: VO ) V(2) = VO ) X V(2) 

In particular 

E :VV = V x v 

We note that 

E = -I xl 
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(B-46) 

(B-47) 

(B-48) 

If D(1) and D(2) are dyadics and VO ) and V(2) are arbitrary vectors, then if 

v(l). D(t). V(2) = v(l). D(2). V(2) 

the principle of equality of dyadics permits us to conclude that 

D(1) = D(2) 

The determinant of a dyadic may be expressed in the invariant form 

det D = HD ~ D) : D (B-49) 

If the determinant of a dyadic D is different from zero, then the dyadic 

possesses a unique inverse D-l defined either by the relation 

D·D- l = 1 

or 

The inverse possesses the properties that 

(D(1)·D(2Jt l = D(2~'DC;~ 

and 

The inverse or reciprocal dyadic may be computed from the relation 

(B-50) 

(B-51) 

(B-52) 

D-l _ -HD ~ D)' (B-53) 
- detD 

The relationship 

D·v = 0 

for v an arbitrary vector requires that D = O. On the other hand, if v is a 

given vector the preceding relation requires that D = 0 if, and only if, det D 

*- O. Conversely, if v is a given vector and det D = 0 then D need not be 

zero. For example, if we let i3 be a unit vector parallel to the given vector v, 

that is, v = i3 v, then the relation D· v = 0 is clearly satisfied by any dyadic of 
the general form 

D = il i l D l1 + il i2D l2 

+ i 2i l D2l + i2i2 D22 

+ i3 il D3l + i3 i2 D32 

In such cases for which det D = 0, D is said to be an incomplete dyadic. 

Conversely, D is a complete dyadic if det D *- O. 
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A vector v for which the vector D·v is parallel to v is an eigenvector of D. 

If, for such vectors v we write 

D·v = I\,V 

then I\, is called the eigenvalue associated with v. The foregoing may be 

written in the form 

(D - 11\,)'v = 0 

so that the eigenvalues are the roots of the characteristic (secular) equation 

det (D - II\,) = 0 (B-54) 

In the particular case where D is a symmetric dyadic, there are in general 

three real roots 1\" (i = 1,2,3), not necessarily distinct, of the cubic equation 

Dll - I\, DI2 DIS 

DI2 D22 - I\, Dgs =0 (B-55) 

DIS D23 Dss - I\, 

If the roots are distinct, then the corresponding three eigenvectors v" defined by 

(B-56) 

form a mutually perpendicular triad of vectors. The preceding equation 

remains unaltered if VI is multiplied by a constant, say c,: 

D,(ctvt) = I\,,(CIV;) 

It is convenient to choose c, such that the vector c, Vt is normalized to unity, 

that is, I c, v, I = 1. Thus the normalized eigenvectors, e, = v';v;, satisfy 

led = 1, and the equation 

D·e, = I\"e, (i = 1,2,3) 

Since they are mutually perpendicular, then 

(B-57) 

ej·ek = Ojk (B-58) 

By utilizing these eigenvalues and normalized eigenvectors the symmetric 

dyadic D may be written in the form of Eq. (B-12), where 1\,1 = D t • 

A symmetric dyadic is said to be positive definite if for all non-zero 

vectors u, the scalar 

u·D·u > 0 (B-59) 

A necessary and sufficient condition that D be a positive definite symmetric 

dyadic is that its three eigenvalues 1\,1> I\,g, I\,s each be positive scalars; for if 

we write the symmetric dyadic in the form of Eq. (B-12) and note that I\,t = 
D" we obtain 

u· D • u = 1\,1 u~ + 1\,2 U~ + I\,s u~ (B-60) 

where Ut is the component of u in the direction of et. 

If we restrict ourselves to situations in which the unit vectors (il> ig, is) in 

Eqs. (B-3) and (B-24) are the constant cartesian unit vectors (i, j, k), the 

calculus of polyadics can be made equivalent to ordinary scalar calculus. For 

example, by writing 
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(B-61) 

where (XI> Xg, X3) are cartesian coordinates, the divergence of a dyadic may be 

written in cartesian form as follows: 

(B-62) 

Written out explicitly this is 

V ° D = i! (oD ll + oDg! + OD3!) 
OX! OXg oX3 

+ i g (oDu + ODg2 + OD32) 
OX! oXg oX3 

(B-63) 

+ i3 (OD!3 + oDg3 + OD33) 
OX! oXg oX3 

In noncartesian coordinate systems, the unit vectors are not constant, but 

are themselves functions of position (see Sections A-4 and A-7). Hence, in 
such cases, 

o (0 Y) 0 oY 
-::;- lk *- lk -::;-
OXj oXj 

which shows why Eq. (B-62) is not valid except when (XI> Xg, X3) and 

(il> ig, i3) refer to cartesian coordinates. 
Ifwe confine ourselves solely to cartesian coordinates one may, in a sense, 

ignore the unit vectors and summation signs in equations such as (B-2), 
(B-3), (B-16), (B-24), and (B-62), and write 

v = Vj 

D = Djk 

I = Ojk 

np = Pk1k, ••• kn 

(B-2') 

(B-3') 

(B-16') 

(B-24') 

(B-62') 

so that an obvious correspondence can be made to exist between polyadics 

and cartesian tensors. Polyadics, however, are clearly much more general 

entities than are cartesian tensors, for it is obviously not essential that the 
unit vectors be cartesian unit vectors. The distinction is, of course, of signifi

cance only in the calculus of polyadics and tensors-not in their algebras. 

With regard to the integral calculus of polyadics, the only formula we 

shall mention explicitly is the analog of Gauss' divergence theorem, 
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(B-64) 

where S is a closed surface completely bounding the volume V, dS is a directed 

element of surface area pointing out of the volume V, np is a polyadic of 

any rank, and dV is an element of volume. Since, in general 

dS.np *- np·dS 

it is important to maintain the proper ordering of the directional quantities 

in the integral theorem. 

The significance of polyadic integrals is, perhaps, most readily grasped 

by expressing them in terms of cartesian unit vectors. For example, if T is 

the triadic 

and we write 

dS = ~ i j dSj 
j 

and V = ~ in J--
n uXn 

then Eq. (B-64) may be written 

~ ~ ~ ilim f dSkTklm = ~ ~ ~ ilim f ~klm dV 
k l m S k l m V UXk 

which is a dyadic equation, equivalent to nine scalar relations. In differenti

ating the unit vectors and in bringing them through the integration sign, we 

have explicitly utilized the fact that they are constants, independent of posi

tion. Thus, the preceding relation written out in component form is valid 

only for cartesian systems. The relation from whence it emanated, 

is, of course, an invariant relation and holds true in any system of coordinates. 
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Random suspension equation, 384 

Rayleigh dissipation function, 30, 178 

Reciprocal theorem, 85-88 
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principal translational, 167 
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tween plane walls, 336 
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between plane walls, 334 

of a spheroid in Poiseuille flow, 339 

of a spheroid sedimenting in a cylin

drical tube, 339 

to translation, 205-207, 216 

Resistance matrix, 178 
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conjugate coordinate systems of, 508 

conjugate system of, 105 

coordinate systems of, 501-504 

nonconjugate system of, 105 

one-sheeted hyperboloid of, 514 

paraboloid of, 523 
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Reynolds numbers 
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in catalytic cracking systems, 16 

drag on a sphere at low, 46 

extending present treatments to higher, 

viii 

first separation in flow, 40 

first-order effects of, 43 
inertial and viscous effects, 3, 42-43 

movement of particles relative to fluid, 

viii 

rotational, 54, 198 

stability of laminar flow for, 40 

translational, 54, 198 

unsteady flows, 53, 61 
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Rigid objects, motion of 

arbitrary shape in an unbounded fluid, 
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207 

combined translation and rotation, 

173-183 

nonskew bodies, 192-196 

resistance of a slightly deformed 

spherical body, 207-219 

rotational, 169-173 
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symmetrical particles, 183-192 
terminal settling velocity of an arbi

trary particle, 197-205 
translational, 163-169 
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combined translation and, 173-183 
of cylinders, 353-354 
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of a dumbbell, 195 
motions of, 169-173 
of a sphere about a noncentrally lo

cated axis, 195 
of a sphere inside a second sphere, 

350-351 
tensor, 171-173 
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Saltation, 19 
"Screw-propeller," two circular disks 

joined to form a, 178 
Screw-velocity matrix, 408 
Sedimentation, 1,4-5 

constant gravitational force and, 6 
earth as soil from, 16 
rate of turbidity currents, 18-19 

Sink, 106-107 
coordinates for, 108 
streamlines for, 108 

Skew-symmetry, 189 
Skin drag, 122-123 
Slezkin's formula, 343 
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Soil, properties of packed beds of, 16 
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Spheres 
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Spheres (cant.): 

comparison of methods for estimation 
of the resistance coefficient when 
touching, 276 

comparison of theoretical viscosity 
relationships with data for uni
form, 463 

comparison of theories with experi
mental data for two, 273-276 

concentric, 130-133 
in relative motion, 130 

coordinates of, 62-71, 504-508 
general solution in, 133, 138 

definition sketch for movement of, 322 
definition sketch for, in shearing flow, 

329 
dilute systems of, 438-443 
direction of rotation of, 267, 326 
drag on, 157 

coefficient for, 45-47 
a single sedimenting, 317 

eccentricity function for rotation in a 
circular cylinder, 311 

eccentricity function for translation in 
a circular cylinder, 310 

exact solution for falling along their 
line of centers, 270-272 

falling along their line of centers, 251 
final results for off-center, 313-318 
flow past, 123-124, 141 
flow through assemblages of, 395 
fluid, 127-129 
frictional force and torque on, 66-71 
general motion of two, 268-270 
the method of reflections, 249-270 
motion perpendicular to line of cen-

ters,260 
motion of three, 276 
moving in axial direction in a circular 

cylindrical tube, 298-321 
moving parallel to one or two station

ary parallel walls, 322 
moving perpendicular to a plane wall, 

329-331 
moving relative to plane walls, 322-

331 
region between concentric, 66 
region exterior to, 65-66 
region interior to, 64-65 
resistance of coefficient for equal-sized, 
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Spheres (cant.): 

resistance of a slightly deformed, 207-

219 

rotation of 

about a noncentrally located axis, 

195 
a deformed, 214 

inside a second sphere, 350-351 

in a viscous liquid inside a coaxial 

circular cylinder, 351 

settling of isotropic bodies, 219-220 

settling velocities of dilute suspensions 

of, 381-386 

in a shearing flow between two parallel 

walls, 328-329 

slip at the surface of, 125-126 

Stokes' law correction for moving 
parallel to their line of centers, 

272 

streaming flow past, 123 

streaming flow past a deformed, 209-

215 

streamlines for moving, 121 
streamlines for streaming motion past, 

123 

suspension in a cylinder, 379 

translation of, 119-123 

two widely spaced isotropic particles, 

240-249 

unsteady motion in the presence of a 

plane wall, 354-355 

wall correction factors for, 132-133 

wall correction factors for rigid, 319, 

320 

Spheroids 
between two parallel walls, 332-337 

at the center of a circular cylinder, 

338-340 

interaction between two, 279 

moving parallel to a plane wall with 

its symmetry axis at an arbitrary 

angle of attack, 337-338 

moving relative to cylindrical and plane 

walls, 331-340 

oblate, 143-149 

coordinates, 512-516 
as a flat circular disk, 149 

flow past, 145 

resistance of, 149 

viscosity constant for, 458 

pressure drop in Poiseuille flow and, 

339 

Spheroids (cant.): 

prolate, 154-156 

coordinates, 509-512 
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as an elongated rod, 156 

resistance of, 149 

translation of, 155 

viscosity constant for, 458 

resistance at a central position between 

plane walls, 336 

resistance at an eccentric position be

tween plane walls, 334 

resistance in Poiseuille flow, 339 

resistance sedimenting in a cylindrical 

tube, 339 

settling factor for, 231-232 

torque exerted at an eccentric position 

between plane walls, 335 

in a viscous liquid, 278-281 

Stokes' law, II, 42, 84, 91, 122, 133, 149, 

272, 331, 389 
Stokes' operator, 24 

Stokes' paradox, 47--49 

Stokes' stream function, 98, 103 

Stream function, 96-98 
boundary conditions satisfied by, 111-

113 
dynamic equation satisfied by, 103-106 

local velocity and, 98-99 

pressure and, 116 

properties of, 102-103 

in various coordinate systems, 99-100 

Substantial derivative, the, 24 

Supersonic aerodynamics, 29 

Symmetric matrix, 178 
Symmetrical particles, 183-192 

Systems with complex geometry, 400-

410 

T 

Taylor series expansion, 80, 289 

Tensor 

coupling, 174-177 

rotation, 171-173 
translation, 167-169 

Terminal settling velocity, 124-125 

Theorems 

Euler's, 63 

Fourier's, 78 

Gauss' divergence, 87, 89, 94, 219, 

533-534 
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Theorems (cont.): 

generalized reciprocal, 85-88 

Helmholtz, 92-93 

Lorentz reciprocal, 62 

Time, dimensionless, 53 

Toroidal coordinates, 519-521 

Torque 

buoyant, 31 

at an eccentric position between plane 

walls, 335 

hydrodynamic, 31 

on a sphere, 66-71 

total,31 

Translation 

average resistance to, 205-207 

average resistance of a deformed 

sphere, 216 

combined rotation and, 173-183 

of ellipsoids, 220-227 

generalization for two or more par

ticles, 246-247 

of a particle in proximity to container 

walls, 288-297 

principal axes of, 167 

tensor, 167-169 

Translational equations of motion, \63-

169 

Turbidity currents, 18-19 

u 

Uniform flow, 106 

Unit cell technique, 3, 4-5 

Unit cell technique (cont.): 

spherical shape for, 4-5 

Unsteady creeping flows, 52-54 
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Vectors 

differential invariants, 483-485 

unit, 99 

differentiation of, 481-483 

normal and tangential, 101 

unit tangent, 476 

Velocity 
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comparison of fluidization to lifting a 

single sphere, 425 

dimensionless, 53 

equation of motion of a newtonian 

fluid and, 27 

mass average local, 25 

relation between relative sedimenta

tion and relative viscosity, 467 

relation between stream function and, 

98-99 

relative functions, 389 

terminal settling, 124-125 

uniform flow and, 106 

Venturi tubes. 150-153 

Viscous fluids, see Fluids, viscous 
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Wall correction factors, 132-133 

Whitehead's paradox, 44 

Wrench matrix, 408 


